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Tu-4.0 AIAA
First General session
A FRESH LOOK AT INDUSTRIAL ARTS
Presiding, Ralph C. Bohn; Greetings, The Honorable Harold Le Vander, Governer of Minnescto; Intro-duction, Delrnar W. Olson; Speaker, Marshall Schmitt; Rec Earl E. Smith; Hosts, Martin 0, Johnson,D. D. Nothdurft.

A FRESH LOOK AT INDUSTRIAL ARTS
Marshall Schmitt

This evening, I will discuss with you a paper which I have entitled "A Fresh Look atIndustrial Arts". I hope to draw a verbal picture of the "state-of-the-art" - the industrialarts as I view it today.
I have organized my comments around the following topics: (1) basic premises ofindustrial arts; (2) significant facts; (3) major developments; (4) current problems; and(5) key concepts for industrial arts education to consider.The latter, of course, is in keeping with the theme of your conference this week.What are the basic premises of industrial arts education? I have often had to distillfrom our literature summary statements about various aspects of our profession for mywork at the Office of Educatson. In that capacity I try to reflect the philosophy of the pro-fession, and not my own. I find that there are two underlying beliefs that permeate ourwriting, our object; ves and our curriculum efforts. Our profession supports the beliefthat when industrial arts is taught properly, it can develop an understanding of this per-vasive force we call industry and technology, and it can discover and develop the creativetechnological talents of human beings. These two fundamental beliefs appear to be thepillars upon which our program of industrial arts rests.Our educational system, as an institudon, must accomplish three things. First, itmust transmit to the young what its scientific-technological society is like, its values, itsbeliefs and its mores. Second, it must meet the needs of the individuals under its care,and, third, it must build within the society a mechanism to re-create the society so it willgrow in the direction of a better 1if for its citizens. The beliefs about industrial artsmesh inextricably with these basic purposes of education. Therefore, it is necessary forall who live in a technological society to acquire an understanding of industrial artsthrough the systematic study of the subject matter.From the two n ajor thrusts of the program, specific objectives can be identifiedwhich relate to the various levels of instruction. When one has acquired some knowledgeand understanding of the industrial arts from taking well-organized courses, his behaviorshould change in wholesome ways. Let me cite just a few examples:One of the most important is the change of attitude and understanding about industryand technology, and the realization that this pervasive force has the capacity to raiseman to greater heights or to destroy him by the misuse of technology - or of the arts ofindustry..

In industrial arts, a value often overlooked is that of making wise choices in the pur-chase of the products of industry and technology. Making a wise choice from an almostendless array of similar products which purport to achieve the same function but havedifferent prices is no small task. Experiences in a good industrial arts program provideyou with knowledge and information you can put to good use when making choices for ex-ample, of an automobile, suit of clothes or tape recorder. The consum-zr value Of the in-dustrial arts is an important aspect of economic education, because, when higher-quality,rather than low-quality, goods are purchased, the latter, for want of a buyer, will soondisappear from the marketplace, unwanted and unused.Another value of industrial arts education is that it helps students to make careerchoices. When industrial arts is taught properly, the broad spectrum of skills, knowledge,understanding and attitudes learned by the student is directly applicable to most occupa-tions and professions. For example, the design of a suburban dwelling in an architecturaldrawing class helps the llth- or 12th-grade student who wishes to be an architect attaina "running start" in his profession. This kind of experience helps any student evaluate
2



his future home, whether he wishes to be an architect or a factory worker.
Moreover, as a society grows more complex and provides man with more leisure,he needs to look for another outlet for his creative energy. The industrial arts providehim with this opportunity to interac in meaningful ways with all types of materials inorder to create new technical things which in part contain a little of his personality.It seems to me that industrial arts activities provide still another route for studentsto learn. I call this the non-verbal route to verbalism. I think sometimes we in the pro-fession do not realize the power of our own program as a learning vehicle for youngsters.It seems to me that the modern industrial arts program captures much of the learning

theory and philosophy of such men as Pestolozzi, Rousseau, Locke, Dewey and Montessoriand puts it into a modern-day educational setting.
Let me now highlight some of 'le data to which we can refer as the status of indus-trial arts. I consider the status at this juncture of history, for example, as a ten-yearperiod centering in the 1960'3. In discussing the status of industrial arts, I must include

my work at the Office of Education, because the Office has had a major task in determiningsome of the basic facts and information dealing with industrial arts education.I am the fifth specialist the Office of Education has had in industrial arts education.When I came to the Office in 1957, we had one publication dealing with industrial artseducation. That publication, entitled Industrial ArtsIts Interpretation in AmericanSchools, was published in 1937, twenty years earlier. To me, the major problem facing
our profession at the national level was the lack of adequate data to determine the variouscharacteristics and parameters of industrial arts education. Without this information, Isoon learned you could not make reliable projections to improve or even to discuss theprogram in terms of nationalneeds. Hence, I was constantly bombarded with the question,"What are the facts?" So, I set a course to gather them as rapidly as possible. Basically,
I sought the answers to three questions: (1) What is the recommended instructional pro-gram in induqtrial arts? (2) To what extent does this program exist in the public schools?and (3) What were the major problems cr issues in industrial arts?The answers I found to these questions are suppliea in my publications from theOffice. For example, the bulletin entitled Indusulal ArtsAn Analysis of 39 States' Cur-riculum Guides gave considerable insight into our instructional program. In fact, thetechnique used in the analysis bared our program to the bones, and some people didn't
like what the study revealed. Some people thought I was recommending this program. AllI did was to document what you_ wrote about what the program should be.One person wrote me saying he didn't like what he saw and suggesting that I throw
away everything except three pages. The three pages contained only my suggestions asto what should be done to improve the program. However, if a very critical review wereto be made of that study, you covid see some of the major classifications of content emerg-ing today as something new. Many of these are not new, and we have been teaching a great
deal of what is now considered the "new look" in industrial arts. I subscribe to a com-ment made by one of our leaders, who said, "As we improve or clean up our program,let's not throw out the baby with the bath water." We certainly need to discard content
that is unworthy, but let's not jump into a program that has a different label until we know
whether it is better than what it is to replace.

The publication entitled Industrial Arts EducaeonA Survey of Programs Teachers,
Students and Curriculum supplied some answers to the question of what is actually taught
in industrial arts. A statement I made in the publication reads: "The current industrialarts curriculum does not even measure up to the program recommended by the profes-sion 10 to 20 years ago." In this regard we are no better than the other subject fieldsin the public secondary schools. For example, the new math, new science and new socialstudies programs grew out of similar concerns to improve. Likewise, our industrial artsprograms are undergoing change. These efforts suggest new structures which would
reorganize the instructional content to reflect the technology around the emerging subjectareas of manufacturing, construction, electricity/electronics, transportation and others.But it will take massive efforts before any new industrial arts curriculum, or any other
new approach to teaching the industrial arts, can make much of an impact on the currentprogram and eventually improve the technological literacy of the American public.The statistical study also provided some significant facts which can serve as pointsof departure in improving the industrial arts program in the US. Let me enumerate sev-eral of these:

Three-quarters of the American public secondary schools have industrial arts pro-grams. If a detailed analysis of the schools which do not have industrial arts were made,
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you would find that most of these are small (i.e., under 300 pupils).There are over 40,000 industrial arts teachers in the nation's public schools, gradesseven through 12.
The average industrial arts teacher's salary is $6,200 per annum, plus what he earnsin a non-teaching or second teaching job.
Most teachers teach from curriculum guides which they themselves prepare. Thisfact has many implications for teacher education and for future institute programs.Nearly 40% of the teachers made significant changes in their courses, such as, theintroduction of new instructional areas to broaden the content, the addition of new coursesto meet the needs of upper-ability students, and the development of cicse relationshipswith science,instruction. It appears that many of our teachers are already on the roadto improvement.
One of the most significant problems teachers encounter is keeping up with advancesin technology. Of all the problems reported, this headed the list. The institute programsare helping solve this major problem; however, we are barely scratching the surfacecompared to the need.
There are over fout million student enrollments in industrial arts courses in gradesseven through 12.
One of the most interesting facts uncovered by the survey was the trend to increasesomewhat the compulsory school requirements of industrial arts for both boys and girls.Many other facts could be cited from the study, especially if you "mine" the data,as one of my OE colleagues used to say. For example, if you look closely at the back-ground of industrial arts teachers, you will find that their preparation in science andmathematics does not increase, no matter how much further education they may acquire.This one bit of information has, I believe, a great deal of significance for our teachereducation departments and for the development of future institutes for industrial artsteachers.
Let me leave the national statistical survey data for the time being and discuss anotherpublication entitled Improving Industrial Arts 'reaching. This publication has been widelydistributed to and accepted by the profession. It is, as many of you know, the USOE Con-ference Report on Industrial Arts, released in 1962, and now in its third printing by theGovernment Printing Office.
One of the reasons for this publication's great success is that it was the result of acooperative effort, whereby I had the opportunity to contact many leaders in the US who,in turn, helped me identify the math problems and issues and select the isdividuals whowrote the conference papers. Lee Hornbake's paper, "The Place of Industzial Arts in theAmerican Culture", and Ivan Hostetler's succinct restatement of the objectives, alongwith other significant papers, have had a major role in determining the future dl ectlonand in clarifying the role of industrial arts in American education. I make this statementbecause so many of the newer state curriculum guides, definitions and national groupsare using this information as the basis and/or reference for improving their programsthroughout the nation.
The three publications I have mentioned have been helpful in filling the gap of nationalinformation on our curriculum program, and this function has been one of the historicroles of the USOE, and of its chief instrument, the Office of tha Specialist for IndustrialArts.
I have also experienced the changing role of the OE itself, caused in part by newfederal legislation for education; hence, I, too, have had a broadening experience. Be-cause of the new legislative programs now administered by the Office, the various spe-cialists have, at times, been afforded the opportunity to assist in their implementation.Some of the programs have made it possible to accelerate the improvement process forindustrial arts education. For example, the Cooperauve Research Act, the National De-fense Education Act, the ElerneataryandSecondary Education Act and the Higher EducationActs have all made their impact on industrial arts education in research, in equipment,in institutes and in buildings. These federal programs have made it possible for you inthe field to submit pmposals for action. To the extent that you make use of the fundingapproach, industrial arts will, no doubt, improve in many ways. The effort must be made.As I view the industrial arts field today, I can see several major developments affect-ing the program significantly in the immediate fut...:e..The first major development is the fact-gatheringphase, or the description and iden-tification of the parameters of our program on a national scale. The data published bythe USOE give us a point of departure and a framework within which to make projections
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for improvement. For example, my estimates indicate that it would take $641 million
to bring the industrial arts program up to the curriculum standards recommended by ourprofessional groups. Yes, $641 million - a very conservative figure the.r. does not take
into consideration the newer programs and their special needs.

The second major development is the emphasis on major curriculum effcrts. I be-
lieve we wiP look upon the period after World War 11 as the period in which the industrial
arts profession clarified its thinking regarding the source of curriculum content and made
us aware of the magnitude of the task to determine the scructure of the discipline fromwhich we draw our content. When we have men like Paul DeVore, who will take off on aEuropean trip at his own expense and devote his energies to the study of man's technical
endeavors, which, from his analysis, appear to have external stability and internal flexi-bility, then we will formulate this body of content from which we can draw our subjectmatter. I could name others also engaged in the major task of classifying content, iden-
tifying teaching strategies, designing physical facilities and creating new teacher educa-
tion programs. The federal government has made much of this possible through researchgrants from the Cooperative Research programs.

The third major development is the creation of the Executive Secretary's office in
Washington, DC. Here several individuals are devoting their energies toward improving
the quality of instruction in the nation's industrial arts programs. To be sure, other na-
tional organizations and state groups certainly play their important roles, but never be-
fore could we, as a profession, claim so many individuals whose entire time is devoted to
a professional organization. As a result, we now communicate our purposes better, and
we document our thinking in brochures, guides - in short, our program is better understood
today than in any other period.

The fourth major development is the terminology study. As many of you know, there
has been a problem in American education regarding the ready collection, combination
and communication of meaningful information about the subject matter offered in instruc-
tional programs. The Office of Education has for several years been worklag with various
groups to develop standard terminology of instruction for local and state school systems.
As a profession, we had been struggling, too, to clarify our terms, and this organization,
along with others, has been helpful in solving the problem. As a result, industrial arts is
one of the major subject areas included in a forthcoming document on definitions. I might
add that "determining definitions" is no small task, and any resulting publications must
be continuously reviewed and updated. Again this effort relates to clarifying our role and
the parameters within which we operate.

The fifth major development is the national evaluation program being developed by
the profession in conjunction with the Educational Testing Service at Princeton, NJ. The
first of this series of standardized achievement tests will be available either in late 1969
or early 1970, and will be directed at the junior high school level. Much effort has already
gone into the development of these measuring instruments, which will provide, for the first
time, valid data on how well our students are acquiring knowledge about the industrialarts. As our evaluation efforts continue, the next emphasis will be on our senior high
school curriculum, then, in future years, the elementary school. This evaluation effortis not a "one-shot deal". It is envisioned as being a continuous updating process. For
the first time, we will begin to acquire a measure of the technological literacy level of
the American student.

The sixth major development is on the international scene. There is an increasing
awareness of industrial arts education as a vehicle to develop an understanding of this
pervasive force we call technology. As many of you know, I had the personal experience,
as a representative on a government team, to observe Soviet education, in particular,
poly-technical education. The report entitled Soviet Education Programs, as well as some
of my other writings, provides a detailed account of this program. At the time of my
visit, the Soviets were making comparisons with other foreigr programs which leak with
technology. Since that time, there has been a growing interest in industrial arts and the
methods which purport to acquire this knowledge.

Some of the points of emphasis gleaned from our program by individuals in other
countries include: Developing an understanding of technology; aiding the learning process
by providing for direct student environment and feedback; developing an appreciation for
work; encouraging study of economic education (production and consumption of goods and
services); and providing the vehicle to integrate subject matter. Of particular interest is
the general shop idea. In fact, I am of the opinion that the concept cf the modern general
shop is uniquely American and is a contribution of industrial arts to American education.
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Some of the countries having a particular interest in the industrial arts program atthe present time include Germany, Sweden, England, Australia, Canada, Jordan, the SovietUnion, Japan and Brazil.
The seventh major development is in the area of state supervision. When I came tothe USOE in 1957, we had ten state supervisors. A fresh look reveals that now we have31 mate supervisors, and we expect to acquire another on July first. This fact speakslouder than anything I can say about the state of our profession today.
Let me leave the current developments and identify some problems with which we asa profession will need to come to grips and for which we will need to find satisfactorysolutions.
First is the shortage of teachem Just recently I reviewed Denis J. Foley's investi-gation of current practices for influencing students to prepare for industrial arts teaching.(This study was completed at New York State University.) He provides some suggestionsfor action, such as, coordinadngnational efforts, counseling stuckInts in college, encourag-ing students in high schools to prepare for industrial arts careers, and others.The second maj,or problem is the clarification of our major goals for the Americanpublic, Congress and the educational community. We have improved in this area in thelast few years, particularly throughour publishing efforts. The councils have been instru-mental in bringing this about, as have our various executive secretaries. But we still havea long way to go, especially at the local school administrative level. We need to state ourgoals clearly, to make ourprogram of such high quality that even the use of outside moneywill not influence the selection of one program over another.
The third major problem is to tap additional funds for program improvement. Al-though we have made progress in the use of some federal funds especially in the instituteprogram, and in research and equipment under the National Defense Education Act, asamended much more could be done. For example, we could more effectively tap thesource of fluids in Title III of ESEA, known as PACE (Programs to Advance Creativity inEducation), as well as private sources.
Using additional sources for funds provides more manpower to improve at an ac=celerated rate. Some of our leaders have done an admirable job in this regard and havehelped the profession considerably, particularly in research. But our task is so great,we must coordinate our efforts on long-term cooperative undertakings.I could go on listing other problems, such as methods, updating of content and facili-ties, but the above seem to me to be the important overriding problems.
Before I move on to another topic, I want to mention an issue that I find myself dis-cussing from time to time. This is in the area of skill development. It seems to me thatskill development (manipulative ...nd mental) is an important aspect of any program. Toillustrate from another field: If a student wishes to communicate an idea through a writtenessay, he must be able to write legibly and think clertrly. It would be a goal of the studentto learn to write legibly in order to communicate his ideas effectively in the essay. But wewould not expect him to write it in Old English, such as one finds in the lettering on adiploma.
Similarly, in industrial arts work we expect students to do high-quality work corn-mensurate with their ability levels to do what the task requires. We expect them to de-velop pride in their work and an appreciation of craftsmanship. For example, if a studentwishes to become a General Class radio amateur, he will need to develop the skill to sendand receive 1.3 words per minute. However, if he wishes to have an Extra Class license,he will need to send and receive 20 words per minute, in addition to having a much deeperknowledge of electronics and the ability to apply its principles in radio.The point to which I am leading up is that the goal of the student, especially at thesenior high school level, is a determining factor, and a good industrial arts teacher will,I believe, allow and encourage the student to plumb the depths to identify and establish thatgoal. This goal-seeking effort may or m iy not have relevance to an occupational goal.It may be entirely recreational. Becoming an amateu. radio operator is a good example.A golf-playing friend of mine is a lawyer but his hobby is amateur radio work. He hfisextreme depth in electronics, and this work provides a balance in bis life and an area ,fcreative outlet in a field almost exactly opposite to the one in which he is professionnhyengaged. Therefore, depth in afieldofknowledge is a major goal of industrial arts and isa human development goal. As a person seeks depth in a field of inquiry for its intrinsicvalue, he will find also that depth of study'brings breadth of tmdersurading, because asyou dig deeply you get to the heart of the matter and begin to see the interrelationships,the totality of all things.
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Now, what about the future of industrial arts? It seems to me that all of ut, are
struggling to determine the best future for our program. I do not, however, feel that any
one person or group has the key. Probably the program that will emerge will be the one
that best meets our stated goals and needs of our youngsters. However, I do feel that weshould consider in the future the following main themes - understandings to which indus-
trial arts can contribute in a major way, or in a way different from that of any other sub-
ject field in its approach to helping students formulate their own understanding. In keep-
ing with the theme of your conference, you could call these themes "key concepts" toconsider for industrial arts education.

The concepts are not mutually exclusive; in fact, some will reinforce others in their
development. However, I feel they permeate our entire field, from kindergarten through
the college and adult levels. A person should grow in depth of understanding of each con-
cept as he matures. At this time, I will present twelve concepts. I hope they will provide
you with some new thoughts.

The first concept relates to societal needs: Industry makes use of Imowledge through
industrial organization and the management of the resources to meet the needs and wants
of society. For example, individuals need to be transported, housed and fed, and require
various kinds of services. In the early days, man used one of the most abundant of mate-
rials - wood- and used the knowledge he had of it to meet his needs and desires. Various
industries grew up around this basic material, which was modified to increase its value.
Other common materials were used, too. The schools reflected this in courses such aswoods, metals, and so on. However, a fresh look at industry today reveals, as John
Kenneth Galbraith reports in his book The New Industrial State a structure which is far
more complicated and interrelated than in the past. New approaches to understRnding the
key concept are now needed, and, as many of you know, new courses are emerging, such
as manufacturing, construction, research and development, industrial materiaJs, and more.
These courses reflect the changes and their complexities.

The second concept deals with human resources: Human energy in the form of work
(physical and mental) is the creator of the material culture. It seems to me that indus-
trial arts is another area of human experience in which man creates -however, in indus-
trial arts, man is creative in a "technological", rather than in an "artistic", sense. Both
are interwoven in the complexity of the experience. It is the useful and man-made world
that is our primary domain.

The third concept deals with technological change: Advances in the Inaterial culture
are accelerated through the arts of industry. This concept iF. related to economic effi-
ciency. It is the struggle for better quality, for more functional goods and services and
for reduced costs that spurs industry forward. I often recall a motto that reflects this
continuous change. It was hanging prominently from the ceiling in several areas of a
large industrial plant I -lotted several years ago, and stated: "There's always a better
way.

The fourth concept relates to emotional stress; Changes in che material culture have
positive and negative effects on humans. Since technological cilange is rapid, it often does
away with traditional ways of doing things, ways people know arid with which they feel com-
fortable. Many of these new ways have side-effects which are detrimental to human growth
and development. Children should be educated for change so that it is not new to them.
Those of us who have experimented with the mass prcduction experience in industrial
arts know of the frustrations it can cause. However, esider the proper supervision, this
learning experience is extremely important in many different ways and, I believe, con-
tributes greatly toward studenzs' getting used to change by experiencing a continuous de-
velopmental type of activity.

The fifth concept deals with safety consciousnf:ss: Eath tool and/or machine has the
potential to do useful work for man or to do injurv to him if not used properly. This con-
cept, of course, is in the realm of attitudes and habits. Industrial arts activities which
include safety instruction contribute toward developing this concept. It can be taught at
any grade level and should carry ever into adult life.

The sixth concept deals with man's doniination over machines: Tools and machines
extend man's control over his environmeut. Students need to understand tools and ma-
chines and to learn to control them, whethet.the tool is a small chisel or a large computer.
Student involvement in the actual use of various types of tools helps develop this concept.

The seventh concept deals with the dignity of work: It is through human effort that manachieves his goals. Actual student involvement in the various industrial arts acdvities
shows the need to do small manipulative tasks, as well as high-level mental tasks, to
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accomplish a worthwhile goal. All tasks are important in achieving the goal; otherwisethe goal could not be won. Thc proper attitude toward work is essential to our well-being.The eighth concept is related to man's limitations: Technology can overcome someof man's limitations; the limits of man's modern technology stimulate tne desire for morerapid change. Probably the most outstanding example of the use of modern technology isthe space field. Here modern technology can build a space suit which allows man to livein an otherwise detrimental environment- Through modern technology, the environmentcan be altered, and a man can be protected against its hostile forces. The modern com-puter is even challenging "thinking processes" with its ability to make decisions. Never-theless, it seems that no matter how sophisticated modern technology can become, thereis still a better way on the horizon, still "new worlds to investigate". Modern technologystretches man's imagination more now than ever before.
The ninth concept deals with consumer values: Man needs knowledge about goods andservices to judge quality. A person can make intelligent judgments only upon what he,knows. If, through industrial arts experiences, a person can acquire, for example, the

knowledge and experience that go with applying a high-quality finish on wood, this personis better able to judge the quality of finish on other wood furniture he or she may purchase
for home use. Many examdles could be cited, and, as I mentioned previously, this aspectof the industrial arts is actually a form of economic education.

The tenth concept is related to tools, machines and processea: Advanced tools andmachines make use of the basic ideas of the fundamental tools and machines, but in newand interrelated ways. Understanding these fundamental tools and machines provides in-sight into the more complicated processes. This information is fundamental to under-standing advanced technology. Even the most complicated satellite uses the principlesof the basic tools and machines. A student who has designed and built a remote controlrobot has already acquired the basic knowledge to understand how a satellite command
system operates. The transfer of understanding fromthe industrial arts lab into the realworld is made much easier by these experiences.

The eleventh concept relates to recreation: Manipulating and creating things withone's own hands bring out human qualities. We actually know very little about the inter-relationship between the physical act of doing something and the emotional and cognitive
reactions of human beings to these self-directedacts. One thing is sure, however what-ever occurs is complicated but can have very desirable results. For these reasons indus-trial arts activities are often used with handicapped children. The results of some currentresearch with students of all ability levels give positive evidence that industrial arts in-struction increases academic achievement and the development of desirable attitudes.

The twelfth and last concept relates to societal direction: Technology can help manachieve his goals, but technology should not determine man's goals. Therefore, all in-dividuals must understand the arts of industry which create the technology, in order todirect that technology toward socially useful goals. The power available to man throughhis advanced technology is awesome. If used improperly, it can destroy us, as picturedin Neville Shute's book On the Beach, Hence, industrial arts teachers are engaged in oneof the most important tasks that of providing new meaning for this concept by activelyengaging students in the creation and control of their environment. The industrial arts
can open new horizons upon which man can apply his intellect.

Now that I have presented some thoughts about the basic premises of industrial arts,cited some significant facts, highlighted several major developments, considered somecurrent problems and presented some key concepts for you to consider, what can I con-clude about the state of the industrial arts profession today?
My previous remarks attest to the fact that we have already come a long way in thelast ten years, and I believe we have the tromentun to continue to even greater heights,especially if we see industrial arts education as a curriculum area foi all students. When

we do this, industrial arts will reflect the forward-looking thinking of the industrial artsprofession.
I believe we will build from our present structure of industrial arts and broaden its

offerings to reflect man's technological effort co improve his life and to control and modifyhis environment to meet his needs. Even the name of industrial arts reflects this inter-relationship. The term industrialmeans industry and technology; the term arm creativityin man. Together, the terms suggest that man is using his creative ability to modify
materials technologically to increase their value in meeting his needs and wants. I believea good industrial arts education program will reflect this interaction of man's controlover hie environment, and I believe industrial arts can be as viable and as dynamic as
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man in his efforts to create language and mathematics, or to di scover scientific truths.I hope that my "Fresh Look at Industrial Arts" this evening will provide you witha glimpse into an exciting future which will challenge us as we seek to improve our pro-
gram in order to provide a better education for all our citizens..

Dr. Schmitt is an Industrial Arts Specialist with the US Office of Education, Department of Health, Edu-
cation and Welfare, Washington, DC.
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NEW CURRICULAR CONCEPTS
Kevin Ryan

America in the late 1960's is experiencing aprofound and wrenching social upheaval.We are fighting an ugly and confusing war on the other side of the earth, which has divided
our nation at home. Deep-seated racial tensions have come to the surface. Social injus-
tices have been exposed. Authority and leadership at all levels from the President to theparent are being challenged and often rejected. The economic policies of the richest
nation in the world are beginning to feel stresses and strains. Our giant industrial cap-acity is turning in on us and fouling our lakes and skies. Our cities rot. Our suburbssprawl. Our farms are being turned over to machines. And, further, we ar5 undergoing
a revolution in national morality. There are new ground rules and attitudes towards work,the family, drugs and sexual bahavior.

This national upheaval has not left the schools untouched. The turbulence that isthreatening so many segments of our culture is also threatening the schools, the place
where children systematically learn about the culture. At present a watershed of dis-
content over the schools is building up. Students at both ends of the intellectual spectrumare tuning out and dropping out. Both the gifted and the below average are finding theschools irrelevant to their needs. While the non-academic students literally drop out ofschool, the intellectually gifted normally stay in high school on the usually unfilled hopethat things will be better in college. Teachers, too, are dissatisfied with a whole range ofissues, from their low salaries to their lack of a voice in policymaking. Many parents,too, seem to have acquired an almost neurotic faith in the power of the schools. Con-vinced that the schools are the key to the success of their children, parents are becoming
an increasingly vocal pressure group. Of special concern are the schools of the cities.
Large city systems are often unresponsive to the needs of local community people. Citydwellers, rich and poor, are realizing that quality education is not possible, given the slim
operating budgets of most big city systems.

Much of tl.e recent dissatisfaction is reflected in the works of the new breed ofcritics. There has been a great change here in ten years. A decade ago the Rickovers
and Conants were faulting the schools because they lacked sufficient Intellectual rigor.
The new critics, such as Edgar Friedenberg in Coming of Age in America, Jonathan Kozolin Death at an Early Age, Herbert Kohl in Thirty-Six Children and others, are telling us
that the school is dehumanizing. They claim the schools are rigid, authoritarian, over-
regimented and hopelessly boring.

What all this indicates to me is that the society and the schools are in deep trouble.We are not in a time for stability or entrenchment. This is not a time for satisfaction.
We educators, teachers and administrators, should all be involved in the fundamental ex-
amination of the schools. We should be asking ourselves what the schools should be doing
to benefit the individual and, by this means, to benefit the total society. "What the schoolsshould be doing" is, of course, a curricular question.
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When I took on this assignment to speak on "New Curricular Concepts" I started
doing some homework. What I soon rediscovered is that the word "curriculum" is per-haps the most hard-to-pin-down and slippery word in education. It seemed that everywriter I encountered had his own definition and his own interpretation of the term "cur-riculum". At the one extreme there were those for whom curriculum meant a particularcourse of study in a particular discipline or field of inquiry. At the other extreme therewere thcse who use the term to encompass "all learning experiences children have underthe direction of the school."

However, by looking at the questions which are asked in the name of curriculum, onegets a sense of its scope. "What should we teach?" - the questions of content. "Howshall we teach?" - which encompasses methods and strategies of teaching. "Why do weteach?" - which probes the goals of instruction. "How do we know when we have taught?"- which leads us into evaluation. "When shall we. teach?" - the questions of grade place-ment of students and sequence of material. "Who will teach?" - directing us to the schoolpersonnel. "Whom will we teach?" - which refers to our clients, the students. These
are but a few of the questions and issues raised by the term "curriculum".

As I approached the task of setting before you some new curricular concepts, I wasreminded of James Thurber's opening sentence in a review of a very learned and eruditebook on penguins. Thurber stated, "I learned more about penguins from this book thanI wished to know." With that in mind, I decided that instead of providing you with a longbird-seed catalog of the new and innovative in curriculum, I would present some thoughtson three curricular questions which, hcpefully, will facilitate your own discussions of theindustrial arts curriculum. The questions are, "What should the Ef'r:hools teach?", "Howshall we teach?", and "Who teaches?". This last question deals with the place of newtechnological advances in the schools.

New Curricula
Perhaps the most striking example of new curricular ickas is in the recent cur-riculum projects in the disciplines. Hosts of discipline-based curriculum materials such

as BSCS, SMSG, PSSC, ESS, CBA and UlCSM have come into our schools. Some refer to
this as the alphabet-soup invasion of the American schools. Although scholars argue abouthow all this got started, most agree that the great impetus for the new discipline-cen-
tered curriculum reforms came from the Russians' dramatic push into the Space Agewith Sputnik. Spurred on by federal funds and by public dissatisfaction with the state ofour school curriculum, scholars in the sciences, mathematics and the humanities leapedinto what they perceived as the subject-matter vacuum of our schools. The key word intheir endeavor is "structure". These new curriculum buileers sought out the majorstructural elements of their disciplines. The resulting curricula are built so that studentsseek out the key ideas, concepts and organizing principles of each discipline. The majorintent is to get students of a discipline say, mathematics - to think about a problem the
way the scholars in the discipline attack it.

The new curricular projects emphasize equipping the students with the intellectualskills to attack new problems and seek new relationships. The move here is away frommemorizing facts and formulae. From one perspective the university-based scientistsand scholars who built these curricula sound very much like progressive educators ofthe 1930's. "Learning how to learn" would appear to be the rallying cry of both move-ments.
It would be quite presumptuous to offer an evaluation of these new curricular projectsat this time. First, such al evaluation is beyond my capabilities. Second, and more im-portant, these new curricuLtr projects are simply too recent for any definitive evaluation.While it is difficult to evaluate their educational value, there seems to be little doubt thatthese curricular projects will be with us for several years. Each fresh project comes tothe schools wrapped in and decorated with the praise of renowned scholars and scientists.Also, the projects are being propelled by the muscle of the various publishing houses.Third, the projects have the supportofparents. What parent would dare fight the adoption

of "the new physics" if it meant lessening his son's chance of getting into college?
My slight cynicism arises from the easy victory of these new curricular projects.

The immediate predecessors of these courses, like "old physics" and "old biology",
were obviously found wanting. They were dull. They were boring. We are told they werefilled with a lot of unnecessary information. They never seemed to get around to the
essentials. However, instead of questioning whether or not we should have the subject in
the curriculum at all, we are making a great fanfare in welcoming back these previously
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disappointing disciplines. It seems to me we should be asking a prior question, "why dowe want this subject in the curriculum in the first place?"
Let me approach this issue from another direction. We have a conflict in educationthat seems to be getting deeper all the time. On the one hand we have a crowded schoolday and schoul year. Most teachers and most st.tdents are quite busy with the traditionalsubjects. On the other hand we are told by people like Marshall McLuhan that schoolsare irrelevant to the world in which children must live, and that children interrupt theireducation when they go to school. We also see efforts on the part of many to develop cur-ricula for entirely new subjects. For example: sex education, communications, com-puter science, anthropology, ethics and morality and human relations. The question thatthis conflict and the challenge that these new curricula raise is the primary question,"what should the schools teach?" Although this is an old question, I think we can expectit to be raised again with a new urgency. It will be asked for several reasons. First, thetotal school curriculum is already crowded. We can only teach a small slice of mankind'sknowledge. We will have to make choices. Second, schooling is becoming increasinglyexpensive and the burdened taxpayer will demand rational answers to such questions.Third, people are becoming increasingly concerned with what men need to know to livein the twenty-first century. It maybe that the way we presently are slicing the curriculumpie is totally inadequate for tomorrow and perhaps even for today.In the past when asked why we taught this or that subject In the curriculum, we wereable to get away with such answers as "why, every educated man should speak French.""The colleges expect students to have studied at least three Shakespearian plays.""We've always taught X." "My subject, Y, has an intrinsic beauty and all students shouldbe exposed to it.' These answers may have sufficed in simpler times, but they are outof place today and they will not be tolerated tomorrow.

We noted earlier that the new curricular projects in the disciplines are characterizedby a shift in emphasis from information to intellectual skills, from product to process.A parallel change, and one of perhaps even greater importance, is taking place in methodsof teaching. A dozen years ago when I was in the Navy I was sent off to instructor school.The school was supposed to make me a teacher in two weeks. In essence, it was a cookbook course, but not a bad one at that. When we came to principles of instruction, thetough, gnarled chief petty officer who was our instructor said, "Der is nuttin' to disteaching. All ya gotta do is remember one scientific principle. Tell 'em what ya gonnatell 'em. Tell 'em. And tell 'em what ya told 'em." In many ways this is one of the mosthelpful things that I was ever told about teaching. However, it is hardly all of teaching.While it worked well in the Navy with a captive audience, it worked less well in the publicschools where I had a semi-captive audience. Also, it was hardly the all-inclusive prin-ciple that I had been led to believe it was. To tell 'em what ya gonna tell 'em, tell 'em,and tell 'em what ya told 'em works some of the time for some of the people. What 1 dis-covered, and what most other teachers have discovered, is that while teachers may talk,students don't necessarily learn. Learning is something that goes on within the head ofthe student. It is an individual activity, an individual thing.The new teaching methodologies, then, which are just beginning to take shape, arein direct reaction to this principle of teaching by telling students. I don't think that theprofession the teachers, the researchers, the writers have settled on one term for thismethodological approach. Perhaps we will discover that there are several different ap-proaches here. However, right now there seem to be several terms for essentially thesame approach. Some call it discovery teaching. Some call it heuristic teaching. Somecall it inquiry teaching. In essence, this shift is from the teacher to the learner. Itspurpose is to get the student involved in his own learning by challenging his curiosity, bypresenting him with solvable problems, by providing him with the time and resources toinvestigate and discover on his own. This may sound as if the teacher's role will be madeeasier. I doubtit. I think it is true that most of us find it a great deal easier to tell peoplethings than to stand back and watch them grope with questions and problems.It is not at all clear that the discovery approach is the most efficient way to havemany students learn information or acquire skills. However, if we see the role of theschool as teaching children how to learn, assisting them in their quest for a satisfyinglife style, and preparing them to deal continually with a changing society, then the trueimportance of this teaching methodology becomes apparent.
Mastery Learninik

About a dozen years ago, after an unsuccessful campaign for the Presidency, AdIai
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Stevenson remarked, "Something happened to me on the way to the White House." The
same could be said about schools. Something has happened to American education on its
way to fulfilling its high purpose. We have built an impressive school system to do some
very important things, but somewhere along the line we have become diverted. Most of
us would agree that the primary purpose of education is to serve the individual. The end
of education is to make a person free and autonomous, to help him be creative, and to
aid him in the development of true self-respect. The curriculum is the means to achiev-
ing these noble ends. We have drawn upon the universe of knowledge and skills to help
us. From this we have formed courses of study in English, in social studies, in mathe-
matics, in industrial arts and in foreign languages. These subjects are the means we use
to help students achieve the ends of autonomy and self-respect. But somewhere along
the way something happened. The subjects have become ends in themselves. The individ-
ual student becomes subservient to the subject and frequently the subject becomes a real
block to such things as creativity and personal freedom.

Perhaps I can illustrate this best by offering a personal example. Ten years ago
when I started teaching English, I was in full agreement with the aims of education stated
above. I thought one way of achieving some of these objectives would be to heve students
gain a knowledge and a command over words. Therefore, I set forth certain vocabulary
words that my tenth graders were to learn. Every month they were to learn a hundred
words drawn from the literature we were studying. We went over these words in class.
The students wrote homework assignments using the words. Finally, at the end of each
month we had our vocabulary test. As can be expected, some students did very well on
these tests, getting' A's. Some less able students got B's and C's. And then there -vere
those who received D's or even failed. These grades went into the book and then we went
on to another set of a hundred words and the process was repeated.

I present this not because it represents anything very startling. Just the opposite.
This is the normal procedure followed by teachers. W a set out work to be learned, we
provide opportunities for students to learn an.i then we. grade them on how well we have
done. What happened in my class happens in most other classrooms. The curriculum
becomes a source of success for a few and a source of failure for others. My C, D and F
students learned some vocabulary words. They also learned some other things. They
learned there were a lot: of words they didn't know. They learned that they were not
measuring up to the teacher's standards. They probably learned that they weren't very
bright, but they probably had been learning that for the preceding nine years. For a good
portion of the students the curriculum became an agent of psychological punishment. It
is difficult to have much self-pride if you are continually being told of your Inadequacies.
In other words, the implementation of the curriculum often works against the ends of the
sci'ool.

There is a new idea being developed by curriculum theorists, which I feel can help
us get out of our means-ends dilemma. The thrust is to make successful performance
the end and to use tests as indicators as to whether or not the student has reached the
goals of instruction and, if not, what must be done. While there are several educators who
worked on this problem, I would like to discuss briefly the approach being used by one of
my colleagues at 'The University of Chicago, Benjamin Bloom. Bloom calls his approach
"A Strategy for Mastery Learning." This is an apt title, because what Bloom has de-
veloped is first of all a strategy, a way for teachers to proceed. Also, the entire emphasis
is on mastery of what is to be learned. Using Bloom's approach, both teachers and stu-
dents approach learning with the expectation that only mastery of the information or task
is acceptable. What is unique about the system, however, is that built into it are the
alternative opportunities for students to reach mastery. Like most great ideas, Bloom's
idea is quite simple. It is also quite adaptable to a wide range of subject-matter fields.
If I may, I would like to sketch briefly some steps in the strategy for mastery learning.

First, the teacher must clearly specify the content and objectives of instruction. His
students share a clear idea of the course expectations.

Second, ae should establish a clear criterion for mastery of the subject matter. This
criterion should be built into an evaluative instrument. For instance, 90 to 95% on each
test would indicate mastery. The focus of the tests, however, is not to separate the bright
from the slow, but to tell students how close they have come to mastery of the material.

Third, Instruction should proceed as usual since the Strategy for Mastery Learning
does not call for any radical changes here. No new methods or approaches to teaching
are called for.

Fourth, after each unit of instruction, a short test is given. Each test has a twofold
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purpose: first, to indicate mastery to those students who have demonstrated it and,second, to identify sources of difficulty which the students who have not demonstratedmastery need to overcome. Again, these tests are not used for grading students. Rather,the tests are used as -Eeedback to students, to reassure students who have attained masteryor to indicate further work to be done by students who have not yet attained mastery. Theseshort tests act as diagnostic progress reports.
Fifth, on the basis of diagnostic progress reports, the student is informed of the addi-tional learning needed to achieve mastery. The test is devised so that it clearly informsthe student of his source of difficulty and, especially, of the steps he should take. In thissense the test acts as a prescription for additional learning. This additional l-qrning isto be completed apart from regular g-ilup instruction.Sixth, the student uses alternal e learning resources. This step is all-important.When the student has not gained maiery the first time through the material, alternativeprocedures are prescribed for him. Instead of having all of the students go over all ofthe material again, each student is given another opportunity to learn what he does notknow. Some of these alternative procedures for individual students are as follows: re-reading the original lesson materials; studying alternative materials, such as a differenttextbook's treatment of the topic; usirig a programmed text or a specific workbook; re-viewing the material with three or four other students in regular meetings; and, possibly,special tutorial instruction. This latter step is the mosr. important one for the learner.He is given several chances and different ways to master the material before going on tothe next units of instruction. And this is, also, the nub of the problem. Most of us havejust one or two ways to teachour material. What the strategy for mastery learning wc,L1c1suggest is that we develop an array ofalternative learning resources materials to whichstudents can be directed to help them overcome the points of difficulty.There are two things that I find particularly appealing about the strategy for masterylearning. First, it is based on the idea that what we have set out to be learned, shouldcome to be learnednot partially, not 75% worth, but should be learned completely.Twenty years ago as a high school freshman I received a just-passing grade in Latin I.However, it was enough to pass me on to Latin II. At the time, being well aware of what Iknew and did not know about Latin I, this procedure struck me as being rather silly. Imight add that in the year that followed, the folly of passing me on to Latin II was vividlydemonstrated. This brings me to the second point about the strategy for mastery learn-ing. I think we have a better chance of developing students with self-respect and with anexcitement for learning if we insure that they have successful encounters with subjectmatter. What kind of seff-image can we expect from a student who goes through schoolwith a vivid knowledge that he is never learning everything fully and only has control overa portion of the material? A strategy for mastery learning, on the rther hand, uses suc-cess as a criterion and aims at providing students with a sense of success.

Who Teaches and The New TechnologyThere is one final curriculum issue with which we should deal. It is encompassedby the questions, "who teaches?" and "how do we teach?" A casual glance around ourschools shoul0 convince us that we have come a long way from Socrates' garden school, along way from the boisterous medieval universities, and a long way from the little ledschool house of a few decades past. The reason for the change is not that teachers aregetting any smarter than Socrates, Abelard or JesseStuart, but that they are getting morehelp help in teaching the young. Socrates had to rely on the human voice. Perhaps hedrew an occasional diagram in the dust. Today's teacher, however is supported by chalk-boards, books, maps, overhead projectors, filmstrip projectors, motion pictures, audioand video tape recorders, programmed texts and teaching machines. Certainly not allteachers have such help and not all teachers know how to use it. My point is simply thatthis kind of help is available today and we are just at the very beginning.What this new technology is forcing us to realize is that the essential role of theteacher is being changed. Let me illustrate. In the medieval universities, the teachergathered his students in an open field and lectured to them. His classes were limited bythe strength of his vocal chords. His knowledge was limited by his intellect and by thefew books available to him. Then along came the invention of movable type and the print-ing press. Books became easily available to students ar,d the university teacher was nolonger the total source of knowledge he once was. The book, which can capture and storeknowledge, the book which can be picked up and put down at the learner's convenience,radically restructured education. And, as Marshall McLuhan suggests, it radically
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affected the way in which men think.
Today education is in the midst of another revolution, a technological revolution.Knowledge is again changing the essential role of the teacher. It is changing how heteaches, but it is also changing who teaches. Let me use another illustration. When ateacher uses a blackboard or an overhead projector to amplify and clarify his words, heis using audio-visual aids. However, when the same teacher puts on a film say, dealingwith procedures for setting a depth gaUge on a drill press the film does the teaching andthe teacher becomes the aid. The people who made the film are the real teachers. Thismay be an uncomfortable idea for many, but it is one we ought to get used to.
The American schools have been discovered by American industry. Industry isreadying a massive thrust into the schools with packaged materials of all kinds. Thesematerials will do much of the traditional instruction by themselves. The human teacherbecomes just another part of the learning system. In some cases, the teacher becomes

an aid to the audio-visuals. In fact, many of the new corpordte curriculum builders areworking hard to develop what they call "teacher-proof' materials, materials which areso carefully designed that teachers cannot apply them incorrectly.Whether or not we are disturbed by this development, whether or not we believeteachers can adjust to this change, is not the point. The point is that barring nationaldisaster the revolution is upon us. Let me take one example of something that is withus today and may fundamentally change the nature of schools and the teaching profession.
Recently, John Goodlad, the dean of the School of Education at UCLA, made the statementthat "the computer will march relentlessly into our instructional lives We could equipevery elementary classroom in the United States with a computer at the cost of one billiondollars." Incidentally, one billion dollars isn't really that much when we consider that itrepresents one-seventieth of what weare currently spending on national defense each year.There are many unanswered questions about computer-assisted instruction. There aremany dire claims and many fears. However, computer-assisted instruction does offer agreat potential. I am talking here about CAI units which act as individual tutors, thatcontain all the lenowledge and theory developed by mankind, computers that are pro-grammed with all we know about learning theory and put it into practice, that are pro-grammed with all the learning characteristics of each student and operate up-to-dateprofiles of the skills and knowledge of each student. It is projected that these computer-assisted instruction units will be programmed not simply to teach skills and information,but also the important intellectual processes. It does not seem unreasonable, given the

assumption that these units be continually pacing the student at his maximum level, and,thereby, cutting out all needless repetitionand relearning, that in two or three hours a dayat his console the student will be learning three or four times what he is presently learningin school. In brief, we may have the educational ideal of the student at one end of the logand, instead of Mark Hopkins at the other end, we will have the IBM Mark 2000.
Many of us are uneasy with the idea of children spending huge amounts of time inter-acting with computers. Some feel that the experience will be dehumanizing and that theeducational process will become depersonalized. Although this is a very real possibility,I am sure that the same thoughts were stirred in the minds of those medieval teachers

when books were made easily available to the students. And, too, we should keep in mindthat much of what is, at this moment, going on in our classrooms is dehumanizing. Be-sides the legions of students who are bored with the content and the pace of instruction,there are many who are being left behind and cast aside. For many, our traditional class-rooms are prisons where students are fettered in ignorance and frustration. I might add,too, that much of what teachers do now is demeaning and dehumanizing.It seems clear, then, that whether we like it or not, the computer age is with us.With the computer will come drastic changes in our present answers to the questions,who teaches and how we teach. We can, of course, resist the advance of this new tech-nology and fight any change in the status quo. However. I think this approach is doomed.If the computer and advanced technology can do certain things better than human teachers,we should welcome them. My friene, Dw;ght Alien, states the issue more sharply whenhe says, "Any teacher who can be replaced by a machine should be." John Goodlad, whomI quoted earlier, puta the issue in a broader perspective, "It is our challenge to find outhow human beings and machines are to live mgether productively in tomorrow's teaching-learning environment."

Summary
The American schools have had a glorious history. We teachers have been left with
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a great and noble heritage. A few generations ago we dreamed an impossible dream. Wedeclared that we would build a school systemwhich would educate all the young -the rich,the poor, the bright, the slow, the native born and the newcomer. And we achieved thatdream of univerl education. But the task is not finished. 1 started this address byunderlining a few of the urgent problems presently zonfronting our schools and our so-ciety. If we are to extend the noble tradition of the American schools, this generationmust solve these problems.
The first step toward finding new solutions is a commitment to change, a belief thatwe have the vitality and strength to change, a resolution not to be the passive victims ofchange, but to form and direct the change. Few of us, I hope, are like the eighty-year-oldwoman who recently wrote the President: "Dear Mr. President, Why do we have to go tothe moon? Why can't we stay on this earth and watch television like the Good Lord in-tended?"
As you leave this room and begin to grapple with the very important theme of thisconfereace, "New Concepts In Industrial Arts Education", I would like to leave with youthe words of McGeorge Bundy, the president of the Fbrd Foundation. Bundy summed upthe issue of change in education in these words, "We are in a grave and deepening crisisin public education. The burden of proof is not on those who urge change. The burden ofproof is on those who do not urge change."

Dr. Ryan is Director of Art in Teaching at the Graduate School of the University of Chicago (Illinois).
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General Session III
Presiding, Raiph C. Bohn; Greetings, Hon. Arthur Naftalin, Mayor of Minneapolis; Introduction, HowardNelson and Walter Wilson; Speakers, Arthur Turner, David Bushnell; Rec., Donald N. Anderson; Hosts,Ronald S. Walker, Harold Halfin, Laudie Kacalek, Donald C. Weber.

MAKING EDUCATION RELEVANT
Arthur E. Turner

Last Thursday, George Allen, the National Football League's "Coach of the Year",coach of the Los Angeles Rams, and a former student at my alma mater - Alma College -made a few remarks at the Annual Alma College All-Sports Reunion which I believe relateto my subject for this evening.
Coach Allen said, emphasizing the importance of personal achievement, that "Thegreatest thing in life - wherever you are - is to take an ordinary job and make somethingof it." Coach Allen has done that with the Los Angeles Rams, and his remarks fit mysubject for tonight - the subject of "Making Education Relevant." Since I'm talleng toindustrial arts-people, my subject might very wellbe: "Making a blueprint for the futureof industrial arts", or "Building a bridge between the high school induatrial arts and theindustry they seek to serve."
P resident Johnson touched on the problem in his 14Education Message to the Congress"on February 5 when he said: "A high school diploma should not be a ticket to frustration."Further, he declared: "We must do more to improve vocational education programs. Wemust help high schools, vocational schools, technical institutions and community collegesto modermze their programa, to experiment with new approaches to job training. Aboveall, we must build stronger links between the schools and their students and loeal Indus-tries and employment services, so that education will have a direct relationship to theworld the graduating student enters."
That latter part, the bringing together of industry and the industrial arts programand the student, is the part that must be made relevant to prepare the student and makesomething of his education.
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With many of you, trying to keep up with the fast-moving trends of Industry is a seri-
ous problem. I understand there isn't too much getting together of industry and the indus-
trial arts teacher. Many of you have only one-block hour a day in which to srlidy industry.
its methods and materials - an almost impossible task in this fast-moving industrial world.
Also, I've been informed that industrial arts often becomes a dumping ground for students
who fit no other curriculum, often without the use of satisfactory counseling methods to
determine the student's aptitude for industrial arts, and that the biggest bug in the indus-
trial arts field is the need for continually updating with industry.

In an article in Business Week last December, "How business schoola welcome the
world", one professor pointed out that "the most important question is what kind of
graduate the business community wants from the schools, rather than what kind of graduate
the schools want to produce."(1)

This brings me to the point at hand -the point of "Making Education Relevant" -
and that is what we have been doing at Northwood institute since it was founded almost
10 years ago in 1959. We decided from the start that education should be relevant to the
needs of business, if our graduates were to be able to take over jobs immediately upon
graduation and become productive assets to their employers. We began by finding out
what business and industry needs, and before long we had them coming to us and saying,
"We need this kind of course, that kind of program, and we would like to sit down with
you and work out such a program." That is what we did - with our Automotive Marketing
Program, our Insurance Management, Hospital Unit Management, Hotel and Restaurant
Management, Food Service Management, Retailing and Marketing, Executive Secretarial,
Advertising, Journalism, Business Management, Banking, Visual Ar:-s, Performing Arts
and other programs.

We sat down with the leaders of businesses and industries and worked out the courses,
the method of evaluating the student's understanding of the work and the methods of place-
ment which would meet the needs of the employer and the student. We did not stop there.
Northwood set up advisory committees of these business and industry leaders, that were
called upon to meet with us periodically tokeep us up to date on changes in each particular
field. In the automotive marketing field, the National Automobile Dealers Association pro-
vided a grant with which we developed a set of books on dealership operation- the first
such set of books ever to be prepared with the blessing of the auto industry, and these are
the tcxtbooks we use today to train young men in all phases of good dealership operation.

I might add here that a great majority of our students takes about half their work in
liberal arts, another 25 percent of their classes are in basic business and the remaining
25 percent in specialized classes for their selected curriculum. We are a business-
oriented college, and most of our students are in a co-op education program, for we share
interests in the key functions of business.

We believe we have programs that are relevant to the needs of middle management of
the business world- that segment of business life on which we have decided to concen-
trate at Northwood Institute. Our efforts have been most successful over the past nine
years. From a beginning of zero students at our first tiny campus in Alma, Michigan, we
have grown today to four fine campuses not only at Alma but Midland, Michigan; West
Baden, Indiana, and Cedar Hill (near Dallas), Texas - pius two extension centers in South
America. Our student enrollment has grown from a very beginning enrollmsmt of 103
students in 1959 to approximately 1,500 students on our four campuses today, and we
include more than 50 students from many countries throughout the world.

In the student's selection of a career, we certainly need to be sure that he has the
personality and talents needed for the job,and that there will be job opportunities for which
he will be able totrain. Quoting a member of the Employment Security Division of Indiana,
I would like to say: "We hope that area employers will cc rainue to evaluate their manpower
requirements on a long-term basis -particularly in those occupations requiring a long
training period."

The young person wonders what career lies ahead for him. The employers are con-
cerned with finding qualified help-young people with sufficient training to be productive
workers when they first start the job, able to meet people and carry on intelligent con-
versations with them, willing to learn sad adapt themselves to the demands of the job,
and, of course, a pleasing personality is always an asset.

Our job, yours and mine, is to bring the student and the employer together in the
frame of reference that will enable each to improve himself - the student his ability, the
employer his production or services - to the end that society also is benefited by improved
goods and services.
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Louis Harris, a public opinion analyst, in a nationwide survey some months ago, re-ported that only 12 percent of the college students made business their first choice for acareer, but we certainly know that business has much to offer young people who have en-thusiasm and the proper background of training. The need for skilled persons in the in-dustrial arts fields is equally as urgen:, and the rewards as gratifying, where enthusiasmand the proper training is faund in the high school or college graduate.It is interesting to note that nine-tenths of the college seniors who participated in theHarris survey agreed that free enterprise helped make this nation great, and three out offour believed that prosperity and profits go together. Perhaps the trouble lies in the rubthat the only way people are going to get the good things of life is to work for them.A bit of philosophy I'd like to throw in is this: right-thinking young people do notsubscribe to the philosophy that the world owes them a living. A free society nurturesthe individual not alone for the contribution he may make to the social effort, but also andprimarily for the sake of the contribution he may make to his own realization and develop-ment.
In Northwood's business courses, not only isa knowledge of techniques and merchan-dising emphasized, but equal importance is placed on the development of good judgmentand intelligence, peraonality and the ability toget along with others. We believe in bring-ing into our educdtional programs a sense of dedication and independerce of judgment.We encourage our students with the thought expressed by Thomas Carlyle a century ago:"Have a purpose in life, and having it, throw such strength of mind and muscle into yourwork as God has given you."
We teach our students that whether they are at home, at work or in school, they oweit to themselves and others to give of their best. We urge them not to let frustration,hardship or opposition deter them from living up to their responsibilities with the quietenthusiasm that can transform the humdrum of everyday life into a meaningful challenge."Know thyself", Socrates tells us. "Be thyself", Plato asserts. "We must decide whatmanner of men we wish to be and what calling life would follow", Cicero advises, "andthis is the most difficult problem in the world."Isn't this what self-concept and vocational choice is all about? Observe what yournative stock is, how it can be improved,and what it is fit for. You can regard work in thelight of "chain-gang" prison punishment; or does harder, dirtier and longer work tendto mean dishonor for you? Or, you can find what you like to do and by adequate prepara-tion find in your work a good name for yourself, good income, prestige and a career withhonor. This is primarily a matter of intellectual growth and mastery of environment,once you have found the right niche and have adapted yourself to the demands of occupa-tional mobility that come with career development.

1 have presented these thoughts to you as I would present them to my students atNorthwood. While I am talking to them about middle-management in business and indus-try, the qualities of character apply equally to the student in the industrial arts fields ifhe is to he successful in his job. The character skill must go along head in hand with thecraft skill in our preparation for careers, but sometimes today, do we not sweep the char-acter skills under the rug in our hurry to get on with the Job of developing and using ocraft skills?
There are still opportunities in America today for all of us, and we will continue totake advantage of ',hose opportunities to the degree that we make industrial arts educationrelevent to the needs of industry and business and relevant to the talents and capabilitiesof the student.

F OOTNOTE

1. December 9, 1967, issue of Business Week, page 124, Management.
Mr. Turner is President of Northwood lnstitutz., Midland, Michigan.
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INDUSTRIAL ARTS IN AN EDUCATIONAL
SYSTEM FOR THE SEVENTIES

David S. Bushnell

Yesterday I had the pleasure of experiencing two seemingly unrelated events, one
an intellectual exercise, and the other a social occasion. While neither of these experi-ences argue for dramatic changes in current educational practices, they serve to under-score the significance of the part which industrial arts must play in our public educa-tional programs of the future. The first was a chance communication from Dr. Nicholas
DeWitt, an Indiana University economist who had just completed a study of the skilledmanpower needs in California. The report to the California citizens' Committee on
Public Education, sponsored, incidentally, through US Office of Education funding, pointed
out that California is relying upon a "brain drain" from the rest of the country to meetits skilled manpower needs. About 40 percent of California's skilled work force has had
to be imported from other states since World War II. Dr. DeWitt goes on to observe that
this obvious deficiency in productivity in the public school system is reflected in a 20
percent dropout rate before graduation from high school and a failure of 35 percent of thestate's high school graduates to continue theft- education. Dr. DeWitt might have addedthat of those who do go on to junior college c a four-year institution, only 50 percent
will successfully complete college. In other words, only two out of 10 high school students
currently enrolled in schools across the ccuntry will successfully complete a college de-gree. Dr. DeWitt recommends that California's secondary schools must offer remedial
and continuing education courses with an emphasis on job skills. In addition, he ^ays
more work-oriented and occupational education programs must be offered in all schoolssince more than half of the students do not go on to college. He recognizes something
that all of you are well aware of, that the major job opportunities of the future will be inwhite collar and service occupations and that educational programs including counseling
and guidance must be geared to these needs by providing "general" work-oriented educa-
tion lather than the narrow, specific job-oriented kind. While it is unnecessary to makethese observations to an audience of your level of sophistication I thought it would be of
interest to you to know that economists, Congressmen, and others outside our domain arebeginning to draw many of the same conclusions which have for so long been the touch-
stones of industrial arts educators.

To quote a recent speech by Minnesota Congressman Al Quie:

"I have seen the statistics that show that of the young people who leave E. chooland go out to work with less than a baccalaureate degree, only one in ten have a
job skill to take with them. And that's a pretty poor record for our educational
system.

The heartening fact is, however, that our educators are aware of this shortcom-ing in our system and I expect that they will play their role in making long
needed changes."(1)

The second event, one which I enjoyed immensely, came about through the selection
by the Chief State School Officers throughout this country of a man whom they recognizedas the "Teacher of the Year." His name is David Graf, an Industrial Arts-Vocational
Teacher at Sandwich High School in Sandwich, Illinois. It was my pleasure to speak to
an august body of educational statesmen in Washington, DC, yesterday on Mr. Graf's
achievements at a luncheon in his honor. Amung other notable successes, Mr. Graf hadpioneered what LOOK Magazine described as a "custom-tailored" classroom where
students' interests, abilities and aspirations were recognized through tailoring programsto fit their individual learning styles and backgrounds. Mr. Graf, an unassuming but
obviously ta!ented teacher, dramatically illustrated what learning theorists have longargued is a necessary approach to revitalizing education in the classroom, particularly
for the disadvantaged and urban ghetto student. The difference is that Mr. Graf has beenable to incorporate these insights into his own repertoire of skills through actively in-
volving the student in the learning process. By effectively linking a student's interest in
a vocation with an awareness of the need for a basic educationone designed to rewardrather than punish a student forma: education could be made more palatable. It is this
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same basic concept which we hope to incorporate into an Educational System for the '70's.1 would like to spend the remainder of my time describing in some detail this effort whichis now moving off the drawing boards into a five-year program for implementation in 17school districts around the country.
Industrial arts, together with other school subject areas, is expected to play an im-portant role in the devel ,prnent of this new and exemplary high school program labeledan "Educational System for the Seventies (ES '70)". This pilot effort is a response tothe often expressed observation that the educational program of many of the nation'sschools are not relevant to the needs of the majority of American youngsters. The recentreport by the National Advisory Commiss!on on Civil Disorders (the Kerner Report) de-scribed some of the serious conditions of our inner cit7 schools and recognized the urgencyfor dramatic changes in our present-day system. Informed observers of the educationalscene have noted that many public schools are non-rewarding, that students are "turnedoff" by their learning experiences, that the learning environment is hostile and custodialrather than involving and challenging, and that teachers are unable to respcnd to individualdifferenCes in students.

Recent shifts in the structure of the labor market have also imposed increased de-mands upon public education to prepare young adults and experienced workers alike forchanging work careers. The shift from production-oriented occupations to service occu-pations has accelerated the need for communicative and social skills in addition to themore familiar manipulative skills. Many of the more traditional entry-level occupationsare now unavailable to the high Fchool graduate. With 26 million young workers enteringthe labor force this decade, neet ,;obs must be created. Unskilled or Low-skilled jobs fre-quently offer only interim employment opportunities. Today's rebellious youth look for achallenge as well as a paycheck. Economic security is being rivaled by a yen to be in-volved - uptight with reality - as the saying goes. Where's the action - unfortunately notin our schools.
Such problems regarding the current school system and the job market should gen-erate much concern - and they do. Educational leaders and classroom teachers are notinsensitive to them. Their awareness is coupled with a growing sense of frustration athearing of the many exciting innovations in teaching. Such innovations as individuallyprescribed instruction, programmed learning, computer aided instruction, team teaching,flexible scheduling, ungraded classrooms have been ampiy demonstrated as feasible anddesirable. The popular media are continually reporting the favorable results of thesetechniques. However, most of these valuable new tools are not commonplace practices.A coordinated application incorporating various innovations into-even a small percentageof schools has yet to be worked out.
Educat:onal researchers have made significant advances in their understanding of thelearning process, the need for curriculum innovation, and the use of new instructionaltechnology. How distressing it is when one considers the tremendous lag time betweeninitial research findings and implementation of these findings. Even with the rapidescalation of federal research dollars for education, the return.on the investment to datehas lefi- something to be desired. In short, it seems that a massive and radical redesignof our approach to improvements in secondary and post-secondary educational programs,particularly vocational and industrial arts education, Is imperative. What does the citizenof the '70's need to know about himself, his community, and his role in society? What kindof job skills does he need to qualify for employment? These are the questions to whicha major curriculum change effort must be addressed.
Recognizing that the money being invested by the Bureau of Research in tha US Officeof Education in curriculum development might yield a greater return, the Bureau hasdeveloped a two-fold strategy for meeting the needs of secondary education. First, smallscale curriculum development efforts will continue to be funded to r-'.et immediate andpressing needs. Second, a new method of defining goals will be adopted using a more sys-tematic approach pioneered by the defense and aerospace industries. While INt: are wellaware of the benefits derived from the application of such an approach to the complexproblems of weapons systems development and aerospace research, no large-scale effortshave been made to adapt such an approach to the needs of education. John Flanagan hasobserved that "specific factors which have prevented the effective use of these approachesin education are a lack of well-defined objectives and inadequate measuring proceduresto determine whether the student has achieved the objective set for him".(2) We are wellaware of the potential benefits of applyinga systematic approach to educational problems.Such an educational system offers an opportunity for a clearer definition of goals and a
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method of linking such goals with appropriate actions in order to present to the educator
tested alternatives to present practices.

Bearing in mind the need for a dramatic overhaul of many of the nation's secondary
schools, representatives of seventeen local school districts, fourteen State Departments
of Education, and the US Office of Education were invited to meet in Fort Lauderdale,
Florida, in May of 1967 to devise a program for the development of a new comprehensive
and secondary school system for the '70's. Those participating recognized the growing
disparity between traditional curricula offerings of secondary schools and the fast-
changing needs of large segments of the American population. The central theme of the
conference was built around the necessity for bridging the gap which exists between the
academic, vocational and general education areas and to consider ways of reducing this
traditional separation. The conferees concluded that an adequate high school education
should permit the development of basic learning skills, appropriate entry-level job skills,
and a foundation for further study at higher educational levels. Horizontal and vertical
integration of subject matter fields was felt to be essential. Physics students, for ex-
ample, might go to the industrial arts department for first hand experience with the prin-
ciples of pulleys and levers. Boys training to be mechanics might write English essays
on how to repair a car. Journalism students might develop a better overall grasp of their
area of work by participating in a graphic arts program. By focusing on several broad
objectivr:s of secondary school education, each superintendent represented at the confer-
ence hoped to bring about a much-needed integration of the academic and vocational
curricula offerings to better cerve the needs of the college-bound as well as the non-
college-bound students.

The American high school, they concluded, should provide a truly comprehensive
education for each of its students. A capability for citizenship involvement, quality educa-
tion and career preparation have long been recognized as acceptable goals for American
education. Our school system has the responsibility to assure that each child attains
these objectives. In equipping young people for their roles as adults, the school must be
responsive not only to tine student's !ntellectual needs but to his personal, social, and
career needs as well. The student should receive an education which will provide him
with a range of post high school options. He should have specific, immediately market-
able occupational skills as well as a broaderunderstanding of our free enterprise system
in a democratic society. He should be prepared for career development with the recog-
nition that he will probably progress through several different jobs in his working life.
Each student should also receive academic prvaration of sufficient depth and rigor to
permit his entry into a university or other form of continuing education if he so chooses.
He should also be prepared toparticipate in our society as an effective citizen with knowl-
ede of the means by which he can bring about changes in the society if he feels it neces-
sary to do so. He should be aware not only of his responsibilities but of his rights ab a
member of a democracy.

The US Office of Education agreed to join with the fourteen states and seventeen
local school districts represented at Port Lauderdale in designing and developing a new
educational program at the high school level which would test these objectives and the
most promising innovations in an operational setting. These schools will serve as a flexi-
ble staging area where the interaction effects of significant innovations can be tested and
revised in terms of their contribution to student learning and cost/benefits. The seven-
teen schools are now participating in the planning for this program and will serve later
as the sites for operational demonstrations.

The overall plan, the first phase of which is almost completed, will identify all of
the activities that must be completed before the total new curriculum can become opera-
tional. The activities can roughly be classified as research, development or demonstra-
tion. While personnel from the schools will be involved in the research and development
projects it is likely that in most instances the primary contractual responsibility will
reside with outside organizations. These organizations will include universities, private
industry and not-for-profit groups. Many of the projects, particularly the developmental
ones, will be awarded on a competitive basis. The local schools will have primary re-
sponsibility for the test and demonstration of the instructional programs.

In developing the overall plan, careful consideration will be given to off-the-shelf
materials which have application to the program requirement. Estimates are being made
as to the it1tia1 start-up and personnel costs required to adapt or modify existing mate-
rials and practices so that they can be incorporated into thz., total system. There are
many variables in the educational system the instructional objectives, the role of
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teachers and administrators, the physical environment, the motivation and abilities ofstudents, the administrative practices, and the instructionalprocesses and materials. Noone variable is entirely independent of the others in its effect on student performance.Unfortunately, most of the variables have been studied in isolation from one another.Optimum results are not achievable unless there is freedom to vary the whole range offactors. The ES '70 program should provide that freedom.One of the major goals of the program will be the appropriate integration of the
occupational and non-occupational parts of the curriculum. This can best be achieved by
defining and continually redefining the educational objectives in operational and measur-able terms. This will be done in each discipline area, English, math, etc., and then theobjectives will be regrouped on an interdisciplinarybasis in coherent sequences, eliminat-ing the gaps, illogical patterns and wasteful redundancies of the current subject-orientedcurriculum. The kinds of instructional systems and curriculum materials needed to im-plement a new high school program will be analyzed. Where the learning resources donot exist, new materials will be developed. A series of tests and revisions will follow
until the specific objectives are consistently reached by all learners.

A major variable of the program which will be affected by this radical redesign of
the seccndary school curriculum is the role of the teacher. It is clear that it would be
significantly changed in the context of ES '70. The teacher will have to be familiar with
the methods and media of educational technology such as computer-mediated instruction.He. will have to learn how to manage all the instructional resources which will becomeavailable to him. At this juncture, however, we have only begun to analyze this new roleand, at best, we can only anticipate certain changes which might occur in the classroomenvironment. For example, we are quite certain that defining educational objectives inoperational and measurable terms will lead to the development of an instructional pro-
gram in which some academic and vocational experiences will be integrated. In otherwords, the industrial arts teacher will probably become part of a team of teachers whoseexpertise runs the gamut of several fields. He may be responsible for incorporating
appropriate materials from various disciplines into the new industrial arts program whichemerges. Organizational and administrative principles of industry, an area which istypically covered in social studies, might find its way into the industrial arts curriculum.
The team approach should provide a reciprocal relationship among the members and dis-ciplines they represent. In addition, this yet-to-be-built secondary school program willbe designed for the college-bound and non-college-bound alike. Therefore, all students,not just those who are identified as academically oriented, will be participating in learningexperiences incorporating industrial arts. Such experiences should expose all students tothe concepts of the world of work.

The consequence of this several-year effort should offer at least one teF:ted alternative
t% existing curricula. It should be capable of adoption, in whole or in part, by a newchool (one having no involvement in its development). The system by which the pro-
gram's objectives are achieved should be tangible, demonstrable and replicable.

To recapitulate briefly, the system which has been described should provide a com-
prehensive secondary school education for the forgotten majority of our nation's young-sters. Characteristics of the system can be generaAy described as learner-centered
rather than teacher-centered. Carefully developed, individually tailored learning experi-
ences will be sequenced to insure minimum attainment of commonly agreed upon educa-tional goals for all graduates. To achieve these ambitions will require all the resources
that we can marshalhurnan as well as financial. Fortunately, I'm convinced, this country
has those resources in rich abundance.

FOOTNOIES

17rorn a speeci by Congressman Quie before the National Association of Manufacuirers,
December 19(.7.
an.r,an, John, "Rtnctional Education for the '70's, PHI DELTA KAPPA, September 1967,
--ge 2".

nem Director for Vocational Education Research, US Office of Education, Washington, DC.
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NEW CONCEPTS IN
LEARNING AND INSTRUCTION

Asohei D. Woodruff

So much has been happening to our concepts of learning and instruction in the lastten years that we cannot at the same time describe the full picture and make any of itsparts fully understandable. It seems preferable today, therefore, to attempt a surveyrather than a clarifying discussion of any of the rather detailed segments of the area.
For that purpose I have selected five therneb under which it is possible to make a reason-able and integrated summary of what is now developing. Those themes are: the natureof human behavior and learning, the nature of subject matter, the concept of a quality-
control. system in education, the conditions in school that can make behavioral change
possible, and the change now occurring in the model of education in America.

The Nature of Human Behavior and Learning
We have long defined learning as a change in behavior, but we have not carried this

concept into school practice. Instead, we have acted as if learning is the acquisition ofverbal information. We have implicitly assumed that acquired verbal information willchange out-of-school behavior. That assumption is almost wholly false and misleading,and education has suffered thz. devastating consequences of this fallacy.
lf we mean to change behavior, then we must focus attention on the nature of behavior,

and on its change processes. Our study of behavior must become one of direct phenom-enal description, not one of theoretical explanation. One of the conclusions that grows
steadily when we begin to describe is that there is no such thing as "learning" in and ofitself. There is only behavior, and we see it changing sometimes as it goes on. The key
to the change process is to be found in the behavior process.

ft soon becomes evident that behavior is cybernetic and cyclical. That means that ftoperates through a cycle of interrelated phases which affect each other through a feedbackprocess, and which give it a self-correcting capacity. This picture is not evident if youobserve academic behavior in school, because the normal cycle has been seriously inter-
rupted by school patterns. It is clearly evident only in out-of-school behavior.The feedback capacity consists of the perception by the behaver of the consequences
of his behavior, and the subsequent reshaping of his behavior by those consequences. Acycle model of behavior makes this process visible, and proves to be highly useful as a
guide to educational planning. Much of what follows has resulted from applying this cyclic
notion of behavior to the reconstruction of educational practice.

Along with this recognition of the behavioral cycle, another line of development is
also fundamental to educational planning. It is the current effort to make one complete
picture of human behavior out of the key it,eas which have accumulated over a century.
The task is to match the full scope of human behavior to the comparable scope of the task
of education in affecting behavior. This requires assembling the obvious qualities of be-
havior into one coherent model. We have been guilty of fighting over pet theories of learn-
ing. Proponents of a particular theory have attempted to explain all of human behavior
solely in the explanatory terms of that theory. Human behavior is too complex far such
over-simplification. We will have to recognize that all of these components are presentin almost every human response to environment:
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Unconditioned reflex responses.
Classically conditioned signal responses of the Pavlovian type,
Operantly conditioned voluntary behavioral program responses of the Skinnerian

type.
Verbal repetition responses of the mnemonic type so long studied from Ebbing-

haus on down.
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Conceptual response patterns as described by Tolman, Hebb and, more recently,many others, including both cognitive meanings and affective or value-typeelements.
Subliminal or intuitive levels of conceptual response, as recognized early by

Freud and perhaps more adequately and usefully by Kubie, Bruner, Mac-
Kinnon, Penfield and many others.

They are not mutually exclusive or competitive phenomena as some of our theoreticalarguments or claims imply. They are mutually supportive and interacting phenomena.All of them are required to provide all of the amazing facets of human behavlor. Theyhave no fixed balance among them. The balance shifts as the coml lexity of one's situa-tion shifts, and as the person becomes aware of that complexity. In some situations themore fixed and conditioned patterns provide more 7.ontrol, and in other situations the
cognitive and flexible capacities become dominant. It is not ar all difficult to trace theseshifts to qualities in our cubject matter fields, and to identify by means of task analyseshow we must provide for each of these components in a given educational objective.

It must be almost painfully obvious that if what I have been saying is true, educationalplanning cannot be the careless, impressionistic and incidental sort of activity it tendsso often to be. It must become analytic and precise. It is no mere coincidence that thehigh level of unsolved social problems in our lives goes along with the lack of rigor ineducational planning. There is no lack of ideals or of social facts in our bodies of subjectmatter, but the educative process has failed to them operative in human behavior.One further product of patient description of human behavior is the discovery thatwe can identify three major types of holistic or organismic behavior, and that all of thecomponent aspects of behavior just described are present in each of these types althoughin quite variable combinations.
Here is a summary of those types (next page) which is proving highly useful as a basisfor identifying behavioral objectives in all subject matter fields, from the most simpleand mechanical to the most complex and esthetic. They first became visible to me in aproject to translate the field of foods into behavioral form. Since that time, I have found

them equally helpful for defining behavioral objectives in my own field of educational
i-'sychology, in teacher education courses, in the field of art, in English, and in music andread:ng. With this much transfer, I am convinced they will work equally well in all sub-ject matter fields, although they take on substantially different specific patterns for eachfield.

A little patience will enable one to become accustomed to thinking of a field of studyin these terms, after which it becomes relatively easy to begin stating objectives in be-havioral forms which are faithful to daily human behavior and which meet the criteriawhich make them helpful in instructional planning.

The Nature of Subject Matter
At the level of generalization used by the Educational Policies Commission, all theimportant goalp of education are in large behavioral terms. They speak in terms of com-

petence in coPmg with one's life situations or one's environment. It follows, therefore,that environment is our subject matter. Somehow we have lost the reality of environmentin our schools. We have v,,rbalized our knowledge of it and handed those verbalizationsto studen,3 in the form of printed materials or as lectures and teacher-dispensed verbal
information. This sell-out to verbalism has been most complete and most educationally
destructive in fields like the social studies, which deal with the most complex forms ofhuman behavior and interpersonal interaction. It has been less complete and less de-struczive in the vocational fields and in subjects which rely heavily on laboratories tosimulate the working conditions in real life for which they attempt to prepare people.The verbal information which dominates so much school work is incapable of making
a person competent in coping with his environment. In those fields, which matter so cru-cially in our culture today, we have acquired our actual behavior patterns outside of school
rather than through formal education. Our behaviors are thus empirically real. But asis so often the case with tha, kind of learning, they are riddled with our subjective andbiased perception of what is going on; they are heavily dominated by our own selfish
motives; and they are too subliminal and unrecognized, even by ou:aselves, for us to detecttheir flaws and se-ially dangerous misconceptions. In view of these dangerous charac-
teristics of out-of-school learning, it is imperative that we learn how to affect these be-
haviors through formal education, and to keep these dangerous misconceptions from
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Type 1: Identifying, Discriminating
and Matching
(Covert Behaviors)

PERCEPTION OF REFERENTS in the
environment.

THINKING about what has been pe.:ceived
in both present and past and ORGANIZ-
ING IT CONCEPTUALLY.

IDENTIFYING AND DIFFERENTIATING ref-
erents and their various properties and
uses.

COMPARING AND MATCHING referents and
their properties and uses.

IDENTIFYING (choosing) A GOAL (a con-
dition or product to seek, produc or
accept).

CHOOSING MATERIALS (or elements of
any kind) required for producing
the goal.

Type 3: Verbally Communicating

(Overt Linguistic Expressions
of Type 1 Behaviors)

VERBALLY IDENTIFYING referents and
discriminating among them.

SPEAKING OR WRITING discursive set--
tences to express one's thoughts and

judgments.

REPEATING memorized information or
other symbolic materials.

USING TAXONOMIC AND TOPICAL
SYMBOLIC HIERARCHIES to repre-
sent bodies of information.

Type 2: Performing Adjustive (Instrumental)
Acts upon tbe Environment
(Overt-Noaverbal Behaviors)

MAKING AND EXECUTING DECISIONS.
Locating and securing materials required for reaching a goal.
Preparing tne materials for processing into the goal or product.
Processing the materials into the goal or product.

PERFORMING MOTOR ACTS in any of the foregoing behaviors.
e.g., using a knife, sawing a board, bowing a violin, making

a broad jump, reading a prepared paper, conversing on
a casual level.

FOLLOWING CUSTOMARY PATTERNS AND ARRANGEMENTS in any
of the foregoing behaviors.
e.g., setting a table, arranging a room, observing a schedule,

exhibiting a customary manner, carrying out a stabilized
set of sreps in a process.

dominating our behavior as they now do.
With all of that built-in blindness, human behavior and human learning outside ofschool still gives us our clearest picture of the manner in which behavior forms and

changes. What we see, without exception, is persons in environmental settings, interact-ing with that environment. Each human response is to some tN3ecific set of objects andevents, never to a generalization, a principle, an abstraction or an ideal. Nature isalways specific. Furthermore, each human response is a specific response, under thedirect influence of the specific circumstances thatare present, and of the person's stored
set of psychological and physical predispositions. The person may bring his own gen-
eralizations and principles to bear on his thoughts in a specific sftuation, provided he has
constrlicted any of his own and has learied how to use them effectively. Note this very
irriportalit educational fact, however we cannot confront a student with a generalsituation. There is .no such thing. Y Are to do it, and we do try much of the time, by
mceur verbalisticgeneral COMmireikviliOnli, we do so at the expense of cutting the person
off trvast his environmental contac amid iiverTupting his behavioral cycle with it 3 shaping
procita& There is no better way te ziattriteszie with real learning.

The environment, this real and concrete world around us, is composed of specific
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objects, engaged i71 specific events and processes, which are producing specific conse-quences. Those consequences impinge on us, affecting our sense of well-being. A per-son can only learn what he can perceive in these specific and real situations. He can doremarkable things mentally with what he acquires in this way, but all of his mental learn-ing begins here. If we try to have him engage in higher mental processes without an ade-quate sense-perceived base, we force him into meaningless memorization of what we tryto teach him. The model of levels of knowledge can be used to show that behavior alwaysoccurs a!- 'le bottom level, and the other levels are in the person''.; storage system tobe drawn IA_ 'n. A model of mental processes in learning shows the same thing.The elements of the environment are stored within the person as a result of his per-cepwal response to them during his interactions with them. As the interactions go on,both the environment and the stored variables are changed. By this process behavior ischanged. There is no other way to do it. Clearly no one ever gets away from subjectmatter, unless by our own misdeeds we surround students with verbalistic materials socompletely that they cannot see the real world of subject matter through it. The subjectmatter of any field becomes visible as one becomes aware of how the objects and eventsin his environment affect him socially, politically, chemically, biologically, musically,economically, agriculturally, transportationally, nutritionally, vocationally, and so on.Environment really consists of all of the vocational, esthetic, academic, political andother events going on around us and affecting us. Thus human behavior consists of takingpart in those events. Human behavior is shaped by taking part in those events. Thoseevents have to be OUr subject matter in school if we expect to affect the out-of-schoolbehavior of our students.
It is an inescapable conclusion, from this picture, that a shift from verbal informa-tion and verbal knowledge objectives to overt behavioralobjectives - will greatly improvethe effectiveness of formal education. If we undertake this shift, th" curriculum develop-ment task will then become one of identifying the life behaviors a person needs in orderto cope with his world successfully, and of arranging them into some learnable sequence.We will have to identify specific behaviors, not just the large and vague general behaviorswe have set up in the past, as our major goals.
Similarly, the lesson or unit construction task then becomes one of making a taskanalysis of each specific behavioral objective, finding the component concepts, operantbehaviors, data and vocabulary needed to perform each behavior, arranging those com-ponent parts in a learnable sequence, and creating a realistic setting in which those con-cepts and proficiencies can be acquired. Each subject matter field will have to be sure itidentifies the essential components in their required balance, and in the essential comLi-nation, for the behaviors it seeks to develop. A major weakness at present is lack of thisbalance, in the form of overloads of verhal information, or of performance emphasis,or of irrelevant content for the expected behaviors, or of over-abstraction of conceptualcontent.

The Concept a a Production System and the
Companion Concept of a Quality Control System

Any attempt to produce a specified end product by means of a treatment system ofsome kind has all the elements of a production system. Those elements are:
A set of specifications for the end product. (objectives)
A raw material to be brought to that set of specifications. (learners)
A treatment to be applied to produce those specifications. (curriculum)A system for applying the treatment. (methodology)
Any attempt to measurc the degree to which the specifications have been achieved, andto improve the system for better achievement, has the basic elements of a quality controlr system. Those elements are:

The specifications. (objectives)
Measurement of the finished product in terms of the specifications. (testing andmeasuring)
Identification of the specifications not achieved. (evaluating)Identification of the point of failure in the system. (diagnosis)Alteration of the treatment or process at the point of failure. (programdevelopment)
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The education system s a productionsystem, and it will respond readily to a quality
control system when we escape from ambiguity and become specific. The improvementof education is impossible without these two concepts and their activation. With behavioral
objectives, and with intelligent planning, it becomes possible to activate these two power-ful concepts.

The Conditions in School that make Behavioral Change Possible
Here is a premise which is factually sound: Behavior changes only when the personis engaged in a real interaction with his environment and is suffering the consequences ofhis behavior; that is, when his behavior is being shaped by those consequences. A corre-sponding definition of learning is: A set of self-propelled, environment-consuming,

response-altering actions. Can we create conditions that will result in this kind of humanbehavior in the school? There is no doubt that we can, but there are some rather definite
requirements. Here are five, listed in what I regard to be the order of their relative
importance, with the most essential condition first:

(I) The learner must be confronted with an interaction task, one that is real andessential in out-of-school life. It must be specific and unambiguous.
(2) The behavior must take place in a real referential setting. The actual objectsand events are to he present, and the interaction is to be with them, not with a teacherand a verbal substitute for them. The skillful use of media and of simulation processeswill make this more and more possible.
(3) The learner's behavior must go through the full shaping cycle, consisting of per-

ception, conceptual thinking, decision-making that is "for real", an overt execution of his
decision in actual form (not merely hypothetical or imagined), and perception of the con-
sequences of his response. This may sometimes be difficult to arrange, but the difficulty
will diminish with trial and with thoughtful planning.

(4) The learner must have access to a continuing series of tasks when he is ready
for each one. They must be tasks that lead sequentially to cumulative competInicies. The
tasks must be available to each learner without making him wait for a teacher, or for aclass toget ready. The tasks must have adequate self-directing instructions so the learnercan be self-propelled and self-directing. The tasks must be supplied with the essential
learning materials and conditions in readily available form.

(5) The circumstances must be such that the learner is dominated by his objectiveand its task and materials, not by an information-dispensing teacher. Supporting actions
must be available from the teacher as needed. However, the direct and most effective
influences must emanate from the environmental referents, not from the teacher., The
teacher's influence will be confined to setting up the learning 'heatre, guiding attention asnecessary, eliciting the high-education responses of the Type I and Type 2 sort, ratherthan verbalistic memory responses, encouraging initiative with low-control devices which
preserve freedom of action for learners, and maintaining discovery activities in placeof "telling" activities. In these terse sentences we have skimmed through a set of very
important characteristics of good teaching. Any adequate description of them and of howto carry them out would require many hours, but good descriptions are already in ourliterature and are appearing constantly in current publications.

A Change of Models in Education
The scope of the change implied in these ideas is much greater than many seem to

recognize. It is tempting to say that there is really nothing new in any of this, that we are
just cycling through old ideas; that many of us have been doing these things all along; that
good teachers do these things all the time; that a few strategic readjustments will take
care of our needs; or that they are not really very great changes, and that even when wemake them we need not expect any significant gains in results. These responses come
out constantly. Perhaps there is some reason to be skeptical of new ideas in education,for certainly we have profited little from many notions that were heralded as the surecures for our troubles.

With all due awareness of the foolishness of unwarranted optimism, I am still con-vinced that the concepts now available to us are i)y all means the most potent we have
ever had in education. The shift now in the making is of diametric and not of tangentialquality. A few very far-sighted giants in past educational thinking have talked of what we
are now trying to do, but there has been no effective implementation of these ideas until
very recently. How canthe nature of this shift be portrayed? Perhaps its most disruptive
contrast is found inthe respective roles of the learner and the teacher. With a little over-
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emphasis I think I can make the contrast at least partially visible.
For that purpose 1 suggest that educational practice has been based from the veryfirst, with minor exceptions, on what we could call the "To Teach" model. Attention hasbeen on what teachers do. Methodology has been the focus of attention. "To teach" hasmeant largely tr dispense verbal information to listening students. The teacher has beenthe most active person; has given knowledge to students (or tried to); has directed alllearner behaviors; has been the main source of both materials and instructions; and hasgraded learners on the basis of their ability to repeat what they have been told. The shiftthat is now occurring is antagonistic to every part of this model. The newly-emergingmodel does not even refer basically to the teacher and his activities. It refers instead tothe learner and his activities.
The "To Learn" model is quite different. We have been describing it today, in ourdiscussions of what learners must do in order to change their behavior. Learners can'tdo these thiags until we accomplish a major stage shift. The teacher must get off thelearning stage, and the learner must come up fry and center. The teacher must moveinto the wings and become a stage setter, a planw.r, a consultant, a trouble-shooter, adiagnostician and prescriber, a very indirect and ion-disruptive influence that sustainsthe learner's absorption in his tasks. The classroom must divest itself of its excessivelyverbalistic nature and become a realistic referential environment within which learnersengage in real tasks in no significant sense different from those that make up their out-of-school life. From this point of view, the vocational fields generally show up to a betteradvantage than some others. A more troublesome task may be that of doing an adequatejob with the conceptual contact in the field.
lf we make this kind of ntage shift, all of the other components of the education sys-tem will have to change in compatible ways. The component parts of the verbal "ToTeach" model will not fit compatibly into the "To Learn" model, and if we try to plugisolated bits of the "To Learn" model intothe "To Teach" system, they will look bizarreand ineffective. This we have learned over and over in efforts to make such gradual shifts.It appears that the most possible break in the cycle of the old system can be made inthe form of a new lesson unit; that is, a behavioral task objective with its supporting mate-rials. If such units were available, students could be helped to reorient themselves, awayfrom the teacher, and toward the task. Teachers could then start to shift their rolesaccordingly, and the other adjustments couldfollow. This, too, we are learning in some ofour transition projects. The shift is moving along rather substantially in various places,and the indications are generally positive; but we need not expect it to be smooth and easy.It will in fact be disorderly in some ways and will require continuous learning on ourpart. I doubt if any previous year in rnl experience has been so marked wIth learning forme, and so exciting. The nicest thing I can say to you is that I hope you get involved in thesame disruptive and stimulating activities, with the same fatigue, the same relentlesspressures. It is well worth the strain.

Dr. Woodruff is Professor or Educational Psychology at the University of Utah.
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General Session V
Presiding, Ralph C. Bohn; Greetings, Donald V. Dunnan; Introducers, Sherwin D. Powell, Fred Baer;Speakers, Robert Seckendorf, Harold A. Foecke; Rec., M. J. Ruley; Hosts, Leland White, William Kemp,Thomas W. Gurbach, Samuel L. Powell, Harlan D. Clark.

WHERE SHOULD WE BE GOING
IN INDUSTRIAL ARTS?

Robert S. Seckendorf

Charlie Brown's little friend Linus said recently, "No problem is so big or so com-plicated that it can't be run away from."
From my vantage point, the words of Linus have particular significance to indestrialarts educators throughout the nation. To a real degree, it reflects what I have observed
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happoning during the last 20 years. My five years' absence from active participation inthe industrial arts field has brought into sharper focus the issues and problems whichexist.
This evening I would like todo several things. First, I will spend a bit of time scold-ing my colleagues who labor at all levels (including state education depav:menti for weare not without sin). Second, I would like to take exception to some of l'i7e attempts toachieve dignity and status. Third, I will identify several issues which are particularlytimely. Fourth, I will repeat within the context of this presentation the five principles orbeliefs which were so aptly entitled by The Journal editor as a "Policy for Action" andlast, some comments about what we should be doing.
Let's look, then, at the big and complicated problem away from which so many havebeen running.
Let me ask several questions. How is industria: arts taught in your schools today?How does it differ fromwhat was taught 50 years ago? has it changed at all? Are broom-holder-, and windowstops still being made? Wehear constantly about our rapidly changingtechnology: but how rapid are the industrial arts programs changing?
Durirg the past 60 years, the method of travel has changed from the horse and buggy,to the automobile, tothe airplane and now to spacecraft. The speed of travel has increasedfrom less than 35 miles per hour to more than 25,000 miles per hour in the same period.Several years ago the environment surrounding the beginning of industrial arts wasdescribed in this manner: "In 1815, when industrial arts, as manual training, came intobeing in this country, we had practically none of the things we now consider essential.Electricity was hardly known except as a laboratory science. Edison was just beginninghi9 work. Electronics was then unknown. There were no radios, television, telestarsnor the host of electronic devices which are a part of our lives today. The automobilehad not made its appearance, and the Wright Brothers li^.d not even c.inceived of their'heavier-than-air' flying machine. Steel consisted largriy of low gzade iron. As late as1930, there were barely a half dozen different kinds of steel. Today there are literallyhundreds. Aluminum was so rare it was considered a precious metal. Plastics wereunknown. It was a period of time which, in many ways, was still a handicraft culture. Itwas under these conditions that industrial arts was born."

Some industrial arts programs, I have observed, have not progressed much beyond aprogram fit for 80 years ago.
What are our children learning in industrial arts? Have you asked yourself this ques-tion lately? Let me illustrate the meaning of my questions with a delightful bit of fantasywritten by Dr. Robert Swanson and which so captivated me that 1 preserved it with utmostcare, waiting for a time when it would be useful to me.
He described how a laboratory course in chemistry might be taught if some currentinuuatrial arts methods were used.

Operations would be defined: how to light a Bunsen burner, how to pour liquidsfrom a beaker, how to test a solution with litmus paper. Information topics would belisted: gases for Bunsen burners, materials from which beakers are made, the comFosi-don of litmus paper. A project would be developed: a pint bottle of ammonia water. Theinstructor would demonstrate how to perform the operations and give lectures on the re-lated topics. He would point out that ammonia water fa useful for washing windows athome. The s;.idents weuld master the operations and produce a pint bottle of ammoniawater. It would probably be displaye.: at home but not used for washing windows becausethe boy's mother would want to keep it as a memento of her son's lab work. Students wouldask to come in during extra periods to make more pints of ammonia water. And next yearthey would sign up for advanced chemistry to make gallon bottles of ammonia water."Ridiculous, yea. But what does a student learn in industrial arts by following a seriesof operations or steps and building a project? Skills, certainly tool skills which willdefine the extent of his manual dexterity and which will permit him to develop one of sev-eral hobbies which require the ose of tool skills. But what beyond the development oftool skills does he learn?
Some of the leaders in the field of industrial arts have been professing the need forrapia change as well as experimentation in our programs for years. l agree that changeis netded L.nd that we must experiment; however, not with materials, but with ideas, con-cepts, methods, content and even course titles. Through all this, however, experimenta-tion must be valid, controlled and reasonable. There has been so much talk of problem-solving, mass production techniques and experimentation that many teachers jumped onthe band wagon. And many of them were taken for a sleigh ride instead.
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Let me illustrate the confusion by describing the activities of some teachers usingthe "new theories". In one class, a boy sorts through a batch of welding rods and triesseveral unlabeled varieties on some scrap metal. When the teacher is asked why thewe!d1ng rods are not labeled atid stacked according, to kind, his answer is that this isproblem-solving. The boy is doing research - finning out which rod is best for his pur-pose (and, of course, if they were labeled he would be able to find in a book a descriptionof the proper rod for the job).
And mass production. lnone school, part of a mass production job required the print-ing of desk calendars, each day on a separate sheet. The teacher did not realize thatthere were 365 different changes of type and lock-up as well as 36,500 press runs in orderto turn out 100 calendars, And all this on a hand-lever press.
If the pici.ure I have painted doesn't fit your own situation, I would hope that you willignore my chastising. But don't be too smug - I'm not finished yet.
Recently I was exposed to what I gather is the latest episode in the grand scramblefor change. This I characterize as the "Era of Dignity" - an "operation uplift", if youplease.
If some of what I said up to now has had a low sugar content for some of you, thenthese next remarks might be characterized as a little bitter.
In terms of program decisions, disciplines and domains have little meaning to me.These words, with categorical descriptors added such as psychomotor, affective andcognitive - leave me cold. I am willingto admit that I am not a scholar and that industrialarts lacks a scholarly base as well. I'm quite willing to say that industrial arcs doesn'tneed a scholarly halo or mantle in order to be successful or acceptable. On severaloccasions the discipline of industrial arts has been explained to me (or at least an attemptwas made) and the various domains were translatedas well. Little success was achievedin getting me to accept these dignified words.
Let me make myself abundantly clear. Industrial arts is a actiool subject and Ls im-portant in the general education pattern of all students. I wouldn't know a discipline if Ift.11 over it - but I think I certainly know what a school subject is.
And the domains - I really do not know what is wrong with the use of such words as"skill in the use of tools" - "outcomes such as appreciation and values" - and "subjectmatter or content."
The contention that school administrators would understand disciplines and domainsbetter than they would simple plain language is, in my judgment, nothing but an excusefor an attempt to be something industrial arts is not.
If 1 plead for one thing in implementing change, it :a simplicity and straightforward-

ness. We have outlived the dangerous period of 30 years ago when industrial arts had tobe defended, explained and sold to educators and the general public.
It's legitimate, legal and acceptable. Why not just move ahead by accepting some goal

or objective, make a choice of approach and move to the mozt important step- curriculum
building - as fast as we can.

If I have over-simplified the problem, it is because simplification is a characteristicof mine. A continuadon of the simple solution involves the matter of domains. After thethree I described earlier were explained to me to a point where I understood what wasmeant, I realized that the talk was about method, outcome and content.
Curriculum building concerns only content (and, incidentally, regardless of level orschool grade, to me the content of industrial arts remains the same). Outcomes are nota part of curriculum but merely thepreface which describes what values are to be achievedfrom the study of subject matter, and method is an explanation of how subject matter istaught and, again, is not a part of curriculum design.
The point I am trying to make is this. Curriculum starts and ends with content. Oncethe content for a program of industrial arts is clearly identified and agreed upon, it canbe arranged in a variety of ways to meet individual and school needs as well as be cutinto usable pieces by grade level and by course.
I am concerned with the direction in which industrial arts is heading. Therefore, Iwould like to talk about three issues which, in my judgment, will be significant in theperiod ahead.
While I am sure that, given a little time. each of us can list dozens of isrues in indus-trial arts today, there are three which are of particular conccrn to me. These include:Industrial arts as a school-centered program, industrial arts as occupational education,and the industrial arts program itself. I do not plan to discuss the first two fully, norwill I identify specific ta:Autions for them. I will, however, delve more deeply into thethird. Let me take them in order.
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Industrial arts as a school-centered ro.trarn. With the massive reorientation ofoccupational education, with the rapid development of vocational education programs toserve the needs of students in areas where occupational programs did not exist or werelimited in terms of today's needs, and while there is talk of broadening occupationaleducauon programs and making them more general in many respects, it seems to methat there is a need for a clear position r:oncerning industrial arts.Industrial arts is, and has always been, accepted as a part of the general school pro-gram. Both small rural and large city schools provide industrial arts courses for theirstudents. The organization of industrial arts is not dependent upon numbers of studentsas is the case with much of occupational education. The program does not require co-ordination within a region ,s does -)ccupational education. On the other hand, it does re-quire a continued identity with occupational education because many of the fundamentalconcepts relate directly to understanding the world of work and the selection, on the partoi students, of future occupations.
If we adhere to the concept of industrial arts as a school-centered program, indus-trial arts will continue its fundamelital and basic function in the educational program.Industrial arts as occupational education. Nov. that I have taken a position that indus-trial arts is general education, let me move to the issue of wither industrial arts canbe occupational in nature.
During all the years before there were significant nu Ibers of occupational educationprograms, industrial arts, in terms of some of its histily Ortveloped, narrow courses,served as a substitute for occupational education. We should not say this was wrong, butrather that it occurred as an expedient when nothing else was available. With the curfentdevelopment of new vocational programs. the L:-.0. for highly developed, na:row, occupa-tionally-oriented industrial arts courses vill L o one.On the other hand, with the broadened eonceptof what occupational education ought tobe, consideration must be given to the role inaustrial arts teachers and facilities may playin a total program of occupational education in a region. Here, I am not talking about theindustrial arts curriculum. I am talking about the t?acher and the facility and its use inplanning a broad occupational program. There are many levels of occupations for whichtraining can be provided in a home-school environment. The industrial arts teacherand his facility in the home-school are uniquely qualified to serve the occupational needsof certain student:7,.. The issue here is that what the industrial arts teacher and facilitydo as a part of occ tpational education must be clearly separate from the general programof industrial arts education. The two must remain separate and clearly distinct from eachother. Each has a specific mission in the total educational scheme.The industrial arts program itself. Let me turn now to the issue of the program ofindustrial arts education. The basic principles of industrial arts are still valid, and thebasic methodology is still reasonable. Hidden in the profusion of individual courses nowoffered as a part of industrial arts, there is a basic content which is still fundamentalfor all students. It seems to me that we do not need studies and research to tell us whatto do, but rather we need agreement that revision is necessary. We need agreement onwhat the over-all pattern of an industrial arts program should be, and I remind you thatwe do not have a program of industrinl arts education; we have a collection of courseswithout a clearly defined set of sequential activities leading to one over-all goal. Whatwe need is a massive curriculum effort to build a program based on an identifiable con-tent, on a clearIy-established set of understandings and principles, rather than on tools,materials and skill development. There is a sense of immediacy to accomplish a full andcomplete curriculum revision in industrial arts education, and it should not be a piece-meal revision, one which attacks only one level of the program at a time. Rather, there isneed to start practically from scratch and design a program K-12 which clearly fulfillsthe needs of today's general education function.With that as background, let me turn to a series of five principles which I believe canprovide direct action and guidance in developing an improved industrial arts program.The five statements say in essence that industrial arts as a school program is all-encompassing in terms of the population to be served, that it is still general education anda curriculum area unto itself, that it has but one goal or purpose, that its basic organiza-tional structure must change, and that its basic methodology is still sound.Industrial arts, as a program serving both boys and girls, men and women extendsfrom kindergarten through adult education. For too long, we have concentrated our efforts,expansion and even teacher education on the narrow confines of the six secondary schoolyears. We have given lip service to an elementary program. True, there are some ex-
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amples of industrial arts at the elementary level; however, these are but small lights in avast darkness - barely able to be seen because of an overwhelming enrapture with grades7 through 12.
While I would rather notdelve into details of curriculum approach, one comment mustbe made. Industrial arts at the elementary level, to be successful, cannot be a watereddown secondary program or "junior industrial arts". It must take its content from therest of the elementary school curriculum.
At the other end of this scale beyond grade 12 - we !Lave provided teachers forthe usual adult education courses in woodworking or ceramics or what ha te you, but no-where do we have a planned set of experiences for adults based on Industrial arts prin-ciples or objectives. At the LA-hilt level we should be offering planned inatructional pro-grams consistent with the basic concern of industrial arts and the needs of people.I cannot .-mphasize too strongly the need for a commitment on the part of industrialarts educators to serve the full spectrum from kindergarten through adult.Industrial arts must clearly be defined as a curriculum area without a direct relation-ship or involvement with other instructional programs. If we believe that industrial artsis good for some children, then we must take the position that bidustrial arts is good forall children and has a place in the total scheme of things.There are aspects of a student's education which some people like to call academicor general and othei ..-.spects vocational or something else. Industrial arts has alwaysbeen said to be part of general education. I agree with this position; but more importantly,it must be agreed upon by everyone.
The day industrial arts is promoted as preparation for employment or the develop-ment of salable skills, it can no longer be considered general and good for all. This is notto say that industrial arts cannot assist with the identification of occupational goals, asI indicated earlier; but this should not be its sole purpose for being. In order to laceffective in the total educational scheme, industrial arts must be so structured and or-ganized that it can stand alone as a subject area.
Every so often, c3meone will make statements that industrial arts can and shouldserve the other curriculum areas or that it reinforces the learning in other subjects or itprovides practical application of science, math or social studies. While it is true thatthere needs to be a relationship among allfields of study so that all bear upon the totalityof a student's experience, this does :lot mean that any must be subordinated in the process.In terms of a relationship to vocational-industrial-technical education, the involve-ment is more critical. For too long, industrial arts courses have, at the senior highschool level, substituted for vocational education because they were all that were avail-able. Unless industrial arts education at the senior high school level is established as aclear and separate curriculum area with defensible purposes of its own, it is likely thatmuch of what we now have in the upper secondary grades will disappear. Industrial artsis most vulnerable at this level, and clear definition is needed almost immediately.The first and only goal for industrial arts is that of_providing an understanding of__American industry and an awareness of its changing technology. Industrial arts educatorshave been devising and revising objectives for decades. As I read lists from the AIAA,AVA, individual authors, our own department and other state education departments, thewords are all about the same. In some, certain aspects are emphasized; in others, theemphasis may be on a particular activity or direction. What I believe we have at presentin all these lists of "objectives" is a set of subpurposes or outcomes rather than a clear-cut objective or goal of a program.

Simplicity of approach could be ofassistance in clarifying the situation. There shouldbe one objective or goal for industrial arts, "to provide students with an understanding ofAmerican industry and an awareness of its changing technology." This statement is all-encompassing and is as applicable in the kindergarten as it may be at the adult level.Depending on your views or concepts, any number or combination of subpurposes can bewritten to amplify or give specific direction to a program.
Let me discuss for a moment one of the present "objectives" and attempt to put itinto the simple framework I propose.
A degree of skill has been with us as an objective for as lung as any of us can remem-ber. It is a direct outgrowth of the use of tools and materials. There is a difference be-tween understanding the necessity for skillful use of tools and machines and the develop-ment of skill in the use of tools and machines. On the one hand, a student uses tools tolearn how they are used in industry and why high standards of use are necessary to theeconomy. In this case, the student may or may not develop a degree of skill - but he at
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least has learned that skill is important. On the othe:r hand, if the student is subjected toconstant practice and the development of skills in order to become proficient in the use oftools, this no longer represents an industrial arts coocept.The point, however, is not to disclaim skill, but rrther to indicate that under thebroad goal of understanding American industry, the objecl. relating to skill, if handledas a matter of understanding, can be considered covered.The same case car, be made for such objectives as avocational interest (the shorterwork week of industry (-,n be the basis for including such development within the broadframework of the one goa: r objective), exploration and problem-solving ability. If timepermitted, a case could be made for each one's being a part of the fundamental goal.One clear-cut, straightforward objective or goal must be agreed upon for industrialarts.
A program of industrial ;t...tc, must be derived from an analysis of the major functionsof industry. If one accepts the premise identified in the third point concerning ont.! goalfor industrial arts, then there must be an adjustment in the program orientation itself.If industrial arts is to be consider& a ctr:ricsdurn .c.:ea without entanglements withother subject areas, particularly the vocational-industrial-technical area, then the presentorganizational pattern, firmly rooted in materials, must be replaced. No longer can weteach woodworking, metal working or even plastics. Rather, we must teach rAbout Amer-ican industry. Learning to use an assortment of tools and applying the "skills" so gainedto project construction does not fully meet the objective of understanding American in-dustry.
The content (subject matter if you will) must be derived from something other thansix or seN an materials or forces used in industry. The functions of iudustry - manufac-turing, corstrucdon, communications, transportation, as examples - comprise a strongerbase for producing the content of industrial arts education. 1 realize that many of youwill say there is nothing new or startling in this position. And I will agree with you thatit is not new. All that I am doing is making a choice among the many proposals advanced;and from ,:lere I sit, I'm willing to ride with this one.When ihdustrial arts started to be taken seriously in the early 1930's, there was abasic concern that the program should have a b--eadth representative of all aspects ofindustry. This laudable purpose (and I am not being facetious in any way) needed somebase or rationale with which the concept of breadth could be established.At that time, the best rationale was related to the materials classification of industryand some ways followed the early development of manual training, where wood or metalwas used as the basis for instruction. Breadth was developed by adding other materialssuch as ceramics, electricity, textiles and printing. The justification was found in thenumbers of people employed in these industrial fields - and this was based on a still-usedclassification system for the manufacturing industries.The resultant comprehensive general shop organization for industrial arts grew outof this concept of program content. Over the years, the comprehensive general shop pat-tern became nothing more than a six-ring circus of short periods of time devoted to in-struction in each material area. Little attention was paid to utilizing the comprehensivegeneral shop as a laboratory in which to study American industry - its methods, processesand functions. And this isn't very new either. Almost twenty years ago, a professor forwhom I had great respect and admiration, the late Dr. Robert L. Thompson, enunciatedthis concept.

I use this bit of historical rambling to illustrate my concern that we ourselves haveoverlooked the one great value of the long-standing organizational structure of our facili-ties. This value is that the.presently equipped general shop is ideally suited to a changedconcept of instruction in industrial arts one which is based on the goal of understandingAmerican industry and whose content is organized in terms of the functions of industryrather than of the materials used in performing these functions.All instructional resources, tools, machines, materials, manipulation and activity areto be considered as a means or method used in a classroom to implement efficiently andeffectively the objective of understanding American industry.I believe in a multi-media, multi-activity organization for industrial arts programs.The materials and processes of industry are necessary to accomplish the goal or objectiveI identified earlier.
I contend, however, that industrial arts educators have deified tools, materials andmanipulation to a point where they overshadow and hide the basic concept of industrialarts. It is disturbing to see a course outline or syllabus listing a lesson entitled, "How
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to Use a Crosscut Saw." Such a lesson should never exist in a course outline or syllabusbecause it is not content. This does not imply that students would not learn to use toolsor materials, but I would compare it to learning addition in order to understand the con-cept of numbers. Can we not direct our thinking in the same way? Base our program onconcepts derived from the objective, and clearly and honestly put tools, machines, mate-rials, manipulation and activity in the proper perspective as a means or method, ratherthan as the content.
The methodology of industrial arts is sound. It includes a host of experiences, includ-ing individual project construction, experimentation and research as well as group activi-ties, such as mass-production experiences and cooperative projects. But these are onlythe methods of industrial arts, and each of them has stood the test of time. However, con-tent is more important.
Content is the information which is imparted to students in order to achieve certain

objectives and outcomes. As an example, the operation of planing wood is not content initself. This operation is more reasonably classified as a method used to understand oneway of shaping an industrial material. The content would be knowledge relating to thematerial's texture, function and durability as well as the principles involved in the opera-tion, such as the wedge and shearing action. In addition, further understanding can bedeveloped which relates to automatic processes and machine operations. The concept ofindustrial production is developed in part through hand planing of wood.
For industrial arts education to achieve and maintain its rightful place in the totaleducational experience of young people, it is still importaht to maintain work with tools

and materials as the foundation of industrial arts. And just as important is the realizationthat this "work" must be kept within its proper perspective.
I have not dwelled to any great extent on details of how the five principles or conceptsmay be implemented. Rather, I have identified certain concerns regarding the directionfor industrial arts education in the years ahead.
Where should we be going in industrial arts? I did not really come here tonight tobring specific ideas or concepts for innovative practices or to add more materials to theconglomerate compendium we now have.
My appeal for direction is more a matter of decision-making. Let's stop talking,stop going around in circles, stop inventing new words, make a choice, start clarifyingour goals based on that choice, and complete an acceptable curriculum design.Someone orce said, "Children are helpless and we must, at any cost, be responsible

for them, because we are their model and they are our hope." I would place the responsi-bility for a quality program squarely upon the shoulders of the industrial arts educators.This quality must be reflected in all elements of the industrial arts program, includingteaching of a high caliber, standards of performance which reflect quality, content whichis meaningful, student experiences which are rorposeful arid facilities which are appealingand serve to implement the program efficiently.
In order to achieve this quality and excellence, each industrial arts educator mustrealize that the job which he holds is an important one and the influence which he has uponhis students is equal to that of any other teacher in the school. It b necessary, as well,for the industrial arts educator to believe sincerely that industrial arts education is asimportant every student as the work which his colleagues offer. Next, there is a needfor industrial arts educators to think in terms of a program which is based upon a recog-

nized body of knowledge that is important for every student to know. The program must
provide for students desirable learning experiences regardless of geographic location orpersonal teacher whim. It is lack of adherence to this concept which exposes industrialarts education to the tinge of mediocrity.

Abraham Lincoln said, "You cannot escape the responsibility of tomorrow by evadingit today." Industrial arts educators can no longer evade their responsibilities to youth
nor to their own consciences.

In order to provide a quality program and meet these responsibilities, industrial artsteachers must release themselves from the chains of tradition. They must have the vitalityto work harder at thei r jobs and to learn new techniques when necessary. They must havean insatiable curiosity about technological changes in industry and the perseverance tosearch ont ways oi transmitting these new concepts to children. And, finally, they musthave faith in the youth they teach, realizing that their capacities for learning are greatand that they are capable of doing much more than we think they can.
A long time ago, solong ago that I cannot remember the origin of the statemem, some-one described industrial arts as "wooden in its teaching and iron in its rigidity." We all
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know that description no longpr fits our program, but there is much to be done and solittle time left in which to do it.
Ferris Bryant, former governor of Florida, said, "We don't need a hot line to Mos'cowas much as we need a hot line to tomorrow."
How hot a liroi to tomorrow do you have?

Dr. Seckendorf is Assistant Commissioner for Occupational Education, State of New York.

THE INTERFACE BETWEEN
ENGINEERING AND INDUSTRIAL ARTS

Harold A. FoeckeIntroduction
Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and ladies and gentlemen. The custom of applauding aspeaker before his remarks is a consoling in actice because one is never quite certainthat there will beany applause at the end. This may be even more the case for me tonight,for I may feel obliged to say some things that might trouble or even offend some of you.Because it is also customary for a speaker to assure his audience how delighted heis to have the opportunity to address them, I'm going to have to say a bit more than theusual to convince all of you how truly pleased I am to be here. I am told that the appear-ance of an engineer or engineering educator on the official program of your annual meet-ings is a relatively rare event; if so, I'm deeply honored and a little struck with awe thatyou should have selected me. As a matter of fact, since receiving the invitation of Pro-fessor Swanson, I have looked forward to this moment with undisguisc-cl enthusiasm. In-deed, I remember only one other occasion on which I have felt equally excited and chal-lenged by a speaking engagement - and that was nearlytwo years ago when I told an assem-bly of engineering deans what you folks in inciNstrial arts are doing. Many of them didn'tlike what they heard at all- which leads mct to wonder about your reception of an engi-neering educator's view of industrial arts.

Before getting started, I want to acknowledge that for my appearance here tonight Ican thank (and you can blame, if you wish) that resourceful, energetic and widely-knownadvocate of the cause of industrial arts within the US Office of Education - Dr. MarshallL. Schmitt. As a result of one of the seemingly never-ending reorganizations of the Officeof Educatie-, it was my privilege to be his supervisor for about 15 months during partsof 1964 and 1965. I learned a lot about industrial arts from him, and probably learned alittle sales resistance along with it. It all began when he introduced himself to me andstated how glad he was that we would have a chance to work together because engineeringand industrial arts have so much in common. In effect, my reply to him was, in all sin-cerity, "Marshall, you've got to be kidding". And that's how the battle (excuse me, thedialogue) began.
I feel that my task this evening is a delicate one. If communication is to be fruitfuland useful, it must be candid; I hope that my remark-s will be tactful as well. If something1 say displeases you, don't be offended; I come as a friend (although you may say whenit's over, "When you've got a friend like that, who needs enemies"). I want to help bringabout more fruitful interaction between engineering and industrial arts. If I display areasof gross misunderstanding, please accept it in a kindly way as a symbol of what I believeto be the ocean of ignorance within engineering regarding the history, nature and activitiesof industrial arts.
Marshall Schmitt will confirm that at least I have tried to understand industrial arts.He used to bombard me with things to read, and I went through all of them in a painstakingmanner, returniag them to him with comments and questions penciled in the margins. Inpreparation for this talk, I reviewed such things as: (a) the 1961 publication of the Officeof Education, Industrial Arts - An Analysis of 39 Curriculum Guides, (b) the conferencereport published in 1962 by the same agency, Improving Industrial Arts Teaching, (c) thesurvey report, Industrial Arts Education, published in 1966 and prepared by Dr. Schmitt,and (d) his article, "Learning the Arts of Industry", appearing 'n a 1966 issue of Ameri-
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can Education. So, I've tried; if I still display an unbelievable degree of ignorance, teachme don't tar and feather me. (I don't want any of you to get the impression that I'mapprehensive or anything, but those are my bags by the door, my plane ticket is in mypocket, and my sister and her husband are among you to whisk me away immediatelyafter this talk.)
As a final introductory remark, I want to apologize in advance for what may app2arto be any lack of precision and organtzation in my remarks. I accepted this assignmentway back in January and was allowing what should have been ample time for the prepara-tion of this paper. However, about a month ago I decided to accept ci position on the head-

quarters staff of an international agency located in Europe, which among other things willinvolve the moving of a family of nine to a nation the language of which we do not yetspeak. Not long atter the aforementioned decision, my wife entered the hospital for somesurgery and I wound up playing mother hen to our seven crumb crushers. Finally, sixdays ago I was involved in an automobile accident in which my Rambler wound up beingdeclared a total loss. So, you see, I'm just mighty glad to be here prepared or not.
Terminology Considerations

Where do we begin? First of all, I invite your attention to the wording of the title asit appears in your printed program. I am going to present AN engineering educator's
view; I would not want to pretend to speak for all engineers or engineering educators (andI suspect that the feeling is mutual). I had intended to buttress some of the points I wishto make by conducting a little survey of how my fellow engineering deans view industrialarts but that was before the roof fell in on my time sched-ile.

I also deliberately used the term "interface" to suggest that our respective fieldsdo impinge upon each other, that at the boundaries there are possibilities of relationships,cooperation and interaction. I mention this because I suspect that some of my colleaguesfeel that engineering and industrial arts are worlds apart, or at least that there is nomeaningful chance of joint activity.
. Before I can discuss this interface and the possible relationships to it, it seems de-sirable to portray the separate domains and thereby to detect the Ioundaries. But, inorder to describe engineering and industrial arts I must use terms that are so diverselyused (and abused) by society today that, in order to insure eff(tctive communication, Ifeel that I must invest some precious moments in revealing how I use terms like science,technology, art, profession, etc. So, to these matters of terminology and semantics I de-vote this first part of my paper.
Turning first to the word "science", the term is used in both a lad and specificsense. In the broad sense, everything these days seems to have to be science or scien-tific; this seems to be an easy way of bestowing presumed dignity on alinost any activity.For example, take the so-called science fairs that abound these days. I'm not a scientistbut even I must cringe at the incredible assortment of projects that en: permitted underthis umbrella ranging from projects which truly seek to learn sot,- !ng to exerciseswhich involve little more than the mere construction (frequently not _al neatly) of somegadget or circuit by slavishly following the directions tuund in pc2pular Mechanics or someother source. Then too we have the example of journalists and "science writers" (well-intentioned to be sure) who tend to tag as a "scientist" everyone associated with somecomplex undertaking (e.g., lauding a probe on the moon), blissfully independent of whether

or not the individuals actually involved consider themselves scientists, engineers ortechnicians. As you can tell from the caustic vein of my comments, I think that the looseusage of the term "science" is regrettable but it'a something with which we must live.When i use the term "science", such as in this paper, I try to restrict myself to themore specific (and, I think more traditional) sense of science as an organized body ofknowledge which helps us to understand (and thereby to predict and control) phenomena.
This body of knowledge is continuously (and, at the present time, very rapidly) being ex-panded through a process of search (or, if you prefer, "research") called the scientificmethod this leading to the discovery (not the creation) of the laws and principles whichlie behind the things we experience and are puzzled about.

Science is motivated and propelled by man's natural curiosity, by his desire to knowand to comprehend. Inasmuch as the scientist seeks the truth, endeavors to determinewhat is, science is necessarily objective, detached and impersonal (which is not intendedin a pejorative sense). There is no science of individual and unique events; science by itsnature is directed toward the general, to ever more comprehensive laws, to principles
independent of time, or place, or the mood of the investigator.
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I also find it convenient to distinguish between the natural sciences and applied scien-ces. Conventionally, natural science is the body of knowledge which helps us to understandnature and natural phenomena which means such well-known fields as physics, astron-ozny, psychology, chemistry, etc. By contrast, the applied sciences are the growingbodies of knowledge that help us to nnderstand man-made phenomena, that Is, phenomenawhich are the result of manss deliberate intervention in nature, of his attempts to modify,shape and control his environment, of the use of his ingenuity and creativity in devisingnew and/or better ways of doing things.
Because these applied scie zes are not as clearly recognized as th e. natural sciences,a few examples may be helpful. Thus, medical science is concerned with understandingand predicting the consequences of intervening in the processes of nature in order topromote physical health with vaccines, surgery, drugs, ointments, etc. Educationalscience is the slowly developing body of knowledge which helps us better to anticipate theoutcomes of man-made learning situations. Management science, also in its infancy,reveals the dynamic characteristics of efforts to organize and coordinate human endeavorto achieve sc.rne desired goal. And cngineering science discloses the characteristics,properties and behavior of man-made devices, systems, structures and processesamplifiers, heat exchangers, trusses, distillation columns, etc.These applied sciences are also growing bodies of knowledge which are expandedthrough research because human ingenuity in devising better ways of getting things dcneis always outstripping our human understanding of why they work. Thus, aspirins per-form a useful function for reasons which are far from fully understood, the aqueductsserved their purpose long before fluid mechanics was understood, educators have longbeen successfully promoting learning without really understanding how the human organ-ism learns, internal combustion engines did their job for years before people really under-stood what happens when a spark is released in a combustible mixture, and individualshaw- long managed enterprises without a scientific knowledge of how men interact in or-ganizations.
Anticipating somewhat a point to be made later, these applied sciences are not to beconfused with the areas of professional practice which they support. Thus, medical scienceis not the practice of medicine, educational science is not the same as the art of reaching,engineering science is not engineering, and management science is not the art of manage-ment. Although I have used only four examples of applied sciences, there are otherswhich correspond to other professional areas (the meaning of "profession" is yet to bediscussed).
I have also just introduced into my remarks the term "art", which perhaps requiresless discussion than the term "science", but which certainly deserves to be contrastedwith it. Unlike science, art has an intrinsically personal, human and subjective charac-ter. The artist displays something of himself in, leaves his imprint upon, his workwhether this be the fine arts or the applied arts. Art is not a deterministic undertaking(like two and two equals four); there are no obvious right and.wrong answers. Art in-escapably reveals and expresses human values and value systems; as has been said, "artis the signature of mankind". Art is necessarily concerned with the unique, with the par-ticular, with "one cf a kind".
The word "technology", like "science'', seems to be saddled with usages in both abtoad and a specific sense. An example of the broad meaning, which I also believe isrelatively new, is embodied in expressions such as "our technological society", the "evilsof technology", etc.
Technology in the specific sense is related to techniques (a word which shares thesame origin), to methods, processes and procedures for getting things done (constructiontechnology, printing technology, manufacturing tethnology, etc.). The concept "technology"also embraces what is frequently described as the "state of the art's specific informa-tion on what can be done (achievable chemical purities, possible machining tolerances,accuracy of instrumentation, etc.), empirical data on materials, structures and syotems,and knowledge of arbitrary standards and codos of practice. Technology is a wealth ofpractical knowledge about the way things get done, knowledge without which they wouldn'tget done.
The final term I want to discuss before diving into a discussion of engineering andindustrial arts is "profession". Here too there is both a broad and a specific sense.In the broadest sense, professIon seems to mean essentially "non-amateur", to be anyactivity undertaken for monetary (or equivalent) gain. It is in this broad sense that wehave in mind when we joke about what is alleged to be the "oldest profession", or the
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second oldest (which you can understand has to be advertising).
When I use the term "profession", as in this paper, it is in a very restricted sense.In my view, members of professions are those to whom society turns for trustworthyadvice on what to do in important areas of human concern. When the lives of human be-ings are directly and deeply affected by recommendations upon which they are almostnecessarily incapable of passing competent judgment, then hopefully they can depend uponthe integrity, competence and responsible judgment of those who make these recommen-dations.
Thus, when the physician recommends to a patient the amputation of a limb to improvethe chances of saving his life, when a lawyer advises a citizen on how to plead before thebar of Justice in order to protect his person and property, when the minister suggests toa member of his congregation certain practices to improve his spiritual health and peaceof goul, when an educator advises a learner about a program of studies suitable for hisin Lollectual growth and development, when a psychiatrist proposes to a disturbed individualcertain therapy to improve his mental health, in all of these cases the "client" shouldbe able to assume that the recommendation is a responsible and ethical professional Judg-ment based both upon experience and upon knowledge of the relevant natural and appliedsciences and that JIC can therefore have confidence in the advice given.From the above one can infer certain characteristics of the professions. First of all,it must be concerned with some fundamental or important human need or desire. Some-one who advises me regarding my health or freedom could be a member of a profession;someone who suggests that I wear different colored socks probably would not Le.Secondly, members of professions operate at the pinnacle of activity in any given areaand their overall recommendations are therefore subject to competent critique and re-view only by their peers. One might ask a physician to determine whether or not a nursehas performed her duties correctly, as one might ask an engineer to pass judgment onthe work of a ter:hnician. But, if one feels uneasy about the advice of a pLysician, thereis no place to turn except to another physician (not to a nurse, or a geolosist, or a theo-logian); for alternative legal advice, one can go only to another lawyer, etc. To be sure,a scientist (such as a virologist) might point out to a physi. :tan how some relevant scien-tific principle in his field has been ignored or misused (and he could therefore tell thephysician what he should not have done) but he cannot (in his role as virologist) devisealternative medical recommendations.

Third, the client must be given advice, not direction; he must remain free to seekor not to seek the advice of a particular professional practitioner, and free to accept orreject the advice received. Thus, the .,=stient must have the right to risk death if he likes(provided important rights of others are not infringed), the client should be free to rejectlegal advice, a community should be free to decide not to fluoridate its water in spite ofany unanimity of medical advice, etc. The alternative would be a kind of professionaltyranny which seems wholly incompatible with the notion of a free society. Lord protectus from the day when we would be compelled to do as our educators, lawyers, engineers,physicians, etc., advise us.
The professional practitioner must also be free free from any forms of compulsionwhich might coerce and/or tempt him into making recommendations vtich are uoz in ac-cordance with his true and unfettered professional judgment. This means in particularthat the professiona man must be free of the possibility of either diminishing or increas-ing his income on the basis of what recommendations he might give. Who would trustthe advice of someone who might be subjectto loss of his job just because his recommen-dations happen not to be in accordance with those of his "employer"? Contrariwise, howuneasy would a client be if he felt that the professional man stood tf3 profit more from onekind of advice than another (as a physician owning a controlling interest in a drug firm)?So, both the client and the professional practitioner must be free.As a concluding note on the discussion of a profession, not everything that a lawyer,or physician, or engineer might happen to do is necessarily an essential part of his pro-fessional activity. indeed, the essence resides in the tough decision based upon allrelevant facts, principles and circumstances as to what should be done, in the devisingof some strategy, plan or course of action; everything else is secondary. Deciding uponthe recommended form of treatment is the crux of medical practice; skills in dressingwounds, performing surgery and giving injections are subordinate activities. Decidingupon legal strategy is the heart of the matter; degrees of eloquence before a jury arematters of secondary importance. In numerous professional areas, many of the activitiesassociated with the execution of a plan of action can properly be shared with skilled sup-
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port personnel (nurses, technicians, secretaries, etc.).
The Nature of Engineering

Having indulged in a detailed consideration of terminology, 1 am now prepared o ad-vance my view of what engineering is and is not. First of all, if ever there was a muchabused term in our society, I think "engineering" is it. As a matter of fact, I defy anyoneto find a concept of engineering which is sufficiently broad and elastic to embrace all theuses of the term which one could dredge up from the literature of our society. Were oneto try to define engineering on thebasis of current usage, he would find nothing meaningfulas a common thread or notion.
Some feel that part of the problem resides in the fact that the engineering profession(if such it be) has no real control over the usage of the term. Virtually anyone with theguts to do so can stand up and call himself an engineer and get away with it. Also, em-ployers sometimes bestow this term upon their workers for motives quite unrelated toany philosophy of engineering (e.g., as "psychic income" in lieu of more tangible formsof remuneration).
A more fundamental aspect ot the problem, in my opinion, is the fact that the engi-neering profession itself lacks unity in many ways, including the vital matter of whatengineering really is (which, apart from any- other considerations, is one reason whyneither I nor anyone else can claim to speak for the engineerIng profession). There isno agreement on who should and should not have the right to say who is and who is not anengineer, much less upon the criteria which should be used. Should one decide on thebasis of what an individual was "educated as", or what he is "working as", or what heis "labelled as", or some combination of these?
I think that a good example of the lack of a widely accepted concept of engineeringwithin the profession itself is a recently published report entitled Goals of EngineeringEducation - the result of a nationwide, four-year, NSF-financed study of the subject. Onemight naively expect that the goals of something like engineering education would be shownto be related to (and in part derivedfrom) the nature of engineering, but one seeks in vainthroughout the report for a forthright treatment of this matter. I was only rather in-directly related to the production of that report (listed as a "consultant"), but I think Iwas close enough to the operation to say that the nature of engineering was not carefullypresented because it would not have been possible to reach agreement on such a section.Right now there is much ferment (and some turmoil) within engineering and engineeringeducation, and this necessarily affects any interface with industrial arts.For myself, I do not hesitate at least to attempt to state in clear and operational termswhat engineering is. However, if you are hoping to learn from me anything about howto relate better to the world of roughly a million individuals who call themselves encri-neers, J must warn you that a strict application of my notion of engineering would pro' blyexclude about 90% of this group. So, obviously do not speak for the engineering profes-sion; I can only hope that you will find in my views sufficient logic and coherence to makethese ideas useful to you.

In briefest summary, and in terms of the words discussed in the preceding section -engineering is not science, it is not technology; it is an art and a profession. To beginexpanding on this, I would suggest to you that the purpose of engineering, the whole excusefor its existence, is to help society find better ways of satisfying certain human needs.To explain the underlined terms, "society" might mean individual clients, or privatefirms ("corporate clients"), or public agencies (such as a city government). "Better"means improved in an overall sense, when all relevant factors are considered accordingto their relative importance - not only technical factors (size, efficiency, speed, accuracy,etc.) but noit-technical as well (beauty, legality, economy, safety, etc.). By certain"human needs" 1 refer to needs (or desires) for ever better forms of transportation,communication, energy conversion and distribution, nutrition, protection, recreadon,production, investigation, etc.
Engineers have long used adjectives which haven't been very useful to a public thatmight want to understand what engineering is all about, what it really exists for. Adjec-tives like chemical, geological, metallurgical and aeronautical disclose the field ofnatural science upon which that particular area of engineering heavily depends. Adjec-tives like mining, welding, refining and construction denote some process with which anengineer may be concerned. Other adjectives denote a product textile, petroleum, mate-rials, etc. There are "geographical adjectives" such as space or ocean. There is noneed to catalogue all of the various categories into which engineering adjectives could be
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classified; the point is that only recently is there coming into prominence o category of
adjectives which reveal more directly what engineering is all about transportation engi-
neering, communication engincering, etc.

As already indicated, the engineer advises his "client" on the best course of action,
on what should be done. Understanding the process by which such recommendations are
reached is revealing and includes the following steps in one way or another:

1. Clarifying the need or problem engineering clients like medical patients frequently
bring in rather vaguely defined needs, goals or "discomforts"; an essential step in
any solution is a determination of the specific characteristics of the problem (Jest
one solve a problem which the client really doesn't have).

2. Identifying all of the factors which have a bearing on the solution this would include:
a. an inventory of all of the resour.:es and/or limitations which might exist such

things as availability of funds, materials, energy, personnel, time, etc.
b. applicable principles of the natural and engineering science s
c. relevant technological informadon state of the art, codes, techniques, etc.
d. important non-technical considerations economic, legal, ethical, esthetic, cul-

tural, etc.
3. Devising the optimum solution achieving that balance which best accounts for the

various competing criteria; this is the core of the process, the step in which creativ-
ity and ingenuity are exercised, where inventions are made, where breakthroughs
occur.

4. Checking the solution using analytical and/or experimental methods, "closing the
loop" on the process by determining whether the solution does in fact meet the speci-
fications established in the first step (and if not, cycling through the process as often
as necessary).

Tbe above steps I would call the "professional method" (because I believe that all
activities that I would regard as professions follow this same basic pattern); many of my
engineering colleagues would at least call it the "engineering method" (as contrasted
with the "scientific method").

This brings me to my next point, viz., that engineering is not science (nor a part of
science) anymore than medicine, the ministry, education or management are sciences.
They all depend upon one or more sciences (engineering depends predominantly upon the
mathematical, physical and life sciences; medicine on the biological and life sciences;
management on the behavioral and social sciences; the ministry on the "sacred science"
of theology; education on psychology and the behavioial sciences), but this is not the same
thing as being a science.

Consider the ibllowing contrasts between engineering and science. First of all, they
use different methods, one the engineering method, the other the scientific method, this
being a contrast between creation and discovery, between design and research, between
synthesis and analysis. As the eminent engineer-scientist Dr. Theodcre von Karman, the
first recipient of the American Medal of Science, saki, "The scientist discovers what is,
the engineer creates what has not been."

The scientist endeavors to determine what is; the engineer tries to decide what
should be. As such, the scientist pursues the true, the engineer seeks the good (in the
sense of a best course of action). Because the reality which the scientist tries to urder-
stand is jndependent of whether we like it or not, and because scientific truths are neutral
(neither good nor bad in themselves), the scientist as scientist works in a morally neutral
area and has no direct re.:; onsibility to society. On the other hand, because the engineer
tries to determine what should be done, because he seeks the good, he has as engineer a
direct and inescapable res.ponsibility to society for the effects of his work. For these same
reasons, enginsering is a profession, science is not.

The scientist moves from the particular to the general, to discover relationships
among previously isolated phenomena, to find laws at d princJples ot ever-wider applica-
bility (independent of circumstances of time, place, or anything else). By contrast, the
engineer must proceed from the general to the particular, must apply the universal prin-
ciples of science to the very specific And unique conditions of the problem at hand (and, by
the way, if the problent is not really unique in some essential way, if an applicable pro-
totype solution already exists, it isn't an engineering problem but only a technical prob-
lem).

The activity of science is sustained by human curiosity, by a natural and insatiable
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deE. 1 the human mind to know, and because the secrets of nature seem inexhaustible,theie is no foreseeable end to scientific activity. On the other hand, the activity of engi-neering is propelled by mankind's desii for better ways of achieving certain needs(transportation, communication, etc.), and because the desire for such improvements isprobably as old as man and destined always to be a part of his nature, there is likewiseno conceivable termination to the aceivity of engineering..
As already stated, the scientist seeks truth andjor certitude; he aiks questions whicheventually lead to verification or denial, to yes or no, to true or false. The engineer, intrying to determine what should be, what is best in a particular set of circumstances, isinescapably involved in value systems, which of course do not lend themselves to scien-tific certitude but rather become matters of individual and professional judgment. Forthese reasons, and because the engineer der' vith the unique and the particular, eng17neering is an a.rt not a science.
Let me also say, :.11though not quite so exhat, tively, tliat, in my opinion, engineeringla not technllogy either. The engineer needs and uses technology, as he needs and usesscience, but that certainly doest 't mean t! ineering is technology, or vice versa.The more technolegical informatie- an enghi s at his command, the better his solu-tions are likely to he, but he cannot master ee of it, any more than he can comprehendall fields of science. P^ther than usurp the role of the technologist (who can do manythings better than the eegineer), the engineer should respect and rely upon the competenceof the technologist.
If in the foregoing description of the engineer and engineering you do not recognizethe guy who lives two houses down the street from you and calls himseif an engineer, don'tfeel too badly; he prebably wouldn't recognize himself either. Those who don't fit myadmittedly narrow definition of engineering but who call themeelves engineers I wouladivide into three other categories: (a) engineering scientists (who do research on existingdevices, systems and structures rather than designing new and better ones), (b) engineer-ing technologists (who do technical design rather than creative or original design), and(c) a miscellaneous group who call themselves engineers largely because they got a degreein it once upon a time but who have used this background as a springboard into a varietyof rewarding ar.1 useful undertakings (sales, management, technical writing, etc.).

What Industrial Arts Seems ri Be
In the preceding section, despite the fact that perhaps 90% of those who call them-selves engineers might disagree with at least some part of my highly specific use of theterm "engineering", I dared to stick rny neck out a bit and pontificate on what I taink thenature of engineering to be. 'xi this section, when discussing industrial arts, I do not havethe same temerity and therefore aspire only to indicate "what industrial arts seemsto be".
How does industrial arts appear to a typical engineering educator? I'm not sure, butif my own ignorance of four years ago is any indication, I suspect that most of them regardit as essentially the same as, or a part of vocational education. (How's that for openers?Poesnyt that delight you?) What is more, I believe that mest engineering educators carev_ry little about industrial arts - not necessarily for snobbish reasons (although a few mayfeel that way) but simply because they feel it's practically in another world.As I mentioned earlier, Marshall Schmitt used to tell me that high school industrialarts was a good preparation for a college engineering program. If engineering educatorsagreed, you'd think that some of them would explicitly mention industrial arts in outliningin their school catalogs the college entrance requirements for engineerinj. Yet I neverrecall seeing an engineering catalog that even specifically mentioned industrial arts,much less recommended it. I think that few, if any, even make reference to mechanicaldrawing. They usually specify the runnber of hours of English, science, mathematics,social studies and maybe foreign language, and then allow one or two unspecified units(which can be almost unything- typing, Industrial arra, etc.). So, I sumpect thdt many, ifnot Mol3t, of my fellow engineering educators would say that there is no meaningful inter-face between ir. lustrial arts and engineering.

But then, they haven't had the privilege of having Dr. Schmitt as a subordinate andpersonal tutor, so let me attempt to recite a little of what I think I've learned. I shall becautious and interleave tentative conclusions with hesitant assumptions and sincere ques-tions.
Perhaps the first thing I learned is the desirability of distinguishing between the na-tures and purposes of industrial arts education and vocational education. Atn I corre-zt
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in believing that you are more conccxned with helping students understand ow: modernworld th;.in with developing specific skills? If so, this makes sense to me and it probablywould become even more meaningful if I had more chances to see your programs in actionside by side with vocational education. However, on this point, the course titles whichappear in your literature don't reassure me too much, nor does the published results ofthe survey of industrial arts education which indicates that not only principals but indus-trial arts teachers as well gave the highest overall rating to a skill objective.Another tentative conclusion I have come to is that those whom you regard (or whowould regard themselvos) as regular members of what you call the industrial arts pro-fession are largely located in education at one level or another. Whereas only a smallfraction of engineers are in education, is it not true that the proportions are approximatelyreversed for industrial arts? By the way, you may have noted in the opening sentence ofthis paragraph that I did not admit that iwiustrial arts is a profession. It may seem thatI am going out of my road to be obnoxious, but I suspect that you will agree that industrialattP woeld not satisfy my criteria for a profession (which doesn't mean a darn thing if youdon't accept my definition of a profession, which is your prerogs.tivc: of course).The earlier mention of objectives reminds le of the constant difficulty I've had infiguring out what your objectives really are, xi.at you most want to accomplish. Someof your statements of objectives seem to be rather long litanies of obviously desirablethings, but I looked without success for some few really key objectives among the otherswhich are doubtless worthy but perhaps secondary in importance.A related problem, which might be eliminated if I examined some curriculum guides,is the need for objectives stated in sufficiently operational terms so that one can figureout how to determine whether or not the goals are being achieved. All of education isplagued with this problem; we educators are particularly prone to declare ourselves infavor of objecdves which are both unassailable and unfortunately unverifiable, objec-tives whi. are the pedagogical counterpart of being in favor of motherhood and againstsin. Then after experiencing the catharsis of mrking this verbal obeisance to the peda-gogical gods, we forget all about our lofty and oious pronouncements and descend directlyto the nitty-gritty of playing checkers with the curriculum and lesson plans. Historyteachers talk about help!. :g students understand our heritage but their lesson plans andtests reveal a preoccupation with dust-dry facts; language is supposed to help us under-stand another culture but it looks to an outsider 1,ke conjugation of the pluperfect tensein the subjunctive mood; science teachere say they want students to learn the scientificmethod but it appears to the students as memorization of formulas, etc. I couldn't helpwondering as I read your literature how vulnerable you may or may not L3e to this ratherwidespread educational failing. Does day-to-day industrial arts teaching really reflectyour profensed objectives?
Another tentative conclusion I would ask ,iou to verify is my inclusion, in your sphereof responsibility, of the 4-year industrial teetliology programs which have been emerging(mostly since World War 11 r gather) at the college level. If this be so, what are the pre-sumed career objectives anu actual career patterns of those who major in such programs?With hat technical organizations will the graduates of these programs 1.:e identifyingthemselves if not with t.he AIAA? If at the high school level you wish primarily to be arecognized part of general education and appeal somewhat to all students, is ihis alsotrue at the collegiate level? Or do you have a somewhat heavier career focus at the col-lege level? And what would the career be? "Technology"? As you define it? As scien-tists and en4ineers use it? Or what?
Mention of your students and graduates reminds me thct I still have not read widelyenough to encounter the volume of information I'd like on what paths ar-3 taken by studentswho take a generous portion of industrial arts in high school. How many go on to college?Of these, how many take engineering? Engineering technology? Industrial technology?With what clegrees of success?
M03 '.1 I should close this attempt to reveal my combinatier of knowledge and ignor-ance by mentioning what I regard as the most striking possible example of the L!ommunica-tions gap (indeed gulf) between our fields of industrial arts and enginc2ring, viz., theemergence since 1963 of a high-school-level course promoted by engineers, called the"8ngineering Concepts Course", and using a specially written book callr.d The Man-Made World.
I read in your literature that a fong-standingobjective of your decades of educationalefforts has been acquainting all students with the role of technology in today's world andyet I read in a recent report of this new project that this new ECCP course "is an attempt
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to provide the high school student with an understanding of the impact of technology ontoday's world". Elsewhere I read: "Technology is among the least understood by theman on the street. If technology's benefits are to outweigh its liabilities, the public mustexert an informed influence, an influence that can only come through an awareness oftechnical principles." Elsewhere the reader is assured that the course is "aimed at thegene: al student body", is a valuable part of general education. All of this could have beenlifted right out of your literature. The engineers also say that the course offers an alter-native approach to pure science, one that will tie the physical principles to the man-madeworld, tie them in with the study of systems, devices and processes that man has createdto cope with nature. Automatically, this approach would place emphasis on the influenceof technology In creating our modern environment. Does it sound like something youmight have written?
Please don't regard thie project as an act of war on the part of engineers, invadingwhat so clearly you have rez;arded as your province at the high school level. They meantno harm. The sad fact is that they probably weren't even aware that they were invadingyour domain. Whatever the case may be, surely it indicates a neee for more dialogue-starting now.

Comments Regarding interface Activities
Now, what about the interface, and possible areas of cooperation. What was most:exciting to me as I have listened to Marshall Schmitt and read some of your literature wasthe presence in your total operation (in what minutc proportions I do not care) of open-ended projects - where students start out with some ilea:tat. need to be fulfilled, some ob-jective to be achieved, and praceed to figure ma.: the bes v., ay te get th job done. I remem-ber hearing him tell me of a project in which student

, .d to devise a container in whichan egg could be placed and then dropped 50 feet and etall have the egg be recovered un-broken. Anyone who thinks such 13 problem is contrived and artificial just doesn't knowabout the challenge of shipping del:cate missile components around USA via the mails orregular freight.
In any event, it is great to see students gain experience on problems with no obviousright answers, problems which are better solved the more science and technology oneknows, problems with non-technical features, problems with competitive criteria thatrequire judgment. Engineering education is only now awakening to the importance ofthese realistic experiences. If you could help students detect and foster their ingenuityand creativity in this way, it would be a very direct form of healthy interaction withengineering. I suspect you would have no difficulty getting engineering educators to workwith you on this.
It might be hard to take such a project-centered course and achieve very-much byway of a broad understanding of our technological culture, but don't worry about that.You would be giving all students, whether they went on to engineering or not, a veryvaluable experience in making judgments, in following the pattern by which all professions(as I define them) proceed in making deciaions. You could cherefore indirectly benefitall the professions which draw upon science and te, Iniology in order to advise society oncourses of action. Good science ernirses will teach the student to be analytical, reveal tohim how scientists proceed to dete line what is. Missing is the converse kind of experi-ence which helps students see how to determine what should be.Th:s leads me to a second suggestion- which would affect engineering less directlybut micht help you modify the image you htere, Unless I mistmderstand, an importantpart of ycrar philosophy of teaching is learning through doik something with the hands.I trust tt at this is a treasured part of your heritage which, as one of your articles te'lsme, gradaally evolved from "manual training", to "manual arts", to "industrial arts".But yo ir emphasis on your cultural and general education role may not be as ancient.May I iespectfelly suggest that if you want to achieve an "appreciatien of technology",that yet: experiment with various educational strategies rather than upon a single path.Let me employ I parallel. Atthe college level there are such courses as "art appre-ciation", "music appreciation'', etc. The: usually don't try to trT.ch music appreciati(nby asking students to cumpose something (although maybe they stir. uld). There are actuallythree kinda of objeetives and types of learning experlences - for "the appreciaters","the performels" and "the creators". The skill in playing an instrument is dev opecidifterently from an appreciation of music -- and neither of the -e necessarily rc ye.trabilities as a composer.

So, woual it be toe far fetched to ask you n consider once again just what y--al are
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trying to do? Teach an appreciation of technology? Teach technological skills (the per-formers of existing technology)? Or develop the creators of new technology? Or allthree? If all three, whether you don't need a bigger variety of teaching strategies? As amatter of fact, as an over-simplification, I wonder if the following doesn't apply: (a) youprofess to want most to teach appreciators, (b) you are actually turning out the perform-ers, and (c) maybe you should be focusing on the creators.
Regarding the invasion of the high school level by engineers, I suggest that you studywhat they are up to, borrow ideas that you find valuable, use this development as a goad tospeed any reforms you have in mind, and remain optimistic about the eventual failure ofthis venture. I don't want to chronicle what I think to be their faults and blind spots, butI think there are enough to forestall any whirlwind success. But, it is a sign that noteveryont: Na::: aware of your objectives (or else that they felt you weren't achieving them).At the college level, the emergence of your four-year technology programs has cer-tainly served as a stimulus to engineers and engineering technologists. They felt youwere invading their sanctuary - and my speech in Denver in 1966 tugged the securityblankets of a goodly number of them. At the college level, I suggest that you idendfy thepurpose of your industrial technology programs to be the preparation of high-level tech-nologists, ti!L t you work for eventual coordination and merger with engineering technology,and that both fields drop their preoccupation with their respective adjectives - industrialand engineering. Technology is a field in its own right and recognition of this will bespeeded by dropping old adjectives. If adjectives are needed, let them be more descriptiveof the related function or process - construction technology, production technology, etc.May I also be so brash as to suggest that the adjective "industrial" is ping to be anincreasingly big liability even at the high school level. If your terminology has evolvedfrom "manual training", to "manual arts", to "industrial arts", further evolutions to"applied arts" might be worthy.

Unless you talk about industry in an exceedingly broa,:, way (bankinc- industry, educa-tional industry, hospital industry, etc.), which may be hard t, sell, you are going to findyourself hard put to broaden your sphere to all areas of endeavor in which human in-genuity is used to devise technologies which benefit mankind. Industry, with its massproduction, has been a giant on the modern scene. But don't let this fact fence you in.I hope that these thoughts and sufNestions can be the beginning of further dialoguebetween engineering and industrial arts. If I've not alienated all of you and worn out mywelcome, or made myself too inaccessible by relocating in Paris, I would deem it a privi-lege to be a part of any future exchanges.

Poecke is Dean of Engineering at Gonzaga University, Spokane, Washington.

AIAA
G. nl Session VI
Presiding, Ralph C. Bohn; Greetings, Marshall J. Diebold; Introducer, Harold G.Gilbert; Speaker, WilliamJ. Micheels; Rec., George J. Brown; Hosts, Oliver Apeilie, L. H. Bengston..

NEW CONCEPTS _IN
EVALUATING STUDENT PROGRESS

William Micheets
At the outset, I think it is pertinent to use an old vorlte in sotting the stage for myreniat:L. I refer to an anecdote from in Wonderland. In this instance the Cat hadjust finished telling Alice that in going in )n she would run into mad people."l3ut I don't want to go among r ,ad peo \lice remarked."Ch, you can't help that," the Cat. "We're all mad here. I'm mad. You'remad."
"Flow do you know I'm mad?" said
"You must be," said the Cat, "or you wouldn't have come here."
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During the past several weeks 1 have wondered many times about the state of mymental health for accepting the invitation to prepare this paper. To begin with, if I wereperfectly frank I would have to say that I do not know of any really "new" concepts in theevaluation of student progress. However, 1 am aware of some new and exciting develop-ments in student evaluation. Furthermore, the word "concept" bothers me a bit, but Ido not wail to get bogged down in trying to define what the term means.So... the concepts 1 wish to dwell upon in this paper may be concepti or sub-concepts, or sub-sub-concepts. I will leave the determination to you.Also, in my thinking and outlining 1 have found it difficult to categorize the :01,ics Ihave chosen into neat little packets which are mutually exclusive and still r.. .,d to thecentral theme. Some of the topics kept popping up. When I finally sat down to write, itwas in the context of another anecdote from "Alice". Again, she was talking to the cat."Cheshire-Puss," she began, "would you tell me please which way I ought to go fromhere?"
"That depends a good deal on where you want to get to," said the Cat,"I don't much care where- -" said Alice.
"Then it doesn't matter wiiich way you go," said the Cat.
"--so long as I get somewhere," Alice added as an explanaaon.
"Oh, you're sure to do that if you only walk long enough," said the Cat.So I started (-,Lit walking (on paper).
Now that I am a university president, several years removed from day-to-day teach-ing, perhaps a further explanation or admission is in order. This can best be done bytelling you about the physician, lawyer and university president who were having one ofthose rare evenings together, as friends, when they didn't have to talk business.The conversation got around to the subject of the creation and the wonder of it all.The discLesion got around to the wonderful way in which the Lord began %\,-,,th chaos andout of this .r.,nte the creation, with Adam and Eve, Cain and Abel, and so on.As tli:y were pondering and discussing, the physician spoke up saying, "This wasindeed a w.)nderful event and it makes me even prouder of my profession. Did you everstop to considei with the use of Adam's rib this mas the first instance of a surgical opera-tion? Yes, mine is an ancient and honorable profession."

The lawyer replied almost immediately, "Yes, mine is an ancient and honorable pro-fession also when you consider that after Cain slew Abel v. had the first instance of amurder trial."
The university president let them glory in their professions for a few mi.lutes, betthen he said, "All of this maybe very fine, gentlemen, but who do you think created chaosin the first place?"
With these several defenses in mind, we can proceed with the paper. (Ai:rig the wayyou will notice that I make very few references to industrial arts as such. This is to comein the follow-up sessionij.)
To begin with, I would say the most significant emerging concept is neither new norstartling, but it is different and exciting. It represents a distinct change in focus and anintxigulng potential for development.
I refer to the definite shift from norm-based evaluation to criterion-based evaluation.Stripped of its jargon, this means that we are mcving away from a so'..; reliance onmarks based on a comparison of each student with all other students in the class or group.Moving into the educational scene is a type of evaluation which tells how well the studemis performing in t .,rms of a known standard with little or no relationship to the perform-ance of his fellow students. Ee can be compared to other students, but this is not thebasis for recording his achievement.
Criterion-based evaluation is not something new. It is already with us. It has beenused in areas where rather refined units of niensurement are available. Simple examplesare the track and field sports, or typewriting and shorthand. The individual is able torun a certain distance fit so many minutes or secon s. lie Jump. or thr3ws so many feetand inches. I-Ic types or takes shorthand at so many words per minute. Ile is measuredin terms of specified criteria.
The criterion-reference score indicates the degree of proficiency achieved by anindividual without reference to anyone else. Whatever class he is in, or whoever else isin the class, his score is the same and indicates his level of proficiency. Also, expectedstandards can be expressed ir. terms of meaningful levels of proficiency. For example:as a result of the learning experiences in a class, we expect a student to be able to typeSO words per minute. Some students will talc( longer and some will :require more help,
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but the goal toward which each is striving becomes clear, and the evaluation proreedson an individual basis.
In many subjects it is more difficult, but not impossible, to establish similar criteriaor proficiency. This is where the intriguing potential for development comes in. Wehave a long way to ge, out we must learn I;ow to get there.
This new development of criterion-roferenced evaluation has been thrust upon us bythe new demands for doing something new about the old idea of individualized instruction.This, at a time when more and more people have to be educated, in less and less time.
Such terms as modular or flexible scheduling,programmed instruction, individualizedlearning packages and computer-assisted instruction (CAI) are indicative of the attetrntsbeing made to realize the ideal of individual instruction on a mass basis. This requiresthe establishment of goals on a basis of individual proficiency rather than in terms of

group comparison. To paraphrase the thought of one writer, "Since the heyoay of Thorn-dike we have been learning more and more about groups and averages, and less and less
about individuals; now the worm is turning."

With this emerging conc-pt as the basic thrust of this paper, let us try to take itapart by examining some of the causes, effects and problems involved.
A good place to start is to consider the four imperatives which J. Lloyd Trump has

set forth for the improvement of secondary education (they have relevance for elementaryand higher education as well).(1) He says that the first imperitive is to change the natureof teacher presentations. Teachers spend half of the time talk.ng to students. This is notrighc, he says. Dr. Trump states that there are only three applopriate "talking" activi-ties: to motivate, to provide information not readily available to students elsewhere, andto make assignment "The teacher's goal is not to cover the subject, but rather to getthe students to do s
The second imperative is to change the character of independent study. He is talkinghere about what the students do after the teacher has finished talking. The goal is to re-duce teacher supervision, in order to develop morep.ipil responsibility. This has impor-tant implications for independent or self-evaluation, which we will, be discussing later.
The third iniperative is to provide for better student discussions. The purpose is notto cover the subject, nor to rehash teacher presentations. The emphasis is on good dis-cussion and improved interpersonal relations. The inferences fox improved evaluationrelate to the ability of the instructor to make candid and meaningful observations as thestudents learn how to evaluate and imprcre their discussion techniques.
The fourth imperative is to change the process of evaluation. Dr. Trump says hewishes to be verydogmatic in suggesting that three present practices need to be abandoned

immediately. "The first p. actice to eliminate in the oral quiz, erroneously called class-room discussion.... The second practice to be abandoned is the use of multi-purposeletter grades tha is, the A, B, C, Dor F, or whatever equivalent you use that combinesuch unrelated rr. ers as achievement, attitude, personality.., or whatever else theteacher wants to include... The third practice to abandon is emphasis on the comparisonof individual pupils in groups. Included are such activities as grading on a curve andpreparing class ranks."
Dr. Trump is more detailed in discussing his imperatives and the implications grow-ing out of them. Mv purpose was to summarize his thinking very briefly to illustrate thekinda of changes which leaders are talking about and which have definite implications in

terms of the criterion-based type of evaluation we are exploring.
Wheti one tries to summarize numerous articles of this kind, a conclusion can bestated very bluntly: Many teachers, especially in high schools and colleges, put moretime and energy into "sorting" and "grading" students than they put into teaching them.

Grading-by-comparison is institutionally imbecPed in the childkeeping-bookkeeping prac-tices of our schools. It is the administrative ' Iguage at propels a student from class
to class, from school to school, and from school to college.(2)

In this connection we might spend much time in discussing gr Ides or marks. They
certainly are an important part of the present ; luc itional process. \ nd, of course, mark ;have their place, such as it is. They repro, a teaeher's evaluation of a student's per-formance. Th..1, are used to indicate 01 who are designated for promotion and non-promotion. They provide data for acadeinic and vocatir'nal counseling. They are used(presumably) to reward good performance anCi pu . opor performance, to motivate
learning, to communicate with the home, and so on.

Each of these uses might be amplified anci perhaps challenged, but I do nor wish totake the time to do so here. There would be little 'new in wh. I would say. Marks will
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be with us for some time to come. We do not yet know enough to go about the process ofabolishing marks, but I hope th,IL :;(Ane of the developments being reviewed in this papermight point the way whereby we e In reduce their unwholesome irquen by employingdifferent forms of appraisal. When that time comes, as one writer otates, "Speciousgrades and hollow examinations will he considered as educational monstrosities."I would like to dispose of the lopic of marks and marking by saying tint "there is noother field about which so much has been done and concerning which so littici is known."But there are sonic hopeful signs on the horizon.
Which brings us back to the nvitter of criterion-based evaluation, wherein we wishto provide meaningful scores to indicate the individual's level of proficiency in whateverit is he may be studying. Before going wiry far in this direction, a first question becomesobvious. Just what are the students expected to learn? What are the objectives? Thismay be one of the most important reasons for moving toward criterion-based evaluation.We are forced to take a careful look at objectives.This is an area that has long been of interest and concern to me. We have talked andwritten so much, but we still know so little. In preparing for :his paper I reviewed severalothers I have written on the topic, including one in 1952 Callert "Functional Objectives".I still think it was a good paper, but, to paraphrase Mark Twain's comments (_:n Cie weather:"Everybody talks about defining obiectives, but almost nobody does anything ,ibout it."There are heartening signs tnat some breakthroughs will likely be made, but thelights are still very dim.

Henry S. Dyer, of the Educational Testing Service, in writing on the "Discovery andDevelopment of Educational Coals(4), began his essay by pointing out that "practicallyevery major philosopher, from Confucius and Plato and Aristotle down CO Whitehead andRussell and Dewey, has had a good deal to say about the aims of education and its functionin society.... No less than two Presidential Commissions have taken a crack at the prob-lem.. ," Atter listing various other recent statements of goals, he concludes that thequestion is still very much open. Inhis words, "The problem of goals is today more thanever a top priority and largely unsolved problem..."The trouble is that in spite of all the hard thinking and earnest talk about educationalgoals and how to define them, the goals produced have been essentially nonfunctionaland I mean even when they have come clot'led in the so-called 'behavioral terms' we somuch
Whether or not this reconsideration of objectives (in terms of process and product)is new, it is th: most important 1...oblem facing educa. ors today. Perhaps you think thisis a strong statement, but I will stand by it. Until we learn how to describe in meaningfulterms (and there are several svb-concepts to the word "meaningful") the outcomes orbehaviors which we expect individual students to achieve, the breakthroughs of which wedream will not be possible.
This is an oversimplified statement and there are other factors to be considered, butthe deliberation, determination, delineation and definition of objectives is the importantfirst step because it involves philosophy, psychology, methodology, along with foresight,insight and damned hard work. It is a new concept of evaluLation (with an old foundation)with which each of us in this room needs to become much more sophisticated. If any ofyou is looking for a breakthrough area into which you could put your very best profes-sional efforts, take a close, hard look at what needs to be done about this matter of ob-jectives.
/knout now, some of you are saying to yourselves, "Here we go again. We've beentalking about objectives ever since we started ir college. Why do we have to botheragain? Furthermore, we're talking about evaluation. According to the books, objectivescome first evalnation comes last." That may be one of our problems. We fail to per-ceive that objectives and evaluation should be practically one and the same.To use different words: When you are able to invent ways to solve the problemsrelating to objectives, you will have solved many of the problems facing us in the matterof evaluation.
To nee still other words from anot,er persor, "The development of evaluation pro-cedures has, undoubtedly, he i largr-1. resoieed when the onjectives were or;ginallyspecified. For it will be b. --n that iery specific beavioral objectives are often theactual statement of the evaluation pi-ocedures. Objectives and evaluation should, inessence, be :dentical.(3)"
Mr. Dyer finishes his interesang paper when he says near the end that "in the lastanalysis, an educational goal is adequately defined only in terms of the agreed-upon
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proced,:r2s and instruments by which Ls attainment is to be measured. It is to say thatthe development of educational goals is practically identical with the process by which wedevelop educational tests. It is to imply what in some quarters might be regarded as theultimate in educational heresy: teaching should be_pointr.d very specifically at the teststhe students will take as m_asures of output; otherwise neither the students nor theirteachers are ever likely to discover where they are going or whether they are gettinganywhere at all."(4)
The challenge is to learn how to express objectives in terms of observable student

behavior. In the words of Mager, "Anobjective if. an intent communicated by a statementdescribing a proposed change in a learner - a itat ment of what the learner is to be likewhen he has successfully completed a learning eArerience."(5) Writing objectives is anexercise in communication. When an objective is described in keeping with this definition,the method or means of evaluation is usually obvious. To be able to run 100 yards in 14seconds, or to be able to list the tragedies of Shakespeare, are simple examples of thekinds of statements we mean.
In most cases the writing of meaningful and proper educational objectives is muchmore difficult. I use the word "proper" because the use of behavioral terms does not

guarantee that the objective will be the right objective or the best 'one. Actually, there isa danger, baue those goals most amenable to behavioral descriptions are usually themost trivial ores. This is the danger Mr. Dyer was alluding to when he mentioned the"so-called 'behavioral terms' we so much admire."
Nevertheless, the challenge remains. If we to move toward criterion-based

evaluation, more and more teachers (lwas going to say every teacher) must become adeptat expressing their goals in meaningful behavioralterms. Incidentally, this also is a gooddevice for clearing the fog around educational outcomes, because we have to prove what
we are teaching rather than using a lot of word-magic to express what we would like to
think we are teaching. Another way of stating this is to say that teachers are more I 'celyto clarify in their minds what the outcomes of their teaching ought to be if they can first
establish what the u,...zomes really are.

It is not the purpose of this paper to try to describe the steps to go through in rre-paring such objectives, lt does seem appropriate to state that while most of us in thisaudience have written many objectives, very few of us are adept at it, in terms of thedefinition I have mentioned. If you are intereste in trying to improve, a good starting
point is Robert Mager's book, Preparing lnstructio al Objectives.(5) But this is only the
starting point. You can get through the bcok in two nours at most, but then the hard work
sta rts - trying to apply what he sets forth.

An interesting sidelight growing out of this new attention to criterion-based evalua-
tion, educationr 1. goals and behavioral descriptions is the study of process as a part of
content. One of my professors calls it a "sub-network of this new focus."

One of the reasons for this tack grows out of the concern or difficulty in trying to
predict with much certainty what the world will be like in 20 or 25 years when the children
now in elementary school begin to take over the social and economic controls. Several
years ago Margaret Mead stated the problem in very few words. She said, "If we can'tteach every student ... something we don't know in some form, we haven't a hope of edu-
cating the next generation, because what they are going to need is what we don't know."

She added: "What we now have to teach them is to get ready to learn things that no-
body knows yet."(6)

The challenge here, it would seem, is that we ought to find be'. -er ways for helping
young people learn how to learn new things. The easy way is to say .-ht we will helpthem to learn the process of discovery. Here ai,ain we are confrontea with the task ofdefining the outcomes we have in but the challenge is intriguing.

One example of this approach is an experimental course called Science- A Frocess
ApQroach (American Association for the Advancement of Science, 1964a, 1904b). It wasfounded un the concept that the purpose of teaching science in the elementary and inter-
mediate grades is to train the child's skills, from an elementary level to more complexlevels, in applying the same intellectual processes which are used by adult scientists ir
thei r work. Instead of learning die cre facts and knowledges about elementary geography,biology or chemistry, the emphasis is upon such processes as recognizing and using
space/time relations, observing, classifying, rn ,asuring, communicating, inferring and
predicting, with learning experiences from various sciences. In setting up the evaluation
procedures, behavioral objc ctives are used as a starting point.

While this may be slightly off *he subject, there are some interzsting implications
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for evaluation, primarily because of the necessity for a clear definition of what should belearned. If you are interested in a short reference on this topic, I would suggest Parkerand Rubin's booklet on Process as Content.(7)
Let us turn now to the concept of individualized learning packages which are inheientparts of what some are calling "instruction management strategy". The terminologyis ne w; the concept is old. There are various modifications and refinements and improve-ments, but the basic idea is the same.
Moi-e thar. 30 y?nrs ago Professo." R. W. Selvidge published a book called lndividua!Instruction Sheets. 1 ,..txpect there are many in this audience who have used this book orwere members of a .71ass in w:lich you were required tl prepare job sheets, oper -ionsheets, infon-hation sheets or zuldance sheets. The philosophical and psychological vasesfrom whiel you started may have beendifferent, but the idea was the same; to individual-ize the ,krEtruction of the student in keeping with his needs and abilities.
At the University cce. Minnesota more then 20 years ago we were attempting to varyand modify the idea in the form of what we came to call "Activity Assignment Sheets".Here again, the idea was the same: to proviCe a learning guide to imable each student toproceed in his own direction and at his own pace. I expect there are quite a few in theaudience who have had e-4:.?..rience in preparing Activity Assignment Sheets. I mentionMinnesota because of first-hand experience there, hut I am sure many of you had similarexpriences at sister institutions.
I would be the first to admit that some of those Activity Assignment Sheets were crude,but some of them were "good-looking", and some of them were as effective as some ofthe "new" packages being developed today in other subject matter areas. I am dwellingon these Activity Assignment Sheets, not to try to prove that they were good or bad, butto allow me to saythat as we worked with the idea and sought iniprovements, one weakiLL:ssthat became apparent was in the area of guiding the student in his self-evaluation efforts.A study of this weakness led us to the realization that sie were not doing a very good jobof defining what we expected the student to learn.
I wish I could say that we licked the problem and found the solution, but that was notso. I wish I could start all over again because the ideas with which we were experiment-ing then still contain elementsfor a real educational breakthrough. Why don't some of youprovide the philosophical, psychological and methodological know-how which will providethe refinements necessary for such a breakthrough?
What are .he new °writers talking about when they speak of individualized learningpackages? MUJC of the assumptions are the same, but I will use the words appearing inthe January, 1968, issUe of Phi Delta .:appan to suggest some of the assumptions that aremade.(8)
First, the pupil's responsibility .s to learn and the teacher's responsibility is to makeavailable to the pupil that which is to be learned. The teacher does not cover a course,but rather une,,-;ers it.
Second, the subject matter of a course must be app-opriate to the learner with refer-ence to (1) pace of instruction, (2)1evel of difficulty, (3) relevance of the material as per-ceived by the student, (4) pupil's level of interest and (5) individual learning style of thepupil.
Third (and this is different), the size of a group, the composition of a group, and thetime allotted to a group should be appropriate to the ',al-poses of the group. (This is anincomplete description of a recent and new dimension the interaction of large groupinstruction, small group instruction, labora.:ory instruction and independent study. Oneof my colleagues says that this idea isn't entirely new either, as he experienced sometningsimilar in 'conntry school".)
A fourth assumption of the instructional management strategy is that before trulyindividualized instruction can become a reality, learning packages are nec'ed which willprovide for self-paced rather than group-pac,,,i instruction.
Here we are again with criterion-based evalwition. The learning package coutainf..instructional objectives which tell the pupil what he will have to be able to do when he isevaluated, the important conditions under which he will have to periorm, and the lowerlimit or quality of performance expected of him. Multi-dimensional learnirg materialsof varying difficulty are cited and diversified learning activities are pro\ ldeLi,Provision is made in the package for pre-evaluation to asse. s th_ extent to which thepupil may alleaoy ha- e achieved the ohj,,ctives. Self-evaluation activ1r;es occur alongthe way and are used to indicate a readiness for the post-evaluoiion which is in terms ofthe original objectives set forth.
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This is a hurried treatment of individualized instructional packaging, but you will behearing much more about it. If the idea interests you, read the article by Philip B. Kapfer
in the January, 1968, issue of Phi Delta Kappan, entitled, "An Instructional Management
Strategy for Individualized Learning." He expands on some of the things I have had timeonly to mention.

Any discussion of individualized insti'iction and new concepts in evaluation soon leadsto what I will call (for the purpose of this paper) evaluation hardware. Perhaps a betterheading would be "Evaluation concepts in the burgeoning technology of education." Instantevaluation, quick grading or improved techniques of evaluation are invariably a part ofthe technology. Without attempting to be definitive, let us look briefly at some of the de-velopments. (Again1. I have appended various references for the person who is interestedin more detailed descriptions.)
Computer-assisted instruction (CA1) has become a . ,Iniliar term to describe the manyattempts being made to individualize instruction with the help of a computer. This has

become a glamour term and one must be wary of the "gimmicks". However, the potentialis enormous if we have the creativity to use the tools properly. One source to which Ihave referred you is entitled "Computer Technology and the Future of Eclucation".(9)The technology is already available, although improvements are constantly beingmade. Two difficulties exist, however. Currently it is expensive to prep:: r an individ-
ualized program. The second difficulty, and even more important, is that as yet we havelittle operational experience in pr Isely how this programming should best be done. Thisis one of the reasons to be wary, Dut each of us should be, erne better acquainted with the
various attempts that are being made. Because of these various approaches we are be-.
ginning to collect some harc' data which will provide ar. exciting basis for fruitful investi-gations.

To this point, three systems or uses can be identified. In each case, various kinds
of hardware have been and are being developed. The first are usually called "Drill-and-
Practice Systems". These are mainly a supplement to the regular curriculum taught bya teacher. Presently, this is by far the most. useful application of technology in an appliedschool setting. In simplest terms, this system of teaching machines relieves the teacherof a considerable burden and at the same time provides practice work for each student athis own pace and level of complexity. One example is in the mastery of arithmetic skills.As the student practices over and over, he receives instant evaluation of his efforts.A second area of computer use is called "Tutorial Systems". In contrast to thedrill-and-practice system, the tutorial system takes over the main responsibility for de-
veloping ability in the use of a given concept. Skill subjects such as readin4,-, mathematics
and elementary foreign language are areas where a considerable amount c work has beendone. The attempt is to approach the relationship a tutor would have with a student. Whilemore difficult to program than drill-and-practice exercises, computer programs havebeen developed in a variety of subjects such as I have mentioned. Again, the manner in
which the evaluation information is programmed is very important, because the answersare not always right or wrong - a selection is possible if the proper reason is given. Thisis in contr:st to the drill-and-practice systems.

Still more complicated are the "Dialogue Systems". Here the intent is for the stu-dent to conduct a general dialogue with the computer. The student and the computer talkback and forth. For the most part Oialogue systems now exist only as elementary proto-types because of some difficult technical problems that remain to be solved One of theAny problems is that of rec:ognizing the spoken word. When the theoretical p )ssibilities
are realize:a, a child ;;vill be able to talk to the computer in the same way that he now usesa typewriter.

One writer describes the state of the art with this expression: "Within the nextdecade many children will use individualized drill-and-practice systen-is
school; and by the time they reach high school, tutorial systems will be available on abroad basis. Their children may tfie dialogue systems throughout their school experi-ence."(9)

With these three types of systems in mind, let me describe a rather sophisticated
computer-based environment. I tl-'nk the evaluation inferences will be obvious."The student station, or console, is connected to the computer by coaxial cable or bytelephone lines over a distance. It consists of a television-type screen, a light-pen, atypewriter keyboard, and often earphones and microphone as Photographs, words,drawings, tables or equations are lighted up on the television tube; microfilmed pagesor sections of piges can also be enlarged and displayed on a similar screen. When sound
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is important, as in learning Russian pronunciation or analyzing musical phrases, infor-mation is received through earphones. Or, for question-and-answer drill, the studentmay sit before a teletype machine, which types out messages to which he replies bytyping back.
"At his console, the studer: may respond to questions by asking questions of hisown, or 'talking tr,' the computer, in two ways: (1) on the typewriter keyboard below thetelevision tube, he illay type his responses in ordinary English or whatever is appropriateto the subject being learned - for exarnpl.- Spanish phrases, numbers or letters of sym-bolic logic; (2) he may use the light-pen, a :,evice resembling a pocket flashlight, to pointto some part of the visual display - ior instance, the correct answe-5 in a multiple-choicequestion. When the light-pen is touched to the screen, the exact point of contact is auto-matically transferred to the computer's memory. In this way, also, incorrect materialmay be erased by tracing the light-pen over a section of the image. A revised displaywill appear on the tube."(10)

While this sounds like, and is, a sophisticated learning environment compared towhat was possible a generation ago, the developments are so new, relatively, that "weain't seen nothin' yet."
Computers are also being used in a variety of ways specifically to aid in the gr. ''.ngprocess. Various kinds of programs have been developed making use of an optical re, a-along with a computer. One such program at Colorado State University uses an IBM 1231optical reader and an IBM 1401 computer. Answer sheets are fed into the optical readerand computer at the rate of 600 to 2000 an hour depending on the type of analysis and theformat ( type of print-out used to report results.These particular programs were designed to provide: "(a) accurate and efficientsroring of tests, (b) item analysis to improve test construction. (c) individual reports tostudents and faculty, (d) references to arca9 to be imprc, ed, (e) maintenance of graderegisters for large classes and computation of final grades using computers."(11) Manyschools are experimenting with this kind of hardware.An interesting area of research is in the use of the computer for grading essays.Think of what this will mean for the poor Ens.lish teacher. I do not want to go into detailother than to say that it appears real progress is being made. But, as we might expect,skepticism also is being voiced. One writer claimed that human essay grading is goodbecause it is subjective - that is, because one teacher will not agree with another. Anothercritical article contained a cartoon showing a weird machine with the caption entitled"Great Scott! It's just flunked Hemingway."(12)

While mentioning the grading of essays and papers, one teacher uses a much lesssophisticated piece of hardware to aid him in the process. In an effort to save the time ofwriting his evaluation comments and to personalize the process, this instructor uses atape recorder with a small individual tape for each student. This is a piece of equipmentavailable to most teachers .d the possibilities are present for various evaluation uses.This is suggested by the title of the article I came across, "Building Rapport throughRecordings".(13)
Before leaving the topi. of technology, passing mention should be made -if tile possi-bilities of videotape and instant-playback. The advent of micro-teaching has introduceda new concept of evaluation which holds many intriguing possibilities. With the rapid re-duction in the price of TV cameras and videotape equipment, this tool will become avail-able for various kinds of teaching-learning uses. My original outline called for a ratherdetailed treatment of m:cro-teaching and instant evaluation by st-inc r!rd picture, but Inoted in the convention program that this concept is the subject ( . 1 meetings, soI have chosen only to mention it here (1 have included a useful rc qce in the bibliog-raphy).
Getting away from technology and the "gimmicke r" of evaluation, I would like tofinish my remarks with a reconsideration of two old concepts that could stand a lot ofnew attention - peer evaluat ion and self-evaluation.The fact of peer evaluation is not something new. It is going on all the time. In onewherever you look everyone is evaluating everyone else. Consider your behaviorright now. You are evaluating the words I am saying, the appearance I am presentingand the environment surrounding you. You are in the process of rn..11-ing some kind of avalue judgment about this particular experience. Of c purse, some of you may have madethat value judgment already, and tuned me out completely, in which case you're not hear-ing what l'm saying, anyway.
Could we do a better job of tapping in on the fact that human beings spend much time
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obsenring, evaluating and drawing conclusions about other human beings? What is thepotential of this fact as far as academic evaluation is concerned'? What is the learningeffect when students assist in evaluating the academic achievements of their fellowstuuents?
Eleven years ago 1 made some similar observations in a paper entitled, "IndustrialArts Teacher Education in 1970." The remarks are still pertinent and I would like torepeat one of the paragraphs.
"Back to the movement for more independent study. As this gains momentum, wewill be learning how to do a better job of utilizing peer evaluations. This will be a naturaloutgrowth of the demand for more and more self-direction on the part of the learners.As this trend gains stature, I can envision students serving as examining corn. aitteesto evaluate the skills and knowledges, as well as the attitudes of their fellow students.They already do this as a natural part of working with groups, but the process is informaland unorganized. We should learn how to expleit this potential and make such evaluationsan integral part of the teaching-learning process. This does not imply taking the finalevaluation out of the hands of the instructor. Rather, it is a means for providing himwith much more useful information to make the final evaluation."
These thoughts still hold, but not much has happened in 11 years. Peer evaluationhas been used in sociometric and personality studies, but in my quick review of the litera-ture, I did not run across any new investigations or even recent descriptions of peerevaluations being used as a part of the academic teaching-learning process. I am surethings are happening, but there ought to be a greater thrust, and more publicity given tothis fruitful field for study and experimentation.
In bringing these remarks to a close, I would like to remind you that in the end everystudent becomes his own best teacher - this b; way of re-emphasizing the importance ofself-evaluation in the teaching-learning process. T;ie upswing of criterion-based evalua-tion and the various developments in individualizing instruction will put more and morestress on seif-evaluation, and this is good.
Earl C. Kelley, distinguished professor of education at Eastern Michigan University,stressed this same thought when he was writing about "New Approaches to EducationalOutcomes." He said: "It is still true that how a penlon feels is more irncortantwhat he knows. How a person feels controls behavior. What he knows is important too,because this is what he used to behave with. But what he knows has to be relevant, mean-ingful to him. Otherwise it will for the most part be soon forgotten, and cannot functionin behavior...."
In agreeing with Dr. Kelley, I would like to repeat a statement made 12 years agoat the 1956 Milwaukee Convention. I was talking then about the "thinking" teacher whowould try ti. do something about the fact that our evaluating efforts are largely externalfn nature.
We, as teachers, place our stamp of approval or disapproval on what Johnny is ordoes. We give him a mark and then he goes on to the next grade and we forget about him.Ten years later that mark does not hold much of real significance. But evaiva-jition at the time he is taking the course may hold many seeds of significance for a decadelater. The point is that what he thinks and the way he feels abo:.1 things, we usually dis-regard. We blithely give him a mark and go on our way.
We spend most of our efforts in seeing what Johnny does to a board-foot problemwithout much concern for what- the board-foot problem does to Johnny. We do a prettygood job of determining what Harry does tc and with a piece of wood, but we still need abit of help in trying to learn more about what the piece of wood does to Harry."What makes meaningful assessmiait of educational programs so difficult is that thevalue c,f an education really depends upon the life lived by the icarner.... We have diffi-culty in measuring thelnany aspects of one's life.
"The good citizen ..ho participates in the affairs ot his community and of the World,who cares for his own, who cares for his neighbor must be considered to have had a goodeducation. Whether he remembers what the Missouri Compromise v:as, for exhmple, isnot harmful, but irrelevant."(15)
Self-evaluation is the kind that really matters because it results in judgments thatare built into experience. This becomes a functioning part of the organism.
Teachers, too, need to use self-evaluation, ai. least as much as their students. This bs,the way to improve teaching. This is the way to get rid of the humdrum routines so oftenfound now.
We need to work on more self-evaluation Instruments to aid in the process. We need
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to explore and utilize properly the new concepts and tools, some of which have been dis-
cussed in this paper.

But in doing this we must never lose sight of the fact that each learner is unique.
There is still so much we do not know. Regardless of progress, much of the assessment
of outcomes will have to be done individually, subjectively and, above all, humanely.

Whatever the new concepts, whatever the new developments, whatever the new tech-
nologies, all of our evaluation efforts should be aimed at helping our young penple become
"more loving, less hostile; more courageous, less fearful; more free, less enslaved."

This is a big order, but we can stand for nothing less.
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A REPOR1- Oil MI DbLE SCHOOL CONCEPTS
Herbert Bell

The NASSP 13ullati for Foruary, 1967, reports that the chairman of the 38th Annual
Junior High School o erene, t. Jnwrison, opened the spring meeting by predicting,
"We may be attendirN 0,0t one, Put two ibeetings today - the last junior High School Con-
ference and the lira l\lioldle Set" Conterence."

Just what is a tratio, Wheal-. and What grades does lt encompass? The answer is not
firm nor fast and 5hev1i all icitifas of variations. It covers, in most cases, grades six,
seven and eight; but it c/aii Ve five, six, e4.1en, eight; seven, eight, nine; seven, eight; and
just about any other ttvt'n of the.%-) glade levels that you Might wish to create. Let's just
say it is the school 'hween eleffiehtary god high school.

The real questi% Ave riecl to ask ourselves are: What kind of educational program
is best for young cdolents? SNhat kinciof teacher will best serve the needs of the child
of this age level? WilzAtAinoldtbebrograth be like? What kind of plant should it be housed
in? What should be j1 gan1ioal Psttterr for instruction?

A review of the ihr011able literatUl-e gh Cu many partial answers, most not new, but
nevertheless we nitifil Qpt the.eoncellt ahd see how it does and can affect our programs.
Before we proceed to Pgr( lai ansWer.s, it is hest tbat we review the whys and boel-.-
ground of this organi4j.oliCitil Oec what hos made it tick its way to the forefront.

The so-called ritv Patteo seems solve problems not educational but primarily
social, economic or iennistrotive. Pe facto segregation, slum school removal, Negro
boycotts and deficient rudgets certainly have played an important part in their creation.
Others, we know. No entQl.ed the new door to get on the bandwagon, and others have
entered by pure accick4r alid h()Oingneecis. The NASsp Bulletin for February, 1967, says,
"In some cities inte iOl w elcarlY qfactor, as new attendance districts were made to
cross old neighborileoti bounwries ill order to bring a diverse population into the inter-
mediate grades. The cetiretnent of arteient school buildings and population shifts within
cities have played a *bal.( in the establisivoent of middle schools."

We do not hear eoCRIgrt of, ''t...et'n give this new unit a status of its own, rather elan
'junice classificatioh..f

We know that i Otce Pas gaNd momentum, and some individuals even claim it
may become the ma)or edaCationai development in our tunes. Just how fast is its growth
is hard to judge, lii0f5Q rQe(;arch IN virtually non-existent. This lack is particularly
apparent regarding supiQct aaS Oki what they can do for kids to the point of being
criminal neglect. 'IN cate o Orovith, however, seems to be phenomenal.

Dr. Thomas CLAtiO of to,Ce LlniVersity of Albany, NY, defined the middle school as
"a transitional schael encelloci with ti)e heeds of early adolescents." (Note: This is the
same definition useq ip the post tO describe the junior high school.) He goes on to say
that the new organc.00.0n C41.1 provide berter for the earlier developmental age of young-
sters. No one call kijOagre *vith tills, but research also shows each grade level is far
advanced over the aqi, gfakte 1Q1el 25 years ago. Titne magazine credits a Connecticut
high school teacher no saying, 411 Bcloth Tarkington were to write Seventeen today, he'd
have to call it tvelV,i7

As organization- e42a1u35, prograrnA (many ahng the lines of the present junior highs)
deve.lop. Many ar ttl3,t TIN ahd afQ built on poor foundations. According to Marshall
Schmitt, the streng?th an me 111'egent itinior high program lies at the ninth grade, and the
removai of this uni-k leaVes very littl behind. (The junior high survey by Douglass and

Gruhn ve.^ifies MarN-It$1 Schoitt'S Survey.) In order to fill this void, ideas of all types
appear in writing.. llecItI)01 gichool system's report is a good example. "Home eco-
nomics and industr110,1'is origintmly invented to convey middle class values and the
rudiments of induStklo$ Wills to the Nkuves of Immigrants hitting the American shores -



this particular task 2s no longer relevant - and what future citizens of Westchester County
need in this area is not lessons in 'cocoa cooking or hammering together bookends and
footstools', but an understanding of the aesthetics of design for the home and some knowl-
edge of how the television set and [ha power lawn mower work."

The conferees felt that home .1nd industrial arts should not be segregated by sex.
The girls should know something about auto mechanics and electronics, and the boys
should have some feeling for a fine piece ef furniture. All of these subjects snould be
closely integrated with the academic part of the program, especially with music, fine
arts and science. There should be few if any distinctions drawn between the aesthotics
of textile design and the e3theties of painting and sculpture or betweer the desire to
repair a switch and the desire to construct a ripple tank as part of the study of the physical
universe.

These speculations gave rise to a further idea that the home and industrial arts
programs should literally he put together with the art, music and theatre programs into
a "unified arts program". These activities should all take place in a single, large, rela-
tively open space - as several participants put it, "a big barn". This space should be
equipped with all the devices, machines, instruments and materials that any of the arts
might need.

The same reports show time use for unified arts at 15 percent; only independent
study has more time. The professional personnel available to serve these students is
also interesting. For every 1000 enrollment, 10 teachers are needed for English and
unified arts , followed by math, science and social studies, eight each, and foreign languages
and physical education, five each.

A summary of the number and type of spaces needed for the unified arts center shows:
"(a) Offices for each subject area; (b) a shared conference and workroom; (c) a little
theatre to seat 400; (d) stage and storage facilities off Little Theatre; (e) lobby to serve
as exhibit gallery; (f) space equivalent to two industrial arts rooms; (g) space equivalent
to two art rooms; (h) space equivalent to two home arts rooms; (i) music space, instru-
mental, choral and practice".

The same idea appears in the Michigan Association of ;-,chool Boards' reports and
should give rise to deep concerns. "The middle school concept with its unified arts pro-
gram (arts and crafts, industrial arts and homemaking - rotating blocks of time) for the
seventh and eighth grade students can provide a highly stimulating pre-high school experi-
ence in these areas. While it is not the purpose of this discussion to present the rationale
and the program for unified arts in the middle school, such a program requires a much
Iess elaborate facility and equipment. Its pre-high school function leaves something for
the high school programs and the high school youth."

The educretional specifications for a middle school at Naples, Florida, agree in part
with the other reports that "the facilities, tools, work spaces, equipment and instruction
should be based on pupil interests, inter-lisciplinary cooperation or articulation between
departments, and instruction for the individual in preparing his projects. Thus, the tool
skills laboratory becomes an extension of the academic, and the instructor becomes a
resource person, consultant and a member of a teaching team."

Drawings of the middle school of tomorrow appear in the last chapter of Samuel
Popper's, The American Middle School. These drawings show units of houses for core
student subjects and the barn unit for creative assembly and exercise.

With no consensus as to grade levels or what ages should be bracketed, goals still
must be assessed. According to an Educational Lab Report, "This period of education
must take the child from his elementary concentration on basic skills to the use of those
skills in the acquisition of knowledge and the development of human and social relation-ships." We might cal' James Conant the "man of the hour" in solving these problems:
for educators, inanattempt to answer his criticisms of the junior high school, 'save pushed
to the front this new middle school idea. Some of his concerns, "placing the seventh and
eighth grades in a 'junior' secondary school, have led to the widely deplored tendency of
some junior highs to ape the senior high in unhealthy ways. Extreme specialization of
subject matter - a loss in guidance - highly formal and abstract instruction and undue
emphasis on college preparation - interscholastic athletics, marching bands and formal
dances -too much too soon. The place of grades in the organization of a school system
is of less importance than the program provided."

Just what then shall be the organization? In the October, 1965, issue of Saturday
Review Paul Woodring refers to the new intermediate school as, "not bound by college
entrance requirementb, offers abundant opportunities for experimentation, new staffing



patterns, incluuing the many varieties of team teaching, dual progress plans, and pro-
grammed learning, flexibility to the hilt and organizing teams of all sizes are only part
of the master plan. Instructional groups of various sizes, modular schedules, non-
gradedness, seminars, independent study, teaching machines, audio and film cartridges
with play-back devices, para-professional, one-to-ooe relationships, as well as perform-
ance and non-performance level groups are only a few of the ideas being discussed. The
main thought is to provide a flexibility maximum in order to meet the varying abilities,
i.ates and interests of youngsters. A great emphasis is placed on individual study skills
and individual responsibiliti;:s."

In a June, 1965, Ethicational Facilities Laboratories Report, Judith Murphy says,
"There is a cause to be made for keeping it fluid and not endowing this new kind of school

with a full-fledged rationale."
On the other hand, by actual practice we find that schools having enrollments of fifth

and sixth graders usually assign them to one class-,:oorn for a large share of the time,
under one teacher, using specialization with "subjects like art, music and shop."
(Educational Facilities Laboratories Report). This fifth-sixth grade core leads to some
departmentalizing and specialization for seventh-eighth graders. The Michi&an Associa-

tion of School Boards reports in The Middle School,
At the sixth grade level, while a class may have the same teacher for most of
his subject areas, increasingly learning activities will be directed by other sixth-
grade 'Pvel teachers, specialists and consultants; at the fifth and sixth grade
levels all boys and girls will be concerned with fine arts, arts and crafts; at the
seventh and eighth grade levels, students will then go to special teachers for
urifiW arts (arts and crafts, homemaking, industrial arts).
The idea of the barn does not seem to be developed it, actuality. A review of ten

plans shown in The Middle School Report by Judith Murphy for Educational Facilities
Laboratories shows four plans with unit shops; three with unit shops adjacent to home
economics and art; one unified center, and twogeneral shops. Most educational specifica-
tions state that spaces should be rearranged quickly and easily, yet none of these plans
take this into account. The idea that the plant be designed to be used by both children
and adults seems to have been consid,2red.

Very little reference has been made to equipment in most of the reports, thus making

the one in Clearing House, February, 1966, very important. "It eliminates the need for
special programs and facilities for one grade and eliminates the problems created by the
fact that the ninth grade is functionally apart of the ien'or high school. It reduces dupli-
cation of expensive equipment and facilities for the one grade. The funds can be spent
on facilities beneficial to all grades."

One of the big questions that remains to be answered is that of staff. Samuel Popper

in The American Middle School says, "The junior high school has been aptly described
as the 'school without teacher', because its teachers have been prepared for careers either
in senior high schools or in elementary schools. It appears to be a matter of prestige.
There are few institutions in this country which specifically train teachers for junior
high school." Mos: of us are aware that personnel officers for school districts care little
what a person is trained for in his major field but hire on strengths of individuals. The
success of the school program may well hinge on the ability of colleges to train teachers
and on the ability of this new idea to attract them. A good look at colleges for reorganiza-
tion of teacher education might well be high on the priority list. Pearl Brod in Clearing
House, February, 1966, sums it up, "Since n:otisting patterns of neither the elementary
nor the secondary teacher training programs would suffice, a new pattern must be de-
veloped." We know that part of this new pattern, regardless of teaching field, must be
the mastery of core curriculum teachirg.

We as industrial arts leaders perhaps have a greater need to cope with these ques-
tions than most subject areas. Where have we failed, or have we? We must have, for
if we have not, why then are so many rearrangements being made in our subject area?
Just what should we teach and how? Will the range of activities be like New York's early
secondary guide, introduction to Materials and Forces? This guide relies heavily on hand
tool skills for all areas of instruction and does little with concepts, so it won't be ac-
cepted by all of you. In the article, "The School in the Middle," The Journal of Industrial

Arts EclucatiDn November-December, 1967, Sam Porter says, "Indeed there is evidence
that 'exploration' in the junior high school is limited to experiences in courses and labs
identical to those of the high school, except that the work is often confined to smaller sizes,
hand tools and perhaps lower standards." ihke a good look at most eighth grade programs,



and you will find them relying heavily on hand tools for instruction. This may be how we
are viewed and why others dare set programs for us.

In reality, Dr. Porter has done much the same work this committee is doing, and his
findings and questions are basically the same. To quote Dr. Porter:

Two steps must be taken when industrial arts faces a move to the middle school.
First, a set of worl:ing principles must be compiled. Secondly, the realities of
the local situation mu-it e adjudicated with the working principles.
Dr. Porter goes on :ralize the actual practice that chould be the basis of the

working principles: (1) "I ..y or industry and its impact upon the lives of individuals
should be an important part of the work in ea:2h grade ot the middle school; (2) the or-
ganization of the middlo cchool should exploit the use of the specialized industrial arts
staff and facility in aping 'rriculum that is characterized by unity and articula-
tion; (3) like all other abj7c e middle school, industrial arts should adapt itself
to the transition from the sel' c tained classroom in the early grades to the mc
segregated offerings in g..ades; (4) industrial arts in the middle school must
be characterized by exploi ,xperiences in a wide variety of media; (5) the middle
school and al/ of the _ within it should feature emphasis upon individualized
instruction; (6) the middle school, and industrial arts within it, should place primary em-
phasis on factors that lead to the continued quest for knowledge; (7) a continuing in-service
program should assist teachers in understanding the middle school student and the
methods which are most appropriate to the unique characteristics oi this age.

In an editorial for Educational Leadet:ship (ASCD Journal), 1965, Gordon Vars says,
"Yes, junior high schools are changing. Yet the basic question remains the same. 'What
shall be the nature of education for young adolescents in today's society?' Neither chang-
ing the institution's name nor moving its grade level brackets up or down a notch will
necessarily affect the character of the education it provides, Instead, educators at all
levels must seize the opportunity represented by the present state of flux to try once
again to make of the intermediatc unit a truly unique institution for the age group it em-
braces."
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GUIDANCE IN INDUSTRIAL ARTS

T. Gardner Boyd

F orewo..
The world of work today is charging so rapidly that personal adaptation and develop-

ment require a greater degree of self awareness. Industrial arts can play a very impor-
tant part in providing pupils with information and problem-solving experiences which can

assist in obtaining constructive utilization of our most vital resource manpower.

In former: times, when occupational and professional life was less highly specialized,
parents assumed a responsibility for informing their children about careers. Most par-
ents today, however, find themselves severely limited in knowledge of the breadth and

variety of opportunities possible for their children. This has led to a growing demand
for the school to asitume a greater responsibiliv in assisting young people in their career

development.
Industrial arts educators have become dramatically aware of the role their curricu-

lum offerings should play in assessing their obligations in an era when full utilization of

all talents is essential to the nation's future well-being.
The purpose of this publication is to provide the industrial arts educator with a guide

that points out the guidance function of industrial arts, and to present some ideas and
methods which might assist the teacher in performing this phase of inStruction. The

task is not a simple one and the best methods for facilitating instruction in this area have

yet to be worked out. There is rich opportunity here for creative imagination and experi-
mentation in guidance.

The School Guidance Program
An effective school guidance program is dependent to a considerable extent on the

active participation of the administrators, counsoiors and classroom teachers. Each
should share a part in the performance of a total program. A team spirit should be de-

veloped with everyone carrying out the phase of guidance which his specialty presents.
Guidance has in the past been conducted for the most part outside the classroom

through the limited contact of a counselor with pupils. However, a trend has been develop-
ing to put guidance into the classroom and to develop aa integral relationsl.;p bf!tween the

counselor and all teachers, with the administrator giving leadership and support to this

approach. All teachers must assist the counselor if we are to provide each pupil with

occupation and career information which will assist him in making a wise choice for his

future vocation.
Who can really say what kind of world tomorrow will bring? One of the striking

features of contemporary life is the explosive rate of technological change and the in-

creasing complexity of our social organization. With technological developments con-
tinually creating new jobs and rendering old ones obsolete, it becomes virtually impos-

sible to predict the specific job a student in school today may be called upon to perform

during his working adult life. This mushrooming multipiicity of pursuits from which one

may choose is further complicated by the low visibility of many occupations. The nature

and function of an occupation is not readily apparent to one not engaged in it. For example,

many students selecting engineering for a career really do not understand in advance the

functions actually performed by this worker, let alone the social problems and psycho-
logical factors that delineate the specifications of this occupation. Young people frequently

have only a hazy notion of what a design draftsman, tool and gauge maker, printer, pattern
maker or electronics technician does during his working day.

The .-ducational challenge is clear. We cannot and should not make occupational

choices for an individual student, but it is certainly our responsibility to provide experi-

ences which help him develop his potentialities, plan wisely in light of all the knowledge

that can be mustered about himself and about the world in which he will live and work.

The school must present a well-defined program of guidance with built-in procedures
for continuous and systematic appraisal of pupil abilities, interests and values. Varied

and realistic information which will help orient students to the world of work and educa-

tional opportunities will need to be a planned part of the program as well as systematic
,:ounseling of each individual pupil to assist him to use this acquired knowledge in under-

standing himself and in testing the reality of his plans.

OM&



Communications Between Administrators, Industrial
Arts Teachers Counselors and Classroom Teachers

The need for close working relationships between industrial arts teachers, adminis.
trators, counselors and teachers of other subjects can not be overemphasized if a suc-
cessful guidance program is to be performed. To provide this teamwork, a planned pro-
gram which involves these people should be worked out.

The following examples present some ideas that may be employed: (1) Meetings -
to become acquainted, to discuss guidance problems, to plan guidance programs, to out-
line responsibilities, to correlate guidance information with other subjects; (II) Programs
(carriezi out jointly between counselor, industrial arts teachers and others), including
career fairs, field trips, TV careers programs, career assemblies and film presenta-
tions.

Evaluating_Occupational Materials
An industrial arts teacher may ask, "How is it possible for me to know about every

occupation to which my subject might lead?" The answer, of course, is that it isn't pos-
sible for him to know everything about occupations, but he can develop a system through
which he can readily find the pertinent information needed for his subject's role in the
schoc I's guidance program. Micro-filming guidance information seems be very promis-
ing in helping to solve the problem of providing a quick and easy method of having the
desired information on hand when needed. Video tape also seems to hold 3 bright future
for use in the field.

The problem of selecting suitable materials is a challeng!ng one. Films become
dated and many of them do not depict exactly whaz should be shown. At the present time,
the number and choi of audio-visual materials which deal with careers are not too
plentiful. There ara hundreds of available pamphlets aad books ..from which to choose,
but they must be chosen wisely. Many of these publications have limited 1.sefulness due

to biased viewpoints, inaccurPcies and other weaknesses. Because of the great need for
doveloping criteria to be used in the preparation of good information, the National Voca-
tional Guidance Association prepared a publication titled "Guidelines for Prepaxing and

Evaluating Occupational Materials". However, there will always be some publishers who
will ignore this association's standards because of their motive to promote the attractive-
ness of an occupation. For this reason informational materials will need to be carefully
selected.

The following basic guidelines should be followed in selecting guidance materials:
(1) An occupational publication should include a clear statement as to its purpose and the
group to whom it is directe0; (2) Occupational information should be related to develop-
mental levels which will vary with age, educational attainment, social and economic back-
grounds; (3) Dates of original and reviPed publications and of the data included should be
given; (4) Implications of the materia Jr all voups in our society should be considered;
(5) The description of an occupation should be an accurate and balanced appraisal of
opportunities and wocking conditions which stn)uld not be influenced by selfish interests;
(6) The information should include the nature of personal satisfactions provided, the de-
mands made and the possible effects on an individual way of life.

Orienting Students to Occupational Opportunities and their
Place in Our Modern industrial-Technological Society

The methods by which occupational information can be introduced are limited only

by the ingenuity of the teacher. Opportunities for occupational guidance exist at all levels
of a student's educational pursuits. A wide variety of specifically planned information
should be provided so a continuous investigation of occupations can be conducted in each
grade. Material presented should be consistent with the interests, maturity and experi-
ence of students at any given year. Informarlon at the beginning grade levels should be
general and prcceed to more specific presentations at the more advanced years of edu-

cation.

Elementary
Children at this level bring with them a natural curiosity about all things in their en-

vironment. They are interested in work, and their questions about different jobs should
be answered. Young children may not comprehend all the effects work may have on their
own lives, but there are many aspects of career informatiun they can understand. They
can begin to understand the effect work may have on a person's nlace of residence, clothes



1 , wears, hours he works; as they grow older the importance of work begins to take on

meRni ng.
Industrial arts at the elementary level is particularly well suited to play a most im-

portant part in providing occupat ponal information for young. children. Many opportunities
for relating the study of the occupational world are provided as students work with the

tools and materials used in thc industrial arts proi,ram. The construction activities can
be correlated with the many units pertaining to the work world Studied in other subjects.

The motivation precipitated by the industrial arts program can promote field trips,

further study and discussion about occupations. Live experiences are provided during

the construction activities which assist these children in acquiring basic talents of industry

such as cultivating work habits, organizing rime and energy, cooperating with others and

completing their work.
The enrichment of social studies units concerned with career information is a natural

for industrial arts education. Usually the program divides naturally into two classifica-

tions the early elementary (kindergarten through third grade), in which the child is

concerned with work in the familiar surroundings of home and community - the later ele-

mentary (fourth grade through sixth grade), in which the child's concept of work expands

to include his state, nation and neighboring nations.
The foundation for healthy career adjustment is laid during the elementary school

years. It is irrinc.rtant that topics introduced will stimulate sound concepts common to

all work since attitudes formed at this level may be held permanently. A variety of

exposures to occupational information is essential to arouse the child's awareaess of the

world about him, and experiences should provide maximum opportunity for vocational

inquiry.

Junior High
This is an age when a student frequently shows an increasingly mature curiosity

r.bout himself and his environment. The junior high siudent strives to attain independence

while simultaneously maintaining a basis for security. He begins to recognize that the
independence he seeks must be justified by the acquisition of skills ant, knowledge. He
demonstrates this in a desire for a better understanding of his own skills, interests and

knowledge.
The exploratory nature of the industrial arts curriculum in the junior high program

provides an ideal setting for the teaching of occupational information. Experiences with
materials and broad e) dosure to fundamentals of industry and technology give youth an

opportunity to plan, experiment and work in many major fields. Opportunities to study

the underlying functions Jr industry and to explore their inter-relations are a part of the

program. Through these practical experiences the student can more wisely assess and

understand his interests, abilities, limitations and potentialities in our industrial-techni-

cal society. From this type of general education program, guidance for all students can

be provided on both educational and prospective occupational levels.
Materials presented in junior high should be of a nature that will assist students in

mak'ng decisions about high school courses and general education plans. Students should

became acquainted with factors to be considered in choosing careers and planning further

education. Here, as at all levels, studevs need information which will help them organize

occupations in relation to their growing knowledge of themselves.

High School
Students in this level are, by experience and maturity, more ready to make tentative

occupational choices for job entry or continuing education. Industrial arts education makes

a unique contribution to the total educational program of the school as it interprets the

functions, technology and occupational opportunities of our modern industrial society. At

this level the program should include more specific information and job descriptions.

An understanding and awareness of local and national job opportunities and requirements,

the apprenticeship programs available, trade and technical school offerings and qualifica-

tions for entering post-high technical and professional programs should be a part of the

industrial arts guidance information at this level.
Individual counseling by the school guidance counselor will begin to take on more

meaningful and realistic aspect; at this stage. Therefore, the industrial arts teacher and

the school guidance counselor should give careful and thoughtful consideration to the de-

velopment of a well planned and organized approach that will assist in carrying out a
well-coordinated guidance program.
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Studying_ an 9ccupation or Profession
With the thousands of different jobs in the United States to choose from, it is obvious

that a thorough study of every job cannot be made. Even to study those related to the
areas of industrial arts education presents a very formidable task. However, it is quite
important that a student become familiar with a wide variety of career fields.

Various systems have been developed fo,- classif ing occupations into groups. An
example of this is the classification of the prafessioni.. , semi-professional, managerial
occupations, skilled occupations, semiskilled occupations, etc. Another job-classification
system classiiies jobs according to industries. Still another method uses a " job families"
approach. .n this system occupations can be arranged according to families on the basis

certain similarities.
The following outline presents a guide which may be usec.; in developing many of the

specifics to he covered in studying an occupation or profession:
(I) Nature of the work - (a) activities, duties and responsibilities of the worker;

(b) the kinds of interests involved in the occupation or profession; (c) restrictions affecting
eligibility, such as, (1) age of those actively employed, (2) proportion of men and women,
(3) physical requirements aad (4) personal appearance.

(II) Future - (a) trends - stabilized, declining or expanding; and (b) location of de-
mands - geographical.

(l11) Personal requirements - (a) sociable, (b) energetic, (c) leadership qualities and
(d) creative ability.

(IV) Qualifications --(a) kind of education, such as. (1) pi,Aessional, (2) technical or
(3) general; (b) level of education, such as, (1) high school, (2) technical school or (3) col-
lege (v,hat degree); (c) certification, licensing, apprenticeship or internship; (d) length of
traiaing; and (e) cost of training.

(V) Working conditions - (a) physical, F ' -s of work, (2) where work is
done, (3) seasonal, (4) sitting, standing, (5) surroundings and (6) haz-
ards; and (b) social relations, such as. ton, (2) working in groups or
alone and (3) supervising responsibilitieE

(VI) Economic returns- (a) beginning .2. rate of increases, (b) possibilities
for promotion, (c) degree of security, (d) vacations, sick leave, retirement.

(VII) Related fields that may be entered - (a) with additional training or preparation,
(b) without additional training or preparation, (c) ease with which change can be made

As a result of studying professions end occupations in industrial arts education, a
Josirable outcome would be that the student would develop an understanding of the need for
investigation and a technique to follow whent,e becomes concerned with making a decision
about his future.

Important things to remembet are that the student must choose his own future career
- adults can suggest but the choice must be his. Wise selection, based on careful and pa-
tient investigation, will increase the poss(bility of job satisfaction and future appiness.
If the career chosen requires college or technical training it is wise to develop and main-
tain good study habits. Careers should be planned on the basis of professional or occu-
pational information, not on the glamour of the field. A person can be successful in more
than one career. An appraisal of one's intellectual, physical, educational and financial
resources are a necessary initial step in professional or occupational planning.

Techniques and Procedures for
Providing Occur tal Information

There are y methods which may be used in presenting occupational information
within the industrial arts education program. An imaginative teacher will make use of a
variety of techniques designed for the particular age group involved.

Following are some ideas which might be implemented to assist in presenting career
information:

--Industrial tours to give students an opportunity to see, hear, feel and smell the en-
vironment, Machines and Jobs performed can be compared with those encountered
in the industrial arts lab.

-Class discussion and lectures related to the various occupations may be conducted
by (a) the industrial arta teacher, involving careers pertaining to the subject content
of the courst ;:b)theguidance counselor, to acquaint students with the various sources
of occupational information, and the related school courses which might be taken;
(c) resource people from the community to present specific information and the rela-
tionships of various occupations in the community.
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--Student reports and group discussions. Report assignments to carry out an investi-
gation of occupations by students individually or in committees. A follow-up with

group discussions after the reports have been given to help clarify and develop under-
standing about the various aspects of the types of jobs being studied.

--Job surveys of the community to help students become aware of vocational opportuni-

ties in their own locality. Students would learn to classify and organize job charac-
teristics through this experience.
Audio-visual presentations. Video tape equipment, tape rec.-orders, film projectors
and charts can be used most effectively to arouse student interest.

- -ReL3ource centers for independent study. Books, pamphlets, films, tapes and period-
icals should be catalogued so students can easily locate information concerning the
career they w1s. to study.

--Occupational notebook to assist students in compiling individual profiles. Material
included in the notebook should be personally related to the student preparing it.
This will help him select and concentrate on careers which interest him. He will
become aware of his strengths, interests and abilities as they relate to realistic and
potential occupational goals.

--Recorris which may be used in cooperation with the guidance counselor. The indus-

trial arts teacher could keep an account of a student's work habits, aptitudes, work

experiences and other attributes which may have vocational significance.
--Visits to vocational-technical classes to acquaint students with these offerings which

could assist them greatly in planning their future occupational programs.

Mr. Boyd is Director of Industrial Arts, Kansas City, Missouri.

RECRUITMENT OF
INDUSTRIAL ARTS "rEACHERS

Herbert Siegel

Teacher recruitment is a recurrent problem with which we all are familiar. In New
York City we have tried many ways to attract teachers of industrial arts to teach in our
educational system. We are also devoting a considerable amount of effort to the encour-
agement of high school students to consider industrial arts teaching as a career. Some

of our plans have proved successful, while others have not.
In discussing my aF. Agnment at the American Irdustrial Arts Association Convention

with the supervisors in m y office, it was decided that we should have something more
permanent in nature than a twenty-minute speech. So we borrowed a thought from the

ancient proverb and are presenting a picture of what we have done over the past eight

years.
The question has often been asked as to what the difference is between "public rela-

tions" and "teacher recruitment". It seems to me that they are one and the same, be-

cause anything we do is to improve the image of industrial arts. As a result of this effort
we have teachers today who first attended our Future Teachers of Industrial Arts meeting
as high school students.

On the following pages* you will see that our efforts in promoting industrial arts
education have taken many avenues. We have concentrated on the students and parents,
the guidance counselors, the teachers of industrial arts and the various sources in the

community, such as the radio, TV, industry and various fraternal organizations.
Each of us is working in a different situation, but if we all present industrial arts

education in its true perspective, we cannot help interesting those who are in search of
a satisfying career. If each of us looks upon teacher recruitment as a personal challenge,

we will help solve this problem.
I look forward to the future in the hopes that industrial arts teachers and adminis-

trators throughout the nation will send me their innovative ideas on practical recruitment

practices. It is my hopt that next year we will combine all of these ideas along with the

ones that I have published into a national yearbook on recruitment.

A bound presentation prepared by the Industrial Arts Department of the New York City

Board of Education was distributed at this meeting, and may be available upon request.

Mr. Siegel is D'rector of industrial Arts for the Boord of Education, Brooklyn, New York.
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REVISION OF ACIAS PUBLICATIONS
Robert L. Woodward

The publicatiun Industrial Arts Education: Purposes, Program, Pac.lities, Instruction,
prepared over a three-year period by the members of the American Council of Industrial
Arts supervisors and published as a professional service by McKnight & McKnight Pub-
lishing Company in 1963, has been a "best seller" of the American Industrial Arts Asso-
ciation.

At the request of the Council nnd the Association, this publication has been revised.
The ACIAS Publication Committee, appointed by Council President Leonard W. Glismann,
who approved/prepared the revision material, is composedof T. Gardner Boyd, Arthur J.
Dudley, G. Wesley Ketcham, Kenneth I., Schank and myself, as chairman.

In revising the publication, it was kept in mind that much excellent thought went into
the preparation of the original manuscript, that three years had been required to prepare
the material, and that the final product was a compromise among regional philosophies.
Essentially, the revisions relate to terminology, the inclusion of course descriptions for
power mechanics, and the addition of a new section titled "Supervision of Industrial Arts
Education." Terminology used in the revised material was based upon the US Office of
Education's publication Standard Terminology for Instruction in Local and State School
Systems, as well as upon the terms that have been accepted by the industrial arts profes-
sion since the preparation of the material for the original publication which dates back
eight years. Information obtained in the 1967 study to determine the updated "Duties
of Industrial Arts Supervisors" was used to develop the new section on supervision.

The revised publication title will be "Industrial Arts Education: Purposes, Program,
Pacilities, Instruction and Supervision." The new publication will carry a 1969 publica-
tion date. However, advance copies will be distributed free to all active members of ACIAS
during the fall of this year (1968). All current, active members of ACIAS will be listed
on the final pages of the publication and those members who contributed to the miginal
manuscript and/or participated in the 1967 study concerning "Duties of industrial Arts
Supervisors" will be so designated.

Earlier, it was mentioned "that much excellent thought went into the preparation of
the original manuscript" this point should again be emphasized. Often, supervisors
are criticized as being too concerned with immediacy that they do not innovate or have
long-range goals. If you will take time to reread the original AC1AS publication, you will
find that most of the basic ideas espoused by the new curriculum proposals are covered.
We believe that you will be proud of this highly useful, revised publication.

Dr. Woodward is Industrial Education Consultant for the California State Department of Education, ::"."7 ra -
m (Into .
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Tu-3.1 ACIATE
ACIATE General Session
NEW CONCEPTS_IN INDUSTRIAL ARTS TEACHER EDUCATION
Chrn., Rutherford Lockette; Rec., Paul K. Miller; Speakers, Louis J. Kishkunos, Howard F. Nielson; Host,
J. B. Morgan.

DARE OUR SCHOOLS
THIRTY YEARS LATER

Louis J. Kishkunas

Educators too often look upon demands for change as a threat or implied critie.
of what has gone on in the past. This is especially unfortunate in these times in that the
one phenomenon that we can depend upon is change. What was true and good enough yes-
terday is not true and good enough for today; what we know today will not be true tomor-
row.

It used to be that we had two educative forces working for our society. The formal
school structure took a very narrow view of what was required of it. Its early emphasis
was on acquiring the basic tools for getting along in society reading, writing, ciphering
and later on preparing its students for further educational experiences, either formal or
informal. The second force, the informal educational institutions, would pick up at what-
ever politii the student chose to spin out of the formal education system. It used to be that
the farms, the mills and the Lallroads of our society could absorb the rejects of the schools
and those who chose to leave the schools before completion of tho course work. The ab-
sorbing function of these agencies is fast disappearing from our society, leaving the formal
educational systems with the total job. Society can no longer depend upon industry to
accept people unprepared to assume their role in the world of work.

The most challenging and dramatic condition of change comes as a result of the rush
of our population to the urban centers. In 1900 only five percent of our population lived
in the cities; by 1930 this had grown to 25 percent. Today, approximately 60 percent are
living in our urban centers, and it is estimated that by the year 2000, ninety percent of
our population will be living in the urban centers.

But more than that, other problems are being created by this phenomenon. The older,
more established, residents of the cities are moving to the shell or rim of the cities, the
newer sections, leaving the older core to the new migrants from rural areas. Moreover,
a large portion of the new migrants belongs to minority groups who have been forced out
of the society they know and have moved into a society which at first rejected them and
now is trying in desperation to devise methods and crash programs whereby these people
can accept their rightful place in society.

Images and former patterns are changing, but they must change faster. Over 80 per-
cent of the residents of Manhattan are Negroes and almost half are non-English-speaking
Latin American..;. This problem is not confined to New York. Los Angeles has, in addition
to its larze influx of Nezroes from the rural South, hordes of Latin American non-English-
speaking people moving into its core city. By and large these people come completely
unprepared for the life that faces them. Unskilled and unlettered, the only work that they
can find, if any, is the most menial. Too often, however, the only resource available to
them in the way of providing subsistence is the relief roll, and this has become a way of
life for large segments of our society. There are countless examples of families in the
third and fourth generation of .rnemployment living on relief. This must change and the
change is demanded by both sides. Those who provide the taxes and monies to subsidize
large segments of our society are beginning to groan under the weight. On the other hand,
those who receive the dole are becoming increasingly uncomfortable in this role. In
1965 we experienced the trauma of our first major riot in the Watts Section of Los Anglles.
Since that time there have been countless numbers of upheavals which have only added
to the trauma. The educational establishment is being forced to assume responsibilities
which had never before been a function of schools, to correct the situation.

Social justice, the education of the deeply deprived, the fitting of a generation for a
new world of salable skills or productive higher education, the inculcation of attitudes
and values in the young, the struggle to humanize the deeply-scarred child of poverty, the
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articulation of racially different children in a wholesome and mutually respectful relation-
ship, the fulfillment of every young person as a unique and priceless human being through
teaching and learning these are the abz;tractions that society 1mands of education today.

There was a time when education could be defined solely as the arrangement for
learning of certain skills, competencies and understandings. If this was ever true, it is
no longer. There was a time, no longer than 30 years ago, when educators like George
Counts might ask, "Dare the schools contemplate the creation of a new social order?"
T;,e question has been answered without the educators ever having weighed it. We in the
schools are mandated to create a new social order, an order that includes assuring uni-

versal equality of opportunity, not because we ar z... competent for the task, nor because

we have sought the task, but because we are here here in the schools - and because a

new social order is happening: happening sometimes in spite of us so that its processes
have been stuffed into the contemporary definition of educa-ion.

We are now undergoing a revolution for the poor. It is still an arrangement of the

power of government to assist the poor through education and other institutions. The poor
are not yet the initiators nor the agenda makers of the revolution, so it is still a revolu-
tionary effort heing made for them.

But the powers of the poor are being felt more and more, especially in big cities,

as the legal and ethical right to participate in their own destiny becomes apparent

and systematic. One may disagree with this arrangement; one may the com-

petence and sophistication of the poor to exercise power: one may observe the painful,

dangerous and violent forms which this emerging power :akes - but- the revolution for
the poor is with us.

Many may perceive the revolution as a racial matte-. I do riot feel thcL: educators

can make this mistake. The facts are, more than two out of three of our poor people a.*e

white.
I3ut we cannot forget that there are a great many Negroes packed into the decaying

sections of rur big cities, and they are a part of the changing anvangements of power.
Equality of educational opportunity, never remotely achieved in America, must apply to

both races.
More than 14 million children under 17 years of age in this country are living under

the current definition of "deprived". The schools of America, principally through Fed-
eral legislation, are commanded by the poor themselves to produce a solution to this

misery now. Federal law gives muscle to the poor. The demands from the people take

many forms, most of them strident, angry and threatening. They are not concerned with

due process, with consideration, or with the realities of budget and resources. Action

now is the demand, whether for smaller classes, integrated schools, non-integrated
schools, "better teachers", the removal of teachers and principals who appear to be

symbols of education's past failures.
The conventional power of a big city still rests in its governmental structure, its in-

dustrial and cultural insqtutions, its organized labor, its selfless civic leaders who serve

on boafds of education, hospital boards, etc. But that power is no longer taken for granted

by the poor, discomforting as that thought may be. The poor, and those close enough to

the poor to enjoy thcir confidence and speak for them, are not requesting a hearing. They

are demanding a piece of the Power. No matter how well-intent oned the old way ha2 been

or even how successful "doing things for people" has been - we have to find ways to do

things with people. Arrangements must be invented for this unsettling phenomenon.
Th bridge between the teeming social and economic problems of the big cities and

the ultimate resolution of these problems must rest on a new order of education, If there

is to be tranquility, social justice, economic health and a wholesome life in the big cities

of America, the schools must be provided with greatly increased rescurces and they must

be given freedom from harassment and tension in order to get on with the task.
We are not speaking blithely of solutions tomorrow or next year. We are speaking of

a generation. We are speaking of the child now three years old, living in the third or
fourth generation of deep crippling misery, who must through the schools and other agen-
cies be made whole, given the environment, the concern, the valid aspirations that a free
society owes him. The schocaq, greatly reinforced with devoted and respecTed teachers
and wholly new and relevant curricula for the deprived, can, over the years, carry this
child to fulfillment. The years from age 3 to 18 will provide, at the very least, a com-

mand of the fundamental academic skills for competent citizenship, together with an im-
mediate relevant salable skill at whatever level of intellect. At the most, this child shall

enter a distinguished institution of higher education forfurther fulfillment on full scholar-
ship. 67



But if the bridge is to be a stable and dependable structure in this revolution of the
poor, it must be safeguarded from the torrents of irresponsible force which would erode
its very foundations. The teacher in the classroom is the essence of education. If we
cannot attract to the cities a fair share of the ablest and best young people settling upon a
career, we cannot respond to the new expectations society has put upon us. So long as
inner city schools are places of hostility, public demands for ousters, parental disdain
for the authority of the school, then the likelihood of success diminishes.

Many devoted teachers are working in the cities. But we need more. And we need
ways to make the teacher, ever in short supply, more effective, more productive and more
satisfied with this crucial role in this revolution. And if, indeed, education in urban Amer-
ica has been given the job of bridging the crisis of the cities, we must be given the time
to carry out the task.

But to speak solely of class size or pupil-teacher ratio is to speak of "more of the
same". In the first place, there are not enough teachers to make significant large scale
reductions in class size. We must find ways to rise above "more of the same" and find
creative solutions for greater productivity by professional teachers and a correspondingly
greater sense of fulfillment and job satisfaction by urban teachers. New technologies,
including information retrieval, computer-assisted instruction, independent learning,
small- and large-group team teaching, closed circuit television, together with judicious
use of para-professional personnel and volunteers, are resources which we must con-
sider. If we era able to elevate teachers to roles of wider influence and effectiveness
through these organizational inventions, the corresponding gains should flow to increased
salaries. These inventions and their uses, furthermore, must derive from teachers them-
selves as elements of professional progress, if the measures are te be effective.

Educators are prone to segment the total picture of education. We speak of general
education, vocational education, terminal education, academic education and so on. In
skill-centered education, we talk of industrial arts, home economics, business education,
distributive education, trade and industriel education and agricultural education. Ene'-
claims that it has a body of knowledge to impart. So,- t'' bodies of ke
overlap. Too often we find ourselves in corny.. , in iueu, -e and prestige. Shops
and laboratories are not ng.!w to our schools. They have been with us in some form since
colonial days. Skill-centered education, that is, preparing people for specific occupations,
was a growing phenomenon until World War : when a traumatic experience hit our public
schools. In 1917, the Smith-Hughes Act was passed to set up a sub-system of education
within the general structure of publ-,-c education. The act provided for generous subsidies
to be provided to classes eich met certain specifications and were taught by teachers
with rather definite credentials. Neither the specifications for the classes nor the cerd-
fication requirements for lie teacners fit the general pattern in effect for schoold. It
was -.xpected that the claes that existed prior to 1917 would wither and die, but they
did not. Instead, the objcetveLl ere rewritten in terms of general education, and the
clasti.-...s and programs cont-n'd. effect, we had vocational education occurring on two

fronts - in the sub-bystem ,..osidize,a by the Smith-Hughes legislation and under the guise
of geeeral education in the '`riainstream" o: education.

Although the terms used to justify industrial arta education were stated in terms of
general education, in tn-4 many cases skill was the most important objective. This is
borne out in the recere study conducted by the US Office of Education on the status of
industrial arts educatioa, where the overwhelming majority of principals and school
administrators polled justifil the existence of indusial arts in their program of studies
in terms of skill as its m_1- objective, and even a majority of the teachers responded
to the -,uestionnaire in a like manner.

The Vocational Education Act of 1963 removed the onerous restrictions set up by the
Smith-llughes Act, thereby establing vocadonal education to take its rightful place in the
"mainstream" of public education. By ixadition, vocational education had become so
firmly entrenched and the hierarchy (which had grown up with vocational education) so
wrote the plans that little effect wag aoticed th changing the direction of vocational edu-
cation in the United States. Legislation is now before Congress which will further liberal-
ize the administration of vocation& education- which will even force state departments
of education and local boards of education to take a new view of vocational education and
include it as pa- of the "mainstream". It is time to merge these two forces, that is,
industrial arts te.a vocational education, into one and to provide a continuum.

There are three unique functierts which can best be performed by industrial arts as
we know it in our school system. There is the guidance function- that is, providing
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students with a knowledge of the working world so that he can learn more about himself,
his likes, his dislikes, what he is good at, what he is not so good at and the requirements
of industry, so that he can more intelligently make vocational decisions when the time

comes. An essential ingredient which is lacking today must be built into the program.
There are ever-increasing numbers of occupations which are not now considered within
the sphere of industrial arts. I refer to those skills and occupations normally thought
to be under the juriodiction of home economics and business education. We must be as-
sured that all students will be exposed to all areas covering those occupations usually
included in these thrPe disciplines. PE rhaps teams cored be set up to assure this very
important function.

The laboratory provides a unique opportunity for students to gain experience with the
skills tha, they have learned in other classes. Children learn best with concrete experi-
ences; too often schools are content to deal in abstracts. One of the most important serv-
ices which can be offered in industrial arts laboratories is to provide concrete experi-
ences to students which will enable them to resolve the abstracts that they have gained
from other classes.

Very often it is highly desirable to provide opportunities to students to supplement
their required program of studies with elective programs which will dovetail with the
goals they have set for themselves. I refer here to the pre-engineering student who is
following an academic program and who would benefit from an industrial arts program
in drafting. Also, vocational students in drafting might Lenefit from an industrial arts
program in machine shop, and, conversely, the vocational machine shop student would
benefit from an industrial arts program in drafting.

We have often heard thatindustrial arts provides the basic eyperience tiiat will enable
a student to be ^ther trained on the job or by industry. Actually, less than five percent
of the companic -n the US, employing less than 30 percent of our work force, offer train-
ing programs, and even these generally insist on a certain level of vocational skill before
trainees are accepted.

In short, our society demands a new type of school system - a failure-proof school
system- where students of all sizes, colors and shapes will be accepted and provided
with myriads of alternatives through which they may progress and move to higher educa-
tion or to a productive job in society. Industrial arts and other skill-centered explora-
tory programs, together with vocational education, must provide a continuum of training
and thus perform one of the most important functions of the modern day urban school.

The phenomenon of our changing society presents us with new problems, especially when

we consider that special emphasis must be made to accommodate the poor, the minority
groups who once were absorbed by the mills, mines and railroads without any special
skills. A school system which is able to cope with demands of such a diverse challenge
presumes that the student body will be so large and the offerings so varied that programs
will literrally be tailor-made for each individual. Guidance must be continuous when the
opportunities are so diverse and the picture is changing so rapidly.

We are reminded of the Greek myth of Procrustes, the fabled Macedonian bandit,
whose specialty was capturing caravans and holding the people for ransom. His warped
sense of hospitality insisted that all 02 his "guests" have a bed suitable for their size.
If one of his "guests" was too short for the bed assigned him, he was put on a rack and
stretched until he fit. lf, on the other hand, the "guest" was too tail for his bed, Pro-
crustes would have his legs chopped off.

It occurs to us that for Da° long too many of our schools have acted in the same way
concerning our students. If a student is too big for our classes, we chop him down to size;
if he doesn't measure up to our standard, we will stretch him, even to the breaking point.

It is hoped that the American public school system can adjust itself to the task of
providing the personnel to offer programs that are relevant to the lives our students are
going to lead. The problem is large; there is much to be done, but the resources are
great. Our children are too valuable to waste. This will happen unless we are eo accom-
modate their needs as they appear.

Dr. Kishkunas is Assistant Superintendent for Occupational and Vocational Education in the Pittsburgh

(Pa.) public schools.
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EDUCATIONAL MALNUTRITION
Howard F. Nelson

The philosophical problems of industrial arts and, more specifically, industrial arts
teacher education have become vastly complicated by and inextricably interWoven with
the rapidity and explosive ingredients of social and technological change. We have lived
through an era in which free public education has been extended upward and outward until

it encompasses nearly every American boy and girl. Never before in history has a major
nation ever provided so much for so many. Not only have we made it available, but also
we have insisted through legal decisions that what we have provided is good for all Amer-
ican youth.

For the most part, these kinds of decisions have been made without having clearly
decided where we ought to go. In many cases, these decisions have led us to convictions
that we ought to build more and bigger schools in which to keep more and more youngsters
longer, although we are not quite certain what should be accomplished in the process.

Basically, our present philosophy stands firmly rooted in the belief that youth are
lipreme- that they are more important than the State or society. And thus, our responsi-

is one of developing each individual to his fullest possible potential so that he may
take his rightful place in society as an effective participant and producer.

Acceptance of this concept forces us also to accept the principle of individual differ-
ences among youth. And if we accept individual differences, we must also reject any
Tendency to expect conformity in tha educational attainments and developmental levels of
youth. The fact of individual differences assumes that youth must share in the responsi-
bility for their own development and behavior and that these kinds of developments occur
in interaction with peer groups. In practice, any good teacher will tell you that when you
exploit all the unique capabilities of youth, you thereby make the task of teaching more
difficult.

Now complicate this whole educational process by introducing the plethora of ex-
pressed needs and interests of youth. Remembt come students want and should go on

into post-secondary education, some want but shoulu not, some want not but should, some
want not and should not and the rest don't really care one way or the other.

Add to this educational cauldron the important ingredient of general versus specialized
education- the first of which assumes responsibility for developing the happy citizen
and the second of which assumes the development of the good producer and worker.

This is an overly simplified, incomplete description of the educational arena in which

some of us find ourselves today. At this point I might have proceeded directly into a dis-
cussion of the major problem areas about which I feel Council members ought to be con-

cerned. Were I to do this, I would be addressing myself to the cozy, comfortable and
uncomplicated educational environment of the typical suburban school, the experimental
laboratory s'thool or the otherwise limited-enrollment, financially-advantaged establish-

ment school. This describes the relatively unperturbed environment for which most of

the current curriculum projects have been designed.
Don't misunderstand me: most of these projects are excellent 0..2velopments which

demonstrate clear, ingenious thinking and crreat imagination on the part of the originators.
However, these new approaches to the study of modern industrial and technological develop-
ment are admirably suited only for the select clientele from the lab schools and the aver-
age suburban or otherwisefinancially independent schools, but they won't work elsewhere -
at least not in their present form.

Not one of these new proposals would last a minute if introduced into a high school
located about three miles north of this stage. Take any other project about two miles east
of this auditorium and the students wouldn't even come to school, let alone study about
industry and technology. Introduce a third proposal in a high school situated three miles
south of this meeting place, and the students would throw both the originator and the
project out the front entrance. Why is this true? It's very simple; in our search for
respectability, we have made industrial arts completely "ivory tower" in its orientation,
and, consequently, in its curriculum thinking and development processes.

Let me devote a few moments to review further some of the major thrusts of our
membership over the last fifteen years. My memory serves me very well as I recall
how teacher education became completely inebriated with the strong drink of the math-
science-industrial arts kick. What happened at the time? In order to accommodate our
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convictions that industrial arts should be one vehicle for learning more science and math
content, we eroded many of its unique features and substituted artificial exercises in our
pursuit of this goal.

Then we sobered up briefly only to imbibe again of the heady intoxicant of creativity.
While under its influence, our major concern was to channel all industrial av:s experi-
ences in such a way as to enhance creative outcomes. In the nn!ddle of this binge, I wrote

and delivered my now-infamous "Tombstones of Creativity' address at the Pittsburgh

convention.
Following our adventure into creativity came the present ivory tower curriculum

project development campaign; now we have perhaps as many as a dozen. Every one
which I have read could become an excellent social studies supplement, but in no sense

a substitute for the kind of industrial arts which is needed today.
While we have been fussing around, trying to help prepare scientific personnel to

meet the original challenge of Spumilc, then getting agitated to the point of doing every-
thing possible to push every able, affluent youngster ever faster and further, we have,
by this very process, created a monstrous chasm between ourselves and great numbers

of young people whom we have completely ignored. The gap sepr,rating the two groups
has literally exploded into a canyon before our very eyes.

Suddenly (it seems only overnight-but in rc:ality it has been building up for years),

we discover that we have createa inner city schools. Middle-class students have seceded

from the common schools. The better administrators, teachers and money have all fled

to the suburbs. This exodus has spawned these inner city schools which are now filled

to capacity with a concentrated student population which deserves our understanding and

attention, but in ways we have yet to envision. These kids are different from any you

have known. Many are bright, reluctant learners who have grown up that way through an

over-exposure to inconsequential education. They suffer -from educa a.. nal malnutrition

from an under-exposure to meaningful experiences. They are poor schievers because

they are possessed of negative self-images. They evidence a low evaluation of their own

individual capabilities. Most have cumulative records of school failure, although they

are not necessarily incapable. They have simply become fugitives from failure. They
from disadvantaged homes and environments, kids vi'Lth mixed-up beginnings. Some

have both parents, some have one, and the rest don't have anyone in the world who cares.
Practically all come from homes where Lxist an outright hostility and indifference to

education.
Yet, these are American youngsters - they are the future citizens, parents, workers,

producers and taxpayers of tomorrow. I happen to believe that we have educational work

to do to help these youth get ready to assume their future responsibilities. And what do

these young people want? Pitifully little, really. Respect, understanding, a chance, an
opportunizy to be admitted to the adult world of work in which a stable job is the badge

of admission.
Youth wherever you find them are beginning to discriminate sharply between relevant

and irrelevant educational experiences. They are beginning to demand something out of

education not necessarily produced by mere compulsory attendance. Is it too much to

expect that relevant education might be an expected end-product of the educational process?
And so for this Council meeting of 1968, I expect to ignore the issues involvf.td when

preplring teachers for the suburbs, the lab schools and the other advantaged establish-
men-s, because as I see the picture now, the old, comfortable educational arena just "ain't
what it used to be".

'erhaps one third of this audience comes from towns and small cities well separated

fron. the major population centers, and thus assumed to be insulated, isolated and in-

soul iant about the concerns which I have been voicing. However no one in this audience

may plead non-involvement.
If any one of you tells me that you really aren't affected by these newly identified

inner city educational problems, let me remind you that you are going to have to live for

a Dng, long time under three major national commitments which have been written and

adopted at the Federal level, First, we are going to eradicate poverty; second, we are

going to remove all racial barriers; and third, we are going to educate everyone who can

profit from formal education or training.
You and 1 can do very little about the first goal, except perhaps indirectly; we can

and will do everything within our power to bring about the second; and, in my opinion, we

better get on with the last commitment because we have no other choice at this time.
Now let me back up a bit and lay some groundwork for the remainder of my talk.
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What has been the posture of members of this Council on some of the issues?
About five years ago, one of our outstanding teacher educators wrote an article about

the potential, pre-vocational values of selected industrial arts offerings. He recognized
at the time that many youth were not going un to post-secondary education, but rather
directly into work, and that someone had to gise them a reasonable amount of pre-
vocational preparation. He expressed the view that industrial arts should do this because
there simply were insufficient other programs to perform the service. That teacher
educator was literally crucified from within and without industrial arm for daring to
reach this conclusion. I want you to know today, that I took his side at the time in this
organization and also within other groups. I still share his views.

A year or two later, when I served as your program chairman, I was thoroughly
castigated by telephone for giving our Council program to the NAITE publication commit-
tee to appear as a pre-convention tear-out of that Journal.

I was severely criticized for giving a program about industrial arts teacher educa-
tion to the publication asstuned to be primarily concerno:1 with vocational teacher educa-
tion. Even though many of us hold memberships in both organizations, I was accused of
"compromising" industrial arts by this action. Well, excuse me for what I am about to
say just how damn silly, sterile and spurious can we get and still stay in business? I
think we are long overdue for a reassessment of our position on some of these matters.

It strikes me that the name of the game is unimportant, be it pre-vocational, occupa-
tional or industrial arts education. What is really important is to remember the boys and
girls and keep their educational needs foremost in our thoughts.

Twenry years ago, the objectives of industrial arts made reference to certain pre-
vocational values of the subject. At this point in 1968, I sincerely believe that we ought
to climb down from our ivory Dowers to re-examine our basic objectives and ascertain
whether there ip educational work of pre-vocational nature which needs doing now. With
about sixty percent of the average high school population failing in the category of the
non-college-bnund group, someone has to help them bridge the gap between school and
the wurld of work if they are ever to become happy, useful, self-sufficient and productive
citizens. I believe industrial arts has a responsibility in this situation. 11)elieve we have
to stand up and be counted.

I recommend here and now that Council members take the initiative and give leader-
ship to the preparation of a new breed of industrial arts teachers who are competent to
conduct pre-vocational or occupational education. I want a new brand of preparation
which incorporates the study of a heavy component of relevant specialized education, plus
many of the proven elements from our presentprogmms. The student himself must have
had diversified work experience of considerable depth and consequence, and if he doesn't,
we must arrange for him to get it.

I envision a program which recognizes individual differences among teachers and
makes provision for internal flexibility in requirements to rmabie the teacher educator
to adjust the work to meet the individual's future needs and objectives. I want a program
which depends upon demonstrated competence rather than upon courses and credits for
graduation and certification. Such a program will necessitate intensive observation and
practice teaching in an inner city school to minimize the educational shock encountered by
the uninitiated. And I see the need for better motivating procedures to excite and chal-
lenge capable persons to serve these critical instructional necds.

Since I have been stepping on the sacred corns of industrial arts throughout this talk,
I might as well go all out. I'm not a contestant in a popularity contest today.

In the broadened educational arena which now includes the inner city schools, what
should be the role of the ACIATE members and how should they function in the prepara-
tion of future industrial arts teachers?

In a partial answer to this question let me raise some specific questions which I
will answer, and thus, express my personEil convictions and, perhaps biases:

(1) Should we become involved with the national commitment to educate everybody
who can profit from formal instruction? I say, Yes.
(2) Should we come down out of the ivory tower and begin to face up to the critical
instructional problems of 1968? And I say, Yes.
(3) Shc.31c1 we inaugurate an official dialogue with vocational educators concerning
these new educational challenges? I say, Yes.
(4) Should we reassess our objectives and our current position with respect to general
versus specialized education? I say, Yes.
(5) Should Council members generate more and better programs designed to develop
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competence among graduates for the conduct of pre-vocational or occupational edu-

cation? I say, Yes.
(6) Should Council members give leadership to the development of a new brand of
curriculum, better suited to the needs of youth from the inner city schools, and,
incidentally, for a great number of students from the establishment schools? I say,

Yes.
(7) Should we consider calling our present junior high school programs industrial
arts, our senior high school programs pre-vocational or occupational education and
call all of the rest general education? I say, Yes.
Clarification of these kinds of philosophical probleras clearly lies within the province

of educational leaders. It remains to be seen whether we will accept this challenge,
make the provisions and adjustm( 'ta, or continue as in the past to expand and extend
without delineating our goals. "Shall we contribute further to educational malnutrition
even in industrial arts?"

As for the future, I wish we might be guided by James Thurber, who has told us,
"Let us not look back in anger, nor forward in fear, but around in awareness." You can

sharpen your awareness markedly by carefully reading Fantini and Weinstein, The Dis-
advantaged: Challenge to Education.

As the president or the American Council on Industrial Arts Teacher Education,
let me state in closing that I am convinced the time has come for industrial arts to shed
its pink play suit, put on a man's long pants, and get on with its share of the educational
work which must be done. Thank you.

Dr. Nelson is Chairman for Industrial Education, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis.
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NEW CONCEPTS IN CURRICULUM AND COURSES IN TEACHER EDUCATION
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Holmen, Allen Jensen.

CURRICULUM CONCEPTS FOR
FUTURE TEACHER EDUCATION

Jerome Moss, Jr.

To dream about the future is fascinating; to think seriously about it is sobering; to
reveal your predictions to colleagues is a follythat can turn out to be a nightmare. Never-
theless, it is important that each of us take time to look through his own colored, dusty and
frequently cracked crystal ball in order to prepare for change. Teacher education, which
should be the fountainhead of educational change, is too often its drainage ditch.

No one told me just how far to try to look into the future. For a while I considered
the idea of attempting to describe the implications for teacher education of a social en-
vironment in which very few people have to work at goods production, where formal educa-
tion is no longer a phase of life but a way of life, and in which the home is the primary
learning center. Another possibility, perhaps a little less futuristic, is to envision edu-
cational cities or "youth quarters" strategically located within our megalopoli, wherein
youth can fully integrate living and learning on a twenty-four hour schedule as a realistic
introduction to adult society. Finally, I briefly considered assuming the availability of
"enzyme-assisted instruction, protein memory consolidators (and) antibiotic memory
repellers".(1) Although the implications of controlling the chemical elixir of intelligence
and motivation are intoxicating, as was the idea of exchanging the teacher's shop coat for
a pharmacist's jacket, I decided not to presume that we were ready to "needle" people
to do better literally, as well as figuratively.

Consequently, even though it might be less fun and a lot more compromising, the
future of which I will speqk is just about ten short years hence. Most adults will still be
working for a living, c...mmunities will still have school buildings, and the educational
psychologist, rather than the educational neurophysiologist, will still be calling the peda-
gogical "shots".

It is not possible to discuss the content of a specific teacher education program without
some prior consideration of the role of the comparable program in the public school.
Therefore, I did spend considerable time thinking about education in general, and what we
now call industrial arts in particular, in order to set the educational stage and the role of
the teacher-players we are to prepare. Since.our teacher education programs are also
greatly influenced by the teacher education models generally in vogue, these too had to be
forecast. Thus, my description of our future teacher education program is based upon a
hierarchy of prerequisite assumptions, which are themselves the products of perceived
trends interacting with insidious biases. So that you won't be asked to accept the brain-
child without sharing any of the joys of conception, a selected list of my suppositions will
be provided.

Throughout, this presentation is long on generalizations and short on details; I would
like to imply that this is due to severe time limitations, and to suggest that I was impelled
by good pedagogy in order to stimulate you to fill in the details. The real reason, of
course, is my own myopia.

Here, then, are seven assumptions about education in the years immediately ahead;
each has implications for the role of industrial arts and for the preparation of :nstructional
personnel.

First, e combination of social pressure, economic circumstance and more relevant
curricula will serve to speed the development of post-secondary school facilities and to
motivate most youth to take advantage of them.

Second, education will be increasingly articulated with work and leisure throughout
life. Even during the elementary and secondary school years, the total community re-
sources will be more fully utilized to provide planned learning experiences.
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Third, the discipline orientation of curriculum development will yield to a coordinated
(if not integrated) interdisciplinary approach. This wholistic perspective will result in
providing more functional knowledge through emphasis on relationships between informa-
tion and applications to human affairs.

Fourth, advances in instructional technology and administrative techniques, e.g.,
application of multi-media presentation and response modes to tutorial and dialogue sys-
v:ms of computer-assisted instruction, the non-graded school, flexible scheduling, etc.,
will permit a high degree of automated, individualized instruction. Teachers will have at
their disposal a large repertory of materials from which suitable learning packages can
be selected for each student; a variety of devices will be available for appropriate pres-
entation; and the learning outcomes will be electronically evaluated in terms of preacribed
goals.

Fifth, the development of curricula and curriculum materials will no longer be prin-
cipally a local or even a state function. The major producers will be private industry and
federally-supported centers.

Sixth, freed from the routine of dispensing information, teachers will be able to infuse
the means of education with the humanistic values that we have hitherto wistfully espoused
in defining the ends of education. The affective and conative outcomes compassion,
sensitivity, stability, self-determination, etc. will become the realms of immediate,
critical attention and concern of all teachers.

Seventh, and finally, revised instructional and other specialized tasks will demand
differentiated teacher roles. Teams of teachers, each consisting of personnel with vary-
ing levels of competencies as well as kinds of subject-matter backgrounds, will help guide
students through stages of educational development. The team also makes it possible to
recognize salary differentials among instructional personnel based upon required com-
petencies, and it will permit appropriate utilization of part-time and temporary, as well
as career-oriented personnel.

As industrial arts educators, we will stop trying to build fences around shaky dis-
ciplinary claims. Our concern for maximizing the total functional contributions of educa-
tion will force us to blur sharp distinctions, to break down unnecessary barriers among
the practical arts, and between them and vocational education. We will cooperatively
plan for and provide a continuum of occupationally-oriented education throughout the ele-
mentary, secondary and post-secondary schools.

This curriculum call it occupational education for the moment will be an activity
program involving first-hand experiences in real or simulated work situations encompass-
ing the full-range of occupational fields. It will be perceived by all educators as the
vehicle for coordinating most of the formal educational experiences of youth. The social
and physical sciences, the lanciages and arts, will all be made more relevant to the stu-
dent's concerns by illustrating their occupational applications; these subjects will also
be made more meaningful to students when opportunities are provided to apply their tech-
nological, sociological and esthetic concepts in planned occupationally-related activities.

Against a backdrop of increasingly individualized, automated and highly-verbalized
learning modes, occupational education will offer special opportunides for small groups
of students to utilize non-verbal learning aptitudes and to express figural and behavioral
forms of creative problem-solving abilities in real and simulated work situations.

In general, with increasing student social and intellectual development, the occupa-
tional curriculum will provide an opportunity for a gradual increase in emphasis upon
occupational content and greater occupational specialization. At developmental levels
within the elementary school, for example, the primary role of the curriculum will be to
facilitate learning the content of other subject areas, to begin to shape appropriate work
habits and attitudes, and to create occupational awareness. At educational development
levels in the secondary school, these same purposes will be continued. In addition, how-
ever, experiences will be selected from the entire occupational spectrum to acquaint all
youth with a representative variety of occupations and their technical, psychological and
sociological requirements, and to help students relate this information to their self-
concepts and the vocational decision-making process. Of course, because of differences

in learning styles and vocational objectives, students will be provided with varying amounts

and specific kinds of occupational education experiences. At the post-high school level,
content for occupational education will be chosen primarily to develop special vocational
competencies in self-selected groups of students.

The preceding assumptions about the future of public education in general imply that
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instructional personnel will become members of working warns. Teams wi!l prescribe
and "orchestrate" learning experiences, to take place both inside and outside of the school
building; they will assess individual progress and diagnose learning problems; they will
act as catalysts for small group and individual creativity; and most importantly, they
will help to develop mentally healthy, self-determining human beings. In order to pre-
pare teachers for these tasks, teacher education institutions will probably change their
programs in the following general ways:

First, there will be an articulated blending of the pre- and in-service phases of
teacher development. This will come about through partnership arrangements between
teacher preparation institutions, school systems and other community educational agen-
cies. The longer interface among these agencies will be facilitated by joint appointments
of clinical professors, and, in turn, will permit a wide variety of practical experiences
for prospective and new teachers, and provide a means for continuous interchange of in-
novative ideas and practices.

Second, the coordination of subject matter in the public school will be reflected in
teacher education programs. Prospective teachers will learn to work in instructional
teams and with a wide ranie of community youth agencies. Teachers will learn to relate
their subject: m9tter specialties to other disciplines and to apply them to problems and
practices which are meaningful to youth.

Third, there will be an emphasic on helping teachers to build mature self-concepts
and a sensitivity to the needs and values of others. They will also be equipped with tools
and techniques helpful in developing similar maturity and perspectives in their future
students. We will eventually be selecting teachers for teams and assigning teams to
student. groups on the basis (among others) of compatible personality patterns.

Fourth, teacher education programs will be designed to perfect sequentially the
hierarchy of competencies required by most of the roles within the instructional team.
For the most Dart, assistant and/or associate teachers will become staff teachers, who,
in turn, may become master teachers. On the other hand, non-instructional technicians
and clerks on the team, as well as members of the call staff (like clinical and social
psychologists, artists and artisans), who serve at the team's request, will be prepared
in a variety of other programs. Educational specialists in school management, research,
curriculum development, diffusion, instructional technology, school psychology, counsel-
ing, etc., will also be needed, and will be trained in separate programs offered by teacher
training institutions, often in cooperation with the private education industry.

Finally, unionizadon and the percent of minority group representation in teaching
will grow rapidly. Teachers will gain increased control over all aspects of educational
policy and practice. This power could represent a potential obstacle to change unless
the professionalization of teachers incorporates flexible skills, amenability to change,
and a personal value system oriented to public service.

And finally to our own teacher education program(2). The confluence of implications
from anticipated changes in education as a whole, in industrial arts, and in general modes
of teacher education makes it possible to estimate the characteristics of a future occu-
pational teacher education curriculum. The prediction of teacher role and tasks has made
it possible to infer required teacher competencies, which, then, permits hypothesizing a
teacher education curriculum the means by which competencies can be efficiently ac-
quired.

The teacher education curriculum to be presented in this paper is limited. It is
restricted, first, to the preparation of assistant orassociate teachers who are specialists
in occupational education on instructional teams in elementary, secondary and post-
secondary schools; the preparation of non-instructional personnel, as well as staff and
master teachers, is not covered. The scope of the description is also limited to major
organizational characteristics, some attention to methodology and a survey of content;
other facets of curriculum, such as facilities and staff, are completely ignored.

The total curriculum will be composed of blocks, each block to be further divided
into smaller unit modules of instructional content. There will be a sufficient number of
appropriate modules available to prepare a completely inexperienced high school graduate
fc- r any legitimate occupational education instructional role he desires to fill. Unit modules
art. the elements of each student's program. Tests will be available to measure the entry
level competencies of students, in terms of unit modules.and other learning characteris-
tics, and computers will then assemble individual programs of study combmations of
unit modules designed to prePare students efficiently for specific instructional roles.
We will develop a classification system of individual difference variables and their inter-
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action with instructional materials and modes of presentation. The contribution of each

module to eventual teaching performance will be subject to contLnuous empirical valida-

don. Progress through unit modules and blocks will also be measured by competency

tests, and the appropriateness of each student's program will be periodically reassessed.
The number of entry points to the curriculum will thus be limited only by the number of
available modules, and the number of successful exit points will be limited only by the
number of occupational education instructional roles required by teaching teams at vari-

011E, levels of student educational development within elementary, secondary and post-

secondary schools.
One segment of the total curriculum array of blocks might generally be described

as "techniques of occupational education"; it would include the methods and content pe-
culiar to this instructional area. Although the emphasis will no longer be on teacher
presentation of content, and much of the methodology to L taught will be integrated with

the occupational content and teaching practical experiences, several blocks of unit modules

will be formed to include topics dealing with the theory and techniques of (a) individual

and group counseling, (b) the acquisition and dissemination of occupational information,

(c) coordination, (d) cooperative work-study, (e) group dynamics, (f) discussion leading,

(g) role playing, (h) sensitivity training and other "laboratory" methods, (I) social work,

(j) laboratory/shop management and (k) enhancing creative problem-solving. Those pros-
pective teachers who are preparing to work with disadvantaged students will eso require
instructional modules in the relevant aspects of special education.

Teaching candidates will be involved early and periodically in practical experiences.

They will practice teaching in small peer learner groups; immediate evaluation systems

of simulated teacher-learner interactions will be employed; periods of participant-
observation in various school and community agencies will be used for role familiariza-

tion; upper division students will join the staff as team members for instructing lower

division students; and finally, students will act as teaching assistants in a succession

of instructional environments with students from different cultural backgrounds. The
emphasis on teaching practically will undoubtedly increase the modal length of programs,
but students will be paid at prevailing rates for their work as teaching assistants.

Another set of blocks will deal with the psychological and sociological aspects of
work and occupations. Unit modules will be composed of content from occupational sociol-

ogy, industrial psychology, economics, labor economics, industrial relations, marketing

and distribution, business management, the history of technology, etc.
The fourth set of blocks contained within the "techniques of occupational education"

segment will deal with the technical content of occupations. One block will provide an
introduction, at the survey level and using school facilities, to the technology and work

practices of categories of occupational families. It is in this basic block, incidentally,

that students will receive their initial introduction to the teaching role. A second block,

at the foundation level, will also use school laboratories to provide for possible recycling

within a few occupational families in order to secure greater depth and specialization.

A block of independent study and advanced technical units will be available for a third
level of in-school occupational specialization. Visits, films, seminars with call staff, etc.,

will be employed throughout the three levels to supplement the prospective teacher's
knowledge about the psychological, sociological and technical aspects of work. Finally,
all students will undertake a supervised work-study block; the length of this block and the

degree of specialization or variety it provides will be determined by the eventual teaching

role in which the student expects to engage, and the occupational competencies he already

possesses.
A second segment in the total curriculum array of blocks will deal with the "role of

occupational education as a part of the public educational enterprise." lt will contain
blocks and unit modules of content drawn from the literature on career development

theory, history and philosophy of occupational education and manpower policy formulation.

A third segment of available blocks in the curriculum will concern itself with the

"problems of educational practice." One very large block in this segment will draw its

module content from educational psycholAry, and will include aspects of the psychology

of learning, developmental psychology, personality and attitude formation and the psy-

chology of individual differences. A second block will contain topics on the history,

philosophy, sociology and economics of education. A third block will cover organizational,
administrative and curriculum development practices in education. A fourth and last

block in this segment will deal with instructional technology; it will familiarize students

with the nature of available instructional devices and techniques, and prepare students to
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use them properly in evaluating, diagnosing and prescribing for student learning.
The final segment of blocks ir the curriculum is commonly known as "general edu-

cation", at least as interpreted for its value in education. Blocks will be available in
mathematics, the physical sciences, the social sciences (including cultural anthropology
and economics), the humanities (including history), communications (written and oral)
and the arts.

As individual students are scheduled into the same unit modules, they will ordinarily
be organized into learning teams of from two to eight persons. Small group activity, both
in the laboratory and in discussion, will be the mode. Flexible scheduling procedures,
however, will make time available for individuals to utilize computer-assisted instruc-
tion, tutorials, independent study, etc. It will also permit medium-sized groups to meet
in departmental seminars in order to discuss the interrelationships among their in-school
and out-of-school experiences, and among the various blocks of work in which they are
engaged. Service blocks for students in other educational fields, and frequent inter-
departmental seminars, will also make possible the exploration of relationships among
various subject-matter areas, and the development of ideas for their coordination.

In closing, let it be understood that I do not believe that I have introduced you to any
new ideas. At best, I may have helped to organIze. those you have already had, heard or
read into one, hopefully logical, pattern. But after all, I have attempted to describe our
program as it should be only ten years from now. If I am right, it's about time some
pioneers were actually starting programs like itl

FOOTNOTES

1. Kretch, David, "The Chemistry of Learning", Saturday Review, January 20, 1968,
pp. 48-50, 68.

2. A number of ideas expressed in this section were originally contributed by Dr. Robert
Randleman and my other colleagues in the Department of Industrial Education at
the University of Minnesota.

Mr. Moss is Professor of Industrial Education at the University of Minnesota, Minneapolis.
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ARTS
Chm., Herbert Siegel; Rec., Jack Reynolds; Speakers, Jarvis H. Baillargeon, Robert E.Blurn; Host, Richard

Froese.

THE DEVELOPMENTAL APPROACH
Jarvis H. Baillargeon

The developmental approach is an attempt to structure a portion of the realm of tech-
nology into a package that can be used in the classroom. I think it is important for the
emotional well-being of the teacher that he have the security of a strong philosophical
approach into which all levels of industrial arts education can interrelate, as well as
having a usable package of instruction.

This approach centers on peaple, on their sociological needs and on their psycho-
logical needs; without satisfaction of these needs, we cannot function effectively.

There is need for the identification of a simple and a specific goal. The goal iden-
tified here is a single goal for the entire discipline of industrial arts education. A goal of
technological adaptability relates equally to urban, suburban and rural population needs.
Technological adaptability opens the doors at all ability levels. Technological adaptability
provides focus for the general objectives of industrial arts education as we now know
them. Technological adaptability can be a standard for basic industrial arts education
for the years ahead.
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We should consider Bloom's educational taxonomy and its relationship to our own

discipline of industrial arts education: (1) The cognitive domain, meaning the concepts,

the generalizations, the understandings, the facts of our subject; (2) the affective domain,

involving purposeful manipulative activity as a foundation upon which a variety of cogni-
tive knowledge and affective attitudes can be built; and (3) psychomotor activity, with an
emphasis upon "ha.Icis on" activity, actual physical involvement with tools and materials.
These three domains have curricular meaning for us.

There are levels in our endeavors. I have chosen five that seem to apply most directly

to the manner of organization of the schools in New York: (1) The primary level, which

I have arbitrarily set at grade levels K-4; (2) intermediate grades, 5 and 6; (3) early
secondary grades, 7 and 8; ,(4) secondary grades, 9-12 and (5) continuing, post-high-

school education. I now identify a flow structure beginning with the Nature of Work in

primary grades, the Introduction to Tools in intermediate grades, Examination of Mate-

rials and Forces in the early secondary grades, Orientation to industry in the secondary
grades and Extension of Abilities for continuing education.

There is a need for an awareness by young children of the nature of work. Instruc-
tion would involvt.: classroom discussions, field trips, instructional media, all with an
emphasis upon people in their roles as workers, and primarily upon service for the
products of industry. For primary grades, classroom activities would provide an aware-

ness of people, work and products.
Intermediate grades, grades 5 and 6, are now appearing as initial grades in the middle

school. Here activity can begin in a shop/laboratory with attention given to the introduction

to tools. Children of this age are very group-oriented and achieve great satisfaction in
working as members of group projects, sharing in the satisfaction as part of a group.

Dr. Bonser, at Columbia, stated years ago that man's endeavors related to food,

clothing and shelter. Shelter (construction) is a field which should receive attention in

Grade 5. The buildings in which we live and work, from frames to domes, should be part

of a student's background.
The field of transportation is a fourth major category of man's endeavors without

which our society cannotexist. It is just as basic as food, clothing and shelter, and without

it we would have to go back to the level of the Australian aborigine. Grade 6 students

should receive instruction focusing on man and his means of transporting himself ancthis

material goods: the vehicles, the patterns, the materials, the mechanics of transportation.
In the early secondary level, grades 7 and 8, the focus is upon the examination of

materials and forces. Primarily it involves a general shop for grade 7 including woods,

ceramics, plastics, drawing and line production, and a differently equipped shop for

grade 8 involving the activities of metals, graphic arts, electricity and power mechanics.
The secondary level would present an orientation to industry, consisting of two series

of elective courses to be offered to all students in grades 9-12: the Basic Series for

average students, the Technology Series for high level students, focused upon a goal of

technological adaptability, not depth of instruction, but breadth of instruction.
The Basic Series should include mechanical drawing, metals, power mechanics,

woods, electricity-electronics, graphic arts, plastics and ceramics. The Technology
Series should include engineering drawing, power technology, production technology and

graphics technology.
We have reviewed two of the elements, Domains and Levels, which I believe are in-

volved in industrial arts education. Now let us consider the third, the Functions common
to all industrial arts courses.

I have tried to isolate a number of functions which seem to be common throughout all
phases of industrial arts education: (1) Planning-design, (2) research-development,
(3) industrial organization, (4) products-services, (5) materials-fabrication, (6) tools-

machines, (7) processing-assembly, (8) element testing, (9) career guidance and (10)

avocational. These are not meant to be weighed. It is not inferred that each of the ten

means ten percent of something. It simply means that these are common functions that

should appear on every level, in every course, of che discipline of industrial arts educa-

tion. Relating the three elements domains, levels and functions is a method of develop-

ing curriculum. It establishes the principles upon which a course of study can be built.

I believe that the totalinstructional package shouldinvolve 25 percent formal instruc-

tion and 75 percent psychomotor experiences. Have you ever counted the actual minutes

that are available in a one-year course? More than 8,000. Show me a teacher's course

of study, high school or college, that outlines 2,000 minutes of instruction! Draw up a

list of one hundred 20-minute lesson presentations that includes some of each of the
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functions I outlined, and you will have a good course of study without exceeding a reason-
able balance.

I think we are in trouble with our ideals. We have a problem of identification for
our teachers. We need acceptance as a discipline; we need to emphasize our mission and
our goal. We know that performance is only possible by doing, and if we are to improve
the performance of our citizens, we must improve the "doing" within our courses. The
acquisition of theoretical knowledge alone will not meet the demands of our culture. Book
learners who cannot perform are culturally impaired. The study of technology is not an
historical exercise; it is participation in the most important realm of human knowledge.
After a student has been involved in our discipline, his adaptability will mctke him a more
productive and adjustable human being.

Mr. Baillargeon is an Associate with the Bureau of Industrial Education of the New York State Education

Deportment, Albany.

EVALUATING CURRICULUM INNOVATIONS
Robert E. Blum

Today education is facing the challenge of many new pressures. Many groups are
demanding a greater share of the educational decision-making responsibility on loc-1,
state and national levels, and education has grown to a point where giant corporations
are considering the advisability of entering the education business. In addition to large
corporations, many smaller enterprises are being est .blished to develop and provide
educational products. These endeavors are being referred D as the "knowledge industry".
The products and services provided by the knowledge :ndustry vary widely, from elec-
tronic equipment to testing services to program planning. The flow of equipment, mate-
rials and services from the knowledge industry is increasing at a rapid rate.

To date, the effect of the knowledge industry upon industrial arts has been minimal.
We have been exposed primarily to the promotional efforts of textbook companies and
equipment and materials suppliers, and their efforts have been primarily toward a gradual
change in their offerings. The fact that we have been sheltered to a great extent from
the effects of the Imowledge industry will not hold true in years to come. Educators, as
wel as other public officials, are becoming more aware of the great need to include
technological education in the school program. Industrial technology must become an
important part of that education. Individuals in decision-making positions are also realiz-
ing that most current industrial arts programs are falling far short of providing our young
citizens with an adequate understanding of industrial technology. Industrial arts pro-
grams are not doing all that is possible to aid individuals in understanding, fitting into
and coping with our complex industrial society.

Even though programs are included under many different names, such as occupations,
vocational, technical and industrial arts, the total amount of public and private funds avail-
able for innovative and improvement purposes in the field of industrial technology is
rapidly increasing. Those who grant such funds expect changes in existing school pro-
grams. The amount of change varies from upgrading the curriculum in a single school
to establishing totally new programs with the potential for widespread adoption or adapta-
tion. I am not here to tell you that large development projects are the only worthwhile
efforts, nor would I tell you that only locally developed innovations are meaningful in
-erms of local goals. I believe that development efforts at all levels are valuable and may
be useful in improving your programs. I am here to suggest that you, the industrial arts
supervisors, are in a position to seek information about all innovations in the field of in-
dustrial arts and to evaluate them in terms of the needs of your school district. In fact,
I believe that you are obligated to become aware of all innovative efforts in our field and
to utilize every available idea or instructional material in developing the best possible
industrial arts program for your schools.

Today I will present a model for identifying, trying and evaluating curriculum inno-
vations in the field of industrial arts. At the same time, I will present a few ideas on
two crucial concerns: (1) when to try curriculum innovations and (2) some criteria to be
utilizexl in measuring their success.
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A good deal of research is being conducted in the area of the change process in edu-

cation. Resulting from this research are many models of the change process, and one

such model, shown in Figure 1, was developed at The Ohio State University by Cuba and

Clark (1). This model places the responsibility for development, diffusion and evaluation

upon the developing agency which generally is the knowledge industry. There is nothing

wrong with this model; however, I would like to recommcind a model which places the

responsibility for identifying, trying and evaluating curriculum innovations upon local

school districts. In most school districts, there are no persons better qualified to as-

sume this responsthility than the members of the supervisory staff.
The initial phase of the process as shown in Figure 2 is identification of innovations.

I am suggesting that you as the lustrial arts specialist in your school dL. ict actively
seek to learn about unique pm earns which may have application within your district.
A continual review of the literature in our field, a program of visitation to other school

districts, and discussions with other supervisors, commercial representatives and
teachers should result in the identification of any number of innovations. Perhaps this
organization, The American Council of Industrial Arts Supervisors, coulc1 sponsor a
massive identification program which would result in a publication entitled, "Innovations
in Industrial Arts." Such a publication could include an annotation of all innovative pro-
grams along with the names of the developers and a source for information about each

innovation included.
If a concerted effort is made to identify unique programs, the number found will be

vast. A single district will not possibli he able to try every new program discovered,

and this means that some preliminary screening must be done. The screening should
probably be based upon the potential program improvement which may result irom use

of the innovation. How well do the rationale and objectives of the new program fit the

philosophy of the district? What gains toward accomplishment of district goals may be

gained from the innovation? In addition to the philosophical questions, some developers

may provide information about program performance. Some data about student achieve-

ment, feasibility and program specifications may be available; if it is available, it should
be considered in the preliminary screening. The preliminary screening should involve

not only the supervisory staff, but this stage should also involve a committee of the local

industrial arts teacher organization.
After an innovation has been accepted for trial and evaluation, the next step is to

identify a school in which the administration is willing to try the new program. Also the

school should have a teacher who is eager to teach the program. If a school is interested
but the teachers are not, staff assignments may need to be revised.

At the same time, an evaluation program should be outlined and the evaluative

instruments should be designed. It will be necessary to :letermine what evidences of

program feasibility and effectiveness are desired and to establish the procedures for
collecting the supporting data.

An innovative program which is selected by a school district for trial in the district
should be given every chance for success. A new program may fail because of lack of

merit, but it should not be allowed to fail because of a lack of program support. The

necessary support begins with the selection of school and personnel and must continue

through the next two phases, (1) preparing the environment and the personnel and (2) con-
ducting the program. Preparation of the environment and the personnel may be done by

the supervisor and the individuals to be involved in the trial, or it may be done by con-

sultants from the developing agency. Every consideration should be given to preparation

prior to initiating the program, and the preparation must continue throughout the trial.
During the conduct of the program, the teacher should receive an unusual amount of

assistance and encouragement. He will most likely be dealing with new content, new
methodology, or both and will need special consideratio;:. While the program is in opera-

tion, data will be collected for the purpose of evaluation.
Evaluation should take place during the entire trial period: however, a decision

should not be reached until the trial has been completed and all the data have been sum-

marized and analyzed. At this point, teacher representatives, the supervisory staff and

administrators should decide whether to adopt, adapt and adopt, adopt and continue on

a trial basis, or eliminate the innovation.
To summarize, the three major phases of processing curriculum innovations within

a school system are identification, trial and decision.
This brings us to the discussion of when to initiate the processing system and what

to evaluate. In planning for a continuingprogram of improvement within a school system,
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it is necessary to place phase 1, identification, into operation immediately. This can be
done by individual districts or by a leadership organization such as the American Council
of Industrial Arts Supervisors. It may be as simple as interviewing neighboring districts,
or as complex as conducting a nationwide inquiry program. As screening takes place, it
is important to note the developmental stage of each innovation. Some new programs will
already have been field tested several times and be part of an ongoing program, while
others will be in their initial field trial. It is very important that no innovation be selected
for local trial until the developers believe that it is ready for adoption or adaptation. I
will emphasize again, you should not attempt local trial until the innovation itself as well
as support programs are available from the developer or some other source.

Criteria for Evaluating Curriculum Innovations
Both in the preliminary screening, if the data are available, and in the evaluation of

the local trial, the program must be judged against preplanned criteria. The specific
criteria will vary somewhat with the schooldistrict and the nature of the program. There
are some general areas which probably should be considered in the evaluation of every
curriculum innovation. Several general criteria will be presented and discussed briefly.

The _philosophical basis for the innovation. From what rationale did the innovation
grow? Is it a narrow viewpoint which tends to limit the program content excessively? Is
the rationale so broad that the program wanders from a study of industry? Do the program
rationale and purpose dovetail with those of your school district and industrial arts pro-
gram? The answers to these plus many similar ones will aid you and your staff in deter-
mining philosophical suitability of the innovation in your district.

The suitability of the innovation for the students. More and more, programs are being
planned to meet the needs of specific groups. Generally, an innovation will be related to
students of a certain age and ability. Once this is known, several questions can be asked
in determining suitability. Can the students read and understand the information? Is
there an appropriate amount of in-class and out-of-class work? Are illustrations and
examples meaningful to the students? Can the students perform the motor tasks required
by the program? Do students feel a sense of acc.omplishment from the program? Are stu-
dents interested in the program?

The adeguacy of the development process. Study of the procedures used to develop
the innovation may reveal the answers to several important questions. How was the con-
tent structured? Who was involved in structuring the content? Is the content complete
and technically accurate? How were the learning experiences selected and developed? 1

What quality control procedures were used during the developmental process? Was the
innovation field tested and revised? How was it tested? Many pl:ograms may look good
on the surface, but an understanding of the developmental process used may reveal ex-
treme weakness in the program.

The required teacher characteristics. An innovation may seem to be excellent, but
it takes a highly-skilled and knowledgeable individual to teach it. How feasible would a
program for average students be if it required an electrical engineer to teach the course?
In most school districts, any innovative industrial arts program which is to gain wide-
spread use must be taught by the existing industrial arts teachers. What new'knowledge
will industrial arts teachers need to teach the course? What new teaching methods a-:e
included in the program? Are the teachers interested and enthusiastic about the innova-
tion? Does the new program threaten the teachers? The teacher is the most critical
variable in program success, and unless the teachers have either the skill and knowledge
required by the program or make provisions to prepare themselves to deal with the course,
the innovation will fail. This bringc us to our next criterion.

The installation support available. In initiating a new program even for trial pur-
poses, support from the developer is essential to success. Are instructional materials
available? Are consultant services available? Is teacher preparation, both pre-service
and in-service, available? A-:efaciiity designs available? Answers to the above questions
will provide a general understanding of available support.

The adaptability of th e innovation to your school district's operating procedures. An
innovation which will not work into your district's operating procedures without overhaul-
ing the operating procedures is generally of little value. What is the basic planning unit-
day, week, semester? How much time is required to conduct the program? Is their inno-
vation highly structured or very flexible? And (probably the most important question in
this category) how difficult will it be to adapt the innovation to your system?

The initial and recurring costs of the innovation. What facilities are required? What
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tools, equipment and materials are required? What percentage of the tools, equipment
and materials are currently available in existing laboratories? What percentage of the

materials wil be re-usable? What will the instructional materials such as textbooks and

teaching aids cost? Every _school administration will require that costs be determined
either before or during the trial, since economic ieasibility is a primary concern of public
schools. You should not assume that an improved program will cost the same as or less
than an ongoing one; however, additional expenditures required should not be excessive.

The success of the innovation in terms of student achievement. The last criterion to
be mentioned is far from the least important. Are program objectives accomplished?
What percentages of students are able to perform the desired tasks as a result of the pro-
gram? What percentages of students are able to demonstrate knowledge and understand-
ing of important concepts? The whole idea olf utilizing student achievement data to eval-
uate the effectiveness of a program Is badly neglected, and we in the profession must do
all possible to bring this imports:.: aspect of evaluation into use.

I have presented the basic tenet that school districts, under the leadership of dynamic
and responsible supervisors, must aggressively seek to identify curriculum innovations
which may be useful in improving local industrial arts programs. Three basic phases are
included in a system for processing innovations within a school district, including identi-
fication, trial and decision. The decision regarding acceptance or rejection of an inno-
vation should be based upon several criteria, including (1) philosophical basis for the
innovation, (2) the suitability of the innovation for the students, (3) the adequacy of the
development process, (4) the required teacher characteristics, (5) the installation support
available, (6) the adaptability of the innovation to your school district's operating pro-
cedures, (7) the initial and recurring costs of the innovation and (8) the success of the
innovation in terms of student achievement.

We must improve industrial arts. You are in a position to act. Please do.

FOOTNOTE

I. Clark, David L. and Egon G. Guba. "An Examination of Potential Change Roles in

Education." A paper presented at the Seminar on Innovation in Planning School
f:;urricula, Airielhouse, Virginia. (Adapted)

Dr. Blum is Assistant erofessor of Education at the Ohio State University, Columbus.
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CURRICULUM CONCEPTS FOR
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL EDUCATORS

William R. Hoots, Jr.

Few would argue with the statement that "elementary education is the most important
of all levels of education." It is at this level that the foundations for future learning are
formed, and attitudes toward learning, the school and society are developed.

Needs of the Child. The basic purpose of education is to acquaint youth with the nature
of the culture in which they Live. Our educational system is dedicated to providing an
opportunity for every child to prepare himself to the fullest extent of his ability to become
a productive adult in contemporary society, and to develop intellectually and culturally in
order that he might appreciate and enjoy the full mcning Xife.

Today's American culture is distinctly and uliquely technological. Technology is
defined . as being the result of the interaction of man, mind, materials and energies; it is
man controlling nature and man mastering his environment. Technology is the origin of
science, and theory is developed only when man attempts to solve a problem and becomes
involved in the interaction with mind, materials and energies. Technology is the force
which produces revolution in culture, that force which produces cultural change.
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This is a brief characterization of the world into which children must be prepared to
enter, a world complex, confusing and often frightening to many adults who have had a
part in its creation. We cannot expect the child emerging after twelve years of immersion
in abstract subject matter to be able to cope adequately with this kind of an environment.
We must begin at the beginning of his educational experience to develop c solid foundation
upon which the skills and understanding necessary for effective living can be formed.

Elementary Industrial Arts Defined. Industrial arts is that segment of the school
curriculum dealing with the study of technology. It has the responsibility of acquainting
youth with the nature of our technological culture and assisting them to discover their
place in it.

Dr. Delmar Olson describes the benefits of industrial arts education in terms of
functions. The social function aids in the development of self-expression and personal
competencies. The cultural function is concerned with development of understanding and
appreciation of the American culture as it haF, been influenced by man's mastery of mate-
rials and his efforts to control his environment through technology. Social changes in
our culture have provided man with more and more leisure time, and he is in need of
wholesome activities with which to fill this time. Industrial arts can help youth to under-
stand this pheno:nenon and to cope better with problems related to it, while providing
skills appropriate for leisure time use. The consumer function provides for an enlightened
utilization of the products and services of technology. The occupational function of indus-
trial arts provides an orientation to the ways in which man earns his livelihood in occu-
pations involving tr:chnology. The technical function acquaints pupils with tools, machines

t and processes by which man has improvedhis welfare in his attempts to master his mate-
' rial environment.

In addition to these functions, industrial arts has an aesthetic value, for through the
study of technology, pupils develop an awareness of the wonders of life so often taken for
granted.

The Program. Textbooks for the elementary grades are filled with information re-
lated to industrial technology. Authors of these books are aware that there is a vital need
for children to learn about this phase of their culture, and they have included information
about technology and its influence on living. Children in many of today's schools read

f_
about this phenomenon of our culture, but most fail to develop an understanding of it.
References to technology now present in many elementary school textbooks should be
stressed, in order that industrial arts will be a part of the curriculum for every child.

t An emphasis should be placed on the elements of technology that currently appear in text-
, books, and the use of the manipulative technique of teaching in the industrial arts labora-
I tory.

This program should have specified units of study for each grade developed around
; specific objectives, and the material covered should build on that presented in lower

grades.
A curriculum currently is being developed by extracting all references to industry or

technology from selected elementary textbooks, categorizing the various elements, and
developing an industrial arts course of study from them. This will provide a C ;finite
sequence of learning experiences for grades one through eight that will be correlat..ci with
the whole elementary curriculum.

Staff, One of the problems of staffing an elementary industrial arts program is that
teachers in the elementary grades do not have appropriate background, preparation or
experience for this kind of program. They have come through a sheltered academic en-
vironment and know little about the world of work for which they are pieparing children.
Their total environment has been academic; this is the world they know, and this is the
emphasis they place through their teaching. Although the majority oi our children never
go to college, these teachers are preparing youth to perpetuate the academically oriented
environment of our educatkmal system.

Conclusions. The educational program for children in today's elementary schools
needs a reorientation toward their real needs in today's society. Society is changing too
fast, and future adults must be prepared to live in a highly complex technological environ-
ment. The challenge for change is to school administrators, teachers, pa:rents and all
who are concerned that children receive a functional education.

Industrial arts in the elementary school will goa long way toward preparing children
for our technological environment. Through this instruction they will develop skills for
selecting meaningful and satisfying employment, for intelligent use cf technological
products and services, and abstract subject matter from other disciplines will be mere
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meaningful. With industrial arts education, tomorrow's children will be able to lead a
happier and more productive life.

Dr. Hoots is Associate Professor at East Carolina University, Greenville, North Carolina.
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MODERN INDUSTRY AND
THE METALS CURRICULUM

Douglas T. E. Foster

The two factors which have probably had the greatest affect upon our metals cur-
riculum are the attempt to make industrial arts a part of the general education of all
students and the effort to update the programs to keep pace with advances in industry and
technology. In the first instance, we found we could not reach all the students of a large
comprehensive high school, having a student body of between two and three thousand
students, with only five or six industrial arts facilities capable of handling a total of
four to six hundred individual students. We therefore experimented with large group in-
struction, special afternoon classes, full-time use of all facilities, and special related
programs with other areas of the school curriculum. We feel we are having some suc-
cess in presenting modern concepts to more students and instilling facts which will help !
them analyze problems presented to the average citizen through news media, to arrive
at a better understanding of the technical society in which they will live.

Unfortunately, however, there seems to be a much more important problem for us to
examine and attempt to rectify. In a survey conducted in February of this year, involving
b..:th large and small metalworking organizations throughout the United States, seeking to
determine industry's reaction to the question, "What can the secondary schools do to
better prepare young people to enter the metalworking industry?", the following comment
was very common, and although stated in many ways, this quotation from the training
director of a large Cleveland machine tool manufacturer seems to sum it up:

"I feel there is a pressing circumstance which, in the last five years has be-
come such a serious problem that it is now imperative to direct a great deal of
attention and effort toward effective remedial action. I refer to the number of
young people who do not understand the 'concept of work', whose attitude and
motivation are so poor that they have become one of industry's most serious
production handicaps. More and more of our young people are entering employ-
ment with wrong attitudes, poor work habits and a definite lack of motivation.
The reasons for this are many and varied; however, some new techniques or
approaches must be developed to combat this growing undesirable attitude of
our young people. The carelessness, indifference and irresponsible attitude
toward the world of work is spreading like a cancer. If you can accomplish
any improvement in this area, the results will be most beneficial to everyone
concerned."
Could this be a problem of our society in genet 'ill? Have we lost the most important

sense of values? Should it be a vital part of our future curriculum planning to be sure
that a greater effort be made to improve these concepts and attitudes?

We have enlarged our scope so as to include six different classifications of students:
(1) the young man who plans to go on to a four-year college, (2) one who plans to attend a
junior college or technical school, (3) a capable student who has no desire to continue his
formal education, but wants to go to work as soon as he graduates (if the draft board will
allow him to do so), (4) the less capable student who must obtain employment upon gradu-
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ation, (5) the limited student (sometimes classified as a "special education student")
within whom we must try to develop some "salable skills" so he may be able to earn his
own living and not depend upon charity, and (6) the often-forgotten young ladies who very
seldom enroll in industrial arts programs, yet seek industrial positions immediately upon
graduating from high school.

In reviewing the above students it is obvious that group (1) will probably become en-
gineers or scientists, (2 technicians, (3) good machinists or machine specialists, if an
apprentice shop or good training program were offered by employers, (4) good operators,
(5) workers who may perform operations of a highly repetitious nature or simple assem-
blies, and (6) specialized operatora whose work requires high dexterity, inspection or
quality control.

The survey also illustrated other significant points. The general consensus was,
"A good working knowledge of tools and basic machinery, including the applications of
numerical controls, is sufficient; we want to do the training beyond that level" ; aud, "We
find the better students continue with schooling beyond high school. Of those left, we have
found only a small percentage who have satisfactory arithmetic and mechanical knowledge
or have ability to communicate in a satisfactory manner either orally or on paper."

The above comments are exactly the same, with the exception of the reference to
numerical control, that the author received in a survey conducted in 1948. What have we
been doing during the past twenty years to improve our product, the high school graduate?
Many may say it is not the responsibility of an industrial arts department to prepare young
people for employment. They -xould like to pass this over to some type of vocational
school, but we must remember that all students de not have acceb to good vocational
schools and that many students still feel it important to receive as complete a compre-
hensive education as possible through the high school level at leas.

We may easily meet the needs of groups one and two by large group instruction,
special afternoon classes, visiting lecturers who may speak on particular types of indus-
tries and their problems, research problems and field trips; but we must plan modern
curricula for groups three four and five, and we must strive to make our programs more
available to group six. Many of our schools will find it financially impossible to install
numerical control equipment, but the principles may be covered in a classroom or
laboratory, and field trips to nearby manufacturing planrs, using numerical control, may
bz arranged to illustrate its practical application. In some rare instances, it may be
necessary to resort tofilms or other visual aids. However, it is possible to give everyone
in these latter four groups abetter set of concepts relative to the importance of mass pro-
duction in our technical society; the great need of developing safe habits in and out of the
shop or labzmatory; the need of a new outlook by our society in general, toward the values

I which seem to be overlooked by too many of our young citizens; a sound background in,
and a working knowledge of, tools and basic machinery; and a sincere desire to develop
their own potentialities to the utmost. Advantages of mass production to lower the total

( cost of a manufactured item have been successfully illustrated in some industrial arts
faciliti s by planning a salable project, establishing a model company, engineering the most
economical method of production, routing the required parts through various operational

; stations, inspecting, assembling, packing, advertising and selling. The ultimate selling
t price is an ideal place to contrast what the price would have been if each part had been

machined as an individual part. Here the instructor may also illustrate how the overall
; cost of a similar item could have been further reduced by an industrial plant using modern

foundry methods, production sheetmetal fabricating processea, numerical c:ontrol equip-
ment, multi-spindle automatic macninery, production welding methods and production-
line assembly techniques. It is most imperative to discuss th problem which usually
arises at this point, the threat of automation to the number of employment opportunities
in the area in which it is installed. After talking with men in aur1.1.zted industries, you
can select items to illustrate how we have been improving our production methods since
the time of the indust-ial revolution by "leaps and bounds" methods which resulted Ln
more and more employment, with the working man spending fewer hours at an easier job
for more money, and able to enjoy a far better standard of living, and more luxuries and
leisure time than any of his counterparts in any other country on earth. True enough,
automation may cause changes in occupational assignments, as we are told by the Depart-

; ment of Labor projections, but this gives us all the more reason to be sure each student
has a sound background of good general education rather than a narrow or single voca-
tional specialization.

All respondents to the survey questionnaire stressed the need for more mathematics
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(algebra, plane and solid geometry and trigonometry); physics, so each student is well
grounded in the basic laws and science of matter and energy; and language, to enable him
to communicate orally and in writing. There seems to be a nation-wide problem a educat-
ing the college-bound and forgetting to give the important essentials to the student who
has not as yet found a good reason to study or who "has not been properly motivated".
Is it possible that in this day of "educational excellence", the industrial arts supervisor
and teacher is the only one who can appreciate the needs of a large majority of most corn-.
prehensive high schools? Furthermore, is it possible that they are the only educators
who will revise some of the archaic methods of teaching and apply a more practical ap-
proach so these students will be able to learn at least enough of the fundamentals of these
subjects so they will be able to apply this knowledge to everyday problems in the shop,
and at some later date when they have gained a little maturity and good judgment, use
this meager foundation to build a better understanding of each subject to advace to better
positions in their chosen field?

We have tried to have classes established in the academiz departments, but we do not
meet with much success because many of the academic teachers find it difficult to sep-
arate the practical from the established curriculum, or to give practical applications to
any given type of problem or theory. Therefore let us give some thought to larger indus-
trial art..; facilities, equipped with a planning or theory room and.two teachers, thus en-
abling us to open laboratories to more students, cater to the needs of students at all levels,
and teach the type ef mathematics, science, English and human relations that the students
need in order to be more successful in modern industry.

Mr. Fooer is Assistant Professor at Rhode Island College, Providence.

INNOVATIONS IN METALWORKING
Roger Lee Hoover

Professional educators at the local, state and nationallevels have widely accepted the
objective of industrial arts which aims at giving an insight into and understanding of in-
dustry. It is evident by the attendance at this meeting and by a majority who have attended
this conference, that this objective is widely accepted.

Industry is very difficult to define. It is constantly changing. Industry is composed
of tools, processes, men and machines all of which work together to transpose materials
into useful products. These elements the tools, processes, men and machines are
constantly being modified to increase productivity.

Rather than defining industry, it might be easier defining what it is not, Industry is
not the handmaking of dove-tail joints, linoleum block printing, line weights on cross
hatch patterns, birdhouse construction, or even the polishing of metal by hand with abra-
sive cloth. Many of these topics are common to some of the instructional units in present
courses.

In contrast to industry, industrial arts instruction has not been forced to change. It
would be beneficial if it could and would reflect the many industrial inmvations. Indus-
trial arts has tended to freeze instruction on tools, materials, processes and machines,
thereby taking the industrial representativeness out of the discipline. If this stalemate
continues, the discipline of industrial arts as we know and respect it today will lose its
place in general education.

What are some of the innovations in metalworking that have industrial representative-
nnss sufficient to command a place in our curriculum? Possibly these innovations would
be more meaningful if reference -vas made in terms of categories of either tools, mate-
rials or processes.

Recent innovations in metalworking tools include: ceramic, oxide, diamond, lasers,
lightwave interference, ultrasonics, refactory clay materials, oxidizing chemicals and
de-atomization devices. These tools have added new dimensions to the metalworking
Industries.

Recent innovations in metallic materials have for the most part resulted from new
alloying techniques. Increased usage of such elements as titanium, nickel, aluminum,

tungsten, beryllium, cobalt, magnesium, zirconium and other space age metals has
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resulted in metallics with far differing characteristics. Metals have been made which
approach the hardness of diamonds on the one extreme and the softness of butter on the

other.
New metallic materials have aJ.o resulted from powder metallurgy techniques. In

this process, different metallic materials are joined together under extreme pressures.
Metallic elements have been joined by this process which under present alloying tech-
niques are insoluble in each other. This process opens the door to an almost unlimited
combination of properties and characteristics.

Recent innovations in metallic processes include: pneumatic forming, explosive
forming, electric spark forming, electro-magnetic forming, plasma spraying, electro-
discharge machining, electro-chemical machining, marforming, electron beam welding,
continuous casting of steel, adhesive bonding, anodyzing, cold roll forming, shell stack
molding and many more.

These are processes which at the present time have industrial importance, It is
difficult co conceive of what the next few years might bring.

realistic evaluation of some present industrial arts teaching might reveal that a
better jot. is being done of teaching history than industrial arts. Only through a conscien-
tious effort can industrial arts programs gain and maintain industrial representation.
Constant revision and evaluation must be made of each instructional unit. "Yellow notes",

' or other notes which have served their purpose in days past, must be discarded and in
their place must be inserted information reflective of the innovations of contemporary

industry.Maximum utilization is not being made by industrial arts educators of the means
available to become cognizant of the innovations in industry. Too few industrial arts
educators use such techniques as field trips, guest speakers with industrial backgrounds,
audio-visual sources, indusrrial advisory councils, seminars, summer employment and
correspondence with industry to gain an insight into and understanding of modern industry.

In summary, attention needs to be drawn to the objective of industrial arts which
aims at giving an insight into and understanding of industry. This objective sets forth a
major challenge. This task becomes increasingly more difficult as the innovations of
modern industry are recognized. Failure to recognize these innovations will stymie the
whole profession of industrial arts.

Dr. Hoover is Assistant Professor at Wisconsin State University, Platteville.
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TECHNICAL PHOTOGRAPHY
IN INDUSTRIAL ARTS

Ronald Snrensen

To many educators, the present image of photography is probably that of a closet in

911 elementary ..,chool building which was converted into a darkroom to print yearbook
or perhaps a high school club advised by an industrial arts, science or art

it, 'le schools, however, photography has become a part of the curriculum. Most
tc has been in graphic arts that photography has been included as a unit of instruc-

or was encountered by the stud.ant as he studied certain methods of copy and plate

--,atz!~ig. Some art teachers have also contributed to photographic "literacy" through its
as a medium for expression and development of concepts about elements of compo-

:,lon
It may be observed that photographic instruction is commonly a means to the end of
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visual communication, rather than as an end in itself. This is true of the technicai photog-
raphy program at Oswego, for although we are concerned with advancing knowledge about
photographic systems, we are primarily seeking outcomes involving application of con-
cepts as tools for the solution of problems within any functional area of industry. Appli-
cation: directed toward art or audio-visual materials preparation are mtnimized because
of previously existing photographic courses in those fields. However, very desirable
diversification is effected by the many students who elect all of the photography courses
that are available to them. Certainly such fragmentation would not typically be justifiable
in the elementary or secondary school.

The technical photography survey course, initiated on a trial basis three years ago,
was conceived and is developing upon the basis that photography is a means of extending
the range of human observation by aiding the eye to sense events that would otherwise be
lost as a result of man's perceptual limitations in time, illumination, distance and area,
and his inability to store and retrieve information accurately.

Technical photography on the Oswego campus is classified as general educatiol, and
consequently may be taken by any student to fulfill part of the liberal arts elective credit
requirement upon either the undergraduate or graduate level. Originally, all students
were industrial arts majors who were primarily concentrating on graphic arts. Presently,
graphic arts students are still in the majority, but increasing numbers of art, elementary
and secondary education, English, math and science students (both men and women) are
enrolling, and a few have transferred into the industrial arts program as a result.

Our general objectives are five-fold:
(1) To learn basic concepts of photographic technology by planning and experiencing

laboratory methods.
(2) To acquire knowledge about the state of man's tools and techniques in photography;

which extend his perception.
(3) To investigate the feasibility of and design a study employing photographic tech-'

nology as an analytic tool used in an area of industrial endeavor.
(4) To select and use photographic systems for the detection, recording and measure-

ment of the subject phenomena.
(5) To analyze and interpret photographic data and attempt to derive a sol.ution for !

the problem.
Instruction begins with a simplified concept of photography as employing sensitized'

negative and positive materials, The students progress with laboratory experiments which:

provide for directed discovery of ideas such as the factors influencing depth-of-field,,
lens aberrations, shutter distortions, equivalent exposure, material Reciprocity Lkowt
failure, and the generation of sensitometric data including D Log E curves plus gamma,
and contrast index calculation. The course is culminated with an "original" investigation
by each student. The following is a brief outline of course content:

I. Black and White Photographic Processes
A. Silver halide

1. Negative - Positive
2. Reversal
3. Sensitometry

B. Non-silver Halide
1. Diazonium and iron salts
2. Electrophography
3. P hotothermography
4. Thermography

II. Photo-optical Instrumentation
A. 07 lcs and Apparatus

1. Light: natural and artificial
2. Lenses and filters
3. Camera bodies and shutters

B. Methods Based upon Sensitizing Wavelength
1. Infra-red
2. Ultra-violet
3. Radiography

C. Methods Based upon Subject Speed
1. Time-Lapse
2. Speed and motion analysis
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3. High speed
4. Open shutter and flash

D. Methods Based upon Subject Size
1. Photomicrography
2. Microphotography
3. Macrophotography
4. Photo copying and photo drawing
5. P hotogr am m etry

Color Photographic Processes
A. Negative - Positive

1. Exposure and reciprocity
2. Magnification
3. Color balance

B. Subtractive Reversal
1. Film and paper
2. Duplication

IV, Photographic Research and Experimentation
A. Problem Background and Identification
B. Photographic System Design and Application
C. Derivation and Interpretation of Data

A photographic curriculum for the several levels of education is quite difficult to
detail. Perhaps a personal view about photography in the school would be ln order; it's a
"tool," or as one photographic manufacturer puts it " a way to do it better and in some
cases, the only way". Therefore, on the elementary and secondary levels, it seems more
realistic for the teacher to employ photography within the existing curriculum where and
whenever it's appropriate. An elementary class might make use of photography in con-
junction with a field trip, or they might record the phototropic characteristics of plants.

Secondary school teachers have countless situations where photography can do the
job better. With a photomicrograph of a specimen, the biology student is less likely to
descinle a paramecium as looking like his own eyelash. And a drawing student can diazo
print a continuous tone pictorial without the loss of converting it Into line copy. For
graphic arts students, photography needs to be a unit of instruction since it's a graphic
art method. Students who are taught process photography for offset lithography already
have a good foundation. However, certain concepts will require treatment, for example,
depth-of-field, exposure reciprocity and continuous tone reproduction, etc.

The scope of collegiate photographic instruction should become even wider, since it's
concerned with both liberal and vocational education. A few programs have been estab-
lished to prepare photographic engineers and technicians, professional and industrial
photographers and cinematographers. But the relevance of photographic instruction to-
ward elevating the general knowledge of professionals, from architects to zoologists,
has not been re :ognized by educators. An appropriate place for this "awareness" to
begin is within all the subject matter fields of industrial arts. But the final measure of
success in creating understanding of photographic technology rests with graphic arts
educators.
Dr. Sorensen is Associate Professor of Technical Photography at the State University College at Oswego,

New York.
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LET'S LOOK AT INDUSTRY
Clifton Dale Lemons

The teaching of drafting or design/drafting has been a perplexing problem to industrial
arts educators for many years. Evidence of this concern about the teaching of design/
drafting is found in the p,..ofusion of research and literature available. The ACIATE
Fifteenth Yearbook, Status of Research in Industrial Arts, reported eighteen stutllas con-
ducted between 1.961 and 196541) Our professional journals consistently carry article
after article about the teaching of drafting.

Typical of these is an article by A. G. Ochs in the September 1967 issue of School
Shop titled "Modernize Mechanical Drawing." In this article, Mr. Ochs pointed out that
'educadon for the future cll'aftsman and designer must give great priority to the ability

to design-. and less to the ability to draw."(2)
This line of thinking is consistent with that of writers of articles in technical journals.

The February 1968 issue of EngineeringGraphia3 carried two articles concerned with
improving drafting teacher skills.(3)4) The concern of engineering graphics educators
with the content of their courses nrompted the publication of a special issue of The Journal
of Engineering Graphics devotee entirely to the subject of design and graphics.(5)

The immediate impulse when approaching the topic of "New Concepts in Curriculum
and Courses in Design and Drafting' is to look toward the emerging subject of Computer-
Aided Design Technology. At the outset of this concept, it was rumored that within a few
years the draftsman would be replaced by a machine. However, closer examination of
the capabilities and functions of the computerreinforced the need for greater understand-
ing of fundamentals of drawing. The effective and efficient use of computers in designing
requires a knowledge of drawing and the design process. Much of the repetitive and
laborious wo7...k of the draftsman can be replaced by the machine, but it will be years be-
fore the demand for designers and draftsmen will be diminished.(6)

As you may have noted, most of the more recent articles and discussions in drafting
have been geared more toward a desigt orientation. The problem-solving method de-
manded in desiten has been shown to be more effective than rote exercises in promoting
learning. John Rowlett's experiment with the direct-detailed method ''s. the directed
discovery method is evidence of this.(7)

The profusion of articles and research about relative developing technology and
drafting educational theories seems only to entangle a teacher in alternatives. To wade
out of this entanglement, let's look at industry. I do not mean to imply that industry is
without problems in this matter, nor that industry is standing by with ready answers to
our questions. But the source of our subject matter content is industry, and we should
use this source whenever possible.

There are two studies presently in progress to determine technical competencies
needed by draftsmen and designers. One such study is being conductectout of the Oak
Ridge Associated Universities, Oak Ridge, Tennessee, for the purpose of establishing a
technician trebling program.. In this project, Donald P. Degli made a preliminary study
of mechanical draftsmen to identify "the important elements around which an adequate
program can be deve1oped."(8) The results of this preliminary study proved the question-
naire method effective in obtaining the desired data. The results further revealed much
information about drafting duties that wouldbecome meaningeul only on close examination.

The other study referred to is one that I am presently conducting. The purpose of
this study is to identify and quantify the technical competencies needed by teachers of
certain vocational-technical subjects. One of these subjects is design/-Irafting. Arhough
the study is directed toward vocational-technical education and is not completed, there
have developed some implications for industrial arts. More specifically, implications
for industrial arts design and drafting have become apparent.

A brief description of thr Irocedures will show the factors germane to my topic,
"Let's Look At Industry." i. first phase of the study, a task force consist:law ,tf six
--ep-esentatives from induee--- ah., three representatives from vocational schocw.- i.ras
..s.rotigtit together in a worketev... -These representatives were selected after being recom-
-emended by their company err plasseol and after a personal interview. They represented a
cross-section of industry. it alt cases the individuals were outstanding, and most held
supervisory classifications.

It was the responsii:elity of this task force to identify all competencies needed, used
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or expected of draftsmen and designers in the composite of their companies. The work-
shop lasted for three days, during which a great amount of effort was expended. At the
end of the workshop, a competencies listing existed in the form of notes and on tape that
took several weeks to classify and organize into a questionnaire.

The relevant material for this presentation is based on the concepts resulting from
that workshop. The defining of "drawing fundamentals" received much attention, as the
fundamei s did not seem to be the same for all participants. Eventually they were
agreed upon and included the following: (1) A knowledge of projection and all that it im-
plies, (2) a knowledge of and ability to dimension, (3) ability to execute freehand sketches,
(4) a knowledge of tolerances and tolerancing, and (5) a working knowledge of drafting
standards, i.e., Military Standards.

An extensive list could be presented but these represent trend of thought. It is worth
mentioning that exceptional skill in lettering was not of particular concern to this group.

Some other items that the task force felt were of great value to a draftsman or de-
signer are: (1) That each person should have an appreciation for the role that his occu-
pational classification plays in the whole of engineering services; (2) a general knowledge
of materials and processes and the economics of industry; and (3) an ability to apply
problem-solving techniques to the job at hand. Computer technology was of only mild
concern.

I could continue at great lengths, but suffice it to say that from this workshop a ques-
tionnaire was developed that included 348 items.

I have since implemented much from this workshop into an existing course in machine
drafting and design. This was doneby dividing the class into design teams and selecting a
design problem to be carried from analysis through completed working drawings. In
one such class, a student who has been a design-draftsman for seventeen years with NASA
and related civil services was enrolled. It was his expressed opinion that what we were
doing in the course paralleled very closely the practices of industry.

I feel very strongly that it is time for industrial arts educators to get out of the text-
book and the laboratory occasioallly to examine what industry is doing. Not that signifi-
cant changes are necessarily needed nor likely to result, but it only follows that we can
better teach about industry if we expose ourselves to it more often. This discussion
should not be misconstrued as implying that industrial arts should be the training of
draftsmen. i am implying, however, that industrial arts education on the secondary level
has a responsibility for providing the opportunity to youth to learn that which industry
considers important; to develop correct concepts about the role of the engineer, the de-
signer and the draftsman. This opportunity is not present in a course organized around
the copying of drawings, drawing three views of a block and other similar traditional
methods of teaching mechanical drawing.

FOOTNOTES

1. Jacobsen, E. A. "Research Related to Industrial Arts Teacher Education," Status of
Research in Industrial Arts. (American Council on Industrial Arts Teacher Edu-
cation, Fifteenth Yearbook, 1966), Bloomington: McKnight & McKnight Publish-
ing Company, 1966.

2. Ochs, A. G. "Modernize Mechanical Drawing," School Shop, XXVII, No. 1 (September,
1967), pp. 58, 59.

3. Earle, James H. "Improved Technical Drawing Through Taacher Workshops,"
Engineering Graphics, VIII, No. 2 (February, 1968), pp. 12,14.

4. Kroner, Klaus E. "Graphics Teachers Go To School," EnVneering Graphics, VIII,
No. 2 (Febl-uary, 1968), pp. 13, 25.

5. American Society of Engineering Education, Division of Engineering Graphics. En-
gineering, Graphics and Design. XXI, No. 4 (Special Edition, 1967).

6. Pritchard, Tram. "Looking Around," Graphic Science, X, No. 2 (February, 1968),
p. 6.

7. Rowlett, John D. "An Experimental Comparison of Direct-Detalled and Directed
Discovery Methods of Teaching Orthographic Projection Principles and Skills,"
Unpublished doctoral dissertation, University of I114,--)is,1bana, 1960.

Dr. Lemons is Associate Professor ot Murray State University, Murray, Kentucky.
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INCREASE THE DEPTH
IN ELECTRONICS FUNDAMENTALS

Richard L. Pierce

It is well known that thousands of new job descriptions in the electronics industry
have appeared in the last ten years. The pace of change is likely to continue to increase.
Many of these new activities have been learned on the job. It may not be as well known that
those who adapted to change most successfully were those who were well versed in elec-
tronic fundamentals. It is human nature to give oneself most credit for newly gained
knowledge, while forgetting the teachers who provided the fundamental understanding.

Industry continually presses educators, usually in specific terms: "We need tech-
nicians with more training in microwaves, or computers, or solid state speed controls,
or numerical controls, or color TV, etc." The educator faces many restraints in attempt-
ing to meet these demands: it takes a larger budget for more equipment, better teach
training, and perhaps most important of all, more time for teaching.

The most effective way to meet this increasing pressure is to improve the teaching
of fundamentals, both in manual skills and in understanding electronic theory. In skills,
the most important items include how to make good connections, how to use the volt-ohm-
ammeter and how to use the oscilloscope with versatile sweep.

In teaching fundamentals, like other dynamic subjects in education, the tendency is
just to grow and proliferate. Concentrated effort should be directed toward developing a
clever, coordinated presentation of everything from Ohm's Law to the operation of com-
mon amplifiers, making the most effective use of the limited time available. Each line
a fundamental concept is revealed to the student, it should be done in a way that makes the
later re-appearance of that concept or principle in a complex circuit evident and familiar.
If the volt-ampere relationships of resistors and other circuit elements are prGperly
started, the task of applying understanding of linear and nonlinear current vs. voltage
curves for brand new semiconductor devices becomes less frightening. Preper handling
of the difficult subject of feedback, desirable in operational amplifiers and servo control
systems but undesirable in certain amplifiers with high gains and stray coupling, can
make later specialized training proceed more easily for both student and instructor. To
accomplish tnese objectives often requires considerably more depth and breadth from the
teacher of fundamentals than from those who follow with more specific and complex cir-
cuit applications.

As a concrete example: suppose we represent half-watt resistors on graphs ae rec-
tangles. The bottom horizontal edge lies on the voltage axis, the left vertical side along
the current axis. The lower left corner coincides with the origin, a diagonal drawn to
the opposite corner has a slope measured in amperes-per-volt or mho's of conductance.
The reciprocal is the resistance, as is the ratio of the length of the voltage side to the
current side. The area of the rectangle represents the power dissipated (or volt-ampere
product). If a series of such rectangles is prepared to the same scale for the EIA resistor
values of 1 kilohm, 1.2K, 1.8K, 2.2K, 2.7K, 3.3K, 4.7K, 5,6K, 6.8K, 8.2K and 10 K, the
student's eye quickly r.pots the reason for the EIA value scale for 10% tolerance resistors.
If all areas correspond to 1/2-watt, and all lower left corners coincide, the locus of the
opposite corners is a hyperbola. This constant-power locus is a familiar line on vacuum
tube anode characteristics and collector-emitter transistor curves. When the time comes
to study these nun-linear curves, the student can think of them in terms of resistor rec-
tangles, if it helps his understanding. Technicians often have to combine EIA resistor
values to make some other value, or to meet a power dissipation requirement. In the
latter case, the total circuit power can be a large room-sized rectangle of width total
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voltage and height total current. By taking resistor rectangles and moving them around
until the room is filled, the technician can synthesize series, parallel, or series-parallel
networks readily, without exceeding the power rating of some resistor. This concept has

been carried far enough so that most electronics instructors can pick up the ball and run.
Another very helpful graphic technique shows the transfer function, that is, output on

the vertical axis and input on the horizontal axis. In brief, by taking a simple differential
amplifier circuit, and changing the common emitter resistance from a high to a low value,
and by the judicious use of regenerative and negative feedback resistors, it is possible to
take the student from a simple amplifier through wide-gain, high-fidelity, to Schmitt
trigger, operational amplifier, and finally logic gate and flip-flop. The transfer charac-
teristics for each are shown with the graph of volts out per unit volts in, and the job of

showing how negative feedback reduces gain, certain combinations produce hysteresis,
and why certnin circuits have high gain but poor noise immunity, while others have ex-
cellent noise tharacteristics but low sensitivity can be easily shown.

If instructors at the high-school and techr? 7.ol school level would concentrate on
fundamentals, and condense tlie method of cove,..a.g the material, they would indeed be
providing the industrial employer with a very higli-potential technician employee able

to learn new things on the job with excellent grounding in fundamentals.

Mr. Pierce is a Consulting Engineer, Madison, Wisconsin.
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IMPLICATIONS FOR POWER MECHANICS
IN JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOLS

Angus J. Mac Donald

Power mechanics is a relatively new area being introduced into many junior high

school industrial arts programs. At this early stage of its development, it is very difficult
to identify it as a specific body of knowledge through an investigation of the present offer-
ings which are so diverse. About the only generally common elements found in the various
junior high school power mechanics offerings are its name, "power", and "energy". It
is probably healthy for an emerging area such as power mechanics to be in such a state
of dissimilarity and flux. A wide variety of programs is an excellent source from which

the final strong programs will be able to evolve.
Starting with the rather widely accepted premise that industrial arts on the junior

high school level should be more or less introductory and exploratory, many curricular
implications involving power mechanics are in the offing. These implications will, for
the most part, involve the scope and sequence of the concepts to be presented to the
student, as well as the types of activities in which he will be able to participate in order

to reinforce the concepts. Ancillary implications will involve software such as books,
audio-visual aids, booklets, pamphlets and the like. Ancillary implications relating to

hardware for the activity phase of the program will involve equipment, material and

facilities.
From the vast body of knowledge available for power mechanIcs curricula, what scope

and sequence of knowledge would be appropriate for junior high school students? It is
easier to ask this question than to answer it. me general c-itc,-ta for content in a junior

high school power mechanics program could be applied to an arbitrary construct of power

concepts, in order to glean some guidelines for developing power mechanics curricula
for the junior high school.

Aoa
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Possibly one ciiterion which could be applied to the power construct is one which
maintains that the level of abstraction at the junior high school should be kept low, but not
elimin4ted. It should be kept low because of the mental immaturity of the average student
whose previous educational experiences have, for the most part, been a direct experiencing
of see, touch, hear, do, etc., as he was being slowly introduced to the abstractions of lan-
guage, mathematics and some science. Abstraction should not be eliminated uecause it is
an integral part of learning; it should be introduced at a number of leveis commensurate
with the divergent abilities of the students.

Textual content should cover subject matter which is either readily observable or
can be effectively explained through the utilization of many pictures, other audio-visual
aids or demonstrations. Concepts which require basic scientific knowledge to which the
student has not been previously exposed should be avoided, or the necessary basic science
should be taught along with the power concepts. The emphasis should be on total under-
standing so that subsequent power concepts which build on previous ones can be readily
und-rstood.

In the area of student activity, abstraction should be kept at a level wherein the student
knows what he is doing, why he is doing it, and what is the importance of his experimenta-
tion. Rote or slavish direction obedience is not experimentation or problem-solving.
Activity should progress from a directive experimentation, for an understanding of the
concept, to free experimentation and problem-solving on the part of the student, for rein-
forcement of the concept. Experimentation should be leveled to a wide range of student
abilities. More obvious abstractions involving practIcal or empirical problem-solving
experimentation should be available for the lower ability students. The higher ability stu-
dents should be given more subtle abstractions involving mathematical and reasoning solu-
tions of problems, and experimentation to confirm their mathematical computations or
test the validity of their reasoning. Thus, the students are being groomed for later pro-
grams involving, of necessity, high levels of abstrar don which cannot be readily demon-
strated, i.e., atomic theory, electrical theory and the like.

Another general criterion which couldbe applied to the power construct is one involv-
ing student interest and motivation, which are so essential at the junior high school learn-
ing level where student maturity is only able to ascertain some short-term goals for
learning. Power concepts which are pertinent to his usual activities and within his im-
mediate experience should be utilized in such a way that they lead to an understanding of
other power concepts more remote from his present well-being. The transition from the
immediate to the remote is feasible as long as concepts are taught along lines of basic
scientific principles identifiable as common to both the immediate and the remote.

Student activities should also be geared to student interest and motivation. These
activities in a junior high school program of power mechanics would probably fall between
Cie sterile science laboratory approach and the usual industrial arts project-centered
approach. They might closely approximate some of the applied science activities which
some general science programs itilize. These activides are usually student-conducted
experiments demonstrating applied science principles with rather specialized laboratory
equipment. In power mechanics, the same activity could take place, except that the students
would utilize adapted industrial equipment. They would experiment with the applied science
conc..ipt 07. a more industrially oriented basis so that the activity would take on a more
interesting air of reality. From such activities, they would also gain certain knowledge
and skills relative to working with industrial equipmenta traditionally sacred "muut"
for many industrial arts teachers.

A final implication is based on the criterion that junior hig'i school students are
usually very volatile and ac:ive. It involves the choice of curricula from the construct
which allows the students a wide latitude of learning beyond the normal classroom cur-
ricula and laboratory activity, hut well within their varying abilities. Power concepts
which underlie common knowledge area should be selected in preference to concepts
which are rarely utilized in everyday living, or are so abstruse that they are discussed
only in highly technical publications.

In the same vein, student activities should be planned with plenty of student invcive-
mert, as well as being open-ended, so that the student has plenty of opportunities to ,en-
ture out on his own and to discover for himself the wide ladtude of applicadons to which
basic science principles lend themselves.

Power mechanics curriculum content must be designed to fk the junior high school
student, not the student to the curriculum.
Mr. MacDonald is Associate Professor at San Jose State College, Colifornia.
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IMPROVING EDUCATION IN WOODWORKING

C. Austin Eckerline

Did you read the paper this morning? If so, did you see the announcement by the
DuPont Company of a revolutionary new plastic? It sounds like a truly remarkable dis-
covery according to the newspaper report, but we have become so accustomed to new
technological advances that you may have overlooked it.

According to the paper it is beautiful, relatively cheap, and available in a wide choice
of weight, strength, color and texture values. Machining characteristics are excellent; it
can be bent, sliced, planed, sawed and sanded. It can be glued, nailed or screwed to itself,
other plastics, paper or metals. It can be finished naturally or painted to match any
decor. Sounds like a real discovery, don't you agree? I have misled you, DuPont did not
develop such a material. Evenwith their enormous staff, facilities and budget, I doubt that
they could produce such a universal plastic, and there's really no reason for them co try.
God has already given us such a product. It's nature's own plastic, wood. Maybe you've
never considered wood a plastic, but it is. Today, I invite you to think of wood as the
truly remarkable creation of nature that it is, and together let us explore it during the
next few minutes.

Most of us take wood too much for granted; this is a mistake, especially for you who
are teaching our young people how to work with it and produce useful products for home
and industry. Being a wood technologtst, I have a better underotanding of what it is, how
it behaves, and why it is often so contrary. I want you to learn more of this marvelous
material, too.

Last summer I was invited by Dr. Jack Luy of Eastern Kentucky University to instruct
at an eight-week summer institute in wood technology for high school industrial arts wood-
working teachers, funded by the National Defense Education Act. There were 25 students
from all sections of the nation present. In preparing to teach these men, I became aware
that there is a wide gulf between the wood technologist and the industrial arts woodworking

teacher. Little or nothing has been done in the past to acquaint these teachers with a
basic understanding of wood as a structural material. Many of you teach carpentry and
the uses of wood In construction, but we will confine this discussion to woodworking in-
struction as it applies to the production of furniture, fixtures, flooring and millwork.

Wood-based industry is in a period of rapid transition, with new machines, new
methods and new products being introduced almost

Woodworking has traditionally been a craft industry employing much hand labor to
produce a quality product. Theold ways Just won't work in today's labor markets. Today's
industry needs highly-trained, eager young people who can meet the challenge or the future.
Besides the lack of communication between the wood specialist and the woodworking
teacher, there also seems to be a lack of rapport between the teacher and the industry.
This is equally unfortunate for the teacher, the student and the industry. Teachers are
missing a chance to get valuable program support, students are missing an opportunity

to enter a rapidly expanding field of work, and industry is missing a chance to hire the

type of young man that they desperately need now, and in the future. Management, because

of competitive pressures, often doesn't take the initiative, so if the job is to be done, It
will have to be the teacher who does it. Therefore, I invite you teachers to help bridge

this gap.
In the past, the woodworking industry has imported its skilled labor from Canada or

Europe. This was the easiest and cheapest way to hire the necessary hand skills that
companies required. This sourte of labor has largely dried up for a number of reasons;
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mainly the amazing economic recovery of Europe due to the Marshall Plan and the Com-
mon Market. Also, industry's emphasis has shiftedfrom the skilled hand craftsman to the
highly skilled machine setup man and operator. Industry just can't afford hand labor at
today'D labor prices. Besides, machinery is now available to do the job faster, more
accurately and better than the old way. This equipment, of course, requires a different
type of skilled employee. And since we can't import him, we must train him. You can
do this, if you meet this challenge and seize this opportunity. Just as the old ideas won't
work in industry, the old ideas of education won't work, either.

Therefore, today I wish to outlinc the changes that I believe are required if the high
schools are to supply el.43 need. These conclusions were not reached in haste, but from
my Ixperience of 17 yeaLs as a n.anager of woodworking plants and 4 years in education.
My present job is primarily to bridge the gap between the school and the shop. It's a big
job, but it is also fun, and I enjoy it. I believe you will, too.

To tackle this problem will require an open mind. Some of the ideas Pm going to
suggest may shock you, and some may make you angry. In any case, I hope they will
stimulate your thinking. If I can do this, my trip here will have been worthwhile. Here
is my 15-point program for teaching students the skills that are salable in today's market-
place. Anything less is shortchanging the student and the taxpayer, not to mention the
industry.

(I) The first priority of my program is the retrair,:b2; of present woodworking teach-
ers in basic wood technology and requiring such courses for future teachers in this field.
You can't teach woodworking if you don't understand wood. Colleges and universities that
train teachers must require this thstrectier for present student teachers and they must
also offer it to experienced teachers dr. )og'r .7,1ng and summer courseb: This education
should start at the beginning with tree o.nd VrYJ.i identification. Thus I'm suggesting den-
drology (tree identification) as the Ingical !lace to start, with courses in wood identifies-
toil to follow. These courses should stress the differences of basic structure between the
softwoods and hardwoods. The presence of resin canals, small rays, long wood cells and
the absence of large pores distinguish the softvioods; thicker cell walls, heavy rays and
large pores distinguish the hardwoods. Such knowledge is basic to anyone who wants to
understand wood. The properties of wood also should be explored, with emphasis on wood
moisture relationchips, for this explains many mysteries of wood behavior. Wood shrinks
ten times as m .on !cross the grain as along it, and twice as much in a tangential or flat-
sawn plane as in a radial or quarter-sawn plane. An understanding of the alignment of
the wood rays and pits in the cell walls explains why this is so. The instruction must also
include information about both air and kiln drying, what moisture content is, and how it is
determined. It is the weight of the water in the wood expressed as a percentage of the
weight of the bone dry wood substance. Fiber saturation point should be explained and
understood, for this is the point at which the cell cavities are empty of water and water
begins to leave the cell walls. This loss of water in the walls causes lumber shrinkstge
and brings the problems associated with it. Finally the course should cover wood behavior.
It should explain why hickory is tough and atrong, while white pine is soft and relatively
weak. Definitions of tensile strength, bending ctrength, stiffness and modulus of elasticity
should all be explored and explai ,ed. Lumber grading should be covered in some detail
too, so that you understand why hardwoods are graded on the number and size of clear
pieces that can be cut from the board, while softwoods are graded by defects in the whole
board. Hardwood boards are cut up and used, while softwoods are used as they are re-
ceived. You don't cut out the knots in a 2 x 4 before you use it.

Wood sandwich products should be explored in detail, too. Plywood, both lumber and
veneer core, laminated beams and finger jointed products should be studied with emphasis
on the adhesives, the equipment and the manufacturing techniques used. Finally, the course
should cover modified wood products such as particleboard and hardboard. It should ex-
plain how chips or flakes are cemented together to produce particleboard, while hardboard
is made by cementing individual wood fibers together, as in paper manufacturing. In
short, you as a teacher need a course in wood; the different kinds, where they come from,
their structure and properties, how they behave and how we can modify wood into other
usable products.

(2) Teachers should get some indusay experience during summers both while in school
and while employed in teaching. Industry today has equipment that you've never seen and
perhaps never dreamed of. But you should be aware of this equipment, and how it fits
into the production process. Today we have machines that can sand plywood with 1/85 in.
faces at a speed of SOO sq. ft. per minute; that can glue up 3/4 in. panels at 20 sq.ft. per
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minute; that can rout by tracing a blueprint or from information fed to the machine by
magnetic tape; that can plane wood with abrasive belts instead of using cutter heads; and
that can sand solid panels at speeds of 150 lineal feet/minute. These are but a fev,, of the
machines industry uses today. We also have new adhesives like the epoxies and not melts,
new finishes like the ureas, vinyls, polyesters and urethanes, and wood substitutes such
as plastic mouldings and vinyl overlays. Printing, embossing and other techniques permit
us to make cheap woods such as poplar and gum look like expensive oak, maple, walnut

and mahogany.
(3) You should read trade magazines regularly and make such reading available to

your students. The three best arn Woodworking Digest, Wood and Wood Products and
Industrial Woodworking. Read at least one. There is also a regular list of additional
information availatie in each magazine issue by writing to equipment manufacturers,
trade associations and universities. Obtain these giveaways and pass along the best ideas
to your students.

(4) You should make it your '..,usiness to know local industry leaders, their companies
and products. They are the employers who will hire your students and perhaps you, too,
to get the summer experience that I suggested. You should also call upon them to talk to
students and provide the experdse in special areas of instruction. They also can supply
local citizen support to purcaase needed equipment and facilities. They might even donate
machines for a specific training need. Get to know these people and you'll find you have
friends who are happy to help you. Also become acquainted with labor leaders, for they
can boost your program too.

(5) You should consider leasing instead of purchasing equipment, with the option to
update when newer and better machines come on the market. It may even save the school
money and certainly offers you greater flexibility in the choice of machinery. It also
softens the shock of the large initial purchase request.

(6) You should make greater use of out-of-school teaching talent. Invite equipment
people in to talk about mr.shinery, and material suppliers such as lumber, adhesive and
finishing sales people to explain theirproducts. They have movies and filmstrips available
for just such purposes, and such people are experts in their fields.

(7) Make greater use of your state university or nearest forestry school for guest
lecturers and extension specialists. Use their film libraries where you can. Most states
have people available for special instruction and are delighted to visit high schools. In-
vite them.

(8) Make greater use throughout your teaching of films, filmstrips and perhaps pro-
grammed teaching. The National Forest Products Association in Washington has a com-
plete catalog of literature and films available free upon request. This Association also
has technical people who are pleased to visit your class and talk to studentb about wood.

(9) Get over the "hand tool and home workshop" mentality. You must realize that
industry uses heavy specialized equipment to produce efficiently. Light equipment is fine
to learn on, hut be sure the students understand that this is only for learning. Develop
simple projects where several students -set up a simulated production line and each does
a single operation to produce the final product. This Is particularly good toward the end
of a woodworking course for a project so that the student can become more industry-
oriented. It also illustrates how a long product run justifies the time and expense of a jig
or fixture to make an operation safer, faster and more efficient.

(10) Use field trips to acquaintstudents with local industry. Most companies welcome
visitors, particularly from schools. They are also selfish and would like to be able to
hire good young workers. Don't let a field trip become a mob scene. Schedule two or
three boys at a time for an "in-depth" look at the business and perhaps lunch with fore-
men and managers. This takes more effort, but provides a much more meaningful ex-
perience for the boys. Require a short report from the student after the trip about his
experiences, to stimulate greater interest and questions during the tour.

(11) Make use of displays of local products, safety posters and exhibits to show the
range of items manufactured from wood. St. Regis Paper Company in New York City has
a whole series of color ads on wood that should be in every high school woodworking shop.
And they are free for the cost of a letter to the company. Get them for your shop.

(12) Plan to take some new courses at regular intervals to learn more about the
latest teaching techniques. These can keep your outlook current and may also put money
in your pocket, if the principal is aware of your studies.

(13) Acquire some basic understanding of the computer, what it can do, and what it
can't do. Most people are frightened by these machines. Remember computers are only
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as smart as the programmer. Here again gat your local IBM or Univac salesmen to talk
to your clos in this specialized area. Computers are being used in woodworking more
and more.. First they were used only for pay .olls and billing; later for inventory control.
Now we are beginning to use them to figure luier yield, to set work standards and ma-
chine loading times. They have even been used to 7erate certain machines, and this use
will certainly increase as even more sophisticated computers and optical scanners are
developed.

(14) :1-ivestt; ,re work-study programs for some of your students so they can work as
well as go to schuo.l. This may be especially helpful to students from low income groups
by supplying scrne extra family income while they continue school, and make the daily
instruction much more meaningful, too. I believe that many students who presently drop
out and become a problem to society could be salvaged by such courses. Let's try to
make them useful ccus instead of dropouts. Investigation may turn up some federal
or state money for such a project.

(15) Finally, 1 Invite you to bring more entl'usiasm to the classroom or shop. Wood
is the most exciting material in Cu-, worlc,, if yon Lnderstand it. Become better acquainted
with it, know where the tree grew and acquire some understanding of logging and saw-
milling. You can't be enthusiastic about something you don't know or understand. En-
thusiasm for your subject can go a long way toward making up for deficiencies in equip-
ment or teaching techniques. Enthwiiasm is contagious. If you're enthusiastic about your
subject, your students will be, too. Wood can be a very dull subject, or it can be very
exciting. The choice is yours. If the woodworking industry is to prosper and grow, it must
h.we a continuing supply of properly trained and motivated young people eager and willing
tr accept the challenge. As woodworking teachers you have a responsibility to instruct
and stimulate these young people. I hope I have given you some Ideas about ways to do it
better.

"a. Eckerline is Wood Consultant in the Department of Forestry at the University of Kentucky, Lexington.

AIAA
Special Interest Session
NEW CONCEPTS IN CURRICULUM AND COURSES IN PLASTICS
Chrn., Loie Grandprey; Rec., Clark A. Malcornson; Speakers, James Runnalls, Gerald L. Steele, Richard
Reynolds; Host, Stanley Turner.

NDEA PLASTICS INSTITUTE: A FOLLOW-UP
James J. Runnalls

Title XI of the National Defense Education Act was extended in November, 1965, to
include in its institute program teachers and supervisors of industrial arts. Five institutes
were set up for the summer of 1966 and provided advanced study opportunities for 144 par-
ticipants. For the summer of 1967, the number of institutes was extended to twenty-nine,

Stout State University was awarded one of the 1967 institute contracts for a technical
specialty in industrial arts plastics. The purposeof this paper, then, is to show the degree
of success of the institute in encouraging the participants to initiate and include instruc-
tional units about plastics in their teaching.

The very high level of interest in industrial arts institutes was illustrated by the over
1,100 inquiries received by the plastics department at Stout. Twenty-five participants were
selected from a total of 689 applicants. The participants represented 19 states and one
trust territory of the US.

The participants were selected with the assumption that they had had no prior experi-
ence in working with plastics, nor had taken any formal college courses in industrial arts
plastics. Each applicant was to have indicated that he was not teaching any classes in
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plastics. It was discovered after the participants arrived on campus that two of them were
actively engaged in teaching comprehensive-units in plastics, but that they did lack formal
plastics training in an industrial arts classroom.

The content of this institute was divided into four major areas of instruction: plastics
materials and processes, tool making for plastics, educationai media and a seminar.

In the plastics n-laerials and processes section, the participants of the institute were
provided with an opportunity to have laboratory experiences in most of the plastics proc-
esses. The tool-making for plastics dealt with the production of steel tooling for plastics
processing. The participants studied about the theory of mold making and each partici-
pant completed a steel compression mold. The educ..ttional media section provided the
participants with an opportunity to produce overhead transparencies, 35mm colored slides,
and an instructional film, all pertaining to plastics processing. The seminar was used
to develop courses of study to be used in teaching plastics at the junior and senior high
school level.

All of this instruction was supplemented with field trips to Wastics processing plants,
to an extruder manufacturing plant and to a zool shop of a plastics processing corporation.

It was decided toward the end of the institute that several follow-up studies should
be made to ascertain the effectiveness of the institute in assisting the participants to
initiate plastics programs within their schools. It was decided that the first follow-up
shnuld be conducted toward the end of the first school year after the institute.

One of the questions on the application to the institute pertained to the desires of the
applicant to set up cr initiate a plastics program. Each of the participants expressed a
strong desire to learn about plastics and a desire to set up a program in plastics when he
returned to his school. Each of the applicant's immediate school supervisors, in many
cases superintendents, indicated that he would be willing to support the applicant in initiat-
ing a new program in plastics.

A follow-up information form was sent out to each of the participants in the latter part
of March. The following data were collected from the information forms sent out:

Each of the participants indicated thar he had gained enough knowledge about plastics
from the institute to teach a unit or course in plastics.

One of the participants indicated that his full-time teaching assignment was teaching
plastics. Four others indicated that part of their teaching assignment included classes
in plastics. The major teaching assignments of the others included; seven teaching gen-
eral shop, five teaching metals shops, seven teaching woodworking and one teaching auto

mechanics. The auto mechanics instructor was the only one who indicated that he was
changing schools next year. His full-time teaching assignment will be in setting up and
initiating a new plastics program. Nine, or 36.0 percent, of the participants were not
teaching any units about plastics in their if'kboratoriep.

It was noted that eleven of the participantSWere able to purchase plastics processing
equipment as a result of attending the institute. However, eight of the participants were
unable to obtain equipment either because their administration would not let them set up
a new program or because the school boards would not provide -funds.

To learn what communication had transpired between the participants and their re-
spective school boards, the information form showed that 12, or 48.0 percent, of the par-
ticipants had reported to their school boards on their attendance at the institute. Five of
these participants were among those who were not teaching any units about plastics, and
two of the five were not receiving any support in initiating a plastics program.

The information form revealed that the participants were kept busy during the school
year informing groups about their participation in the institute. Seventeen, or 68.0 per-
cent, of the group gave reports or demonstrations to local or state Industrial arts associt.-
dons during the school year. Three of the participants are on an AIAA panel discussion

on plastics at this convention.
It would appear that the participants arenot aware of the funds available to industrial

arts under Title HI of NDEA, or else allocations have not beev made by their respective
states or schools. Only one participant indicated that he was using matchtng funds of
Title HI to purchas'e plastics processing equipment for next year. Thirteen, or 52.0 per-

ent, of the participants were allocating specific funds to purchase plastics equipment for
ricxt year. The range of funds was from $320 to $10,000, and the mean was $3,227.

During this first year it could be naturally assumed that the pardcipants would be
lacking processing equipment since the equipment would have to have been ordered, in
most cases, before they attended the institute. One participant reported that he had been
able to procure a thermoforming press, compression press, two injection presses, a
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rotational casting inachinc and plastics welder this year. Three others reported having
thermoforming presses, and two others had injection presses. It is assumed that those
individuals working with vinyl dispersions also had access to heating equipment.

The participants who were teaching courses or units in plastics did obtain plastic
materials to work Nv'tth, even though not all of them had processing equipment. The most
common material being used was polyester resin for hand lay-up of projects. This was
being used by twelve, or 48.0 percent, of the participants. Nine were making use of vinyl
dispersions and six were using urethane foams, expandable polystyrene and polystyrene
sheet material. The acrylics were being used hi: nine of the Participants even though
little, if any, emphauis was placed on the use of this material during the institute.

During the seminar of the institute the participants were encouraged to subscribe to
plastics periodicals to keep abreast of developments in the plastics industry. Eleven of
the participants have subscribed to Modern Plastics magazine; thirteen did not subscribe
to any plastics periodicals. Seven, or 28.0 percent, of the group requisitioned plastics
books through their school libraries.

All of the participants have made molds of some type during the school year. This
would seem to indicate that they did have a continuing desire to work with the medium of
plastics.

During the seminar session of the institute, six courses of study for plastics were
developed. These courses of study were designed to meet the specific needs of certain
grade levels, laboratory facilities and time available to teach about plastics. Eleven of
the participants were using the courses of study which they helped to develop, and the
other five were using one of the other courses of study developed by the group.

It seems safe to assume at this time that the Institute in Plastics was a success,
since it is known that at least 16 of the participants were teaching a course or instructional
unit about plastics. Any program which provides a summer income can appear attractive,
but to learn at the same time is indeed a worthwhile proposition. It is interesting to note
that five of the men applied for NDEA institutes again this year, but all felt that they would
not be chosen because of prior experience at an institute.

Dr. Runnalls is Associate Professor at Stout State University, Menomonie, Wisconsin.

PLASTICS AS AN INSTRUCTIONAL AREA
Gerald L. Steele

In an age when the size of the world is shrinking, people are inoving about with ever-
increasing ease, new technology is being created daily and man is looking towards the
heavens, it is necessary for the curriculum of the schools to keep current with new tech-
nological advances.

One area of the new technology which has had little emphasis in the schools until very
recently is that of plastics or synthetics. Even the recent emphasis has been less than
desirable, It is this area of technology to which I address myself today.

Some idea of tne importance of the plastics industry can be established by a recent
estimate of the potential of this industry. The Society of the Plastics Industry, Inc., has
recently stated that the industry presently has reached about 4% to 5% of its total poten-
tial. It has a growth rate of up to five times that of all other industries. It is expected
to be one of the major employers in this country in the near future. If these facts are true,
and all indications are that they are, vastnew horizons are still to be blazed by this rela-
tively new family of materials.

Let us look for a moment at what these new materia/a are. Plastics have been de-
fined by Swanson as "those materials which are synthetic, or man made, which have large
molecules (high molecular weight) and are moldable during manufacture, but eventually
harden." These materials can further be broken down into two general categories:
thermoplastic and thermosetting.

Thermoplastics are those synthetic materials which are moldable when hot and rigid
or semi-rigid when cooled. They may be remolded with sul,sequent heating. Thermo-
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setting plastics are those which are moldable under heat and/or pressure and cure to a
solid part. Thermosetting plastics may not be remolded; they are permanently cured.

These two types of plastics have many generic kinds within each family. Generic
names such as acrylic, nylon, cellulose acetate, polyethylene, phenolic and melamine
should he familiar even to the casual obsezver.

What does this all have to do with industrial arts, we ask? It becomes increasingly
obvious as we walk through the local drug store, the hardware store, the super-market
and the clothing store, to name a few, that plastics are becoming increasingly important
in our lives. If we are to depend upon plastics and intelligently thse plastics, either as
producers or consumers, we ought to know more about them, how they are produced and
how they arA processed. Since industrial arts has been die subject area which has been

made up of other industrial materials, then why not plastics?
Well, what has been done with plastics in industrial arts in the past? Pitifully little,

if we are to use "Interpretation of Industry" as one of the cornerstones or objectives for
industrial arts. Most of the cours or units in plastics at the secondary school level
have been based upon secondary finishing operations of acrylic plastic sheet, the so-called
"fluffing and buffing of acrylics".

Just how little has been done at the college level is 'reflected in James Runnalls'
doctoral thesis of 1965. His study of over 200 college industrial arts departments in the
US has shown conclusively that the colleges have only very recently begun to teach the
concepts of the plastics industry.

If we are truly to attempt to Mterpret the plastics industry, we must teach the con-
cepts of that industry and not "fluffing and buffing" of acrylic, a skill which cannot be
defended as an industrial or mass productionprocess. It can only be described as a minor
finishing operation or craft approach to plastics.

We ask, then, what are me concepts of the plastics industry which should be taught?

If we use the volume of plastics materials processed as a criterion for selection of the
most important plastics process, we would arrive at injection molding as being the most
important to the industly This process converts the largest tonnage of plastics mate-
rials into consumer products of any process. Therefore, my first recommendation is
that a course or unit in plastics at any level must include injection molding.

The second most important process now seems to be thermoforming, i.e., vacuum
forming, blow forming or mechanical stretch forming. These three thermoforming
operations, with all their variations and combinations, probably account for the next
largest total volume of plastics materials processed into finished consumer products.

The third process in terms of current importance to the M.' .stry is the oldest, com-
pression molding, which, with slight variation, becomes transfer molding. Although widely
used, it is a more costly process than injection molding, and in many cases is being super-
seded by injection molding wherever specifications e.id end use will permit.

A number of other processes remain, many of which c^:7. be successiully practiced
in industrial arts. A bare minimum plastics program at t' .econdary level should in-
clude no less than the three processes I have just describeci aamely, injection, thermo-
forming and compreasion/transfer molding.

Many will argue that extrusion may be more important than compression/transfer or
thermoforming in terms of pounds of plastics processed. In these terms they may be
right, but when we analyze further we find that much of the extruded volume is sheet and
film which is subsequently thermoformed into end products. Nevertheless, it is important
and should be included in a sound 'program.

Blow molding is another process which is becoming increasingly important. One
only has to look on the grocers' shelves to find evidence of this in containers for liquid
detergents, shampoos and similar items. It is rapidly gaining in volume.

Rotational molding has gained a nice share of the market recently and has become
feasible for industrial arts. It promises to gain in popularity rapidly.

Other processes or taaterials which have proved themselves and deserve to be in-
cluded in a plastics course are reinforced plastics, fluidized bed coating, foam molding,
welding and heat sealing, vinyl dispersion coating and dip coating.

Each of the processes mentioned is feasible for industrial arts although some are
more costly than others.

Of course, one cannot talk about curriculum without being caught up in the equipment

question. But for the moment, I prefer to discuss the curriculum aspect a bit further.
I would like to pursue the idea of what material should be taught in what order, and to what

depth it should be pursued.
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The question is simply this, how much can we include in a neginning course? The

introductory course should include a bit of the history (just a few of the high points to

give some background), classification of mar,-:rials (thermoplastic and thermosetting),
familiarity with the common generic materials and, finally, familiarization with the proc-

esses, including the actual operation of the associated machines.
ln order to become thoroughly familiar w!th the industry, one must become involved

in the design of products and the design and construction of molds. This content should

be contained in the second course, together with a deeper look at basic polymer chemistry.

A third course might indicate advanced design and mold construction problems de-

veloped around an independent study sc Bine. Problems may also be developed in the

area of plastics materials testing.
One must be reminded that the abovc three courses are recommended for under-

graduate college curriculum on the quarter system. Should they be applied to the semester

system at the college level, some adjustments might be in order, such as combining the

three courses into two. Consideration should also be given to undergraduate and graduate

problems courses in plastics where the student and the instructor develop the rroblem

in cooperation, based on the background of the student.
Knowing full well that many students taking a plastics course at the graduate level

have not had adequate background to pursue such work on a problem basis, I suggest that

adequate background be developed in such a course. This should be done at an accelerated

rate during the first part of the course, to be followed by a problem-solving approach to

the subject at hand.
The problem of specifying equipment is always with us. Equipment must match the

curriculum in order to satisfy the objectives of any course. So let us look at some of

the objectives I would hope to satisfy in a series of plastics courses at the sui3ergraduate

level.
In addition to all of the noble objectives such as knowledge of the history of the indus-

try, appreciation for its importance, knowledge of the classifications, types and kinds of

plastics, knowledge of and ability to use the various processes, design, safety and interest
in plastics, there is one which I think is of utmost importance. We are in the business

of preparing teachers who will instruct our children. These teachers will in all probability

specify the equipment that they willneed for their courses. It seems of paramountimpor-
tance that we instruct them on how properly to specify equipment for those courses. Since

the level of instruction (grade level) should have a direct effect on the equipment specified,

we should provide equipmer., for different levels of instruction at the college level, allow-

ing the students to become familiar with all of it.
There is now available plastics equipment suitable for industrial arts use for junior

high, senior high- general and senior high- post-high-school vocational levels of instruc-

tion. Such varieties of equipment for the various levels of instruction should be available

for the students to learn to operate when in college.
The problem that I foresee is that at the college level large pieces of expensive equip-

ment will be purchased, and the graduating student will only be able to operate this large

equipment. Further, he will know about this type only, which often results in his not being

able to select equipment which the students at his level of instruction will be able to oper-

ate successfully.
If, on the other hand, various levels of equirment are available, the college student 1

learns how to operate each according to its purpose, he is in a better position to select

equipment and teach the course, and, knowing this, he will be encouraged to set up new

courses in this area. Teachers tend to teach what they know best. Teachers shy away

from the unknown. Many do not care to experiment. We in teacher education can reduce

this tendency by providing the necessary experience and knowledge in our courses.
Advanced courses in plastics should provide the student with knowledge and experi-

ence in the design of plastics products, together with design and construction of molds

associated with that product. They should expand the student's knowledge of plastics

materials and their proper applicadons. A good product requires a good mold.
Mold-making technioras are necessary, because very few equipment manufacturers

provide or sell molds fot their equipment. Those molds that are available are prohibitive

in price. So in order to use the equipment, the instructor finds it necessary to develop

his own molas.
Mold-making is an art which can only be learned through practice. It seems that the

more problems the student encounters, the more he learns. The general principleo of

mold design and construction can be provided for the student, but it Is only after he has
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had the trial and error experience of mold design and construction that he truly under-
stands the process. At this point, he begins to become qualified to teach plastics at the

secondary level.
Further experience in plastics should include total design of products where more

than one material or plastic process (or both) are included in one product. Different
parts of the product should be fabricated or molded from different plastics materials by

a variety of processes. Where possible other materials, such as wood, metal, glass,
etc., should be incorporated into the product.

New frontiers should be explored by the advanced student or graduate student. He
should make new applications of existing processes or adapt processes to industrial arts
where they do not now exist.

To c-urn up my remarks, I feel that we need to develop total programs in plastics for
inchstrial arts teacher education so that the graduating student is fully prepared for de-
veloping and carrying forth a solid secondary school plastics program. He must know the

background of the industry, its growth and potential, the classifications of plastics, the
popular plastics materials and their end uses, the processes of the plastics industry and

their proper use and hw to design, develop and construct molds for plastics products.
The student should also be able to specify and defend the justification of plastics t.:quip-

ment for educational use.
This all sounds like a large order, but it is no more than we ask of a woods, metals,

electricity, power mechanics, graphic arts or drafting instructor. It cannot be done in

one three-quarter-hour college course. We do not do it for the above areas in that: time;

we should not in plastics. An area as important as plastics is becoming deserves a lot

more emphasis than it has been getting even in the past two or three years. More and

more colleges are looking for plastics instructors. Th,.s is a good sign. At least they are
becoming aware of the problem.

My remarks have been aimed at the context or framework or structure currently
associated with industrial education. The new approaches such as the Ohio StEte-Univer-
sity of Illinois Industrial Arts Curriculum Project, the Stout American Industries Project,
Don Maley's methods and others require the materials and pi. ,cesses of the plastics in-
dustry as much as, if not more than, our current pattern of teaching industrial education.
Some modification of course structure may be in order for the new approaches but I feel
that the same objectives must be satisfied.

Dr. Steele is Assistant Professor in the Oepartm,. -4 of Industrial Education and Technology at Ball State

University, Muncie, Indiana.
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NEW CONCEPTS IN CURRICULUM AND COURSES IN AEROSPACE EDUCATION

Chm, John Kerr; Rec., Charles Swinford; Speaker, Peder A. Otterson, Host, Robert Spinti.

MANPOWER REQUIREMENTS FOR
THE AEROSPACE INDUSTRIES

Peder A. Otterson

Aerospace Industry
The descriptive term "aerospace" is relatively new to our vocabulary. It implies

an extension of man's aeronautical activities within the atmosphere to the space beyond.
The Aerospace industry can be considered to include the research, developmc-it, design
and production of all aircraft, missiles and space craft and their supporting equipment.
This would include manufacturing plants that make completeaircraft or aerospace vehicles
as well as those_making component partE .-)/- sub-assemblies for these vehicles.

Federal government agencies such ,.) the National Aeronautics ana Space Adminis-
tration and the Department ar Defense, as well as private and university research labora-
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tories engaged in aerospace work, are generally included as part of the aerospace indus-
try.

In 1966, over 1.3 million people were employed in the aerospace industry. About a
half million workers were employed in the production of aircraft, another half million
were engaged in the construction of missiles and space craft, and an additional 150,000
workers were helping to develop and produce the complex electronic equipment needed
for today's aerospace vehicles. Civilian employees of the federal government comprise
the remaining aerospace workers.

Aircraft are produced to transport goods and people to all parts of the earth. About
three-fourths of aircraft production in dollar value is manufactured for the armed serv-
ices. Military aircraft include bombers, cargo planes, fighters, trainers and helicopters.
More civilian than military planes are produced each year. Civilian planes vary in size
from huge jet airliners costing millions of dollars to small single-engine planes with a
price of little more than a deluxe automobile. A recent survey indicates that the scheduled
air carriers nave currently on order aircraft valued at 5.5 billion dollars to be delivered
through 1971.

In the last few years, there has been a pronounced growth in the number of aircraft
produced for private business and pleasure flying. Space craft are designed to be launched
to escape the earth's atmosphere by means of speed many times that of sound. Rockets
are used as their propulsion systems, because such engines are the most powerful and
can operate without an air intake. A variety of different kinds of space craft is needed
for exploring space and for our national defense.

The Challenge of Space
The Tiros satellite supplies information about the weather, and the Early Bird satellite

transmits television signals across the oceans. Launch rockets, such as Saturn V, send
space craft to the moon and distant planets. At pregent, maximum effort is being made
to land astronauts on the moon by the early 1970. Fatal mishaps in the man-space pro-
gram have raised criticism that would attempt to stop these programs as being too dan-
gerous and wasteful of resources. Although the investment in material resources has been
high, it does not begin to compare with the daily consumption of materials in even limited
wars such as the current one in Southeast Asia.

Man in quest of adventure continually has new challenges to overcome. The pattern
throughout history shows that he will either devote his energies to pushing forward into
hostile environments, or he will turn to wars of conquest. There is little assurance that
there will be any change in this pattern in the future. The application of human skills to
solve problems required for man's existence in the low temperature and vacuum environ-
ment of space has accelerated developments of goods and services that will benefit man-
kind.

The Nature of the Job
The main components of either an aircraft or a space craft can be classified into

three general categories. These would be structures, propulsion and systems. Systems
would include instrumentation as required. The manufacturer of aerospace vehicles is
usually under the technical direction of a prime contractor. He manages and coordinates
the entire project, subject to periodic inspections by the agency ordering the vehicle.
His engineering department prepares design drawings and other specifications. These
go to production departments where the details regarding materials, processes and opera-
tions necessary to complete the vehicle are programed. The delivery and inspection of
thousands of parts and sub-assemblies from sub-contractors must be coordinated to fit
the final assembly.

The educational background and job skills required for the design and manufacture of
aerospace vehicles varies from the advanced degrees of engineers and scientists to that
of some plant workers who can learn their jobs after a few days or wet-ks of training.
Some of the more important jobs in aerospace products manufacturing can be listed under
three major categories: professional and technical occupations; administrative, clerical
and related occupations; andplantoccupations. Many of the jobs in this industry are simi-
lar to those found in other manufacturing industries.

Before production of an aerospace vehicle can begin, a design must be approved. This
involves many experiments and feasibility studies to determine different possibilities
that may meet the conditions in which the vehicle will be operated. Scale models that are
made from improved designs are tested under simulated flight conditions. The next step
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is to develop a full-size experimental model, or prototype, which is thoroughly tested

both on the ground and in the air. If these results are satisfactory, producticn may then

begin.
Usually many modifications in the craft are made during the course of design and

development, and often after production has started. The rapidity of technological dis-

covery often makes some equipment obsolete soon after productior. Continuous efforts

are being made to increase speeds, ranges, reliability and power through the application
of new materials and concepts.

Aerospace cngineers and scientists work in a wide and varied range of applied fields.

They are assisted by many types of workers such as draftsmen, mathematicians, labora-

tory technicians, electronics technicians and similar supporting personnel. They also

work with production planners, who plan the layout of machinery, movement of materials
and sequence of operations, so that inamn!acturing processes will flow efficiently. Tech-
nical writers and illustrators are employed to produce technical manuals and other litera-
ture used to describe the operation, maintenance and service of aerospace vehicles.

Although the managerial and administrative positions :in zlie aerospace industry may

be comparable to those in other industries, they usually require a closer relationship to
engineering, because of the importance of research and development in this field. This

would include direction and supervision, research and production, as well as the officials
in departments such as sales, purchasing, accounting, public relations, advertising and

industrial relations. Many clerks, secretaries, stenographers, typists and other office

personnel are also employed.
In 1965, about half of the werkers in the aerospace industry were employed in plant

jobs. These can be classified into the following groups: sheet metal working, machining
and tool fabrication, other metal processing, assembly and installation, inspecting and

testing, flight checkout, and material handling and maintenance. The minimum require-
ment for an engineering or scientific job in the aerospace industry is usually a college
degree in one of the engineering specialties or in science.

Trends in Technical Education
As the sophistication of the technology developed, it created an upward shift in the

technical preparation for the various levels of occupations. Engineering schools abandoned
many of their specialized applications and bardware-type courses and moved more closely

into the domain of the scientist. The press of competition and the explosion of scientific

discovery has required that the engineer be at the threshold of scientific inquiry. As the

engineering profession transcends to a higher operating level, a void is left, formerly
filled by the so-called practical or applications-type engineer. The engineer will rely

more heavily on the paraprofessional or technician and technologist, who is trained in a
narrow field of specialization, in addition to having a fundamental background in the con-

cepts of science and mathematics.
The team approach to scientific and engineering problems using the talents, training

and skills of specialists focused on a specific endeavor has come into existence primarily
since World War II. The technician, as the specialist in engineering applications, fill- a
vital role on the technical team. The original concept of the technician was primarily as

an assistant to the practical engineer and as liaison between the latter and the skilled

craftsman.
As the scientific frontiers were advanced, the responsibilities of each role were ex-

panded. A greater emphasis was placed on theoretical engineering and the importance
of research. Engineel ; are required to have i broad educational base with an understand-
ing and depth of the principles of science. Engineers are functioning less as application

specialists. With increased emphasis .on the development of the scientifically-oriented
engineers, there was a further increase in the applications gap that originally created the
need for technicians.

The Engineers Council for Professional Development has classified the technical
level of that portion of the continuum extending from the skilled craftsman to the profes-

sional engineer, which lies closest to the engineer, as "engineering technology". The

technician is being assigned increasingly complex duties by senior engineers in such areas

as supervision, conseruction, operation, production and certain phases of design. Although

there ide some rather widespread confusion over the term "technician", a definition has

been proposed which identifies an engineering technician as "one who has an associate

degree from a two-year engineering technology program." The term en&ineering tech-

nologist is defined as "a person who has completed the four-year baccalaureate degree
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in . technology." There has been a significant increase in the number of pro-
grams offering a baccalaureate degree in industrial or engineering technology. Some of
these programs have evolved from two- a.d three-year engineering technology programs
and others have grown from industrial options of the traditional industrial arts or indus-
trial education curricula.

The Engineers Council for Professional Development has for a number of years
recognized and granted accreditation Le many two-year, post-secondary, technical pro-
grams. It is only within the past year that they have recognized and granted accreditation
to a number of four-year technology curricula. This reflects in part the total shift in the
technical preparation for the needs of industry and society in general. It also reflects the
impurtance of providing the opportunity for the continuing education of the engineering
technician.

The cornotation of "terminal education" for the two-year schools discouraged many
of the students from enrolling in such progra.as. This has been well illustrated by the
fact that earollment in technical institute- has been quite static for the past five years,
while enrollments in four-ye, program increased. The engineering technologist
with a four-year bachelor's uegree is k. io hold the same job title and receive the
same salary as his more conventional counterpart, the BS In engineering. He is a much-
sought-after middleman in the industry - part businessman, part technician, part super-
visor, and oriented for manufacturing management.

Aerospace Technology-Kent State University
The four-year aerospace technology curriculum at Kent State University provides

an example of a baccalaureate technology program that etrolved from industrial am,
During World War II, several aviation courses were instituted at Kent in support of the
defense efforts of the nation. After the war, additional courses in aviation were added
along with the appropriate science and mathematics and general college requirements
necessary to fill otr, a four-year degree program.

The original structure was oriented to the body of knowledge relevant to aircraft
maintenance and also to the elements of flight. There were only a few graduates in the
early 1950's trom Aviatien Technology. The title of the curriculum was changed to Aero-
space Technology early in the 1960's, and several couraes were revised accordingly.
To date, there have beer. approximateJy 150 graduates from two options. The two options
are the "science" option, which has a heavy concentration of mathematics and science
in addition to specialized courses in aerospace subjects; and the 'operations" option,
which replaces some of the science and mathematic subjects with business and manage-
ment-type courses, plus electives in professional flight courses for those who have that
aptitude and interest.

A partial return on a survey being condected of the graduates of Kent State Aerospace
Technology indicates a high degree of acceptance by the aerospace industry for these
people. The job dues of these graduates range all the way from chief engineer, product
engineer, project engineer, en through to technical writers. In the professional flying
category, several are aircraft commanders or captains on jet airliners and various other
flight crew members, as well as eir traffic controllers and other ground support positions.
Although it is not my intent to suggest that the dollar sign be accepted as one of the major

4

criteria of success, it is interesting to note that over one-third of these graduates have i

salaries above the $15,000 per year bracket.
Future Employment Picture

The United States Bureau of Labor Statistics predicts that during the next decade
aerospace employment may fluctuate in the nature of application, but the total figure will
not vary significantly through 197.. This projection assumes that major defense expendi-
tures now being required for th-3 Viet Nam rcmflict will not be necessary, and these re-
sources can be reverted to peaceful applications.

A renewed emphasis on spece n xplorntion and the expansion of general aviation, as
well as oa the air transrortation system, should provide tens of 'Lhoutu ids of employment
opportunities. It is estimated that there will be 20,000 to 30,000 jot) openings each year
in aerospace occupations. The ratio of technicians to engineers is expected to increase
over this period, resulting in a total greater over-all growth in this category than in
many others.
Implications for Industrial Arts

As each new technology develops, ic compiles its own body of knowledge and vouabulary
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of technical terms. Many of the terms, materials, processes end concepts of the aero-

space industry are unique to that field. As the research and development of new dis-

coveries reach the manufacturing phase, a spin-off occurs that extends improvements
into all parts of the economy. Industrial arts can provide a valuable function if these
innovations are promptly included in the appropriate subject areas of the schools. The
team approach to problem solving in materials, power technology, instrumentation, elec-
tronics and testing can be very effective in making the school population more knowledge-

able about aerospace technology. The aerospace industry today represents a large, sig-
nificant segment of our gross national product and the nation's economy. We cannot ex-
clude the body of knowledge of this industry from the industrial arts curriculum without

being guilty of neglect.
Mr. Otterson teaches at Kent (Ohio) State University.
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A UNIT APPROACH TO INDUSTRIAL ARTS
FOR THE RETARDED CHILD

William A. Cochran

The mentally retarded student is an individual of habit, not reason, a person of doing,

but not of thinking. Most of 1.he time a person of normal intellect will learn to make daily
adjustments without conscious effort, but because of the limited abilities of the retarded
person, he must have more experiences of the same kind than the normal person in order
to arrive at a given stage of efficiency.

The experience or instructional unit for the retarded hoUld be a series of learning
experiences Which alloy these students the opportunity to meet over and over again 1...e

types c: c.xperiences to which they are expected to adjust in their daily live
A se.:cessful instructional unit is one that is dependent upon the experiences of the

students. Several years ago Christine P. Ingram listed three types of experience which

these students should have. She explained them in thls ..nanner:
Successful teaching and successful learning .:re dependent on 'child-experi-

ence'. The teacher's job is to guide the child so that this expecience is worth
while. For convenience in discussing the planning and carrying out of a unit of
work, it may be helpful to consider the experience involved as of three types- a
first-hand experience, the second-hand experience and the experience of ex-
pression.
All three types of experience are important factors in planning an instructional unit in

industrial arts for the retarded class. The first-hand experiences mean the students are

learning by direct participation with responsibility for the outcome, It is a part of life
itself; a tangible experi ence that involves doing, which is commonly referred to as the

basis of all effective learning.
But life cannot always be lived on this direct, c jecrete level, Even the experiences

of the mentally retarded student involve some degree of abstraction. lnevitabl their

direct concrete experiences become associated with abstractions. The sccond-hand ex-
perience can be said to be a form of abstract experienc...t. In the second-hand experience,

models and other audio-visual materials replaue the original experience. For teaching

purposes, therefore, imitation is better than no experience at all.
A combination of first- and second-hand experiences will bring about the experience

of expression. This experience is the doing, the acquisition of knowledge, the development
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of simple skills and the attainment of the objectives for the unit.
Any curriculum for the mentally retarded should be an evolving one, subject to change

as continued use and experimentation determine the need for modification.
Instructional units allow for deletions or additions to the curriculum, because these

chanres or modifications can be made without interfering with the objectives or goals of
the entire curriculum for the retarded student.

There are several points that should be considered in planning an instructional unit.
(1) The teacher must decide what his objectives are. One of the fundamentals of teach-
ing the mentally retarded student is that the teacher realizes that the objectives for the
retarded child differ from those for the normal only in degree and emphasis. Educational
experiences for the retarded should be sequential, with the emphasis placed on practical
application of all instruction.

(2) The teacher must try to base the unit on experiences that are common to most
of the students in his class. This is especially important for the reu....^ded because the
teacher needs a common point of departure that is within the scope of his retarded stu-
dents' experience.

:3) Using the common point of departure, the teacher should develop the unit in such
a way that the unit will lead the class through a series of sequential, structured experi-
ences. Built-in structure allows for flexibility; if one method does not work, try another.

(4) Do not set a time limit for the unit; the teacher may find the instructional topics
are too difficult or need revision.

(5) Finally, the unit should be so constructed as to reinforce other areas of knowledge
that are being developed 3n the school program for the "soeciol student".

"Knowing Your Home" is an instructional mit -17.ir can 'ne used as an illustration.
The purpose of this unit is to develop an awareness -- simple repairs, consumer knowl-
edge and safety. This unit is an attempt to use the home of the retarded student as the
basis for instruction. The home will be the common point of departure because the re-
tarded student is familiar with things he has or must use in his home environment.

The main objectives of this unit are to: Develop knowledge of basic hand tools; de-
velop some degree of skill in the use of hand tools; develop knowledge in how to perform
simple repair joi,s found in the home; develop consumer awareness; and develop safe
practiz.....s in working around the house.

The unit is divided into four instructional topic areas: Where and how water gets
into the house; where and how gas gets into the home; where and how electricity gets into
the home; and general maintenance and repair.

Each instructional topic is sub-divided into repair information topics and consumer
knowledge topics. The repair topics are the doing or first-hand experience, and the con-
sumer topics are the second-hand experiences such as field trips and film viewing. The
third-hand experience becomes the computation of the gas, water or electric bills and also
a realization of a repair job successfully completed.

"Knowing Your Home" was written to reinforce a mil : titled "Homebuilding". This
unit is concerned with training the reta. Jed student in the skills necessary for good home
management. The purpose oi the "Ho:nebuilding" unit is to develop skills in the proper
use and care of appliances, toe and general appararus used in the home. Instruction is
provided in the nutritional value, selection, preparation and storage of goods, as well as
in how to select and care for clothing; sound financial home management is also stressed.

A coordinated effort on the part of the industrial arts and home economics teachers
can mike a real, concrete and meaningful educational exnerience for the special class by
preparing the retarded students to become more effective members or providers for
homes.
Mr. Cochran is Shop Supervisor for the Mason Occupational Training Center, Arlington, Va.

AN ACTION CURRICULUM FOR
THE RETARDED ChiLD

Leonard Hunter

An exploratory program in industrial ars Vtled "Pre-Vocational" hes been in opera-
tion since 1964. It was designed to prevr-r drop-outs among low achieving or special
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education students.
A total of 18 boys in the educable range of mental retardation (IQ 50 to 80) was en-

rolled in the program upon the recommendations of the guidance counselor, principal,

teachers and school psychologist. Other requirements were that the boys had to be 15

years of age, had failed previous grades, had a high rate of absenteeism and might pos-

sibly drop out of school after reaching the legal age. After spending three years in the

program and having regular attendance, the boys would graduate with a high school

diploma.
Due to the lack of classroom and shop space, the class was located IR a vacant school

bus garage being used for storage. The boys can truthfully say they built their own class-

room, since the first few months were spent cleaning and remodeling the building. They

buil:: walls, installed the heating units, revamped the plumbing, reglazed the broken win-

dows, rewired the building, installed new lighting fb.tatres and painted the entire area.
This is a self-contained classroom and the students had the same teacher all day for

their academic and shop classes. The school day consisted of morning study of academic

subjects such as English, mathematics and current events. Whenever possible, these

subjects wcre correlated with the actual remodeling of the building. English was taught

as a means of communication, such as reading catalogues and writing purchase orders.
Mathematics was coordinated with measuring, estimating job costs, estimating the amount

of material and purchasing supplies. This type of instruction places emphasis on tb

practical use of knowledge and is far more interesting and beneficial to the slow learaer

than theoretical instruction.
All the boys were instructed in the safe use of all the power machir,2ry and tools in

the woodworking area. They constructed useful items, such as tables, gun racks, stools

and bookcases. The boys sold their products to the nublic for their own personal profit.

A few of the boys showed an interest in automobiles and lawnmower engines. An old

car and various engines were purchased so the boys could .gperitnc. . In order to learn

the parts and the fundamentals of repair, they would disas6emble and reassemble the en-

gines. The boys were not expected to make major repairs, but only progress as far as
their ability would permit. A few of the boys even overhauled cars and trucks.

Another group of boys showed rm interest in automobile body repair and refinishing.
Additional space was secured and the boys prepared a place to refinish automobiles. This

was a high interest area, and even today there are ten boys enrolled in this class.
When a few of the boys wanted to learn more about carpentry and the building trades,

the school system obtained a run-down house. The boys remodeled the house and it is

now being used as a home management house for trainable girls.
At the end of the 1967-68 school term, thirteen of the original eighteen boys graduated

with a high schoOl diploma, four boys dk-c) d out and one boy is still enrolled because of
his entry into the program two years early. Five are married and three have children.
Twelve of the thirteen graduates are working, three for building contractors, two as auto-
r.obile mechanics, two in paint body shops, five work in various industries throughout

the area, and the thirteenth is enrolled in college.
From the experience gained in this program, the boys have graduated from high

school, found gainful employment and are on their way to becoming useful citizens inste:td

of a burden on society.

Mr. HuMer is Coordinator for Special Classes, Connellsville, Pennsylvania.
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INDUSTIML ARTS AND
CA EER uEVELOPMENT

George B. Wilkinson

Career development is a concept which is being given coasiderable attention at the

present Gme. In Philadelphia, as in other large cities, we are concerned with the number
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of high school graduates who are unemployed while jobs go begging. We are concerned
when critics point their fingers at these people to show that education is not doing its job.
We are concerned about dropouts who might have been retained through an educational
program that had real meaning for them. We are concerned about the adult who does not
kncw where to turn when his job ceases to exist. All of this is within the context of our
general topic for today, "Industrial Arts and the World of Work", and the specific topic,
"Industrial Arts and Career Development".

Lt us consider for a moment the term career development. The first thing that
comes to mind as far as education is concerned is a traditional vocat4onal program.
Career development, as I refer to it, is much broader. It is a proceo nich begins with
the elementary school, continues through the middle and upper schools, and devUoos
throughout the working life of the individual. It is not restricted to preparation for any
particular job, or even for a particular trade or job cluster. It does refer to employment
and is concerned with: (a) providing an awareness of occupational opportunities, profes-
sional as well as non-professional; (b) study of requirements and compensations of a
variety of occupations; \ c) development of a salable skill.

Career development is a concept that should permeate the total educational program.
Education prepares one for life, with one's career, uhether it be in business, industry
or the heine, being a factor of major significance in that life. lt is a function of industrial
arts to bridge the gap between the academic and the industrial worlds and to provide a
way for career development within the educational framework.

But before considering industrial arts in its relationshlp with career development, it
is essential to establish some common acceptance of what we mean by industrial arts.
At the present time, I can identify at least six major recognized concepts of industrial
arts that are being developed currently. There is no point in going into the various con-
c-p at this time, but it should be noted that there tends to be coa.3iderable confusion as

exactly what direction industrial arts is to take, and even as to the function of industrial
at J.

If .ndustrial arts is to bridge toe gap between school and in.lustry, it must guide the
youngster into industry at a level consistent with his aspirations and abilities. It must
show nim what opportunities are available tohim, assist him in establishing career goals,
and point ti.e way toward achieving them. Specifically, it should provide the adequate on-
the-job kind of guidance that will give him the feel of industry and help him make a realistic
selection of a vocational program at the senior high school leve!, if this is the avenue
best suited for him. lf his interest requires training beyond high school, industrial arts
should help him find his way. For one who is not interested ir a vocational program, or
who is not interested .in post-high-school education of any kin 2, i.t lastrial arts should
provide a broad background of basic skills and knowledge that general application
and are conducive to flexibility and adaptability with respect to the industrial world.

At this point, I hope I have defined what I feel is career development and what would
be the function of industrial arts in broad terms with respect to career development.
Now let us become more specific.

Time is of major importance in any educational program. I submit to you that the
time allotted to industrial arts in the curriculum should be spent sr. the production part
of industry and not the record keeping, advertising and markeg phases of it. Time now
consumed by these activities could be used for career-oriented work. I am not implying
that the se activities are not important. On the contrary, I believe that they ...re of such
importance that they should be taught by business education teachers who have specifi.:
trainir:g in these areas. And why can't industrial arts teachers work with social studies
teachers ilk developing the historical backgrouud of industry? I'm sure some of you do.
Thertt are certain legal aspects of industry. Here, again, the business education and

social studies people could help. And how about mathematics? Industrial arts teachers
spend considerable time teaching youngsters to read a rule. They get involvet4 in the
teaching of fractions and decimals. ha't there sonic way that math assignmeuts can be
coordinated with industrial arts work in the interest of efficiency? When industrial arts
becomes involved in all of these fringe areas, there is little time left for the active
"doing" part of industrial arts which gives the child real expei-ience in what he's expected
to do out tIle job. This is a contribution industrial arts should make towards career de-
velopment.

When a youngster does get an opportunity for active work, it is seldom related to a
career. Many times the youngste- is involved in a cemin industrial process and is con-
cerned with only the process or with the end product. Quite often the work is project-
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oriented, and the project becomes an end iu itself, rather than just a means to an end.
Why can't this work be consciouslycareer-oriented through use of the Dictionary Occu-
pa.Lional Titles?

This brings u- to another factor to consider. Assuming the most efficient use of
time, and an accen4. on doing which, of course, implies that the youngster is provided
with the technical knowledge which enables him to do - how do we go about providing career
information? In Philadelphia, the guidance department has inaugurated a program called
"Room to Grow" at the fifth-gradc level. Resource persons are brought in to aiscuss
career opportunities in small groups. These are actual employees, engaged in a variety
of occupations, who realistically discuss requirements, opportunities, rewards and limita-
tions of their work. Many are local parents. Games are played to accent careers. rhere
are coloring books and various reading materials, all of which are planned to help the
child think in terms of careers. It would appear that the "Room to Gro program has
implications for industrial arts, particularly since many industrial arts programs
throughout the nation are moving towards manufacturing and line production as areas of
emphasis. It would seem na ural to identify specific jobs and provide career information
in this environment.

You must remember that I am speaking from the viewpoint of a large city industrial
arts administrator, and some of my remarks may not apply as readily to programs in
smaller communities. I do believe, however, that the problems are rather common, and
that some of the things we will try should have general api,Acation.

In Philadelphia, we see care,2r develc,pment as a team approach which involves guid-
ance counselors, academic teachers, and practical arts teachers - that is, business, home
economies and 'ustrial arts teachers - working closely together to provide the child
with the basic 6. .1s and I-I-Dad knowlet1ge essential to an intelligent career aspiration,
selection and preparation. Beginning as a fifth-grcde pilot program in a few selected
schools, with September, 1968, as a target date, it is expected that the program will be
extended eventually upward and downward to include grades K to 12. Industrial arts at
the fifth-greL.e level would be an introduction to industry. At the sbcth grade, we will
explore the field of graphics; seventh grade, power and communications; and at the eighth
grade, manufacturing and construction. This would be the middle school Program for in-
dustrial arts, and it is here that major emphasis would be placed in the beginning. This
emphasis would continue through the ninth and tenth grades in the upper schools in the
belief that by the time a youngster reaches eleventh grade, he will be in a position to make
an intelligent choice of a vocational program at that level or to continue to further general
education.

At the present time there are three problems: money, staff and program. Applica-
tion has been made for funding as an innovative program. And, of course, we have great
hope that it wi be approved. If funds are made available, we will have a series of Satur-
day morning meetings, during which the administrative staff will meet with teachers of the
schools in which the pilot program is planned and establish guidelines for development of
a program. This coming summer, we expect to have a program directed towards teacher
training, curriculum development and resolution of scheduling problems. It is expected
that in the beginning the individual teachers will be thinking in terms of their specific
subjects. It is hoped that during the course of the summer program these teachers will
become members of a team who think in terms of a team approach and the contribution of
their particular area to the broader objective rather than the traditional concept of individ-
ual teachers with respect to subject :natter. It is expected that as a result of the summer
program, teams will emerge with rather detailed curriculum materials to assist them in
establishing pilot programs in their respective schools.

At this point, one may wonder just 'het the subject contont may be, and, of course,
we have no way of knowing exactly what it dill be ice it has not yet been developed.
It is conceivable that there will be a product involved which will be desigaed and manu-
factured in the inch lqtrial arts classes to meet a market dernL.nd established as a part of
business education. Lnglish teachers Ild ,_xplore careers in technical writirq and ad-
vertising as related to a product. .ng lists could include industrial terms. Graphic
arts classes could provide advert mg materials and labels while relating th work to
specific employment opportunities.

However it is done, it is clear that a cooperative effort is needed and that no single
educational discipline can assumn total responsibilityfor career development. It i clear,
also, that if industrial arts does not assume a major role in this very important aspect
of education, it is rejecting a major reason for its existence and estabnshing a void to be
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filled by SOrn Q. other men-
Effective vocational guidnncL is essential to career development. To be effective,

there must be opportunity for the youngster to become activoly involved. I submit to you
the thought that the industrial arts laboratory i$=, the proving ground for careers in indus-
try. If we can fulfill thh-3 role, and work very closely with the oCicr educational disciplines
so that each has a part in career development, I feel sure that we will all be doing a
better job,

Mr. Wilkinson is Assistant Direcsol, School District of Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

OCCUPATIONAL AND EXPLORATORY
PROGRAMS FOR THE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL

Thomas B. Hornig

Children need occupational guidarpze from an early age. Since few families are able
to provide the needed occupational guidance for their children, it must become al integral
part of their education as long as they are in school.

Students need planned exploratory experiences in as many of the areas of the world
of woA as time and facilities permit, both in school and in the community. Because
children are most likely to be influenced by occupations actually encountered, exploratory
F,Teriences must be provided during their junior high school years.

There exists a serious gap between the present instructional programs of most
secondary schools and the real world of work. Many high school programs provide some
experience for students in the 11th and 12th grades. These job exploratory experiences
come too late to provide the students with adequate background and information for plan-
ning an appropriate program at the senior high level. Early on-the-job experience should
be a positive motivating expefience in preventing drop-out from occurring during the senior
high sohool year& .

structional progr -ms must be developed to bridge the gap at the junior high school
between the school instructional program :And the real world of work. All areas of the
junior high school program, with assistance from the guidance department, must provide
the latest educational and occupational information needed to assist students in planning
a realistic high school program of studies.

Occupational education and general education should not be separated, but should
work together to carry on the culture of our nation, to benefit the public, business and in-
dustry, as well as to teach students to think, to choose wisely, to work and to live a
fuller life.(1)

The World of Work project to be demonstrated at Judson Junior High School pro?c,ses
to correlate the efforts of the entire faculty. This effort will bo to close the existing gap
between the modern junior high school and the world of work.

Motit ot the activities to be demonstrated are not new. Many have been successally
used by teachers for a number of years. The innovadon will be that these activities will
not be ca.cried out in isolation, by one teacher here, another teacher there but by the
entire junior high school staff of 55 tei,chers. Our real test is how to get experienced
tea c' ors to change established methods of operation.

Since teachers must have a commitment before verymuch happens, we have involved
them 4.ri helping to orgaizize the program. We have provided in-service time for the de-
velopment of leamIng packages. We have had informal dinner meetingd of departmental
teachers with administrators and expert consultants. We have secured reference mate-
rials, audio-visual aids anl other instructional materials which teachers have Identified
as being relevant. We iirc taken teachers to see programs which haw been identified
as providing -ant inst.? uction.

At present we have a seventh grade and an eighth grade team operating in language
arts and social. studies. Through the eighth grade team, we have arranged an all-day
field trip to study Oregon history, commerce and industry. Field trips are ,ot new, but
the logistics of planning for 380 students to go on a field trip has kept our administrators
and teachers from doing this in the past. Through the efforts and organization of the same
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eightn grade team, a community occupational and business survey will be conducted.
The seventh grade team is approaching the study of mankind through the medium of

work: what man has done throughout the history of th ?. world and the effect that science
and technology have had upon the development of civilizations.

The math teachers are providing nine different levels of instruction for junior high
students. This is a non-g- Ided program, There are classes for students who have a
comprehension level below that of the avei age 5th grader. Algebra and geometry are
taught with six levels in between. At the suggestion of the math teachers, we are organiz-
ing a math lab. Initially students assigned :0 ibis class will not have reached a seventh
grade le\ el of math comprehension, even thout;h ti,ey have been in the program two years.
This third year in the math lab will complete taeir high school requirements. We will
equip this laboratory with portable storage-work stations, each accommodating six stu-
dents. Equipment will include all kinds of measuring devices, from rulers, squares and
protractors to gages, scales, adding machineF and cash registers. Eventually we hope to
schedule this equipment for use in other clasL,cs of mathematics.

This past year during the section on careers, the ninth grade social studies teachers,
with assistance from our counseling and guidance of rff, arranged for 45 representatives
of the 1,11c-..;les-,,/industrial world to speak to ninth grade students during one afternoon.

In line with suggested changes in the industrial arts program, we intend to broaden
opportunities for boys to explore the industrial world. Where we now offer a leather,
metal, wood and drafting program, next year w n tend to have metal, plastics, wood,
drafting, electrical, graphic arts, power mechanics and construction operating.

In those areas where the school has little opportunity to provide instruction relating
to the world of work, it is our intention to set up learning stations within the community
for students who can profit from this experience. How far and how fast we move in this
direction will depend partly on the level of funding our project receives. Leaders of labor
and business have assured us of their cooperation in otganizing this phase of tt World

of Work project.
FOOTNOTE

1. TenPas, Henry, "Philosophy of Vocational Eelcation''. Secondary Curriculum Reports,
Volume IX, No. 2, Dec. 1966. Oregon Assoc 'ation of Secondary Principals, Commis-
sion on Curriculum Development.

Mr. Hornig is a Project Director in Salem, Oregon_

,W-6.14 AIAA
Special Interest Session
NEW CONCEPTS IN INDUSTRIAL ARTS CURRICULA

I. Chm., Albert Paulter; Rec., LeRoy Crist; Speakers, Frank Burdick, Donald F. Smith, Joseph W. Duffy; Host,

Ervin W. Bly,

RELATED ARTS:
AN INTE9DISCIPLINARY APPROACH

:tank E. Burdick

Related Arts, as it is taught in the Monona Public Schools, Madison, Wisconsin, is

an example of an innovative curriculum experiment which was initiated and develcred by

classroom teachers. It i nol a sophisticated project developed in the ivory toivers of

some great university by experts in curriculum theory and instruction. Rather, it: rein c-
sents a sincere in-service effort on the par- of classroom teachers to improve their cur-
riculum and design learning experiences uiat will be more meaningful to their students.

While. this approach leaves somc things to be desired, :t has much in its favor from

rho standpoint of the commitn-,ent of !ihe teachers involved and the actual fulfillment of the

objectives by the students in the classroom. According to many experts, the involvement
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of t'ae classroom teacher in the curriculum deve, pinent process is one of the most im-
portant aspects in the success or failure of any innovative program. Too often it seems
there is considerable difficulty in actually br,nging about the desired behavioral changes
proposed by a new curriculum when the teachers are not involved in its development.

Related Arts had its beginning in 1961 when the Superintendent of Schools appointed

a curriculum evaluation committee made up of teachers from several of the departments
vcin the junior high school. Because home economics and industrial arts did not exist
in the junior high t that time, men.bers of the high school industrial arts and home eco-
nomics department were assigned to the committee.

The purpose ,vas to stncly the existing curriculum and determine the desirability for
changes or addidons. After !-=(.:veral months of continuous dialogue and study, the e nmittee
cu,ne :`o the conclusion that the junior high curriculum should have a broad base and pro-
vide as many exploratory experiences as possible for all boys and girls. It was felt that
maximum exploration was necessary if students at this level were to gain a sound basis
for making more realiedc decisions aoout their future educathz:J.1 and occupational en-
deavors.

In keeping with this basic philosophy the committee came up with the following recom-
mentations:

(1) Add foreign language (Spanish and Latin) to the junior high curriculum or.
elective basis.

(2) Require some form of education in music for all students in seventh and eighth

grade.
(3) Add industrial arts and home economics to the curriculum on a required basis

for boys and girls in seventh and eighth grades, with boys taking home economics
and girls taking industrial arts.

(4) Provide salaries for teachers to work in a summer curriculum workshop for the
purpose of developing an integrated progiarn involving art, home economics and
industrial arts.

(5) Provide funds necessary for the purchase of equipment and supplies for the new

program.
All of the above recDmmendations were approved by the Monona Board of Education,

and, work began at the beginning of the summer of 1963 for the development of the inter-
disciplinary program called Related Arts.

The .:_alogue that took place that summer in planning for the "new" integrated ap-
proach was difficult, to say OP least. For the first time in their professional careers,
each teacher on the team was forced to consider objectives and student needs from a point
of view other thara that of his own particular specialty. The industrial arts teacher, tor.;---
example, had to think in terms of what objectives were valid for students in art and home
economloc, as well as what objectives were valid for industrial arts. While it was not ex-
pected that he be an expert in these other subject areas, it was important that he consider
them so that he would understand more clearly the total purpose of the integrated approach.

Inter-departmental curriculum planning of this kirtd leads to spirited debate over
objectives and content, especially when all departments involved are sharing the same
time block in the schedule. It is utterly impossible, in such a process, to consider the !
reasons for a student's having more or less training in metals, woods, plastics or drafting
without also considering the reasons for his having more or less training in design, family
living, nutrition or creati-:e expression Student needs, interests and opinions become'
very inidortant.

Finally, after long hours of discussion and study, the following object:1;es were de-

veloped:
(1) To develop initiative and independence through experiences which involve critical

thinking and problem-solving techniques.
(2) To aevelop creativity in the J.pplication 0 th::: principles and elements of desIgn

so that learners may demonstrate more irdividuality in thought and work.
(3) To provick, the learner with a variety of experiences ro that he may discover

new interostr; and further develop those which already exist,
(4) To assist the learner in adjusting to his environment throtgh an examination of

social roles and an evaluation o the expectations of his society.
(5) To develop basic understanding in the use of conanon cools and machines found in

the learner's envirenme.: t that he may have a wo,..1-Able knowle,_Ige of their

function and respect for their care and use.
(6) To assist learnero in evaluating signs of quality in the purchase of materials
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and objects found in their daily lives so that they may become more critical and
more aware of the importance of wise buying and apply this knowledge in daily

living.
(7) To guide the learner toward more successful relationship:, with peers and family

through a better understanding of himself and his Deeds.
A great deal could be said here about objectives. Some industrial arts teachers feel

that while objectives are necr.ssary for the second or third page of a course of study,
they don't really mean very much to the actual activities that go on in the shop. Others
would say that objectives are extremely important in the determination of course content,
and that they should become more and more significant in this regard. The Related Arts
team was of the latter opinion, and we tried to keep objectives uppermost in our minds.
Because of the limited scope of this presentation, it is impossible to go into great detail

on the thinking that went into the development of the r .1.ated Arts objectives. I can only

say that what we accomplished is our attempt to blend the individual departmental objec-

tives into a totally new set of goals unlike those of any one of the three. While we suc-
ceeded to some extent in achieving this end, we also experienced a great deal of frustra-
tion and failure. I will elaborate on these later.

Once the objectives were developed we proceeded to the task of ordering the equip-
ment necessary for the home economics and industrial arts lab. The induqtrial arts shop

was designed basically as a gener-,1 comprehensive shop. It is flexible enough to accom-
modate instruction in almost an. >f the common areas of industrial arts (woods, metals,
electricity, drafting, graphic arts, etc.). The home oc.nomics room Ihas also designed
with maximum flexibility in mind. Trapezoid tables were used so that numerous arrange-
ments could br- worked out or planning, study, layout, design and other similar aztivities.
A small kitchen area and several sewing machines were placed on opposite sides of the

room to provide facilities for instruction in these areas. Most sections of art meet in the

regular art room, which is equipped with a large kiln, large drawing tables, formica-
topped counters, sinks and large storage ^reas.

In addition to the three rooms 'esigned for home economics, industrial arts and art,
a small team teaching lecture room was also provided nearby so that all three classes
could be brought together at any time for instruction on integrated subject material. A

general idea of the layout of the Related Arts program within the junior high building can
be seen in the following sketch.
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Team teaching was very much a part of the program when we first began in 1963. We
tried several different team approaches to the teaching of units in materials deGign and
family living. One of the approaches we used bropght all of the students together for the
first quarter of the year into groups of about ninety. During this quarter, we attempted
to explain the philosoph7 and objectives of the new program, and taught units in woods,
metals, -*le, fibers and design. We then broke up the large group into three $-:rnaller
groups and rotated them through nine weeks in each of the three areas. The following
diagram will give you an idea ei ,')w this kind of scheduling worked:

1st Qt.
-

2nci Qt. 3rd, Qt. irth Qt.

'Home
Fic.

Team

Teaching

90
per group

A B C

9 C A

Ind.
Arts

C A B Art
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in subsequent years we tried a number of variations on this general idea - all wita varying
degiees of success.

Course content in each part of the Related Arts program is similar to that found in
many traditional courses. The main different is that the emphasis is on exploralon,
not skill refinement (as is all too often the ease in many traditional programs). In addi-
tion to this, we have tried to place emphasis on overlapping areas of instruction, such
as design and materials, In ordIr to show the relationships among the three disciplines .
and thereby make learning more meaningful. Projects designed to begin in one section ;
and continue to their completion in the other areas are one way of accomplishing this
objective. It is not an easy task, however, to design projects that will lend themselves
to this kind of sequential development, and we have experienced considerable difficulty
in making this approach work effectively. For example, one project idea that was de- ,

veloped involved a lamp that was to be designed in art, the base and lampshade frame
constructed in industrial arts, and the fabric portion of the shade completed in home
economics. While this idea worked well for the students who rotated through the areas
in this order, it did not work. for the other students who rotated through the program in a
different sequerce. In these cases, entirely different projects were necessary and werel
not easy to come by.

It should be pointed out here that it soon became evident to the Related Arts team tYat
there were ce j.n incompatibilities between art and the other two subject areas. One'
example of thib is evidenced in the sequential project approach mentioned above. It was .

very difficult for the art teachers in the team to relate to any Kind of structured activity.'
Their philosophy concerning how to develop creativity within the student rendered most)
pre-planned projectz objectionable. A directed type of prcject is thought to inhibit the:
child's ability to create something original and unique. Many hours were spent by the!

team in debate over the meaning of creativity. iF "rot:dem still unresolved at thia
time.

This brief description of our Related Arts p,. ,I.am will give you a general idea of
what is expected from the students and what actually goes on in the classroom. It also
tells about some of the team reladonshi- we experienced. Now I will go on to point out
some of the major strengths and weaknesses that we have identified and give you a brief
idea of what we expeCt to do in the near future to improve the program.

The process of inter-departmental curriculum planning is by far the most important
strength of the Relaxed Arts program. It is utterly impossible in this kind of approach to
change objectives or content without regard for the effect such changes have on the total

program. The student is treated as a "whole pefcon". He cannot be divided up into
se2veral different autonomous parts thaj compete with each other for an outlet in the cur-
riculum. Those of us who have worked together on the Related Arts team feel that the
inter-departmental approach should be broadened to include all departmen:s within the
school. There are many hopeful signs that such a trend is beginning to manifest itself on
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the national level, and we expectthat, as a result, ieter-departmenta; curriculum planning
will become inore and more prevalent at the local level. We need desperately to brake
the "lock-step" departmental approach to curriculum planning.

Other strengths of the Related Arts program would include the following: (1) The
improved quality and attention given to objectives and theft importance in the selection
of course content; (2) the excitement and stimulation (as well as frustration) experienced
from working in a team rather than in isolation; and (3) the continuing challenge to keep
the curriculum meaningful. and dynamic, thus making it difficult for "ruts" and fixed
courses of study to entrench themselves.

Finally, a word should be said about the positive value of the concept-oriented ap-
proach used within the Related Arts program. Our goals are directed towards such things

as, (1) the improvement of self concepts, (2) increased creative ability, (3) improved
critical thinking and (4) awareness of personal vaiues. We do not expect students to learn
and remember large amounts of factual knowledge or develop very refined manual skills.
Instead we hope to develop broader concepts so that the student will be better able to make
realistic decisions concerning his education and vocation in future years.

It became increasingly clear as time went along that one of the most difficult prob-
lems we faced in our experiment was that of being confused abote. our own individual de-
partmental objectives. This \V`IR especially true in industrial arts. Should the emphasis
be on the development of vocational skills or should it be on consumer education, worthy
use of leisure time, understanding of industry or the knowledge of applied science and
technology? Each teacher in the program began to feel this same sort of frustration. The
art teachers felt that the students were not getting enough time to develop their artistic
abilities in various art forms, and the home ee-noinics teachers felt more should be done
in sex education and family living.

As I have said before, it is not possible to make adjustments in one area without
considering what effect such adjustments will have in the other areas. If each course
maintained its own individual spot in the curriculum adjustments coulc! he made with no
regard for the effeet they might have on the other subject areas.

In order to clarify what each department felt was most int:portant for junior high
boys and girls, we decided to separate from the team and return to individual depart., ental
curriculum planning.

This return to the traditional curriculum approach on a reparate departmental l'.asis
is temporary. We will return to the team effort as soon as we have reached agreement
concerning our own individual departmental objectives.

As a result of the debate that has taken place, it has become increasingly more dif-
ficult to avee on basic philosophy and objectives. While there are indeed many overlap-
ping objectives among the three subject areas, there continue to be a great many unique
aspects of each part that do not blend well together. Art, for example, objects to the home

e economics or industrial arts point of view toward the meaning and purposes of design.
It alwa has great difficulty agreeing with home economics and industrial arts on the defi-
nition of creativity.

Because of these basic differences of opinion, a new idea has presented itself and is
currently receiving considerable support. This is the idea that we move the art secdon
out of its current place in tie Related Arts program and schedule it into a block of time
shared with music. Such an arrangement would provide an excellent opportunity for
the fine arts disciplines (art, music, drama, etc.) to begin discussions concerning the
development of new courses in the humanities.

Coupled with this idea is the suggestion that we add business and distributive educa-
tion to the Related Arts program in place of art. After several years of experience it
appears that there are more similarities between home economice, industrial arts and
business education then there are between home ecoromics, industrial arts and art.

It must be pointed out, however, that we are speaking about e business and distributive
education program that is considerably different from most traditional courses. Our busi-
ness education will stress consumer education and the interrelationships between business,
industry and technology. It will not be a skill development course in personal typing. It

is not difficult to see the similarities between these objectives and those of home eco-
nomics and industrial arts. The possibilities for projects in such things as home and
family management, junior achievement and occupational guidaece are endless.

Some may sal. that we have retreated from a challenge in our experimental project
because we now recommend that art be transferred out of the program. This may be
true to n very limited eatent, but we are quite confident that the experience we have had
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has been fruitful for both teachers and students. We feel that our suggestions for changeare not a retreat, hut rather a positive step made on the basis of long study and experi-ence. There are many exciting opportunities and challenges ahead in both Related Artsand the humanities. Hopefully we will be able to meet these challenges successfully.
Mr. Burd:ck is Coordinator af Industrial Education, Monona Grove High School, Madison, Wisconsin.

W-6.1S AIAA
Special Interest Session
NEW CONCEPTS IN CURRICULUM IN INDUSTRIAL ARTS
Chm., George Litman; Rec.,Herman Collins; Speakers, Elmer S. Ciancone, Rex A. Nelson, Donald Hack-ett; Host, L. Kent Von Meter.

WHO HAS THE CURRICULUM?
Rex A. Nelson

The new concept in curriculum development in industrial arts for this discussion isnot so much of Idea as of responsibility. With an evolving new concept in curriculum de-velopment comes the question of where does the responsibility lie to put the curriculuminto action? This question essentially has two parts: first, who has the responsibility;and second, how is the curriculum to be put into action?
Howard Nelson stated that: "The strengthening of industrial arts programs does notrequire overcoming an immediate, serious crisis in one concerted thrust. Instead, moreeffective programs ,,v111 result from a Continuing effort by classroom teachers who knowthe direction toward improvement."(1)
The recognizable fact in this statement is that effective programs are the productof knowledgeable teachers. Another fact is that the keys for developing a teacher are inthe hands of industrial arts teacher educators. Some of these keys are: The require-

ments for the baccalaureate degree, NDEA institute programs, and courses for higherdegrees and certificate renewal.
Do teacher educators take advantage of the opportunity provided by these keys or arethey serving the same "old menu"? Do teacher training institutions purposefully givethe teacher experience opportunities for improvement? How much opportunity does ateacher have to improve in a course, workshop or institute in Wood Finishing? A topic

such as this certainly does not lend itself to breadth. Not only does it eliminate other
industries for study, but it also stratifies within the wood industry.

The reason for such technical study is usually well intended. It is assumed that thisis an in-depth study in a teacher's specialty. When teacher educators recognize the factthat the educational specialty of the industrial arts teacher is industrial arts, instead of
some material, tool or manipulative skill, then they will be able to give in-depth study.The teacher educators need to recognize fully that skills with tools, machine operations
and materials processing are tools for learning with which me teacher works. The needfor these tools is obvious but knowing how to use them intelligently for teaching is essen-tial.

Why does it seem so difficult for teacher training institutions to accept th o. responsi-bility of training an industrial arts teacher? Possibly one of the reasons is prt.stige. Isit little wonder that many industrial arts teacher training institutions have allowed the
responsibility for training teachers to become secondary to satisfying the needs of indus-try, where monies come as gifts, endowments, grants and consulting fees? When it comesto choosing between working with a demanding industry and the reluctant public, it canbe understood why the choice is usually industry. Can the teacher training institutionsreally be blamed, when on one hand they are "fighting off" industries who demand pro-grams with dollars to ba& up their demands, and on the other hand the purchasing oipaper clips is a major decision?

Somehow teacher educators, as well as others, need to recognize that the most im-
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portant "raw matcsrial" of our society is our youth, and that the most important "I nciustry"
is the educational programs which shape that "raw material". Industrial arts teachereducators need to recognize and accept the responsibility to synthesize the content, method,skill and "raw materials" and to develop a "production line" whereby industrial artsteachers can be taught as teachers and not as pseudo engineers, pedagogs, techniciansor material craftsmen.

A parallel result of purposeful action can be drawn from industry. Just as an indus-trial product tends to perform as it was produced, a teacher tends to teach as he wastaught. Even with this example and information, teacher educators have a tendency toattempt to develop their product with isolated and non-related courses. They presenttechnical materials or skill courses which arc not designed for teachers but for peoplepreparing for industrial vocations. Methods and techniques -f education are presentedseparately from content. Tir? unique techniques and tnethodu of teaching Industrial artsare taught separately from both the understanding and application skills of education.After presenting segregated skills, techniques, methods and materials, the teacher edu-cator still expects the teacher to go out in the field and somehow miraculously unitethese to present youth with experience for understanding industry.
One step forward would be for teacher educators to begin 1-:aining teachers in modellaboratory situations that are feasible and economically practical in the general education

program. Teacher educators need to come out of their "ivory towers" and recognize the
real world of work where their product, the teacher, is to function. More simulated androle-playing opportunities need to be presented to teacher trainees. The method, contentand skills of teaching must be fully integrated with an underatanding of human learningand the total general education process to bridge the credibility gap between learning andapplication.

Another step would be fully to recognize industrial arts in the university as teachertraining, and to see that the program is: first, to aid in the training of a teacher; second,
to give that teacher a piece of the general education program with which ro Nork; and,
third, to.aid the teacher in integratinA the unique skills, methods ad content of industrialarts with the total education program. Besides these three, industrial arts teacher edu-cators need to recognize that they are teacher educators, not pseudo engineers, industrial
technicians or materials craftsmen, and cooperatively .1o1n others who are in the businessof training teachers,

Unless teacher educators recognize and accept the responsibility of putting conceptsof curriculum into action and begin training teachers as teachers, industrial arts willcontinue to be in the re-treading business. Industrial arts teacher educators need to takea look at their raw material and the tools available to shape it and begin purposefully toprocess the raw material into a finished product. The raw material is the beginningteacher trainee and the finished product is - -...esourceful and skilled industrial arts teacherwho understands his role, content and rn c.iiod and can apply these in helping youth under-stand industry.

FOOTNOTE

1. Nelson, Howard, "Evaluation Guidelines," 16th Yearbook, American Council on Indus-trial Arts Teacher Education. Bloomington: McKnight, 1967, p. 5.

Dr. Nelson is Associate Professor in Memphis, Tennessee.

W-7.3 AIAA
Activity Session
ERIC, THE NATIONAL INFORMATION SYSTEM FOR AMERICAN EDUCATIONITS IMPLICATIONS
FOR INDUSTRIAL ARTS
Chm., G. S. Wall; Rec., Donald Froelich; Speal.er, Robert E. Taylor; Hosts, Howard Ringold, William C.
Frolund.
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E.R.LC. AND INDUSTRiAL ARTS

Robert E. Taylor
I very much appreciate this opportunity of meeting with leaders in the American In-dustrial Arts Association. We have had fruitful discussions with your President, RalphBo n, and Executive Secretary, Howard S. Decker, concerning developments at the ERICClearinghouse on Vocational and Technical Education to /lore effectively serve your pro-fessional needs. We have also benefited from the counsel of Dr. John Rowlett, Professorof Industrial Arts at Eastern Kentucky State College who serves as a member of ourAdvisory Committee.
The Educational Resources Information Center (ERIC) was established within the USOffice of Education to provide a national decentralized information stcrage, retrieval,and dissemination system for American education. This system consists of CentralERIC and 18 clearinghouses representing specifif: substantive areas specified by USOE.One of these, the ERIC Clearinghouse on Vocational and Techr .cal Education (VT-ER1C),, responsible for industrial arts education, occupationalpsy ology, occupational sociol-c gy, manpower economics, new emerging sub-professionai fields, and vocational andtechnical education. Each clearinghouse is responsible for acquiring, abstracting, index-ing, and disseminating all appropriate materials within its scope. Documents that areof national interest are forwarded to Central ERIC for computer processing and to theERIC Document Reproduction Service (EDRS) for fihning ..And processing to microficheform. Microfiche is a flat form of microfilm, each of these represents sixty to seventypages of the document and sell for twenty-five cents each. Hardcopy of ERIC documentsare also available.

One of the major products of the ERIC system, and its primary vehicle, is the corn-puter-generated monthly publication, Research in Education (RIE), which is printed anddistributed by the Government Printing Office (GPO) and Is available by subscription for$1.1 per year. Each issue of RIE contains information on completed research or researchrelated information, and newly funded research by USOE. Information is presented inthe form of resumes containing abstracts and descriptors of documents processed throughthe ERIC system. Also included are several indexes which make it possible for individualsto locate information on specific topics or by certain authors. The VT-ERIC Clearing-house at The Center for Vocational and Technical Education is also using publicationsas a primary means of disseminating information. The two publications currently pro-duced are Abstracts of Instructional Materials in Vocational and Technical Education(AIM) and Abstracts of Research and Related Materials in Vocational and Technical Edu-cation (ARM) which have been produced on a quarterly basis since the fall of 1967 :Ind areavailable as two separate series. AIM primarily reports instructional materials whileresearch and research-related materials are reported In ARM. Copies of these are sentto head teacher educators and head state supervisors in industrial arts education. Budgetlimitations preclude wider free distribution; therefore, arrangements have been made toallow subscriptions to these publications from The Center for Vocational and TechnicalEducation at a cost of $9 each per year. These publications also include resumes andseveral indexes.
The principal means of transmitting information about a document in any ERIC pub-lication is the resume which has four major sections: (1) Clearinghouse and ERIC iden-tification; (2) bibliographic information; (3) the det,criptors; and (4) the abstract. Thefirst section might contain these numbers to identify the document, VT 003 145 and ED013 949. The ED 013 949 identification is the number to use when ordering microficheor hardcopy from EDRS after reviewing the resume. Documents with VT designationonly are usually materials which have a local or regional focus an,.: would be announcedin an issue of ARM or AIM. Section two typically includes information such as title,personal author, source of the document or the publisher, series numbers such asBR-5-0059, the publication date, an availability statement which gives microfiche andhardcopy prices, and the number of all printed pages including the cover. The third sec-tion contains the descriptors (index terms) assigned to the document for retrieval pur-poses. Descriptors marked with an asterisk represent the major concepts in the docu-ments and are used in ERIC publication subject indexes. The final section provides an
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abs, tact of approximately 200 words or less that describes for the reader the content of
the original document. If there is a publishing source which sells le document, this
information is included at the end of the abstract. Whenever a hardcopy is desired, it
will cost less than a hardcopy from EDRS. The initials at the end of the abstract are
those of the document analyst who has written the abstract.

Microfiche of the ite:ns in AIM or ARM without the ED designation may also be ob-
tained from EDRS, but not as individual documents. Materials announced in each issue
are continuously filmed on microfiche under a single ED number. This permits the pur-
chase of a microfiche collection for any single issue of AIM or ARM from EDRS. Inter-
ested persons or organizations may subscribe to these microfiche sets by sending a $50
deposit to the ERIC Document Reproduction Service and requesting the usual deposit pro-
cedure for these microfiche sets. Estimated cost for all eight sets (a year's input) is
$300 per year. Subscribers to microfiche materials in Research in Education will auto-
matically receive these sets.

In some states certain agencies, such as the Research Coordinating Units (RCU), will
obtain these collections and the equipment to reproduce microfiche or hardcopy of indi-
vidual documents. Several indexes to the materials are also included in each collection.
University libraries are also interested in developing thest_ collections.

Examples of the types of materials desired by VT-ERIC are: instructional mate-
rials, research reports, conference reports, bibliographies, etc. Any person who has
copies of such materials or who is involved in production of materials pertaining to
vocational and technical education should forward two copies of each document to the
ERIC Clearinghouse on Vocational and Technical Education. The materials should be
directed to the attention ot the Acquisitions Specialist at the ERIC Clearinghouse, 980
Kinnear Road, Columbus, Ohio 43212.

What can you do to optimize the benefits from the ERIC system to you and your pro-
fession?

(1)

(2)

(3)
(4)

(5)

Actively participate in the acquisition of mated,
the significant literature of your field is availabi
Subscribe to the monthly publication, Research in
publications, Abstracts of Instructional Mated,
Education (A1M) and Abtl'racts of Research an('
and Technical Education (ARM) and to the
having these readily available in your depart'
information resource centers should acquire th(
Procure microfiche readers and other needed c

.--)r the system. Assure that

itio, and the two quarterly
Vocational and Technical

Led Materials in Vocational
ufiche series. In addition to

it, school libraries and other
materials.

pment.
As a leader, inform your staff, graduate stud rs, and teachers how to utilize
the system.
Share with me or the Coordinator your ideas and suggestions for improving the
system.

Dr. Taylor is Professional Education Director at The Center for Vocational Technical Education, Columbus,
Ohio.

AIAA
Reports of Research
INDUSTRIAL ARTS
Chm., Peter Jackson; Rec., Theodore Davenport; Speakers, Emil H. Hoch, Gene A. Crowder, John Entorf;
Host, James Kocheltor.

SLIDES AND MODELS VS.
CONVENTIONAL METHODS

Gene A. Crowder

Models are utilized frequently in instructional methodology, but an investigation of
their effectiveness in relation to the perception of the individual student has not been
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adequately studied by researchers in industrial education. This study was an attempt to
investigate a learning envirenment which utilizes visual slides and manipulative models
for the purpose of partially bridging the gap in methodology research.

The purpose of this experiment was to compare the relative effectiveness of instruc-
tion, when presented with slides and individual assembly models, with conventional in-
struction in selected units of general shop.

The problem consisted of (1) preparation of visual slides and a related model for
each selected unit of general shop, (2) presentation of these units to a representative
sample of students enrolled in general shop classes, and (3) determination of the value
of these a1/41s relative to conventional instructional methods.

The study involved 280 students divided into ,qual groups. Sampling w rom the
public secondary schools. The information presented to the students was determined
primarily by a jury's selection of three units of instruction which were presented by the
experimental method. The experimental procedure involved (a) teaching the experimental
group through instruction in which informational units are presented through the use of
visual slides, In conjunction with an individual assembly model for each student, (b)
teaching the control group by conventional methods only, (c) measuring each student's
learning after the presentation of each unit, and (d) measuring each student's retention
six weeks after the presentation of each unit.

The analysis was designed to test the following hypotheses: (H1) There is no sig-
nificant difference in learning when predetermined units of general shop are presented
by use of visual slides and models than when presented by use of conventional methods
of instruction: (I-12) Units pres,.nted by the use of visual slides and models are as
effective for lower intelligence groups as for higher intelligence groups.

Statistical inference was based on analysis of variance and student's t-test. Analysis
was for the effects of mental ability and for the effects of method. The .05 level of con-
fidence was chosen as the test criterion.

The analysis of data in the investigation indicates the experimental method of instruc-
tion to be more effective than the control method. No statistical analysis showed the
control method to be superior. The experimental method was statistically proven to be
superior for initial learning, for retention and for both higher and lower intelligence
groups.

Data analysis also indicated that students of lower intelligence, when taught through
the experimental method, achieved at the same level as the higher int, lligence group
taught by the control method. This factor has significant implications in isolating methods
of instruction for students of lower intelligence. The higher intelligence experimental
group also achieved at a greater level than the higher intelligence control group.

Many effective teaching methods are isolated or developed through research, and the
teaching profession should be aware of these methods and encouraged to use these proven
methods in their classrooms. Individual unit models have been proven through this re-
search to be an effective method of teaching in certain areas of industrial arts. Industrial
arts teachers should become familiar with this type of instruction and use models and
slides when the instructional unit lends itself to this method

Further research needs to be applied to audio-visual instruction in industrial educa-
tion. A study comparing the effectiveness of models and slides to that of overhead pro-
jectual transparencies would be a worthwhile investigation. A study isolating the com-
parative effectiveness of aural stimuli, visual stimuli and tactual stimuli in teaching
industrial subjects also should be undertaken. A repeat of this type of study in other
areas and units of general shop would be desirable.

Mr. Crowder is Assistant Professor of Industrial Arts, University of Southern Mhsissippi, Hattiesburg.

INDUSTRIAL EDUCATION AND
VIDEO-TAPE RESEARCH REPORT

John F. Entorf

This investigation was conducted to compare the effectiveness of video-taped, closed-
circuit television with the conventional lecture method in teaching selected related tech-
nical information in beginning woodworking.
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One hundred fifty-three students enrolled in six class sections were randomly assigned
to a control and experimental group and taught four units of related technical information
by the two methods. The two groups were rotated through the four units so that each
group received two units by video-tape and two units by conventional lecture. The infor-
mational content for each unit was identical for both groups, and all visual aids used in
the production of the video-tapes were made available for the lecture method.

The criteria used to evaluate either method were (1) initial learning of subject matter
immediately after each unit was presented and (2) retention of subject matter four and
fourteen weeks after instruction. Student knowledge of subject matter was measured by
administering a one-hundred-thirty-item achievement test three times: once on a unit
basis and twice as a single instrument. Student opinion toward both methods was deter-
mined by administering a questionnaire.

The data gathered from the results oi the achievement test were analyzed using the
analysis of variance technique and the pooled t test. The questionnaire was evaluated
using the X2 approximation to the normal distribution.

With a single exception which was non-significant, the video-taped method resulted
in higher mean scores for every unit on all three administrations of the achievement test.
Measured over the four units, this difference was significant at the .01 level of confidence
for the unit test, post test and retention test. On the unit and post test administrations,
there was an interaction between units and methods significant at the .01 level of confi-
dence. No significant interaction between units and methods was found on the retent"
test. Comparison of the two methods on a unit basis isolated only one unit that consistendy
contributed to the difference between methods; Unit IV contributed significantly to the dif-
ference between methods at the .05 level of confidence or above on all three administra-
tions of the test.

Analysis of the questionnaire revealed that students preferred the lecture method
and believed that it zovered the material more thoroughly than the video-tapes. The stu-
dents objected to the video-tapes because they were unable to take comprehensive notes
or ask questions during the presentation of a taped lesson.

Based on the analysis of the data gathered, it was concluded that students taught by
the use of video-tapes scored significantly higher on the achievement test when measured
over the four units for both initial learning and retention. The significant interaction be-
tween units and methods for the initial learning and retention at four weeks indicates that
some units were more appropriate for video-taping than others; it would appear that re-
lated information units covering closely related material that can be presented in a single,
video-taped lesson of no more than twenty minutes' length are most effective.

Dr. Entorf is Metals Chairman at Stout State University, Menomonie, Wisconsin.

W-7.4.2 AIAA
Reports of Research
IMPROVING CURRICULA AND LEARNING
Chm., R. Thomas Wright; Rec., Kenneth Thompson; Speakers, None M. Mongerson, Donald Clark, Robert
E. Magowan; Host, John H. Mi !lard.

LEARNING PRAXIOLOGICAL CONCEPTS
Donald L. Clark

Is overt activity a requisite in learning praxiological concepts?
Throughout history man has searched for the most effective and efficient method to

transmit his accumulated knowledge. One segment of this is his knowledge of practice,
knowledge concerned with how to "do" effectively, or, stated another way, his praxio-
logical knowledge.

In industrial education the "doing" aspect in the various instructional laboratories
is based upon the premise that through overt activity the student will learn the concepts
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of our industrial world. That is, how does industry "do" or produce? The theory is thatif the student overtly does what is being done in industry, he will acquire an understandingof industry.
There are learning theorists who agree that there must be overt response beforelearning can take place; other theorists claim overt activity is not necessary. One factorwhich has contributed to this dichotomy has been the knowledge categorization systemused by these theorists. Learning embraces the whole of man's knowledge. Traditionally,however, this knowledge has been categorized into formal, descriptive and prescriptivedivisions. t is in relation to this categorical breakdown that most theories of learninghave developed. If a fourth category, that of praxiology or knowledge of doing, had beenconsidered, there may have been modifications in some of these theories. Can knowledgeof how to "do" efficiently be acquired through traditional or "covert" learning activity,or does "overt" learning activity provide for more effective transmission of praxio-logical knowledge? As little evidence is available to support a forcible answer to thisquestion, this study was designed to help in the formulation of a sounder theory about theeffective teaching of praxiologic-! ...oncepts.

In this study, two methods of instruction were used in teaching an industrial praxio-logical concept to 142 junior high school boys in seven separate industrial arts classes.Each class was given the same basic presentation via video tape. This was followed byone-half of the students in each class conceptualizing about how to "do" the activity.Evaluation of each method of instruction was achieved by means of analyzing the perform-ance of each group on a performance test. The performance of the practice group duringtheir practice session provided control data for the study.Bending electrical metallic tubing (EMT) with an EMT bender was selected as thepraxiological concept. Its selection was based on its being a unique and unfamiliar con-cept to most junior high school students. Also, with this activity a problem could be de-signed which was complex enough to challenge the able student yet simple enough to allowmost students to feel a sense of accomplishment.
The findings revealed that in general the student who had had the overt practice out-performed the student who had only conceptualized about the activity. This finding wassubstantiated on overall achievement as well as on part scores.A further finding that substantiated the need for and value of practice was that as thegroup which had conceptualized completed successive units each unit being a form ofpractice their mean achievement became more nearly that of the practice-performancegroup; however, the amount of practice required to attain a given performance level wassmaller for the conceptualization group than it was for the practice group.Performance scores were compared according to seven separate ability factors;each had a positive effect in that the higher the individual student ability, the higher hisachievement on thL. praxiological concept. Of the seven factors, motor skills ability andspatial perception attained the greatest significance. General ability, mathematicalability, communication skill and acaciemic ability were revealed to have more effect onselected individual operations than on overallperformance. IQ did not attain significance;however, it appeared that conceptualization prior to performance was beneficial to thelower ability student.

The overall findings of the study generally indicated that in teaching a nraxiologicalconcept, the emphasis should be placed on overt activity.
Based upon:

"Activity and Learning: An Experimental Comparison to Determine the Efficacy ofOvert Ver-us Covert Activity on the Learning of an Industrial Praxiological Concept."Unpublished doctoral dissertation, The Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio, 1967.
Dr. Clark is Associate Professor with Department of Industrial Education, at Texas A & M, CollegeStation, Texas.
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DEVELOPING CREATIVITY IN DESIGN

Robert E. Magowan

The question that instigated this researcit was: which is best for developLng students
in creative design, pragmatic problems or hypothetical problems?

For the most part, pragmatic or practical problems have been used to teach designing.
These problems emphasize the solutions of utilitarian situations.

Some instructors of designing have used hypothetical problems which emphasize thesolution of supposed situations, assumed without proof. The purpose of this research
was to determine if there is any difference between the pragmatic or hypothetical approachto product designing for developing aesthetic awareness, a quantity of ideas and uniqueideas.

In an attempt to discover the difference between the t..,vo types of problems for influ-encing creativeness, I conducted an experimental investjgation at Texas A&M University.The experiment included ninety-eight architecture students enrolled in a general materials
course and forty-two industrial education students enrolled in a general woodworkingcouree.

The students in each class were randomly divided int.) pragmatic and hypothetical
subgroups prior to the investigation. The experiment was initiated with the administra-
tion of the Batron-Welsh Art Scale and Form A of the AC Test of Creative Ability. The
Barron-Welsh Art Scale is a test todeterrnine the student's preference regarding various
drawn figures. The student merely records whether he likes or dislikes the figures. This
test gives information regarding the student's aesthetic awareness.

The AC Test of Creative Ability has three parts. In the first part, 'the student lists
consequences for each of five possible situations, ln the second part, the student is to
list zeasons to explain the truth of a number of statements, and in part three the student
is to list Us's of common objects. This test gives information regarding quantity and
,Iniqueness of ideas.

In order to insure that each student received the same type of instruction on design-
ing, a booklet on creative design was developed. The booklet was intended to encourage
the student todesign creatively and togive him a guideline for problem.solution by a work-
ing example. Each student whopartic nated in the experiment received a copy of the book-
let and was instructed to study the contents and answer the ten questions at the end of the
booklet.

Following the pretest and booklet on creative design, the students were administered
the first pragmatic or hypolhetical problem. Thirty minutes were allowed to sketch as
many ideas as possible to solve the problen.. The students in each subgroup worked theirproblems in different parts of the room.

One subgroup of each class received pragmatic problem numbcr one which requested
that they design some functional eating implements. The other subgroup of each class
received hypothetical problem number one, which was parallel to the pragmatic problem
but contained a hypothetical situation. Hypothetical problem one was to design some func-
tional eating implements but for a hypothetical haud one that had two instead of fivefingers.

Another pragmatic problem issued at a later date required that the students design a
seating device to support the human body comfortably in a sitting position. The parallel
hypothetical problem was to design a seating device but for a three-legged space creature.

A total of six problems was administered to each subgroup of each class in six class
meetings. One problem was given and completed hy the student during each class meeting.

Upon completion of the entire series of pragmatic or hypothetical problems, the
students were given the Barron-Welsh Art Scale and Form 13 of the AC Test of Creative
Ability. The re-testing of the students concluded the actual experiment. The ! tests were
evaluated according to the instructions given in the test manuals.

The research was designed to test the hypotheses that no significant differences
existed between the pragmatic and hypothetical approaches to product designing for en-
couraging the development of (1)aesthetic awareness, (2)a quantity of ideas and (3) unique
ideas. These hypotheses were tested iising(1)all of the students in the experiment, (2) the
architecture students and (3) the industrial education students. The hypotheses concern
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ing quantity and uniqueness of ideas were further tested using the same groups of studentsafter they had been divided into (1) those who had a mean pretest quantity score or aboveand (2) those who had a pretest quantity score below the mean on the AC Test of CreativeAbility.
The data utili.?.ed for the analyses consisted of the raw score differences between thepretests and retests. Theclata'was analyzed at the .05 level of confidence with the analysisof variance, two-way classification for unequal and disproportionate subclass numbers.The conclusions derived from this research are as follows: (1) Students subjectedto a pragmatic or a hypotheticaI approach toproduct designing will not develop differentlyin aesthetic awareness. (2) When all creative ability levels are considered, students sub-jected to a pragmatic approach to product designing react no differently in producing aquantity of ideas from students subjected to a hypothetical approach to product designing.(3) Architecture students who have above average creative ability produce a greater quan-tity of ideas whe, subjecred to a pragmatic approach to product designing rather than ahypothetical approach. (4) Students subjected to a pragmatic approach to product design-ing will not differ in the number of unique ideas they produce from students subjectedto a hypothetical approach.
An empirical analysis of the study revealed that neither method is effective for de-veloping aesthetfic awareness; however, pragmatic and hypothetical problems in productdesigning were both instrumental in increasing the quantity and uniqueness of ideas pro-duced.
All creative ability levels and above average creative ability levels did better afterworking pragmatic problems, and low creative ability levels did better after workinghypothetical problems.
This study suggests that problems are valuable to teach design. The student shouldbe confronted with pragmatic or hypothetical problems, or perhaps a mixture of the twotypes, to increase his ability to develop creative, unique solutions.

Dr. Magowon is Chairman for Mom facturing Techniques at Memrhis State University, Tennessee.

W-7.4.3 AIAA
Reports of Research
IMeROVIN STUDENT TEACHING THROUGH PORTABLE VIDEO TAPE RECORDERS AND MICRO-TEACHING TECHNIQUES
Chm., Edwin C. Hinckley; Rec., Harold T. Houghaug; Speakers, Robert A.Tinkham,Arye Perlberg, RichardNelson; Host, Robert G. Hostetter.

IMPROVING STUDENT TEACHING
WITH TAPES AND TECHNIQUES

Richard Nelson
A rye Per lberg

Robert A. Tinkham

Oh wad some pcwer the giftie gie us
To see oursels as othe-rs see usi
It wad from monie a blunder free us

Robert Burns
In this day of scientific and technological miracles, it is still goo( co listen to thevoices of the past - particularly when they express truths such as one found in the quotefrom Robert Burns. These lines should be especially meaningful to teachers whose suc-cess, in large measure, rests on their ability to use their thoughts, their appearance,their actions, and their voices to influence young people so that /earning takes place.
As you have undoubtedly noticed, we have with us the two sets of equipment that are
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used in the project. This afternoon we plan to use this equipment to show you tapes oftwo of our current student teachers and one experienced teacher to illustrate some pointsregarding tile work of the project.
In view of the fact that, thanks to video-tape recordings, we can see ourselves asothers see us, this advantage can be coupled very well with some of the promising de-velopments in educational resealch such as micro-teaching (a short lesson presented toa small group of learners) and interaction analysis. When this is done, there is goodreason to believe that better teaching will reeult regardless of whether the combinationis used by prospective teachers or by those who are already in the profession.
It was this potential that led Dr. Arye Perlberg, a visiting staff member at the Uni-versity of Illinois, to recommend a pilot study of the feasibility of using portable video-

tape equipment V) record the work of student teachers using micro-teaching techniquesin the schools to which they were assigned. This would be done after they had been ex-posd to the concepts of micro-teaching in their methods class that precedes studeatteaching.
As approved for funding by the Research Coordinating Unit of the Illinois State Boardof Vocational Education and Rehabilitation in October, 1967, the one-yeai explor:Itory

study was expanded to include not only an investigation of student teaching in industrial
education, home economics, and agricultural education, but also an in-service training
program was planned for junior colleges and area vocational centers.

As part of their orientation to micro-teaching, student teachers, prior to going to
their assigned schools, presented five lessons which were taped for critiquing by micro-teaching specialists. Likewise, they and their cooperating teachers were instructed inthe operation of the equipment since it would be their responsibility to set it up and do thetaping when the set arrived at their school.

To facilitate the full use of the equipment and to avoid some of the problems experi-enced by others who have attempted to incorporate video taping in a program, three addi-tional steps were taken. These are strongly recommended in view of their value in thetotal operation of this program. First, housing units were designed and constructed tomake each set a self-contained piece of equipment, one set in a mobile unit on casters
and the second in .ft suitcase-like carrying case. Secondly, all electrical connections weremade near fo,)1prou by color coding. Finally, illustrated instruction sheets were pre-pared, tested, revised and brought to the point where quality taping was guaranteed if theywere followed, step by step.

ln each of the student teaching situations, a set of video-tape equipment was brought
twice to the school and left for severaldays for use by the cooperating teacher and student
teacher. During each appearance of the equipment the university supervisor would make
one of his regular calls and would use a tape made while he was there to critique thelesson presented by the student teacher.

Because of the limited amount of rime that the university supervisor has with eachstudent tec_ber (calls of one-half dayduration during the seven weeks of student teaching),a plan was devised by which additional tapes would be made and sent to the supervisorfor his viewing and suggestions. This system was further refined by arranging a "con-
ference telephone" discussion regarding a tape sent in by the student teacher. At the
university the supervisor watched the tape with the sound being picked up by the telephone.
Milns away the student teacher and cooperating tcacher heard the tape and the supervisor's
comments. This, in effect, was an excellent supplement to his regular supervisory calls.

As to the findings, it can be said that much was learned that will prove valuable in thefuture work of the project staff. In general, the project was well received by student
teachers, cooperating teachers, students, the schools as a whole, and university super-
visors as well. Certainly this type of activity requires a great deal of planning. The two
sets of equipment travelled by car or station wagon a total of 4,200 miles in moving be-tween the university and fifteen different schools.

During the first semester, the major problems were of a technical and a logisticnature. This was due to the fact that an attempt was made to tape all student teachers in
industrial education plus two in agriculture education and one in home economics educa-
tion. This proved to be too large an assignment and the second semester saw a reduction
to eight student teachers in the three areas. With this curtailment, it was possible to con-duct a more satisfactory program of tape-reviewing and critiquing. The total number ofstudent teachers taped in the fieldfor-he entire school year was twenty-five. Their over-all reactions indicate that they feel that the addition of micro-teaching techniquen and
video-tape recordings in a student teaching program is well worthwhile.
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In closing, mention should be made of the fact that a follow-up study is being prepared.
This investigation would be aimed at a comparison of traditional student teaching proce-
dures and the newer method incorporating video-taping and micro-teaching techniques.

Mes5rs. Tinkham, Perlberg and Nelson are affiliated with the University of Illinois, Urbana.

W-7.5 AIAA
Special Interest Session
INDUSTRIAL ARTS AND VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION
Chm., Ervin Dennis; Recs., Charles Martin, Ronald Van Rooyan; Speakers, Walter J. Devins, Paul R. Hoff-
man, Daniel Mnuchline; Host, Eugene B. Balzer.

VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION TODAY
Walter J. Devins

Vocational rehabilitation, since its inception in 1920 as a service function of govern-
ment, has had a long and continued association with vocational education. The original
law Pst-hlishing programs of this type designated the state board of vocational education

Me state department for administration, aad currently 75% of all nation-
rehabilitation agencies have this administrative status.
rehabilitation, in its simplest terms, is the process of developing an in-

ii)acity to function at his highe otential despite his handicap within his
At this time, let me state that th process involves all aspects of the in-

dividual's capacity to iunction in society, and this is by no means limited to the physical.
It has long been recognized that the emotional, social and vocational adjustments a the
individual are so interwoven that each must be evaluated and developed when working with
the disabled individual.

Significant these days has been the trend toward consiructive use of leisure time.
For a while, we were mostly concerned with the vocational and the social adjustment re-
quired in the work setting, while today we are vitally interested in the use of leisure.
Recreation, therefore, has been added as another component to the rehabilitation process.

Most authorities consider the World War. I period as the start of rehabilitation, al-
though there Is sufficient evidem of efforts of this type that date back to the dawn of
recorded history.

For practical reasons, however, World War I is used as the base for the start of the
federal/state vocational rehabilitation program that has increased in authority and scope
at varioue intervals over the years, namely 1943, 1954 and 1965. Each of these years
represents significant periods when legislatic,n expanded the services available for the
handicapped. Like several of the other federally-oriented social programs, these are
cooperative federal/state endeavors where the state can match federal funds within a
framework to provide services. This is sometimes referred to as "creative Federalism
and state programs vary depending upon the commitment of each jurisdiction.

Since 1965, the Rehabilitation Services Administration has embarked upon several
new grant programs to improve rehabilitation facilities, based upon the premise that
serviceo are only available when there are sufficient facilities in which to provide these
highly specialized services to various clients. Paramount in this program has been the
development of two state plans: (a) The Comprehensive Plan that analyzes needs for serv-
ices by the state and (b) State Plan fur Facilities and Workshops.

The latter has established priorities for improving or constructing new facilities.
To date, 17 workshops, comprehensive centers and one comprehensive speech and hear-
ing center are in the process of construction. More than 250 individual improvement
grants have provided 450 new staff positions and equipment ranging from hand tools
through industrial type machinery appropriate to sustain production.

Today we see several new trends emerging in rehabilitation facilities, such as the
development of industrial Job sites as an extension of the evaluation process. Perhaps a
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good example is the case of nurses' aides training that simply cannot be simulated like
production lines are with subcontracts. There is no substitute for the nursing t.ome or
hospital for training of this type. Industrial job sites within the structure of the industryitself are now in the forefront and vary as much as all workshops and localities do.
Within the foreseeable ':uture, rehabilitation facilities are expected to become a familiar
part of an industrial complex.

One of the outstanding examples of this is in Mississippi. This state is in the process
of acquiring an industrial economy to substitute for the former agrarian activity that is
now on a decline as the sole occupational base. ln response to this, the state has a re-
gional development program that not only attracts but selects on the basis of providing a
diversity of types of industry, which will be promoted or given a priority for an area.
This has carried over into the rehabilitation picture by locating facilities in emerging
industrial parks. About a year ago, in a field aurvey, I visited several in the state that
all met this criterion, especially one in Kosciusko, Mississippi. This is a modern one-
story building that resembles the newer elementary schools so prevalent throughout
the country today. With an open building of this type, there are many options for change
within the structure because of tne absence cf permanent partitions. The production work
in this facility is identical with that of two adjacent industrial plants with the same proc-esses and machinery. Due to this close identity, clients gradually trained in specific
skills with industrial standards of performance, prior to transfer into the main plant.

In other parts of the nation, SouthCarolina for instance, they are developing rehabili-
tation programs for correctional institutions that have supportive counseling as a built-in
feature, and this is carried back into the community under the same counselor whenprisoners are released. Throughout the country, several similar projects are either in
the developmental phase or functioning at this time, "with the unique approach of maintain-
ing community ties during the sentence-serving pe- iod. Several of these clients have
been successfully reintegrated into society with meaningful socially acceptable goals and
behavior patterns, that have been developed by applying the rehabilitation process within
thc tructure of the penal system.

Another largely neglected group of citizens in this country has :leen the disabled
migrant workers, who without identity with a specific community were unable to secure
required medical and vocational services, but are today eligible uneer new projects in
such states as Texas, California and Washington, as well as New Jersey and New York,
which also have seasonal workers.

More and more as we observe the development of facilities, both the :nedically
oriented and those of a vocational nature commonly known as workshops, we recognize
the need for reinforcing programs of this type with professionally trained and competent
personnel. Approximately 60% of all workshop improvement grants are for partial salary
support of such staff as work evaluators, vocational instructors, social workers and psy-
chologists.

Recently. a set of standards has been developed and adopted by the National Policy
and Performance Council that covers the essential areas of an operating rehabilitation
program. These standards were developed by a panel representative of the community
at large with members from business, labor, voluntary rehabilitation agencies and pro-
fessional groups. Perhaps of interest tothis group are the qualifications of a work evalu-
ator that requires an MA in an appropriate field and one year cf experience in rehabilita-
tion or other suitable experience.

An undergraduate degree and three years' experience in industrial arts education or
rehabilitation counseling are also acceptable as qualifications tor this position.

These standards at present are objectives for our workshop improvement grants and
must be substantially met by all applicants involved in the training services grant pro-
gram. During this past year. more than 1,200 clients, receiving financial support up to
$65 per week, were trained in skills ranging from custodial work to specialized electronic
procedures through this grant program.

Today cooperative programs between vocational rehabilitation and special education
are more the rule than the exception throughout the country, insuring early and permanent
adjustments to our irduatrial society.

Some of the more remote handicapped groups that are being reached with rehabilita-
tion techniques today are the narcotics addicts,welfare recipients and others. Currently,
the Federation of the Handicapped in New York is developing a planned program of serv-
ices for those addicted to narcotics as a component of the "Methadone" project.

Research and Demonstration grants of $65.5 million support a number of projects
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improving medical rehaoilitation services such as physical medicine, prosthetic and ortho-pedic applications. Interestingly, close coordination with the National Aeronautics andSpace Administration has produced meaningful results, for example, the adaptation oflunar excursion module ambulatory movement to wheelchairs.
Training of professional re- habilitation personnel such as counselors, work evaluators,social workers, occupational tlerapists and others represents 33 million or one half ofthe total Research and Demolstration budget. The greater portion of these grants isawarded to individuals pursuing graduate degrees in health professions.As a government agency, Rehabilitation Services Administration is dependent uponlegislative authority for any expansion of services to the handicapped. Fortunately, in ademocracy such as ours, the legislative system is a dynamic process ccntinually respond-ing to the needs of the public by providing the means to cope with the problems of the in-dividual citizen. Even at this time, expanded authority is being developed in Congressthat will provide new approaches to assist in rehabilitating the handicapped throughoutthe nation.

Mr. Devins is Consultant witn the Division of Rehabilitation, Rehabflitation Services Admin4tration,Washington, DC.

INDUSTRIAL ARTS AND
EVALUATION OF THE HANDICAPPED

Paul R. Hoffman

Evaluation of abilities, aptitudes, interests and personality factors has been the focusof psychological testing. Although psychological testing has progressed to a good degreeof sophistication, it has not been able to meet fully all the needs in evaluating the handi-capped. Many of the handicapped seen ir. vocational rehabilitation facilities are personsfor whom sufficient data cannot be collected by means of psychological tests. areindividuals who do not have the educational attainment to take gicaltests, who lack the cultural background which orients them to , whJhave had negative experiences with such tests, who are too anxious tu p,;rtorm adequatelyin a psychological test situation, or who suffer from some other factor that prevents ade-quate measurement on standardized psychological tests.
A different method of evaluation had to be found. The different method which hasdeveloped is that which utilizes work or an aspect of work an the basic tool for evaluation.This has come to be known as work evaluation, of which there are two basic methods.These two methods of evaluation are work samples and actual jobs.
A work sample is a component of work which serves to measure a particular traitor ability to do a particular job or a series of jobs. Work samples may be devised byconducting an analysis of a job and devising a test, or work sample, to measure one ormore c"-nponents of the job. A work sample may be one aspect of a job, such as solder-ing wir on an electronic component, or it may be a task not related to a particular job,.but devised to measure a particular trait related to a number of jobs, such as fine fingerdexterity. Work samples may be developed by setting up a particular job in isolation ofthe industrial or business setting. With the job setup in isolation, the client performs aset number of operations rather than working day in and day out on the job.There will be work samples pertaining to electronics, electrical wiring, mechanicalassembly, drafting, welding, machine shop, lettering, automotive mechanics, wood work-ing and wood refinishing, as well as in other vocational fields such as clerical, sewingmachine operation, laundry operations and homemaking. The knowledge of the industrialarts person is, of course, directly applicable to the work samples first mentioned, al-though industrial arts persona entering the field often learn to evaluate handicapped per-sons utilizing work samples in other areas. The contribution industrial arts persons canmake in this field is not only their ability to utilize the work samples, but to de, elopeffective work samples based upon their knowledge and skills.

The second method of work evaluation is the utilization of actual jobs. This job maybe within a sheltered workshop, an institution or hospital, or placement in an industry or
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a business. In a sheltered workshop, a client can be placed on a production line or on some
other job within the workshop. In an institution or hospital, he can be evaluated by place-.
ment in the food service, custodial service, laundry or other do,vrtment. It should be
noted that Lhe client is not evaluated on one job, but usually on a series of jobs. As in-
dicated, a client can also be placed in industry or business; however, this type of evalua-
tion is usually reserved for those with potential for success either initially or after train-
ing and personal adjustment.

The sheltered workshop is the principal facility utilizing jobs within its setting as the
means of evaluating the handicapped. For those who are not familiar with a sheltered
workshop, it is a facility that, either ti.rough subcontracts, renovation, production of its
own product (or a combination of the:4e), offers a controlled work environment for the
handicapped. It utilizes work expenel ce and related services to assist the handicapped
to become productive and live rewarding lives. It may also offer extended employment
under controlled conditions to the more severely handicapped who cannot enter the com-
petitive employment market. The knowledge and skills of the industrial arts person are
applicable to the needs and functions a` he she..ered workshop.

The basic objective of the wor/ _valuator is vocational diagnosis and prescription.
He must evaluate de recities, skilIF trinments, work habits, work tolerance, ability to
learn a job or potential for becomir.. i-.7-nployable, and to assess social and behavior pat-
terns relative to the client's becou economically self-sustaining. He makes a voca-
tional diagnosis, and if the person IN, .he potential for directly entering into a job or job
training, then this becomes the reco- cndation or prescription, If the handicapped per-
son will first require adjustment of oeh3vior, increase in work tolerance, basic education
or some other factor tomake him readyfor employment or job training, then this becomes
the prescription.

From the foregoing, it should be clear that industrial arts as a professional field and
industrial arts personnel have mu t ) contribute to the field of work evaluation. The
training of the industrial arts perso in basic areas such as electronics, woodworking,
machine shop, etc., provides him with the skills to utilize many of the work evaluative
tasks and to develop effective work samples. The skills developed in teaching and evaluat-
ing studerrs during industrial arts training are alsodirectly applicable to the field of work
evaluation, as are many of the other courses included in industrial education. Today there
are many industrial arts personnel in this i.eld. Because of the shortage of training pro-
grams, industrial alt students are entering the field di, ...ctly from undergraduate school.

There is, however, a need for additional kno -Lige on the part of the industrial arts
person entering the vocation of work evaluation. l'here is a need to learn about medical
and psychological aspects of disability, occupational information as pertinent to this type
of clientele, job analysis, techniques of work sample development, theory and techniques
of work evaluation beyond the general application of their knowledge from industrial arts,
supervisory practices in evaluation, and other information pertinent to the field. Up until
recently there have been only six-week programs training work evaluators, but this year
a graduate program in work evaluation was begun at Stout State University.

The opportunities in the field of vocational rehabilitation and work evaluation are ex-
cellent. Programs of workevaluation exist in or are being set up in rehabilitation centers,
sheltered workshops, high schools, hospitals, institutions f.),7 the retarded, prisons, youth-
ful offender camps and facilities for the alcoholic and narcotics addict. There is cur-
rently an extensive need for experienced and inexperienced work evaluators. The need
will radically increase due to the increasing number of programs. Legislation now pend-
ing in Congress will greatly increase the programs in work evaluation which, of course,
will increase the opportunities. Salaries inthe field are comparable to other professional
opportunities requiring comparable professional training. One of the big advantages is
the opportunity to enter a field in its relatively early stages and contribute to its growth,
to experiment and to chart new ground.

Last, but most important, the field of vocational rehabilitation offers all who would
enter it the opportunity to assist less fortunate persons to lead a fuller life, or to assist
persons to a life that for the very first Cnie holds promise.

Dr. Hoffman is Director of Vocational Rehabilitation Programs ot Stout State University, Menomonie,
Wisconsin.
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SHELTERED WORKSHOPS AND
INDUSTRIAL ARTS

Daniel D. Mauch line
At the presem time, there are about 1,100 sheltered workshops in the United States,serving about 55,000 client/employees, with total annual sales of industrial goods andservices of approximately 55 million dollars. This is a small industry compared to GMor IBM, but its growth has been unusually rapid over the last decade and the outlook forfuture growth is extremely promising.
As vocational rdhabilitation offers sorvices to a client population with wider and widerranges of disabilities, workshop services will become increasingly necessary. Not longago, it was considered as acceptaLl procedure for a rehabilitation counselor to regardan amputee as the ideal sort of client because of the simplicity of rehabilitating him,while the counselor would avoid mental retardates or post-psychotics because of themyriad complications and the lengthy period of time involved in moving the individualalong toward rehabilitation. Today, we have a large number of rehabilitation counselorswhose entire case load consists of mental retardates or post-psychotics, and the coun-selor who seeks out only patients with simple, uncomplicated orthopedic disabilities isregarded by his peers as possessing questionable competency.This "new breed" of rehabilitation counselor, who is willing to assault problemswhich would have terrorized his ancestors, requires a range of community serviceswhich is wider, )nore complex and rather more difficult to evaluate than were the serv-ices previously required. A recent survey of rehabilitation counselors in Maryland re-vealed that counselnrs regarded psycho-social services as the most critically needed, andthe most poorly distributed. Counselors felt that medical services were generally ade-quate for their purposes, but vocational evaluation services and personal adjustmenttraining, while badly needed, tendea not to be available outside of metropolitan areas.Additionally, general dissatisfaction with the quality of sheltereil workshop services(especially vocational evaluation and personal adjustment training) was expressed.The Maryland Workshop and Rehabilitation Facilities Study Committee, in commentingon these survey results, pointed out that while there was a real need for additional shel-tered workshops in the state, the most serious problem at hand was finding adequatelytrained staff members for the shops. It is easy to get a physical plant built and equipped,but without competent personnel to run the programs, the physical plant becomes a whiteelephant. The workahops already in operation are relatively poorly staffed and their in-dustrial operations are irimitive and unsophisticated, so that the work experiences pro-vided to clients are minimally realistic.

It would appear that a workshop which could successfully blend the competencies ofthose trained.in psychology and counseling with the competencies of those trained in indus-trial arts would be well along the road to becoming a social agency oriented toward effect-ing behavioral changes in its clientele, through the provision of counseling in a highlyrealistic vocational environment. This means that the physical plant must be reasonablycontemporary - it must be adequately lighted and ventilated; it must be in a state of goodrepair; it must have equipment similar to that encountered in modern industry; it mustobserve reasonable safety practices; housekeeping practices must be good. These aspectsof the physical plant are probably better dealt with by individuals trained in industrialarts than by individuals trained in psychology, counseling, or guidance, since the psycho-logically oriented tend to relegate the physical environment to a secondary role. Anotherbenefit brought to the workshop by the individual trained in industrial arts is the ability towork with things, to use equipment well and economically; to build simple fixtures andholding devicesas necessary; to simplify work flow and work tasks. In short, the shelteredworkshop must have those who are interested in the psychology of the individual and thosewho are interested in the individual's environment if it is to accomplish its chores inefficacious fashion.
While there are several universities offering training in sheltered workshop opera-tions, it is unlikely that the programs presently in existence or those planned for the im-mediate future will be able to meet the demand for personnel. The National Associationfor Sheltered Workshops and Homebound Programs surveyed its membership late in 1967,asking a number of questions about the operations of the shops which belong tD the organ-
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ization. One of the questions asked was how many staff members would be needed by each
shop over the next three years. The answers indicated that an average of one staff mem-
ber per shop per year would be needed over the next three years. This amounts to a total
a 3,300 staff un..:mbers to be found by 1971, even if no new workshops are started in the
next three years.. If all graduates of ail university training programs for rehabilitation
counselors and sheltered workshop administrators and supervisors went into sheltered
workshops, there would still be a large number of unfilled positions.

it would appear that industrial arts graduates who are interested in rehabilitation
and who are willing to make an aggressive and positive presentation of their abilitie- to
sheltered workshop administrators have an entirely new field of activity awaiting Lnem.

Mr. Mauchline is Research Director with the University of Maryland, College Park.

W-7.6 AIASA
AIASA Session
THE HIGH SCHOOL INDUSTRIAL AF _:LUB IN ACTION
Chm., Donald Parker; Rec., Sherry H, ,ton; Speakers, Rudy Cantu, Jerry Howard, Don Townsend, Sam
Ewalt; Hosts, William Foyer, Billy Mciy.

INDUSTRIAL ARTS AND CLUB WORK
Rudy Robert Cantu

Society is a complex machine. Each of iis individual parts is necessary for the func-
tion of the svhole. If one of these fails to operate efficiently, th.t entire system is crippled.

The key to success is education. Although many students rind it advantageous to de
vote their efforts to one particular field of study, there are mo-,- Job onnorrimitirr ,en
to the student wi_h a broader education.

There are many subjects available to the student pursuing a 8,;neral education which
are of equal benefit. Included inthe list with mathematics, sciences, languages and social
studies are courses in industrial arts. A student seeking a general education should take
a major part of the eleL:cives of his curriculum of study in industrial arts.

Ours is a technical society revolving around industry and manufacturing. As indus-
try grows, the de nand for industrial arts majors also increases. Today's world is con-
stantly progressing, and revolutionary changes will become apparent in the future. These
trends will be toward more scientific, mechanical and technical modes of life, therefore
magnifying the significance of a basic knowledge of the principl?s of industry.

The field of industrial arts consists of manydiffcrent areas. Any of these fields may
lead to a career and a vocation, or broaden one's general education.

OL.e of these is !he field of drafting. Most courses in drafting consist of three main
levels: mechanical drawing, architectural drafting and industrial drafting. A student
seeking only a general knowledge of drafting, can take basic mechanical drawing. How-
ever, one who wishes to further his study of drafting ma; choose either architectural
drafting or industrial drafting. A working understanding of architecture is the initial
step on the long road to obta:ning one's goal. Even if your stu6y does not lead to a career,
it may still prove to be extreriely beneficial in helping a young housewife design her dream
kitchen or an elderly businessman create his castle.

The other branch, industrial drafting, is primarily for the student wishing to become
a professional draftsman. However, any Audent who completes one or all of these courses
should find his education and life enriched by the qualities of pride in his work, advanced
creative ability, neatness and the spirit of competition.

If drafting is not the course he wishes to follow, the student may choose to study
woodworking, automotive mechanics or data processing. Although differing in curriculum,
the study of each of these vocational fields should result in obtaining the same qualities.

Although a career in industrial arts may not be the goal of each student it: the course,
one cannot help but be affected by the knowledge gained. For education is knowledge, and
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knowledge is success: success in a world where those with a sound general educationwill prosper.

Mr. Cantu is President of AIASA.

W-7.7 AIAA
Special Interest Session
SAFETY IN EDUCATION
Chm., Joe Luke; Rec., Al Sherick; Speakers, Alan R. Suess,
Mudgett. Stanley Sweet, Edgar Hare; Host, Albert G.

SAFETY INSTRUCTION AND
TEACHER EDUCATION INSTITUTIONS

Alan R. Suess

About a week after the death of a Minnesota North Stars hockey player in January,Arthur Daley of the New York Times News Service wrote of the reluctance of the hockeyplayers and management to use protective head gear. The following excerpt is repre-sentative of the tone of the entire article:
"A little more than al week ago Bill Masterton of the Minnesota North Starsbecame the first fatality in 51 years of big league 1- `- his ' c,-Tvoledto the ice after what was desc hecl a routi Lk. Ai Jugh it un-doubtedh, accident 01 once-in-a iifotitnedimensions, it still abruptly1r Lt tILL ot a fine young man. A helmet undoubtedly would have savedhim.
Yet there la no disposition on the part of hockey authorities t-- ..mcase thenoggins of their stick-wielding mercenaries in protective headgea:- Tlx-y wereshocked by Masterton's death and properly sympathetic to his you-st: widow andtwo small children.
But the members of the establishment had survived the hi.: . of tnisfastest of sports during their playing days and all have a built-in pa-efer-!nce forthe status quo. They developed a distaste for helmets as players .ind rnw thatthey've moved into the executive branch, they still are resistant to m, thetragic warning of Masterton's death to the contrary."

Tragically, it would be possible to substitute the terrns :rts teachereducators" for ''hockey authorities" and "laboratory safety practices )-t- "protectivehelmets" and the article could have been written about contemporary cor:.:a.t._ ris in indus-trial arts. Your speaker is fully aware of the danger of gross general c..or1s and alsoaware of outstanding exceptions to the thesis of this paper. Neverthelew-... noustrial artsand particularly industrial arts teacher educators face important decisiorfa -:..garding im-plementation of appropriate safety measures in the schools and concom.;_rit preparation
of prospecti7e teachers in the realm of safety.

The scope of the problem facing industrial arts teacher educatorz brought intodramatic focus by recent advancements in legislation r?garding mandet-xy eye safety inthe schools. Ohio was the first state to enact mandatory eye safety leF-slation in 1963.Since I was a teacher educator in Ohio at that time, let me add parentheticaly that leader-
ship for the law was provided by vocational education and s :deuce group+. According tothe National Society for the Prevention of Blindness, Inc., a total of twenty-six states hadenacted mandatory eye safety legislation as of April 15, 1968. The State If Kentucky lawlacks only the Governor's signature and the Louisiana State Department cf Education hasissued regulations based on the model eye safety law which unconfirmee _tumors indicatewill soon become state law. The National Society for the Prevention ot Blindness, Inc.,
statisticians also report that more than 70% of the nation's students rest* in the twenty-six states with eye safety legislation.
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The exeuse that eye safety instruction and mandatory use of safety glasses in teacher
education programs are not needed because there is no legislation in the state loses what-
ever tenuous verity it previously held when one looks at teacher mobility. Yet, if you
were to walk unannounced into many teacher education laboratories, you would observe
students with bare eyeballs squinting through a cloud of sawdust or pouring a casting just
as it was done in the good old days. The establishment has not yet deemed it necessary
to change since they have never had any accidents (or have repressed those that have oc-curred), and besides those darned glasses just get itr the way. More pathetic than the
successful blocking of adequate eye protection by a few faculty members is the unilateral
decision by the department head who, in order to justify his opposition, blocks adoption of
an eye protection program because it interferes with an individual's "right" to self-determination. This argument carried to its logical conclusion would make it necessaryto remove all traffic regulations because someone in the society may want to drive 70
miles per hour through a residential district.

Recent emphasis on eye safety legislation has brought this topic into focus. Although
eye accidents are dramatic and their consequences are usually long-term, the accidentrate of less serious injuries in the industrial arts programs of the nation may do moreto bring disfavor to our programs than all the critic:sm and questioning of our content,methods, goals and total effectiveness.

Comprehensive data regarding the accident rate in industrial arts are almost impos-sible to collect. The data that do exist, however, assume frightening proportions when
extrapolations are made to the national scene. One of our graduate students is current-
surveying the accident rate in the industrial arts departments of the State of IndianL.Although the results are not yet complete, partial returns from only forty-five schoolsindicate that last year there wers 20 accidents requiring medical attention. If we had anunbiased sample and unch ,nged conditions (which, of course, is not the case), three hun-
dred and fourteen Indiana students will require either the care of a pnysician or hospital-ization this year as a direct result of being enrolled in industrial arts. Since Indiana,
with five million population, comprises about two and one-half percent of the national
population, the magnitude of the accident rata takes on even greater importance.

The role of the teacher educator inthe reduction of the accident rate among industrial
arts students is at least two-fold. First, improved safety instruction and practice during
the teacher education program is imperative. I can take you to a metalworking laboratory
in a teacher education department where you could hear a well-prepared lect-re and
demonstration of the safe use of the squaring sheer. The demonstration would include a
discussion of how an undergraduate recently loEt the tip of his finger and how safe opera-
tion will prevent such an incident from recurring. The only problem is that the instructor

!has never taken the hour required to tap three holes in the hold-down fingers and install
a plastic guaid to protect the user.

The second, and equally important, function of the teacher educatoi in accident reduc-
tion is to assume leadership by takink, a long hard look at the activities occurring in con-
temporary industrial arts. The educational relevance of many of the more hazardous
practices in induzarial arts classes is highly questionable. The recent rash of seriousaccidents, including at least one fatality, resulting from face-plate turning on a woodlathe is a case in point. Are theoutcomes from turning a bowl justifiable in terms of the
staged objectives of the course? Similarly, are the gains from providing instruction inthe use of the wood shaper worth the number of fingers injured and the resultant perma-
nent impairment of our students?

The meager gains of safety officials in convincing the general public of the benefits of
auto seat belts dramatize the scope of the problem for both classroom teachers and teachereducators in the development of a meaningful safety program. Nevertheless, the moral,
economic and professional implications of inaction are so great that the entire profession

; must unite to reduce the hazards to the youth in our care.

Dr. Suess is Associate Professor at Purdue University, Lafayette, Indiana.
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Chm., Earl Weber; Rec., Milo N. Sulentic; Speaker, Paul Manchak; Hosts, Elden Brandt, Otto E. Ursin.
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TITLE XI, E.P.D.A. AND INDUSTRIAL ARTS
Paul J. Manchak

IndustriP1 Arts continues to be a member of the Federal family. While at a slower
pac,.. than some would like and while sometimes flying under banners not easily recog-
nizable by old line definitions, industrial arts curriculum reform, spurred on by the avail-
ability of Federal funds, continues to progress at an ever accelerating rate. Support in-
cludes funds to help equip and remodel laboratories and classrooms; and the subsidiza-
tion of innovative programs and programs for the disadvantaged. Other programs assist
states in expanding and improving their supervisory and related services. Still others
such as NDEA Title XI, HEA Title V-C, and their successor EPDA provide fellowships,
institutes ar.d other training programs for educational personnel.

Through the summer of 1968, alproximately 3.4 million dollars of Federal funds will
have been spent for institutes and fellowships for study in industrial arts.

The effect of these training programs, which provide annually for less than two per-
cent of the country's industrial arts school personnel, cannot be measured by the number
of individuals they have served or by the number of institutes they have supported nor
by the number of institutes in any one state. Rather, such a program can be considered
only in terms of its national influence on the teachers trained and the children who in
turn are trained by them.

Institutes have helped to spark a renewed interest a renewed national interest in
the preparation of elementary and secondary school teachers. Today, there is greater
attention to this problem on every academic level. The improvement of teachers, through
pre-service and in-service training, cooperation between the university and the school,
and communication between the school and its community, including industry, are all
evidence of a new movement.

lt is already evident that there is more to Federal aid than Federal funds. There are
many unexpected and unplanned dividends which accrue from the original investment. In
short, we have learned that the funds themselves may be of less consequence than the
opportunity to allocate them. For Federal assistance, broadly viewed, has commenced
a power. ' dialogue on education that is national in scope, not parochial, and one that is
contempo.........y in approach, not academic.

With the beginning of EPDA on July 1, 1968, and a new Bureau of Educational Personnel
Development, the business of Federal aid to education shifts into second gear. It will not
be a brand new enterprise, inexperienced and wary, but a venture which can move forward
with confidence and experience.

Legislatively speaking, it should be noted thatthe Education Professions Development
Act represents a distinct change. For it is a move from limited categorical aid to a
broader form of categorical aid, one that iE more concerned with the general problem of
manpower and teacher training than with specific teachers or certain disciplines.

The EPDA is the logical successor toNDEA. It is a sophisticated piece of legislation
that goes to the heart of the matter: the education of teachers and related personnel. Prior
to this legislation few basic changes were made in the original NDEA authorization for
training. Additional subject fields were authorized in 1964 and 1965, and greater atten-
tion was given to the activities of a wider variety of educational personnel. Nevertheless,
many gaps remained. In particular, no provisiot s had been made for a wide variety of
individuals who serve education, such as non-professionals and school administrators.

Essentially what the EPDA does is to open up the field for the training of almost any-
one who serves education, professional or non-professional. Now the Office of Education
will be able to support programs to train teacher aides and the variety of specialists and
supervisors who provide leadership for the schools, including administrators in elemen-
tary and secondary education, as well as in the colleges. It also allows the Office to make
grants to local school districts and to State Departments of Education. And it permits a
vastly greater use of imagination and program flexibility in the kinds of projects which
can be supported.

The most pertinent parts of EPDA of interest to this group include: Part B-1 which
-.ontinues the Teacher Corps; the second part of Section B is new providing for grants to
states which enable them to support efforts by local educational agencies to attract indi-
viduals to teaching and also to provide them with necessary training. Funds under this
part may also be used to obtain the services of teacher aides and to provide them the
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essential training that they will need.
Fart C continues the Teacher Fellowship Program originally authorized in 1965. Inthe future this tri-partite program Experienced and Prospective Teacher Fellowshipsand Institutional ABE istance Grants will be administered as a single entity. The inter-

relationship of pre-service and in-service, aavanced study leading to certificates, an MA,even the PhD, may now be emphasized, rather than treating each separately, isolatedfrom developing programs. Developmental grants may also be made to enable collegesand universities to strengthen graduate programs for the preparation, and re-training,
of educational personnel.

The institute program is continued by Part D, but without the previous limitations
of thirteen separate categories. Ail subjects usually taught in the schools are now eligiblefor support. Thin does not, however, alter the continuation of the institute programs in
each of those thirteen categories previously funded under NDEA, and they will be supportedat least to the 1967-68 level.

While national priorities will be established by the Commissioner - such as emphasis
oil projects for the disadvantaged or programs it early elementary education- proposers
may identify their own priorities for training educational personnel, submitting proposalswhich meet their own needs. The major goal is to seek out programs of highest qualityand to increase the number as well as to improve the qualifications, of educational per-
sonnel available to the nE.tion's schools.

Gen.!rally, proposers under the new guidelines are encouraged to use the university's
total resources, combined with the resources of the schools themselves, in the training ofteachers. We expect the schools to help take the lead in training school teachers, intandem with the colleges and universities. Too long has the teacher continued to go to
college while the professor remained (xi campus aloof from the school. We expect to have
proposals from institutions of higher education or from the schools which provide for a
joint effort and which are conducted in genuine collaboration.

Finally, we hope that propost,ls will be submitted which attempt to use other sources
of Federal funds, particularly those from Titles I and III of ESEA, in order to augment
the support available under EPDA. Thus a joint proposal might provide for an in-service
program in which training is given by a college, supported under EPDA, while a cooperat-
ing local education agency could supplement the total cost of the training enterprise under
Title III-

May I conclude with the assurance that the Office is not on another innovation kick.
While we hope that most of the proposals will point to better and probably newer ways of
training educational personnel, the guidelines do not preclude consideration of proposalsbased a program already in operation since it also may well be of high quality and
innovative to boot.

Dr. Manchak 4 a Specialist for Industrial Arts wit+, the US Office of Education, Washington, DC.
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Th-l0.1 A1AA
Special Interest Session
NEW CONCEPTS IN LEARNING AND INSTRUCTION APPLIED TO TEACHER EDUCATIONChm., Alvin Thomas; Rec., Neal Prichard; Speakers, Donald G. Lux, Dovid L. Jeklen; Host, ClaudiusWilken.

LEARNER CONTROLLED EDUCATION

David L. Jefden
Industrial-technical education is faced with the problem of keeping course contentand methods current with changes in industry. Essentially, there are two problems ratherthan one. The first is to keep the content of the course current with the changes that areoccurring in business and industry. The second is to develop educational methods thatwili allow for effective and efficient learning of the content. This second problem is ofspecial concern in providing for retraining or upgrading of persons who are working inbusiness and industry. This proposed project is directed at the second problem, that is,the method of instruction.
The basic argument of this proposed project is that an individualized method of in-struction will provide for the flexibility that is needed in industrial-technical education.The rapidity of change is making it increasingly difficult for curricula to remain currentwithin the framework of the formal classroom methods that are now commonly used.Further, even if classroom procedures could become more flexible, this method is notamenable to providing for individual retraining and upgrading needs. If man can betaught to teach himself and make use of available resources to attain the needed knowledgeand skills, then the retraining and upgrading problem can be achieved through individualstudy.

The solution is not all this simple, however. That man can teach himself is self-evident; however, that man is naturally an efficient and effective learner in a self-instruc-tional situation. The success of study skills experiments (vide Sh.aw, 1955; Brown andHoltzman, 1955) istestimony to the contention that man's skill at learning can be improved.Further, the phenomenon of "learning how to learn" that has been postulated by Harlow(1949) also suggests that man learns this ability, and if it is learned, then the degree ofthis learning in any person would be at some point on a continuum from low to high. Gage(1964) has suggested that learning procedures are not general for all learning outcomes.Learning strategies may differ in efficiency and effectiveness depending upon whether theoutcomes differ in terms such as being cognitive, psychomotor, and affective. This im-plies, then, that man should be taught or should learn those strategies that are effectiveor relevant to the learning outcomes involved in a particular learning task.Even if man can be taught to teach himself, then there is the problem of his havingsufficient resources available for learning what is needed. One of the primary tasks ofthe educator or teacher in the individualized method would be to know what resources areneeded for any learning task and to makethese resources readily available to the learner.The efficacy of the provision of a variety of resources and learning materials has beendemonstrated for young children. Nimnicht and Meier (1966) reported on a "responsiveenvironment nursery school" in which one of the essential features is the provision of an"enriched social, vital world" with which the child can interact. Moore (1964) and Deutsch(1963) have reported similar results with young children in enriched settings.The "responsive environment" in a nursery school is essentially an environment inwhich a wide variety of resources are avilable for the young learner. The providedvariety is not, however, just a random collection of things but rather is a collection ofmaterials in which each component has some purpose.Although the "responsive environment" procedure has been demonstrated only withyoung children, it seems reasonable to expect that the same type of situation would operateeffectively with other age groups. An adult who is more capable of independent effort tthan a child should be capable of operating even more effectively in an appropriate "re-sponsive environment" than the young child.
Thus, in a course such as electricity-electronics, if the adult student knows the knowl-,1,
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edges and skills he will be expected to attain at the end of the course, if he knows the
learning strategies that can be effective for him in attaining these ends, and if adequate
resources were effective for Wm in attaining these ends, and if adequate resources are
provided, then the student should be able to be self-directive in his study and control his
own learning. Further, the learning should be attained more quickly and be more mean-
ingful to the student than it is in the traditional classroom situation. The basis for this
expectation is that self-directed learning is generally more motivating and the enriched
environment of the wide variety of resources will allow for more desirable attitudes (vide
Neidt, 1964) toward the material. Also, it will allow for a more generalized understand-
ing of the learning because of the opportunity to practice and deal with the concepts in a
variety of situations (vide Duncan, 1958).

The following statements, then, are the basic assumptions for the proposed project:
(1) It will be improbable and perhaps impossible to keep our schools up to date in

a dynamic technological society.
(2) The development of learning skills is as important to teach as the subject matter

itself. Both can be taught simultaneously under a well structured system.
(3) It is unnecessary to send people back to school in a formal atmosphere for up-

dating as often as some educators might think. If the student is properly moti-
vated, self-instruction is a reality.

(4) The student is capable of determining his own course of action when he is made
aware of the possibilities that exist to find answers.

(5) A wide variety of resources must be availablo to the student for an effective in-
dividual learning situation. These resources will be available through many
media.

(6) Each student knows or will learn what his strengths and weaknesses are as they
relate to how ba learns best.

/7%/ When an objective is set by the student, its attainment is more personal, the
motivation is stronger, and its achievement more rewarding.

(8) More material can be covered better in a shorter period of time. The student
will get better, more meaningful learning.

The Learner-Controlled system of instruction to be developed for the course in elec-
tricity-electronics will exhibit the following characteristics:

(1) The content of the course and the goals of the course will be based on a deter-
mination of the knowledge and skills required for success in industry. This
determination has been completed on the basis of studies by Brown (1960), Jelden
(1960), and Coleman (1966).

(2) A wide variety of materials will be collected and/or developed for the course.
The materials will be in the form of nine basic media: programmed texts and
machines, reference books, slides, tapes, workbooks, films and video tapes, over-
head transparencies, electrical-electronic equipment, and lecture demonstra-
tions.

(3) The materials will be analyzed and cross referenced by topics. The Learning
objectives will be isolated to provide information to students as to which resources
are available for the various objectives of the course.

(4) The student will be instructed on the procedures of the course and will then work
independently.

(5) Evaluation of student progress will be done individually. When the student be-
lieves he has attained an objective he will ask for an evaluation. Immediate feed-
back will be provided the student, and if the objective has not been reached addi-
Lional study materials will be suggested.
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Dr. Jelden is Industrial Arts Chairman at Colorado State College, Greeley.

Th-10.2 AIAA
Special Interest Session
NEW CONCEPTS IN LEARNING AND INSTRUCTION APPLIED TO THE SUPERVISION OF INDUSTRIALARTS
Chm., William C. Oleson; Rec., DeWitt B. Booth; Speakers, Chester W. Freed, Harry E. PaDelford; Host,Eugene Wood, Jr.

EDUCATIONAL INNOVATIONS
THE SUPERVISOR'S ROLE

Chester IM Freed
Basically, there are sixteen innovations affecting instruction today; one of this numberhas extreme potential for industrial arts instruction. It is the development of a taxonomy,for industrial arts as proposed by Dr. Paul DeVore at the 1964 and 1967 conventions of thisassociation. Technology has grown too fast and in too many directions for industrial artsto afford the luxury of not having an organized subject matter. Dr. DeVore has elaboratedon the taxonomy; therefore, I will not repeat his presentation.
Leaving the taxonomy, the other fifteen innovations are:

(1) Instructional Objectives
(2) Programmed Texts
(3) Video Thpe
(4) Single Concept Films Teachers(5) Study Carrels
(6) Individually Prescribed Instruction (IPI)
(7) Team Teaching
(8) Modular Scheduling Principals(9) Ungrading Continuous Progress

(10) Unstructured Student Time
(11) Library innovations
(12) Large - Small Group Instruction Admi nis -(13) Para-Professionals trators(14) Computer Assisted Instruction (CAI)
(15) Extended School Year

These innovations can be separated into three groups: those that can be initiated (1) byteachers, (2) by principals and (3) by administrators.
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Educational innovations are aimed at improving learning through individualizing in-
struction.

As instruction passes from the "performing teacher" toward programs designed to
neet individual needs - whether these needs be designated by teachers, students, or a corn-
3ination of teacher and student - the schoolhouse will also have to be altered.

Teaching spaces will have to be replaced with learning spaces. Quincy box-type
rooms with the "audit-orium" philosophy must be transformed into spaces for learning
lctivities.

Active learning through varied experiences has mandated that the physical facilities
'or the industrial arts program be designed to accommodate these activities. However,
'hese same accommodating facilities can become a deterrent force relative to an evolving
curriculum. The learning spaces for industrial arts, which are new this year, must be
lesigned to accommodate not only the present program, but also the one which will be
n use in the year 2000.

Preparatory to deciding which, if any, of these innovations will be implemented, one
nust give the entire scope of innovation a close study. Through this study, one must make
/nine judgments about which innovations will assist the industrial arts program in achiev-
ng its goals or aims.

Proliferation of professional literature indicates that many new ideas are being
.ested. But rare is the supervisor who will claim CO be keeping up with his reading.
Nwareness of innovations is a necessity if supervisors are to advise others about these
nnovations' implications for industrial arts.

If supervisors are going to become a positive force in keeping industrial arts in the
, nainstream of education, they must assist three groups of educators: (1) teachers, (2)
)rincipals and (3) administrators.

Assisting teachers in the task of individualizing instruction will be the main effort of
t:he supervisor in his relationship to educational innovation. The first step toward indi-
iidualizing instruction is that of planning. Too often we, as educators, have accepted
3orne type of educational hardware as a temporary end in individualizing instruction. Hard-

H,are cannot supplant sound planning for instruction! Basic to this planning is development
,)f instructional objectives in terms of terminal behavior. Developing these objectives
s primary to both teacher planning and student learning.

,
, Training oneself and others to think of educational objectives in terms of behavior is
Lit best a difficult task. Mager's book, Preparing Instructional Objectives, and a set of
Pilmstrips on educational objectives, which was produced by The University of California,

Iican be utilized as a core for inservice programs on developing instructional objectives.
Once these objectives have been developed for the entire class, then more individual ob-
iectives can be developed similar to those proposed by Bloom, et. al. - Le:els of Cognition.
,rhese levels of cognition range from knowledge (the most simple level), through compre-

..

iension, application, analysis and synthesis to evaluation (the most sophisticated level).
Within the current structure of public education, developing instructional objectives

.8 feasible. However, without a school reorganization which would permit closer student-
eacher involvement and more planning time, it would not be practical to attempt develop-
ng instructional objectives on varying levels of cognition for each student.

, Once the teacher knows exactly what he expects the student to exhibit at the termina-
Ion of the instruction period, then he can judiciously choose the instructional methodology
ind hardware to be employed toward that expectation. lf the basic instructional attack
las not been structured, any innovations which the teacher may initiate will be only icing

f3r stop-gap measures.
ti Although the supervisor's main effort will be in assisting teachers, he also has a
r 31gnificant responsibility to the principal because educational innovations are no longer
, zonfined to isolated departmental changes. The nature of some innovations, such as team
k :eaching, modular scheduling and large-small group instruction, is such that they have: t:*ecome whole-school projects concerning most deparurtents; therefore, the supervisor
'will have to advise the principal tbout the industrial arts' participation in his school's
;3roject.

Supervisors, as members of the central staff, have the opportuaity both to promote
Ind to conoult on industrial arts programs. Whenever pilot programs prove successful,
_he information concerning these programs must be disseminated to principals and teach-

tt ..rs. This dissemination, to be effective, should involve a visitation to the pilot project
-3y the principal and his teachers.

As school administrators promote endeavors, such as demonstration schools and
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educational parks, it will be up tothe industrial arts supervisor to see to it that the indus-trial arts programs and facilities within these p;:ojects will be of a type and quality com-mensurate with the nature of the educational undertaking.If the industrial arts programs are to become an integral part of innovative projects,they will have to offer avenues that complement the philosophy of the projects. TO) often,schopl curriculum projects have passed by the industrial arts departments,"thereby rele-gating the "shop" as some type of static appendage to an evolving'curriculum.In summary, education, and industrial arts as one of its phases, is on the threshokiof an era in which the responsibility for learning is being shifted from the teacher to thelearner. Under this type of program, the teacher will become a consultant/manager tothe learning process. Designing learning experiences will become one of the primarytasks of the teacher; actual teaching, as currently perceived, will be limited to a fewhours per week.
Instructional planning, technology and creative administrative concepts have material-ized to the extent that we now have the means to effect radical changes in public education.Attempting to teach students as individuals is a challenging endeavor industrial arts hasthe historical background and potential to lead the schools in educational innovation.

Mr. Freed is Industrial Arts Specialist, Curri,;ulum Improvement Center, SheFherd College,'ShepherdstownWest Virginia.

Th-10.3 AIAA
Special Interest Session
NEW CONCEPTS IN LEARNING AND INSTRUCTION APPLIED TO ELEMENTARY SCHOOL INDUS-TRIAL ARTS
Chm., Robert Hawlk; Rec., W.A. Mayfield; Speakers, Delmar L. Larson, John Debes, John Giavonnoni,1Emil Hoch, Wayne Wonacott; Host, James J. Kirkwood.

INDUSTRIAL CONCEPTS
VIA TRANSPARENCIES

Delmar L. Larsen'
The Department of Industrial Education at Eastern Michigad University will imple-ment a restructured two-semester-hour course in industrial arts for the elementaryigrades, during the fall semester 1968-69. The weekly schedule will consist of a one-hour(lecture with a student capacity of 200. This single lecture will be correlated with eightseparate two-hour laboratory sections of 25 students each which will also meet once aweek. The eight laboratory sections included in this new structure are to be taught bygraduate assistants.
The aforementioned large group instruction in industrial arts for elementary schoolteacher preparation has stimulated the preparation of selected overhead transparencies.'One basic need was todevelop a number of projectuals which will teach selected industrialconcepts and/or introduce and promote possible laboratory activities. Projectuals wereviewed as one means of communicating effectively with a large group such as that identi-fied above.
A rationale for the use of transparencies. Projectuals should be used only when logicdictates that they are the most effective means of presenting the information to be taught.They do not constitute a panacea for solving instructional problems, but rather provideone more means of instruction with which teachers should be familiar. The only newconcept in learning and instructfpn as applied to elementary school industrial arts, statedor implied in this paper, is the potential for using this medium of communication moreeffectively and on a broader scale than is presently true.The basis upon which one decides to utilize transparencies might include such factorsas:
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(2) Visuals may be utilized in a psychologically sound fashion by progression from
the simple to the complex.

(3) Projectuals may provide a graphic presentation of information, thus reducing
the level of abstraction.

(4) Abstract concepts may be made more concrete by utilizing a familiar context
and reducing the number of symbols for the sake of simplicity.

(5) Transparencies make it possible to teach industrial concepts in a sequential or
developmental pattern through a series of overlays.

(6) Transparencies may be used effectively to teach a large quantity of information
in a relatively short period of time.

(7) Projectuals may employ color to add realism, point out relationships, identify
significant points and/or make sequential processes easier to !-Lillow.

(8) Assembly and disassembly may be realistically shown with carefully prepared
visuals.

The decision to employ transparencies in teaching leads to the need for making a
umber of value judgments. What industrial concepts might be p:esented most effectively
n this manner? What projectual design or format will best do the job? What means of
resentation will promote the most efficient learning? These questions, among others,
-lust be answered before effective communication can be established.

Classroom advantagcs. The use of projectuals in the teaching-learning process
rovide a number of advantages. These advantages involve such factors a,_! psychologically
ound learning, teacher sdmulation, ease of classroom applicability, and the wide flexibil-
ty provided. Some of the notable classroom advantages which may be identified include:

(1) The classroom may remain lighted or only pardally dimmed, which makes it
possible for students to take notes easily.

(2) The teacher shouid find it easy to maintain student eye contact in eliciting ques-
tions as part of the desirable give and take between teacher and learner.

(3) The information presented is in permanent form which permits a student to re-
view when necessary.

(4) Large symbols and/or sizable graphic presentations make it possible to com-
municate effectively in large group Instruction.

(5) Projectuals provide the psychological adirantages of provision for a change of
pace, stimulation through the use of color, allowance for student involvement,
provisions for repeated exposures, and reinforcement of demonstradons as well
as other means of instrucdon.

Preparation of pro lectuals. The originals should be carefully prepared after the con-
Y:epts to be presented have been selected. An effective transparency must be carefully
Lonceived and designed. Some factors to remember in preparing projectuals include,
ij.1) the commonly accepted principles of design, (2) the need for simplicity, (3) the need
br neat symbols by using those that are commercially prepared or by employing guides,
4) the use of color when it assists in the communication of the concept, (5) the appliaa-
on of overlays when sequential developmental stages are valid and. (6) the need to view

)rojectuals as being in a state of continual evaluation and revision.
Originals may be purct. ased, but must be selected with care to obtain the subject

:ontent desired. Transparencies may then be prepared by audio-visual services, if avail-
tble. The process which employs heat tends to distort the plastic, making it difficult to
get good focus. The ozalid or ammonia process produces a flat,. higher-quality finished
)roduct.

Letters and symbols can be placed on the plastic by using pressure sensitive letraset
sheets available through audio-visual suppliers. Plastic in a number of colors with vary-

FIng degre.!s of translucency and an adhesive backing may be used for a variety of effects.
rhis color application Is especially effective in such situations as showing relationshil.s

; 3etween views in drawing or emphasizing significant points.
Depiction of industrial concepts. The intent in this section is to identify some possible

f, applications of projectuals in teaching industrial concepts. This will take the form of
identifying selected concepts which lend themselves to this means of instruction. Some

,topics vNi.ch may be depicted through transparencies are as follows:
..

i;
(1) The relationship between views in orthographic drawing
(2) The alphabet of lines
(3) Geometric construction of given shapes
(4) Sectional views
(5) A number of safety concepts, such as the dangers of spontaneous combustion,
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safe handling of tools, or the freedom from unnecessary hazards in the activityarea
(6) Production as well as consumption information on products from a number 01raw materials
(7) Calendaring in relationship to papermaking or plastics(8) Adhesion, cohesion and fusion as means of fastening materials(9) Roof styles in construction

(10) Identification of key parts of hand or power tools(11) Concepts of cutting
(12) Techniques of hand drilling
(13) Concepts of soldering

The possibilities are as varied as the teacher's imagination and inclination to develoradditional ide-s.
It may bc Lost the dynamic, dedicated teacher is the key to promoting effective learn-ing. The alert teacher, however, will use a variety of instructional means to help meetindividual differences in promoting a viable classroom program. The use of projectualEshould be considered as one instructional means for effectively presenting industrial con-cepts.

Dr. Larsen is Associate Professor of Industrial Education at Eastern Michigan University, Ypsilanti, Mich.

Th-10.4 AIAA
Special Interest Session
NEW CONCEPTS IN LEARNING AND INSTRUCTION APPLIED TO THE TEACHING OF METALSChm., E. R. Glazener; Rec., William S. Scarborough; Speakers, Robert Bachman, Allan R. Suess; RonnalaC. Lemar; Host, Theodore Wiehe.

NEW CONCEPTS IN THE
TEACHING OF METALS

Alan R. Suess
Discussion of "new" techniques for doing anything is extremely hazardous. "New"can mean entirely different things to different groups, disciplines, or even to members ofthe same group in different regions. The first of the "new" techniques used in metal-,working to be discussed has, in fact, been used with a large degree of success by both ele-mentary school teachers and secondary school social studies teachers for more than ter,years. Keep in mind that while what I am about to discuss may not be new to everyone,it is currently being used with some success among my associates at both the universityand secondary school levels.

Several concurrent developments have been taking place which are probably responsi-ble for the first approach that I would like to discuss. Critics of traditional industrialarts programs, from both within and outside the profession, have long been taking aim atthe traditional project method used in so many programs. Perhaps their most importantpoint has been that it is very difficult to show how the manipulative activities employedcan possibly meet the stated objectives, such as interpreting industry or even teachingcurrently salable skills.
As a result of evolvingeducational practice and response to valid criticism of currentpractice, industrial arts teachers have recently begun a transition from what has beercalled the project approach to a more contemporary program including problem solving,research and experimentation, and related individual and group activities which may notinvolve the traditional take-home project. These newer and more flexible programs de-mand more flexible text materials. To meet this demand, several instructors have col-lected supplementary materials and, where necessary, have written materials to fill voids.'
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The result is surprisingly similar to the social science "vertical file" system of i> ')vid-
Eng supplementary instructional materials for independent study and the supplemental -cad-
Ergs used by elementary school teachers.

"Development of these supplementary materials has been occurring for several y'ars.
Perhaps one of the most important factors in the development of these materials hal, been
the research in programmed instruction. Proponents of programmed instruction -:1-ais
its ability to meet the needs of a wide range of students because of the self-pacing ,laturcaf the new instructional materials. Early researdi indicated that the teaching machinewas very important. Proponents insisted that the mechanics of the machine insured
mastery frame-by-frame, and the machine was thereby the key to the initial successes
reported for programmed instruction. Next, studies comparing the teaching machine with
identical programs adjusted r.,nly for use with the machine brought the era of the rise of
the program and the decline of the teaching machine. The next step was the comparison
af programmed and conventional text materials. This research suggested that both pro-
grammed and expository materials were effective. More important, both types of mate-
rials were an effective, economically feasible and efficient method for teaching subjects
In the self-pacing environment of the industrial arts laboratory.

Several such booklets have been developed by graduate students at Purdue and are
low undergoing field testing. The format of these booklets is also under study. For ex-
ample, one booklet uses photographs and copy typed on index stock, and bound in a loose
leaf notebook. Another booklets are plastic bound but vary in terms of illustration format.
Post-test data will be gathered in early May on the effectiveness of two of the booklets.
The graduate instructor using these materials, however, reports that the amount of time
required to teach the materials covered has been reduced to a fraction of the time formerly
required, and that student reaction has been most favorable.

The goal of every teacher must be to provide his students with knowledge that can be
i applied to future problems which differ from the problems studied in the classroom.
(Typically, a teacher tests what he has taught, but seldom measures whether the students
,zan transfer the classroom p.coblems to everyday situations. To illustrate, ask your bestr
3tudents in your most advanced metals class how to square and size a ream of paper using
1 paper shear, or how to square a block of acrylic plastic and restore its surface finish
'with a minimum of dimensional distortion. My best guess is that they will not be able to
:answer either of these questions, even though they would be able to tell you precisely how
ico square a sheet of galvanized steel using the squaring shear or how to square and polish
ka piece of tool steel. The reason is not that the students are incapable of learning this
tzontent, but rather that industrial arts teachers have become highly skilled in teaching
i"how-to-do" a wide variety of specific skills. This approach limits the generalizability
pf operations across materia)s. For example, when the operations used in squaring alia
imaterial are analyzed, it becomes apparent that work always progresses from a known to
Ian unknown surface. The known suzlace is continually placed against reference planes
fsuch as machine tables, stops, etc., regardles3 of material. Thus squaring sheetmetal,

1

plywood, paper, tool steel, plastic or any other material can be generalized. Of course
tools and/or machines used to accomplish the task will vary with materials, but the funda-
imental remains constant.
r The extremely large overlap of content across materials has led to the developmentiaf courses with a materials and processes orientation rather than the processing of a
knaterial, which has been the dominant organizational pattern in industrial arts. In an

to maximize the efficiency of our undergraduate teacher education program, we
:l ave established a materials and processes course as a prerequisite to all laboratory
courses. Typical units include squaring, adhesives abrasives, mensuration, coating and
finishing, fasteners, etc., with instruction based onthe overriding factors involved in the
aperation or procedure rather than the application to a specific material. Our ultimate

i goal is to eliminate the time-consuming overlap of instruction such as abrasives in metals,
f abrasives in woods, abrasives in plastict, at the expense of breadth, depth and technical
, skill in the specific materials in the advanced courses.
, Although I have used an example of a course which is now in operation at my institu-.i don, several public schools in the area are operating similar programs and have hadt-t 3everal years' experience with them. Quite frankly, our program is an attempt to incor-
porate successful aspects of secondary school materials and processes courses and avoid

; the pitfalls they have reported. A sure-fire formula for failure is to teach six weeks of1:.t woods, six weeks of metals, six weeks of drafting, and call it a semester of materials,. and processes.,
K4,- Dr. Suess is Associate Professor at Purdue University, Lafayette, Indiana.
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Th-10.5 AIAA
Special Interest Session
NEW CONCEPTS IN LEARNING AND INSTRUCTION APPLIED TO THE TEACHING OF GRAPHIC ART;
Chm., C. E. Strandberg; Rec., Harold Balzer; Speakers, Alvin E. Rudisill, Sanford E. Rich, Clarence L
Heyel; Host, Sam C. Cobbins, Jr.

PROGRAMMED INSTRUCTION FOR
TEACHING MANIPULATIVE TASKS

Clarence L. Heye
With new instnictional content becoming available through technological innovation:and scientific break-throughs, educators have become concerned with the problem crattempting to teach more material in the same length of time.
Some school systems have attempted to alleviate the problem through the use of pro.grammed materials. Usually the programmed instruction has been in the cognitive areassuch as mathematics, English, psychology, spelling and some areas of electronics. Re.search indicates that the use of programmed instruction, in general, is as effective aEconventional means of classroom teaching, with the program often teaching the student hless time.
Instructional programs have the following to their advantage: (1) The degree o:effectiveness remains constant because programs are not subject to the emotions of tlu,subject teacher; (2) the material taught and presentation approach are always the same;(3) the student can proceed at his own rate; and (4) the program can be used by studentt:who were absent from class, with assurance that the identical iesson is presented.
However, instructional programs have their disadvantages: (1) They lack the motivational qualities that a teacher adds to a lesson; (2) they are a mechanical means of teach-

ing and repeated usage may be boring for the student; (3) if a machine is used for present-,ing the material, the possibility of a mechanical failure exists; (4) programs presentcanned means of teaching; and (5) programs must be written, used and re-written. Som4'
programs, however, can be commercially purchased.

There are basically two major programming techniques, one advocated by Dr. B.Skinner, making use of the linear or single track method, and another favored by Norma)!Crowder, which makes use of multiple choice responses and the branching technique,There are, however, several modified programming techniques that lie between the Skinne:and Crowder approaches.
These are diagrammed here.

I. LINEAR OR EXTRINSIC

CHARACTERISTICS

a. Ordered responses.
b. Short items.
c. Slow, steady progression of subject matter.
d. Constructed responses.
e. Small steps.
f. Minimal error rate.
g. Direction toward least able student.
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II. CONVERSATIONAL CHAINING

CHARACTERISTICS

a. Strict sequence.
b. Constructed responses.
c. Response contained within context

of next stimulus.
d. Responses capitalized or underlined.
e. Conversational nature.
f. Statement made prior to the

program about the purpose(s)
of the lesson.

III. MODIFIED LINEAR PROGRAMS

CHARACTERISTICS

a. Paster learners may skip frames.
b. Slower students may review.
c. Program similar to straight

linear approach.

IV. LINEAR PROGRAMS WITH SUB-LINEARS

CHARACTERISTICS
a. Upper ability level student

may enrich himself.
b. Students who desire this

enrichment may take items a,
b, c and d at left.

c. Other aspects similar to the
straight linear approach.

V. LINEAR PROGRAMS WITH CRITERION FRAMES

CHARACTERISTICS

a. Allows for different backgrounds.
b. Criterion or test frames are inserted

at 70a, b, c and d in order to
determine whether student has
mastery of sequence from 70- 135.

c. Other aspects similar to
straight linear approach.
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VI. I3RANCHING OR INTRINSIC PROGRAMS

CHARACTERISTICS
a. Material given in small units . . .larger step size is used than inlinear programming.b. Student administered a short testof multiple-choice type.c. Test response indicates wherestudent is to move next.d. Error rate not as much a matterof concern as in linear programming.e. Programmer must be alert topossible problems encounteredby student and to be able toconstruct analytical test itemswhich will discriminate betweenfull understanding, partialunderstanding and no knowledgeat all.Several studies have been made regarding the effectivenessof using programmed in-

struction in teaching industrial arts. Armand Hofer, a professor at Stout State Universityi

accomplished a study dealing with the teaching of a manipulative skill in industrial arts,

in 1963. The study compared progra:tirned methods of teaching metalworking operations:

with teacher
demonstrations. Hofer, working with seventhgraders, found that in the ares-,

of terminology programmedmaterials could be expected to produce slightly higher achieve.;

ment than teacher demonstrations, with the achievement more pronounced at the lowei;

ability levels.
Paul Manchak of the US Office of Education studied the effectiveness of programxnec'

instruction as compared to the conventional instructional method of teaching a phase o:

electronics. The performance aspect of the study involved the use of an electronic grid.:

dip meter. Manchak, working with senior high school students, found the programmec

method and demonstration method of teaching equally effective.
H. James Rokusek, Eastern Michigan University, completed a study in programmec`

instruction comparing a programmed booklet to a lecture graphic technique of teachini,

the history of metals to ninth grade boys. His conclusion indicates that the programmec,

booklet produced an initial degree of superiority over the lectur 5raphic method as

measured by written retention tests. However, after six weeks, little difference betweet

groups existed as far as retention was concerned.Very little has 1,3een done in the area of programmed instruction for the teaching

graphic arts. The Eastman Kodak Corporation reported usage of programmed techniques,

for the teaching of elementary photography to their emplo.rees, but to my knowledge,

these programs were never made available for public school us,Ige.
In late 1966 and early 19671 conducteda research study concerned with the effective.

ness of two methods of programmed instruction teaching a method of locking-up a typc'

form for printing. Individual booldets as wellas 35mm slides were produced. The book.:

lets were used for individual instruction and the 35mm slides were used for programming

an entire class. An electronic pacing device was used with the slides, so that a framt:,

would be changed only when the last student in the class had responded. The program
mactle-ase of the conversational chaining, linear approach previously presented.

Results of the study indicate that both techniques of programmee instruction wen

equally effective with the cognitive material for high and low ability levels. Significan

differences were obtained on a test of performance, however, for the lower ability sub-

jects in favor of the programmed booklet.In closing, I'd like to point out thatin all the studies I've read regarding programmec,

instruction, all have appeared to be at least as effective as the classroom teacher. Sonic

programs used to teach manipulative skills can do so in less time than the teacher demon.;

stration. It appears, then, that we might look toward this technique to help us in teachinf
more content to more students. It mightalso be used to teach some of the basic element:154
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f graphic arts, including history, measurement and printing theory, as well as some of
:le psychomotor skills connected with graphic arts education.
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NEW CONCEPTS IN DESIGN AND DRAFTING
John D. Parr

We live in a rapidly changing world. This statement is trite and yet it expresses the
osition in which we find ourselves today. Yesterday is history, we are living today and
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we must plan for tomorrow. By the time we end this day we will find that in many respect
this old world will be a better place in which to live and, regretfully, in some respect
it will reflect our errors and failures.

We find ourselves constantly broadening our vocabularies to include the new term
being devised to describe new methods, products and processes. Think of some of th,
terms that we use today that were unheard of as recently as ten years ago: Cybernetics
computer iz.struction, programmed learning, team teaching, educational television, pro'
fessional negotiations and many others.

The first problem in discussing "New Concepts in Learning and Instruction Applie
to Design and Drafting" is to limit the topic to a couple of areas and develop these Mt
a meaningful presentation. This I hope to do by picMng two concepts, namely team teach'
ing and problem solving.

I have intentionally stayed away from computers and numerical control drafting
I am of the opinion that it is muda too expensive for most pubLIc school systems at th'
present time. Last year I heard a man say that any instructor worth his salt should as
for a S25,000 computer. In most school systems he would have been laughed out of th
county. Many systems are in serious financial straits and about all that a teacher ca
ask for is books, tools and supplies.

From my contacts with the chief engineers of several divisions of General Motor
and with the teaching staff of General Motors Institute, I find that they would all be in
terested in setting up a team approach to teaching design and drafting. This would be
little different from the approach as we know it. They have indicated a willingness to sen
a man into a secondary school to assist a teacher in presenting a particular concept to
class. This industry person could give a different approach to a problem than a college
trained industrial arts teacher.

Picture a situation in which a teacher might want to introduce a class to jig an
fixture design. Unless he has had industrial experience in tool and clie design, he migh,
feel quite inadequate in this area. A local industrial firm could send in a man to help ini
troduce simple jigs and fixtures to the class; this could be a learning experience for bot
the teacher and students. Industry in turn would benefit by having future employees ex
posed to an area that is not ordinarily covered in secondary school drafting.

I am very much concerned about what happens to the creative child in our schools to'
day. I recall Dean Kimball Wiles saying at our Tulsa Convention that "there is a vas'
difference between IQ of a student and his Creativity Index. Teachers generally like t2
have students with high IQ's but they feel very uncomfortable with youngsters with a hi&
creativity index." These two measures of ability are not necessarily related. Think, i
you will, of the special education students who are years below the norm in academit
work but are on or above grade level in art and industrial arts.

Creativity is rather hard to define. The World Book Dictionary describes it as: hav
ing the power to create; inventive, productive; approaching the realm of art, imaginative
Torrence, in his book Rewarding Creative Behavior in School, describes creative thinkin
as taking place in the process of sensing difficulties problems, gaps in information, miss
ing elements, making guesses or formulating hypoiheses about these deficiencies, testin
hypotheses ana communicating the results. Arnold Toynbee, in his paper entitled, "I
America Neglecting Her Creative Minority?", states: "To give a fair chance to potentie,
creativity is a matter of life and death for any society. This is all-important, because out
standing creative ability of a fairly small percentage of the population is mankind's ulti;
mate capital asset, and the only one with which only Man has been endowed."

What has this to do with the topic at hand today? It has a great deal to do with it.
our classes, we have the opportunity to help develop the creativity with which our student
have been blessed in varying degrees. We must develop natural talent by encouraging ou'
students to be creative and to learn to handle problem-solving techniques.

All too often our courses are organized only on the basis of a textbook, and many c
these are the same today as they were 30 years ago. Students are not presented open en
problems. We should not sell our students short; they have the ability to handle problem
solving techniques if given the chance.

To prepare this paper, I interviewed chief engineers and architects from variou
industries to see what qualities they look for in prospective employees, and in ever
case they wanted a young ra an with a good foundation in basic skills of drawing, plus th
ability to think through a problem. Each industry has its own individual method of pro
ducing drawings. They feel that they can instruct a new employee in their company pro,
cedures in a short time.
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Will this technique work well at the secondary school level? 1 would have to give a
.ery emphatic yes. lhave seen ex-traples of problem-solving handled very well. In Webber
unior High School in Saginaw Michigan, the mechanical drawing teacher, John Schmude,
Lses a specificadon sheet with his students when they are on a unit in architectural draw-
ng. This sheet gives the students all of the pertinent information about the house that
!hould be designed. The students then design the floor plan. The results are really out-
itanding.

The Mtchigan Industrial Education Society sponsors a skills competition each year
n which students are given a problem and must design an object according to the specifi-
:ations. An example would be designing a cabinet to hold drills and taps; each student
)r contestant design; a cabinet within a time period of 90 minutes. The results again are
)uts tending.

One last example, at a different level, would be the General Motors Institute in Flint,
vlichigan. The students have to complete assigned drawings from a textbook as part of
he curriculum. Each week they are assigned very challenging open end problems. An
example of one of their problems was designing a fixture to hold two pipes that cross.
Phe lines carry an inflammable fluid and a caustic solution. A sympathetic vibration is
let up in the pipes that could crack or break the pipes at a bend. The problem is to design
,i clamp or holding device that can be assembled on the pipes with bolts or screws. The
,levice must hold the pipes apart and damp out the vibrations. The results are very in-
eresting. Obviously, the students can do designs of this type if they have teachers with

itmough vision, ambition and creativity to think up problems. This is not an easy way to
1:each. It requires a great deal of work on the part of the teacher, but it certainly is well
tvorth the time invested.
I We should try to develop in our students the ability to envision the solution to a prob-
t em, as did the man who took his first look at the Sahara Desert and said, "Man, what a
place for a parking lot!"

These are not new concepts; they have been with us for some time. I do sincerely
iielieve that our courses would be much more interesting, meaningful and productive if
twe could break the habit of being completely textbook bound. Help is available if we will
rook for it and ask for it. The professional engineering organizations have offered their
issistance to any school that will ask for help. Avail yourselves of this help.

i
Arsother recommendation that has been made is that drafting teachers work as detailers

n local industry during the summer months in order to learn the new industrial techniques.
I feel that it is vitally important to shake up our curriculum with modern, up-to-date

t:echniques or we will bephasedoutof the picture. Other organizations stand ready to pick
p the challenge of industrial education if we fail. We cannot afford to become complacent.
e must think ahead andforesee the problems that our students will face five or ten years
om now. As any good duck hunter knows, you must aim at the point where the duck
ill be, not where he was when you fired. Education has always been accused of driving the
ck where the carpet was yesterday. Government economists tell us that by 1975, three-

ourthe of the workers will be dealing with products not yet invented today. They also
indicate that each high school graduate will change his vocation twice in his lifetime; that
0% of the workers will be unable to wcrk because they have been trained for obsolescence,
d will be unable to be retrained. Today only 6% of the jobs are for =skilled labor. Does
s have any significance for us?

In the play, "The Devil's Disciple," George BernardShaw says that the major crime
is not rape, murder or robbery. The major crime is the indifference which enables the
enemy to breach the wall and ravish the city. Aro you indifferent to modern trends in
.our field? Are you constantly on the alert to improve as a teacher? Are you willing to
annovate and, if necesaary, create? If not, you are in a rut, and, as you know, the only
tfdifference between a rut and a grave is the depth.

1

Mr. Parr is Principal of Webber School in Saginaw, Michigan.
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INTEGRATING INTEGRATED CIRCUITS
Howard H. Gerrie

In the next few minutes I would like to address myself to the evolution of industrisarts, in particular, in the area of electricity and electronics. Through the past centurie .there have been men who undervalued the working man. A dichotomy has existed betweethe "blue collar" and the "white collar" members of society, By fact or fancy thestraditions have had an adverse effect upon the origination and growth of educational programs which draw their subject content from the world of work,These remarks lead to a personal conclusion. How fortunate we are, as doers aninnovators, to be privileged to share our knowledge and skills with the youth of AmericaIs there another segment of our school curriculum which so aptly displays the world cwork and industry, which all Americans must understand to be intelligent and participating citizens?
Three convenient historical divisions of the industrial arts can be dated:Infancy. These years date back before World War II and find their origins in the Sloysystems. The use of wood as a teaching medium was not only the most convenient bv,also reflected the nature of our culture to a remarkable degree. Toward the end olthiperiod, the curriculum specialists became sensitive to the steel age. The automobile wabecoming a prominent influence in our daily lives. The country and the world were grow'ing smaller due to the development of a mysterious box called the radio.
Ack_LikceInce These years were punctuated by creative thinking and a more seriouldefinition of the purposes and activities of industrial arts. A nore definitive patterninterrelationships between technologies and industries was evidenced by revisions in in;dustrial arts curriculum. Problem-solving techniques evaluation and design, vocations'and personal guidance, laboratories of industry and other educational practices taxed thinventiveness of the teacher of industry. New products and processes appeared. Tele;vision and its impact on education and communications were seriously challenging th'older methods and content of our courses. Automation was being recognized by frequer:educational experiences in production-line processes. Textbooks and a wealth of othe'instructional material had to be added to the shop of yesterday. The industrial arts laboratory now requires a reference library in order to deal intelligently with industrial pro .duction and scientific discovery.
Age of Maturity and Compression. Gradual changes in our industrial way of life arrelatively easy to assimilatein curriculum revision. Although education has been severelindicted for its reluctance to change and its unwillingness to make radical alterationscontent and method, the pressures of the mid-20th century contaiue to place a burden oteachers which must be met by retooling, retraining and rededication. The crafts anproject-making image, perpetuated by school shop practice for many years, must suddenlbe re-evaluated, and perhaps its contributlIn to industrial arts objectives must be questionecl. For fifty years curriculum change in industrial arts has been an evolution. Sinc1950 it has been a revolution. We now live in the sophisticated and exotic age of specships, computerized information systems, automation and an assortment of labor savindevites not even a part of the wildest dreams of the late forties.
The transistor was discovered in the Bell Laboratories in 1948. Since that time thtransistor has become the giant of the electronic age. Its small size, its ruggednessits reliability have opened a new era in miniaturization and portability of electronic equipment. Never before has a tiny hunk of solid material had such a tremendous influence oour daily lives, our national wealth, our world security and our health and pleasuresWould you believe that this amazing component is rapidly becoming displaced by integratecircuits, so small that they are visible only through a microscope?
Electronics and its ability to amplify and control has become the interwoven linkagbetween all trades and industries. It is involved in all the basic sciences. To interpremodern industry to our students in industrial arts becomes increasingly more difficulwithout a finn fundamental education in electronics. The compumr alone is reshapinthe whole pattern of our business, industrial and private lives. Fifteen years ago therwere fewer than 150 of these electronic marvels in mdstence. Today, over 40,000 electronic information systemd are found throughout the world. It is predicted that a fundsmental "hands on" knowledge of the computer will be required of all college studentin the 1970's.
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What can we do about it? What changes in our teaching behavior are predicted as our
wareness of this dilemma becomes acute? Shall we phase industrial arts into a leisure
tale preparatory crafts course? Or shall we confront the progress of industry and re.
rganize and revitalize and update our instruction to be truly representative of industry?
hall we meet the needs of our students who must enter and live in this age?

May I suggest these implementations?
(1) Continual revision and updating of course materials and instructional aids.
(2) Closer contact with industry by means of field experiences, industrial speakers

nd advisory committees.
(3) Administratively "run your shop" under standards of housekeeping, management

nd organization which will reflect your judgment as to the excellence and significance
f the applied science which you teach.

(4) Maintain an open mind and be constantly aware of the research and development
a electronics education. Seek better methods - improve retention - find the path to chal-
:Inge the minds of your students.

(5) All teachers regardless of subject matter disciplines must unite as an educational
sam. The industrial arts man with his broader knowledge and skills, and with his
ractical approach and effective student rapport, can contribute substantially to the team
ffort. The whole team will be greater than the sum of its parts.

(6) Remember, the most exotic space craft, the most sophisticated computer, the
aost intricate and complicated automation system and the simple one-transistor radio -
11 are based tsa fundamental concepts and understandings of basic theory of the science/ electronics. Emphasize and re-emphasize the fundamentals. Do not permit your
tudents to build their house of electronic knowledge on a foundation of sand.

The solutions must come from the best collective thinking of our profession. I am
onfident we will meet this challenge and fulfill our obligation to American education.

Ar. Girlish is Profesior of Industrial Studies at San Joie State College, California,

NEW CONCEPTS IN ELECTRICITY/
ELECTRONICS

William L. Deck

) To speak of the title "New Concepts in Learning and Instruction in Electricity/
fiectronics", we must use some time to analyze it. What is involved?

New has many meanings, for example, lately made, produced or brought into being.
;iiis does not suit our purpose. Another meaning - lately come to knowledge, not being
,nown - provides a better meaning for educational purposes.
., What did the program planners have in mind when the word "concepts" was selected?
Vhat is its meaning? A concept is an idea which has been formed by thinking and which is
ermanently embodied in language by a word or other definite symbolic expression, It is
21 intellectual activity. It is a uni,Persal mode of thinking.
' Concepts are composed of perception. We perceive through onr senses concrete
,bjects. For example, we perceive through our senses a particular object- a television
et To form a concept of the television set is to think in general terms of the relation
/ the mechanism of the parts to the purpose of the whole.

In the study of electricity and electronics we find many ideas which have been formed
)1, thinking and experimentation, and which have become permanently embodied in our
anguage by words or terms and symbolic expression as schematic symbols and formulas.

-:. iiany of these have lately come to the electricity and elec=onic educational knowledge.
E.- Here are some of these ideas and terms in electricity and electronics:

% Zeler piriag - These are essentially variable forward 1mpedanc6 rectifiers used in
roltage regulator circuits.

Tunnel Diodes - P N junction rectifiers possessing a negative resistance when cor-
vectly forward-biased.

1

.3 Din - usually thought of as anegative voltage on control grid. Since the devalopment
'd the transistor, the terms forward-bias and reverse-bias are developed by the v3chnique
,d connecting batteries.

Hybrid Components - are components serving some function other than purely elec-..,
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tronic. Other functions may be mechanical, optical, chemical or magnetic, for exampleelectromagnetic actuated switches such as relays, vibrators, and choppers; meters an(servomechanism components; audio devices such as loudspeakers, microphones and head-phones.
Field effect - This is so recent that we do not know its real meaning. It is used ittest instruments and combines the principles of VOM and VTOM in the same instrumentVoltage cells are employed instead of line cord.
Electro-Acoustic transducers - There are many forms of this Concept, and a feyexamples as phonograph pick-ups, microphones, loudspeakers, headphones, are illus-trations.
Thermister - is a resistor and provides a contr:A.led amount of resistance changtaccording to the amount of current flowing in the resistor. It usually has a negative tem .perature coefficient; cold resistance is more than hot resistance.
Magnetostriction is the act of forcing the magnetic domains to become aligned ira ferromagnetic material and causing a slight change in physical dimension. For examplenickel can be reduced in length about 20 parts in a million by a very strong magnetiziniforce of 6,000 ampere-turns per inch.
Covalent bonding - is the sharing of electrons by atoms. The shared electrons bincatoms to form molecules. A water molecule is composed of two hydrogen atoms and onEatom of oxygen. The electrons in the outer shell of oxygen are the ealence electrons, ancthe single electron of the hydrogen is the valence electron. The :Angle electrons of theh:7drogen atoms a -P-e shared with the six valence electrons of the oxygen forming a shel:wiet eight electrons and a stable molecule of water, and if it is pure, it is a good resistorIonic or Electrocovalent boncUng is accomplished by an atom gaining and an aton-losing electrons. For example: in the compound table salt, NaC1, or sodium chloride,one atom gives up an electron thus becoming a positive ion, and the other gains one elec-tron to become a negative ion. The two ions are bound together by electronic attraction.The molecule has eight valence electrons and is stable.

Metallic bonding is the bond with whieh we are concerned in basic electricity. Fotexample, copper has one valence electron. In a copper wire the atoms are close togethetand the outer shells overlap. The free or valence electron in the wire changes shells 02orbit in a random manner. TLerefore, all atoms share their outer or valence electronEand become bonded together. Valence electrons are very important in creating transistors,diodes or semiconductors.
Semiconductors. Conductors have their valence shell less than half full. InsulatorEhave their valence shell more than half filled. Thus, substances that have atoms witi4 valence electrons are called semiconductors. These conduct better than insulators bupoorer than conductors. Some semiconductor examples are germanium, silicon anc.selenium.
Hole flow or hole current is accomplished when valence electrons are forced to leavetheir valence shell. This creates a free electron. Therefore, in such an atom in a semi-conductor there is a space that should have an electron. This space is called a hole.Holes occur in the valence bond or shell with valence electrons. Hole flow or currenis the apparent movement of holes due to valence electron current.In the schematic symbol of a PNP transistor, the emitter is indicated by an arrow thapoints in the direction of the hole flow. The emitter is said to inject majority carrierEinto the base; therefore, the p-type emitter is shown with arrow pointing to the base.The n-type emitter has the arrow pointing away from the base to show that electrons arebeing injected.
Polymers olat conduct electricity have been developed by research laboratories.This product has great possibilities in the design and manufacture of both industrial ancconsumer products This new material can be applied like paint, and it may find applica-tions in printed circuits. Laboratory tests indicate that it will conduct electricity in-definitely without undergoing ztange.
Semiconductor Laser is a new type of laser developed by General Electric Laboratory.Coherent light is generated bypassing an electric current through a semiconductor crystal.Lasers are a family of electronic devices that generate highly directed light beams ofa single frequency. The waves are produced "in step", and are called coherent. Lasersare believed to have potential importance in the field of communication, because coherentlight waves can be looked upon as radio waves of extra high frequency with a carrythgcapacity thousands of times greater than radio waves. It has been suggested that laserswill have possible application in computers, data processing systems and eye surgery.
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Miniature metal-ceramic tubes. This electron tube is so small that several hundred
an be held in the palm of the hand. Its performance is equal to or better than tubes.in
adio and television sets. One reason for high performance is the close relationship of
aterelectrodes in the tube; this causes interelectrode capacity to be low.

The metals used in the tube must not evolve gases that can be harmful to cathode
.mission. One of the newer metals, titanium, is excellent in this respect. Once it is
egassed it evolves essentially no other gases, even when heated to temperatures high
.nough to process the tube. In addition to this feature, it has a "bonus value". At high
emperatures it will retain many of the gases that come into contact with it. For example,
t can dissolve up to 30% of its own weight of oxygen. This type of metal is called a
'getter".

Many more technical terms and ideas could be presented such as: fuel cells, dilectric
eating, microwave cooking, ultrasonic generators, events per unit time counters, and
aetallic-vapor lamp.

Industrial arts teachers have used bell circuits, motor winding, buzzer circuits, light
drcuits, magnetism, old radios and kits of various kinds in teaching electricity and elec-
ronics. In many cases it was a manipulation of parts, with very little success in under-
tanding electricity or electronic concepts. This type of learning and teaching is dominated
)3, sensory p...Irception that did not develop concepts, because thinking was difficult without
:ontent.

Today, content is available and test equipment is plentiful. Industrial arts teachers
;aust learn the content, do experiments and create experiments to test the content. They
teed to do some real thinking about electricity and electronic content which will develop
letter understanding of old concepts and create some new ones. The industrial arts teach-

should be able to visualize the schematic of the electrical device he is teaching and
ilemonstrating. He should think of the relationship of the mechanism of parts to the pur-
i)ose of the whole.
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POWER MECHANICS AND
SCHOOL DROP-OUTS

James L. Grossnicklaus

Power mechanics is a subject that is causing much controversy in schools. There
are several definitions of power mechanics. Originally it meant the study of all forms of
bower, butnow it includes everything from naturalpower to nuclear power, and each school
31aces a different emphasis on some phase.

Some schools teach a 9- or le-week session, planning the course around small gaso-
kine engines. Other schools include the automobile, and its components. Still others try to
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cover all forms of power, with little emphasis on internal combustion engines and concen-trated emphasis on steam, electric, nuclear power, etc.Schools have excellent equipment and facilities for dodo metal and electricity-electronics to challenge students to go as far as they are capable. However, people tomto be afraid of power mechanics. It is not an expensive course compared to other indus-trial arts courses. The school and the instructor should set policies concerning the coursewithout these it can run into trouble, if it becomes a place for students to tinIcer ratherthan to learn.
Power is being used in many forms, shapes and sizes. This convention would not bepossible if it weren't for modern-day aviation and fast jets. Millions of engines are usecto power lawn mowers outboards and power saws, and nine million new automobiles areanticipated this year. Many boys are interested in power mechanics, and if schools woulcoffer this course, they could help keep potential drop-outs in school.Drop-outs are not necessarily all below-average students, Home environment, in-ability to read, lack of motivation or finances are also contributing factors. To a studentwho can't read, sitting in a classroom for five or six hours a day struggling througtEnglish, math and science is a waste of time. His thoughts are on getting a job and a car,Gradually he loses interest and quits.
Power mechanics can be used as a motivating force to keep students in school. En-glish, math and science can be integrated into tne course, because students soon discoverthat academic knowledge is needed to work on cars, outboards, motorbikes, etc. Studentsneed math: to figure cost of repairs, to read micrometers, to measure bores, etc. Brincmath when the student discovers he can't figure specifications, and bring reading ir .when the student can't read directions. Using books on power will motivate him to want,to read. I am not against academic courses, but schools often fail to show relationships:among subjects. Schools with well-rounded and well-planned curricula can help students,irather than hinder them.

Mention engines and many people think "hot-rod" souped-up cars and racing. Somepeople comment "we don't want cars, outboards, lawn mowers around a school." Lactual components are not used, boys tend to lose interest regardless of grade level.Small engines can be stored easily and require a minimum of space to disassemble am-assemble. However, models and cutaways can be used effectively when combined wittreal components. Boys don't learn to pass a football by looking at pictures and neverfeeling or throwing the ball. The same is true for power mechanics.Having nothing but theory in power mechanics classes is a fast way to cause studentsto lose interest. Theory and lab work go hand in hand. To a student, the lesson is farmore effective if he discovers the need to understand, and how something works. This IEwhere theory and lab can be tied together. If a small power source or an automobile isbrought to class, a student, not doing well in his academic subjects, will suddenly becomean above average sudent :n power mechanics. This is where his interest lies. By per-mitting him to bring in his power source, school takes on a new meaning. In some caseshe may be given an opportunity to demonstrate or even help some other students. He witgradually develop self confidence. It may be the first time anyone liss shown an interestin him or in what he is doing. While this may be an exceptional case, it is used as arexample of why we need a wider choice of courses in industrial arts.I sincerely believe power mechanics has much to offer, and sithools are. doing theirstudents an injustice if they have only a few weeks of theory or no cltss at all. There are,'however, some fine power mechanics programs in operation in the US today.A student disinterested in school may find new interests when given the chance tcwork on a familiar object. If parents don't encourage him if schools don't offer coursesto interest him, where will he learn? Schools should provide the student with a chance tcprove himself. This is done in academic subjects but until it applies to something heknows, he feels it is useless to attend school.
Power mechanics has a multitude .rf experiences to offer. It is a dynamic processwhich takes advantage of the new technology that industry has to offer, such as up-to-datetest equipment, new designs and a variety of applications current With our youth today.All of us are aware of the vast amount of money that industry spends for advertising di-rected toward youth. Why not spend time and money to better prepare our youth formobile society? It is our duty to prepare our yotarg people for the future, and we caronly do this by providing a variety of experiences that are in keeping with our times.

Mr. Grossnicklaus is Vocational Director at Philomath High School, Philomath, Oregon.
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CONTRACTS IN POWER MECHANICS
Martin Shrader

Many schools are turning toward modular or flexible scheduling as a means of using
ime more effectively, and to allow for more individualized work for students. The tradi-
donal approach to teaching must be modified and reorganized to take full advantage of
the new schedule.

Modular scheduliag is based on the premise that all subject classes do not necessarily
require the same amount of time; for example, a language laboratory may be more effec-
:ive when held to 20 or 40minutes intead of the traditional 60 minutes. An industrial arts
ir science laboratory may make more efficient use of time if the period were extended
:o 80 or 100 minutes.

The day at Clayton under modular scheduling is divided into 20 blocks, each 20 min-
ites long. These 20-minute blocks of time are called modules or mods. To illustrate
low a program may look on modular, all freshman English classes meet in a large group
in the auditorium for a 2-mod or 40-minute lecture period. One teacher is responsible
'.or preparing and presenting that lesson. The other teachers are released at that time to
io preparation or help the lecturing teacher. This large group is then subdivided into
nedium-sized groups of about 20 students per teacher for 3 mods or 60 minutes. The
nedium groups are then broken down into individual 1 on 1, one teacher to one student;
!or writing and composition conferences, a student would have a one-mod session every

i. :en days.
Most industrial arts schedules are arranged into two levels. Level one is a lecture

,)eriod that meets once a week for 2 mods or 40 minutea. Level two is laboratory and/or
ecture period that meets twice a week for 4 mods or 80 minutes.

2.. A student's schedule will have blocks or mods of time that are unscheduled. Most
k'reshmen will have approximately 25% of their time unscheduled and seniors may have
tis much as 50% unscheduled time. The industrial arts shops are "open labs" where a

k3tudent may come in and work at any time. Tests, films and programmed material aretill placed in a resource center or library. Students use these materials during their
mscheduled or free time. The resource center is run by para-professionals.

Contracts are agreements between the student and the teacher to complete an instruc-
ional unit, manipulative and/or informational units. A. contract may be written for the
iighly motivated student to go beyond the regular class program. This student may study
n depth a particular phase of an industrial arts area. Thie type of contract is not unlike
he third level of the proposed American Industries Program from Stout State University.
k. contract may also be written or designed for a student who had a full or conflicting
3chedule and a very limited amount of unscheduled time. For example our beginning draft-
ng course is written in contract form. A student may contract a single unit such as pie-
rial drawings, geometric solutions or lettering. These need not be taken in a specific

rder; the student may select the unit he wishes to do. Some units, however, must be taken
n a definite order, such as orthographic projection to auxiliary views to section views.
rhus a student might take two or three years to complete the total number of instrucdonal
!ontracts that make up the drafting course. He is not scheduling time, but is contracting
i unit of work that is completed at his own rate of speed.

Contracts may be written for different units of credit. We have several contracts
tbr 1/8 unit credit corresponding to about six weeks' work in a rev/fir course. Contracts
inay be written in a unit area or a continuation of areas, for example power mechanics
ind metals, In power mechanics, the contract might be to study refrigeration and design

it deep freeze, in metals it could be the actual construction of the unit.
I, A third type of contract could be written for a person who has a great deai of un-

tell';cheduled time and would just like to work in the shop. For example, boys or girls may
ork out units in wood laminating, finishing and upholstering, home mechanics or lapidary.

fhese students are primarily interested in developing an avocation.
I The most difficult part of writing a contract is the planning. The responsibility of
;earning the information is primarily the student's. The teacher does not "spoon feed"
he student. The teacher's role is that of a resource per Jn. Therefore, care must be

en to outline the requirements of the contract, where references are to be found, include
-est of workmanship and approximate time required to complete the contract.

Our contract on oxyacetylene welding illustrates the basic format that we are using
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for our short term contracts. Students taking this contract first receive their relate(information and safety rules by completing a programmed instruction from Dupont, whiciis of the lineal type. A student answers a question andpulls a cover down, which gives hinthe answer to the previous question and a new question. He then views our slide-taptsequence which takes him step by step through the set-up and operation of our weldinfequipment. Then he must take a written test to determine whether he can continue to thinext stage or if he must go back to restudy the previous material. Next he must observia student in the welding process. Then he is checked out on the eqaipment by the instruc.tor and is started on a series of prescribed exercises. Lastly, the student produces !project from a limited selection, or of his own choice with the instructor's approval.This short term contract of 1/8 unit credit is equivalent to a 5-day-a-week, 6-weektraditional program. These short term contracts relate well to other subjects, such a!welding in art sculpture and power mechanics to physics in fluids, mechanical and elec.trical devices that show the practical application of physical principles.At present, Clayton offers only a basic course in power mechanics. All advance(work in this area will be by contract. The traditional course covers the basic principlesof the following areas: power transmission, fuels and lubricants, internal combustiorengines, steam, atomic and solar energy and experimental power source. A student wh(is highly interested in one of these specific areas could take a contract for in-depth stud !in that area. As an example, a student may be interested in further study in the area ointernal combustion engines. He may choose contracts in one of the phases of this area 03a combination of phases. This area may contain contracts in the following units: smalgasoline eagines; automotive engines systems; reaction; rocketry; gas turbine. Anothe3example of this area unit's contract may be titled as follows: power transmission hy.draulic; pneumatic; refrigeration; solar energy; experimental power screvces,.Because of the many activities going on in the shop at one time, tools and material !must be readily available at all times.
The contract concept can also fit the traditional schedule by releasing sradents Iron;study hall and allowing them to schedule during another industrial arts class. The con."tract provides opportunities for the academic or bright student to schedule industrial art:activities during his high school years that he would otherwise not have the opportunivto take. It promotes cooperation and team teaching with other school subjects, whicisaves time by eliminating duplication of the same materials.

Mr. Shrader is Industrial Arts Instructor at Clayton High School, Clayton, Missouri.

Th-10.9 AIAA
Speciai Interest Session
NEW CONCEPTS IN LEARNING AND INSTRUCTION APPLIED TO THE TEACHING OF WOODWORK-ING
Chm., Herbert Y. Bell; Rec., John R. Calder; Speakers; Ward S. Winfield, Alva Jared, Lester Riggle; HostPaul E. Hokuf.

WOOD INSTRUCTION FOR TODAY
Alva H. %lore(

In recent years, leaders in the field of industrial arts have been advocating the deemphasis or even the elimination of woodworkinginstructionfmn all industrial arts pro.grams. With this criticism, the teacher in this area should seriously and earnestly tak(a long, hard look at his areas of instruction. For without an evaluation, restructuriniand up-dating, this most important area of industrial arts instruction might well beeliminated from the school program.
Science and technology have had a great impact upon the industrial society. It ha:provided a higher standard of living, more and better materials and products, as well a:improved methods of performing laborious tasks.
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lf the previous statement is true, how has the industrial arts educator incorporated
these innovations into the industrial arts program, and more specifically, into the wood-
working program? The current practices in woodworking instruction were revealed in the
recent US Office of Education study(l) conducted by Schmitt and Pel ley. They revealed
that current woodworking instruction was concerned with finishing, furniture making,cabinet making and woodturning. Thus it seems evident that woodworking instruction has
not changed very much over the past few years to keep abreast of the technological chaeges
within the industry.

In order for this program to be current and in line with our modern industrial orld,
changes are needed both in curriculum content and inetructional methodology. Personally,
[ believe that the program needs to be broadened to include the major areas of the indus-
try, as well as the related facets of these areas. For example, it shoulo include the area
af construction, with the students discussing and studying such topics as materials han-
Ming, employee relations, production planning, building economics, mate,rials of con-struction and assembly procedures.

Changes are also needed in the instructional methodology. In many schools, theproject has been the woodworking program. In many, not in all cases, it has been the
means of instruction as well as the goal of the program. It seems that the project should
be de-emphanized in value and used only when it is the best vehicle to learning. With
,riew educatior al media and the abundance of conventional education materials, the instruc-tor CI hould be better able to present to the students the woodworking industry in its true
perepecdve. The tools and processes which are used to teach the students should be as
t current and as representative of the industry as possible. It should include the use of
;pneumatic equipment as well as portable power tools which are used extensively by theindustry.
i, In view of the recent technological changes, what should be the instructional unitsitt today's woodworking program? First and foremost, we should place more emphasis
'pn the woodworking industry se a whole and not upon the laborious operations connected
!with fabricating and finishing projects. An understanding of the industry should be the
;goal of the program and should include such units as the industry's impact upon the econ-
'omy, occupational outlook information, production techniques, production planning, finance,
Ocientific aspects of wood and woodworking, future lumber supply and others. Further-
trnore, it is the opinion of the writer that today's woodworking should include five major
lphases of instruction. These phases are as follows:; Wood Science: A student ehould be as far: liliar with the science of wood as with the

1

structure of the atom or Ohm's Law. This area should include microscopic analysis of the
.various wood cells, the understanding of moisture content, shrinkage and drying distortion.
In addition to these, the student should be aware of stress and strains within tree growth,
lumber defects, surface characteristics and identification of wood species.

Construction: The light building area should be included in all woodworking programs.
More specifically, the students in this area should become familiar with the economics,
the labor relations, financing and marketing aspects of the industry while studying thepecifics of construction. The specifics should include such topics as the materials of
construction, the assembly of building components, preservatives and treatments used
In construction, as well as on-site and off-site fabrication and erection techniques.

tExperimental Analysis: Testing an experimentation should be included in the wood
program as either a separate unit or as part of other units. Students should be aware of

tche physical and structural characteristics of wood and wood products as much as they
are aware of melting points of metals or that sodium hydroxide combined with hydro-tchloric acid forms salt and water. This phase of wood instruction should include physical

!'testing of wood, plywood and particle boards, fire testing, environmental tesdng, chemical
and paint treatment testing, and gluing and fabrication tes'iing.

Residual and Bv-Producte: One of the it ost rapidly changing areas in the woodwork-:

_.ing field is related to wood by-products and wood residual use. The more extensive uses,

F of plywood, veneers, laminates, particle boards and hardboards by the woodworking indus-
Uzry should direct industrial arts woodworking teachers away from the extensive use ofsolid lumber in the instructional activity. Nova-wood, seperwood, plastic laminates,
woe,:. -.4tacitillate by-products and pulpwood are all exatmeles of the variety of uses which,. are =1:14.1.- of wood in various forms.

,..4expetics: Students need to be taught to appreciate the beauty, texture, grain struc-
,-tture awe *be color of the various woods, both in the form of solid lumber and veneers.

e 'Iteroiesic beauty of wood surrounds people every minute of their lives. Today, more
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than ever before, wood paneling, wood sculpturing and decorative applications of wood ar(being used to enhance the beauty and aesthetic appeal of buildings and other consume3products.
Many changes are taking place in the field of education, and many more are takint,place in the fields of science and technology. Likewise, changes can and must be macicin the industrial arts programs and the instructional methodology to keep abreast 0:1these changes. Our programs and, more specifically, the woodworking programs, mus:be changed to provide the student with an insight and understanding of this industry alioits place in American society. As members of the industrial arts teaching profession,we must accept the responrAbility of educating today's youth by emphasizing and teachingthe new techniques, new processes and necessary skills as a means of developing this`potential for tomorrow.
Let's accept this challenge.

FOOTNOTE
1. Schmitt, Marshall and Albert Pelley. Industrial Arts Education (Washington:ernment Printing Office, 1966), p. 26.
Dr. Jared is Head of the Technics Department, Wisconsin State University, Platteville.

US Gov-

Th-10.10 AIAA
Special Interest Session
NEW CONCEPTS IN LEARNING AND INSTRUCTION APPLIED TO THE TEACHING OF PLASTICSChm., Frank Pershern; Rec., R doert Bates; Speakers, Arlo Felix, Leonard Huffman; Host, Walter J. Hall.

TEAPHING INJECTION MOLDING
Leonard B. Huffman

This convention has been dealing with new concepts that concern many areas of en-.deavor. The forcing of a heated, semi-fluid material into a cavity and permitting it tcsolidify by cooling is certainly not a new concept, nor is it difficult to understand. Ateacher friend recently remarked that he couldn't justify the ex-Denditure of a thousancdollars for a machine which makes a golf tee. It might be concluded from these two state-ments that the process of injection molding is simple, the equipment expensive, and thetangible product negligible.
Such a conclusion would render efforts to teach injection molding rather worthless,if learning is so limited. May I suggest a broader view and attempt to identify several,concepts or relationships that might be observed or learned in the moldf.ng process?.They divide very nicely into three categories. Within them, related learning is nearlylimitless and such related concepts will appear in question form.Operational Concepts. The3e deal with aspects of the molding cycle. What is the:relationship between mold temperature and part finish? How might the length of the dwellperiod affect shrinkage or how is stock temperature related to sink marks?Material Concepts. Here learning is about the resins used in molding. How do vis-cous materials flow and how can welds and flow lines be minimized? How can jetting becorrected? Flow do resins differ in their ease of moldirg, cost and material properties?Tooling Concepts. Concerning the mold, what are the effects of gate placement on,fill time and weld lines? Flow is draft angle related to ejection? Do thick and thin areascontribute to warpage? Is gate land area related to streeking?All of these concepts are necessarily related. Each is significant in interpreting theother two. It would seem that tr,"c:.se concepts are best learned through firsthand expert;mentation. In the operat nal category, "hands-on" operation of machines with various,molds would be in order. To learn material concepts, utilization of different resins and
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nold types would provide such opportunity. In the tooling catego:ey, development of a
morking mold would be most appropriate and, unfortunately, it is here that opportunity
;eetns to grind to a halt. A visit to even a small tool and die shop will immediately con-
Ance the inquirer that moldmaking is an art requiring skill that has been learned over
nany years. He would see that precision machinery is essential and that good mold :a-

, ;ign is the product of much experience. Do these factors make 0. inockery of our attempts
:o teach injection molding and again render our efforts rather worthless? The remainder

, 3f this presentation will deal with techniques of building molds at various levels of difti-
, :ulty. These levels have been determined by both experience and projection and the slides

mu will see may aid our illustration. The important thing to remember is to begin with
;imple and uncomplicated designs. Learning can be surprisingly significant on some
;mall projects.

Level L Simple, two-piece, single cavity, non-mounted molds made from castable
!poxy-aluminum are desirable. Turned cavities from mild steel or aluminum are also of
:omparable difficulty.

Level II. Modifications such as molded threads, projections, inserts, multiple cavi-
les and simple ejectors can increase the difficulty and add interest.

Level III. This level provides the greatestopportunity for experimentation and learn-
.ng and is as advanced as would be practical for students without highly specialized skills
md experience. At this level irregular shapes, undercuts, special finishes and closer

,:olerances are introduced. Applications for special equipment such as NC and EDM might
; tbound at this level.

Level IV. Designs of a commercial nature that are mounted and eject automatically
3y means of stripper plates or ejector pins comprise this level. Such molds demand con-

t;iderable experience.
All of the epoxy-aluminum molds shown in this slide presentation were made in a

:ypical woodworking shop. A disk sander served as a mill and surface grinder. Accuracy
's at times hard to believe. We refer to these as Lev l I and II type molds. Presently
[3everal more advanced types are being constructed in conjunction with advanced metal-
sorking courses in the department.

i., Plastics is a teaching area with unlimited opportunity for making applications from
.3ther traditional areas. It is unique in its newness and adaptability. Its worth may well
3e dependent upon our understanding and implementation of related concepts.

r. Huffman is Industrial Technology Instructor at the Ohio University, Athens.

h-10.11
,pecial Interest Session
NIEW CONCEPTS IN AEROSPACE EDUCATION
-hm., Jack Lain; Rec., William Hunt; Speakers, Carl Guell, James Ray; Host, Raymond D. Johnson.

NEW CONCEPTS IN
AEROSPACE EDUCATION

Carl E. Guell

The use of the air as a mode of transportation has exerted a terrific impact upon the
xorld and has established new requirements for the schools of our nation.

Educational leaders and teachers are concurrently being confronted with the greatest
..zhallenge, the widest opportunity and the heaviest responsibility ever ancountered by any
'group of people.

The generadon which they teach stands face to face with a great and new frontier
which has been opened by the air age, a frontier filled with adventure, danger and oppor-

Ttunity.
To help Wisconsin educators meet the challenge which the air age holds, the Wisconsin

Division of Aeronautics has been cooperating with all of the various state educational

in the statutes.

de-
oartments and educational insetutions in accordance with the Division's responsibility as
set forth
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For nearly 22 years the educational section of the Division has supervised and directedthe Division's approach to the subject of aviation, education and training, which has re,suited in the implementation of many aviation educaton programs.In the universities of Wisconsin, the Division's efforts have resulted in the establish-;ment of a number of summer session aerospace education workshops designed to prepareteachers better for incorporating aerospace materials into the existing programs. Most;prominent among these programs have been those conducted at Stevens Point and Platte-iville State Universities.
At present we are encouraging several of the State universities to initiate a creditlcourse which would prepare teachers to teach high school aeronautics courses, groundischool courses for pilots in the vocational and technical schools, and to teach the grounelschool material at the local airports.
Over the past seven years, more than 30 local schools of vocational adult and tech-nical education have conducted ground school courses for pilots in their evening school:programs. This past year 24 schools conducted such courses with 1,081 students en-rolled.
There ar: .ow two Wisconsin schools of vocational adult and technical education con-'ducting air frame and power plant mechanics courses at Janesville and Milwaukee. Inaddition, an ad hoc advisory committee has recently recommended to the State VocationalBoard that these programs be expanded and that an additional program be added at Kenosha iKenosha has already been approved to conduct a career pilot training course and an avia-,tion mid-management course.
Perhaps the greatest upsurge in aerospace interest has occurred in the high schoolsof the state, where there are now seven high schools conducting full-time aeronautics;courses, for which one-half science credit is given.
Perhaps the best known of these programs is that being conducted at Onalaska HigbiSchool under a Title III ESEA grant from the federal government. Since you have heardia great deal about this program, I shall attempt to cover it in some detail.An experimental aviation course, the only one of its kind in the United States, is beingtaught at Onalaska High School. This innovative pilot project is made possible in part,by virtue of a Title III grant from the federal government, which encourages usage of nevideas in education. Onalaska school authorities believe that instruction in aeronauticswas long overdue in the curriculum of the nation's schools, and they are delighted thatOnalaska has the honor of being the first to initiate the pilot project.

The Idea for the Course
Although the actual course offering in aviation at Onalaska High School was new, theidea for its inception was not. The superintendent long harbored the belief that today's,curriculum should embody aerospace concepts. Considerable time and effort were ex-pended by Onalaska school authorities researching the idea and determining its feasibility.Development of course of study, financing and overcoming tradition were deemed to be themost formidable obstacles.

Researching the Program
Even though the aerospace industry is the largest employer of persons in the Unitec.States today, the industry has a higher salary scale than most, and our airlines are be-;coming increasingly more concerned over the impending shortage of pilots and mechanicsivery little is being done by the schools of ties country to initiate aeronautics courses itthe high school curriculum. It is quite apparent that the critical lack of information asto how to establish and conduct such a course has been the major deterrent in theirestablishment.

Federal Aid
When federal aid to schools was enacted, the superintendent suggested pursuing thieidea for a project under Title III of the Elementary-Secondary Education Act, and anotheryear of research was conducted.
Under the Title III guidelines, projects must be innovative and exemplary. ThiS,program is innovative in that students receive flight training as well as classroomstruction, and community reswerees are utilized as a laboratory situation. The experi-',mental project is exemplary because several objectives of the program are to determinejust what is r.. Ided and necesserv to conduct such a course; therefore it is serving asnational pilot program.
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The proposal was submitted to the United States Office of Health, Education and Wel-

!are, as a three-year pilot study. The objectives of the project are as follows:
(1) To demonstrate effectively how to conduzt such a course.
(2) To develop a course outline which might be used by other scilools.
(3) To give students a background of aeronautics which might better assist them in

determining whether they should seek additional training in aeronautics.
(4) To let students learn what job opportunities are availqble in the field.
(5) To provide them with sufficient flight experience which will enable them to deter-

mine whether they will make safr: pilots, and thus add another valuable assetin seeking employment.
(6) To disseminnte the conclusions gathered in evolution and completion of this pilotstudy program.

--7irst-Year Grant and Program
A budget of $16,700 was granted to conduct the first year of the program. In this7eriod, 20 students were enrolled each semester. Of these 40 students for the year, 19mere girls. Two parochial schools were involved, La Crosse Aquinas sending five stu-lents the first semester, and Onalaska Lutheran, five the second semester. Ninety class-

room hours of instruction were given each semester. In 1.1e ninety hours, students were
3rovided with the basic information needed to fly an airplane, as well as with an exposure:o careers in the field of aeronautics.

To supplement the class instruction, several field -.rips were taken to the municipal.lirport. The various trips taken were: (1) To the cooperating fixed base operator'sMght line; (2) To the Flight Service Station; (3) To cooperating fixed base operator's;nechanic shop; (4) To tilt. weather bur 21au; and (5) To Minneapolis International Airport.
The students saw vari.::us phases of aviation and many career possibilities, on this final:rip of the semester.

It has become evident that these field trips have added immensely to this career-)riented program. Not only do they provide more information relating to subjects beingittudied, but also they afford the student opportunities to meet and talk with the person oni:he job, as well as to observe the working conditions.
,
_itilizing Community Resources

The various personnel connected with these community resources have been mostir.00perative in providing excellent learning situations throughout the program. Several
resource persons in the area have volunteered their services to supplement the learninglrocestl throughout the year.

;electing the Students
; SIlection of students for the program was carried out by guidance personn.l. It wasPelt originally that the major criterion in select1n6 participants should be past academic

Ilerformance in school, and that the achievement should be above average. After the first
temester, it was felt that more emphasis should be placed on the inte*-.:st of the stude*.it,

i.

vho must have average or above average grades. One of the main reqsons for changinghe priority in these selection criteria is that the underachievers began to excel in theivia-ion class, and this carried over into other subjects. There has been a remarkableFhange in attitude by the students of Onalaska, Lutheran, and La Crosse Aquinas Hightichools.
:1 he Change in Attitudes

When final approval was received, screening of students for enrollment in the classPegan. It was found that the students were somewhat reluctant to ask for admission,r3ossibly due to parental attitudes towardflyingand aviation in general. People in the areak

E were cautious and suspicious -not showing a great deal of enthusiasm early in the project.I.-

1.t became readily appartmt that this was one of the first obfitacles that had to be overcome.
As the project progressed farther along into the semester it became increasingly evident

i,:hat more interest was being generated in students and taculty alike. Two faculty mem-
t3ers began flying lessons, and this is probably due to exposure to the aviation program.
; There was reluctance on die part of some teachers and parents, when the program
wits first initiated, to accept it. This was mainly due to a misunderstanding of the majorIbjective. Many felt the program was designed to make pilots of all participants, whichtwas definitely erroneous.
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Second Year Grant and Program
A $40,200 budget for the second year of the program was granted. This increase ir

budget was due to an expansion in the number of students enrolled, the need for a full-
time projcct director, classroom instructor and additional help to handle the ccrrespond-
ence due to the tremendous inquiry.

The number of students was increased from 20 each semester to 60 each semester.
This enrollment was drawn from a total of nine area schools: from La Crosse, Central,
Logan and Aquinas, and from the area Trempealeau, Holmen and Bangor, West Salem,
Onalaska Lutheran, and Onalaska Public.

Three classes were scheduled each semester to accommodate the 60 students. Tc
prevent scheduling difficulties with these schools, a class was scheduled at 7:45 a.m.,
another later in the morning, and the last during the last class period in the afternoon,
all at Onalaska High School. Area schools tried to arrange schedules so that the student
could either travel to Onalaska High School or back to his appropriate school during
regularly scheduled study period. In this way he would miss a minimum of valuable class
time.

Some students commuting from two of these schools traveled 40 miles each day tc
attend the class. It was also necessary for them to drive back at least once every ter
days or two weeks for flight thstruction.

In the second year, there were 19 girls out of 60 both the first and second semesters.
Girls are extremely interested in learning more about the various career possibilities,
especially in becoming stewardesses. Another possibility was brought to the attention o:
the classes by one of the consultants serving on the project. He related that there is E

dire need for qualified secretaries at the federal level. The girls with secretarial traininE
who participated in this program should have desirable qualifications for prospectivc
employers in aviation. Not only have tirmy become familiar with the terminology, but have
also piloted an airplane.

Pro Wet Carryover
Several boys and girls have indicated they will condlue their flight instruction towarc

a pilot's license. All this interest and desire for further training in the various area:
of aviation indicate that the major objective ef the program, to present the career oppor-
tunities in aviation, is being met.

Course Outline
A great amount of emphasis has been placed on the development of a course of stud;

in this pilot program. The original course outline submitted with the project proposa.
was followed during the first semester, but it was soon evident that some revisions woulc
have to be made.

All four program consultants agreed that by using the revised outline in the seconc
year of the program, the learning situation was much improved due to g...e...ter coordinatior
between flight and ground instruction. Further refinements came about as the program
progressed.

A triangular cross-country flight was scheduled the first semester of the second year
Three students were scheduled per plane, and it was the individual responsibility of eacl
one to plan the trip. After each one had completed his plans, straws were drawn co set
which leg they were to fly.

Students surveyed ar completion of the trip felt this was a ,.remendous experience
in that they not only used many of the principles of flying covered in class, but were bettei
able to evaluate their appreciation of flying from one point to another. All were unani-
mously in favor of including this as part of the semester's flight instruction.

A parent orientation meeting was scheduled in the second week of each semester
to inform parents better of the project objectives, various activities and events, anc
what is expected of the student.

Another activity added to the semester's work is a parent flight, in which parents art
scheduled to fly with their child. This is another phase in which the results far exceedec
what was initially expected. Originally this event was arranged so parerts could observt
firsthand the progress made by the participants in the program. Many of the parents hac
not flown previously, and a very small percentage refused to participate. Many indicatec
they were very impressed with their child's progress, and a few have begun flight instruc-
tion themselves.

The Federal Aviation Administration Private Pilot Examination was administered tc
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the second semester's class (1966-67) near the conclusion of the semester. Out of the
twenty students taking the exam, only one received a passing grade (70% or above). Atthe conclusion of the first nemester (1967-68), this exam was given to this group. Outof sixty students takiag the exam, four students received a passing grade.

The percentage of students passing this examination is not high. However, it is notthe intended purpose of this experimental program to make qualified pilots of studentsenrolled. We have now learned that to do so would require much mop classroom time
devoted to teaching for the exam, possibly another semester. Career Jessions and fieldtrips are primary objectives of the program, although there is merit in giving studentsthis exam experience also.

Special recoplition had been given to the students in the program from the firstsemester on. At the end of the first semester (first year) the cooperating fixed base
oper-Ator presented each student with an engraved walnut plaque. The La Crosse Flyers'Associadon, a group of local flyers interested in aviation education, unanimously con-sented to present a trophy to the student with the highest achievement in classroom workand flying proficiency each semester, and also a plaque for the runner-up. This fine
gesture has given added incentive to the students enrolled, and past winners have showngreat pride in winning the a wards. More recently the cooperating fixed base operatorhas presented awards in the form of additional flying time to five students showing the
greatest flying ability.

Onalaska officials are quite confident that after federalmonies are no longer available(at the end of the third year), the local school system will continue to conduct a similar
type of offering in the curriculran.

T, is 61:7 that the experimental stases are over, that the course is feasible, and that
schoo: sys:er..3 throughout the country can benefit from the results and implement a pro-gram to gait their economic situation.

As a result of the interest created by the Onalaska program, many high school ad-
ministrators immediately ask, "How can we get federal funds to initiate a similar pro-gram?" The [mower, of course, would be that they cannot obtain such funds, since Title
III projects are required to be innovative and exemplary. The Onalaska program is de-signed to determine how to conduct such a course, and there is little need for anotherschool to conduct an experimental program on the same subject.

It is, however, possible for a school to initiate a program without federal aid, as hasbeen demonstrated by the initiation of new courses at Clintonville and Shawano HighSchools.
In summary let me point out that I think the greatest opportunity for industrial artspeople lies in the area of conducting a course which would train teachers to teach aero-nautics courses. Insofar as I know, there are at this time no schools conducting suchcourses, and surely the school which initiates such a program wcdd be achieving a con-spicuous first.

Mr. Guell i& Chief of Aviation Education, Madison, Wisconsin.

Th-10.12 AIAA
Special Interest Session
NEW CONCEPTS IN LEARNING AND INSTRUCTION APPLIED TO THE TEACHING OF SLOW
LEARNERS
Chm., Hal Birkland; Rec., Ethan Svendsen; Speakers, William Cochran, Frederick Miller; Host, Elmer E.
Erber.

STRUCTURED INDIVIDUAL PROJECTS FOR
THE MENTALLY HANDICAPPED

William A. Cochran

The methods used in teaching the mentally handicapped are varied, and depend upon
the capability of the teacher to analyze and evaluate the ability of each student, the difficulty
of the operation or job, and the equipment and materials used in the industrial arts lab-
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oratory. The methods used should eliminate judgments on the part of the retarded stu-dent by minimizing the thinking and emphasizing the physical manipulation.One of the major problems In teaching the mentally handicapped student is the lackof motivation. Motivation is no easy task, because these mentally retarded students haveexperienced years of failure in and out of school, competing with peers or siblings ofhigher intellectual abilities.
A secord major problem in teaching the mentally handicapped is the transfer of learn-ing. Transferring knowledge from one area of learning to another involves abstractthinking, which is often lacking in the mentally retarded student.Effective teaching is accomplished when the student is ready to learn. The retardedstudent will achieve much more when he can see a definite use or relationship for the in-struction. The teacher must continually provide experiences that are concrete in natureand that place the retarded boy in a position where he wants to achieve.A fourth problem area which must not be overlooked is that Q: student attitude. Atti-tudee such as: (1) Pride ia workmanship; (2) self-confidence and self-concept; (3) groupparticipation and cooperation; (4) sense of organization and systematic procedure;(5) ability to follow simple directions which involve some judgment and decisions; and(6) safety and safe practices.

One last point: we as teachers are not trying to develop a creative ability; this is avoid in the intellectual make-up of the retarded. We are trying to teach the retarded howto "sweat". Most of the jobs they will enter will involve non-skill( r semi-skilledwork. When they leave school they are not judged by IQ, but on perfort....ice.The structured individual project method is an attempt to overcome the lack of moti-vation and ability to transfer learning. It is an attempt to develop good social and workattitudes, and a readiness to learn. The project becomes the vehicle to bring about thesebehavioral changes.
The mentally handicapped boy must be confronted with instructional units that havebuilt-in guarantees of success. The teacher must develop "crutches" in order to circum-vent the student's limitations. These "crutches", used in the initial phases of instruction,are the same ones used by industry in mass production known as jigs. This project re-sembles mass production except that each student completes each operation in sequence.Jigs break down the experience into their simplest form, minimizing the thinking and em-phasizing the physical manipulation. Like a computer, the student is "programmed".The structured individual project insures each retarded student as much success aspossible and develops a sense of self-assurance.
It has been found that this method works nest when the three R's of special educationare followed, the three R's being: (1) Repetition, (2) Reinforcement and (3) Routine.The structured individual project allows for repetition in the sense that the fundamentaloperations of project number one are repeated inproject number two, with the addition ofone or two new operations. Repetition in this manner will tend to program the retardedstudents and yet allow for variety in project construction.Reinforcement comes about by the structured individual project, in that the projectscan be engineered to reinforce what is being taught in the other classes of the school.Following directions, persistence to completion of a task, pride in workmanship, need forsafety precautions, care and use of tools and equipment, and respect for property are alsoreinforced.

To a normal person, routine is something to be avoided, but for the retarded it issomething to be desired. They feel secure when they know what is expected of them eachday, as long as these expectr.tions are within their scope of limited abilities and interests:Routine in the way that they enter class, put on their aprons and safety goggles, get outtheir work of the previous day, assemble for instruction or directions. If a set routineis broken, frustration and disorganization result.Keeping the three R's of special education in mind, the structured individual projectshould: satisfy a real need; be suited to the class's social, physical and mental level ofdevelopment; develop desirablo habits and attitudes for the acquisition of knowledge andskills; further both individual and group growth by reinforcement of knowledge alreadyacquired in other areas of the school program.The first project should be very simple, involving not more than three or four opera-tions. An example is a wooden note holder with a pinched clothes pin, an upright pieceand a base. The second project could be a small jewelry box. It is essential to repeatthe operations of project number one with the addition of several new ewes to reinforcethe previous knowledge and skill.
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From this simple beginning the teacher can structure future projects and lead his"special" class into more difficult operations and into the various areas of the industrialarts. Att9r the retarded students have developed sufficient knowledge and skill, theyshould thek-. !le given an opportunity to construct a project on their own:
This mel 4 is based upon the principle of bringing about behavioral changes sys-tematically rather than accidentally, known as Operant Conditioning.
The idea to remember is to keep the projects simple without too many operations in

one project.

Mr. Cochran is Shop Supervisor at Mason Occupational Training Center, Arlington, Virginia.

Th-10.14 AIAA
Specinl Interest Session
NEW CONCEPTS IN LEARNING AND INSTRUCTION APPLIED TO THE TEACHING OF INDUSTRIAL
ARTS
Chm., Bernard Dutton; Rec., Gerrge R.Horton; Speakers, Bruce Hamersley, Cyril W. Johnson; Host, Ronald
P. Thomas.

THE "SYSTEMS" APPROACH FOR
TECHNOLOGICAL STUDY

Bruce Homers ley

Can we explore some new concepts of learning and thinking which may yield some
strategies for teaching industrial arts? First, we must agree that a definite need for ex-
ploration and change existu. It is this writer's belief that we must develop a rationale
which requires that more emphasis be given the "learning" skills and less involvementwith activities of a non-directional manipulative skill development type. I submit that
we need .a conceptually based approach to the study of our technology. This mus t. repre-
sent a continuum of sequenced learning experiences developed by a team of technologically
oriented educators .so that it will skillfully play an imp& .ant role in the makeup of the
learners' total educational plan at this given moment in the scheme of things. In other
words, if the world we live in is seen by the learner as a total thing then we as educators
must devise a "system" of meaningful and integrated educational experiences for himor her.

Our "Learning System" should incorporate those inter-related elements which willhelp to answer the prime questions facing educators: (1) What should be learned?
(2) How should it be taught? and (3) Who should teach it? In more concise termu we are
asking about the Curriculum, Facilities and the Personnel which will be required for the
study of Technology in the school of the 1970's. We are also asking what should the ele-
ments that will serve to make up this "Learning System" be? How will industrial arts or
the study of technology be affected by or involved with flexible scheduling, mobile staff-
ing, team teaching, independent study, inter-disciplinary or trans-disciplinary curriculum
structure, constant re-training or inservice Involvement of teachers, individualized in-
struction, A V V or Multi-media usage, and the ungraded aspect? If we agree that educa-
tion today needs an organizational pattern for tomorrow, then I will present one such
"Learning system" based on the new requirements for curriculum, personnel and facili-ties.

The program at Drew Middle School was developed by a team of carefully selected
"change agents" who were committed to the idea that seven learning planner/directors
could establish a technology study which would meet the needs of today's youth. This cur-
riculum design would incorporate those elements which would provide the best possible
system, a system which could be evaluated and re-created so as to yield a constantly
changing educational environment. The team developed its rationale. The following ob-
jectives grew out of our rationale.

INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGY at Chas. Drew Middle School will:
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1. seek to design and create ar educational environment conducive to the investiga-tion of our industrialized society, its nature, its technology and its educatiunalneeds.
2. develop and perpetuate ways of acquiring knowledge relative to our discipline andprescribe methods of directing (self-directed) study.3. describe student experience and achievement in terms ofa. acquiring and applying technical knowledge and manipulative skill as the evolv-ing problem dictates the need for these practices.

b. acquiring technical knowledge in-depth in certain specific problem areas andin more general fashion for Creative Arts, Communications, Construction,Manufacturing, and Service Technologies.
ce stimulating and nurturing curiosity and the inclination of the learner to be in-volved in searching technological phenomena.
c. encouraging the learner to develop confidence in his or her ability to solveproblems even in the face of initial inrormation voids and difficult abstractions.e. contributing to the learner's development as a potential "Creative Thinker."The structure of our discipline as prescribed by the above stated objectives would looklike this,

Level One .... Total curriculum reflecting all of man's knowledge.
HUMANITIES TECHNOLOGIES SCIENCESLevel Two A construct for the Technologies . . . at this level the system is

developed.
INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGYLevel Three A conceptual approach based on the study of a continuum of experi-

ences in the realm of Industrial Technology.
Thia curriculum construct or model is based upon the involvement
of the learner in a sequence of experiences which make up a tech-nology (transformable) environment.
Phase A Experimental or Creative Arts fechnologyPhase B Communications Technology
Phase C Construction Technology
Phase ID Manufacturing Technology
Phase E Service TechnologyAll of the integral components of this model are woven into being as a total educa-tional environment with the addition of the "System" elements. Team teaching, nongraded-nese, interdisciplinary learning experiences and flexible scheduling are but a few of theelements which build the relationship of content and method in our system.

Harnersley teaches Industrial Technology at Charles Drew Middle School, Miami, Fla.

NEW TEACHING TOOLS
Cyril W, Johnson

A teaching tool is any device which, when used in an educational context, does t.produce or contribute. to the production of items having economw "9 lue. Thus, a duplicatoror copier, a camera or projector, a tape recorde-r or record playo.c, and a host of simi-larly oriented, commercially used items of equipment are fully accepted teaching tools.Improvement in the design, acceptance and use of teaching tools is the one great hopeof education, if it is going to meet the challenges of tomorrow. Mr. H. Walter Shaw, pub-lisher of McGraw-Hill's3 "Technical Education News," in his editorial in the January,1968, issue said, "... quick prediction: fewer but better teaching machines...a spec-tacular increase in the use of transparencies as a teaching tool... more effective use ofthe phye:cal facilities ... greater participation by business and Industry in local scnoolaffairs... a continuing movement toward educational systems approach to teaching ...thebeginning of educational research with enough foreplanning and coordination to make theresults meaningful." The most meaningful of the above predictions are the ones concern-ing the use of educational systems and educational research, for it is through :hese ap-proaches that the real promise of education is to be found.
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Practically all of the really new tools for education, and specifically, industrial artseducation, are to be found within the realm of the "system 3" approach. The educational
systems approach, simply stated, is a deeply structuree multi-media program, which,when properly used, greatly increases the effectiveness of the educational effort. Aneducational "system" is the result of very extensive planning by a group of specialists
who have carefully studied the requirements of the problem, the attributes of the trainees,and the availabilities for the training. This group can then write a prog.-am of learningexperiences whtch will enable the students to achieve the course objectives.

High on the list of priorities to such an achievement is (1) the preparation of effective
media to aid the student in the learning process, and (2) discovery of the best methods of
using these media in the classroom or laboratory. The many industries which are directlyinvolved with the development of training and communications devices are constantly an-nouncing their latest models as something new and better. The writer seriously recom-
mends the careful reading of the Apri1,1968, issue of School Shop, which is a special issueon "Using the New Media Systems". Other publications of value in understanding moreabout this subject are: Training in Pusincos and Industry; Visual Communications Instruc-tor; School Product News; and Audio-Visual Education.

At th e. present time, the optical-photographic (the conventional audio-visual) systems(projectors, films, records) have an outstanding lead over the electronic systems (tele-
vision, videotape). The existing instructional hardware is largely in the area of optical-photographic tape for pictorial and audio storage and transmission. Photographic informa -tion is still superior to electronic, and will probably continue to be so for a period oftime. As technical improvements continue, however, electronic storage and transmis-sion or combinations of the electronic-optical and optical photographic will find its wayinto the school systems.

Closed circuit television and videotape recording are rapidly entering as economicallyand educationally competitive devices in the schools. The number of manufacturers withdevices on the market is amazing, and the fact that the software that is used (tape) is notcompatible set-to-set is retarding the rate of acceptance within the school community.
Industry-wide standards for educational television systems will have to be established.As the prices drop, more and more f.nstallations will be made, and the use and under-standing of the medium will improve. Already some systems are less expensive tooperate than are the conventional optical-photographic, and the ease, speed and versatilityof the electronic system is rapidly showing its superiority for certain applications.

Programmed instruction is continuingto show great potential and some limitations. Itcan do many things very well, but use has shown that it cannot replace or take the place ofa good teacher in the classroom environment. Programmed instruction in the form of
books, notebooks and other ways of using printed material without the machine is becom-ing increasingly available.

The teaching machine has the capability of presenting a complex stimuluspicture,sound, color, as well as wordsand on the other, of a complex response mechanism re-lating the student's response instantaneous to the task at hand. Its use in a teaching-learning situation has not been disputed, but its cost and relative inflexibility has limited
its growth. Inevitably, the teaching machine will be linked to computer contrcl.

Real improvement in the devices to project a film has been. made. The old, familiar
16mm projector in now self-threading, and capable of multi-speeds, reverse, stop orframe-by-frame presentation. Weight has been reduced to the point where it is truly"portable". Brand new in the projection field is the 8mm, cartridge loading, closed-loop projector. Able to handh: silent or sound films ,. it can be set to operate continuously,
once through, or any other combination. Films used can be as short as the three minute"single concept", or as longas ten minutes. Equally useful is the new technique of apply-ing a sound strip alongside the optical track of a 16mm film. Using a magnetic-optical
sound projector, the teacher can record his owntrack, and customize his fitm to the needs
of the classroom without disturbing the optical presentation.

The development of the cassette loading tape has made the use of the tape recorder
a very worthwhile teaching device. Self-loading, self-rewinding, automatic shut-off endsafety of the tape makes it an excellent device for self-study.

The use of microfilming techniques in the drawing room and study carrel is anotherrelatively new technique. Its use multiplies the effectiveness of the carrel, and greatiy
simplifies the problems of storage of records and documents.

Complete systems for demonstration and training in the fields of internal combus-
tion engines, power transfers and trains, hydraulics and pneumatics, electricity and
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electronics, and jet power are available from a number of manufacturers. Some of theseteaching devices am, simulatoro, some are mock-ups with computer print-ouis, and someare actual operating machines. All are highly instructive, and will have a place in thetraining field.
Spectacular advances have been made in overhead projector capabilities and the de-vices which are used on the, light stage - transparencies, motion simulators, meters, etc.Materials and techniques have been developed which enable the individual to iiiake visualaids with professional results.
The systems approach and the use of multi-media in the classroom and laboratorygive education an opportunity for a quantum leap in effectiveness. The alert teacher andadministrator will not miss this opportunity.

Mr. Johnson is Industrial Arts Chairman, Fairmont State College, West Virginia.

Th-10.15 AIAA
Special Interest Session
NEW CONCEPTS IN LEARNING AND !INSTRUCTION APPLIED TO THE TEACHING OF INDUSTRIALARTS
Chm., Robert Ryan; Rec., W. R. Miller; Speakers, George Morgan, M. James Bensen, Robert M. George;Host, John R. Swearingen.

TEACHING THROUGH
RESEARCH AND EXPERIMENTATION

Robert M. George
"We are facing the question now as we have been for the past few years, as to whetherwe shall continue to devote our attention to miscellaneous and more or less meaninglessprojects, or whether we shall seek in an orderly wc,y to develop an insight into the basicindustries of our time and a knowledge of some of the steps through which these havereached their prese,1. form...." These words are in most respects as true today as theywere when written i Charles Richards over sixty years ago. Yesterday's skills, mentalor manipulativt , are not adequate for tomorrow's occupations. We in industrial arts tendto enclose the student in a teacher-dominated environment with little or no opportunityfor problem solving, creativity or self-discovery on the part of the student. We who arefirmly committed democratic practices ahould find this very distasteful. Industrial artsteachers must p... .ze and practice a program that does reflect the technology of the in-&atrial areas within which we are involved.

There should be little doubt that ourpresent project-teacher centered programs mustbecome student centered. It is difficult to imagine today's bookcase, plastic gearshiftknob or metal vanity stool as different from yesterday's breadboard, tie rack or broomholder.
I believe there are several new programs now being advocated by leaders across thecountry that hold high promise for the future of industrial arts. One such program, ad-vocated by Dr. Donald Maley at the University of Maryland, is called the research andexperimentation concept; I have used this to a very rewarding degree throughout the pasttwo years. The concepts embodied in the research and experimentation approach call forthe student to work withinthe framework of his own interest, being guided by the instructorthrough a carefully oriented, scientific procedure to a final solution. I believe it to beone of the best thought-stimulating and challenging techniques to which a teacher may ex-pose the student.
The student begins by establishing a problem to work on, and his study becomes ananalysis of, an investigation into, or a comparison of his area of interest. His statement ofthe problem tells what he is trying 1-.0 accomplish and the statement of purpose gives hisreason for doing the study. The statement of need presents implications of the researchto society and incorporates reading, contacting recognized authorities and sets the basis
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for an accurate and conscientious study. The student hypothesis is a projection of thepossible outcome of the research, aSsurnptions are made to cover loopholes in the re-search or to control those factors over which the researcher has no control and limitationsdescribe the conditions under which the researcher is working. A statement of procedureoutlines the steps that are taken to complete the research and all terms and words areidentified when necessary, to clarify their meaning and relationship to the study. Finally,the student draws conclusions based on his research that either support or refute thehypothesis, and recommendations are made that may guide the next researcher.
There are several comments that may assist the reader in formulating his own ideason the concept that I have found useful:
(1) After using this technique with various ability level groups, I find that nearly allability levels can utilize the technique to some degre_ of success. There is, however, ahigher level of interest and consequently of achievement among the better ability groups.I have found it a way of "unlocking" many students and,have been very surprised at theintensity and depth of research activity among supposedly poor students. As several ofthe students have said, "It's the first time l've ever been able to do serious study on myown that I'm interested in."
(2) The seminar can be utilized to a worthwhile degree in the time leading up to thecompletion of the research activity, ln the seminar session, the student sits down withhis classmates, reports his progress and presents his problems. Many times during theseminar, a student's problem was readily answered by another student.
(3) 'I'here is little doubt in my mind that a well-equipped general shop, representinga wide range of different machines and testingdevices, greatly facilitates the research andexperimentation approach.
(4) The teacher must adpst very quickly to the fact that he will not have all the an-swers to his students' questions, and will find himself in the role of the learner as well.There is little doubt that any student who does a thorough job of a research or experi-mental activity will know more about that activity than his teacher. This may be a rolesome teachers will not care to assume.
(5) Teachers must not attempt to dominate the choice of experimental activity. Ateacher may wish to concentrate work within the framework of one subject area, and thetraditional area of woods alone will provide a great many experimental and researchactivities.
(6) Some industrial arts people feel that the experimental approach is very limitedin scope, that it does not allow widespread use of various equipment or materials. I havenot found this to be so. A student will use the saw, welder or press on the experiment asreadily as on the project. If the teacher must insist on the project only in order to havethe equipment used, it seems highly probable that the project, not the student, is the in-tended end result of the program.
(7) This program may be considered a separate program as such, a supplementalextra-curricular activity, or incorporated as an option in an existing program.All would have to agree that modern industry is a product of science and technology,yet we have done very little to make use of these implicatinns in industrial arts. Our fieldcan no longer remain oblivious to the highly automated, computerized society in which thestudent of today will live. We are at the gateway of a great opportunity. I believe the re-search and experimentation concept will help industrial arts meet the challenge.

Mr. George is Industrial Arts Instructor at Anamosa Community Sc:lool, Ancm,sa, Iowa.

Th-11.3 AiASA
AIASA Session
WHO CAME FIRST THE TEACHER OR THE STUDENT?
Chm., Samuel L. Powell; Rec., John Moses; Speakers, William Rover, B1U W. Mayes, Sherwin D. Powell,W. A. Mayfield, Bobby TIllman; Hosts, Rudy Cantu, Donald Parker, Don Townsend.
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INDUSTRIAL ARTS
BEYOND THE CLASSROOM

William Paul Fever
I would like to begin by asking, are you reaping the benefits offered by an industrialarts club? The benefits whi^h can be gained from an industrial arts club are numerous.
Perhaps the most important advantage of an industrial arts club is the interest de-veloped and knowledge gained by students for industrial education. Information concerningmodern industry is gained from class and enlarged through additional study at industrialarts club meetings.
Secondly, students who do not receive attention from their parents and families, orwho do not participate in other school organizations, may find a place in the industrialarts club which will enable them to obtain this needed attention, as well as a sense of be-longing. Some of these students may become leaders of the club. Students who developthis interest and sense of belonging are happier and become more willing to put forththeir best effort in class and in club work.
Szudents acquire a needed lesson by working in harmony with their peers. Not onlydo students learn to work in harmony with each other, but they develop a working relation-ship with their industrial arts teachers. This may alleviate many problems which mightoccur in class because of a lack of understanding between the teacher and student.Through projects sponsored by the industrial arts club, students learn responsibility.This helps students to become *more responsible citizens.
Many important assets of industrial. education can be brought to the attention of thepublic through projects of the industrial arts club. Since many adults do not understandthe industrial arts program, this is one way of educating them to the objectives of thisprogram.
If you as a teacher of industrial arts are not taking advantage of the benefits offeredby an industrial arts club, then now is the time tc ,.)egin. Your time and hard work spentwill be well rewarded by the growing interest of your students in industrial education.

Mr. Paver is Drafting Instructor at Cypress-Fairbanks High School, Houston, Texas.

Th-11.4 AIAA
Reports of Research
IMPROVING INSTRUCTION
Om., L. S. Wright; Recorder, Harold H. Bretz, Jr.; Speakers, James J. Mooney, Kermit Anderson, Paul R.
Meosky; Host, Roland W. Williams.

PROFESSIONAL CONCEPTS IN
TEACHER EDUCATION

James J. Mooney

The professional education of an individual in any profession is complex, whether itis in teacher education or some other learned field. It is the acquisition of knowledgefrom which concepts are formed associated with the role a person is preparing to assume.Each industrial arts education program has a theoretical base or rationale for its
action which is projected to the student. The student will in turn form concepts, i.e., givemeaning to objects, events, or people having common characteristics, through those ex-periences provided by the program. These concepts are either implicit in the teachings of
the industrial arts educator, or implied by the actions being carried on in the education ofthe student. To find out how well the Irofessional concepts of an industrial arts educationprogram were being projected to the student, a study was conducted at Buffalo State Uni-
versity College in the fall of 1966.

The purpose of the study was to analyze the professional growth of the student rela-tive to professional education courses taken in the baccalaureate program; changes and
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direction ef change regarding concepts of industrial arts held hy the individual as a stu-dent and teacl2er; and the influence of the supervising teacher (secondary school industrialarts teacher) and educator upon the student during his preparation. An instrument consist-ing of seventy-three professional concepts of industrial arts was developed, to be empha-sized in the industrial arts education program at Buffalo State University College. Theinstrument was validated by "rating by experts" and "test-retest" technique using a"strongly agree strongly disagree" rating scale.
The instrument was administered to 504 (91.6%) industrial arts majors in the fallsemester of 1966-67 school year; 66 industrial arts teachers (74.2%) with one year ofteaching experience; and 78 sepervising teachers (91,2%). The t test was employed toidentify significant difference between total group mean scores obtained.by students,teachers, supervising teachers and educators, and between professional education coursestaken during the students' preparation. On the basis of these tests, the data irelicatedprofessional growth did take place in all but two courses, when it was measured in termoof professional concepts of industrial arts held by students.
The introductory course in the professional preparation of students reflected a sig-nificant difference, when compared to scores made by those who did not have the course.The second course regarding human growth and development was not significant; the thirdcourse dealing with principles and practices of industrial arts teaching was significant;student teaching was significant; and the finalcourse, designated as a laboratory of indus-trial arts teaching, was not significant. Changes in terms of mean scores for all courses,except the final course in the professional preparation of the student, was positive whencompared to professional concepts held by those already in the profession.The mean score of industrial arts teachers having one year's experience was sig-nificantly different from the industrial arts students'; however, it was a negative differ-ence. Industrial arts supervising teachers' mean score was significantly different whencompared to student teachers. The supervising teachers' and student teachers' conceptsof industrial arts were also significantly different when compared to industrial arts edu-cators', thougti the mean score of student teachers was closer to educators than super-visors.
The study indicated professional growth is positive and continuous during students'preparation; supervising teachers do not have as much adverse influence on student teach-ers as research has implied; students, having completed student teaching, appear to ac-cep professional concepts of industrial arts to a greater degree than supervising teach-ers, teachers having one year of teaching experience, or industrial arts students in gen-eral; student teaching experience does provide positive professional growth towards theprofessional coneepts projected; the teacher having one year of teaching experience ap-pears to be at a stage in which his professional growth does not improve and if anything,slightly regresses, as measured by the instrument used in this study.
The implications indicate that while students do grow in a positive manner in profes-sional concepts of industrial arts, they are not as 1ose to those projected by the industrialt arcs educator as one would wish. Also, the superrising teacher was not as close in agree-ment with the educator as desired. Why this was so, when both were directly influencedby the educator, needs to be anslyzed and possibly explored beyond this study. It mightti mean our deeds are not up to what we advocate.
lt, as Buffalo State advocates, industrial arts is the study of industrial technology,

. then the technology must be identified and structured for teaching. Neglecting to do thismay cause us to endorse a concept of industrial technology, but by our actions we portraya concept of manual training. As industrial technology becomes the focal point, programsmust move to reflect man's ability to change material, a resource, into useful objectsrather than be predominantly skill-oriented, Skills such as manipulation of machines,methods such as demonstrations and related lessons may become of lass importance.We might have laboratories centered on manufacturing concepts whereby materialsare tested and analyzed and implementation takes place. This would be the educationphase of understanding industrial technology, while the training, the operations of ma-chines could be carried out by machines. It's conceivable that we could program demon-strations through films, tapes and computers whereby the best examples, the best ques-tions could be used to inform the student what the machine or operation is all abeut. It'salso conceivable that we could build machine safety features which would stop the studentif, after a programmed demonstration, he proceeded incorrectly. We would not removethe mechanical skill aspect of our program, but only place it in its righdul place, i.e., asa means of solving some problem. It seems we cannot continue to project professiogal
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concepts of industrial arts relative to industrial technology while emphasizing, by ouractions, concepts which stress mechanical skills.
Buffalo State, in its study of industrial technology, is focusing on manufacturing, com-munication and power. ln addition,' a professional semester in the secondary schools isbeing dev?loped. Hopefully, some of these experiments and changes will cause the pro-fessional concepts projected by the educator to be better understood by students and super-vising teachers.

Dr. Mooney is Associate Professor at State Univsrsity College, Buffalo, New York.

SAFETY INSTRUCTION
THROUGH CARTOONS

Kermit Peder Anderson
A need is indicated within inthistrial arts educationfor more effective methods in thepresentation of safety inc.r.r.iction. The caricature or cartoon method although largelyoverlooked or untried as an educational medium does indicate much instructional poten-tial. The complete void of research concerning the effects of these comic materials asa safety instructional medium motivated this experiment in supplementing safety instruc-tion.
The purpose of this study is embodied in its title; "An Experiment to Determine theEffectiveness of Caricature Booklets in Supplementing Conventional Machine Woodwork-ing Safety Instruction". More specifically, t his problem involved (1) developing caricaturesafety booklets, (2) developing measuring instrumenri, (3) administering the research forthe purpose of collecting pertinent data and (4) interpreting the collected data.Safety booklets and testing instruments were devised for the instruction and measure-ment of band saw, circular saw, drill press, jointer, surfacer and wood lathe safety units.These materials were subjected to evaluation by a qualified jury, revised, and then sub-mitted to a second qualified jury for re-evaluation.
The study was administered to a cross section of the population within the school dis-tricts of Houston and College Station, Texas. Included in the study were nine participat-ing teachers, each teaching an experimental and a control group of beginning machinewoodworking students. Data compiledfrom a total of 291 students were used for statisticalcomparisons. The teachers presented conventional safety instruction to each group, sup-plemented the instruction to the experimental group with caricature safety booklets andadministered a unit safety test following each unit presentation. A pretest was adminis-tered at the beginning of the semester, and a retest was administered three weeks afterthe last safety unit was presented.
The statistical design of the experiment involved a randomized complete block design,with each group receiving three units of experimental and three units of conventional in-struction. The analysis of variance with interaction was used for statistically analyzingthe data. Measurements of initial learning and retention of safety instruction were analyzedfor an six woodworking machine safety units.
Comparisons measuring initial learning indicated (1) a treatment effect, wherein theexperimental treatment was significantly better at the 0.05 level of confidence, for the drillpress, jointer and surfacer units; (2) a significant differeme between teachers in allinitial learning comparisons; and (3) a teacher by treatment interaction in all but the drillpress and jointer units.
Comparisons measuring retention resulted in (1) significant difference between treat-ments for the drill press, jointer and wood lathe units, wherein the experimental methodwas better at the 0.05 level of confidence; (2) a significant difference between teachersfor all units with the exception of the circular saw and drill press units; and (3) a signifi-cant teacher by treatment interaction occurring within the band saw, surfacer and woodlathe units.
The statistical analysis of the data utilizedwithinthis research indicated a significantvariation of teacher, treatment and teacher by treatment effects. More specifically, theresults of this study indicated the following conclusion; conventional safety instructionsupplemented with the caricature safety booklets will result in greater initial learning andretention of safety instruction than that measured using only the conventional method of
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safety presentation.
Additional generalizations have been developed throL4h a combination of theseanalyses, through the administration of a questionnaire to the participating teachers, and

from informal observations and conversations. They are as follows:
(1) The teachers plan continued usage of the caricature safety booklets because each .hooklet is readily accepted by their classes, and its contents are beneficial in

the supplementation of their safety presentations.
(2) The students enjoy the caricature safety booklet method of safety supplementation

and benefit from its content.
(3) The teachers utilize various instructional methods in presenting ,iafety instruc-

tion, possess varying attitudes toward its importance, and obtain varying degrees
cf success through their instructional results.

T1.. study has demonstrated a safety presentation technique that is unique to the field
of industrial art.s. Through this research, including the review of literature and the find-in study, various questions arise that may potentially indicate issues of impor-
tax. future consideration in the field of industrial arts, These recommendations areas

(1) Research should be conducted similar to this study with utilization of a different
statistical design.

(2) Studies should be conducted comparing the presentation of cari...ature safety book-
lets specifically with another method (or other methods), nuch as safety ruleslisted within a textbook versus this caricature safety presentation.(3) Investigations should be conducted to determine the potentials of increased de-
sirable safety attitudes, instilled within the student, through the use of caricature
safety booklet supplementations versus the conventional presentation.

(4) Research should be conducted employing cartoon materials within other areasof the industrial arts.
(5) Investigations should be conducted to establish what safety attitudes z:nd prac-

tices exist, and which are retained by the industrial arts stddent.
(6) Studies should be conducted comparing the effectivencss of bulletin board safety

materials In influencing student attitudes and awareness of safety precaution9.
(7) Comparisons should be made between safety instructions and attitudes, as instilled

and retained in industry, with those presented aad retained within the industrial
arts laboratory. Sho_ild this comparison indicatea significant difference, further
investigation should be conduc.:ed in establishing which method is more successful
in the development of desirable safety attitudes and practices within the age groupconsidered.

Dr. Anderson is Assistant Professor at Bemidji State College, Bemidji, Minnesota.

PERSONALITY AND TEACHING SUCCESS
IN SECONDARY SCHOOLS

Paul R. Meosky

Teacher education today is faced with the tremendous problem of selecting from
among the candidates for the teaching profession those students who will later be success-
ful as teachers. One facet of this problem is the determination of the personal qualitiesnecessary for succens in teaching. Research in this area has been mostly concerned
with the over-all view of successful teaching at all levels of education.

Since the beginning of this c.:entury, investigators have soughr to determine reasonsfor success or failure among teachers. The study by J. B. Morg,in in 1901 Manved that
differentiation between most successful and least successful industrial arts teact:ers
could be accomplished by use of a personality testing instrument.

The evidence in the literature indicates that personality is an important variable
affecting teaching success. Only a few studies have been found in the field of industrial
arts concerning personality and teaching success. This study was undertaken to investi-
gate the relationship between the personality factors of secondary school industrial arts
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teachers and their success in teaching, as indicated by principals' and industrial arts
supervisors' ratings. The teachers were administered Catte 11's Sixteen Personality
Factor Questionnaire, and the principals and supervisors completed a rating instrument
devised by Dr. J. B. Morgan of Colorado State College. The rating instrumert contained
twelve traits which were considered to be most important in measuring teaching success
in industrial arts. These rating scales were used to determine the most successful and
the least successful teachers.

The population for this study consisted of all graduates of the Industrial Arts De-
partment of Trenton State College during the fcur-year period, 1962-65, who were teach-
ing in the public schools at the secondary level in New Jersey.

In a comparison of the t-tests on the means of the Sixteen Personality Factor Ques-
tionnaire variables for most successful and least successful teachers, it was found that
no variable *lad a t-score significant at the 5 percent level. The most successful teachers
would scem to have no personality variables different from the least successful ones.
Therefcze, it seems questionable whether the Sixteen Personality Factor Questionnaire
will differentiate between the most successful and the least successful teachers by the
use of the t-test and mean scores of the sixteen personality factors.

The principal and supervisor rankings of the personality factors were analyzed in
testing for significance by using the Spearman Rho formula of rank-difference coefficient
of correlation. Since the amount of correlation between the two sets of scores proved t
be insignificant, the hypothesis that no significant differences exist between pa incipal and
supervisor rankings must be accepted. Personality factors ranked in order of importance
by both principals and supervisors thus tz..ci to be closely associated.

Spearman's Rho was also used to test the hypothesis that there are no significant dif-
ferences between the rankings of the factors of age, teaching experience, final csllegiate
grade point average, or School and College Ability Tests - Scholastic Aptitude Test scores
of the total group of industrial arts teachers who were rated by principals and the total
group who were rated by industrial arts supervisors. Since no variable differed by more
than two ranks, the variables would seem to be held in equal importance, at least in the
order of their rankings, by both principal ratings end supervisor ratings.

In order to compare the sixteen personality factors between the groups of most suc-
cessful and least successful teachers, the F value& for each factor were checked for sig-
nificance. Only four F values were found to be insignificant for the group of most suc-
cessful teachers and two for the least successfulgroup. There were no insignificant fac-
tors which proved to be similar for both groups.

In summarizing the analysis of data, a description of the group mean scores on the
Sixteen Personality Fa tor Questionnaire can be d,:errnined. :naamuch as no significant
difference was shown between the top tl"rd of the group (:ated most successful) and the
bottom third (rated least successful), : may be assumed that any group differences in
scores on the sixteen personality factors could have happened by chance and the variable
of teacher-rated success does not influence the characteristics measured by the person-
ality test. 1-icwev:...1.-, a description of the personality profile for the entire group can be
made.

The total group measures deviant from average on only four of the sixteen factors.
The factor measuring scholastic mental capacity shows the group to measure two sten
scores above average. This is to be expected In a college graduate population.

The second factor measuring away from average is that of zest for living. The total
group measures below the average population norms which are above average. Tais group
is evidently generally less enthusiastic and more subject to general depression than
average.

The third factor which seems to distinguish this group from the average normative
population measures the ability to behave according to one's id ec. of proper behavior and
this gri,up measures with above average control.

The fourth factor shows tido group with the ability to accent responsibility without
rigidity. The rr'Lit of the factors show average und tell us very little about the group ex-
cept that they display a low average ability and interest in relating to people, i high aver-
age ability to withst:nd pressure andnot become upset, a low average ability in aggretwion
and dominance tending toward conformity, a high average spontaneity, a low average score
showing a tendency tuward being realistic rather than idealistic, a high average tendency
toward being more suspicious than trusting of people, a high average score showing a
tendency toward creativity, and a low average score showing a tendency toward being
forthright .ather than shrewd. The group measures high average in analytical thinking,
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self-sufficiency and tension.
The above mentioned profile factors are only valid for the group of industrial artsteachers that took part in the study.

Dr. Meosky is Professor of Industrial Arts at Buffalo State University College, Buffalo, New York.

11.4.3 A1AA
Reports of Research
VIDEO TAPED MICRO-TEACHING
Chm., Leo Smalley; Rec., Donald Haber-non; Speaker, Harlyn Misfeldt; Host, William R. Biggam.

VIDEO-TAPED MICRO-TEACHING
Harlyn T. Misfit Idt

The Arne xizan Industry Project, unhampared in its development of new departures inits teacher k..Jaccion program at Stout State University, has made good use of a teacherappro-,ch pioneered by Bush and Allen of Stanford University. Micro-ceachingis a scaled. ; exerciJe in teaching whereby the student is required to teach brieffive-minute lewpons to a group of four junior or senior high school students. The purposeof micro-teaching is to provide an opportunity for the future teacher to obtain a substan-tial amount of practice preceding his entrance into student teaching, under optimum con-trol and evaluation conditions for tne trainee, without jeopardizing the learnink, Jf thestudents.
The obvious advantages of micro-teaching include the opportunity for the trainee toobtain substantial practice and self-confidence prior to student teaching. However, thereare several other advantages that merit consideration:
(1) Micro-teaching provides an opportunity for the trainee to work on specific aspectsof teaching, rather than expecting him to become relatively competent in all of the skillsduring his student teaching experience.
(2) The short controlled micro-lesson would appear to be a much more appropriateexperience for the beginner than being thrust into an hour-long presentation co a completeclass.
(3) Micro-teaching permits greater control over practice in terms of the variety ofstudents, physical faelities and lesson content.
(4) Micro-teaching makes passible variations in the amount of practice in terms oftht. needs of the trainee.
(5) Micro-teaching increases the amount of meaningful practice possLle within alimited amount of time, and makes the time and location more convenient for the staff.(6) Micro-teaching permits several people to evaltuate and re-evaluate a teachingperformance, and provides the opportunity to keep good records of teaching performanceunder ront7olled conditions at periodic intervals.

A

Scheduling formats
All time and cost figures for the following scheduling formats are bp -Pd on theseassumptions:
(1) A professor's salary a $10,000 per year.
(2) A work-study student's salary of $1.50 per hour.
(3) A micro-class ca four students with each student being paid $1.00 per hour.(4) The micro-teaching session defined aa a five-minute teach, a critique, a lessonrevision, a fiv--mlnute re-teach to a different class and another critique.
When using formco number one, the typical micro-teaching sequence for each teachertrainee lasts approximately forty-five minutes. The trainee presents a flve-minute lessonwhich is videotaped. During the next ten nlinutt s, parts or all of the lesson may be playedback for the trainee and th supervisor, providing the opportunity for immediate fetcillsck.Followinr this critique period, the trainee has approximately fifteen minutes to revise
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his lesson. The lesson is recorded again, played back and critiqued. The teacher traineeteaches to a different group ofstudents eachtime and receives feedback from the studentsin the form of ratings or comments. While trainee number one is revising his lesson andpreparing for the next session, trainee number two is presenting his lesson aed critiquinghis performance with the supervising professor.
The cost of operating with format number one is $5.47 pel teacher trainee per session.If this format is used with a capable work-study student doing the recording am'. c!ng,the cost per trainee is reduced to $7.75 per session. The cost per trainee ioncan be turther reduced to $.75 if a capable work-study student does the rect., andcritiquing and if the micro-teaching is done in a local high school during the day, utilizin_unpaid micro-class students from the study hall on a voluntary basis.
When using format number two, the teacher trainees teach in the evening, are critiqued the next day, revise their lesson, re-teaTh ,.o a different group of students on anotherevening, and are cri.:iqued the following day. A continuous schedule of five-minnte teachsessions is scheduled in the evening with two minutes between eacn lesson to facilitatethe movement of teachers and instructional materials. After every fiftn teaeh sessionthere is a ten-minute break, allowing the work-study person operating the VTR to changetapes and prepare for the next group of five teachers. This break also allows the micro-class students to have a short stretch. On the followitw day the professor spends approximately fifteen minutes critiquing each lesson with the trairna . The lesson is then re-vised and the same scheduling format is repeated I Jr the re-teach session. The cost ofoperating with format number two is $E 17 per trainee per session. As with format num-ber one, a substantial cost reduction can be made by utilizing work study students for cri-tiquing and unpaid micro-class students on a voluntary basis. An almost infinite numberof variations is possible with these basic formats to fit almost any situation or neud. Forexample, it may be desirable to hae work-study students do part of the critiquing and theprofessor do part of the 2ritiquing. This compromise would cut the micro-teaching costand still allow the professoi to have input into a substantial number of micro-teachingsessions. Another variation could include a work-study student with one video-tape re-corder recording a continuous schedule of five-rnin ite lessons and two or more profes-sors taking the tapes after each half-hour or hour and providing the critique session withanother video-tape recorder in another Iccation. This schedule would require more equip-ment, but would cut staff cost, n-ake efficient use of the micro-class, and still providealmost immediate feedback.

Probably the most important point about scheduling formats is that we must not beboultd by a particular format Just because somebody else developed it and found that itworked out well in his situation. '1'he more realistic approach is to determine needs,availahh aff and budget, then develop a schedule that will best meet these needs with theavailable iu:sources.

Video tping e ui ment and room set-u
In terms of quallty, cost and versatility, a pa. allel can probably be drawn betweenaudio tape and video tape recording equipment. Not tole long ago an audio tape recorderwas relatively expensive, and was portable only if you happened to have six men and aboy to help move it about. Presently audio tape r :carders are relatively inexpensive andtruly portable. This trend is already apparent in video tape Tecording equipnent and wecan probably expect to see further reductions in price, greater portability and greaLLTdependability. In the most common room set-up, the video tape recorder, monitor andcamera are placed behind the students with a microphone for the teachei ind a mizro-phone for the students. With this set-up the viewer gets an excellent picture of the teachee.but very little student reaction. An alternate set-up places a camera in a front orner ofthe room airnt.-1 the students and the VTR, two monitors -witcher and anoth:r _ aare placed behin the students with a microphone for tk, ier and a microl-4,...n tra-the students. Thib ;et-uphas the obvious advantage of being to tape eh` r thcor the students ano the disadvantnge of being more expensive. An appr( :amp,between one a-d two camera set-up might be to place just one cael:. side et:ht.room ..1 at both the teacher and the students and add a wide-angle lens.

'Ai. Misfeldt is with Stout State University, Menomorie, Wisconsin.
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Th-11.5.1 AIAA
NDEA Institute Reports
SPACE AGE TECHNOLOGYNEW DIRECTiONS FOR INDUSTRIAL ARTS
Chm. and Presentor, Ernest G. Berger; Rec., Albert R. Squibb; Host, P. W. Ruehl.

SPACF AGE TECHNOLOGY
Ernest G. Berger

Man is experiencing one of the most exciting eras of his creation. The scientificachievements and technological advancements of the past decade have been nothing shortof fantastic. These advancements are based on man's ability to transform his environ-ment (and indeed himself), and by so doing to enjoy the highest form of technical culturethe world has ever known.
It is generally agreed that these rapid advances in space age technology have posedserious prohlems at all levels of education. Our traditional education appears to be in-adequate to cope with the dynamic changes that are taking place in our present society.By the time the children of today's space age assume their roles in adult society, theywi11 encounter an entirely "new" age, and they must be prepared to cope with it.In our brief encounter last summer with the realities of space age technology and itspossible curricular implications for industrial Sits, we found that space technology couldprovide a comprehensive approach to a kind of educational program that is geared to theworld of tomorrow. During our institute we saw a great wealth of new and fascinatingspace age materials of interest to students through which we can enrich our present pro-grams. Space technology opeas up a whole new world of materials, content, methodologyand direction for a really mcdern curriculum in industrial arts.The technical literature published in this country in any 24-hour period is enough tofill a Volkswagen bus. A staggering amount of this information is flowing down from re-search sponsored by NASA at its centers, and from contracts and grants to universitiesand private industry. We have been able to utilize many of these NASA documents as re-source materials. The NASA Bulletin "Industrial Arts and Space Technology", writtenby a group of industrial arts educators in May, 1966, was informally field-tested by usduring our 1967 Institute. We S ,:d it to be a very usable document for upgrading existingprograms. The "Cumulative -1-ex to NASA Technical Briefs" proved to be an equallyimportant document and partfmAariv well suited to a senior high program in research anddevelopment. A third document, "Space; The New Frontier", is a comprehensive studyof the space industry and is Presently being used as an industrial arts textbook in one ofthe Georgia schools. If some of the NASA mater'alr were integrated into industrial arts,interest and enthusiasm for our programs would .0eatly increase.

When you visit the Kennedy Space Center, or the Marshall Space Center RecearchLaborazories, or the Oak Rid National Laboratories, you leave with the distinct impres-sion that somewhere along ale line, our programs have slipped at least 20-40 years. Dur-ing the field trips we saw new fabricating r thods and techniques like explosive forming,electromagnetic forming, frangible tubing and honey.:ombing; observ the uses of newmaterials such as mylar and teflon; and saw mercury cells, silver cells and sodium andsulfur fuel cells in operation.
From the space program comes new and exciting instructional methodology in theform of research and development, brainstorming, in-depth studies, junior engin:tering andteam activities. The implications of research and develepment for industrial arts (notto be confused with Maley's research and experimentation approach) proved to be tre-mend gus. The in.:titute staff and participama had an opportunity to experiment with thismethodology and to analyze It fizst-hand as an iastructional tool. We found it afforded anexcellent avenue through which to achieve many institute objectives.
Another spin-off from the Institute was the development of many innovative "Unitsof Study". These units were deeigned to create greater interest and enthusiasm in indus-trial arts programs by the injection of space-age information and technologies. In thearea of R & D output, the participants produced working models of such technical "hard-ware" as cubes of nemory thermoplastics, fuel cells, an arc-jet plasma propulsionmotor, a thermal motor and copper-oxide rectifiers. Many of these innovative programs
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have already been introduced by our participants into their own school systems acrossthe nation.
We also made maximum use of many of the newer edm:ation technologies in our insti-tute. For example, we introducdd the participants to Computer-Assisted Instruction(CAI) and its adaptation for industrial arts programs.
The space age involves a great deal of technology and engineering of all types. Thelag between technological innovations and thehuman ability and tendency to deai with them

constructively has been voiced over the years. This technological lag is generally ignoredin industrial arts.
We found that the aerospace industry provides an exciting new body of knowledge which

could serve as a basis for a new industrial arts program. We see a great need for some-thing more than merely streamlining or redesigning our present programs. Let us recog-nize that the thing of which I am speaking is not just a matter of bringing a program upto date or giving it a general face-lifting. Adding a rocket or satellite to a bookend still
leaves a bookend, any way you look at it.

The re-evaluation I would propose is far more sweeping. It involves completely new
concepts, approaches, techniques and adds the systems approach to industrial arts educa-tion. It would drastically alter the philosophy, structure, content, methodology gt,Id direc-tion of our present programs. It would require an entirely new mode of thought that en-visions classes irvolved in real-life technical problem-solving situations as well assmall groups of stu..ents working incompetitive teams in thr new areas of materials test-ing, in-depth studies, junior engineering and research nnddevelor ent activities. I thinkyou would agree that space technology could make a significant contribution to our pro-grams because it reflects and represents our technological culture so well.Ask yourself these questions: Have you looked clnsely at your industrial arts pro-gram lately? Vo you like what you see? Are you happy with your image in the American
educational system? Would you like to change? What are you going to do about it?
Mr. Berger is Assistant Professor at Florida State University, Tallahassee.

Th-11.5.2 AlAA
NOEA Institute Report
CURRICULUM INNOVATION N iNDUSTRIAL ARTS
Chm., Harold PaDelford; Rec., Leland White; Speakers, Howard R. Schramm, Raymond W. Correll; Host,
Elder Brandt.

INSTITUTE-INSPIRED CHANGES
Howard R. Schramm

At the Ohio State University I was taught the traditional approach by the late Dr.
Robert E. Smith and the visionary and new curriculum outlook by Dr. William E. Warner.

Currently and hopefully industrial arts is on the threshold of a new and dramrticrevolution, and elaborately-designed programs and materials will soon flood our profes-sion The institute enabled me carefully and critically to examine and evaluate many ofthe : v innova ions. Industrial arts must change or perish.
Many in industrial arts are strongly opposed to this kaleidoscopic change and look onmany of the new programs as a collection of idealistic and impractical philosophicclratNinp:s.
)ne of the distasteful aspJcts of current change in educational practice is its "band-on" character, many industrial arts tert-hersget excited about new "ideas" they callinnovations aryl want to adopt them immediately for publicity's saKe with:Jut the search-ing and thithb necessary to evaluate them in relation to the whole curriculum. We often

see piecemeal, unrelated series of changes wMch look fine on the surface, but are neverfully Jntegrated into a coherent, consistent educational whole.
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'lastics technology
As one outcome of the instirlIIC, it is my ambition to develop a prim, pJ ro-

ram. There are few that doubt the 'vastness and importance of the plastics industry. Thisndustry has indeed a brie. and promising future.
I had hoped to start this )rogram in February of this year. Equipment and supplies

rere ordered but a 5-mill operating levy failed in November, again in December, but waf .

assed in March. However, we will not receive this needed money until 1969.This experience reaffirms rn: belief that the major problems of the schools todayave their _ots in one basic problem - financing.

.aminating
Although I have been aware of wood laminating for years, it has never been a part

.1 my program.
My being introduced to this process at the institute was responsible for the incorpora-

ion of wood laminating into my provam this year with much success.
This area will definitely be expanded and improved upon in succeeding school years..

:reativitv
As tar as we know, Maple &ieights is the only school system in the United States to

ave a creativity course - one class in each of our junior high schools on the eighth grade
?.vel ond one class in the eleventh grade. This program is funded federally, and a recent
rant of $31,000 will continue our classes in creativity next year.

During the spring of 1967 the Torrance Test of Creative Thinking was administered
3 our entire eighth grade of over 300. After further evaluation, twenty students (10 boys
nd 10 girls) were selected to participate in this course. TY. two main objectives of the
ourse were to develop the existing creative abilities and to teach creative thinking methods
/hich would apply to everyday life.

Mr. Robert Margraf, an English teacher, was selected to develop and teach this
ourse. This coincides with Dr. Ernest Minelli's research findings that English teachers
re ttie rrtpst creative.

Although very few industrial arts programs have truly emphasized it.. creative think-
g and problem-solving have long been two of our long-range objectives.

Feeling strongly and sincerely that industrial arts could contribute to thi2 course, I
olunteered my services, which were accepted. Fortunately, I had a planning period the
ame period thiG class met.

I worked with Mr. Margraf during the fourth grading period and had his class in the
ndustrial arts laboratory the fifth grading period. This was the first time I had teamed
,ith an academic teacher or had an English teacher in the laboratory.

The laboratory project represented a small but important part of the course since
: helped the student see the development of a practical and concrete object which pre-
iously existed only in his imagination. It was a group project which provided an oppor-

t-, unity for the students to use all of the creative thinking methods learned during the first
, alf of the course For example, the name of the product, Message Minder, was selected.1,

slt rom over 150 ideas given during a thirty-minute brainstorming session. Designing the
roduct allowed the student to LIE,C attribute listing, check listing and other creative think-
rig techniques. ln addition to designing the Message Minder the class also created a name
3r the company, sold stock, wrote ads, designed and produced a container, a trademark

;-,-- nd sketched posters.
Line production techniques were utilized in the manufacture of the product. Various

eprrtmen-s, such as plastics, frames, etc., were organized with unit leaders. Jigs and
ixtures needed to facilitate production were designed and made by members of the class.
'he nature and problems of our American industry and technology vere stressed.

This was a highly developed line production project, but the mix-d group and the stu-
ents highly trained in creativity and problem-solving made it unique. Hopefully industrial
rts can contribute to this program next year.

This experience has also been invaluable in helping me to infuse these learned tech-
iquee of creativity and problerl-solving Wo my classes.

Next year, our system will initiate a training program in creativity for all of our
.aclikrs.

nteg_rated industry
As an outgrowth of the institute, I have tried to weave or integrate more about indus-
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try and technology into our curx iculum. In the future I would like to do this more effectively with my special group of siow learners and my class of industrial arts for girhI have used a line production project invarious forms for many years, but this is ntthe total answer.
We have endeavored to add industrial-arts-related titles to our library.It was gratifying that industrial arts was included in the "21st Century" series aCBS television. I have used this material with my es with some success. This onoi "New Industries", March 31, 1968, was especially
In order to make students more aware of industry community and in the Cleveland clyea, I had one class of 7th graders place flags on a map to show where their fatherwit:Oa:J. We also located all industries in Maple Heights. Some of the boys also tolabout where their fathers worked and the nature of their work. I feel that this idea hapossibilities.

Materials testing
The institute introduced to me the vast rossibilities of materials processing antesting in our laboratories as we strive to change the emphasis of industrial arts.I have tried to incorporate testing, such as strength of materials and moisture cortent tests, into my program, aild plan to do more in the future.I have started to collect and use more materials and aids representative of moderindustry.
Thi- institute accelerated interest, prompted me to attend a two-day Materials Seminar co-nsored by Kent State University's Department of Industrial Arts and Tecl,nology, and the American Society of Metals. (Incidentally, the ASM is planning to changits name to the American Society of Materials.)
I also plan to use the NASA "Industrial Arts and Space Technology" curriculuni etrichment program. It is most encouraging that industrial arts has been included in thiprogram. This publication will be rele .sed by the US Government Printing Office at tlend of this month.

Overhead
I have always used films, filmst-..ips, slides, the tape recorder and other teacbiraids, but must admit that I have been weak in the use of the overhead projector. I request& that our principal purchase cne for our department.1 c illed the Cleveland 3M representative about overhead transparencies, which restilted n his selling a Thermofax machine to our junior high. He also conducted a twcsession workshop on overheads f.or our faculty.
A group of students designed and built a combination stand-and-storage case for thoverhead projector incorporati. g, szorage for the transparencies.Fortunately, I have been able to develop and use more transparencies this year arhope to add to and improve what I have in the future.

Change our total program
I have received a rather cool response from some industrial arts teachers in tryirto reorient our currently-static industrial arts curriculum; teachers must first senseneed for change. If they are satisfied doing things as they have always done them, rnew idea, no matter how significant, will elicit any effective reaponse. Change must 10initiated by the teachers themselves, once they have c..fined the need and have strong!felt it.
A wIse, interested, .derstanding and cooperative principal is c.lso needed to in.tiatchange. We took our princ;pt. to a presentation of the Stout State University Americ.aIndust:ri Project. We also had the opportunity to obst...:ve certain phases of this proje(in the laboratory and to talk to some of the boys involved. Our principal clt tnat this waan excellent course for this Emile-A, but doubted its value in our ju-lor high school. Hfurther believed that certain a6pects of this project were already in our industrial artcurriculum and that we could use certain a4pects of this curriculum.Another important ingredient for changing curriculum is a superintendent who is receptive to innovation, who dares to try something new and who has confidence in hiteachers' abilities to initiate and impleme:at chalige. Fortunately, we nave such a superintendent.

pi:ogress is made in small steps, andl deVnitelv feel that my firbt steps werdirected greatly by my parcicipation in the 1967 NDEA Institut, .
Mr. Schramm is Inaustrial Arts Chairman at East Junior 1-iigh Scho,l, Maple keights, Ohio.
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h-11.5.3 AIAA
IDEA losti te Reports
IANUFACTUR!NG IN THE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL
hm., Arthur J. Rosser; Rec., E. Ray Johnson; Speakers, Donald Darrow, John E.Collins,Vern M.Bonar;
ost, Joseph Pucel.

AN EXPERIMENT IN MANUFACTURING
John Edward Collins

Let me give you a very brief leok at the community ie. which I am employed. Birming-
em is a suburb of Detroit, Michigan, and a high percentage of the residents is involved
ilectly with the automoh4le industry or in supporting industries. Most of the students
eve been on a guided tour of an automobile assembly plant before junior high zhool.

If you were to ask these junior high students what industry is, they would describe a
ery large factory filled with noisy machinery, assembly lines, and smoke-filled air. The
nly employees they have seen are the macr operatore and assembly line workers.
lciustry to them is a group of blue collar workers producing a particular product, and they
ope they never have the misfortune of ending up in industry.

These junior high students have seen only half the picture. They did not see any of
le engineering, research, sales, personnel or management people at work.

When I returned to school in tile fall after completing the NDEA Institute, I decided
3 adapt some of the material to my own particular situation. The program in Birming-
am calls for only ten weeks in the lab, bo had 7'..) condense and even eliminate some of
le materiel. In designing this "Experiment in Manufacturing", che main thought that
uided my actions was, 'They are going to get the total picture of industry."

The classes involved were eighth grade, and, except for a few transfer students, they
- ad had ten weeks of mechanical drawing and ten weeks in the materials lab as seventh
raders.

The first class meeting was spent in discussing the structure of a typical i -trial
;rts class. 1 explainedthat the past approach had been to give a series of demon )ns,
3 select individual projects and to determine grades by project results and test. scores.
then offered them a second possibility which I called, 'The Experiment in Manufactur-

ie. They were told in the eery beginning that they would have to make a financial invest-
k lent, and that there was no guarantee that they would get a return on their investment. In
iict, there was a chance they could lose it all. The result was that in all cases the class
.elected the Experiment in Manufacturing approach. So in the beginning the students
elected the new approach.

Each class formed a corporation and elected a -uard of directors. Each corporation
)'ad stock certificates printed, and the members of the class could purchase up to one
ollar's worth of scock. The board of directors set up a line and staff organization, and
.ach member of the class was placed in one of the follcwing departments: (1) Finance,

i2) Purchasing, (3) Research, (4) Engineering, (5) Personnel, (6) Production, (7) Quality
kontrol and (8) Sales. This sounds like the Junior Achievement approach, bte. Junior
ichievement, to me, is putting candy which someone else made into glass jars which
c neone else made. With the equipment and facilities with which we operate, this is where

eie similarity ends.
At the beginning of each class period each department would report its progress.

. 'here was some work thet had to be done outside school. The people in finance opened
checking account with a local bank to handle the money. The people in purchasing had

e find sources for materiel. The research and sales people ran a maricet analysis to
etermine wil.i ,. type of product would be marketable. The final product was usually a

'ompromise between what the sales deparement said wculd sell and what the engineering
epartment said we could produce.

Once the product had been decided upon, the engineering department llad to (-erne up
,ith working drawings not onl.y for the p; oduct but for all necessary jigs and fiecures.
lOW eharcs were draw n up and the assembly line laid out for -he least amount of wasted

The personnel department made out job application lerme end posted job open
lgs. Each memlelr of the class was interviewed and assigned some type of production
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job. Each student had to wear two hats: he was on the management and the producticteams.
Once we started production we would have a brief meeting before going to worlto discuss how we could increase the number of units per hour. In all cases the numbewould double in three days or fewer.
During the course I invited two outside speakers into the classroom. A representative from a stock brokerage firm and a banker explained how their services helpemanufacturing. I made the mistake of having them come in during the producticThey were both excellent speakers, but the students resented the time lost from proca,,;., iolI would like to close by giving you some of the results of this Experiment in Manyfacturing. Once the class saw that the product -Tould be salable and orders started corning in, the value of rhe stock would climb. The average dividend paid on one dollar'worth of stock was somewhere between iiiree and four dollars. Students were constant]bartering with each other to buy and sell stoc:k.It was interesting to see how much more interest and enthusiasm the students hawhen there was a chance they could lose their own money. Any student who "goofed-offwas severely criticized by the group. Some students who were not enrolled in industrizarts asked if they could purchase stock. Each new group of students corning into the department now asks if their group will be able to form a company and manufacture a produc

Mr. Collins teuchf s Industrial Arts at Barhum Junior High School, Birmingham, Michigan,.

Th-I 1 .5.4 AIAA
NDEA Institute Reports
INDUSTRIAL ARTS LEADERSHIP
Chm., Joseph J. Littrell; Rec., Lyle M. Faurot; Speakers, Jack E. Lain, Thomas J. Barber, James L. Perri!Joseph J. Littrell; Host, Hugo J. Flora.

A STUDENT RESOURCE CENTER
James L. Perri

The Industrial Arts Department at "South" has for its slogan, "The Department tindoes things". On the surface this may indicate little, if any, relationship between educetional needs of students and a department that is active. Actually, this slogan indicateswillingness to use contemporary methods of teaching in an atter, dt to answer studentineeds.
Contemporary methods of teaching do much toward meeting educational qualificatiorof all indivicklals. However, if contemporary methods are to be used most effectively 1this department, a student resource center is needed.The use of limited and traditional resources is but a reflection of the static naturefar too many subject-centered industr_al arts offerings. The development of the humapotential is dependent upon the permissive nature of the environment in which behaviorichange takes pla( and the importance of such changes depends upon the degree to whicthe individual conceives, interprets and accepts his own beliefs as they relate to sourattitudes, habits and values. It is only through the flexibility of opportunities to use urlimited resources that a realistic approach to the needs of the individual can be made.(lThe purpose of a student resource center for the department would be:(1) To develop human potential under environmental conditions that would insure thlearner the opportunities to explore new and different avenues of understandirand appreciation of today's complex industrial technical society.(7.) To help plan learning experiences that involve problem-solving abilities.(3) To allow the more able and ambitious student the opportunity of addidonal experiences throuf;h research and experimentation.(4) To allow the student who has been infrequent in attendance a greater opportunitto learn specific information and some knowledge of the skills he h misset
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(5) To act as a conimunicadon center.
In order that a student resource center become a reality, it is proposed that:
(1) A separate room adjacent to the present industrial arts area be made available

to house such a center.
(2) The room be no smaller than 576 square feet.
(3) The administration secure a para-professional or a teacher's aide to be assigned

to the center under the direction of the head of the department.
(4) Several suitable student assistants be assigned to the center.
(5) The center be designed as a multi-purpose room with facilities for research and

planning, audio-visual presentations and small group discussions and demon-
strations.

(6) The center have audio-visual presentatkAis for both small group and individual
use with tapes and recoraers, transparencies and slides, single-concept films,
three dimensional mock-ups, spirit duplicator, auto-instructional devices (teach-
ing machines) and television sender and receiver for a closed-circuit unit.

(7) The center have a technical drawing and sketching section.
(8) The center have ample storar, and display units for magazines, catalogs, trade

journals, bulletins and books and occupadonal guidance material.
(9) The center be a communication organ for all rchool communication that deals

with teacher or student.
(10) Future closed-circuit telev 'on originating from within or without the depart-

ment be facilitated through -enter.
Be it further proposed that teachers:
(1) Make available to the center mid, 3 for units of study and a copy of their daily

lesson plans.
(2) Allow a tape to be made of each fo,Tnal lecture presentation.
(3) Become key source people and spend time in the resour ze center frequently.
(4) En aurage the more able student to use the r.ei...er as a focal point for research

and technical writing and planning.
(5) Allow those students who have been out of school the opportunity to spend class

time in the center to help gain informational content that they have missed.

lan of operation
First year. The administration would be requested to assign a room for the center

Ajacent to the industrial arts department. A para-profess.onal or teacher's aide with
everal student assistants would staff the center. Until the center is funded at the end of
ie first year, the department or members of the department could furnish some of the
,quipment, such as a typewriter, drawing equipment and supplies, portable tape recorder
Ind models and mock-ups. Teachers would be asked to locate all materials, other than
hose they were currently using, such as magazines, catalogs, trade journais and trans-
'arencies in the center. The cooperation of the library and the audio-visual department
auld be actively solicited and encouraged for materials and eq:.,.,.pment on loan.

";. Second Year. Purchase of seven portable tape re lorders, for each teacher to have
his classroom to tape his lectures, would be needed for nee. in the center, equipped

-ith earphones for student use in either small groups or for make-up work by single stu-, ents who have missed itctures. A slide projector, a wall screen aad an overhead pro-
Fector would also be budgeted in the second year. Two or three planning desks with fa-
Hides to make transparencies and a spirit duplicator would be provide. Additional
eference materials, in the form of books, pamphlets, magazines, slides and filmstrips,
rould be request( -I.

Third Yew _6ie-eancept films and simpi. auto-instructional machines would
e scheduled fo period. Each area would be responsible for building at least one
uch machine in addition to those purchased. Facilities for closed circuit television with
ideo tape would be installed during this time. Teacher demonstrations would then be
ilmeu and presented later to groups or individuals.

:onclusion
The subject matter of all Industrial arts courses is important, but the fact ce;iiains

hat courses are not taught: It is the individual who is taught, and it is he who learns, in-
luires, investigntes, experiments and arrives at his own decisions based on his learning
xperiences.

A resource center such as the one proposed here would give more meaningful learning
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experiences to students at all levels of ability, instruction would become more individual-ized, and the development of human potential would be greater.

FOOTNOTE
J . G. Wesley Ketcham, "What Resources Are Necessary or Desirable to lasure to tixLearner New Vistas, New Mastery, and New Avenues of Growth", Develophig HumarPotential Through Industrial Arts AIAA Conventlon Proceedings, Tulss, Oklahoma,1965, pg. 71.

Mr. Perri!! is Head of the Industrial Arts Depattment, South Mountain High School, Phoenix, Arizona.

THE TEAM AP:TOACH:
JOURNALISM AND GRAPHIC ARTS

Thomas J. Barbe
It is not at all unusual for a graphic arts laborator} to be involved with the printiniof the school newspaper, literary magazine or any other school production item. How-ever, it is quite unusual for the journalism or newspaper class to be involved in the manip-ulative end of the school publications.This study, to integrate journalism and graphic arts, came about during a summeiinstitute at Arizona State University. The overall purpose of the proposal was to hellstudents acquire a better understanding of the functions of journalism and graphic artieducation, as well as some knowledge of the origins, and thus help develop for the studenan awareness and appreciation of the vital role which journalism and graphic arts plain our society today.

It is somewhat apparent that there is a complete divorce between graphic arts eft-cation and journalism, or ne-sspaper production as it is frequently termed on the higlschool level. The respective staJject areas of graphie arts and journalism are structure(in such a way that students are not presented with the enrichment of the production experi-ence which would resuit from becoming involved in both graphic arts and journalismThe journalism curriculum reviewed indicated that the structure is primarily on the edi-torial approach; the entire course is devoted to writing articles for the school newspape3publication. The articles are then passed on to the school graphic arts department, o:to a local printing firm. In both cases the printing is independent of the writing. At xi(time has the student become completely involved in the actual educational process amproduction of this school publication.
In keeping with the stated purpose, to give students the better understanding of th4functions of graphic arts education in journalism, it was proposed to establish a clas:which would involve the journalism and graphic arts instructors in a team approach fo:the presentation of these two subject areas. The graphic arts hietructor will be responsi,-ble for the manipulative skills involved in the production of the school publication.Using this integrated approach, journalism students will become involved in the actuameeftanical processes of producdon, thus closing the gap between the editorial approaeland the production approach. There are nlanned field trips to local graphic arts estab-Ushments so the students can become familiar with the processes that are essential to the,production of. printed materials. In this type of 'ceaching arrangement, the class can taleon the atmosphere of industry itself whereby each student has a particular job to assumethus the students will become familiar with the values and procedures of industry, thesivalues being production, consumption and technology. One of the objectives of this etas:is to create jobs within the class for each student, jobs that would reflect industry itselfJobs are assigned to the students. These jobs would include those of: page editors, re .porters, advertistig managers, salesmen, circulating manager, compositors machimoperators, photographers, proofreaders, layout men, :strippers, plate makers, aark roonmen (copy camera). The Journalism students carry out the entire project from the writinlof each article to the production, cilstribution and selling of the product.

Mr. Barber is Department Chairman of Industrial Art, in Twinsburg, Ohio.
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INDUSTRIAL ARTS LEADERSHIP INSTITUTE
Joseph J. LittrelI

If leadership is to be effective, someone must initiate productive action within a group.
The 1967 NDEA Industrial Arts Leadership Institute at Arizona State University was

teveloped on the premise that if productive action is to occur in an industrial arts depart-
nent, the logical person to do the initiating is the department chairman. The 24 mer,irought to Arizona State University last summer not only studied about leadership, but
lso, using leadership techniques presented to them, they were asked to put it into prac-ice. One of the major areas of concern was to look to their own departments and seek
vays to improve their leadership.

It is often easier to gain a new look or a new perspective when we have geographically
-emoved ourselves from a problem. Before leaving their schools to attend the institute,
)articipants were asked to identify what they considered to be special problems or de-ired changes in their industrial arts departments. Following short refresher study of
-esearch procedures, participants presented these problems or desired changes in large-
Ind small-group discussions. Although sometimes bitterly contested, the resulting idea
mnd comments were further enhanced by a variety of specialists who periodically ap-
'eared before the group to inject even more concepts. Individual study was also expected,
with participants using every medium available, including an exclusive Industrial Artsnstitute reading room.

In summary, there were three major individual thrusts made by each participant
mt the ASU Institute. One of the major efforts was for participants to recognize, and thenme, good leadership in their departments. To encourage this, a concentrated study of
tdministrative and leadership practices was presented to the group.

A second activity was intended, as were the others, to involve the teachers in a de-
)artmental safety program. Emphasis was placed on a positive attitudinal approach for
:omplete safety study and accident prevention.

The third effort included wrestling with a variety of ideas for improvement of each
lepartment. This entailed sharing ideas, critiques, and, finally, coming un with one well-
)repared proposal which could be put into operation at the home schools.

Three participants of the institute have agreed to present material today about their
najor proposals and tell you their experiences in setting them up and putting their ideasnto action.

)r. Littrell is Professor of Industrial Education at Arizona State University, Tempe, Arizona.

-h-ll.5.6 AIAA
IDEA Institute Reports
NTEGRATING MATERIALS SCIENCE IN SECONDARY SCHOOL PROGRAMS

.Howard Gerrish; Rec., Howard Weise; Speakers, Louie Melo, Marlow F. Keith, Boyd Whitt; Host,
lames A. Collier.

INTEGRATING MATERIAL SCIENCE
IN SECONDARY SCHOOL PROGRAMS

Louie MeloIntroduction
Man's interest in fabricating materials is not new. He has used materials in one

form or another for as long as he has existed.
The evolutionary changes from the Stone Age to the Broieze Age to the Iron Age and

an into the industrial revolutions added many complexities to man's working environment.
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It has been said, however, that none of these revolutionary changes has compared wit1the most recent technological revolution, "1 he Materials Age". This is the age in whiclman railor-makes materials to work within a particular environment.This age, then, suggests that we, the industrial educators, re-evaluate our past pat .terns of doing things and modify them to a point that will further help our people to under.stand the materials they use as a living part of the total problem-solving assignment. Iis important that we become familiar with the pertinent language that will enable us tiunderstand the terms or descriptive data that are present when industrial people discus:materials and manufacturing problems.
The industrial educator's role should include added scientific information and experi.mentation about the substances suggested for the problems he develops. He must strivito develop basic concepts about the internal working characteristics of substances. Stu.dents should develop an understandiag el the fundamentals with reference to basic proper.ties such as composition, physical and mechani- al properties. In many ways, we musstrive to develop a more meaningful bridge between the dynainics of industry and the in.dustrial education classroom.

Learning environment
A study as presented by the Socony-Vacuum Oil Company gives us some pedagogicafood for thought. It points out that average learners will retain approximately 10% owhat they read. It also indicates that it is possible for the learners to retain 50% of whathey see and hear and up to 90% of what they say as they do something.
As we review these few remarks more closely, we may logically agree that man woulihave very little to say and do if he has not read, heard and/or developed a functional under-standing about the problem in question. We might also logically surmise that the "sayin,and doing" phase is the refriforcing mechanism that may implant the experience, thu:prolonging its retention life.
Studies do suggest that every problem man faces iP perceived and solved throug:the use of his accumulated knowledge. This is part and parcel of his total field of experi-ence, with some on the vivid side of his learned spectrum while others reflect an almostotal loss insofar as ready recall. Thus, when solving problems, man tends to use thimore vivid or well-estabIlshed solving tools much more often than new or weakly-learnelconcepts or experiences.

Studying material science
Understanding the science of materials should provide avenues to develop usefulong-range learned concepts about man and the materials of his environment. Thus, if theeducator is concerned with the broader spectrum of education, it appears to the write-that students should be encouraged to look for and talk about the "why" behind every "howwhen involved in classroom or laboratory activity.
When reviewing complex '-eldustrial organizadons, we observe that each department othe establishment erists aF, a contributing member toward the development of a finishe,product that must perform fitisfactorily in a given environment. Departments are inter.woven and interlaced towaid a common goal. Major areas of operation often include pureresearch, applied research, and various levels of engineering and/or teclmological functions within their operational complexes. All of these, cooperatively, play a very impor.tant role in the total field of applied science and technology.
In a similar manner, the educational community should profit greatly by giving greateconsideration to the total environment in which its students are learning. It should b(obvious to the educator that no single department or offering of the educational environ .ment can stand alone, just as no single part of an industrial establishment can surviveor progress without the help and cooperation of other segments of the organizationTherefore, cooperative team effort, integration, collective action, coordination and so oimnst become a functional part of the modern educational establishment.Thus, all of us who are members of the technological team, regardless of our par-dcular.role (students, teachers or industrial practitioners), must accept one basic prem-ise: The numerou3 materials v.d.th which we work and the many operations we, or ou:people, discuss, teach or perrorrn will include some comm-mication, sciendfic and/o:mathematical knowledge. These plus the technological blocks of information that are aiintegral part of the technical environment will enable all concerned people to develoistronger liberally-educated students. This is why this writer strongly suggests thacommunication, mathematics, science and technological educators should strive to develoi
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stronger interwov-: or intertwined teams toward helping young people better understand:heir technological world.
Iaterial selection

When reviewing industrial operations involving product development, we note thatonsiderable time is devoted to the selection of appropriate materials in terms of productInd environment requirements. Several articles on "How Materials are Selected" by-1. Clauser, R. Fabianandj. Mock, in Materials in Design Engineering, July, 1965, presentI very excellent and meaningful pattern from "concept formulation to manufacturing".rhese presentations should be of great interest to industrial educators and should be re-newed in detail. Several selected comments arc presented below. The articles expressnany points of &low" the "why" tasks are accomplished.Materialn selection duriag this modern age is, at best, a very complex operation.A. fragment from the Materials in Design Engineering articles will offer additional insight:Like most engineering efforts, materials selection is a problem-solving process.Much has been written on probIem-solving, and the major steps involved havebeen expressed and defined in many different ways. However, there is generalagreem,..nt that the major step.? are:
(1) Pnalysis of the problem
(2) Formulation of alternate solution

) Evaluation of the alternate
(4) l'cision

When these are applied to the materials selection process, these steps become:(1) Analysis of the material requirements(2) Selection of candidate materials
(3) Evaluation of candidates
(4) Selection of the candidate material that best meets the requirements.Thus, questions with reference to why materials specialists select a certain pure ornodified substance for a given application should constantly be brought to the forefront)y industrial educators. ).Moving from project design to project manufacturing, employing readily availablenaterials is, in effect, poor praL:tice. Such laboratory patterns leave little or no timeor the appropriate and important series of meaningful sessions between students andeacher to bring into focus the many problem-developing considerations including mate-lals selection as noted above by design engineering.

ndustrial student of tomorrow
Time and space have not permitted us to explore all facets of problem-solving avenuesspened to a typical industrial educator.
This writer did present the problems of the future and some of the numerous implica-ions to a group of graduate students. Several key points of their deliberations are pre-:ented, in part.
The world of tomorrow needs the flexible man, the intelligently mobile man, the mailvho can land on his feet when his job becomes technologically obsolete. To educate forlexibility we must distinguish between training and education. To train is to emphasizeixed responses, to stress immediate goals which often have a low ceiling of possible;rowth. This is possibly the only way to help the person who has limited reasoning capa-dlities; however, his material should not be presented as a closed loop circuit. The doorsoward even limited reasoning should always be kept open. To educate, however, is tooster limitless growth and life-long learning. This is the most fertile ground for tomor-:ow's educator when he is working with his students.

Ar. Melo is Professor of Industrial Education at San Jose State College, Colii-onia.

MATERIAL SCIENCE IN
JUNIOR MOH SCHOOL PROGRAMS

Boyd R. Whitt
I should like to begin with the hypothesis that the study of materials as an integralpart of our industrial arts program is becoming more necessary as our society becomes
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more technologically oriented. The NDEA Institute held at San Jose State College for
weeks during the summer of 1967 was designed to provide an in-service education pro-
gram of organized study in industrial materials.

The program was organized into two phases which were conducted simultaneously,
one part being an organized study of materials including the properties, selection anc
modification of these materials. The second phase included the development of methoch
and procedures to integrat: the materials aspectof industrial arts effectively into exist-ing programs.

It is the second phase of the institute, that of integrating materials into a curriculum
which is our topic for discussion this afternoon. In my presentation I will touch on threc
points: (I) reaction of fellow participants to the institute; (2) problems encountered ii
introducing materials as a part of the industrial arts curriculum; and (3) projections fo3
future use of materials in industrial arts curriculum.

Our NDEA Institute was perhaps somewhat different than others in that we had Txrigid requirements for papers, experiments and tests. 'This aspect met with mixed re-
actions; however, freedom in research and experimentation basically enhanced the learn-
tag situation. There was a pre-and post-test given with no evaluative concern other that
to giv- an indication of general improvement. T results were excellent. Having par-ticipated in the institute we have all asked oursel 28 the question, as Mr. Melo said
'What new concepts and/ox problem-solving tools have been added to my expanding storc
of knowledge? How may these tools or concepts become an integral part of my program?'

.! esprit de corps and rapport of the group were high, and, with the direction of Dr
Lohn, Mr. Melo and Dr. Stephenson, the majority of the participants would evaluate th(
institute as completely successful.

The second segment of our discussion involves the problems encountered in the inte-
grating of materials into exisdng industrial arts programs. This aspect will vary fol
each participant depending upon the level of instruction and the previous amount A mates
rials involved in the classwork.

Let me briefly describe our industrial art -ogram. The junior high where I an
now is a new sixth-, seventh-, and eighth-grw !ding offering a general explorator:
course required for boys in the seventh and el ,rade for one semester only in eaclgrade. We attempt to introduce roughly six a Airing the two semesters. The higl
school is totally separate, and unfortunately vei _le interaction is involved.

Along with the normal problexas of time, aey and facilities, it seems that at thi:
age level one of the most significant problems i le simplification of the concepts, idea:
and principles involved in materials science. J( fie Bruner in his book, The Process o
Learning, hav stated that "any idea can be repre ated honestly and usefully in the thoughform of children of school age." It is Brum s thesis that children can be introduce.
early to ideas, concepts, principles and issues, provided that these are simplified so tha
a particular age level of student can understand them, and that a framework is constructe.

so that particular facts and information may be related to something more basic. The&
ideas can be returned to at higher levels of complexity until a degree of understanding i:
reached that will be self-susta!ning.

outline was developed at the institute to aid in eliminating thi,-; problem. l3asicallit is as follows:

Title (including grade level)
I. Introduction to concept, idea or principle

II. Objectives
III. Materials and equipment needed
IV. Utilization in the teaching-learning environment

A. Teaching presentation
B. Observations and conclusions

I. Questions to be answered
2. Areas for further study

V. Definitions of new terms
VI. Ref. -.ences
Most participants developed several of these presentations in various areas and fo

various grade levels. These have proven to be of significant value in attempting to inte
grate materials into the junior high industrial arts curriculum.

As our general exploratory industrial arts program for the seventh and eighth grad
grows and is re-evaluated, there are several areas where I can see a reed and opportunit
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'or growth involving industrial materials. Projecting now, I would like to see growth in)ur program around the following:
(1) Developing in the students a greater awareness of materials as a part of ourafflaent society.
(2) Dielrelophig in the students an understanding of the various materials he may en-couner as he moves into his own working environment.(3) Exposure of industrial arts to both boys and girls.(4) Encourage students to experiment and solve problems which arise from theirworking with materials in the lab.(5) Information presented concerning materials should be directly related to astudent's activnies in order to help develop a franiework which will aid in theunderstanding of concepts, ideas and princi-ples.

Nr. Whitt teaches Industrial Arts at Harvard Junior High School, Harvard, Illinois.
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AUTOMATION AND NUMERICAL CONTROL
Louis J. Pardini

If I were to tell you that the earth ;tood still, you would think that I belonged in the.ays of Galileo. Certainly the earth does not stand still, and neither does technology.a fewer than sixty short years, we have moved from Kitty Hawk to hypersonic s'peeds.'he wings of current aircraft are longer than the length of the first powered flight. Youan rest assured that this same type of progress takes place in the world of metal shap-ag, metal cutting and metal joining. You are probably aware that I am referring to theutomation of machine tools resulting from a process known as numerical control.What is numerical control? Simply defined, it is a rapid and efficient method ofransferring a blueprint into a finished product. The manufacturing information on thexawing is transferred to a one-inch wide, punched tape. With numerical control, thections ordinarily performed by the machine operator are controlled automatically byynchronous motors which are attached to the lead screws as the mind d tape is fedirough a reader. The proper circuits are actuated, which tell the motor when to start,:ow fast to turn and where to stop. The same operations which are employed in conven-rional machining are also employed with numerical control, but now different skill re-, uirements appear, especially for the planner, the machine operator and the maintenance
The reality of numerically controlled machine tools began to take shape when the USir Force realized the need for improved methods of machining wing sections out of solidlocks of metal. The Massachusetts Institute of Technology was selected to develop aIontrol unit to operate a vertical milling machine. By the fall of 1952, the staff at MIT had'eveloped the first numerically controlled milling machine. This development reinforced'he concept that numerical control was practical as an industrial tool. The original control-nit was developed at a cost of one million dollars. This unit was expensive 3nd imprac-!-Ical. It utilized vacuum tubes which constantly hld to be replaced, and occupied 2500quare feet of floor space. As electronic technology has developed, the cost has decreasedF

r teadlly, so that it is now possible for small job shops, as well as school shops, to haveumerically controlled machine tools.
Before numerical control was accepted by industry and the labor force, prejudice andporance had to be overcome. In several plants, numerically controlled machine toolsfere sabotaged by employees; not the destructive type of sabotage, but tampered with to
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keep them out of operation. The employees wen: afraid that they would be replaced b:machines. They ignored the fact that these machines could not think for themselves. The:had to be told what to do and this took human beings; they needed maintenance and repairand this took human beings. Industry still needs trained people in these areas.Once the fear which comes from a lack of knowledge is eliminated, numerical con .trol is readily accepted. To remain competitive, the manufacturer must keep up to clanwith new methods and modern equipment. The question is not, "Do they need numericacontrol?" but rather, "How can they afford not to have numerical control?" Relativel:low-cost numerical controi equipment makes it possible for the small job shop to be corn.petitive.
I iow does industry justify numerical control?
Once a job is put on tape, the tape can be stored for repetitive orders.It reduces storage spece requirements.
It reduces inventory of raw materials, in-process materials and finished products.It reduces delivery time.
It enhances quality control.
It reduces the expense for costly jigs and fixwres.
It reduces cost of the finished product, thereby creating greater demand, which, i:turn, creates more jobs.
Progress of the human race is directly related to the advance of technology. Whave progressed from crude hand tools to power rools to mass production, and ow, numerically controlled factories are on the horizon. This technology affects not only oumaterial life, but our cultural life as well.
How does all of this affect industrial education? There is a definite problem of providing a closer relationship between the technical developments of industry and the program of industrial education. During the past few years, new technical developmentssuch as the Lomputer, numerical control systems and automation, have become rnajofactors for increasing the design and production capabilities of modern industry. Thesnew concepts in modern industrial technology are not generally incorporated into the industrial arts curriculum.
We must work to close this technological-educational gap so that millions of younpeople can gain the education, skills and knowledge needcd to live in the 1980's. The curriculum must be up-dated to meet the needs of an expanding and even more complex society.
The opportunity to study concepts of, and work with, numerical control will certainlproduce an immeasurable ircrease in student understanding of our industrial societyNumerically controlled machine tool equipment is needed to fulfill a general objectivof 1....-ovidingc, broadorientation w the concepts of numerical control systems of industry athey relate to the industrial educadon curriculum.If we accept the concept that numerical control is a new and essential part of moderindustry, then !t follows that we must incorporate the concepts of numerical control intthe industrial arts curriculum.
You may argue that this is expensive equipment, out of reach for the average budgetLet us examine the cost of a numerical control unit. Existing milling machines in thschool shop can be retrofitted for approximately $6,500. The cost to the school clistriccan be reduced if we can make this unit service several schools. Since most metal shophave vertical milling machines, the machine control unit can be shipped from one schocto another. Special retrofit adaptors can be purchased for a nominal sum to fit differermilling machine models. The shipping crate can be remodeled to serve as a permanercrate for transporting the machine control unit to the various schools. With propescheduling, one machine control unit could service six schools, as is currently being donin the school system in Albuquerque, New Mexico.In the days when numerical control was first conceived, the average person tendeto avoid the subject of computers and of numerical control. We tend to avoid the thingwe do not understand. We feel secure in our comfortable ruts and, therefore, resiEchange. Unless we shake off this lethargy and accept the challenge of numerical contrcin our industrial education classrooms, we will be compared to a Roman chariot on thfreeways - adequate for its time, but inadequate in today's technology.

Dr. Pardini is Assistalt Professor at Arizona State University, Ternpe, Arizona.
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REPORT ON A UNIT IN AUTOMATION
Dale D. Bringman

AL the conclusion of the institute held at Indiana State University last summer, par-icipants and instructors agreed that the material studied was mandatory for updatingndustrial arts programs. To test the feasibilityof teaching high school students material)1 this nature, I offered a nine-week session in automation during the first semester ofhe current school year. Previous student exposure or background in this area was nil.:he class was small by most standards, consisting of fifteen boys in grades nine throughwelve. The task of presenting a unit of this type was also made easier because of the;chool's proximity to Indiann State University, which made equipment as well as hands-on'me available. The school day for these students consisted of five seventy-minute periods.th no study halls, as each class met four times we ..y. Thus, the unit covered thirty-. class retings.
The ability of the students was as varied as the grade level. Using IQ scores as aough indicator of general ability, a range of 50 was found with limits at 75 and 125. Thenean and median IQ scores for the group were 97 and 96, respectively.The plain of procedure was simple and allowed for adjustments in time and change,f material as determined by student response. However, in general, the main objectivesvere to provide time and equipment for (1) experience in programming and operating a)iece of tape-controlled equipment, a vertical milling machine and (2) writing and testing,rograms to control a digital plotter.
Using a traditional approach for material presentation, instruction on numerical con-rol concepts required approximately ten of the thirty-six class meetings taken by themit. Background was given on the state of the technology, its importance and the advan-ages and disadvantages of numerical control as a production tool. This was followed byive demonstrations of tape preparation equipment and the tape-controlled mill. The inte-ration of the designer, draftsman and programmer was emphasized as the students ehoF.2,!row and programmed machine tool. paths. Several t3r-nall programs were written al-id.hecked by the instructor. After two to three class meetings of programming practicenil testing, programs were written, and tapes were prepared and tested by cutting theseool paths into small masonite blocks. The remainder of the ten class meetings was;pent in expanding the proficiency of the students as programmers and operators of the.qt.ipment. During this five- to six-day period each student was able successfully to)rogram, test, de-bug and re-run from three to six accurate programs.
Formal evaluation of this portion z_Nf the unit was postponed until the end to attempt toest true retention of programming concepts.
The remainder of the time devoted to the unit was spent by the students in becoming.nowledgeable of computers, how to communicate with them, and, more explicitly, how to)rogram a computer to cause a digital plotter to serve as a drafting instrument in the)roduction of simple drawings. Again,a traditional approach was used in the presentationif this material. Examples of products and uses of drafting machines were studied as,n introduction. Also, some time was spent in giving some basic drawing concepts to aew students who had not been exposed to drawing or drafting before the unit began. Alemonstration followed which gave many of the students their first view of a computerTtnd its capabilities. It was shown both as a handler of arithmetical problems and as aiandler of data and intermedi-ry serving to allow man to direct a pen over paper.The technical information was of such a nature that presentation in easily digestedilocks was possible. Once the student was able to think of two-dimensional spa.:....e inerms of Cartesian coordinates, then only one simnle computer statement allowed the, )eginner to draw straight lines, one at a time, to accomplish simple drawings. As oon;-' is this step was understood, more of the language was presented for mastery until enough

, )(weer was given to the students toallow them ECI draw nearly any commonly used drawing.Laboratory time was utilized in writing programs for the production of from four toeight simple drawings. As well as writing programs, students were able to punch cards: vhich helped in the realization that industrial uses of these drafting procedures force
, effective communication a weakness of many industrial arts students.On this, my first effort with a unit of this type, a major aim was to determine if high

;chool students with a wide range of abilities would be able to master sufficient skill toommunicate wit!', the equipment being studied. For this reason the instrument used for
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evaluation measured retention of programming skill only. The instrument consisted othree sections. Section asked students to write a machine tool program from a pnrisketch. Section II required each student to trace a tool path on grid paper as interpretecfrom a program print-out. Section III was the most difficult and time consuming, as thissection required writing a computer-plotter progiam using a sketch as a problem. Itanalyzing test scores, raw scores were changed to scores with a possible high of 100 anca low of 0. Section 1 scores ranged fzn 0 to 100, had a median of 1.0 and a mean of83.6. Section II scores ranged from 0 to 100, and had a median of 69 and a mean of 70.3In Section III, scores ranged from 0 to 100, had a median of 50 and a mean of 57.6. Thescores on Section 111 indicate far less learning and skill than wae exhibited in pre-testsessions, for all three sections of the test were given to the students for completion itone seventy-minute period, and only six of the fifteen finished.In conclusion, it should be reported that the objectives of the unit were accomplishedand that the students learned the material, and seldom has such enthusiasm been showrfor learning by high school students.

Mr. Bringman is Industrial Arts Instructor at Ir Kliana State University, Terre Haute, Indiana.
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COMPUTER APPLICATIONS IN
THE SCHOOL CURRICULUM

Ronald Fol
The fantasies of the "never, never land" of computers are not only upon us but wilalso pass us by very shortly if we are not quick to catch hold and hold on.What does the advent of the computer have to do with the teaching of industrial artsof drafting, woods and metals in particular? If the computer does have important applica-tions, how cat a class be taught without one? Can the computer in fact, draw a workinidrawing? What are some of the advantages of having a compute:: draw a problem? Theseare questions this report will attempt to answer.
The arrival of the computer in the industrial world should have a strong impact oifthe teaching of industrial arts. MORE of us now realize that we cannot teach the modertpractices and processes of a machine shop if we use the treddte or bow-driven lathe cr,old. Neither will we be Pble to teach the modern practices and processes of industry i:we do not include the' computer. Machines in both the woodworking and metalworkir4fields are now numerically controlled. The testing and analyzing of engines are now dontwith computers. Computers are in themselves electronic equipment. Computers are eveztaking over the drafting chores. This will be the main area of this report.The computer has a language all its own. It is not a complicated language and mytoo different from the drafting language we have been usthg for Itars. The computer hatto be "told" every move by this language. This will force the designer or draftsman tcthink out each step carefully and in orderly fashion.The planning or programming of a drawing is tne area that can be taught to OWdraftsmen of tomorrow. We have taught drafting through visualizing the object in tliemany views wherein it can be represented. The computer has to start from a referencepoint, and every order thereafter has to refer to another point or line that the computerhas previously located. If the student is cognizant of the fact that every line, part, shapeand form need to be referenced from a particular point or base line, the transfer intccomputer language will be easier. The student should become acquainted with the basic
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steps in programming a computer.
The teacher does not need to have a computer at hand in order to teach a unit in com-puter graphics nor to have the- students aware of the graphic language of the computers.Film, overlays and outside readmg can introduce the student to the proficiency and attain-.ments of this time-saving machine. Class demonstrations can then show the process inwhich the machine computes each move in rclation to other information it has stored. Ac-tual problems can be programmed to influence the student's planning in thinking in thecomputer's graphic language. A few exe.c..-itiee such as these will help gear the student'sthoughts in dimensioning and will help him in programming when he gets inzo industry.The fsct is that the computer can and is doing a good share of the drawing today andis influencing drawings that are still man-made. With more and more machines goingto the numerical control system, the designer and engineer have to plan and present thepart or parts with the programmed maehine in mind. Numerical control machines operateon commands similar to the commands of the computer graphic language. This againauthenticates the u:gency of being conscious of this new approach.
Some problems drawn on plotters teamed with computers possibly will take as longif not longer to program as a draftsman takes to draw the problem originally. However,the computer is capable of doing the job much more accurately. Descriptive geometryproblems can be programmed so that the computations and plotting arc made to theclosest ten-thousandth of an inch, son 'what closer tolerance than most draftsmen arecapable of drawing. The drawing a computer makes can be stored for later use, which isone of its major advantages. The program can be stored 011 tape and run through aplotter any time another drawing is needed.
The light pencil method of drawing is a giant step ahead of the plotter method,especially from the standpoint of speedand stor.3ge capacity. This method has many moreadvantages too numerous and technical to mention here.
To summarize, if the drafting students of today are to acquire an accurate pictureand introduction of the drafting assignments & tomorrow, they should be introduced to theimmense role that the computer and numerical control will play in their lives.

'4r. Foy is Industrial Arts Coordinator at Snyder Public School, Snyder, Texas.
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OCEANOGRAPHY
Harlan Clouse

It is important to note that the study of the ocean involves many fields. The ocean,and lts resources have affected geography, -aistory and economics. For the future develop-ment of these resources, geology, chemistry, biology and physics all have roles to play.I believe that every age is exciting to the people who live in L., and doubtless thiscolors our own appraisal of the second half of the twentieth century. Even so, it is diffi-cult, if not impossible, to think of any past time in which the horizons of man's world andhis understanding of it have widened and deepened so rapidly.In this half of our century, we find the earth's crust being probed more deeply thanever before;the vast unknown seven-tenths of the planet that lie under the seas and oceansis beginning to be explored. The upper atmosphere and closer interplanetary spaceshave become, for the first time, accessible to man and his instruments.
What do we know about this underwater realm that covers seven-tenths of the earth'ssurface? How did it originate? What can it reveal to us about the beginning of life? Howcan we utilize its resources tofeedthegrowing population of the earth? How can we mine
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the enormous deposits of minerals it contains? What is currently being done to learn moreabout this vast domain?
Ancient man regarded the kingdom under the sea as a dark and terrifying realm. Itwas not until the pioneering oceanographic voyage in 1872 that man's superstitions aboutGlis world begki,-, to be replaced by scientific knowledge. Even today, the greater part ofthe undersea world still remains shrouded in mystery.The sea's history is written by the composition of the sediments and the order inwhich they lie are a lasting record of the various periods of the earth's history, showingsuch events as the advance and retreat of the glaciers, the activity of volcanoes and theperiodic changes of climate. Whcn the whole record is knowl, it may be that some of ourtheories of the continents and seas that surreund them will have to be revised. Withinits hidden depths the sea holds not only material wealth, food and minerals, but also thekeys to the understanding of much of the mystery and meaning of our earth and perhaps ofother worlds as well.

The study of the oceans is a task that will never finish. It is a study that v ill be rF-warding in our continued effort, for the resources of the sea are infinitely rich, and theocean's effect on our lives is far-reaching. In virtually every field communications,transportation, power generation and distribution, manufacturing, agriculture, foou proc-essing and medical science progress is being made more rapidly than at any time, andin every one of these adventures the ocean plays a significant part.From the ocean we will find answers topressures and corrcsions and problems totallyalien to land lifz. This may make possible submarine farms, submarine factories, sub-marine vehicles, possible sithrnarine dwellings. This will make the earth three timeslarger to matct: its exploding population.
We must learn economical means of salvaging much of man's works that have beenlost in the sea during inan's long history of sea-going operations.
A new generation of pioneers will emerge from the conquest of this last geographicfrontier on earth. The world's oceans will be the future land of opportunity for the ener-getic. This can only come from knowledge of the ocean environment, progressive tech-nology and man's pioneering instinct.
Critical demand for more foad to feed the world's expanding population may find asolution in new sources and increased supplies of protein products from the sea. Vastamounts of mineral deposits are in and under the sea; oil from the Gulf of Mexico, goldfrom the waters off Alaska, minerals from the Red Sea, diamonds from African waters.Engineers and scientists are developing new and cheaper methods of extracting them.The sea dominates our world. It regulates the weather. It is the only source of allour water. It provides a home for plants and animals greater in volume than that of ourland.
The ocean may some day provide a basic source of fresh water. As cheaper methodsare devised for desalination of seawater, arid lands may support rnany people. Salt waterconversion is relatively expensive at present. But it represents an important step in man'sunending quest for greater control over his environment.
Alcoa recently announced a breakthrough development in water desalination methodswhich may find world-wide application because of greatly towered cost. This new systemmakes possible, for the first time, the utilization of widely-availabIe waste industrialheat to convert salty, brackish or alkali waters into water of uitra-purity.The ocean's enormous energy can and will be harnessed, as in tidal power plants forgenerating electricity. These energies can also influence weather conditions and affectthe conditions of life for sea creatures. While any present-day schemes of changingclimates are far-fetched, experts foresee the day when proposals along this line will beadvanced. At least this indicates areas in which some research will have to be done.At present man now uses the ocean as a final receiver for his sewage and industrialwastes and as a dumping ground for radioactive materials. This hazardous situation willneed to be controllccl through appropriate programs in the future. Even today reasonableconservation programs are needed if our supply of fish and seafood is to be protected fromshort-sighted exploiters.
We must also he rcacerned with the role our nation plays in the exploration of curoceans. To be world leaders, we must 1. ad the world, and this includes the seven-tenthsof the world that is covered by water. Our national security depends on the strength wc:derive from knowledge and technology of our ocean world. The future ot the wor ki willdepend upon the development and exploration of the ocean's food and mineral resources.Here our exploration leadership will proyide resources that can help reduce famine and
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poverty among the peoples of the world. Our world's oceans are as important as ourouter space explorations, for it is here that man will live and find the material of whichlife is made.
We must expand considerably our material and human resources and consider what

is necessary to promote this new frontier in order to attract competent and qualified per-sonnel for the task that lies ahead. At present the United States is far behind in her
development of oceanography. One method of improving our national standing would be tointerest more young people in this field.

The ocean is extre -iely important to every person of our world, whether hc lives
along a coast, in the hilk r on the plains, for life on this planet evolved from the ocean,and now the pressures of civilization will force man back to the ocean for survival. The
greatest opportunity will be for the generation of today who are looking for a new indus-trial frontier.

Mr. Clouse is Industrial Education Insiructor in Pueblo, Colorado.

NUCLEAR SCIENCE: A NEW
TOOL FOR INDUSTRY

Richard Lee Fricke

The content for indusu-ial arts has traditionally been taken from numerous areas.Its very nature has emphasized breadth. Science, technology and industry are develop-
ing a wealth of new content that can give added breadth to industrial arts.

Science wiv new concepts to the academic upper one-third. Industrial
arts has an lay to teach these new concepts, In a less sophisticated ap-proach, as existing courses.

A sug investigate the field of nuch Icience and include someof itz bash nd applications in the future industrial ,ArtS course of study. The
following points are called to your attention:

(I) Identification of the field of nuclear science. Science 112s isolated more than one hun-
dred basic elements; ninety-two are naturally occurring and the others have been developedby acceleration. An element la composed of a collection of atoms; and nuclear sciencf:
is the study of the atom and its cousin the isotope. The atom is made of electrons, pro-
tons and neutrons and has mass. The basic atom is stable, but by changing its mass, it
becomes unstable (uneasy or restless) and is called an isotope.

An isotope emits radiation or gets rid of energy. This is called radioactive decay.
The decay rate of isotopes can be measured, anc Jach isotope has a well-defined rate ofdecay. Radioactive decay of an Isotope is determined by how long it can emit radiation
and is defined as its half-life. One half-life is the time lapse necessary for the isotope to
lose one-half of its total radiation energy. The half-life time ranges from a few secondsto thousands of years.

Three common types of radiation decay occur. They are: (1) alpha rays, (2) betarays and (3) gamma rays. These rays have different personalities and each one can beutilized to perform useful tasks.
The alpha ray is a high-speed ray traveling only a short distance with very weak

penetrating power. Skin or paper will shield the alpha ray. The main safety concern is
to keep the alpha ray from entering the internal part of the body.

The beta ray has better penetrating qualities than the alpha ray. However a one-inch
piece of wood will shield it. The main safety concern is that it causes surface skin burns.

The gamma ray possesses the strongest penetrating power, requiring thick walls of
lead, water and concrete to shield it.

(II) Applications of nuclear science in modern industry and industry of the future, Nuclear
energy is usually associated with thought and fears of destructive weapons of war. How-
ever, nuclear energy, in the form of a "clean weapon", can be used to dig canals, loosen
strata to find natural gas, build deep WO% and develop power for ships and electric
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generating plants.
Radioisotopeo are being used in industry to test welds, perform thickness gauging,perform tank level monitoring, aid in friction wear studies, perform leak location pressureresting, perform detection of interface, tracing, flow gauging, luminescence and activa-tion analysis of materials.
Agriculture uses the isotope to study plant physiology and animal husbandly. Themedical profession uses isotopes to detect normal and restricted blood circulation, treatcancer and perform many other applications.

(III) Implications of nuclear science for industrial arts. Junior high school scienceclasses are introducing their student: to nuclear science, inelu..Ing topics on the atom,types of radiation and radiation safety and sickness. The junior high school industrialarts program could correlate its program to follow the science presentation and includesome basic applications of nuclear science and radioisotopes to industry. The juniorhigh science and correlated industrial arts classes would be introducing this content toalmost every boy in the school. The senior high school industrial arts curriculum couldcontinue with more technical nuclear science content and its application in technologyand industry.
It is suggested that this content be taught as related information to the units of theindustrial arts laboratory. In no way is it suggested that the project be phased out ofindustrial arts but that it be used to help the student relate to materials, principles andnew industrial tools that surround him.The industrial arts teacher will have to prepare himself to teach this new content.The Atomic Energy Commission has many booklets available on.nuclear science. (Aselected list of booklet titles is included here. They are available free of charge whenrequested on school letterhead.)

Nuclear science is a present-day tool of industry; if the people responsible for in-dustrial arts do not teach this new content to the masses, some other department of theschool will teach it. The challenge is for industrial arts to re write its course of studyto include this new content.
NUCLEAR SCIENCE REFERENCE MATERIAL

careers in Atomic Energy
irect Conversion of Energy

Food Preservation by Irradiation
Radioisotopes in Industry
Radioactive Wastes
Nuclear Terms A Brief Glossary

Request from:
US Atomic Energy
P.O. Box 62
Oak Ridge, Tenn.

Mr. Fricke is a teacher in Ottawa, Illinois.

Power from Radioisotopes
Power Reactors in Small Packages
Popular Books on Nuclear Science
Our Atomic World
Atomic Fuel
Atomic Power Safety

Cornmission

37830
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A UNIT IN MANUFACTURING
IN NINTH GRADE METALWORK

Donald L. Hrabik
There is now a need to improve industrial arts. One way to help fulfill this need isby teaching a unit on mass production which has been tried and proven by many teachers.
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It should be included in every industrial arts program in areas where application be-comes feasible.
Great demands are being placed on us to create new provams that more clearly re-

flect the educational needs for the present and future. Because of the techuology explosion,it is almost a must that we inject a better method of te=hing industry. Thanks to an
N DEA Institute, I had the privilege of participating in and learning about mass production.During the past year, a manufacturiAg unit was intnxiuced in the regular 9th-grade
metalworking class at Old Mission Junior High School. The class ranged in composition
from high ability to low ability students, with the major portion of the class average. When
the topic was first suggested in class, there was very little response. There was a small
response because the students didn't want to take the time away from their proje work.Possibly many of the students had no idea or undersi:anding of the manufacturing concept.
After some discussion they decided it might be a good idea to try this approach in karning
about industry.

The product was a teacher-directed choice to give the program a better chance tosucceed. With a little guidance the students selected a two-piece fishing pole holdermade from a combination of two metals. Otfering a student-appeal product is anotherimportant facet of success. The manufacturing unit lasted three weeks.
During the manufacturing unit, a corporate structure was set up with a board of direc-

tors elected by the class. The board of dir:ectors then selected the president, who chose
a plant superintendent, who in turn chose the foremen. A corporate struicture filled ir thismanner worked quite well with the mixed-ability class.

Research and development, job analysis, production flow, plait layout and materialanalysis were discussed in detail. The class was broken down imo groups to design and
build templates, jigs and fixtures for certain aspects of the prociuction. Other activities
covered were recordkeeping and acivertising. The product was produced in line production
and was completely packaged with directions for use included.

Student reactions and enthusiasm to the production unit were much more favorable
after the unit was over than when it was first mentioned.. Students not familiar with suc-
cess found success in doing one job operation. Troublemakers worked well because they
were disciplined by the demand of the job and their fellow workers. Individual differencesranging from high to low ability were easily dealt with by placing good students -in strategic
places on the production line and in the administradve jobs.

Local administrators and other area disciplines were invited to observe the line inproduction along with a briefing on what was studied up to that point. They felt 'I-
tremendous asset to the industrial arts program. Interest was also expresi-with other area disciplines. The success of updating industrial arts pro,,
pendent upon administrative cooperation and progressive teachers.

In conclusion I would like to emphasize the importance of a unit in manufacturing to
interpret industry. N,;..w approaches to industrialarts are being tested at thi.: very minute
by well-known educp.tors, but we can help ourselves in time of need and the need is now.

Mr. Hrabik is industrird Arts Teacher in Overland Park, Kansas.

Th-Il AIAA
AIAA Dinner
TEACHER RECAUITMENT AND COJAIGE AND 5S110,c01. (IUDS
Chm., Rex Muller, W. A. Mayfield, William Kemp; Speaker, Dr. Bernard Kaye; Host, John C. Lind.

PROBLEMS IN RECRUITMENT
Bernard B. Kaye

In the past seven years, I have had the opportunity in varying degrees to Wive direct
contact with, and the responsibility for, three personnel departments in three scbool sys-tems.

This experience has convinceA %tat no two personnel departments can or should4 I
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function the same way. Each school system is different. Obviously there are differencesin size. Teacher group affiliations are different. The role various administrators playis different, the role the BoardofEducation will play is different. State laws differ. Sys-tems differ in their stages of development. Systems differ in their closeness to and affili-ations with universities. There are differences in the major occupations of the wageearners in the cities. Cities vary in racial composition and attitudes. School systemsvary in their ability and willingness to support public education in general, and specificparts of the educational program. l'he attitudes of teachers and the citizenry of the com-munities vary.
These are but a few of the differences in scho a systems, au considerable time couldbe spent or. each of these, but for our purposes it would seem sufficient to recognize thatthese major differences do exist, and that these differc.nres cm. affect the problems whichmust be dealt with in administering the personnel deaartmenc of the school system.In spite of these differences, I believe that tlivrc are some elements and trends whichare common to an effective personnel program in all school systems. These trends orelements I'm about to describe may be handled in different ways in different school sys-tems.
The most important responsibility of the sch')( 41ersor...iel program is the recruitingand retention of the most able personnel availtie. This would include the professionalstaff, the non-professional staff, :rid ere relativ. 1..:w category, supporting the profes-sional staff, called teacher aides. The trend in nv_ ,enool systems is to expand recruit-ing programs. We are living in a teachers' mu ..et and we will undoubtedly continue tohave a teacher shortage for quite some time. -1 is especially true in the case of in-dustrial arts teachers. We here in Minneapolis ivi added staff to the personnel depart-ment and have been able to expand our recruiting.
The recruiting program should be well organized. It should be designed so that theschool system will have a basically well-balanc, staff in terms of age, sex, location oftraining, experience and special interests. Many d ,isions will need to be made; how muchshould be budgeted for this purpose; how mar .,:acher training institutions should bevisited; how many states should be covered; how "ar recruiters should travel; how longthey should be out on the road. Should the same individuals recruit in the same schoolseach year? Which new schools should be visited? Who should be doing the recruiting?Should more than one 'aerson visit a teacher training-institution at any time? How manyvisits should be made to some schools where recruiting h ls been successful in the courseof an academic year? Should recruiters ifo out during the summer?A new trend in the field of personnel administration is that of ,aaking a concentratedeffort to recruit the qualified teachers from minoritygroups. X have made a real effortin this direction. We have visited many schools in the South where non-white teachersare trained. We have had minority group teachers recruiting for us. We hnve activelysought the help of local agencies in recommending qualified minority group candidatesto us. We will participate in a special recruiting program where an agency is attemptingto bring recruiters togethor with minority rroup candidates from the South who are in-terested in moving to other areas. We are also in the process of exploring other arrange-ments that will help us identify qualified non-white candidates.Another trcnd in the area of recruiting is that of granting mor e authority to the re-cruiters in the field. It is recognized that all appointments must be approved by the schoolboard. This is accepted procedure. It is my opinion, however, that professional re-cruiters for the school system should 1)e given the authority to employ pending only theapproval of the school board. This authority can be delegated by the superintendent ofschools.

While out in the field, recruiters should offer contracts only to those individuals whomthe:. feel are superior candidates. The recruiter will need to set a higher standard foremploying away from home in view of the fact that he will not have the benefit of the think-ing of others from his home system. In addition, the candidates recruited in the fieldmay be employed on an unassigned basis and should have the ability, and be willing, to fitinto any one of a number of vacancies that will occur.This trend of offering contracts in the field is not as hazardous as one might think.Recruiters usually have the candidate's grades, refere iacluding evaluations of stu-dent teaching, recommendations of placement official nd the personal interview uponwhich to base a decision. The candidate may be offered a ccntract for a specific positionor, as previously mentioned, on an unassigned basis. The recruiter should not expect thecandidate to sign a contract immediately. Most school systems now require the candidate
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to sign and return the contract within ten days in order to be valid. This prevents thepossibility ot the candidate's collecting a number of contracts and holding them for ex-tended periods of time prior to making a decision.There are several new sources for making the needs of the school system known topotential caa..iidatcs. The Association for School, College and University Staffing nowpublishes the ASULTS annual. Individual school systems may purchase ads in the annualwhich is distributed to candidates. Similar services are provided by other organizations.Purchasing this type of ad seems to have some merit.
There ha's been some experimentation with automated recruiting. The NEA and theASCUS organization have done some work in this area. Information about the candidateis fed into the computer. Contained in the file will be such things as the candidate's areaof specialization, sex, age, special interests, location preferred, type of school soughtand other pertinent information. School systems will list the vacancies they have, includ-

ing the fringe benefits they offer, specifics about the educational program, and other infer-. iation which might be of interest to the candidate. The computer then attempts to matchthe two and provide the candidate with the names of the school systems which meet thepreferences of tne teacher and provides the school systen with the names of candidateswho lit the qualifications they have set forth.
Recruiters are now realizing how important it is to have personal contact with the

placement officials. In this day of the teacher market, educational salesmanship is needed1.)oth with eandidates and with placement officials. Placement officials have considerableinfluenze over candidates. A favorable impression on placement officials, by the recruiter,as he represents his school system, can do much to get candidates to give the school sys-tem favorable consideration.
In spite of this emphasis on recruiting in the field, we recognize that most candidateswill be screened at home. However, recruiting is necessary in order to insure a con-dnuous supply of well-qualified candidates with diversified backgrounds, training andexperience.
Whenever possible, multiple interviews should be used whet screening candidatesat home. It is helpful to involve subject, area or grade level specialists. Principalsshould also be involved in the screening process. Some school systems utilize testingprograms. Others require writing samples, in addition to the usual credentials. Manysmaller systems actually visit experienced teachers who are applying for positions andobserve their teaching. Whenever possible, the candidate should have the opportunity totalk with the principal of the school where the vacancy exists. Whenever possible, thecandidate should also be given an opportunity to see the school and actually see the class-room in which he might be teaching.
The mechanics of applying, obtaining references and materials for, and screening ofcandidates should be simplified and made as efficient as possible. Many school systemslose excellent candidates who are most anxious to teach because employment procedures

are unnecessarily prolonsed. The candidates .eel compelled to accept other offers.Within the very recent past, we have streamlined our own hiring procedures. Wehave eliminated two busy desks from the processing of applications after the offer ofemployment has been made. This has cut from 5 to 15 days off the processing time. Inthe height of the hiring season, Sto15 days is crucial. It was our feeling, as we rev!, wedthis process, that we were losing fine candidates because they just hadn't heard definitelyand decided that they couldn't wait any longer.
In situations where it is necessary to employ teachers on an unassigned basis, the

assignment should ye made as soon as possible. The important consideration in all ofthis is to match the needs of the position with ale qualifications for candidates. The par-ticular qualities sought by the principal must be considered. The preferences of the new
employee are considerations which cannot be overlooked.

Careful record-keeping is an important aspect of an effective school personnel pro-gram. As mentioned earlier, the procedure l'or obtaining information must be organizedefficiently. It is equally important to maintain these files and keep them up to date. Therecords should be kept so that they are readily available to authorized personnel. Fewexperiences are as frustrating, embarrassing and time-consuming as searching for amissing folder. The selection of competent and responsible clerical employees can domuch to avoid this type of experience. Careful record-keeping is important in recordingthe various personnel transactions which take place. Vacancies, and the reasons forthem, should be recorded. Position descriptions should be available. Transfers need tobe recorded carefully. Outgoing leave of absence needs to be part of the record. Once
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positions start being filled, these need to be recorded properly. As you can see, what weare talking about here is an efficient bookkeeping system. The bookkeeping system shouldbe designed to accommodate the needs of the system. Personnel men recognize that goodrecord-keeping can help build confidence in a personnel department.
To give you Rome idea of the scope of the task, I'd like to share these figures withyou. The average teacher turnover for the beginning of a school year in most systemsranges between 10 and 17%. We in Minneapolis are fortunate to have relatively good hold-ing power, with our turnover being just under 10%. In a fairly large school system, it wouldnot be anusual if the turnover during the course of a year was about one teacher everyother day.
In the normal course of events, a school system will receive between 7 and 20 appli-cations for each vacancy it fills. Simple arithmetic will give you the approximate volumeof activity in the personnel department. These figures may vary somewhat with individualsituations, but they are zenerally the pattern.A sound promotion policy is something in which most candidates are interested.Administrative, supervisory or promotional positions should be advertised so that allqualified staff members have an opportunity to apply and be considered. This noticeshould give a fairly comprehensive description of the position. Although some schoolsystems have the policy of promoting exclusively within the school system, I would advo-cate considering all qualified cant': However, if there were two candidates of equalability applying for a position, the I candidate should be given the nod.Qualified candidates for admii_..rative positions should be screened rather than beselected on a more arbitrary basis. The opportunity to appear before a screening com-mittee is good for staff morale. The screening committee should rank oe candidates inorder of strength. In some situations, candidates are graded in general classificationslike excellent, good, fair and poor. The personnel department will usually have directinvolvement and a leadership role in the scree.ling process. The screening process canalso serve as a training program for the candidates involved, From my experience, con-siderable learning takes place during this process on the pan of both the candidate andthe screening committee.

Many school systems now feel the need to participate in the training of their adminis-trators and se-pervisors. Some have developed training programs which permit eligiblecandidates to be released from their responsibilities to spend time with experienced ad-ministratnrs. Others conduct a series of workshops for selected c'-diclatee usccombination of these two approaches. Basically, the selecti lt) = -appoint-ments should follow established procedures which give all interested and qualified candi-dates an opportunity to be considered. However, there will be situations where the super-intendent and/or those to whom he delegates this responsibility may feel the need to filla position varying from the established procedure. What is best for the total school sys-tem should be the overriding factor.
With your permission, I would like to share with you some thoughts I have on the teach-ing of industrial arts in the public schools of America today. 1 do not claim to be an ex-pert in the urea of industrial arts but make these suggestions as a person who has hadclose contact with boys and girls of all ages, and as a person who .1s vitally interested inthe educational programs offered by the public schools of this country and the effect theyhave on our society.
1 sheeld first like to focus my attention on the programs offered to boys whc comefrom disadvantaged homes - boys who attend so-called inner city schools. I believe thereis much that can be done in the public schools through our industrial arts programs to up-grade living conditions in poverty areas. What's wrong with teaching a boy how to repaira hole in plaster if one exists in the middle of his living room? Why don't we teach theseboys how to fix doors where the hinges are pulling away from the door frames? Why don'twe teach these boys how to palm? Why don't we teach the boys to repair concrete stepsthat have gaping holes or have wide cracks or are just plain falling apart? Why can'tthese boys be taught how to repair leaky faucets or free clogged drains? Why can't theseboys be taught some of the basic elements of home repair?Junt think what this can do for a boy's ego, if he can make a definite contribution torepairing and upgrading the appearance of his home. His parents will look at him in adifferent light. He will viewhimself in a new image. An obvious result is that the appear-ance of the home will be improved tremendously.
Another feature of this type of program is that the youngster will feel he is learningsomething in school that relates to his everyday life.
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I believe what we are talking about here is Nehru's principle when people are hungry,teach them how to grow food when they are without clothes, teach them to make clothes.What I am suggesting is that when a home is in a state of disrepair, the boy living in this
home should be motivated and taught how to make necessary repairs. I am not implyingthat the craftsman is to be replaced, but with the labor market what it is today, I believeit is essential to teach boys who come from homes where there is no money to employ ajourneyman how to make the repairs to which I have referred.

This can also be a source of income to boys in the inner city. Once neighbors realizt.that a boy has the talent, he will soon be asked to make repairs for them. The chargecan be minimal, yet it can provide a source of income to the youngster. This will builda sense of pride and self-confidence.
This proposal can be expanded, I believe, to all boys attending school. This past

week-end I was involved in a project of cutting down doors after the laying of carpeting in
our new home. My fourteen-year-oldboy and I spent about four hours cutting down fifteendoors. We used a power saw, which I purchased for about eighteen dollars about six yearsago. I can't recall ever being taught how to use a power saw in my school experience,nor is it taught today. I believe that a major portion of our program of industrial arts
should be related to the handy-man aspect of home economics. A key element in this pro-
gram should be making suggestion? with regard to basic tools which are needed in everyhome. I recognize that the interest ability, manual dexterity and motivation of individualsvary, but I believe this is becoming more and more a do-it-yourself society. To me there
is nothing more relaxing than going home and puttering with tools and doing something
that is constructive around the house. It seems to me that industrial arts teachers could
take the lead in initiating a home industrial arts program. This could be divided into thebasic areas, including such fields as plastering, painting, plumbing, electronics, masonry
and gardening. This would put some real life into the industrial arts program. Let it be
clear that I am not, under any circumstances, suggesting that we abandon the fine programwe have in our schools today. But I am saying that, in my judgment, much more can bedone to make our industrial arts program more meaningful. It should ev-i-v-day lives of boys and give them skills they can use 'ire r of their

Dr. Kaye is Assistc oe1iut.:1,1 >unnel, Minneapolis Public Schools, Minnesota.
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INDUSTRIOLOGY-
THE SCIENCE OF INDUSTRY

1NDUSTRIOLOGY PHILOSOPHY

George Brown
The Industriology Project at Wisconsin State University is directed to the improve-ment of the course content found in industrial arts. Course content as taught is often farremoved from what is found in industry. Industry's activities and processes have changedrapidly in recent years, but in contrast industrial arts content has been slow to respond.Therefore, the gap has widened between industry and the school.
The problem has two parts. The first is the rapid expansion of technology, and secondis the obsolescence resulting from expansion. The curriculum project results from re-search, in-school try-out and a genuine desire to up-grade our present industrial artsinstruction.
The explosion of technological advances has left a deep mark on industries. Whatmight I use for an example? To select one or two is like selecting one or two grains ofsand. But consider with me the impact of Sputnik, TV, computers or automatioi: Con- 2trast this with the boy who today is adding shavings to the pile that I left behind sometwenty years ago. Why should the handtools of yesterday be contrasted with the power cftoday? Do you know a high set "1 student who would prefer to use a hand drill as corn-pared to an electric drill or wh, would prefer to walk instead of ride to school? Manyindustrial arts programs still copy drawings instead of seeking another approach. Theindividual project is often supreme, and certainly it is a part of our program, but thereappear to be possible supplements to this method. What then should be the content forindustrial arts?
In the past the content base has been selected from the trades, materials, activities,energies and professions. What is available to be taught is directly related to the scopeand size of the content base. If the base is limited, it s natural to assume the contentwill be limited. Our traditional offerings have been closely associated with metals, woodsand drawing. It is, of course, possible to have combinations of the traditional bases. Car-pentry it; associated with a trade and a material, or architectural drawing is associatedwith a profession and an activity. The size of the base for the first courst offering inindustrial arts is most important. At the lower level, the content should be broad andbasic. If we add up the various bases discussed here, we have a composite picture of awhole with far more mearing to the student. It is believed the whole provides a betterbase than any single part, and the whole tends to resemble industry more closely. TheIndustriology Project makes use of industry as a base.
When we examine industry, it is possible to divide it in many ways. Traditionally,we could divide it into woods, metal, etc. But as a result of the Industriology Project,the division for Phase I has been made in terms of an economic cycle. The cycle includes:extracting, manufacturing, distribution and servicing. The introductory course is madeup of content selected from the four areas. The freedom to select various content opensthe door in aiding the student to interpret industry. Phase II gives the student an oppor-tunity to study industry, Phase III gives him an opportunity to apply industry and Phase IV,the opportunity to enter industry.
The base for contetr has been challenged and the importance of various elements haschanged. If tools are used as a measure, we find the shift to power operated. If materialsare used as a measure, we find many new materials unheard of five or ten years ago.Compare a 20-year-old catalog from a mail order house with a current copy. What is the I
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difference? Compare the products now available to the consumer with those available tothe consumer 20 years ago. What happens when we look at industrial arts offerings todaywith those taught 10 or 20 years ago?
lndustriology is the science of industry, selected from a broad base, flexible to meettechnological advances and meaningful to the student in a modern and complex industrialsociety.

INDUSTR1OLOGY STRUCTURE

Duane A. Jackman

As Dr. Brown has pointed out,Industriology may be defined as the science of industry.It is a broad study encompassing all industries. This brief definition, perhaps, is of nomore help than many dicttonary definitions, but it is apparent that the content for Indus-triology should reflect current industrial practice. We have been using a two-prongedapproach to the study of industry.
Our industrial-economic system reveals that the total industrial complex is com-posed of four general types of industry: raw materials or extracting, manufacturing orprocessing, distribution and service industriGs. It is not possible to take industrial con-cerns and place them under one of the types of industry and say that it is this and onlythis type, but It is true that these four types of industry comprise the industrial complex.Some industrial establishments may be engaged in work in each of the four general types.The other prong is concerned with the history, development and implications of indus-try as a vital institution in our technological society. An examination of industries re-veals that there are basically six activities typically found in most industries. The sixactivities as we have stated them for use in the Inciv.ijology Program are: product de-velopment and design; internal finance and office services; manufacturing or processing(including production planning and control), quality control, plant services and plant en-gineering; marketing; industrial relations; and purchasing.
lndustriology is planned so it is easy for teachers to use. It can be offered as a spe-cial area at any level of the secondary school. The various parts, which we call Phases,may be offered for various amounts of time. indeed any industrial arts instructor could

select portions of Industriology and present them as parts of his industrial arts classes.We would prefer at least a four-year study for one hour a day, five days a week. It maystart as a special subject at almost any level in the secondary school. The total Indus-
triology Program, of coursu, would begin when a child started attending school. In the, elementary school the regular teacher would present the Industriology work. This programt will be developed during the next year.

Phase I. The beginning study at the secondary level is called the Development and
, Structure of Industry. In this class a student will develop an interest in and an understand-ing of industry. Both the development of industry and its implications for modern societyare included. The students will gain an understanding of the typical activities conducted
in most industries as well as a generalknowIedge of the various types of industries today.Of course, as all industrial arts teachers would want, the students will acquire a degreeof skill in the use of industrial-type tools and machines.

Phase II. Basic Activities and Processes of Industry is the second part of the Indus-
. triology Curriculum. This is where the content of the field is expanded. The student isexpected to get a better understanding of the six activities of industry which were de-scribed above and their importance. He will have an opportunity to gain additional skillsin and develop an understanding of many industrial processes. The student will increase
his ability to cope with and solve problems of an industrial nature.

There is no end to the industrial processes vy"..ch could be presented. It is hoped thatindustrial arts programs oriented around woods anddrawing will present some processesfrom other industries to give students a better understanding of the scope of industry.Phase M. Modern Industries. This phase is more like what is, and has been donein industrial arts programs. It differs in that an in-depth study of an-Industry, let's saythe plastics industry, would be made. The study would go from the raw materials through
k manufacturing or processing, to distribution and service. Larger schools would be ableto provide a greater vatlety of industries, from which the students' selections could bemade.

Phase IV. Vocational and Occu ationa1 Guidance. We are still researching and
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developing this part of the program. We expect atudents engaged in this phase of the pro-
gram to study how to get and keep the desired job. They will know the preparation needed
to enter an occupation and how to get promotions. Of course, they will de velop a better
understanding of industry and get some experience with industrial work.

Industriology, then, is intended to be a broad, comprehensive study ci industry to in-
clude the four types of industries, the six activities of industry, as -;;Il as the history,
development ana implications of industry as an institution in our industrial society.

INDUSTRIOLOGY ACTIVITIES

Jack Kirby

The lndustriology Concept has been in the development stages for the past 2-3 years.
Initially the groundwork was laid through small discussions among staff members. A
Prospective Teacher Fellowship Program during the 1966-67 school year provided an
opportunity to enlarge on the idea and further develon the concept. In this program, stu-
dents and staff visited a wide variety of industries to analyze and evaluate each industry
for content for the lndustriology Concept. These visits were day-lung sessions involving
observation, discussion and picture-taking. Following the visits, the materials were
analyzed to establish the basic content for the concept. An Experienced Teacher Fellowship
Program currently operating has continued the development of Industriology. More visits
to industries were taken as well as specific instructional materials' being developed.

The heart of thc Experienced Teacher Program, however, has been the internship
phase. This has involved twelve cooperating schools in the Platteville area. These schools
have provided industrial arts laboratory facilities in order to "try-out" and experiment
with some of the activities for the IndustriologyConcept. Observations through visits and
written reports have provided information concerning outcomes, problems, good features
and other pertinent data.

I would like tu illustrate and comment verybriefly on some of the different activities
that have been tried in the schools in an attempt to broaden and expand the study of indus-
try. Lab activities are what we have been most concerned with, although visual materials
such as slides and films, oral and written reports, field trips and reference reading, as
well as typical industrial arts lab activities, have been a part of the program.

Mass production activities have played a large part in the lab activity aspect of this
program. Mass production lends itself well to providing an overall understanding of in-
dustry, particularly the six activities as mentioned by Dr. Jackman. We have found that
a mass production situation can be set up in any type of shop or facility. The mass pro-
duction of plastic model cars was one activity used in this way. Although strictly an
assembly situation, it did provide the students with the opportunity to study many facets
of industry. Through such an activity, time and motion study, as well as other production
considerations, can be studied. The students can see where certain jobs can be elimi-
nated or combined. Jigs and fixtures aleo become important and can be integrated with
other classes. Through mass production, a broad comprehensive study Df industry is em-
phasized.

Bulletin board displays have been important and valuable activities for the students to
help illustrate the different types of industry, as well as other important areas of study.

Paper-making has been an exciting and valuable experience for the students. Some
have started with wood chips and chemically produced pulp while others started with
dissolved tissue or Kleenex. The activity resembled home economics at times with flat
irons, rolling pins and egg beaters as part of the apparatus. Other equipment may be
quite simple, or we may even use metal working equipment to squeJze out water. The
end result, however, is paper.

A different approach to drafting involved students' developing basic drafting skills
while studying industry through the drawing of organization charts.

The casting aspect of industry i as been experienced through a variety of forms. One
group developed molds and cast :Coot beer mugs. Another cast metal hammer heads.
Research and development has been an activity in many of the schools. One school is
experimenting with a furnace to make glass in order to study the glass industry better.

Concrete has been an area of study associated with the building industry. Casting of
concrete products as well as researching of various cement mixes has been done. The
carpentry aspect of the building industry has also been studied through construction of ,
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models of various sizes. The architectural aspects have also been included as well ashas dry wall construction.
Girls have also been a part of the Industriology program with the belief that an under-standing of industry is necessary for all. The service industries have been studied withsmall engine ;. -;pairs and maintenance as one type of activity.
These are indicative of some of the activities that have been conducted on a try-outbasis in the Industriology Project. Most of them have been associated with the firstphase of the program the development structure of industry. Refinements and changesare anticipated. One approach that we believe has possibilities for this introductorycourse is to study raw materials industries using wood as a material, make paper, printstock certificates on the paper to study the graphics irdustries as well as corporatestructure, to design and produce a product, to market the proo.uct, distribute it and serviceit if necess -y. This, we believe, will provide for a broad comprehensive study of indus-try at the introductory level.
To support the activities of this program, numerous materials have been developed.Among these are a study guide, a teaching plan, a bibliography, a list of instructional aidsand information and activity sheets. Much of this is in the revision stage at the presenttime.
What will be done with Industriology in the future? Work will continue on the develop-ment of the second, third and fourth phases. Continued up-dating of present materialswill be done. Teaching materials, slide series and video tapes will be put into final formand made available to those desiring them. Additional teaching materials will be developed.Funds permitting, short institutes will be held to orient teachers to Industriology. Con-siderable evaluation will be conducted in order to develop the concept better. Of primeconcern at the present time is the use of video tape to bring industry into the school.

INSTRUCTIONAL MEDIA SUPPORT

John O'Neill
The audio-visual aspect of the Industriology Project at this point in time includecfive primary activities, and, of course, many secondary ones. The five primary activitiesare as follows: (1) local production of 2 x 2 color slides for instruction and for projectevaluation; (2) 16mm motion picture evaluation; (3) aid to cooperating schools regardingtheir procurement of audio-visual utilization equipment; (4) organization of an InstructionalResource Center for materials useful in teaching the lndustriology Concept; and (5) plan-ning for the use of ndeo tape and television in the project.
I sould like to elaborate briefly on the first four of these points and conclude bygoing into greater detail on our anticipated use of television and video tape.The greatest amount of time and effort thus far has been expended in the productionand duplication of 2 x 2 color slides. The Industriology Project found it necessary to setup a facility for this activity, since previously no local production facility existed on ourcampus. Four scripted slide series have beendeveloped this past year and each has beenviewed by approximately 950 students. A series on raw materials has been completedand is available for loan. The series "The Industrial-Economic Cycle" and "Activitiesof Industry", both for use in the course titled Development and Structure of Industry,will be revised this summer. A series on service industries has been story-boarded,

; scripted and is now ready for shooting. Present plans also call for the development of2 x 2 color slides to aid in the teaching cf manufacturing and distribution industries.As you have seen, many slides have also been made this year in the cooperatingschools. The intent of this activity is to use these slides during the coming summer ses-sion to help evaluate lab activities.
This past school year has also found the project involved in the evaluation of 16mmmotion pictures. We know from experience that catalog descriptions cf films are usuallyinadequate, and for this reason we are in the process of evaluating six to eleven films perweek in an effort to update the instructional aids list that accompanies all Industriologyteaching plans. For this activity we are using an evaluation form and procedure verysimilar to those used by the Educational Film Library of America.An attempt has also been made this year to up-grade cooperating industrial artsprograms from an audio-visual utilization standpoint. Questionnaires were circulated

tr, to provide us with informationonwhich to base recommendations to co-op school adminis-
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trators regarding their purchase of utilization equipment such as slides, filmstrips,overhead and motior picture projectors.
The fourth primary activity has bee.. to accumulate and attempt to catalog free in-structional materials from industry. As you well know, there are literally mountainousamounts of these materials available, and each piece has a different size and shape. Weare attempting to organize these materials as to their usefulness in teaching the Indus-triology Concept at various grade levels. An area in the lndustriology Center will soonbe designated for these materials, and they will be available for examination and shortloan to any industrial arts teacher or prospective teacher in the immediate vicinity ofour university.
The project also has plans for tapping the tremendous potential that video tape hasfor teaching in the area of industrial arts. Planning for equipment is actually past, sincethe project has purchased, and is waiting for delivery of, a complete broadcast-qualitymobile television unit consisting of two television cameras, control and switching unitand video tape recorders. The package has been designed to fit into a conventional sta-tion wagon for transportation. The mobile unit can be operated by as few as three people,and since it is fully transistorized, its power requirements are low enough to allow prac-tical operation almost anywhere.
Plans for use of this equipment include: (1) making video tapes of current industrialprocesses at industrial, sites, with the tapes to be edited on campus and played back forIndustriology classes; (2) making video tapes for Industriology lab activities for evalua-tive playback on campus; (3) making video tapes at the university for playback in elemen-tary and secondary schools; (4) making videotapes at industrial sires for immediate play-back in secondary schools or at the university.
The project developed these plans ten months ago and had anticipated that by thistime, five or six productions would be ready for use. Unfortunately, however, adminis-trative delays in purchasing at the state level, coupled with the manufacturers' inability tomeet delivery dates, has resulted in our inability, as yet, to make a single production.Arrangements have been made with various industries inour area, and we do p'an to startproduction in the very near future.
As the project develops, we intendto continue our efforts in the development of audio-visual materials. Before being made available to the public, however, these materialswill all be classroom-tested. Funds permitting, our intent then is to make them availableon a loan basis for teaching the Industriology Concept or for use in conjunction with theteaching of the more traditional industrial arts.

Messrs. Brown, Jackman, Kirby and O'Neill are on tho lndustriology Project Staff at Wisconsin StateUniversity, Platteville.

F-14.1.2 AMA
Forum of Innovations
THE JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL PROGRAM IN INDUSTRIAL ARTSA STUDY OF INDUSTRY ANDTECHNOLOGY FOR CONTEMPORARY MAN
Chm., Donald Maley; Rec., Donald Wilson; Speakers, Harley Smith, Len Waitkus, Edward Thacker,Frederick Eierman; Hosts, Karl Gettle, George Litman.

INDUSTRY AND TECHNOLOGY FOR
CONTEMPORARY MAN

Donald Maley
The topic of this session will lead us into a number of interesting and noteworthydiscussions of what has been called contemporary industrialarts. I would like to presenta number of concerre regarding the nature and function of this area of study in a tech-nological age.
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As a starting point I am referring to industrial arts as it is defined by Wilber andPendered in the revised edition of Industrial Arts in General Education:". . . those phases of general education which deal with industry - its organiza-tion, materials, occupations, processec and products - and with the problems
resulting from the industrial and technolog;cal nature of society."This definition has yet to be exploited by !ouch of the profession although such anarea of study has broad andvaluable contributionsto make to the present society in termsof what content is to be taught. However, this is not enough. Industrial arts can assumea new posture and a radically new educational dimension if in addition to the content asdefined above, it will devote its fullest potential in the direction of the development ofpeople. Every area of the school has this same obligation. Yet, few have deliberatelyand soul-searchingly attempted to design educational experiences that would place thissecond dimension of education (the development of the human component) in its order ofprimary concern.
Our emphasis has been on "containerization education", which has as its fundamentalfunction the memorization of certain selected minutiae out of an endless cosmos of infor-mation and the execution of selected educational minuets that have failed to come nearmeeting the human requirements for living in the contemporary age.
Specifically, have we been concerned with "learning how to learn"; the "processesof decinion-making"; the "processing of information"; the "art of exploring change";the development of a "sense of power" in each individual; the development of a "positiveself-concept"; assisting the student in accomplishing his "developmental tasks"; and d..!-veloping the "art of self-renewal"; in essence the development of the human qualities

that will enable him to function truly as a human in keeping with the needs of sodety. Anew industrial arts can evolve from such a commitment, and in doing so, it (industrialarts) will do a much better job on the content of a study of industry.
Inasmuch as I have not come here to make a complete lecture on the topic, I wouldlike to leave you with the following suggestions for the development of "new industrialarts" as an area of study for all the schools' clientele.
(1) It must put the content and context of the previously cited definition into the matrix'of industry that exists in 1968 and the years ahead.
(2) Industrial arts must concern itself with the sociological, psychological and bio-

,logical processes associated with the "developmental tasks" of youth and endeavor toassist in such development in a meaningful way.
(3) Industrial arts must concern itself with a range of programs and activities thatreach all levels of students with their varying forms and levels of giftedness or ability.(4) Industrial arts must concern itself in its structure of learning experiences withhe nature of the individual in the inner city, in Appalachia and in rural America, as wellas in Bethesda, Maryland, or Shaker Heights in Cleveland.
(5) It must take its cues and establish its design of educational experiences from themajor and contributing curriculum studies of the day, such as the recommendations thatcame out of "Project Instruction" sponsored by the NEA.(6) Industrial arts must concern itself with the needs of man in the contemporaryocietyneeds that relate to citizenship, mobility, continuous self development, social,political and technological adjustment, the needs for identity and the need to be informed.(7) Industrial arts in the years ahead can make an increasingly important contribu-ion to the future if it is willing to assist the total educational program in its dire needto fill the communication and "functional" knowledge gap that continued to get wider andwider between the technologists and the vast citizenry of the nation and world. Therelready exists grave concern for a future governed by a 'technocratic elite."

!":,

thwill

be joined into one continuous mass of urban living. Technologists will be replacing

Finally, 1 would want to remind you that the children in our junior high schools todaywill be only forty-five years old by the year 2000, It is predicted that only two to fiveercent of e populatizn will be needed to produce our goods. Great cities of the nation
the social engineers in the attack on social problems. New and radically different modes
lof transportation, foods, clothing, housing and entertainment will be commonplace. Thehuman life span will be significantly increased, and the use of drugs for the control of!behavior will be more widespread. It will be an age of new materials, new processes,'new educational (ethnology and, above all, a vastly different kind of daily existence.
i This is what a "new industrial arts" or any form of education that may be around at
khat time has to look forward to in the years ahead. Whether a "new and useful industrial!Arts" can become a reality will depend upon the wisdom of the present leadership; a
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continuing dedication to self-development by teachers, supervisors, administrators andteacher educators; and a willingness to pursue bold and radically different educationalinvolvements with industry, technology and man.

Dr. Maley is Head of Industrial Education at the University of Maryland, College Park.

A UNIT FOR ANTHROPOLOGICAL STUDY
OF TECHNOLOGY

W. Harley Smith
It seems that the leaders and thinkers of our profession have spoken very decidedlyin favor of drawing our content from industry and technology. The support presented forthis position is virtually indisputable in that it is concentrated in two well .founded points.The first: generally, the profession believes that industrial arts is a part of general edu-cation. As such it should contribute towards transmitting and interpreting the culture ofour society. The second point: industry and technology are dominant elements of ourmodern society. It is worth noting that this second point describes a characteristic whichis not unique tu modern society.
Melvin Kranzberg, professor of history at Case Institute of Thchnology, has written,"Man has always lived in a technological age inasmuch as his life and culture have alwaysbeen bound up with technology."(1) Technology is perhaps the most basic of human char-acteristics insofar as it is a product of human creative imagination and human skill, andmore so because it has had a significant impact upon human society and its development.Perhaps one might very reasonably conclude that the advancement of civilization has beemhighly dependent upon man's technological achievements. It is partly because of this con-'elusion that we have taken the stand that an anthropological or historical study of tech--;nology should be part of the general education curriculum.Happily, we do not feel alone in this position, as many creditable people have ex-pressed the same belief. It is beyond the scope of this presentation to include the multitudeof quotations available, bin a partial list of advocates would include such historians and'anthropologists as Sherwood Washburn, Roger Burlingame, Melville Herskovitz, Howard,Mumford Jones and Melvin Kranzberg. lt is the consensus of these people 1.%at to ignoreor to slight the study of our industrial society as it relates to the past technologicalachievements would be in a large measure failing to provide for the individval's under-standing of our industrial-technological world and how it became what it is today. I be-lieve that general education is failing to provide for thc: individual's understanding in thisarea.

It has been observed by some of the proponents of the anthropological study of tech-nology that technology is scarcely given more than a passing mention in history, socia !science and literature classes. The interest in the past has been focused almost exclu-sively upon eras, statesmen, generals, rulers and kings. Not only is there a void hertwhich industrial arts can fill, it is a void which perhaps industrial arts is best suited tcfill. The industrial arts laboratory provides students with an opportunity to deal witl.technological developments on a first-hand basis, experiencing many problems relatecto technological development; and using tools, materials, intelligence and human skills -the elements that are essential to technological development.It is my objective this morning to present to you a successfully proven method b!which students may, in an industrial arts setting, have a good opportunity to learn hoveman has developed ways of changing raw materials into devices which have made his wa !of living easier and more enjoyable. However, before I begin to describe how such a studymight be conducted, allow me to point out to you where the anthropological study of tech-nology is placed within the entire junior hIgh school program that is being presented herdand why it has been so placed.
The anthropological study of technology has been placed at the beginning of this pro-gram, in the seveath grade. We feel this is appropriate because it enables the student tiunderstand how and why our Western civilization developed into a highly industrializet,civilization a seemingly good understanding to grasp before studying modern America:
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ndustry. The approach to instruction utilized in this ,thase of the program was alsoelected with consideration to logic. The approach is the unit method, one which is not.trange to seventh graders, as it is widely used in elementary school studies. Learningheorists tell us that the unit method is extremely effective at this grade level. Let usow consider how the unit method of teaching has been utilized in an anthropological study.f technolNy.
The development of technology may be studied under three broad and comprehensive

nit topics, each dealing with historically and socially significant areas of technology.'hese unit topics, are:
(1) The development of tools and machines and their contribution to the growth ofcivilization.
(2) The development of transport anon and communication and their contribution tothe growth of civilization.
(3) The development of power and energy and their contribution to the growth ofcivilization.
Because this is a highly student-centered program, students become actively involved

s quickly as possible. However, the teacher initiates the study by orienting the class to
le activities in which they will become involved. He also stimulates interest by showing
achnelogy-related films, by exhibiting some results of previous student activities or byPfing other motivational techniques. The students first become involved in discussing
nd campaigning which culminate in a democratic class selection of one of the three sug-ested unit topics. Under the chosen unit topic, each student will select a sub-topic or
!chnological development for his individual attention. However, in order for the student
3 make a selection of a sub-topic according to his individual interests and desires, heeeds first to know what sub-topic possibilities there are.

Tiv: student recognizes a need for using the resource materials available to him forreliminary research. His task is to compile a list of appropriate sub-topics which he,ould consider pursuing. He may make use of home, school and community libraries.. a compiling his list he may utilize books, pamphlets, bulletin board exhibits, charts oryen his previous experiences with trips, movies and television. Upon returning to the4 lass, the student would draw from his own list to contribute to compiling a class list.['fah the teacher's help the class may eliminate some of the proposed sub-topics out of
ecognition that certain ones do not contribute tothe unit topic as we'il as others. Seventh-t

..,, rade sub-topic lists have reached enormous length for all three of the recommended unit

1

vies. However, for the sake of example, let us consider the area of tools and machines
3 see what some of the possible sub-topics might be. A few that have been selected bytudents include: the lathe, hand drills, water raising devices, cotton gin, reaper, spin-
ing wheel, catapult, power loom, drop hammer, fluid pumps, drilling rig, tread mill andrinting press.; Once selections have been made, the students focus their attention on their individualub-topics. This stage of the study witnesses the student very eager to construct some-
iing that depicts the sub-topic he has chosen. He may desire to construct a replica, amonstration model, or a developmental sequence of models. He soon discovers that in
rder to develop plans and drawings by which he may construct his project, there is aeed to become more informed about the operational and constructional aspects of his
ub-topic. Home, school and community libraries becomevaluable sources, as do muse-
'ms, historical societies, government agencies and industrial concerns. Letters, phone'ells and visits provide the information needed to complete the project.

As the research and construction activities proceed, student-centered seminars be-
ome a valuable tool in the class unit study. Periodic seminar meetings, under the direc-
on of a student chairman, provide excellent opportunitiesfor students to exchange ideas,
3 seek help with research and construction problems, to assist one another and to learn,i.bout each of the other class members' sub-topics. This last value of the seminar is

E ealized through oral presentations by each student over the period of the unit study.t

4 the purpose of the report is to convey to the class what the student has learned about the
l' istory and development of hir sub-topic, including its contribution to the people of itstme period and possibly to modern civilization. Also of significance is the conveyance
f f the technical and scientific factors which are related to the sub-topic. The student also
, aforms the class of the research procedures he has used, the informational sourcee heu

ias used, the problems he has solved, and the tools and materials he has selected in theonstruction of his project.
-= The seminar, along with the other major elements of the anthropological unit study -
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namely the laboratory experience and the pursuit of information - provideL studentwith the opportunity to participate actively in a wide variety of educational activitiesThese activities include researching, inquiring, analyzing, planning, organizing, creating.constructing, experimenting, evaluating and reporting. As the provision for a wide varietof educational activities would suggest, the program that my colleagues and I are present-ing here is one which has been formulated with a great deal of consideration given to thedevelopment of individual abilities as well as to worthwhile content.

FOOTNOTE

1. "Technology and Culture: Dimensions for Exploration". Melvin Kranzberg. AIAPBulletin No. 6, 1964.

Mr. Smith is Industrial Arts Teacher at Rol lingcrest Junior High School, West Hyattsville, Maryland.

THE CONTEMPORARY UNIT
IN INDUSTRIAL ARTS

Lorin V. Waitkut
One of the areas of study in the ninth grade of the Maryland Plan is contemporar:units. In this program the student studks the newer innovations which comprise owpresent technology and how these innovations may affect industry. The unit method is thiapproach used to scudy the contemporary areas. The unit method is an experience bwhich the teacher and the students work together in developing a unit around a certaiitopic, theme or field of inquiry (1, p.159). Some of the contemporary units might includtplastic injection, urethane forming, furniture construction, electricaldischarge machiningpowder metallurgy, etc.
Although there is emphasis on the development of contemporary technology, development of the individual is also stressed.
Before discussing the study of contemporary units, it is necessary to know first wharesearchers have learned about the individual, or the self, and, second, what has beeslearned about modern technology.
If industrial arts education is to be effective in obtaining desirable student behaviorit is necessary to know something about the individual, or the self.Richard M. Brandt states that the self is the most useful concept yet developedexplaining behavior. He lists six important hypotheses regarding the self.(1) The urge to learn seems intrinsic in the individual. This is apparent when observing the eagerness and exploratory behavior of the students. For some reasoschool people fail to capitalize on this natural tendency. John Holt brings this issuto focus when he says, 'What Aie need to do, and all we need to do, is bring as mudof the world as we can into the school and classroom; give children as much hel;and guidance as they need and ask for .... We can trust them to do the rest.'(5,p.189)
(2) An individual ntrives to feel comfortable. Children learn more than facts an,`,ideas, they also learn likes and dislikes. A student who is continually made to feeuncomfortable in learning skills in industrial arrs.classes may continue to resist do,ing those skills even if he has mastered them.(3) If an individual is accepted it helps him grow and chanae. When an individual itthreatened in a learning situation, frustration may become too great and growth ma.be stopped.
(4) Changes in perception will help the individual change the self. Freedom milliexist so an individual can explore various viewpoints and relate personal meaning,to various experiences.
(5) Individuals strive for consistency. Integrating ideas helps the individual to inte,grate himself.
(6) Change in an individual's behavior will occur only with changes of the emitTeaching takes place only aen change occurs in the individual. (3, pp.24-33)
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The urge to learn which seeing to be in an individual should not be destroyed. Neitherghould the desire to investigate new ideas or experiment with the unknown be stifled. It;s limited only by others' rights. For then, the very goal of seeking desirable behaviorhange in an individual is made unattainable. It really is not so much what new tech-tologies are studied in the contemporary unit as the spirit in which they are studied.Industrial arts laboratories are not the only place where emphasis is being placed3n the individual. Norbert A. Walent, industrial engineering supervisor with Chicagokerial Industries, Inc., says, "The most valuable resource in any organization is-he individual. I've always believed in providing the broadest responsibility and authority.imits at the lowest working level within a professional group. With some guidance, mostndividuals will surprise ...others if they are allowed to use the full range of their abili-des and if they are given a full measure of responsibility." (4, p.11)An awareness of a favorable climate in which students can learn is incomplete untilhe role of a teacher is also modifir With better written materials, improved communi-:ations, public libraries, museums, technical reports, information from industry andgreater use of community resources, the teacher's role becomes one of director ratherban teller. William B. Ragan's statement accentuates this point: "The teacher's role)eeomes less that of giving information and more that of coordinating and guiding theearning that comes from many sources. This process requires a great deal more pro-'essional skill than merely hearing lessons and giving out information." (6, p.484)The teacher's role of becomfrig a director or coordinator of learning rather than alispenser of facts has come about partly as the result of the knowledge explosion in tech-.tology.
Gene Beaudet, editor-in-chief of Iron Age Magazine, says, "Technological advanceshat took 500 years have been collapsed to 25 years. In ten years, three out of four work-?.rs will be putting out products not now on the marketor even known." (2, p.5)Ralph E. Winter reports in the Wall Street Journal that: "Electron guns, lasers,iuper magnets, electro-chemical tools and ultrasonic vibrators, recent products of theresearch lab, are making their factory debuts." (7, p.5)In short, industrial arts curricula should exist where students can in their way, tohe level of their ability, and in keeping with their interest, discover the knowledge and, mderstanding that will provide for their continuous change and growth.The preceding discussion has disclosed some of the thoughts psychologists suggesttre known about the individual, The technological society as some observers see it hasilso been described, It is now possible to discuss clearly how the contemporary unit is:tchieved.

The contemporary unit centers around certain basic elements which provide a studentkvith a better understanding of the latest technological developments and how these develop-tnents aid man in his mastery of materials and processes.
E After the unit has been selected, the student chooses a topic within the unit. He then.-esearches his topic, presents an oral and written report, and constructs a model or-epresentadon of his particular topic as his project.

When the student begins making his study, he soon discovers the many sources ofnformation that are available. He gains knowledge by reading technical rep3rts, tele-honing and writing to engineers in industry, reading technical Journals, and obtainingaterials from industry. The information that he gains helps him in preparing drawingstnd plans necessary to complete the project.
Although written and oral reports are completedby the student, the greatest part of the.ime is spent in constructing the model or display. As he collects data and constructs-he project, he discovers how other technological developments and scientific principleswompted the discovery of his particular topic. Sources of information, methods of in-resea2ch techniques and reportingprocedures are exchanged by the students throughritudent-conducted seminars that are held periodically.
The contemporary unit providos a method whereby students are engaged in three)road educational ventures: re:search, planning and construction.In using this method to study contemporary units, teachers can make use of theiranderstanding that one child differs from another child in various respects, for example,background, in goals, in interests, etc. There can also exist an opportunity for intern-ence and talent to be expressed in many different ways.In conclusion, tools and machines are vital to our strength as a nation. There aretrisible tools such as saws, hammers, lathes, numerical control machines, plasma arc,!tc. But equally important are the invisible tools of thinking, inquiring, investigating,
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analyzing and relating. The greatest resources that can exist are the skills people hayin their heads and in their hands.
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Mr. Waitkus is an Industrial Arts Instructor in Cleveland Heights, Ohio.
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THE CENTRAL MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY
PARTNERSHIP PROGRAM

1

Thomas M. 133ntoil
Even a superficial examination c' the socio-cultural scene within this country todaleaves little doubt that the formal educational experience provided a large majority cyouth is totally inappropriate to their needs. As startling as this statement may seem,is supported by numerous facts. For instance, it is supported by the fact that approxmately 50 percent of the youngsters who enroll in the ninth grade each year either dro,out before high school graduation or in other ways reject the education offered.It is supported by the fact that large numbers of youngsters who satisfactorily cornplete the requirements for high school graduationare so poorly prepared they can neithe:meet the demands of existing jobs, qualify for appropriate training programs, or gatadmission to programs of higher education. They have been led into vocational and educational dead-ends.
It is supported by the fact that, each year, thousands upon thousands of capable youtwho are adequately prepared at the high school level find no access to further training oec ucation appropriate to their needs. These youngsters are forced out of the educatiomsystem prematurely and forced into vocational roles well below their level of abilitanti interest.
Finally, it is supported by daily news reports which tell us with increasing frequencof the rebellion, violence and corruption which sweep our land as rapidly-growing masseof unemployed, unemployable and underemployed youth the products of our educatiomsystem give vent to their feelings ofhostility and frustration. Economically, socially an,psychologically destitute, these youngsters join the ranks of the alienated poor, who burdeour economic resources, severely strain our social and political structure, and threatethe very existence of our democratic way of life.
Unfortunately, the situation promises to grow even worse.. The myriad of scientifidiscoveries and technological advances taking place within this country leaves the voca
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ional world in a state of constant change and growing complexity. Specific skills and:nowledge grow obsolete overnight as new jobs replace old. At the same time, the newly-:reated Jobs demand less and less "manual" and more and more "mental" facility. To)e employable, the citizen of tomorrow must not only be capable of adapting to a variety)f vocational tasks, but he must also be able to apply himself effectively to increasinglylifficult ones.
Without doubt, the breach between vocational competency on the one hand and formal!ducational preparation on the other is widening. For the niost part, our present educa-ional system simply is not attuned to the demands of the times, and the learning experi-nces provided within this system have little meaning for youngsters who must competedthin a world of modern technology. If we are to end this tragic waste of human poten-ial and remove the social, economic and pohtical stresses which threaten our destruc-ion; we must make significant educational changes and we must make them now. It would,ppear that the most urgent of the changes needed are as follows:
(1) Students must be given greater assistance in building_ realistic vocational goals.7ar too many young people are drifting through their educational experience without voca-ional goals and without educational purpose. Better programs of occupadon41. orientationLre a must.
(2) The formal educational experience must be shaped to the ultimate demands of,ocational goals. Not only must we shape the overall curriculum to the demands of a com-dex 20th-century culture, but, within this, we must also see that each individual's educa-ional experience is relevant to his general area of vocational interest and appropriateo his level of ability.
(3) The educational experience must be balanced between vocational and general)reparation. Although manual skills retain a degree of importance, they are becoming,ncreasingly inadequate within themselves. Indeed, vocational preparation for a world of. apid change and growing complexity demands a sound fundamental education which has;eneral application and protects against vocational and educational dead-ends.

..' (4) The educational experience must be individualized. The curriculum must be1 haped to individual needs, and students must be encouraged to progress toward theirocational and educational goals at individual rates.
(5) The educational experience must be continuous and smooth from the very begin-ing into initial employment. Neither educational voids, dead-ends nor mechanical ob-4 tacles should be allowed to discourage or interfere in any way with the individual's,erogress toward a vocational goal. We must develop visible and Inviting avenues offt !ducational preparation appropriate to the needs of all individuals regardless of theirocational interests or academic abilities.
(6) The student must become intimately involved in the educational experience. Thetudent must become an active learner rather than a passive observer. The memoriza-ion and regurgitation of previously digested facts and figures is superficial, meaningless.nd largely useless. Students must become involved in the isolation and definition oflgnificant problems, the collection and analysis of data, decision-making and the practicalTplication of knowledge to life's tasks.
(7) The total educational experience must be integrated and unified. Education todays little more than a vast collection of isolated fragments which are extremely difficulto comprehend, retain, relate or apply. If formal educational experience is to be mean-ngful and have any practical value for the student, the traditional barriers which isolate:nd fragment must be removed and all facets of educational experience must be inter-.elated.
Only through educational programs having these characterisdcs willyoungsters attainihe applicability and adaptability necessary for effective functioning within the complex,Fechnical world of the late 20th century.

i
i

1r. Benton is with the Department of Secondary Education,Central Michigan University,Mount Pleasant,Aichigan.
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PARTNERSHIP PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

Ernest L. Minelli
Today, in secondary, community college and university classrooms across lowerMichigan, groups of teachers and pupils are experimenting with an exciting new instruc-,tional program.
It all began in the summer of 1965 when certain of Michigan's secondary schools,community colleges and industries joined forces with Central Michigan University andThe Ford Foundation in the establishment of the Partnership Education Program, a co-operative effort dedicated to and taking as its major objectives the organization, foster-ing and support of a program of education which would encourage and enable all youth toattain a meaningful and appropriate education !regardless of their individual abilities orvocational goals.
The new Partnership Program, based on a theory of education which is (1) logical instructure, (2) cognizant of current psychological findings and (3) guided by a consistentphilosophy of education, was designed specifically to improve the quality of industrial-technical education courses, the quality of instruction, the articulation from one phase ofeducation to another, and the application of knowledge through correlation of industrial-technical subjects with other academic areas.
The Partnership Program is a plan for developing new industrial-technical educa-tion programs designed to prepare more and better qualified teachers and bette:: qualifiedindividuals for careers in industry, provide upgraded in-service education for teachers,and improve and enrich curriculum programs ofindustrial- -P.chnical education, both at thesecondary and higher education levels.
The new program emphasizes educating for the present and future, beginning withthe secondary schools and continuing through the community college and the university.Functioning at all three level. , university, community college and high school special,emphasis is on an interdiscipli nary approach inter-relating industrial-technical ?.clucadonwith other academic areas.
The high school plan was designed to ofter students basic industrial-technical trainingleading to a fuller comprehension of present-day technology as well as stimulating themto continue their education.
The program is intended to appeal to all youth regardless of abilities and talents.'Effort is made to allow for differences in abilities, interests and needs, as well as toafford learning experiences which are most significant for the success of each individual.The industrial-technical courses have their content cast in science, mathematics andEnglish. The natural relationship of each subject to the others is drawn out and used foraugmenting knowledge and for the constant reinforcement of the relationship between thevocational and the academic subjects.
In the ninth or tenth grade, the program consists of "The Study of American Industry".At these grade levels students see and experience the unity or wholeness of modern indus-try. Opportunities to study the underlying functions of industry and explore their inter-relations are provided.
During the eleventh and twelfth grades the program consists of a two-year sequenceof four major courses in the subject areas of English, science, mathematics and indus-trial-technical education.
The natural relationship of each major subject to the others is drawn out and usefor constant reinforcement. The inter-relationships between the subjects are taught as anaddition to the objectives of the courses themselves.The high school program uses the vocational interest of the student as a motivatingforce in leading to a sound educational program, hut the vocational interest does not re-sult in an educational dead-end.
In the partnership community colleges, the program was designed to give the studemproficiency in his selected field of technology. augmented by mathematics, basic sciences,English and technological principles relative to his selected field. In order to provideproficiency in these areas and more meaningful experiences to the student, an inter-disciplinary approach is used.
While many of the students in the participating community colleges will probablyseek the two-year associate degree, transfer to the university is open to those wishingto earn the bachelor's degree.
Under the University Five-Year Plan, students have considerably more internshit
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teachug experience than normally. In addition, on-the-job industrial internship experi-ences are provided.
The first two yt3ars are spent on campus in a program especially suited to the needsof each student and the challenge of our times. The remaining three years consist ofalternating semesters of on-campus and off-campus on-the-job paid internships.The major part of the university program during the student's freshman year is madeup of a two-semester inter-departmental

sequence. This major inter-departmental se-quence includes the subject areas of English, physics and chemistry, mathematics andindustrial-technical education. Instructors from the four major subject areas function'as a team to organize the content and evaluate the student's work.The second year is devoted primarily to general and specialized education. In thealternate semesters, during the remaining yeaL a on campus, general and special educationco :nue to constitute a large proportion of the student's program.In each of the three off-campus semesters, the student both learns and earns as afull-time intern of a selected partnership school or industry. The student interns fortwo semesters in a selected school and one semester in a partnership industry.In addition to the three-semester internships, the student spends one ten-week sum-mer full-time internship both as a learner and employee in a partnership industry.In summary, believing that the educated citizen is an integral part of our rapidly ex-panding technical society, Central Michigan University, participating schools and com-munity colleges have discarded traditional curricula and instructional methods and have:aken a fresh new approach in an effort to provide youngsters with educational experiencesin keeping with individual needs and the demands of our times. To provide such experi-ances, the program incorporates the following principal features:(1) The curriculum is vertically articulated.
(2) The curriculum is shaped to the demands of individual needs.(3) The curriculum offers a balanced program of specialized and general education.(4) The curriculum is horizontally correlated.
(5) The curriculum is individualized.
(6) Learning experiences stress intimate pupil involvement.(7) The educational program is a partnership effort.
Finally, the Program demands of its individual curricula that which provides for and.mphasizes imaginative research and experimentation by its students, and curricula whererote skills are only a part of its body.

Or. Minelli is Director of Vocational Education Projects at Central Michigan University, Mt. Pleasant,iMichigan.

SOME ASPECTS OF THE SECONDARY SCHOOL PROGRAM

William H. Holloway
The Bridgeport Community School dip xict responded enthusiastically to CentralViichigan University's invitation to join them in a new curriculum venture. Subsequently,team of four secondary instructors representing English, mathematics, science andndustrial aris was sent to Mt. Pleasant, Michigan, to participate in the curriculum work-;hop in the summer of 1965. For six weeks on campus and for two weeks at the home dis-:Zia fourteen such pilot school teams planned the emergence of experimental courses to)e tested in the 1965-66 school year.
It is important to understand that the conceptual framework within which we functionedrNas characterized by few working limitatiorls. This facilitated the necessity for individual:earns to make adaptations to local needs and conditions and was considered a prime asset:o the task at hand. Wide and rapid divergence of each team's planning was a further re-iult of the flexible requirements relating tu local need.
For purposes of clarity the guidelines are briefly stated as follows:(1) Each team was to be prepared to develop and implement a two-year curriculumat the secondary level, preferably grades eleven and twelve.(2) Each team was to be represented by instructors in four disciplines (English,math, science and industrial arts).(3) Each team was to stress horizontal articulation within the four disciplines.(4) Each team was to modify the industrial arts course cooperatively, emphasizing
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application of scientific principle as a conceptual scheme for explore tory experi.ences.
(5) Each team was to develop a four-course sequence directed toward the fulfillmenof needs of a specific population.
The original intent of Bridgeport's program was to provide highly motivating experi.ences for students whose grades (low) did not correlate well with their tested abilitie:(high average). This category of student presented a real challenge since the general pro.gram had for all practical purposes failed to manifest their latent talents. In this respecthe newly devised formula was unanimously successful. However, satisfaction was tempered by a failure to isolate causative factors. Prevailing opinion did express the viesthat a "Hawthorne effect" could not have consummated the total observed change.In mid-August the team returned to the home district for the final two weeks of workBefore them lay several major tasks to be accomplished, some of which would need to becompleted prior to the opening of school. These could be summarized as follows:(1) Complete student selection and schedule changes.(2) Develop and initiate a plan to orient parents to the objectives of the new curricu.lum.

(3) Establish articulation with representatives of business, industry and other com .munity agencies.
(4) Establish articulation with community colleges and other agencies to formulatea broad range of potential, post-secondary goals.Each of these was ultimately accomplished to the satisfaction of all individuals in,volved. Further, each is considered highly worthwhile in a change of this magnitude an(is thereby recommended to others. Two deserve additional, brief treatment.The selection criteria for the eleventh grade students (all boys) were exceedingl:simple, yet quite effective:
(1) Students would optionally elect the four-course, correlated program for two years(2) Students had demonstrated average to high average ability as indicated by ;verbal/numerical Differential Aptitude Test score approximating the 80th per,centile.
(3) Students had completed the first year of algebra regardless of attained grade(4) Previously attained grades (in major subject fields) were signiLcantly less thalaverage.
Selection of a potential group of students (approximately 80) was accomplishedsearching individual records. Ultimately the plan evolved into a group of twenty-one stu.'dents ready to begin studies.
The promotion of parental understanding, cooperation and support was deemed a'essential function of our total effort. Again, the plan was simple but effective:(1) A pre-school (late August) parent meeting was arranged to explain the progranof studies and the contemplated changes we hoped would evolve.(2) A mid-year meeting was scheduled to give a preliminary report on progress ant.to obtain feedback on results observed at home.(3) A year-end meeting was held for the purpose of giving a final report on progres

.and to complete arrangements for the ensuing year.The support elicited with these simple techniques was gratifying to the staff. Bumore than that, it seemed we had in some manner touched upon a very basic and unanswered need. Attempts to isolate the prime mover were largely unsuccessful. Stafconjecture ran the full gamut of possible reasons with greatest agreement focusing on thtcombination of meaningful, exploratory experience and the establishment of worthwhilepost-secondary goals other than four-year professional training.More specifically, the project and the student program had been tailored to meet in.dividual needs. In doing this the team attacked many of the existing practices held in higlregard by many of our esteemed colleagues. If a thing "had always been done that way"it wtzs suspect and we attempted to change it. A sampling of such practices, though briefwill perhaps serve the purposes of this paper.
We discarded any and all forms of the traditional, student-assigned textbook in En.glish. In its place we ordered individual subscriptions to two technically-oriented peri.odicals. Industrial arts projects were reoriented to applications of scientific principlesencouraging demonstrative, prototype models. Instances of individual projects were de.emphasized in lieu of team or small group projects. We requested oral or written projecreports instead of themes. The language instructor helped with reading in the physic:text and the mathematics instructor assisted with problem solution in science. Not ever:
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renture was a success but more was gained than lost by our all-encompassing effort.Our continued and growing faith in the horizontally articulated approach is evidenced3y the Title III, ESEA project, which has only recently been approved for this district.This project should provide the badly needed resources to expand, explore and implement3. broader range of exploratory, occupational experiences culminating in a well-defined3econdary curriculum for pre-technical education.
Mr. Holloway is Director, Title III, ESEA Project, Bridgeport, Michigan.

1-14.1.5 AIAA
Forum of Innovations
iNDUSTRIAL ARTS CURRICULUM PROJECT: PROCEDURES AND PROGRESS
Chm., Donald G. Lux; Rec., James W. Fristoe; Speakers, A. Dean Hauenstein, Robert E. Blum, James J.3uffer; Resource Persons, Jack D. Ford, Ronald L. Koble, Ralph Ressler; Host, William L. Guthrie.

FIELD TESTING THE
TEACHING-LEARN1NG SYSTEM

Robert E. Blum
In planning any curriculum development effort, provision may be made for trial and.valuation of the instructional program. Trial and evaluation in curriculum developmentt,nust be thought of as being similar to pilot testing a new industrial product such as antutomobile or an airplane. The program is put into operation on a limited basis and then-.t is evaluated in terms of how well it operates in the environment far which it is designedmd also in terms of how well it causes the desired changes in student behavior. The re-'3u1ts of the evaluation are then used as a basis for revising the program so that it willAinction more effectively within the environment and at the same time cause even greater3tudent growth in terms of stated objectives. This process is like testing a new model ofin automobile on the company's test track and then making adjustments to the design)ased upon the results of the test. Unfortunately, in past years little effort has been de-mted to actual field testing, evaluating and revising of instructional materials and experi-mces in the field of industrial arts education.
As a field testing program is planned, two basic questions must be answered: (1)hat information is needed by the curriculum decision-makers in order to make conscious,i.ntefligent decisions regarding program revisions?; and(2)How can the required informa-on be obtained? It is possible to collect volumes of information regarding a new schoolrogram. There are probably hundreds of different pieces of information which could be'ollected; in fact it would be extremely easy to collect so much informution that it would)ecome meaningless in terms of improving the program.We in the Industrial Arts Curriculum Project have attempted to identify those itemsA information which will be most valuable in making decisions about program revision.Ne are also attempting to establish an evaluation system which will result in the collectionA those pieces of information which are deemed valuable and in the use of every piece ofinformation collected. The following instructional materials and procedures are being:ested and evaluated:

(1) Textbook
(2) Workbook
(3) Laboratory manual (procedures for student activity, directions for student activ-ity and material and tool lists)
(4) Teacher's guide (objectives, teaching procedures, teaching aids and materialsand tools lists).
In addition to determining what to evaluate, itis necessary to establish some criteriaigainst which to evaluate the materials and procedures. The following are the generalriteria for evaluation which have been identified and are being used in the Industrial Arts
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Curriculum Project:
(1) Content - completeness and accuracy
(2) Time- correctness of allocations
(3) Interest - appeal to students, teachers and other interested individuals(4) Ability - appropriatenebs for students.
Probably the most serious problem related to evaluating instructional materials an(p.rocedures is obtaining consistent, accurate data based upon-controlled trial and obser-vation. This problem is related very closely to the problem of determining the deficien-cies which exist in the instructional materials, what affect the deficiencies have upcnstudent learning, and what changes are needed to correct the deficiencies. It may seeneasy to develop a few observation forms and have trained persons observe the instruc-tional procedures, make judgments about the effectiveness of the procedures and, base(upon findings, list several changes which would improve the procedures. However, if atobserver witnessed a sequence of events during a 45-minute period of time which include(teacher presentation, discussion and student activity, would he be able to identify th(deficiencies, know the effect of such deficiences and list the changes necessary to over-come the aeficiencies? And if this problem is compounded by adding out-of-class worlrelated to the same topic as well as individual differences, the task becomes almost impossible.

We must do the best possible job making intelligent guesses about program deficien-cies and the best ways in which to overcome the deficiencies with the resources availabhfor this purpose. We in the Industrial Arts Curriculum Project have decided that theperson who is mostlikely to provide the best evaluative information is the teacher. There-fore, the pilot teachers evaluate the instructional materials and procedures daily, usinithe evaluative criteria listed above to provide the information required for making pro-gram revision decisions.
A second and vitally important aspect of program evaluation is achievement testingThe Industrial Arts Curriculum Project is including an achievement test series in theinstructional system.
Identification of the pilot teachers as the primary source of data, other than studenachievement information, along with establishing an achievement testing program, itactually a start toward answering the second basic question relating to pilot testing: Hovcan the required information be obtained? Before establishing the specific proceduretfor collecting data from field testing, it was necessary to establish a basic rationale fo:the field testing program. The followingpoints summarize the Industrial Arts CurriculunProjecea rationale for field testing:
(1) Geographic coverage of the United States would be sought.(2) Generally, greater involvement than participation byone school would be sollciteefrom a school system.
(3) Coordination within a given geographic area is vitally important to progransuccess.
(4) Because of a wide geographic spread, provision for centralized visitation withha geographic area and centralized data reduction within a geographic area areessential.
(5) Provision must be made for several teachers within a geographic area to meetogether and work out the problems related to initiating a new school program(6) Teaching of the Industrial A..ts Curriculum Project course should be the teach.er's primary responsibility.
(7) Provision should be made for feedback from individuals as well as groups withha geographic area.
With the rationale established, it was decided that a field center approach would bemore feasible than an individual school approach. Flgure 1 shows a field evaluation cen-ter. The Industrial Arts Curriculum Project was initiated in three field evaluation centors during the 1967-68 school year and three additional centers will be added for the1968-69 school year. In addition to the six field evaluation centers, a demonstratio,school will be operational during the 1968-69 schoolyear. Figure 2 shows the geographicdistribution of the field evaluation centers.
With 48 teachers in six Widely-scattered field evaluation centers involved in evaluat-iag the instructional materials daily, it becomes necessary to develop an efficient systenof data flow and communication between the IACP Headquarters in Columbus and the cen,ters. The original source of feedback is the teachers within the 24 schools. These teach .ers analyze the materials every day and complete a series of forms and make writte
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comments directly upon the instructional materials. At the end of each week, the field
staff members within each center meet together in a seminar. The individual feedback
is collected and the group then identifies the most serious problems which seem to be
common to most members. After the primary problems are identified, the group brain-
storms ideas for solving the problems. The head teacher then summarizes the ideas
from the seminar in a weekly report and forwards the individual feedback and the weekly
reports to Columbus. Also during the year, each teacher administers achievement tests.
The answer sheets are sent directly from the teacher to Columbus. The global view of
this feedback system is shown in Figure 3 and a more detailed view of the operation within
a center is shown in Figure 4.

A question which probably has formed in many of your minds is, How arc industrial
arts teachers prepared to teach a completely new course and to evaluate instructional
materials? This is a fair question and an important one, because industrial arts teachers
usually do not learn how to teach construction and manufacturing in teacher preparation
programs nor do .they learn how to evaluate curriculum innovations. Because teachers
are asked to perform many new tasks, the teacher preparation program becomes highly
Important.

Teacher preparation is an integral part of the field testing program. It is the goal of
the teacher preparation program to develop teachers in-service who are fully capable of
conducting and evaluating the IACP courses. leachers 'who have undergone a traditional
teacher education program must be oriented to the IACP rationale, the structure of indus-
trial technology as a body of knowledge, the IACP instructional system, a different and
more rigorous daily routine, a classroom organization which reflects industry, many teach-
ing techniques which are not generally utilized in industrial arts courses, and the tech-.
'aiques for evaluating the instructional program.

The teacher preparadon program is initiated in the spring of the school year preced-
ing the installation of the IACP courses and will be a continual process throughouz the
Zield testing program. The first contact is a two-day orientation session in the field eval-
!tuition centers. This first meeting is a seminar covering the rationale and structure of
'Industrial technology as a body of knowledge and a brief overview of the two couries, The
:World of Construction and The World of Manufacturing. The teachers are given written
Imaterlals to study prior to the summer teacher preparation program.

In each field evaluation center, one construction teacher and one manufactaring teach-
sar are selected to serve as head teachers. These individuals along with the field center
tlirectors spend eight weeks in Columbus working as full-time IACP 'staff members.
k)uring the first six weeks of this time, they become deeply involved in insumcdonal mate-

development and begin to detail the two-week program for the prepayation of the other
:eachers.

All of the field staff members, including field center directors and teachers, partici-
pate in the two-week teacher preparation program. The summer program allows field
taff members to discuss the rationale and structure veth headqnarters staff members,
ead, review and discuss course strategies and content, watch demanstrations of and prac-
ce technical and methodological skills required to teach the caurse (masonry, concrete

work and role playing, for example), disCUJS expectations for and techniques to be used
in the evaluation program, simulate a routine week, and discoss the handling of adminis-
rative details.

After the teachers return to their schools and begin Vie school year, the field center
rectors take the principal responeibility for assistins the teachers in becoming more

...ompetent in teaching the IACP courses. Their efforts are supplemented by periodic visits
to the field evaluation centers by headquarters personnel. During these visits, problems

t are discussed, the teachers are msisted with scheduling, and new materials are presented.
: Dne visit is scheduled just prior to the beginning of the second semester of school. The
teachers are relieved of their teaching assignments for one day, and a mid-year teacher
3reparation program is conducted. This program consists of a methodical, detailed

ccoverage of the course materials for the second semester.
The head teachers and field center directors will serve as IACP staff members each

I summer during the entire field testing program. Other selected teachers may be asked
to return as consultants for the summer teacher preparation programs in subsequent
years of field testing.

The first twelve lACP teachers were prepared ir the manner detailed above and the
feedback system is in operation.

Dr. Blum is Assistant Professor of Education, The Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio.
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REVISING THE LA.C.P. TEACHING-
LEARNING SYSTEM

James J. Buffer, JrIntroduction
A new instructional system is being developed, field tested and revised by the Indus-trial Arts Curriculum Project. Most revisions of the instructional materials are a re-sult of the collection and analysis of feedback provided by pedagogists and substantivespecialists. The information gleaned from teachers, students, field center directors ancpodagogists is used to improve the efficacy of the teaching-learning processes. Substan-tive specialists evaluate instructional materials and prepare recommendations to improvecompleteness and validity of content. This feedback is analyzed by IACP evaluation stafiand curriculum material specialists; recommendations are made for producing new guide-lines for the development and organization of the instructional program. (See Figure lfor an operational model of revision practices.)

R evjg Teaching-Learning Processes
Evaluation and revision of teaching-learning processes depend primarily upon thefollowing sources of feedback:
(1) teacher data reflecting reactions and recommendations to all aspects of the pro-gram, such as:

(a) appropriateness of time allocations, including time for teacher preparatiorand evaluation.
(b) students' interest in concepts studied.
(c) ability of students to participate satisfactorily in program requirements.,(d) pupil growth cognitive, affective and psychomotor.
(e) organizational and operational problems for teachers and the school.(f) omissions, inaccuracies and irrelevancies.
(g) general program acceptance by colleagues, industrialists and the community(2) student data reflecting their level of interest, success and involvement.

(3) achievement test data that measure if the behavioral objectives were met,(4) supervisory feedback from field center directors, supervisors, head teachers;administrators and project staff members who work closely with teachers anc,observe the use of instructional materials and prc,:edures; and(5) data from the pilot program (used primarily for inidal revisions of materials)!Feedback consists mostly of written evaluations (some oral) made by the teachers,concerning instructional materials and laboratory experiences. These comments, basec;upon the teachers' experiences in teaching each of the Instructional units, are placed or,,special feedback forms and directly onto copies of actual instructional materials. Theyare then taken to weekly evaluation meetings conducted by the head teacher and directoiof the Field Evaluation Center. Typical teacher feedback follows:
"Students needed more time to complete this laboratory exercise than was providec,for in the unit."
"Small students were unable to thread the pipe because of lack of strength.""A demonstration is necessary to clarify the activity planned for Day 54."Typical stuc -nt comments are:
"I couldn't understand what the textbook meant about primary and secondary goals.'"Our group didn't have enough time to lay all the brick and then clean up in the sam:class period."
Feedback on daily lessons is mailed to IACP after each weekly regional meetingGroup recommendations of alternatives and solutions of common problems studied durinithe weekly meeting are included with the teachers' daily evaluations.
When all feedback for a given period has been received by the IACP evaluation stafffeedback material is categorized into instructional days and into each of the four types oinstructional units textbook, workbook, laboratory manual and teacher's guide. Thedata are then summarized and tabulated on specially prepared forms, and a composite o-recommendations is prepared.
The following recommendations are representative of those prepared by the IACF,evaluation staff:
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FIGURE 1

MODEL FOR THE REVISION OF INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

PHASE I

Producing
Guidelines

Development of
Instructional
Materials

IACP

Substantive Specialists Pedagogist s
1. Unions & Associations 1. School teachers
2. Industries 2. Supervisors
3. Government 3. University professors4. Business

. University professors

PHASE II

Evaluation of Eff tea cy of Teaching-Learning
Instruction Proces7es
Materials Lcia_alhalfitign_ae_wai

1 . Field Director
2. Head Teacher
3. Teachers
4. Students

. Others

PHASE III

Analysis of
Evaluation Data

1
Completness & Validity of
Instructional Materials

Substantive S ecialists

Evaluation Staff ---1
IACPIACP

F Curriculum Material Specialists

PHASE IV Repeat PHASE I to produce a new
edition of instructional materials

PHASE V

(1)
(2)

(3)

Repeat PHASES II and III

Plan units of 35 to 40 minutes, allowing 5-10 minutes for ,4 ^-ussion.Add cartoon characters for student appeal to emphasize and illustrate importantideas.
Standardize workbook and laboratory questions to two or three item types, e.g.,
completion, multiple choice, matching.

(4) Prepare appropriate text editions for different ability levels.
Student feedback forms were used during the initial parts of our evaluation program

to solicit students' opinions regarding their interest, suitability, readability and organiza-tion of instructional materials and activities. This practice has been partially discontin-ued because of the questionable validity and usefulness of student responses.
Additional feedback information is received from the results of achievement tests

adr.alnistered approximately every three weeks to all utudents. Computer-analyzed data
from these tests are useful in determining if program objectives were met, for revising
the instr, ictional materials and the testing instruments, and for evaluation of students.When all answer sheets are returned, they are taken to the University Test DevelopmentCenter for scoring and analysis. The results of the achievement tests provide additional
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information as to student success in understanding and applying the concepts studied in
course work. In order for test data to be of value when revising curriculum materials,
validity and reliability of test instruments must be acceptable. Therefore, test questions
in achievement and comprehensive tests are analyzed and revised, using the following
information:

(1) statistical data received from the Test Development Center, and
(2) recommendations from field center teachers and directors and IACP te t review

staff.
Further revisions of test items have become necessary because of revisions in the

instructional system.
When all feedback and test data have been collected and summaed, they must he

further studied by the evaluation staff to determine what revisions w.11 be necessary.
Some revisions which affect future instruction must be immediately disseminated to assist
teachers in modifying the present program. Other recommendations are stored for future
revisions.
R evising Subject Matter

Subject matter is revised in a somewhat different manner than the teaching-learning
system. However, methods of collecting and summarizing feedback for subject matter
are similar to those used for teaching-learning methods. Suggestions from the students,
teachees and supervisors are helpful in determining which instructional materials need
r- re explanation and which materials are more interesting and feasible for students.
However, the actual writing or revision of subject matter is generally done by experts
and special consultants from business, industry, labor unions and associations, govern-
ment and universities.The involvement of content specialists begins with review and discussion of course
outline and reading assignment topics. These individuals are asked to make judgments
about the relative importance of various topics and the amount of time to be devoted to
each. They are asked to consider completeness of outline and to suggest additions or
deletions to the list of topics. This procedure provides a check on the completeness and
accuracy of information to insure that it is representative of existing technological prac- I

tices.

Summary
Using feedback suggestions from pedagogists and substantive specialists, the IACP

staff evaluates subject matterandorganization of instructional materials and writes guide-
lines or specifications for further development of the instructional system. These speci-
fications are sent to specialists in the field who revise actual content and return the mate-
rial to IACP to be reviewed, revised and organized for adaptation in the IACP program.

After the subject-matter and the teaching-learning processes have been revised, the
instructional material follows the same sequence of development necessary in the initial
printing.

Dr. Buffer is
Dissemination Specialist at Ohio State University, Columbus.

DEVELOPING IAC.P.
TEACH1NG-LEARNINGEXPERIENCES AND MATERIALS

A. Dean HauenstainThis briefing will present the designing of the instructional system, the engineering
of teaching-learning experiences, and the production system usee to process the teaching-
learning materials for the curriculum "package". Both courses, "The World of Con-
smuctinr and "The Warld of Manufacturing", have an intredatecion to technology (2 weeks)
an anst:4.0et of management practices (9 weeks), an analysis of production practices (15
weekse n na1ysis of personnel practices integrated within management and production,
and Avtt000lealme, units totaling 10 weeks.Qtata3M the instructional system. Of primary importance to the formulation of236
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methods for any instruction are the questions of "what to teach, how to teach it, and how
do you know when you've caught it?" "What to teach" has been determined by the IACPrationale and structure. This section will be concerned with "how to teach it", and thethird ouestion will be examined in the following section.

To facilitate implementation of either of the above courses, a standardized instruc-tional framework was developed. This was created from data from research of: learning
theory, teaching methods, developing behavioral objettives, evaluation techniques and com-munication techniques. The instructional system requires a built-in means of collecting
and measuring the cognitive, affective and psycho-motor changes in behavior or learningachievement every day. As a result of studying various alternatives, tlie following planwas adopted.

Prior to class the student should be exposed to the initial concepts via 15-20 minutesof reading in a textbook. The textbook will present the broad continuum of a particularconcept. A companion workbook will reinforce the major points of the reading in a semi-
programmed manner and help the student to apply his knowledge to the solving of simple
problems within a 10-15 minute period. In providing practical evidence of the particular
concept, the workbook prepares the student for class.

In class, the teacher briefly reviews the previous day's learning and relates it tothe present assignment. The teacher then presents the major concept of the presentlesson and relates, clarifies or demonstrates its application to local situations whichshould be familiar to the students. This helps to transfer and reinforce the learning. The
presentation is followed by a teacher-led discussion in which the student is sdmulated to
respond to pertinent questions which are aimed at accomplishing the behavioral objectives.Their responses in the discussion provide evidence of the cognitive and affective dimen-!

sions of learning. The discussion period is followed by a laboratory activity in which the
1, student is given opportunity to apply his knowledge to carrying out efficiently an activitycomparable to some aspect of 0`..e textbook presentation. That is, he uses his knowledgeto perform rationally. The activity provides a way to check how well the behavioral ob-jectives have been met, as well as evidence of cognitive, affective and psycho-motorachievement. At the end of each school day the teacher should evaluate the experiencesand recommend the changes necessary !o the improving of the teaching-learning situa-tions.

Engineering teaching-learning experiences. With a body of knowledge, course objec-t tives and an instructional system, the curriculum can be engineered for every day of theschool year. Engineering involves calculating the input of written and oral information,behavioral objectives and activities to bring about the desired daily change of behaviorand its cumulative effect.
The first step was to dissect the large course units into daily lessons and then out-line the Information input for each one. In effect, the thinking one goes through in making

, priority decisions is "if you had but one day to teach industrial technology, what learningis worth most?" If you had two days? If you had twenty days? If you had one hundredeighty-five days? The result is a hierarchy of concepts which can then be outlined intotheir elements.
Once the textbook outline has been developed, the behavioral objectives for the work-book, discussion and laboratory activity can be developed, and the questions, problemsand activities can be created. To create activities that can be utilized by any school inthe nation, ideas must be sifted through a "feasibility screen". This screen is made upof such factors as: their cost, their time, whether or not they are illustrative of the em-ployed concepts, whether or not they will aid in developing the behavioral objectives,whether or not they are commensurate with student and teacher ability, how much special

equipment they would require, what teaching procedures would be necessary, predictionof student interest, how the class must be organized, how many students would be in-
. volved and the average size of the laboratories, to name a few. The teachers' lectures,

reviews, questions, teaching procedures and demonstrations, including the visual aidsand equipment, must also be designed to balance the other inaterial so that it all con-
,E tributes to the desired behavioral outcome.

The instructional system, composed of the behavioral objectives and their implemen-
tation through purposefully designed teaching-learning experiences in the textbook, work-
book, classroom and laboratory manual, helps determinewhat one has taught and what thestudent has learned. The stuc- it has been exposed to situations which should elicit thedesired behavior. Thus, the teacher knows what to look for, and can see what and whenit has been learned.
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The production system. The production of teaching-learning materials is the process of
dew toping some eight hundred individual, but standardized, components. They are assem-
bled into the textbook, workbook, laboratory manual, teacher's guide, tests and otherauxiliary aids. The processing of software (all written materials) entails critical quality
control of: the technical accuracy of the content, rewriting to the appropriate grade level,
the grammar, the illustrations their captions, the cross-references, the listings, the
headings, for consistency and Other standards of format. All hardware (special equip-
ment, visual aids and constructed or manufactured products in the laboratory) must be
efficiently designed, engineered and tested to be workable, of minimum cost, must re-
quire minimum storage space, must be salvageable whenever possible, and must berepresentative of industrial practice.A production control chart is used to identify each developmental step and to control
each stage of the processing of the approximately eight hundred components. To maintain
maximum production with minimum personnel, the package for each course is produced
in two sets of volumes. While the second set of volumes (2nd semester materials) is
being field-tested, the first set of volumes (1st semester materials) is being evaluated
and revised. This staggered but continuous system will be repeated for three years be-
fore the package is finally approved for public adoption.The following is a list of steps for the processing of the software and hardware com-
ponents. Software: (1) outline required written material, (2) assign an author, (3) receive
his manuscript and put it into a first typing, (4) criticize and edit the material, (5) re-
write to appropriate reading level, (6) do a second typing and technical editing, (7) do a
third typing and proof-reading, (8) do the illustrating and the caption-writing. At this
point the identified teaching-learning hardware is developed. The software is held until
the hardware prototypes are developed and the activity with hardware is photographed for
insertion into the software.Hardware: (1) identify the hardware, (2) design and engineer thc uardware, (3) criti-
cize the design, (4) procure resources, (5) produce prototype, (6) try out the prototype !

and revise, (7) photograph the hardware, (8) reproduce in quantity, (9) package, (10) dis-
tribute,

Software: (9) paginate and paste-up photo copy, (10) correct photo copy, (11) com-
pile photo copy into volumes, (12) print it, (13) bind it, package it and (14) distribute it. ;Dr. Hauenstein is a Curriculum Specialist in Columbus, Ohio.

F-14.1.6 AIAA
Forum of Innovations
INDUSTRIAL ARTS POWER MECHANICS AND SCIENCE: PHASE ONE OF AN INTER-RELATED
CURRICULUM
Chm., Fred A., Baer; Rec., Norman Bang; Speakers, Robert L. Woodward, Ralph C. Bohn, Jack E. Rey-
nolds, David 0. Taxis; Host, Donald N. Hanson.

NDEA AND POWER MECHANICS-SCIENCE CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT
Robert L. WoodwardThe publications Mathematics and Industrial Arts Education (1960) and Industrial

Arts and Science (1962) were prepared and published by the California State Department
of Education under National Defense Education Act grants. The purposes of these publi-
cations were to identify the mathematical and scientific principles applied in industrialarts and to provide instructional units that could be used in industrial arts programs.

It was never the intention that industrial arts should assume the responsibility forteaching mathematics and science per se; but rather, to reinforce and augment the in-
struction in these subject fields.
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Because of changes taking place in education, it is found that the independent rein-forcing of other subject fields through industrial arts instruction is not enough. What isneeded is instruction that provides meaningful interrelationships of subject fields; a teamapproach where each subject field interrelates and reinforces. This team is composed ofspecialists in English, industrial arts, mathematics and scierice. Unlike certain otherinterdisciplinary approaches, each member of this team instructs, motivates and retainsthe identity in his subject field and, at the same time, interrelates his instruction with theother subject fields represented on the team.
In order to develop instructional material that would provide a foundation for thisinterrelated approach, the area of power mechanics was selected. The area of powermechanics is rich in mathematics and science content, industrial arts content and appli-cation, and, of course, requires English for instruction in and between the subject fields.Under National Defense Education Act grants, phase one, which is the developmentof this instructional material, is nearing completion. In December of 1966, teacher edu-cator-specialists in powr /utomotive mechanics from the ten CaLfornia colleges withaccredited industrial arts lepartrnents, as well as industrial arts teachers and super-visors, participated in an industrial arts power mechanics-science workshop at FresnoState College. The participants in this workshop prepared instructional units coveringnatural, steam, mechanical, explosive, electrical, hydraulic, pneumatic, solar andthermal power. In December of 1967, an editorial committee composed of specialists inscience and specialists in industrial arts corrected and augmented the instructional unitsprepared at the 1966 workshop.
During September of this year (1968), an experimental edition of these instructionalunits, titled "Industrial Arts Power Mechanics: Applying Scientific Principles Relatingto Power-Energy-Force", will be distributed to all power/automotive mechanics teachersin the high schools of California. These teachers will be asked to review the materialand complete a questionnaire which will request information concerning suggested changes,corrections and additions. Following this review, the publication will be printed in finalform and will be available in January of 1969.
A future phase of this project will be to have teachers of English, industrial artspower mechanics, mathematics and science participate in a curriculum workshop whereexisting courses of study will be changed and augmented to bring about this team-approachinterrelationship of subject fields.

Dr. Woodward is industrial Education Consultant to the California State Department of Education, Sacra-mento.

INSTRUCTIONAL UNITS UNRELATED
TO THE IN TERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINE

Jack E. Reynolds
The study of power mechanics and the application ot various forms of power to pro-duce work is a concept that is growing in popularity in many industrial arts programs ofthe nation. To many, the study of power mechanics simply means the application of thesmall gasoline engine as a source of power or automotive mechanics per se. In actuality,instruction in power mechanics encompasses a very wide range of study in mechanics,mathematics and scientific principles.
The instructional units that have been developed by committees in industrial artspower mechanics in California include the application of power from the natural animalenergy found on the earth to some of the most recent applications of jet and nuclearp3wer. The units of instruction are planned for use in industrial arts laboratories whereall students can benefit from the study of power, energy and force as it takes its place inthe technology of today.
Students in modern kxnior high schools, many of whom are urban-oriented, need in-sight into the uses and appcation of animal energy, muscle power as furnished by animalsand humans. It is apparent in many of our urban centers thaN; students have not e;:peri-enced the rigors of power application as supplied by animals or humans.
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Likewise, many of today's students have never been introduced to the application ofmechanical power or mechanical advantage as produced in simple machines. Studentsshould have experiences with power application through the use of levers, wheels andaxles, inclined planes, wedges, pulleys and other simple and compound machines.In recent years the potential of high explosive power has been applied as an aid tomany occupations to assist the workman in doing his job. An example of this type of poweris the power-actuated tool now in use in industry. Ai other modern example of powerapplication is high-energy forming materials. In thF area of explosive power, an under-standing of Jet and rocket engines is most important.
In the modern technological world, students must gain knowledge of electricity andits ability to do work. Units of instruction are provided on the battery. The dry cell,which contributes to the many activities found in modern living, is explained as a chemicalsource of electric power. Students must also gain knowledge about the transmission ofeleetrIc power. Units are provided to gain an understanding of electromotive force (EMF)along with an understanding D; conductors and insulators. Principles of measurementof electrical energy are presented through units in the study on voltage, current, re-sistance and Ohm's Law. Introductions are provided to the performance and the opera-tion of transformers, electrical motors and power cells, as well as the modern use ofsemi-conductors.
The modern approaches to power mechanics must include the application. of hydraulicand pneumatic power in the array of modern technical power app/ications. Control andtransmission of power through hydraulic and pneumatic devices are demonstrated in unitsof work involving jacks, presses, machine tool controls, air-powered tools, spray gunsand others.
Recent applications of power involving solar and thermal units are most important tostudents. Units of instruction involving the nature of heat as applied in heat collectors andthe desalting of sea water are examples of solar power. Thermal power is included withunits in welding theory as applied to r.lolecular structure and kinetic energy,The instructional mita preptred by committees in California under the direction ofthe California State Department of Education form an outstanding guide to laboratoryactivities which, it is hoped, will assist students in acquiring knowledge about powerapplications that will serve them throughout life.

Mr. Reynolds is Program Specialist with the Curriculum Development Center, Sacramento, Colifornia.

THE BROAD AREA OF INDUSTRIAL
ARTS POWER MECHANICS

Ralph C. Bohn
Power mechanics means different things to different people. To some, it is simplyremaming the automotive program without changing the content. To others, it idontifiesa small engine program. The best of these relate the small engine to the total gt:oupingof heat engines as a major source of power, To still others, it is all sources of powerwhich serve as the prime movers of industry and modern society.To another group, power mechanics includes the total study of power as it relates tohome and industry. This concept includes power ^ources, trancmission and use. In itsbroadest aspect, it can be so all-inclusive that it includes all phases of the study of in-dustry. In a more restricted sense, It is limited to the generation and conversion ofencrgy to power, and to the transmission, control and use of this power. It is this con-cept of power mechanics which is gradually evolving within the profession, and whichfills a void within current industrial arts offerings.
Within this definition, power mechanics includes the study of:(a) Development of power for industrial and home use.(b) Control and measurement of power.
(c) Transmission of power through mechanical, fluid and electrical means.(d) Use of power to accomplish work.
Power is developed fr'Im any of the sources of energy available to man: mechanice:
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(motion), nuclear, heat, light, chemical and electrical. Of these, most of the energy used
to power industry is derived from chemical sources the burning of fossil fuels. Nuclear
energy is rapidly increasing as a source of electricity but is still quite insignificant.
Mechanical, in the form of harnessing falling water to generate electricity, is an impor-
tant source of power. A quick analysis reveals that most of the energy we put to work for
us is in the form of motion from heat engines, or in the form of electricity (generated
from turbines run by falling water or heat eri, .e.$). The study of these units is (and has
been) an important phase of power mechanics.

The concept of control or its emphasis appears relatively new to power mechanics.
Yet, it is at the foundation of all power available for use. The energy around us is almost
unlimited. However, the control of most of this energy is still beyond man's capabilit.
Our rate of progress as a civilization is directly related to the rate at which we have been
able to control energy to provide usable power. Control, then, becomes a key concept
in the study of power mechanics.

Control is imp. rtant in the generation of power. Power is needed in predetermined
amounts and in predetermined places. Once power is generated, it must be used. Storage
is limited to batteries and a few exotic methods. None provide for the storage of large
amounts of power. As a result, generation must be carefully controlled.

Control is the most important phase of power transmission whether it be mechani-cal, fluid or electrical transmission. It is through careful control that we obtain the
tremendous mechanical advantages available through hydraulics an,' pnc3umatics.

The broad concept of power mechanics must include the study of the sources, trans-
mission and use of power in home and industry. Contrel of power is an integral part of
this total program, and deserves special consideration as power mechanics programs
are planned or revised.

Dr. Bohn is President of AIAA.

; F-14.1.8 AIAA
Forum of Innovations

; BEYOND THEORYCLASSROOM APPLICATIONS OF AMERICAN INLNJSTRY
; Chm., Neal Miller; Rec., Alvin Weitkcn p; Speakers, Darrel Ebert, Roger Imhoff, John Debrauske,

Richard Gebhart, David Roffers; Hosts, RGymcdnd D. Johnson, Michael Sucharski.

ASPECTS OF RESEARCH
Roger B.

It is the belief of the American Industry Project and the participating teachers that
istudent involvement is the key to developing successful student understanding. For this
reason, activity is a key word in the structure of the American Industry course of study.

These activities can be used to enhance two or three concept areas or all of them,
depending upon the objectives of the teacher.

The purpose of the activity, "Toys for Tots". was one such activity. It was t: ;ed to
give the students some practical experience in the conceptual areas of communications,
research and management.

Our attention was first set on the research aspects of this activity. Research was
first identified to the students as being: "A systematic and unbiased investigation of a
problem to discover facts or principles about the problem."

Also discwsed was that before research can take place, there must be a definite
need for it. At this particular time there was a need, and this was in the form of a product
that we could use to enhance the concept areas of research, communications and manage-
ment.

At this point, the "scientific method" wad explained to the students. From their
understanding of the scientific method, the students came up with a procedure to be fol-
lowed in carrying out research. Their procedure Is as follows:
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(1) There must be a need for research.
(2) The need must be defined as a specific problem for res.arch.(3) There must be a listing of possible or tentative solutions to the problem.(4) Each solution or hypothesis has to be given a fair chance to succeed by eithertesting or experimentation.
(5) Each possible solution or hypothesis to a problem has to be given a fair evalua-tion before the best onc is selected.
To make the scientific method something other than factual knowledge, an activityof some sort was needed to put it on a practical and more meaningful level. We deciOu.Ithat a product-type activity would fulfill this need very well.The students were given a choice of producing a product to sell to the student bodyfor an expecte/. profit, to give to their parents at Christmas, or to give to underprivilegedchildr_n at Chi lstmas. The studenrs chose the third option.We decided that u first step was to perform a market research in the form of asurvey to find if the was a need for a product of this nature. In this survey, they hopedto get the answer to two questions:
(1) If there.was a need, what quantity is needed?(2) Toward what age level dc we work?
Their survey answered both questiong. They found that the pre-school-aged childwould be the best because he would require siinplicity. The quantity needed was a differ-ent matter. They found that the number of these children was far too great and we couldnot expect to fulfill the total need lc was then suggested that we first determine whattype of toy we were going to produce and d.:termine what the production cost would be foreach before selecting a quantity to be produced. We knew how much motley we had avail-able, and this would in the determine quanuty.After the need . )15, cet .nined and the age level aecided upon, the choice of what toproduce had to be matle. ":1-1,.:1 general feeling of the class was that this product should bea toy.
We then went back to the second point of the student-developed procedure of thescientific method, which was that "the need must be defined as a specific problem forresearch."
At this time we came up with a problem statement which was as follows: "What toycan we produce for underprivileged children of a pre-school age at Christmas time?"We then went to point three of the student research procedure: The listing of possible'4. tentative solutions to the problem. Several solutions of hypotheses were then listed.Do young children prefer: building blocks, a peg rack and hammer, a rocking horse ora yoyo?
Point number four of the research procedure was then brought into discussion. Thisstated that: "Each hypothesis or possible solution to the problem had to be given a fairchance Lo succeed by either testing or experimentation."lt was immediately suggested by students that we get a group of underprivilegedchildren together and carry out an experiment with the listed hypotheses. It was thenpointed out that if experimentation was to take place, they had better have some objec-tives which they hoped to tOfill through this experiment.After considerable discussion and e:,:change of ideas the consensus was that therewas really only r.. true criterion, that being to find which of the toys identified in theselected hypotheses create the greatest interest. The boys felt that interest could bemeasured in two areas: time spent with each toy and the amount of creativity allowed byeach toy.
Before the experiment could begin we ran into another problem. A few of the boysquestioned our decision as to the participants of our experiment. They wondered wherewe were going to find underprivileged children for the experiment. The question was, isit important thai we use underprivileged children for the experiment? They felt thatenough research had already been done by producers of toys to prove that all children ofnormal interest and abilities enjoy playing with toys.The class agreed, so we decided to select boys from our class with younger brothersor sisters in this age grou)ing. With the objectives of the experiment in mind, thesestudents were given the weekend to experiment with the selected hypotheses, after whichthey made their reports on the experiment.

They presented information as to the lengths of time each child in the experimentplayed with the suggested hypotheses.After the reports we went back to point five of the student-selected research proce-
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dure: "Each possible solution or hypothesis has to be given a fa ii evaluation before thebest one is selected."
We studied the time charts constructed by the boys. We also discussed some of the

other points brought out by Torn and Dave in their experiment. Olie of these points wasthe coordination factor brought out by Tom. 'From this the class could see that manyother factors were involved in the problem as well.
From the evidence presented by Tom and Dave, building blocks were selected asthe product to be used by our class to fulfill the problem statement.
From here a line organization chart was made up and selection of.personnel wasmade to fill the different man.igerial positions. At this time our lessons on managementwere covered andthe responsibilities of the different managerial divisions were discussed.Within our managerial set-up, there was a division of responsibility for product de-

velopment. Research was again needed todetermine the shape, size and number of blocksper set; type of wood to be used; type of paint to be used and its application; and methodof packaging.
The decision as to the number of blocks per set and the shapes and sh.es of theseblocks was based on a survey, made by the product development depanment, of commer-cially made sets. They stated that substantial research had already been done in this

area by manufacturers of toys and that there was little they could add to this existing in-formation.
The engineering department was then given orders to complete the necessary draw-ings arid bilis of material.
The product development department then focused its attention on the type o' ntand its application. Two methcds of painting were suggested. These included 61,. ay-painting and dipping. Through experimentation, spraying was selected as the method tobe used because of expedience in application and quickness in drying.
Through an examination of properties of paints, they discovered that they would haveto use a non-toxic paint. Their reasoning for this was its lead .free quality, which is im-portant to the safety of children.
Color selection was based on a survey made by the product development department.: Their survey included stores selling toys and toys owned by younger brothers and sisters,

, They concluded from their survey that most toys for use by younger children are painted
with very bright colors, such as red, yellow,blue, orange, green. They decided that thesei should be the colors used on the blocks.

i Upon the decision of the product development department as to paint type and colors,k the procurement manager was delegated to prepare purchase orders for the paint and woodneeded to facilitate production. Finding a source for non-toxic paint in a spray can oft economical size proved to be quite a problem, but after much communication with locai1 suppliers and a little time, the order was filled.
g The packaging of the blocks brought about ceite a diversification of ideas. After a lot
of conversation and confusion, I had to remind the students of research procedures. We

'then decided that the best way to solve the problem was to go back to and follow the pro-cedure we had earlier set up. A problem statement was made, several hypotheses were'given and tested by experimentation and a decision was made.
Their choice was a mesh potato sack as the container to be used for packaging thei,blocks. Their decision was based on accessibility of the bags, flexibility as containers,.and simplicity of preparation. All they had to do was turn them inside out and they wereready for use. And, they kept the sets of blocks together and made it easy to transportthem.
At the completion of production, fifty sets of building blocks, each conoining ten dif-

i ferent shapes painted with five bright non-toxic colors, were completed. These sets werei then given to three local charitable organizations for distrioution to underprivilegedchildren at Christmastime.
After the completion of the activity, it was evaluated by myself and the students as

., to whether it met the objectives for which it was intended. These objectives were: to
,- reinforce the concept areas of communications, research and management. The studentevaluation was in the form of a written report. They were to relate the activity itself
, to the subject matter discussed in the three concept areas. Most reports were favorable,
t: many were good, and a few were exceptional. But as in any research activity, regardless,
f of how many surveys are taken, how much documentary information is located, and howsuccessful the experiments are, the results are never one hundred percent accurate.
t Rather, the results provide the basis for further research and better solutions.

Mr. Imhoff teaches American Industry in Manitowoc, Wisconsin.
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AMERICAN INDUSTRY
INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

Richard H. Gebhart
The dual task of constructing a conceptual framework of industry in the United Statesand developing a completely new secondary curriculum based upon that framework mightbe described as a monumental undertaking. The challenges implicit in this undertakinghave beer. accepted by the American Industry Project, and course materials for our sec-ondary schools have been developed. The intention of this presentation is to describe theevents that took place in preparing the rationale and ;:ourse materials.The Project started with the premise that students need to study American industryand that the conceptual approach can be effectively employed. With this in mind, let'sconsider the two broad objectives that serve as the basis of our work: (A) To develop anunderstanding ).F. those concepts which directly apply to industry; and (B) to develop the...bility -o solv e. problems related to industry.

Another basic tool in the development of the .American Industry materials is ourdefinition of industry. It has been deiined as "an institution An our society which, intend-ing to make a monetary profit, applies knowledge aed utilizes human and natural resourcesto produce goods or services to meet the needs of man." Along with the definition, theknowledges (concepts) necessary to understand American industry had to be identified.There are thirteen concepts that apply directly to American industry. They aze commu-nication, Lransportation, finance, property, research, procurement, relationships, mar-keting, management, production, materials, processes and energy. Five concepts thatrepresent the environment of American industry have also been identified. They includegovernment, private property, resources, competition and public interest. The conceptualstructure would not be complete without the identification of and definitions for the majorconcepts shown above. Therefore, models depicting the sub-concepts of each major areawere. structured. It should be pointed out that although a study of the concepts is impor-tant, equally important are the interrelationships of these concepts.The American Industry Project has acquired information used in structuring its con-cept areas from a variety of sources. An extensive review of literature, followed by con-sulting with a few educators and industrialists, provided the basis for the first modelsand definitions. The next step included nationwide consultant contacts which providedcomprehensive consultant feedback information from educatorr and industrialists, Samplecontacts include: Oscar Mayer Company, 3-M Company, North American Aviation, Car-nation Company, United Auto Workers, California Institute of Technology, and the Univer-sity of Chicago.
When the feedback information had been received and assembled, the American In-dustry Project staff systematically developed a conceptual model for each basic area ofstudy.
With the conceptual models and definitions as a guide, the objectives for three Amer-ican Industry courses were developed.
Level 1, designed for eighth grade students, has the following course objectives:(1) To develop a knowledge and understanding of the major concepts of industryand their relationships.

(2) To develop the ability to solve simple problems related to industry.Level II, designed for tenth grade students, hastwo broad objectives also. They are:(1) To develop in-depth understanding of the concepts of industry, and to developrefined understandings of the relationships among the concepts.(2) To f.v.pand the ability to recognize and solve complex problems related toindustry.
Level Ill, which iB for twelfth grade students, is designed to develop knowledges andproblem-solving skills within a concept area or cluster of concept areas appro-priate to the individual's level of ability and interests.With the works of Bloom (1965), Gagne( (1965) and Mager (1962) serving as guides,taxonomically structured behavioral objectives for each course were then prepared. Inconjunction with these objectives, course outlines also evolved. After this the instructor'sguide, which contains lesson plans and student activity sheets, was written. Student textswere also written and provide information related to the units of instruction. Simultan-
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eously, instructional media, including films, filmstrips, models, bulletin boarr'.. displays,overhead transparencies, etc., were produced. In essence an American Industry instruc-
tional package has been developed and is being field tested for Level 1, American Indus-try. Let me use the outline from Level I as an example:

Unit I Industry Today
Unit 11 The Evolution of Industry
Unit III 0_ rganizing an Enterprise
Unit IV Operating an Enterprise

Unit V Distributirwf Products and
Services

Unit VI The Future of Industry
Unit VII The Students' Business

Venture

- Let's analyze industry.
- The needs of man and why he progressed.

Let's start a business.
- Let's produce using modern production

methods.
- Why does a product sell?

- Where do we go from he,:e?
- The students organize, produce and sell.

In progressing through these units, thz,. cyclical approach is used, which takes a studentfrom his entry level to greater depths of understanding by becoming involved in simulatedindustrial activities. These activities not only inspire learning but also provide insightinto the future.
In summary, the instructor's guide serves as the focal point for all course materials.

it provides guidance for the teacher in identifying a consistent course pattern; it identifiessupplemental reading for teacher and student; it provides suggested student activities;.it combines suitable media with prescribed lessons; and it outlines evaluation items.
),By combining the instructor's guide, student texts and instructional media, one can en-!vision the instructional package designed for teaching the concepts of American industry.

REFERENCES

1. Bloom Benjamin S. Thxonomy of Educational ObjectivesHandbook I: ColnitiveDomain. New York: David McKay Company, Inc., 1965.
i2. Gagne:, Robert M. The Conditions of Learning. New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston,

Inc., 1965,
13. Mager, Robert F. Preparing Instructional Obiectives. Palo Alto, California: FearonPublishers, 1962.

1Mr. Gebhart is American Industry Specialist at Stout State University, Menomonie, Wisconsin.
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BEYOND THEORY TO
CLASSROOM APPLICATIONS

David W. Roffers

Finding meaningful curricula for juniot high boys and girls (particularly 14- and 15-year-olds) of the inner-city school is no easy task. School systems throughout the entireUnited States are presently engaged in various experimentation to find some answers toan extremely trying question - what will work with and be meaningful to these kids'
My purpose In being here is to describe the Lincoln Learning Center's AmericanIndustry Program, which I feel has been most meaningful in providing some answers toAbe perplexing plight of the inner-city child.
A brief description of the Learning Center is in order.
The challenge was issued in January, 1965. Take forty-five 7th, 8th and 9th graders

from North Minneapolis, potential dropouts who have not learned the basic skills and arei.not praiting from existing curricular offerings, provide them with a dedicated staff of1, four teachers, a director, a counselor, a part-time social worker, a clerk and a fewteacher aides who are convinced that the students can learn; locate this combination
on Plymouth Avenue in a storefront school, and then add to this package objective under-" standing and feeling.
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This program, under the direction of Minneapolis Public Schools, has now been inoperation for three years. To remove the veneer e disinterest expressed by these stu-dents at the Center, we have combined a use of new materials, different organization ofthe school day, many new and varied experiences provided in a non-school setting - andmixed it with lots of individual help and empathy. Of significance to me is that we havediscovered that these students desperately want to learn - and at the Criter for all con-cerned - learning "is the name of the game."
Needless to say, students at the Learning Center have many needs. Foremost of taese,1 believe, is self-pride. We at the Center are very much concerned that our students see,understand, accept and respect themselves. We feel that the American Industry Projecthas greatly contributed here. The self-pride demonstrated through individuals being ableto set up their own companies, produce a product and derive the achievement and profitsfrom their energies at the Learning Center is something to behold.As visitors have entered the American industry arena and have shown a slight interestin the boys' footstools or coasters, I am beginning to understand more fully how importantpride is to our youngsters. When twenty boys come to me with gleams in their ey-es flash-ing $70 from the sale of foot2tools, I know what result success has wnh our students.When the snowstorms and bitter cold hit Minneapolis these past two years and approxi-mately one-third to one-half of the school population of Lincoln Junior High stayed home,I wasn't too surprised to see the majority of our boys in school. Their due date for twenty-five footstools was nearing and a "deadline is a deadline".In order for any company to function smoothly there must be a real team effort. Onecharacteristic of our students at the Learning Center is their inability to work as a teamor as a class to accomplish any goals. Because of their various backgrounds and prob-lems, they prefer to do most things individually, and most of our students accomplishbest in an individual setting. Over the past two years this has changed during their timespent in American Industry. Boys and girls have learned to function as a team out of sheernecessity. I recall one day when the boys were studying the characteristics of mass pro-duction. To clarify thepoint their instructor, Mr. Ramberg, had set up tables in an assem-bly line fashion. The products: attractive fishing lures. Of course, the intricacies ofassembling the entire product - the fishing hook, beads and the other necessary ingredientsrequired a great deal of dexterity and speed to be done economically. The first timethrough the assembly line, eight boys took fifteen miautes to produce the lure. The nexttime, down to twelve minutes, then to eight and finally, after several tries, the boys wereable to complete their product in three and one-half minutes sharp. The pride in thisteam accomplishment and the learning that took place in the boys who are not supposedto learn was something to behold. They were motivated. They had a goal, and once yougive our students a sensible goal, a goal meaningful to them, they are "ready to play ball".An often-stressed need of our students is that of improvement of their basic skills.According to standardized tests, approximately 70% of the students at Lincoln Junior HighSchool are two or more years belowgrade level in reading and mathematics skills. Amer-ican Industry students must know communication techniques to do effective advertisingand sales work. They must be able to study Rnd to analyze current advertising techniquesand effectively use these same tools to advertise their products. Therefore, our studentsknow that they won't be successful in selling their products if they can't communicatethem to the public, and they can't communicate if they can't handle their basic skills. Withmoney or a grade on the line,the basic skills soon become a necessity. They learn them.Many inner-city junior high school students, particularly 14- and 15-year-olds, needa sound background inoccupat ional education if they are going to stay ia school. A presentconcern among educators today is that we find ways to stimulate dropouts 16 years andabove to come back to school. Perhaps this is the wrong approach. Perhaps we shouldbe more concerned about 12-, 13-, 14- and15-year-olds who are merely passing the timeof day in classes now and who see no need or use in coming to school. The AmericanIndustry program at the Learning Center has given meaning to this inner-city juniorhigh school student to stay in school. He sees that through coming he can accomplishsome of his present and future goals which could not be accomplished through the currenttraditional program. For instance, they now can earn a little spending money, and actuallylike school. As one boy stated a few weeks ago, "Gee, something must be wrong with me.I never came to school before whenlwas sick, but I had to hand out paychecks - and thoseguys count on me."

The Lincoln Learning Center staff is looking forward to next year. We hope to expandour American Industry program, and with the help of industry, notably General Mills, Inc.,
246
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add a new dimension to the current program.
According to present plans, students will form their own companies with the help anddirection of both school and industry personnel to achieve understanding of the total opera-tion of a company. It is hoped that in the development of ideas for products the educational

experiences developed will implement the learning skills with a meaningful and directreward. It is koped that wages to employees (students enrolled in program) will be paidfrom earnings of the company.
Most of the students' time will be spent in the production of a product. However, somestudents will also be involved in the planning, managing and supervising of the companyunder the direction of school pergonneI and industry supervioors who will relate mathe-matics class activities to the financial problems that the business encounters, and thereading and communication activities to planning the product.
We at the Learning Center feel that this breakthrough with industry, where they willcommit themselves on a large scale to a cooperative venture with the school system,could have tremendous significance for the future of inner-city education. We in theschools ha-,e a great deal to learn from industry, and perhaps they can benefit from theirassociation with us.

Mr. Roffers is Project Director of the Lincoln Learning Center, Minneapolis, Minnesota.
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EDUCATION FOR A PRODUCTIVE SOCIETYA SYSTEMS APPROACH
Chm., James E. Gallagher; Rec., R. Monde!! Coger; Speakers, Milton Petruk, James Gallagher; Host,Clarence L. Heyel.

A SYSTEMS APPROACH FOR
A PRODUCTIVE SOCIETY

James E. Gallagher
Milton Petruk

Darrel R. LeBlanc
Donald W. Manuel

The brief description of the , :trial arts program at the University of Alberta,
Edmonton, Alberta, which appears ...ee is divided into four parts. (1) organization of
phases one through Lur, (2) physical facilities and content organization, (3) teacher edu-cation program and (4) research in progress. The description here, supplemented withtransparencies and slides during the program session, does little more than touch thesurface of any one of the four topics.

(1) Organization of Phases One through Four
Phase One. Tb Phase 1 multiple-activity environment is designed to introduce grade

seven boys and girls to, and develop an appreciation of, tools, machines, materials andprocesses. Awareness and appreciation are developed in six areas: ceramics, graphicarts, plastics, woods, metals and electricity. Activities in each of the six areas utilize
a pre-selected product matrix to optimize learning and are designed to include a de-
scription of the most prevalent industries in the field, the extent of occupational oppor-
tunities and the requisite education for these occupations.

Phase Two. In Phase 2 the students are introduced to selected technologies prevalent
in the world of work and the inter-dependence of these technologies. The learning
activities of this phase attempt to extend the academic disciplines to the industrial appli-cations of basic science. This phase reinforces the ...cademic disciplines and provides
a synthesizing educational experience in the technologies prevalent in productive society.
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At the Phase 2 level the learning activities are focused upon the development andawareness of th e. application of scientific knowledge through the utilization of laboratoryequipment such as prototypes, simulated systems, experiments and experimental applica-tions. The technologies represented are: graphic communications, testing, power, powertransmission, mechanical, electronics and computer technologies.Phase Three. Phase 3 provides educational experiences that expose students to therole of man and his function in relation to the technological demands imposed upon or-ganizations and the;r members as they function in an industrially-oriented society. Thelearning activities in Phase 3 utilize simulated industrial situations focusing upon varioustypes of c -4anizational structures, decision-making, communications and authority con-figurations.
Phase Four. This phase provides students with the opportunity to pursue a combina-tion or cluster of technologies in greater depth and breadth within a research and develop-ment context. The clusters are selected from phases one and two and are determined bya profile of student ability, interest and performance. The learning activities of phasefour generally culminate in a prototype or experimental project interrelating the tech-nologies in the selected cluster.

(2) Physical Facilities and Content Organization.
a. Physical facilities. The laboratory facilities for teacher education are multiple-activity labOratories. With the exception of phase three, each phase of the program hasa counterpart laboratory. That is, for example, each of the material areas in phase one,seven technology areas in phase two and three cluster areas in phase four are self-contained and equipped with most modern machines and tools available; each area is, atthe same time, not structurally separated froin any of the other areas within that phase.This physical organization permits students to perceive the interrelationsiiips of func-tions, processes and technologies. lt is a synthesizing educational environment.b. Content organization, Content is organized with study from the general to thespecific. The study at the systems level is representative of the general; while studyat the unit, component and principle levels is representativc of the progression to thespecific.

Systems are selected with the goal of obtaining representation of each technology ir.;breadth. The study of units allows identification and comparison of the basic systems ir,each technology area. The study of components and principles provides for the in-depthlstudy of each technology and provides the link between industrial arts general education aricliche academic disciplines.

(3) Teacher Educetion Program
The teacher education preparation is a four-year university program. lt includes theelements of the teaching act stated by E. R. Smith in Teacher Education: e. Reappraisal,and is based on the prospective teacher's entering the program possessing a general and;liberal education. A modification of the elements Smith suggests and the provisions fortheir realization axe indicated below:
(a) Relevant knowledge from the humanities and social sciences: (Survey. of Englishliterature from Chaucer to the 20th century; structural, cultural and social ranking,schemes for analysis of society; problems and theories that have dominated phiIo-sophical thought in the Western world; the nature, meaning and function of work.,(b) Educational application of behavioral and social sciences: (educatk,nal psychology,philosophy and administration.)
(c) Rel.evant knowledge from the behavioral sciences: (trigonometry and polynomialcalcuius; inorganic chemistry/organic chemistry; mechanical, thermal, electromag-netic and optical properties of matter; nuclear fission and fusion, lasers and spaceresearch.)
(d) Specialized knowledge in a particular subject matter discipline: (Phase one -material areas; Phase two - technology areas; Phase three - interpreting industrialorganizational structures; Phase four - clusters of technologies and material areas;educational practices and programs in industry and labor.)

(4) Research in Progress
The industrial arts researchproject is in its third year of operation. During this rimeapproximately one thousand junior high school students haveparticipated in treatment antcontrol groups.
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The groups studied were grades seven, eight and nine and represented achievement
levels from pre-employment to high-achieving. Both male and female students were par-:icipants in the research, with treatment groups taking the University of Alberta programDf industrial arts outlined above.

In general, the findings to date are encouraging. The treatment groups achievediigher in academic disciplines and in a measure of the understanding of Alberta industry:han did the students in the control groups.
immediate plans for continued research activities see an expansion of groups and

?hases. Hard core unemployed, Indian and Metis, and mentally retarded students will be3ubjects in both phase one and two and also in phase four.

vtessrs. Gallagher, Petruk, LeBlanc and Manuel are faculty members of the Department of Industrial and
slocational Education, University of Alberta, Edmonton, Canada.

7-14.1.10 AIAA
=arum of Innovations
fHt-: PARMA, OHIO, PLAN
Zhm., Robert W. Fricker; Rec., E. Alen Barna; Speakers, Robert Bergstrom, Glen Buchanan, Otto Fur-"ohs; Host, Roger D. Anderson.

A STUDY OF MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES
Richard V. Barella

Glen G. Buchanan
Richard L. Stoper

September 6, 1966, was the beginning of an exceptionally active and productive year
:or our industrial arts staff at Shiloh Junior High in Parma, Ohio. It was at that time that
3ur architecturally modern school opened for the first time. As we moved into the new3tructure with it -- new facilities, machinery, equipment, students and staff, it was evident:o us that the oie thing which marred this newness was the traditional nature of our in-lustrial arts program a program which involved students from grades seven, eight andine in the typical courses and laboratories based primarily on woods, metals andrafting.

Fortunately, the three of us were well acquainted with and inspired by contemporaryheories aimed at keeping industrial arts in harmony with our changing technological
ociety. With this information and motivation, we began to evaluate our curriculum inopes of developing a contemporary program which would reflect a change in content,
tructure, methods and purposes of modern industrial arts education.

Initially we hoped to come up with a curriculum for our junior high school that would
e drawn from industry and technology with these three major aims:(1) To develop in students an understanding of the growth and development ofAmerican industry.

(2) To develop in students an understanding of the functions of manufacturing.
(3) To develop in students an ability to solve problems related to the functions of

manufacturing.
Because science and technology are producing materials, processes and principleslit an enormous rate, we wanted our students to have the opportunity to experience and

'learn about this growth and development by getting involved in typical problems found in:he manufacturing industries.
After considerable planning on the part of the teachers, we combined the seventh gradeNoods class, an eighth grade metals class and a ninth grade drafting-graphic arts classZor one semester. We utilized all three laboratories and a music room for our grouplectures.
The students were first oriented to the course with a tour of the laboratories and an

explanation of team teaching. They were then combined in the music room for approxi-
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mately one week and were given a list of topics that would require investigation. Theseintroductory topics were aimed at providing a broad overview of the growth and develop-ment of American industry.
The introductory topics were given with th it emphasis being placed on total studentinvolvement. Each student's findings were shared with the entire group through discus-sions involving all students.
We then began to familiarize the students with the six basic functions of manufac-turing; management, research and development, finances, production planning and con-trol, manufacturing and marketing.
The students were then trained to do various jobs on a production line developed bythe instructors. This put!nto reality some of the concepts that had been previously studiedAfter two days of production the students had a better understanding of jigs, fixtures,interchangeable parts, division of labor, elimination of waste motion, plant layout, qualitycontrol and the importance of the individual within the group.Since all industrial arts students were required to pay a specific laboratory fee, theyautomatically became stockholders in their respective corporations.All students were members of the board of directors, and a president and vice presi-dent were elected for each corporation.
Throughout the course the ninth grade drafting students were engineering consultants,but were not a part of the actual production team.
After each corporation was organized and met the required conditions, it was given acharter.
Brainstorming sessions were then conducted for ideas of a product to manufacture.Many possibilities were brought forth through individual research. The students madesketches of their ideas, and these were discussed in large and small group discussions.Students needing help with their sketches were aided by the engineering consultants.Each corporatiou through an evaluation selected the product it was to manufacture.Rough models were made using many different materials, processes and principles. Then,after selecting a rough model to manufacture, students made a pilot model.Throughout each function the students kept daily logs of what they contributed anewhat they learned. Also upon completion of pilot models a patent was given to each com-pany.
Attention was then given to the function of finances. Each corporation elected araccountant or terms of accountants to prepare financial records and reports. All studentsdetermined the cost of materials and competitive prices for their product after a marketresearch study was made.
During the production planning and control stage the following activities were con-ducted; materials were determined, along with the operatorts; drawings of templates, jigE'and fixtures, and safety devices were made prior to their construction; materials wereprocessed for production and a plant layout was aacie requiring the movement of some,equipment; flow charts were organized and developed by each company.At the beginning of the manufacturing stage, supervisors and dispatch clerks wereelected, production standards were set and personnel were hired from the two companieEthat %7.,..re not ready for manufacturing. A production quota was set and a trial run a theproduction line was made. Time studies of the various operations were made and thenproduction of the product began.
After the product was manufactured the company went into the marketing function.Research was done prior to this point regarding marketing. The products were sold,profits were computed, reports were made, dividends were paid and the corporationswere dissolved.

Mr. Buclwanan is Industrial Arts Chairman ct Shiloh Junior High School, Parma, Ohio.
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RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT-
THE APPLIED APPROACH

Otto Paul Furpahs

Many a very important productof industry today has come about because of the oppor-
:unity given or taken by some individuals to follow their bent of natural curiosity, to "try
md see".

Research laboratories have been devised to take organized advantage of the human
)ropensity to explore; so it would appear to be short-sighted not to have this activity as a
recognized part of the industrial arts program.

Development and production problems are usually considered to be in an area outside
)f research itself, but merging into research activities.

Development covers that work which, using all known information, develops systems
)1. models for the perfection of manufacturing processes and turns out products which will
)e satisfactory to consumers and which can be sold at a profit. It coTers testing, evalua-
:ion, styling, market research and application research.

Industrial arts education has an opportunity and obligation to help its students gain an
inderstanding of the basic principles of mass production through R&D. The writer be-
leves that this can be-accomplished by the introduction of die-making along with jig and
fixture design. The use of advanced classes affords a situation in which a product of suf-
lcient complexity could be chosen that would enable all E tudents to participate.

Also different types of jobs could be listed and discussed along with the necessary

Because group production projects involve a range of simple and complex hand and
nachine skills and different degrees and application of technical knowledge and know-how,
ill members are able to contribute their strengths to the project. To prepare the classes
.'or this type of situation, outside reading was assigned and class discussions were held

provide a general idea about shop organization.

3roup production project selected
The project selected for our mock industrial operation was a duplicator gauge and

Nas chosen with the following ideas in mind:
(1) The project selected is one that is being produced on the commercial market.
(2) The project meets the requirements of an llth and 12th grade metal shop.
(3) The project is a challenge to an R&D approach.
(4) The project possesses a useful function that interested the students. It is a tool.
(5) The project is marketable.
(6) The project is ideal and lends itself favorably to a mock industrial operation in

the shop.

=Necessary approach to its development
(1) Brainstroming session.
(2) Sketches of possible solutions to product design.
(3) Scanning sheet of all drawings for product design.
(4) Sketches of possible die design. (all members)
(5) Scanning sheet of possible die designs.
( ") Sketches of jigs and fixture design. (all members)
(7) Pair up class. (11th with 12th grader)
(8) Assignments of jobs and duties. (makes own choice)

aboratory facilities
The research and development center may properly be an integral part of each unit

.aboratory. It is the idea center and in larger school systems should be given unit status.
In this position it would house charts, samples, models, mock-ups of mechanisms, simple
nachines as in physics and mechanics, typical structures in various materials, power
sansmission devices, electrical circuits, hydraulic systems and such elements basic to
:he development of products and projects. Books, catalogs, manuals, slides and films
3hould be available in the included library for addirional resources. The microscope and
3cientific photography tind application in research and development.(1)
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Ideas for research and development
(1) Waste stock from a company. (What could be desigried from it?)
(2) The company has a simple problem which may be a challenge to a group of stu-

dents. How could it be done better?
(:), A "Think Room" for students who have similar interei Ls in research and de-

velopment and patents. (Consultant)
(4) Bring in attorneys for patent information.

Conelusivn
Industrial arts is an area in die school curriculum that can demonstrate opportunities

for high-leiel creativity, problem-solving and a study of the vast technology of a pre-dominantly industrial culture.
The creative nature of research and development in an industrial arts program fostersfor stir' 3 a type of freedom that helps to develop physical, mental, emodonal ancesthetic growth.
Sounu end thorough investigative techniques which lead to better problem insight

are, in research, valriable learning experiences.
Th, -rorlorn trend in education shows that various aspects of living become mon.

meanin, Lhe student when he experiences tl!-.m as a whole. A research/development
prograr . readily justify its continuance and expansion !,ncause of the true-to-life ex-
periences it offers the industrial arts student.

FOOTNOTE
I. Olson, Delmar W., Techrio logy and Industrial Arts, Derivation of Subject Matter frorr
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TECHNOLOGY FOR CHANGE
IN ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS

STRATEGY FOR CHANGE

Elizabeth E. Hunt
Education is an invention. his a man-made solution to a problem. Like other inven-;dons or solutions to problems, education Is subject to re-design. Tale is the thesis of myi?resentation and the thesis from which the Technology for Chliiren Project developed.

:t I should like to do three things Ln this presentation: One 1..., discuss "design" as aay of thinking. Two, to present the definition of ed -.ation and the reFulting theoretical-....u_Atruct from which we have been innovating. And, three, to show how we have gone about.mplementIng this new design in NewJersey, beginning with what we are calling the Tech-ology for Children Project.
Design, as I think of it. !Leans to find a simple, direct solution to a problem. Or,in other words, it is problem-s,,Iving.

Erwhat you and I do every day.

I feel a special excitement in talldng to you as professional persons in industrial artsut design or the "design way of thinking" because this via: of thinking is at the heart
The "design way of thinking" is a powerful way of thinking. We have been exploringlin the Technology for Children Project lig& this cognitive process can be developed in(both children and adults. Vie have had delightfully exciting design sessions with the ele-mentary classroom teachers in the Project and they in turn with their children.As you know, in using the "desiEp way of thinking", one begins with a definition of,the problem. One asks, "What is theproblem?" This is the first and most difficult step.fit is also the most important step. Something as simple as changing one word in the den-Ptnition can make possible a bert-r solution. For example, aP a definition of u:-.at to do1with cars that pour into citics every day, changing the definition of the problem from"ptirking" them to "storing" them makes it possible to develop the idea that elevatorscan be used to take cars up for storage. This allows for a far better utilization of space.Suppose you were a designer of airplanes during the days when the propeller, as anairscrew, was still in vogue. Had you sat down to re-define the problem related to forward
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thrust, you might have defined it as one of developing a more efficient propeller ot yomight have defined it as one of propulsion. The latter definition includes the possibilirof the jet engine as a solution, which when used obviates the propeller altogether as th.primary means of forward thrust.
Another example of re-thinking a problem was brought to my attention dering tb .strike of garbage collectors in New York City. The Project staff and I were discussinthe problem of collecting garbage. Wesley Perusek offered the information that someon .at the University of Pennsylvania is working on the problem of developing and testing deidea of creating slurry to dispose of refuse. This means that garbage from an apartmenhouse, for example, would be ground and mixed with water or some other fluid, and pipeoff to the dump or wherever. Thus, slurry as a solution to the problem would obviate thneed for trucks and collectors altogether. Richard Harnack of the Project staff remarked"Say, that would be like a slurry with the fumes on top."
The definition of education (as a problem) which has given rise to the development cthe Technology for Children Projecr and portends further innovation and implementationis this: Education is the institetionalized management of the learning process. This is mown definition, as far as I know. I submit it, knowing full well that one rarely, if evercnmes up with an ultimate definition. This is why problems are always subject to nessolutions. This is why the "design way of thinking" is so exciting. Virtually all problems can be re-defined, and the better the definition, the greater the possibilities ofmore adequate solution.
The definition of education as the "institutionalized management of the learninprocess"provices us a new field in which to op. rate. First of all, it zeros in on the learning process. This i. where the "givens" lie in what educators are attempting to do. Weas educators, can no more ignore the psycho-biological bases (or the inherent nature) othe learning peor :e..3, than the designer of airplanes can ignore -the science of aerodynamics. The. 4, by the way, an old saying in the aviation world: "Give me an enginpowerful enough and I'll fly a barn door." Sufficient power applied to a propeller capull a remarkably inefficient wing into the air. :lowever, a much more efficient method cachieving flight is to shape the vehicle so that its surfaces produce the greatest arr iiof lift while creating the least amount of drag. In a comparable vein, some of the mosprevalent proposals for change in our schools have been for a longer school day, yearround schools, more emphasis on marks, raising standards, etc. Implicit in such proposals is that what we are lacking in efficiency in our present management of the learninprocess, we will make up either by additional pressures on children or by prolonging thinefficient system for another two or three months.

The learning process is much too complex to cUscuss to any great extent here, butshould like to point out some ideas we hove identified from theory and research and arattempting to implement.
It is theorized, and there is evidence to support this theory, that the active, exploratory, manipulative behaviors of children are neurologically based behaviors. Something ithe system seems to demand a steady stream of sensory data input. Sensory deprivatioexperiments demonstrat e that when the human organism is deprived of all sensory datrsubjt ..ts want "out" after a few hours. If subjects continue to be deprived of sensorstimuli, they become disoriented or hallucinate.
Another idea, closely related and supportive of the importance of exploring or manipulating the environment, is that the physical environment has perhaps been one of ontogenetic anl phylogenatic man's best teachers. One reason is that the non-human physicsenvironment is consistent in its response. (This is more than you can say for some humans.) V you act upon it in a given-way, it responds in a given way, so that principle,and laws can be deduc d. Not only that, the non-human, physical environment respondsally to intelligent behas, ior. The infant, upon dropping his rattle, can scream his heneff (an emotional reaction), but to no availunless the cry brings another he in beinwho responds intelligently to the situation, such as by picking up the rattle for the childIn a sense, this non-human physical environment invokes its own discipline.The intense and persistent exploratory behaviors of children, given a rich environment to explore, seem to account for the tremendous amount of information childrcaccuroulate before they evor come to school,
The Technology for ihildren Project is devising the kind of classroom environmerwhich utilizes this basic exploratory, numipelative drive by including a wide variety ctools, materials and other items. The energy, the interest, the curiosity z-3f a child is released in this environment, to accrue for him infotination through all of his sensory chan
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leis. Gathering data and/or information from the human and non-human environment
hrough all sensory channels is, to me, synonymous with learning.

The classroom environment plays an indispensable role in the total theoretical frame-
vork and, therefore, has become one of the focal points of development in the Technology
Or Children Project. Fortunately, we have been able to manipulate this environment at
vill in the Summer Institutes - to have free rein in demonstrating to teachers what hap--
iens when children operate in this kind of setting. Our classroom demonstration in the
exhibit hall is only an indicator of the direction in which we would like to go. It is not
:onsidered a finished design of an ideal elementary classroom. lt needs lurther develop-
nent and testing. You will also sce examples of the kind of classroom situation we are
alking about in the film "Design for Learning".

Another focal point of development in the Project is a program of preparation for
he teachers. Teachers who have been prepared under our present programs find that to
iperate effectively in this new classroom environment is a different kind of task and
:alls for a different set of competencies and guidelines. The Summer Institute allows us
'reedom to try out the teacher-preparation program that is appropriate for working with
:hildren in this new environment.

Much concern has been voiced on the part of teachers, administrators and parents
is to what is going to happen to the subjects, or to the broad areas of the curriculum when
he learning process is managed in this way.

Six broad areas have been identified as being appropriate for an elementary school
:urriculum. They are: language arts (sometimes termed the communIcatiye arts),
nathematics, science, social studies, music and the fine arts, ptlysical education, health
Ind safety. In the Technology for Children Proiect, we perceive these broad areas of
cnowledge primarily as ways of thinking about and dealing with the human and non-human
mvironrnent. These processes of thinking about and dealing with the human and non-
iuman environment are often categorized as either cognitive1, affective or psychomotor.
rhese processes have accrued for man a body of knowledge - or content, if you will- at
in exponential rate. These proces- 2s of thinking about and dealing with both the human
md non-human environment have become another focal point of development in the Tech-
tology for Children Project.

It is theorized that if a child (or teacher) develops these ways of thinking about and
lealing with the environment, he will derive for himself his own unique content. It will

: come to him In a way which will have meaning for him. He will be able to relate to the
,.nformation. Further, by developing these processes of accumulating data, the individual
!::hild is in a position to add to his own stockpile of information, rather than parrot infor-
nation. Also, as these processes become more finely tuned and the individual's stock-

,9ile of informallon becomes larger, he is theoretically able to contribute to his culture's
f- 3 CO ckpile of information.

What are these verful processes of thinking that derive for man a body of knowledge
it such an explosive rate and enable him to control the physical em: :onrnent at greater
Ind greater levels of sophistication?
' One, which I have already mentioned, is the "design way of thinking". Another is the

scientific method way of thinkirg". Another is mathematics. This is a system of logic
i30 powerful that through mathematical calculations, for example, the existence of a planet
kind electromagnetic waves was predicted prior to actual "discovery".

When we begin to identify specific ways of thinking, it ifl obvious they parallel in
taart the broad areas of the curriculum. I discovered recently in an art course that my
;.railure to render a decent oil painting was not due to an inability to adply paints to the
canvas, nor to my eyesight, but due to the fact that I was not.perceiving the objects to be

:.painted in the most effective way.
r What I am about to say is at the heart of the theoretical construct from which we Lii c.:

.tnnovating. ,

The classroom enyi; )11Ient which hielniles a wide variety of tne1,7 and materials and
, i,other concrete iternri and :0 ows children the freedom to interact u th these ma-
:erials in both directed and ! ki---directed ways is the raw material or ," out of which
all of the cognitive, affective and psychomotor processes represented in Ow hrood a Is
of the curriculum 1 be de, ,loped. This theoretical construct indicates the d; r ( . .

ire midi In th( oIr)gy for Children Project.
I sl ,id like to move from the tneoretical level of this presentation to what 1:i actually

being in .mented in the Project at the present time.
There are two distinct pha 3 in the Tec olo for Children Project. One 1 6 the
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Summer Institute of Technology for Children, where we bring children in to try out newly-developed classroom environments. The primary purpose of this, however, Is to providea selected group of classroom teachers with the opportunity to observe children (guidedby an industrial arts and elementary classroom teacher) dealing with a tool/materialenvironm en t.
The second phase is a follow-up of the Summer Institute. The observing elementaryclassroom teachers, during the academic year following the Institute, become the keycontributors to the Projectby trying out the th:.ory in their own classrooms. The teachershave the "on-call" assistance of three Reseuich Associates in Technology of the Projectstaff.
How well are we implementing, wit!, *. two phases of the Project, the theoreticalconstruct I have described? In answering this quest:lea, I shall use the focal points ofdevelopment which have been Identified.
The first focal point of development is the classroom environment. As I have indi-cated, we have been able to manipulate the environment of the Institute to the extent ofour ingenuity and ability to acquire the materials to put into it. Each Summer Instituteclassroom environment becomes progressively better. The classroom environments ofthe elementary classroom teachers in the Project during the school year have all beenmodified uniformly in several ways. They have all received custom-designed and -builttool panels, workbenches, worksurfaces and sawhorses. They have all received a rec-ommended set of tools. Other than this, the modification of the classroom reflects theindividual teacher's own ideas. Theoretically, I envision a classroom without desks.(After all, how much sensory data input can one ob:ain from a desk?) We do remove thedesks from eV,: classroom in the Summer Institute. Children are still able to read andwrite when necessary. They write on the surfaces they work on. They write on the black-board, typewriter and by setting type, ABC blocks, etc. We will be getting closer to afullblown implementation of the theory out in the classrooms when all of the teachersattending the Institute are able to modify their classrooms at least as much as the class-rooms in the Summer Institute are modifiei.

The second focal point of development is the preparation of the elementary classroomteacher. We determine the effectivenm a of our program of preparation for the teachersIn the Summer Institute, in part, by what the children do in the classrooms during theschool ear following the Institute. What the children are actually doing in the classroomat this point falls on a continuum from simply "making a project" to using the "designway of thinking", or problem-solving approach, extensively.Given the classroom environment as we envision it, and the kinds of activities whictcan. be initiated in this environment, a classroom teacher has an inherent way to heirchildren develop the cognitive, affecrive 0-0 psychomotor processes reflected in the sixbroad areas of the curriculum. How topre.,;=....-e the classroom teacher to do this Is at thecutting edge of our efforts and is the pro' lein we have set for ourselves in the 1968 Sum-mer Institute program.
The final focal point of development is to institutionalize the findings of the Project -particularly the program of preparation for teachers. Not ur *11 this happens will we trulyhave effected any changes in elementary eduration.It may now be apparent why the idea of a technologically-based environment for chil-dren fa such a potentiallypowerful one. It is the wherewithal the teacher needs for helpingchildren develop the most effective wsys of thinking about and dealing with the physicaland social environment.
I have no faith in a presentation such as this as an effector of change. Howt ier, itmust also be apparent to you, as industrial arts educators, that your role is cardinal increating the most potentially productive learning environments yet devised for children.If this presentation has brought about an awareness of this, or the desire to try thisout, then our time here will have been well spent.

Dr. Hunt is Director of the Technology for Children Project, Division of Vocational Education, NJ StateDepartment of Educ ion, Trenton;
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EFFECTING CHANGE THROEJGH THE ELEMENTARY

Cf.ASSROOM TEACHER: INSTITUT- PHASE

E. Arthur Stunard

If education for children is to have a brighter outlook today, it must b.; through our
elementary classroom teachers. The elementary classroom teacher must feel a need for
curriculum change and, in the final anatysis, be the one to initiate new learning techniques.

If technology is ever to make an impact at the elementary school level, industrial
arts educators must become increasingly concerned with how to change elementary teach-
ers, in addition to being set on developing consultants to woxy: in classrooms.

The established hand-minci lichotomy is a strange one. Every legitimate activity
and profession involves the human being in some. form of manipulation. The classroom
teacher often does not recognize the values of real experiences of construction and active
problem-solving, therefore he tends to stay away from this type of situation, relying on
the more corn11.able, traditionally academic approach.

Up to now, college and high school curriculum seems to stress the abstract forms of
education as being the scholarly thing. Consequently, the elementary classroom teacher
has never had any real training within the active framework of concrete learning or
experiences.

The task of changing this thh --ing on the part of teachers is a monumental and
cannot be accomplished by Just a four-week workshop or a single three- or
hour college course that is in fact relatively unrelated to the classrooms as th exist
in the individual school districts.

Many educators have latched onto these unrelated courses as cure-alls, and neglect
thei :esponsibilities by not providing programs for change.

The emphasis in elementary industrial arts should be placed on both pre-service and
in-service training to help prepare elementary teachers, so they may assume primary
responsibility for implementing this type of program.

The teacher needs sufficient time to offset the basically academic approach presented
!in his college experiences. I am convinced it takes a minimum of two six-week institutes
plus ongoing follow-up with actively supportive consultants, during each successive school
year, truly to change the classroom teacher. The short three-hour course can be helpful
'but at the outsetleaves much to be desired in terms of real change that will affect children
in the classroom.

Much of the research being done at :he elementary level to prove or disprove the value
of industrial arts activities seems to reflect this basically superficial approach to teacher
'education, in that we are being hard-pressed to show some significant difference in the
,learning that takes place.

The Institute of Technology for Children is only one part of a program intended to
ichange elementary classroom teachers, not through indoctrinaticn but rather thr ugh mu-
tual exchange of sound ideas. The elementary classroom teacher requires a Irdnimum of
two years (two institutes and two successive school years with children in the classroom)
tto become truly changed and ready to initiate a program of this type with elementary school
ichildren. This change may seem slow, but effective change is slow. I can no longer accept
ithe notion that I can have elementary teachers in a three-semester-hour course and affect
them enough so they will do all that is necessary to cause a significant difference in their
-classrooms.

In a progzam of change, talking or lecturiag is at a minimum. Doing, acting upon,
observing and questioning is at a maximum. Respect for each individual's thoughts is a
!must, and change begins to happen when all new ideas are exposed and proved to be sound.

What is in an iL tivte and how can it ',lost effectively cause change? The job it must
do is far greater tiw,_ just pre cliting a body of information for digesting by program par-
ticipants. The total learning environment must be stacked in such a way as to cause
change to each pern in attendance, and even more import-ant, at individual rates.

It was gratif, t,, road, in the October 1967 PACE i:cport, some comments from
Carl Rogers, ( Western 13ehavioral Sciences Instituw, which refk,ct vi:ry adequately
the attitude th, Lnust prevail during the experience of this ;dtute. I quote:

"... the goal of ee.ac-ti,-- 'iould be to develop a society in which people can live
more comfortably with change than with rigidity; therefore, we must develop
a climate in which innovation is not frightening.
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Under the inn nsive experience approach, groups of individuals live and meottogether for periods of time ranging anywhere from a few days Ws several vwThe emphasis is on interaction among the group members. Intelactionplace in an unstructured atmosphere that encourages each participant to drophis defcnses and facadc an .1 thus enables him to relate directly and openly toother members of the group hence, the basic encounter. As a result of suchtraining, individuals come to know themselves and each other more fully thanis possible in the usual social or working relationships. The clirnateaeopenness,risk-taking and honesty generates trust. This enables the person to recognizeand cha self-defeating attitudes, to test out and adopt more innovative andconstructive behaviors.
When asked how an intensive group experience would differ from grouptherapy, Rogers replied that 'the people who participate in our intensive groupencounters have not come for help; They are already functioning normally.They're simply trying to develop themselves further'."Similarly, during each Summer Institute of Technology for Children, the teachers irattendance appear voluntarily, and approach this experience with a non-hostile attitude.It must be up to the vcofessional leadership to see that the teachers maintain this attitude.The attending teachenz are selected and are quite competent in their field. They becomepart of an enviromnent that allows i:Icru tA3 expand their information and e;:perience base,as well as incorporate some totally 11'2VV concepts. The learning setting is basically atinformal one, in which every participant, classroom teacher, professor, director, assist-ant director, etc., is considered to have a valuabie contribution to make. No idea is leftunexplored. The persons in attendance must not be treated in the typical student-teacherrelationship.

The changes that take place during the six weeks in atter mce are great and needtime to develop and, most important, to develop internally through a commitment of thoparticipant that this idea does have merit, and a belief that it must be developed wittchildren.
Several of the many ingredients to be planned for become extremely important if dmelementary classroom teacher is to see the value and utilize the advantages of technolog)for children in the classroom.
The first ingredient is to become acquainted with technology as a possible introduc-tion '.0 the elementary classroom. Discussion centers around past and present philosoph5of elementary industrial arts, and an effort is made to establish a theoretical base foroperating with children in this way. The newcomer has a rather sketchy and often c"crafts"-orie!..ted idea, toward tool/material experiences, but is encouraged to commu-nicate his thoughts with the understanding that he may at any time change his ideas, hope-fully for better ones. During this period the participant begins to get a vague idea of whathe will be involved in, and at least has a point of reference for change.The central theme of the program is essentially that of problem-solving. Each par-ticipant is posed with a series of problematic situations which include both tool and mate-rial experiences. While tool manipulation is impQrtant, a high degree of knowledge abotrany specific one is not critical atthis point. Tool sKill is not the main objective, but ratherthat the newcomer knows of its existence and that through a problem-solving approach,he can apply his knowledge to whate.rer task nee-is to be accomplished.Large group demonstrations are not generally used because of their ineffectivenessin a creative, non-directive approach. Showing a student how to use a tool when he ma3not need it for some time, is purely a waste for everyone concerned; a sort of individual-ized instruction must go on at all times.

While participant is encountering tools of all sorts, he simultaneously is usingmaterials and faces more problems that must be solved. His total effort is toward blind-ing a storehouse of information that can ultimately be applied to the many situations thatwill -3ccur in the classroom.
We avoid lecturing to the newcomer as much as posE.Ible. The participant, duringlaboratory sessions, is constantly exposed to tools and materialr; ,ind is always providecrpportunities to aLik questions and investigate new avenues. As new ma:- :ials are ex-osed, simple problems relative to it are ry)sed; answers and solutions are discusseca'terwanis with the entire group.
During the ps!riod of exploration, problems get more intense, tool use inci-eases asself-confielence is gained, and, beyond this, the student beg).ns to know what is availableto him, for future recall.
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As the period of experimentation is extended, any material of industry is legitimate.The important goal here is to develop a way of thinking and dealing with our environment.
The new classroom must be a much richer environment than just the rows of desks inthe more traditional classroom.

It is extremely important to note that whenever people are subjected to new experi-
ences, such as the tools and materials of technology, they automatically go through a feel-inc: of inadequacy, a feeling that everyone present knows more abot., ' --- area than theydc. lt is vital to rt_cognize and plan for this period.

One of the primary objectives for the professional staff is to prov iccessful ex-
perienr!es, experiencclz that will progress slowly, if need be, from the very simple to thevery complex. Each participant must walk away from this activity feeling as though he
accomplished something worthwhile, and have the confidence to try another on his own.The institute is established each year in an elementary school, and the classrooms
are modified, as was demonstrated in our classroom here at the convention, to simulatethe setting the idens will be tested in during each school year. For the purpose of theinstitute, such roonis are identified as elementary classrooms, adult classroom, library,movie preview room, materials preparation room, laboratory, small conference roomsand an office to act as the coordination center. It should be emphasized here that no in-dustrial arts shop is required or set up. The elementary teachers would not be prepared
to use it, and since they will De returning to schools without such facilities for their use,it would serve little purpose. Perhaps later in our development, as school districts beginhiring consultants in ted, 1 ogy, a need may be evident.

Another important inv,redient in the institute experience is the children. In orderfor the elementary classroom teacher to change, he must be aware of the alternatives.As you have seen in the film "Design for Learning", some of these alternatives aredemonstrated. Although the children are gaining much from their experience, the primary
reason for having them at the institute is to let the teacher observe how children operatein this setting. The classes are arranged in such a way that they represent all levels of
learning, K-6, and are divided into primary or intermediate classrooms. Each classroom,of which there are four, is directed by a master elementary teacher, and an elementary-industrial arts specialist. The desirable outcome is to tutvc each participating teacher.see the resultant activities develop through these twe specialists, with the elementaryteacher assuming the major leadership role. It is hoped that with the experlences of the
institute and the servic s of a consultant provided by the Project, the participating teach-ers will be able to cond ,ct similar activi'des upon returning to their classrooms.

During the four weeks that children are present, each teacher is asked to select one
child to observe, and to keep an anecdotal record of his activities, for at least one and one-half hours each day. The record is kept under standards established by child study spe-

!cialists, who help these observers develop good rccord-taking procedures, and becomes:clinical evidence of the learning activities of that child. During this data-collectingiperiod, extreme care is taken not to formulate any conclusions. This is done through
!group discussion, with the services of a child study specialist. The ultimate goal is to!help each teacher develop impartial observation techniques.

After four weeks, the participant prepares an abstract of the data he has accumulated,
h-selecting only one area of the established currculum,and draws out all evidence support-rg this aspect of learning. The conclusions fwerwhelmingly support the selected areaand make it quite evident that science, mathematics, etc., have taken piace without spe-1:cific times being set as and generalll cot a much higher level than expected.

This observation phase of the instA_Jil has many more values than just verificItionghat learning has taken place. To mention jP:s; one, it is an excellent opportunity for theprofessional teacher to look at a child in an objecdve way and to see him as he really is
acdve, investigating, constantly digging for facts, moving things around, puttint

things together, feeling, smelling and sometimes ! iing a ITery mischievous fellow.
The idea of technology becoming an integral part of the elementary school program

His not new, but the thought that technology can be a base frc,m which to develop all areasof learning that might take place in the school environtr ent is unique. It is no longerPossible to think in terms of adding technologyto the curriculum; a much broader concept
mus t. be developed.

'I he Technology for Children Project, through its institutes and follow-up activiucs,is otternpting to deN lop curriculum which allows children to explore the "world" and,
-noy: e specifically, to be significantly challenged in the classroom. Cla,,-.;sr( nns of the
-,ast haw: traLlitionally provided for chilaren all thai seen-ls to be against Weir natur.:1
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way of lealaing. The clissrooni ut today need not be organized in the usual subdividedarrangement we have generally accepted aF.; best, and the teacher should be ---ee to get atwhat needs to be done, that is, to enrich the environment so every child can interact witheverything that stimulates the learning process. A key point to establish is that tech-nology in the classroom provides a total learning environment that pulls on all areas ofthe established cti- riculum.
I have spent a great deal of time describing the learning process of the Institute ofTechnology for Children, and how change might take place, with practically no referenceto vocational education. Vocational training is inherent in everything that children do dur-ing construction, writing, describing, investigating, etc. Children, being the generaliststhey .re, would rather become involved Ira the world cr work than be told about it. Theletu:ning process I have described here allows children to have explacatory el.perienceswhich enable them to become part of the world of work.At the elenlentary school level, we operate farther away from the stereotyped imageof vocational edu:ation. There seems to be little need to concentrate all the effort onany single spec/tic vocation. All vocations are legitimate for study and there is littleaupportive evidence for singling out any one, in view of the fact that the average person islikely to change his life work at least three times before retirement.The Technology for Children Project is attempting to Ad- ry some of the generallearning that would carry through all future vocational endeavors. The vocational edu-cator can find further comfort in that this program will provide technological optionsto all children in the elementaryprogram, which have been left out, for more "academic"-type instruction.

The emphasis should be placed on exposing all children to as much as possible, inorder to give them the input they need to make intelligent choices fo ,. the future, and thisinput should be wide open.
The challenge I pose to everyone in this room and to education in general is to effectchange in the learning process, rather than trying to fight only for singular vested in-terests.

Mr. Stunard is Assistant Director of the Technology for Children Project, NJ State Department of Edu-cation, Trenton.

EFFECTING CHANGE THROUGH THE ELEMENTARY
CLASSROOM TEACHEI:: CLASSROOM PHASE

Joseph Dispense, Jr,
The Technology for Children Project is comprised of two distinct phases. One is theSummer Institute of Technology for Children, which we call the "Itn-iLute Phase". Thesecond phase, which follow the Institute, is called the "Classroom Phase".My portion of the forum presentatioa is to describe what happens in the ClassroordPhase.
One of the unique features of the Summer Institute Program is that it is designed toinitiate a technology for children program within the classrooms of a given number ofelementary classroom teaci,-rs. A commitment, in writing, is obtained from each class-room teacher attending the Institute, to the effect that he will, following the Institute, im-plement the prograr d. with his children throughout the school year.My position as Research Associate on the Project staff is to provide "on-call"assistance to these teachers in their classrooms as they attempt to implement the programIn order to provide the most effective assiutance for these teachers one must get toknow them individually and their ways or styles of operating with r:hildren. However, atthe outset of my ri3s1sting them, I am aware that the following conditions usually existw4th each teacher:

(1.) Through the experience of taking an anecdotal record of a child's re ponses tchis Summer Institute experience, the teacher has seen how learning can takeplace through manipulation of materials;(2) The teacher has had the experience of both observing children using t Os arcmaterials and GL manipulatint; the.11 himself;(a) The trslcher's classroom envir3nrncr, has been aliered to include a workbench,worksurface, tool panel and ts.ols;
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(4) The teacher has had no previous experience implementing thc Technology forChildren Program in the classroom environment.
Each classroom teacher generally returns to his own classroom on shaky ground. Hehas little confidence in his ability to ignore his formal teacher preparation and previousteaching experiences. We have asked this person to venture anew in what may to him bea strange approach to learniag. He feels pressured 1.-7 the other teachers to bring hischildr,..n up to so-called "grade level", even though this Project participant has writtenconsent of the school administrators to permit him to stray from the traditional curricu-lum patterns. The change in the classroom environment has made it more difficult forhim to keep his classroom organized, in that it is different from the ,-lassroom whichdoes not include manipulative activities. Because of his lack of experience he has prob-lems ordering materials and setting up a special account for supply expenditures Also,the classroom teacher has had limited experience using tools and han not had the oppor-tunity to teach chi l'7en 'hosk to use them. lTe usually feels greater confidence in repeat-ing the activities which have been demonstrated, or those he has done himself in theInstitute. He knows.. however, that the real rest of his confidence is to venture into some-thing new. Of course, not every teacher returning from one summer institute has an ofthese fears, but it would be unrealistic to assume they do not exist, at least in part.The Research Associate's stance with each teacher, as we see it, is unique in thathis goal is to work himselfout of a job. III other words, the Research Associate is attempt-ing to bring the classroom teacher to a position of being able to operate within his en-tironment with increasing confidence and independence. The Research Associate t.aluesand encourages the ,_:fforts of the classroom teachel... He is not critical of vithi,L. theclassroom teacher has previously done. The Research Associate attempts to ask questionsthat will lead the teacher to solve his own problems and thereby become less dependent onthi. consultant. The Research Associate in effect is applying "the design way of thinking"in his relationship with the classroom teacher. He helps him to define the problem andwhen necessary guides him to solutions.

If the Research Associate does try to take over a class, one of the probable resultsthat the teacher will pull back and will have reinforced doubt about his abilities,especially if he compares the technical expertise of the Research Associate with his own,and minimizes his expertise of knowing children arid how to work with them. It takestime to develop what is in effect a team relationship.
The kind of manipulative activities which children can do are countless. Whichactivity to develop depends a great deal on what the particular child (or children) con-siders important and in what direction the sensitized teacher feels her students shouldbe moving.
There are many ways by whicii ideas may originate. Among these are student-initiated; teacher-initiated; consultant-initiated. All sources of ideas are welcomed andcan be successful. The determining factor is "do the students feel that the problem isone that they have chosen to find the answer to." Ideally, the inspiration for activitiesshould come from the students, although obviously, not all of it can, We recognize, how-f:at children-initiated activities are among the best because the children havecreated the problem and are totally involved in finding the solution.We are convinced that the least effective way to initiate tool and material activitiesis for the classroom teacher to tell his class what they are to do. This makes the classeltogether dependent on the teacher, since they feel he knows al the answers to the prob-lems and they want to give him exactly what he warns. Statements such as, "Is this. right,Mr. Smith?" or "What do I do next, Mr. Smith?" are indicators that the activity is not.one that children have questioned or cr. -ted, and their involvement is superfic-'ll. Onthe other hand, statements such as "Do you think this will work, Mr. Smith?" or "Whichway would you do this, Mr. Smith?" are indicators, of a sort, that the children have askedthe question themselves or have taken possession of the problem and show signs of intenseinvolvement.

Activities which develop from a rich tool/material classroom environment inherentlypresent problems. Heving teachers and children become aware of the problems andbecome involved in solving them is the beginning of an ffective learning situation.
M. Dispensa is Research Associate in Technology with the New Jersey Department of Education, Ttenton.
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F-15.1 AIAA
Special Interest Session
NEW CONCEPTS IN THE EVALUATION OF STUDENT PROGRESS AS APPLIED TO TEACHER EDUCA.TION
Chm., Tad H. Herring; Rec., L. Kent Van Meter; Speakers, Ronald W. Stadt, Kenneth R. Ciay; Host, RPA,ndell Coger.

EVALUATION !N TEACHER EDUCATION
Ronald W. Mad

It is very difficult to do anything but describe a series of disjointed ideas when giveran assignment such as this one, but because disjointed presentadons are soon forgotten,I'd like to take a few minutes to couch what I have to say in a somewhat basic system oideas.
I am going to talk about evaluation of a univers department which has as its majoifunction the education of industrial arts - better cal. man, technology and enterprise -teachers and, as related functions, graduate study and re oarch. Before getting down tcspecifics, I'd like to submit two very fundamental princA, s which far too few businessexecutives - let alone university department chairmen - are willing to accept.(I) The first principle is a very simple one: There ara no results within the depart-ment; there are only costs. Results exist only on the outside - in the schools ;Lnd else-where where the deparunent's products teach, conduct research, ar.d adrn educationaprograms and where the dc; .artment's research and consulting services are utilizeC.In a few minutes I'll in-dicate what this first principle means for evaluation in teachereducation. Now I want to define the second principle.(".) It is simply that departmental activity is a social rather than a physical activitythe department is a unit of the social rather than the physical world. This obvious state-ment appears, at first blush, to be innocuous. But, in fact, it has great import. The prin-ciple implies that events in a university department follow the "normal disLAbution" o:social events rather than the "normal distribution" of events in nature. They do no-follow the Goussian bell curve. They follow a curve in which the great bulk of results -say 8070- is produced by a very small minority of phenomena generated by a small minor-ity of the staff.

An example from business will clarify this principle. A business that markets25,000 products will invariably get 80% of its total orders for no more than a thousand o:its prc ducts. A retail business with 10,000 outlets will get 80% of its bt_siners fronfour hundred of the outlets.
In a typical university department a very small percentage of the staff.- always tiltsame men produce three-quarters of all the acceptable, meaningful teaching, r.:search:,publications and service (at ten per cent of the ccr..,t). This fact has very clear, veilpointed and very significant implications lor evaluation in teacher education.I'd like to move then to a discussion of implications for evaluation, with emphasis orthe teacher education function of the university department.(A) From the fact that only costs result within a department, it follows that five, teTand twenty years down the road h.- much more cost-consciL.- than we now areLonger than most of us care to _ito the future, but sooner than we would guess, tiltunit of measurement is going Je bit of information communicated and retained perstudent hour per departmental cost. At some far distant time, we will not worry aboulretention but will be c acerned with the student's continual evaluation of concept3 in hisever-changing system of ideas regarding his vocation. We'll be m easuring these ver3complex phenomena one day.

Southern Illinois University can already make innuendo to the State Board of Highe3Education about producing hours of credit less expensively than several of the other in-stitutions in Illinois. Our central administration car. get computer output on costs pc,credit hour accumulated in each department and is only a few steps away from makirq.the evaluation on individual staff rrti.mbers. It is still possible for chairmen and deansto sell rank and pay in;reases, in part with qualitative bunkum, but each year, the require-ment for hard data becomes greater.
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People who make rank and pay decL;ions want to know the number and type of publi-
cations, the number of people who attended speeches given by the staff member, the num-
ber of quarter-hour credits accumulated, the number and type of committee assignments,
the number of graduate student committees, the number of recruitment trips and number
of potential students contacted, the number of you name it. Sooner than we think they
are going to have the information.

This movement in American higher education means that we must begin now to eval-
uate teacher education effort against the following kinds of cost-related criteria:

1) Does the department offer a minimum as opposed to a maximum number of
courses to assure optimum utilization of courses elsewhere on the campus, maximum
class size, ease of scheduling, ease of staffing, etc.?

2) Does the department offer courses as infreque,ttly as possible considering that
students must be afforded the opportunity to take necessary courses dur ci; the limited
time they are on the campus'?

3) Does the department conduct only significant research to assure minimum expense
and maximum short- and long-range knowledge additions in its field(s)?

4) Does the department utilize the technology of instruction to maxii--,,ize learning
and reduce costs?

5) Does the department conduct courses with a minimum rather than a mmdmum of
clasc -oorn and laboratory space, equipment, maintenance and udlity expense?

6) Does the department utilize para-professional personnel such as graduate assist-
ants, laboratory technicians and classroom aides, and non-academic personnel such as
administrative secremries, secretaries, stenographers and file clerks effectively to re-
duce costs while increasing learn:rig and services?

(B) A second ir -dication of the fact that only costs result within a department is that
the important results, i.e., what graduates do in the educational enterprise, must be eval-
uated before, immediately after and long after graduation. We have to be much more
sure of teaching and other abilities of professionals and para-professionals who leave
our departments in future. Whether it comes before graduadon, immediately after, or

. is done as an integral part of the next deg.cee, internshio in actual professional situations
has to become a continuing aspect of evaluation (and inst.: ction) in industrial arts teacher
education.

Results have to be measured all along the line on a unit, course and program basis
but the most important evaluation, i.e., evaluation of the completed product before. it goes
into more or less independent service, must be more realistic and more thorough than
it now is in what we call student teaching.

As before, the evaluation during internship will be twofold. On the one hand, the
near-professional will be held to high standards of subject matter competence and on the

't.other he will be evaluated according to standards of pedagogical prowess.

Subject matter competence
The intern of four, eight and eighteen years from now will be expected to understand

units within, and the totality of, the economic-productive scene in ways of which people tn
.i:the behavioral sciences (which study industry, trade, business, commerce and other pro-
tductive institutions) have only dreamed. Our majors (and consequently our staffs) are

going to be evaluated against criteria of understanding (not control) of major aspects of
productive society, i.e., important segments of the world of work; (1) according to size

,z.of organization, from the small, local firm which employs a limited number of workers to
t,.the large corporate enterprise which employs thousands of workers and operates at the
; international level; (2) according to degree of mechanization, from the organization which

produces custom goods or services to the organization which mass produces goods on
continuous, highly automated production lines and seldom redesigns products; (3) accord-
ing to type of institution, e.g., financial, governmental, religious, educational, recrea-
tional; (4) according to degree of vertical integration with reference to primary, secondary
and tertiary operations; (5) according to degree of horizontal integration with reference
to diversity of goods and/or services produced; (6) according to major materials, e.g.,
rubber, metais, plastics; (7) according to major processes, e.g.; mining, data processing,
communication, casting, repair; (8) according to major products, e.g., automobiles, appli-
ances, toys, missiles. These are only a few of the ways future professionals will be
expected to understand enterprise.

These and many other categorical systems, singly or in combination, are useful tools
of analysis for the sundry purposes one might have in analyzing productive society. The
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intern will have to display facility with categorical systems which have been establishedby specialists of many kinds. Some of the specialties which study productive societyare: sociology, psychology, political science, economics, psychiatry, anthropology, philos-ophy and theology. Each of these specialties has deVeloped several methods of classify-ing segments of productive society. Our products will have to display yet undefined com-binations of analysis systems from these and other specialties.Specific evaluation methods are difficult to describe at this juncture, Thus I am gladthat such is not my task. An example of how we might measure the kind of understandingI'm attempting to describe will serve to illustrate several kinds of techniques.On March 13, Rupert Evans and I wcre fortunate, after debating the inclusion of voca-tional education in the secondary school at the ASCD meetings in Atlantic City, to meetDavid Bushnell and share a limousine seat with him across New Jersey to the Phi lly air-port. During a stimulating discussion of industrial arts and other educational miscellanyDr. Bushnell made one statement which I shall never forget. He said-I have forgottenthe exact wording- that one ought to be able to understand industry the way one is able tounderstand Dulles International Airport when he approaches in a cab or limousine bus. Iremember this comment because enroute to Alberta from the ACIATE meetings in Wash-ington several years ago and since, when I have flown out of Dulles, I have had the samethought. Dulles International Airport is a very good example of the kind of understandingwe must demand of our products.
Our graduates should be able to understand the designer's thinking, which is evi-denced in the straight-line flow of baggage and passengers. They should understand thefunction of auxiliary facilities, of redcaps, clerks, custodians, reservations clerks, andall the other uniformed people who serve passengers and associates.At Dulles, the kind of understanding I am alluding to is easy to come by. There aremany production facilities which are nearly as easy or as easy to understand as Dullesbut I don't believe there are any more easy to understand. The Salerno-McGowen BiscuitCompany plant in Chicago is a good example of straight line production, from as manyas eight railway flour cars on one end to dozens of semi-trailer trucks on the other end.People have high level understanding of such a facility after even a cursory tour. Butthis is a rather simple and certainly a small plant compared to the National Biscuit planton the opposite side of the city which has dozens of ovens hundreds of feet long insteadof three.

The industrial arts - better man, technology and enterprise - intern must be evaluatedto assure that he understands more complex and less well-designed productive units andunderstands even Dulles and Salerno in many more ways the ways I alluded to a fewminutes ago- than does the casual observer.
Grossly described, the method of evaluation is going to have to be subjective with asmuch detail as possible. The intern will be taken to a large department store, a mailorder warehouse, an appliance factory, a corporate farm or agricultural test station, anunderwater research farm, a space station, a government agency, a church publishinghouse, and so on. He'll be expected to tape a narrative of what he sees, using analysistechniques from industrial social-psychology, management, economics, cultural anthro-pology, and - hopefully - yet-undreamed-of analysis techniques from industrial arts todemonstrate understanding of the subtle forces at work, which are hidden from casual ob-servation and are unknown to the typical airline traveler or housewife on a plant tour.Interns will have to display understanding of the planning, financing, organizing, staffing,training, controlling and testing functions in sundry segments of productive society, i.e.,in all manner of enterprise.

P edagogical _prowess
The intern's pedagogical prowess will have to undergo a more fundamental changeduring the final third of the century than win subject matter competence.During the early part of his career, he will throw out most of what he knows aboutproductive society and replace it with new subjectmatter content. This is as it has alwaysbeen and should be - but at ever increasing rates.
Pedagogical prowess will change in a different way. Whether you like it or not (and,frankly, I delight in it), we are moving toward the day when the front-line teacher is aclassroom-laboratory operator, when curriculum is determined by a combination offorces exerted by (1) federal agencies, (2) a few university-conducted projects, (3) a selectgroup of omnipotent publishing houses and (4) to a lesser degree than now, a limited num-ber of laboratory equipment manufacturers and distributors. We are farther from a
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national curri. alum than most curriculum areas, but we are getting on the band wagon to
assure a part in the orchestration.

Because we have only begun to move in this direction, we have to continue for a time
to evaluate interns against the rigo !oils and somewhat unrealistic pedagogical criteria
of the present. We have to expect the individual teacher to be able to discover knowledge
about segments of productive society with which we have not been concerned, organize
parts of that knowledge into manageable units of instruction, select appropriate method-
ology and set the educational enterprise into motion, and finally test his own results.

Twenty years from now the classroom-laboratory operator will not do his own cur-
riculum design, instructional planning, methods engineering and cuality control work.
Other segments of the profession are rapidly developing specialties in these and othar
areas, and the teacher is becoming like the front-line foreman in manufacturing and con-
struction in many ways. For a time, industrial arts will not ne as sophisticated as other
parts of the total profession; ultimately, it must be more sophisticated to assure an in-
creasing share of the education pie.

Therefore, we should continue the evaluation of the intern who has taped a narrative
resulting from visitations along these lines: he should be required to dig broadly and dip
deeply into the literature for and about the segment of the economy he has visited. He
may study frozen foods, metal stamping, heavy forging, wholesale drugs, or any of him-
dreds of other segments of the economy. Ultimately say in six months or a year of in-
ternship he should come up with five to ten hours of well-tested instruction, consisting
of films, readings, illustrated lectures the works and evidencing some of what is known
by exact and behavioral scientists about that segment of the economy. His work should
be checked by industrial arts teacher educators and related professionals all along the line
with methods which are already highly developed in the educational enterprise, business
and other prok.isions.

Many of tnis first crop of intern:, say about five years' worth wPl evidence career
patterns someeling like this: two years teaching in a junior high school, one year teach-
ing in a high saool, two years of para-professional work while earning an advanced de-
gree or interning for a second or third time and then work as a teacher educator, or a
curriculum specialist in a federal or state agency, or in a large school district, or as a
subject matter design and development analyst in a publishing company, or some such worl,
with a laboratory equipment manufacturer-distributor.

As our next few sets of graduates move, five and ten years from now, into these kinds
of specialties, evaluative techniques relative to the future classroom-laboratory operator
will change accordingly and we will need to develup many new evaluative procedures for
the new kinds of orofessionals (and para-professionals) who will be doing supervised
internships in goven:ment agencies and school systems and with publishers and equipment
manufactorers. The evaluative techniques will be new primarily in the sense that they will
be new applications of techniques eready used by others who prepare professionals. In
the main, evaluation will be conductedafter thefashion of our more performance-centeed
enterprises D.IPont, General Motors, Sears n Roebuck the leaders in any field you
care to mention.

The more salient features of the evaluation scheme will be a continuing management
audit. It will consist in part of quarterly or peroaps more frequently scheduled and c ire-
fully planned, heart-to-heart, man-to-man, supe rvisor-to-subordinaze, chats abouL ery-
thing that impinges upon the production of gords and/or services in Lim segment of the
educational enterprise for which the subordinate is responsible. His personality, his
abilities for planning, coordinatint, and controlling the work of his own subordinates, his
individual production in writing, research or whatever, these and many other th4.ngs will
be evaluated via the give-and-take of performance-centered discussion. Each quarterly
chat will be recorded and the recording, together with concloding comme:nts in the dis-
cussion, will result in a written plan for continuation and improvement over the next
period. This plan, together with additional, timely ideas from the superior and the sub-
ordinate, will form the basis for the next regularly scheduled chat.

The superior will use results of this procedure for comparing subordinates and
making decisions relative to transfers, rank and pay increases, part or full-time instruc-
tion, and ultimately the selection of his own t epiacement, assuming that, in turn, his
superior, and his superior's superior are making similar evaluations and everybody will
be moving up.

If we in teacher education move rapidly to establish programs for preparing good
classroom-laboratory operators, para-professionals and the higher-level professionale
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I have described, at the same time, we will be responsible for establishing criteria whichwe aud employers r Ike will use to evaluate specialized professional endeavor. No matterwhat the specific mt. action of our efforts may be in future, we must conduct follow-upstudies regularly to enable continual assessment of each of our major efforts. Question-naires, patterned interviews, career pattern analyses and other tested techniques will beused much more exten:3ively than now.
(C) A third implication for evaluation stems largely from the second principle, thatis, from the fact that 10% of the staff produce 80% of the results. Members of the depart-mental staff should bt made fully aware of this fact and should be evaluated in terms ofindividual contributions. Individual evaluation will consistof a combination of the numer-ical data I referred to when I discussed cost analysis and of the quarterly chats I de-scribed when dicussing evaluation of first-, second- and third-time interns.The individual staff member will be led to understand his role much more clearlythan he does now and will be helped to understand the ideal situation wherein each staffmember would produce equally, according to a very high standard. Although no depart-ment will ever realize a situation wherein everybody rows the boat with the same force,the evaluation process will help individuals who are not pulling their share of the loadto uniert tand that tkey must produce or be looked over when plum assignments, rankand pay increases and promotions become available. We have enough good schema formerit rating and are going to use it.

Conclusion
At the o tset of these remarks I made a case for two principles: (I, hat only costsare generated within a department and (II) that departmental activities are social, notphysical. These led me to observe (A) that evaluation should entail careful cost analyses,(13) that what really matters is what graduates do in the educational enterprise and thatthis should be evaluated much more carefully, subjectively and thoroughly over a longertime than it now is both in terms of subject matter competence and pedagogical prowessand (C) that staff evaluation should be akin to intern evaluation and should help non-achievers to contribute more effectively to results or else.A fourth new concept in evaluation in industrial arts teacher education has been orbit-ing in my head for some months and, having failed to fit it into the structure for thispresentation, I want to tack It ou here, It Is not unrelated to my previous remarks andmay he more important twenty years from now than the other three concepts I have in-troduced.

I'm talking about accreditation. Voluntary accreditation is very much a pai i of educa-tion from pre-school school to teacher education. In other professions, colleges, schoolsand departments are really not free to decide whether they want to be accredited or not.Even in para-professional areas, such as dental hygiene, programs must be accreditedby the professional association.
The whole of education and teacher education specifically will be moving toward com-pulsory accreditation. I hope that the subject matter departments of the NEA will takeincreasing responsibility for accreditation of school programs and that accreditation ofindustrial arts teacher education programs will become a function of duly selected teamsof ACIATE members. A profession must police itself and the more developed professionsdo it via professional associates, not via separate bodies. We need a unified approach toaccreditation and can only get it through ACIATE.
Much of what I haven't mentioned in my remarks about evaluadrm will be evaluatedby accreditation teams hopefully teams from the ACIATE. Some of these are: (1) Sizeof staff departments with fewer than eight or perhaps ten full-time men or the equivalentwill not be accredited. (2) Quality of staff staffs with only one or two men with the doc-torate won't make the grade. (3) Staff load ten contact hours per week will rapidly be-come the norm. (4) Budget here the team will look at other departments on the campusand flunk the department that doesn't have staff,equipment, travel and other budgets com-parable to medicine, engineering, etc. on the basis of standards such as quarter creditsaccumulated. (5) Equipment here the team will not look at amount, size and variety ofequipment so much as at representativeness, flexibility, safety, pedagogical appropriate-ness and the like. Departments which try to duplicate job shops will be chastized, becauseequipment has to be more like undergraduate physics, chemistry, and engineering equip-ment and r it at all like production equipment. A new circle saw or even a uniplane won'timpress the team as much as small-scale gear which demonstrates processes we haven'tdealt with before now. (6) Pedagogy perhaps the most significant contribution of accredit-
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ir teams - is going to be in this area. Audience response units in large auditoria, micro
teaching, other micro work, the kind of internships I described above, team teaching,
video tape and closed circuit TV and many other features of viable, modern, meaningful
verbal learning situations will be evaluated. A replacement overhead projee7, r won't be
nearly as impressive as eight millimeter loops appropriately used in micro professional
work or as resource people from area enterprises. (7) Content - evaluation teams will
make careful analyses of the program, courses and units to assure that majors are getting
contemporary (and historical stuff) and not outdated stuff. Much of what we teach was
never important in the trades which out forebears looked at with a copy of an analysis
text in their hip pockets. Accreditation teams will include people from the exact sciences
and the behavioral sciences which study enterprise to assure that our programs are
attuned to contemporary productive society. (8) Finally, evaluation teams will assess
interdepartmental, campus, industry and community relationships. We have done little
with this and have overemphasized the physical aspects of our programs. In future we
will be much more concerned with evaluating our content, our pedagogy and our impact
on the campus and beyond.

Dr. Stadt is Chairman for Industrial Education, Southern Illinois University, Carbondale.

CONTEMPORARY CONCEPTS IN
EVALUATNG TEACHER EDUCATION

Kenneth R. Clay

Whenever we speak of evaluation, the first question that co les to mind is, "Evalua-
tion of what?" This causes us to focus on educational objectiv( Regardless of whether
they are departmental objectives, program objectives or co objectives, these ob-
jectives provide us with guidelines for evaluation,

iWe could probably a II agree that the basic objective ( t of our programs of
teacher education is to produce a successful teacher. Howe, I's kind of goal or ob-
jeczive is far :-.00 general to provide real meaning or diret for the development of
evaluation techniques. Furthermore, as we all know, it is a 1 ly complex process and,
as Dr. Stadt has indicated, must be evaluated before, imme tly after, and long after
graduaticv. While I would strongly advocate the need for ex, iive longitudinal studies,
in order to evaluate the quality of our product, I would questi( the immediate usefulness
of such studies, since the time delay in obtaining the results is alter lengthy. Therefore,
I will try to focus my remarks on kinds of techniques that perhaps will give us a lit-Ile
more immediate feedback on the success of our program and the evaluation of students
as they proceed through our curricula.

Dr. Stadt has suggested two major areas of competency for industrial arts teachers:
the subject matter competency and pedagogical competency. I think most of us wouli agree
that these are two major areas in which our students must develop competency. How-
ever, unlesa we are more specific, it is still relatively difficult to develop evaluation tPch-
niques to provide us with objective information regarding the attainment of these corn-

; petencies. What I am suggesting here is that we must analyze and break down our edu-
' cational objectives into specific behavioral statements of the outcomes we desire. Some
." of the most significant research clone in this area are the several taxonomies of educational

objectives which have been developed by Krathwohl, Bloom and others. Their work has
been based on a three-fold division of educational objectives:
"1. Cognitive; Objectives which emphasize remembering or reproducingsomething which

has presumably been learned, as well as objectives which involve the solving of some
intellectual task for which the individual has to determine the essential problem and
then reorder given material or combine it with ideas, methods or procedures pre-
viously learned. Cognitive objectives vary from simple recall of material lea:rned
t,) highly original and creative ways of combining and synthesizing new ideas and
materials... .

"2. Affective: Objectives which emphasize a feeling tone, an emotion, or a degree of
acceptance or rejection. Affective objectives vary from simple attention to selected
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phenomena to complex but internally consistent qualities of character and con-science....
"3. Psychomotor: Objectives which emphasize some muscular or motor skill, somemanipulation of material and objects, or some act which requires a neuromuscular

coordinat ion."
They have found that objectives as stated by teachers, as well as those found in theliterature, can be placed rather easily in one of these major domains or classifications.To date, as far as I know, they have developed taxonomies for both the cognitive and affec-tive domains. It is my understanding that they plan to complete the psychomotor domain

in the near feture. It would appear that much of our current evaluation of student progressin industrial arts teacher education has focused on the cognitive domain, which largelycenters on the acqu:'ition of knowledge. Some of our performance tests, I'm sure, haveassisted in evaluating certain psychomotor objectives whiji emphasize some muscular ormotor skill. However, we have largely ignored the affective domain. These objectivesare many times expressed as interests, attitudes, apprechtions, values and emotionalsets or biases. While all three of these areas are important in the evaluation of student
progress, it would appear that when we focus on those traits or characteristics that pro-duce a successful teacher, the affective domain area has particular significance.

As a taxonomy implies a classification system, not only have Bloom and Krathwohldeveloped three major domains of educational objectives, but they have further developedextensive classification systems within each of the domains that chey have currently pub-lished. For instance, in the affective domain, objectives can be classified as:(1) Receiving or awareness
(2) Responding
(3) Valuing
(4) Organization
(5) Characterization by a value or value complex.
If you have not had the opportunity to examine these publications, 1 would certainlyrecommend them highly if we are seriously interested in developing objective measuresof the attainment of some of our objectives and goals which we hold.With this as background information, I would like to spend the remaining portion of

my time discussing some practical and, hopefully, useful techniques that may be of assist-ance as we evaluate our students' proo,ress.
One of the most important challenges facing industrial arts teacher education in thefuture will be our ablliti to recognize varying backgrounds and experiences of individualstudents so that we may design modular programs based on an accurate assessmeln of

skills and knowledge already acquired. No longer can we afford the luxury of developinga common curriculum for all students.
In order to develop such modular programs, it willbenecessary to develop muchmore accurate techniques of evaluation. One of the areas in which students are most like.'to have acquired previous background might be certain psychomotor skill development anuits concomitant related knowledge. If we are going to assess this type of background ac-curately, it would appear that we must first identify various levels of desired competency.While generally we might say that minimum competencies would be sufficient, in thiscase we should have a fairly clear idea of other levels, so that we can design effectiveprograms for students with a more varied previous background and experience.Perhaps our best technique for assessing psychomotor skills and related knowledgesis well-designed performance tt sta. Care must be exercised when designing performancetests to insure that they will produce a representative assessment of the various levelsot competence which we are attempting to evaluate. Furthermore, they must be compre-hensive enough to include broad knowledges and understandings that are related to variouspsychomotor skills.
In addition to the type of evaluation that I just suggested, there are several otherareas to which we should direct increased attention throughout our teacher education pro-grams. One of these is an assessment of the ability to think. Too often our quizzes,examinations and other evaluation techniques have focused on simple -4.-ecall and acquisi-tion of facts and knowledges. Instead, we must develop questions and evaluative tech-niques that cause the student to apply facts and knowledge to achieve correct answersor solutions to the questions raised. Even our objective multiple-choice questions can bedesigned so the correct responses require the application of knowledge to a particularsituation.
Another important area where we must increaseour attention on assessment is those
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factors related to the development of critical thinking and problem-solving abilities. In
the future, I feel that this will probably be one of the most critical areas of assessment.
In fact, I think we e.i.re seeing even today the tremendous importance that these factors
nave on successful teaching.

Perhaps one of the best ways of assessing these abilities is to develop structured
problems that can be solved by students. The structure and specification of the problem
must vary according to the level of the student, time available and the desired outcome.

Another technique that we tend to shy away from is observation of students while
they're performing classroom activities in both formal and informal situations. Oppor-
tunities are presented daily where students can be observed applying knowledge to prob-
lem situations, analyzing a particular problem and developing appropriate solutions.

In addition to assessment of subject 1.-latter competency, another major area in our
field which always gives us great concern is determining growth in ability to teach, or
as Dr. Stadt indicated, pedagogical prowess. It would also appear that in this area the
affective domains which I have discussed earlier would have major implications on this
type of competency. I'm sure that we recognize that a true assessment of this ability, or
growth in attaining this ability, must be delayed until some point in time after graduation.
However, we are constantly looking for ways of obtaining consvant feedback throughout
college teacher education programs.

A few of the major practices used in promoting growth ir this area have been:
(I) Providing early observacion of public school classes and teaching situations in

an undergraduate program.
(2) Consideration of some aspects of teaching integrated into subject matter, corw-nt

courses.
(3) Opportunity to have teaching experience within various college classes.
One promising technique of assessing the growth and development and effectiveness

of such practices, while providing for continued development, I believe, is a kind of ex-
perience with which we are experimenting at Glassboro. We label this experience "a
practicum in industial arts teacher education." We are providing this experience during
the second semester of the junior year. At this rime our majors are enrolled in what
effectively is labeled as a single course carrying 13 semester hours of credit for a full
semester. You might think of it as a professional semester. This gives us tremendous
advantages, since we have complete control of the student's time for one full semester.
'Ne are not concerned with other course schedules and having to work around them.

During this semester, we provide what we call"an integrated professional laboratory
field experience." Our practicum has been structured to provide three types of learning
experiences:

(1) Field experiences in the public school industrial arts programs at three levels
including elementary, junior high school and senior high school.

(2) Observation and participation in several industrial or manufacturing industries.
(3) Study of content selection and implementation of industrial arts programs car-

ried out through seminar sessions held on campus throughout the semester.
These seminar sessions provide us with the opportunity to integrate and build upon

the field experiences that our students have with industrial situations and their public
school experiences. Furthermore, we are able to develop and plan types of learning ex-
periences which we can tryout in the public schools, and the students can then, in the field
experiences, experiment with some of these techniques and report the results immediately
to a later seminar session.

This whole arrangement provides us with some ideal flexible scheduling arrangements.
For instance, we can decide to have our students off-campus in field experiences on a
concentrated basis for full days or even full weeks and then bring them onto the campus
for concentrated seminar sessions, maybe lasting P week or so. Another arrangement is
the possibility of intermittently having students participating in field experiences and
back on campus for a day or two each week. The specific structure and schedule of the
practicum experience are largely determined by the kinds of activities we're getting into
and the demands or needs for time at a particular point in the experience. This experi-
ence provides us with an excellent situation in which we can make some rather specific
assessments of the development our students have made of teaching competence. Further-
more, here is an opportunity for the student to answer the question in his own mind as to
whether he has developed the necessary competencies to carry out his role as a teacher.

In summary then,lhave indicated that we should:
(1) Examine our specific goals and objectives very closely, both program and in-
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dividual course objectives, for direction in developing specific techniques andmeasures of evaluation.
(2) Utilize the work of Krathwohl, Bloom and others who have worked on developingtaxonomies of educational objectives.(3) Accurately assess previous background and experience and develop modular in-structional prograins.
(4) Exercise care in developing tests and other measures of evaluation in order toemphasize application of facts and knowledges which place a premium on criticalthinking and problem-solving competencies,(5) Place increased faith on our ability to make accurate assessments through ob-servation techniques.
(6) And finally, one way of determining growth of our students in the acquisition ofcompetencies related to successful teaching might be through an integrated pro-fessional laboratory experience such as I have described as our practicum ex-perience.

Dr. Clay is Chairman of the Industrial Arts Departmen "....lossbaro State College, New Jersey.

F-15.2 AIAA
Special Interest Session
NEW CONCEPTS IN THE EVALUATION OF STUDENT PROGRESS APPLIED TO THE SUPERVISION OFINDUSTRIAL ARTS
Chm., Ralph Steeb; Rec., Estell H. Curry; Speakers, Bryce D. March, 011ie Jensen; Reactors, MarshallHurst, John Parr; Host, Eldon Brandt.

NATIONAL TESTING: AN
OPPORTUNITY FOR INDUSTRIAL ARTS

Bryce 0. March
National assessment received attention in the September,1965, issue of the Phi DeltaKappan regarding the Exploratory Committee on the AssessMent of the Progress of Edu-cation. Another treatment came in April, 1967, in an editorial entitled "Who Should Dothe Assessing?" It would include paper and pencil tests, interviews and observations. Itwas stated:
Since we place no limit on the authority of the classroom teacher, no matter howinexperienced, to assess, evaluate, grade and brand individuals, often withdamaging comparisons, why is there such violent objection to an assessment pre-pared by experts?... We are collectively crazy if we continue to pour billionsinto education and do not attempt to measure the results.An article in that same issue, "Assessing the Progress of Education", reported on thecontractor, objectives, sub-objectives, description of sample activities or exercises andreviews. Objectives to be covered under "Vocational Education" include:(1) Developing effective work habits.(2) Deal with objects, problems, comments and symbols.(3) Deal with people.

(4) Make a realistic career choice.
(5) AwaTeness of the consequence of career choice.(6) Prepare for a career.
(7) Effectively locate and select an occupation.(8) Plan for contingencies.
(9) Nave knowledge concerning changing occupations,(10) Possess knowledge and skill in a specific occupational field in the non-profes-sional world of work.

Materials are to be reviewed by the American Vocational Association.
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Other subject areas may have been and may ncw be upgraded by standardized testing.
Are the nationally ncrmed tests needed? Certainly they can provide the parameters which
have significance. Appraisal of some type is an obvious necessity in most activities.

Stability has been claimed by several authorities as a possible result of more re-
corded testing. The guidance values include information which may contribute o assess-
ing abilities and vocational interests. Recognition for a field of activity has usually fol-
lowed interpretation of test results.

The improvement of instruction as a supervisory function is facilitated with normative
data to contribute toward decision-making. Some typr, of national testing can precede or
follow any nationally-accepted curriculum minimums.

Some of the respected men in our field say that national testing will not contribute CO
strengthen industrial arts. They ssy our strength is in ovr diversity and testing wiil not
contribute to diversity.

Attempts have been made to make certain single tests applicable to the entire field
of industrial arts. A copyrighted, unpublished set is entitled "Informational Achievement
in Industrial Arts". It does have sub-parts.

One of our chief problems seems to be tne concern with broad concepts and basic
understandings and the body of subject matter for which the test is devised. "Standard-
ized tests may seriously affect experimentation, exploration and versatility," according
to another of today's spokesmen.

Tnere is a "terdency to fix the curriculum because teachers teach what they test".
Is this all good or all bad? Inasmuch as we have not "fixed" our curriculum any bettei
than we have to date, DOW about backing into it?

We must follow objectives and the sub-objectives with the activities, experiments
and concepts, which will reed to be brought into sharp focus with frequent revisions. In
fact, national assessment may force refinement and acceptance of the nationwide stated
objectives.

We'll have difficulty measuring creativity. But observations have already been pro-
posed in the first national testing effort. Perhaps these observations will help.

A problem on the Graduate Record Exam is no sub-part in industrial arts or voca-
tional educ:tion. And there are other limitations. We are reminded that it is difficult to
test safety attitudes, leadership and work attitudes. Clever testing can bring us greater
returns here than we might have thought at first.

Some schools lack the necessary equipment. This may be the lever to get it. We can
document over and over again how more generally accepted objectives can lead to broader
acceptance of curriculum. We could have certain types of minimums for curriculum and
therefore for equipment. Many state departments and other sources have listed suggested
equipment for years. These lists may take on new meaning and significance. We can read-
ily see how this could help many industrial arts instructors to assist the school officials
to represent to boards of education who in tnrn have quantification and qualification of
rièeti to-place before the public.

Assessment will favor schools with fully trained teachers the others will feel more
obliged to complete further training. Master's degrees should become more prevalent
with this boost.

Federal programs suggest or require sufficient comparative measures for evaluation.
This done under Title I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act.

The number of tests in other subjects with several apparently national norms totaled
over 200 by a count in The Sixth Mental Measurements Yearbook by Buros, 1965. English,
math and science have by far the greatest numbers.

Buros lists thirteen tests in industrial arts. Among them are:
IA Education-National Testing Exam (1947-62), Educational Testing Service
General Shop Work - Manchester, Semester-end Achievement Tests
Mechanical Drawing Test, State High School Tests for Indiana
Middleton Industrial Arts Test
IA Every-Pupil School Test-Bureau of Educational Measurements, Kansas State

Teacher's College, Emporia
IA Teacher Education Exam Program - Educational Testing Service, Princeton,

New Jersey
No research germane to our topic was recognized in the Review and Synthesis of Re-

search in Industrial Arts, the Center for Research and Leadership Development in Voca-
tional and Technical Education, the Ohio State University, Columbus. The publication
lists in the bibliography:
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March, Bryce D., Assessment of Informational Achievement in Industrial Arts
(Copyrighted) Doctor's Thesis. Carbondale: Southern Illinois] University, 1961

The abstract for this research indicates under "Purpose":
TM purpose was to assess informational and problem-solving achievement in
industrial arts mechanical drawing (including sketching, planning and designing),
electricity, metalwork, and woodwork as listed by instructors and state courses
of study. This achievement is commonly expressed by the phrase, "Things the
Student'Should Know". In order to measure this, a k uff ic ie at ly valid and reliable
instrument was developed and its effectiveness for comparative purposes de-
termined.

Dr. March is Head of Industrial-Technical Eckmation, S.E. Missouri State, Cape Girardeau, M;ssouri.

THE DEVELOPMENT AND
EVALUATION OF ACHIEVEMENT TESTS

011ie Jensen

Acco:ding to the program notes, 1 am, under the general banner of "New Concepts
in Evaluation", to talk specifically about the purpose, content and techniques of "National
Standardized Testing". Exercising my rights, both as an amateur public speaker and as
a professional test technician, I am hereby pulling down the "new concepts" banner and
hoisting a less general, more mundane one. The flag now flying over this ponion_of your
conference program is "well known but too infrequently exploited concepts in evaluation."

Having engineered a strategic withdrawal from the frontiers, I shall proceed tc
expand the field of specific activities to be encompassed. I shall talk about achievement
testing -national and local, standardized and unstandardized, objective and subjective,

There is a series of national, standardized achievement tests for use in industri..1
arts classes being developed under the joint sponsorship of the American Industrial Arts
Association and the Industrial Arts Division of the American Vocational Association.
This project had its origin in July 1964 when representatives of AIAA and AVA met with
test specialists from Educational Testing Service to explore the feasibility and wisdom oi
attempting to develop such standardized measures.

A progress report on the status of the tests being developed has just been written by
Dr. Ben Shimberg, Director of Vocational-Technical Education Projects at ETS and will
appear in the May issue of Industrial Arts and Vocational Education. In this report Dr.
Shimberg discusses the development of the tests wider such headings as "Swdy of Need,"
"Organizing Test Committees," "Planning the Tests," "Writing Test Questic"
"Editing and Review," "Pretesting ar.d.' Norrning the Tests." Because of the ready avail-abilit if this report I shall confine my remarks on the project to an enumeration of the
kinds -)f tests being developed and the main steps in the developmental timetable:

(1) The initial set of tesw will be for use at the junior high school level.
(2) There will be separaze tests for (a) general industrial arts, (b) industrial arts

metals, (c) industrial arte woods, (d) industrial arts electricity/electronics,
(e) industri41 arts drawing.

(3) Two comparable forms of each test will be made available. There are 50 multi-
ple-choice items in each test; each test has a 35-minute time limit.

(4) Four preliminary forms of ePch test are being pretested at the end of thth month.
(5) This fall the two final forms of each test will be compiled on the basis of pretest

results.
(6) The final forms will be administered in schools across the nation for norming

purposes next spring.
(7) Hopefully, the tests will be on the market late in 1969 or early in 1970.
The foregoing enumeration of topic headings in Dr. Shimberg's progress report and

of steps in the developmental timetable points up several differences between national
standardized tests and teacher-made classroom tests. These differences can be sum-
marized as follows: The standardized test, because of all the analytic and norrning steps
and the multiplicity of viewpoints incorporated into Its development, can provide more
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and mole reliable categorical information than the typical classroom test. On the other
hand, some or all of the information categories utilized by the standard test may not be
related to a particular classroom situation. Also, because of the long developmental lead
time for the standardized test, it is conceivable that some categories of information built
into the standardized test could be obsolete before or soon after test publication.

In other words, the standardized test, similar to the classroom test, must be evalu-
ated in terms of local, situationally appropriate, objectives. How does one go about
evaluating standardized objective tests such as those in the forthcoming industrial arts
series? I shall attempt to answer this question by askirg and then answering a few more
basic questions: What is an objective test? What is a test? For what purposes are tests
used?

The purpose underlying the use of any test is the generation of a basis for making
sound valus judgments - about individuals, about groups, about .3rocedures or methods,
about programs, about institutions. A test does not make value judgments; it is merely
an instrume it for eliciting and measuring a selected sample of behaviors under standard
conditions. A test score is a succinct description of the status of an individual on one
or more behavioral dimensions. The degree to which a particular test measures be-
haviors and aspects of behavior related to your immediate classroom objectives mu,A be
determined by you, regardless of whether the test is standardized or homespun, subjective
at- objective.

The word "objective" refers to a single aspect of testing, namely to the scoring.
Except for the intrusion of clerical errors, all scorers of objective tests will arrive at
the same set of scores. The planning, construction and administration of objective tests
is as subjective a process as the planning, construction and administration of any other
test. Computer programmers have a saying that fits this situation well, "Garbage in,
garbage out." Translation - test score output can be no better than the test planning, con-
struction and administration input. -

In each instance in which testing is contemplated, you must answer in detail the fol-
lowing questions;

(1) What is your purpose in testing? (a) Is it to diagnose individual strengths and
weaknesses? If so, you will need intensive coverage of each content-ability facet
selected for measurement. (b) Is your purpose the rank ordering of individuals in
terms of overall performance on several kinds of tasks? If so, in light of the usual
restrictions on available testing time, representative coverage of content-ability
facets is generally more practical than is intensive coverage of each facet. (c) Is
your purpose merely to compare groups of students in terms of average perform-
ances and variability of average performance? If so, test coverage must be repre-
sentative of the selected domain, but it canbe less intensive than in either of the fore-
going instances.
(2) Which facets and elements of subject-matter do you want in the test sample? Are
there facets or elements you want specifically to exclude?
(3) At what a'Jility levelg do you want to test? Are you interested in the retention of
facts as such? Are you interested in relative acHevement of a level of understanding
which permits an individual to interrelate, compare and contrast selected factual
material? Are you interested in differences in ability to apply factual knowledge and
understandings of relationships to specifically defined situations?
(4) In ti.:rms of achieving representative coverage at desired levels of intensity, what
weight should be given to each content-ability category within the test domain?
In the course of spelling out the answers to the preceding questions, you will be de-

veloping a set of test specifications. These specifications, defined in light of your immedi-
ate objectives, provide the basis for evaluating the appropriateness of a standardized test
:or the basis for constructing your owntest. Without a set of test specifications you are in
'the same position as the building inspector or the construction contractor who attempts to
,do his job w!thout a set of blueprints - your basis for evaluating a standardized test or
zonstructing your own is mere intuition.

The building construction analogy reveals a mnjor problem confronting teachers,
curriculum supervisors and school administrators. In addition to all other duties, the
teacher, supervisor or administrator is expected to be a test architect, a test construe-
, tor and a test inspector. "The formal preparation for this multiple role offered by the
, typical academic institution is one miserable survey-type course in tests and measure-
ments.

1 should sit down now. Your plight is so sorry, your needs so great. What consoln-
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tion can I provide in the few minutes remaining? I should quit, but I won't. First, I shal:point up the difficulties of developing useful sets of test specifications. Second, I shalldescribe in detail the item construction faults commonly found in teacher-made tests.Two main difficulties arc encountered in the development of adequate test specitica-lions. Difficulty number one is that it involves work - painstaking, time-consuming work.Difficulty number two is that few procedural guides are available, and these few appear tcbe confusingly d,vergent. The apparent confusion stems from the fact that the existingguides are produ ts of persons from differing disciplines; they were prepared for widelydifferent test situations; and the few attempts at cross-referencing, either by disciplincor situation, have been abortive.
There is nothing mysterious about writing test opecifications. Specification writingis not unique to testing. It is basic to engineering, purchasing, construction and manufac-turing operations. It :s, in fact, a necessary part of any complex enterprise in which iiis important to minimize the opportunity for error or the consequence of error.Most teachers either forego the luxury of written test- specifications or write verygeneral ones. Eitner course can teed to disaster. Either can result in gaps in coverage,improper weighting of objectives, inclusion of overlapping or duplicate questions, anduse of questions which give pway or point up the answers to other questions.After perusal of a set of blueprints, a contractor should know in detail the size of ancthe quality of construction ineach room of a house, and he should be able to build the housEwith minimal errors of omission or commission. Similarly, anyone with journeyman-level test construction and subject-matter knowledge, afterdevelepment or perusa:of a set of test specif. ations, should know in detail the scope, character and quality olthe test in question and should be able to build or evaluate a finished product with minimalerrors of omission or commission.

The following set of test specifications, regrettably, isnot a "straw-man" set up foxthe spec;" )f being knocked down. I quote:rn aosed of 75 multiple-choice questions and contains 10 questionsplanning, 10 questions on safety, 15 questions on tools and ma-ma on materials, 15 questions r -rocesses and 10 questions onand consumer intormation.
114.11. ,-c/J be said with specificity about the product resulting from application of theabove set of specifications? One canpresume,from the breadth of topics covered and themeaning of topic titles , that the test probably is to be the written portion of a final examina-tion for some kind of course in industrial arts or vocational-technical education. But irwhich field? Woods? Metals? Carpentry? Welding? Auto Mechanics? Air Conditioningand Refrigerat!on? At what level? Junior high? High school? Junior college? Beginningcourse or advanced course? Within any one of the content categories listed, what levelsof ability are to be tesved? Is the arswer to each question to be obtained from an automatic regurgitation of imbibed facts? Or are the correct answers to be found only througt.systematic selection, interpretation and a plication of facts?To pin-point the answers to these anti related questions, the content categories mustbe refined and ability categories must be set up.

It is unfair to evaluate the specifications fora final examination out of context. Gen-erally, specifications for a final examination represent implicit or exp:cit selectionsfrom and modifications and generalizations of previously developed specifications forthe more intensive but less extensive unit and lesson tests.The lesson test (or the teaching aid or study motivating or programmed-learningunit-test) is the bottom rung of the testing ladder. This is the test which redundantlycovers every point to be l?arned inone sitting or a single lesson. Here, breadth of cover-age is limited; often only a single aspect of a single topic is covered. On the other hand,each element and relationship in that aspect is tested, often repeatedly. For '2.9cample, itthe programmed learning approach, there is immediate diagnosis and feedback after eachquestion. If the student answers the question correctly, the diagnosis "you know enoughto proceed" is fed back. if the student answers the question incorrectly, the feedback is,"Review X and Y before attempting to answer this question a second time."Specification writing for the lesson test is semi-automatic. The specifications for thelesson test are literally the lesson. The real test planning took place when it was decidec:what the lesson would include and how it was to be presented. Here too, item writing isalmost automatic. Eachpoint in the lesson is to be tested. The detail in the learning situa-tion presentation spells out the elements and relationships to be used and the method oflesson presentation suggests the ability level to be tapped in any given question.
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Development of adequate specifications for a mid-term or final examination can mosteasily be accomplished through explicit successive, representative sampling of specifica-ticns for lesson and unit tests and through making the consolidations and extrapolationsof these specifications needed to cover the generalizations from early specific learningsthat course objectives dictate should be inculcated and tested.
In summary, development and application of adequate test specifications representthe only known systematic approach to test construction and evaluation. The specifications

for the several kinds of tests used ina course should be conceived and developed as inte-grated parts of an overall program. Proper execution of a test specigication development
program, like the execution of any systematic problem-solving program, involves work -painstaking, time-consuming work. The choice is clear: It is high-grade in, high-grade'Jut or garbage in, garbage out.

In the course of the eighteen-plus years that I have been a test technician, I have
reviewed over a thousand objective tests prepared byteachers for one purpose or another.Two contrasting item faults characterize these tests. These construction errors are notreadily recognized by the teacher making them because it is seldom that either alone ispresent and the combination generally affects a rank ordering of students by test score
that reinforces commonly-held stereotypes concerning students and written tests.

First, teacher-made items tend to contain clues which allow the verbally bright andtest-wise to answer them correctly without knowledge of the subject-matter involved.
Second, teacher-made items tend to contain ambiguities which confuse the more suoject-
matter knowledgeable students by making one or more of the intended wrong answers asplausible as the key answer. The net effect of this combination is spuriously to raise thetest scores of bright, test-wise students and spuriously to lower the test scores of theknowledgeable but non-verbal and non-test-wise students. The resulting distribution of
rest scores, however, contains no surprises. At the top are those bright individuals whoget good grades in most of their classes. At the bottom are those who get poor grades
because they never try and those whoget poor grades beci-use they never learn regardlessof how hard they try. Mixed in the middle are (1) the app.-rently mediocre, (2) those irk-
some people who are always raising pertinent questions in class and who always seem togo out of their way to miss test kerns and then attempt to justify their mistakes by argu-ing th, ilausibility of the answers they picked, and (3) the poor souls - the individuals re-peatedly characterized as having a high level of knowledge in their hands but no knowledgethat will show on a paper and pencil test.

la the typical 50-item, teacher-made, multipie-choice test, the verbally bright studentcan pick out the intended correct answers to a half dozen or more questions through
exercising his above-average vocabulary and applying a little general reasoning. l'hetest-wise individual can, also, receive a gift of a half-dozen or so correct answers through
utilizing his knowledge of teacher likes and dislikes in interpreting the differences in :calor
and tone apparent inthe item choices. On the other hand, the more-knowledgeable student.who is neither test-wise nor highly verbal, can pass by the key answers for a half-dozen1,:to a dozen questions because the non-subject-matter clues are meaningless to him andoecause loose statements of problems and choices allow not only reasonable but often
astute interpretations and applications to be made that the item writer either intendedtO exclude or did not even consider.

There are no new evaluation concepts, no new techniques for generating instant test
constructors or test evaluators. There still is no substitute for systematic, timely thoughtcoupled with hard, careful work.

In thirty minutes, ..-ne can only point up needs. Administration of the indicated re-
education and training cannot bc!completed in a few minutes or a few hours. For example,

= when I was in the business of training civil service examiners, the timetable for training
was about as follows:

From the time I snatched the prospect from the collegiate womb and slapped him
across the backsides with a practicum in the realities of the world of work andstuffed a nursing bottle full of formal courses in test and item construction inhis mouth - to the time he was housebroken toan extent that the value of his con-
tributions matched the costs of cleaning up the messes he made -six to ninemonths had elapsed. Those surviving the perils of infancy generally needed an
additional eighteen months to two years of on-the- job training before they achievedthe breadth and depth of skill characteristic of the beginning journeyman.
The overall moral of my sad tale isthat the purpose and content of, and the techniques

used in constructing, norming und validating a national standardized test should be stated
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by the publisher In the test manual. And the evaluation of stated purposes, content anc
techniques is best achieved by viewing all through an eye jaundiced from detailed knowl-
edge - detailed knowledge of the technical do's and don'ts and of your own particular set a
institutional needs.

Mr. Jensen is Chairman of the Deoartrnent of Vocational-Technical Tests, Educational Testing Service,
Princeton, New Jersey.

F-15,3 AIAA
Special Interest Session
NEW CONCEPTS IN THE EVALUATION OF STUDENT PROGRESS IN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL INDUS-
TRIAL ARTS
Chm., Paul Kuwik; Roc., Arthur J. Rosser; Speakers, D. D. Nothdurft, Walter J. Hall, Melvin Klemme,
Bert Greene; Host, Stanley Turner.

SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT OF CHILDREN
Warer J. Hall

Today, we are faced with a fundamental and difficult problem: accelturation, a prob.
lem which challenges skills of much more sophisticated minds than mine. Few here
would disagree with Eli Ginzberg's statement of what we expect education to do. He
writes:

We expect it to narrow the gap between the individual and eociety. We expect it
to shorten the distance between individual capacity and collective needs. We
expect it to be helpful in creating conocructive attitudes - both on an individual
and group basis. We expect it to impart basic and essential general knowledge
for rounded living and basic and eseentia specialized knowledge for specific
careers. We expect it to develop ethical values. In short, we expect Hon
to furnish the individual with the necessary intellectual, s- ch-
nical clothing for a presentable appearance in the world cc
Yet we know that the subculture to which the American casle system has assignec

some children tends to give a peculiar twist to the normal cultural conflict that accom-
panies the realization of these ends in the American school. Certain cultural conflicts
according to Mercer, are at the center of the life of the school. He avers that these con-
flicts are of two sorts: Those which arise from the peculiar function of the school in the
process of cultural diffusion and those which arifie between teachers and students because
teachers represent the culture of the wider group and because students are impregnate(
with the culture of the local community.(2) At this point, it seems important to considei
some broad objectives of education, especially as these relate to the child as he movek
through the school and the attendant process of social development:

To aid each child to achieve self-realization.
"2) To aid each child to develop satisfying human relationships.
(3) To aid each child to achieve economic efficiency.
(4) To aid each child to develop attitudes of civic responsibility.
We may assume that the goal of each student is to achieve self-realization; we rr_a

then further assume that all other educational objectives become subordinate. When the
school provides a curriculum that makes ample provision for the student co develot
satisfying human relationships, to secure skills that will enable him to achieve economic
efficiency and to participate in situations designed to develop positive attitudes towardt
civic responsibility, then the framework for the achievement of self-realization is struc-
tured.

Social adjustment in the school environment wed academic success seem to be se
closely related to self-reallzation that any attempteddivision could be dangerous and sub-
versive. Numerous studies of student achievement and adjustment have indic.ted that
no longer may educators assume that student failure and discipline problem" are the
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lirect result of limited mental capacity. Onthe contrary, especially where disadvantaged
:hildren are concerned, these same studies often point to a variety of physiological, psy-
:hological and sociological factors that contribute to "measurable" low intelligence scores
to often revealed in mass school testing. Here, the school and the curriculum design
Lre important to the child's potential development.

Pupil-centered curriculum can be vital in helping the student to achieve self-
ealization, for flexibility and variety in the courses of study and especially in resource
naterials can provide opportunities for the student to adapt more readily to school life;
towever, subject-matter-oriented teachers may be unable or unwilling to make wise use
4 the latitude of the pupil-centered approach. Such a eituation may lead to pupil frustra-
ions and create hot-beds of potential behavior explosions. May we be reminded again
hat the fact that a student does not get along well in school, that he fails to read as well
ts other children in a group, that he plays truant or that 11; is a trouelemaker, is not. con-
lusive proof of limited mental capacity. Malnutrit I( m poor heelth, emotional tension,
rouble with parents or brothers and sisters, poor eyesight or hearing, meager educational
esources at home - these are only a few reasons, other than limited intellectual capacity,
vhy children fail to meet expectations. One should never assume, as some teachers are
vont to do, that educational backwardness is due to intellectual ii ttitations, until all other
tossible causes have been explained and attempts ha,e wen made to remove them. The
eacher may be wiee to assume at firs rhat the cause 4 failure is some factor or factors
n the instructienal program that can be controlled cr. eeanged, or some condition in the
tupil's physieal, social, economic or cultural environ 1L at that can be Improved.

All this requires, of course, that the teacher be --Tie acquainted with the home and
leighberhood environment in which the student live- nd learns. Tension and conflict
n the home, arising from many cases - poverty, ignorance, maladjusted parents, lack of
:oatrol or too much of it, and many other problems - may contribute to difficulty in
tchool, both in learning and in social adjustment. A \;,cious, unwholesome, unstimulating
leighborhood, without playgrounds, libraries or other :ecreational resources, may handi-
-ap the school. Every reasonable effort should be op te to improve the environmental
:ircumstances.

In addition to the environment, the teacher must consider the results of conferences
ivith other persons involved: The counselor, attendance officer, other teachers, school
;4fice as well as the anecdotal and cumulative records and results of standardized tests,
.n order to ascertain the grouping of students.

The social and civic development oi the child should beein in the home and should be
rt continuous process all through his education in the classroom. The cliild's social de-
-elopment seems to be influenced by his physiological development ar ' eeneral intelligence

its well as by his experience with people. For example, experienci courses, social plan-
!ling courses, vocational planning guidance, and the "doing" courses such as elementary
.ndustrial arts offer special situations. Also there are the appreciation courses in the
:the arts ouch asmusic, art and language. Aptitude test, standardized test of achievement,
'eachers' test and report interest inventories, personality test and other media can help
tic' the student to understand himself better, provided that theee are interpreted to him
)bjectively.

Some emphasis should be placed upon the values of leadership, citizenship, charat
'er, honesty and morals in all avenues of school life, and in such a manner that the stu-
lents may be able toweigh for themselves their needs in these matters. To achieve satis-

etory human relationship, there needs to be an understanding of how emotions influence
Ives, opinions, decisions and behavior. Emotional, social, intellectual and physical de-
elopments are so interwoven that maladjustment in one area will be manifested in another.
atience and good humor are two characteristics pupils, teachers and administrators alike
:an cultivate. To be accepted for what they are and helped to make the most of the best
hey have to offer would undoubtedly be the goal to attain.

FOOTNOTES

. Eli Ginzberg, The Nation's Children (New York: Columbia University Prese, 1960),
p. 218.

Blaine E. Mercer and Edwin R. Carr, Education id the Social Order (Ne,w York:
Rhinehart and Company, Inc., 1957), pp. 21-22.

Mr. Hall is Industrial Arts Chairman at Prairie View A & M College, Prairie View, Texas.
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SUBJECTIVE CONCEPT: EVALUATION
Melvin E. Klemme

Attitude, citizenship, cooperating, attendance and improvement are areas that shouldbe used for evaluation.
The areas mentioned can be expanded to cover a multitude of purposes for evaluation.Industrial arts must show the way to an end that a subjective scale for evaluation can besuccessfully implemented into education.
The purpose here is not to disregard formal methods of evaluationwritten test,manipulative skill test, project requirements andothers the intent is to being to the sur-face evaluation of points just as important as the traditional methods. No program needbe watered down; no student, parent or administrator need be pampered. Attention to in-dividual students is important, especially in all innercity elementary schools of metro-politan areas since problems in all areas are quite similar. The main concern is thechild, his growth and development, and unbia .ed, equal evaluation of all his efforts tosucceed.
We are now confronted with classes that far outnumber justifiable size. This reallymakes little difference when the aforementioned criteria are applied with a levet head byexperienced and well-trained personnel, teacher and administrator. A cooperative com-munity is very important no matter in what section of the city or country. This subjectivescale under the above conditions for evaluation can be made operative. No matter howcomplex or simple the scale, there should be one used. It is hard and sometimes seem-ingly impossible, but never impractical.
The big problem to overcome in subjective evaluation is communication. A big down-fall in all facets of education is the failure to communicate with the people involved: stu-dents, our future citizens. There needs to be a real two-way means of communication,not pseudo, but positive, between teacher and student. Once this is accomplished to thehighest degree, then the subjective evaluation becomes an important tool. Please make nomistake, I am not speaking of "teachers' pets", straw-boss type individuals, but, instead,of good honest effort on the part of all parties involved, especially from the person whostands to benefit: the student.
When there are standards for evaluation set up based on the five mentioned factors,and made clear to the student in understandable language, the attitude, citizenship, co-operation, attendance and improvement criteria will work with application and commonsense knowledge.
Expanding each criterion of evaluation, starting with attitude, we must agree thatthe task of teaching is much enlightened and improved when the student has a feeling ofbelonging, knowing there is someone interested in his ox her welfare and willing to listenand understand his problems. P wing worked with these evaluation factors for someseven years, in an inner-city school, my conclusion is that the attitude of the student isthe foremost factor at this socio-economic level. With this in mind we can build a betterstudent.
The next three levels of evaluation, citizenship, cooperatIon and atten lance, are im-portant and we have found no exact chronological order. As always there must be a nextstep.
Let's examine the evaluation possibilities of citizenship. This is something all stu-dents wai.z to possess. Regardless of how the student acts, in the final analysis the de-sire on his part is to be a member in a society in which he is considered a good citizen.How then moist we. help endow the student? Stress responsibility, respect for law andorder, obedience to regulations, knowledge of right from wrong. There are many more,but these are just a few.
From here we move to the cooperation element of the evaluation concept. Everyonewho will read this concept knows the importance of cooperation. If all people and nationsdid justice to the cooperation aspect of living, think how much less trouble there wouldbe in this world. Educators can, if they will, stress this factor in the laboratory, class-room, hallways, athletic contests and playground work every day of the student's schoollife. Evaluation can be made positive or negative. This is left up to the discretion ofthe teacher. With experience, common sense and knowledge, there should be no problem!All of us have read about the problems of business and industry as to the attendance'rates and losses suffered as the results of employees' time :ost. Good attendance
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records should be stressed, and when they are accomplished, the students should be given
lit, There is no better place than in our educational program to stress the attendance

'actor if you are going to accomplish a goal. We must give recognition for this accom-
)lishment, If we can instill in the student a pride in being on the job every day, our whole
)icture, over a period of years, would change. We are all making records, whether they
)e negative or positive. We would like the positive factor to be the predominant one on
.he record, and with continued effort, all persons involved will benefit.

The main purpose of the learning processes is to improve one's position in relation
:o others. Here we have the improvement evaluation factor. When a student has tried
.o meet the other four ractors, then with a little effort, he is bound to show signs of im-
)rovement. As we all know, you get out of anything just what you put into it. Then it
5tands to reason that the more the student, teacher and administrator try, the more will
oe accomplithed. There are those who will say that some people do not want to improve,
out these people have probably started badly and no one has bothered to try to help them
help themselves.

Improvement must be a fact:-Ir in evaluating a person in the highly subjective type
of evaluation criteria being suggested. The problem with all the criteria and their usage
is in being able to communicate with the student, at the student's level., and then using
:he evaluation criteria to give students greater values to work towards, besides a cold
hard grade of a test.

Klemme is industrial Arts Teacher in Indianapolis, Indiar

:-15.4 AIAA
Special Interest Session
NEW CONCEPTS IN THE EVALUATION OF STUDENT PROGRESS IN METALS
Zhm., John R. Ballard; Rec., Albert Squibb; Speakers, Ronnald C. Lemor, Thomas Tsuji, David Matthews;
lost, Bob L. Agnew.

STUDENT EVALUATION
IN METALS COURSES

Thomas Tsuji

If the purpose of this meeting woLld be(I) that of determining value of recent innova-
tions in the fieIrl of applied metallurgy or (2) that of discussing the merits of current
measurement metnrxis of fabricated metal parts, then the discussion topic to follow would
be rather simple tc.: develop. However, the charge of this particular meeting is chat of
attacking tte problem of evaluation of students as related to the teaching of metals.

Evaluation of students in industrial arts classes has traditionally been made on the
basis of achievement on performance of psychomotor skins. A generation of metals
teachers has implanted thk: mark of success and failure of students using the criterion of
workmanship or some similar skill. Further, some teachers of that generation claimed
that evaluation of student progress via measurement of projects would result i a the in-
direct measurement of cognitive learnings andthat the causation of learning was somehow
related to doing. Such assertions are viewed with suspicion today.

The trend in the area of metals seems to Le that in which the content of the courses
is including activities stressing knowledge ana requiring the learning of cognitive skills.
Hence, it is not unreasonable to assume that measurement of student achievement will
include a greater emphasis in valuing learning which may be classified as cognitive ele-
ments. This does not mean that psycho-motor and affective growth of students will not be
measured; more precisely, the emphasis will be switched to the cognitive area with a

t. proportionate drop in the other two areas. No longer will evaluation be based on 10%
citizenshin, 10% classroom work and 80% project.

The e nphasis on the cognitive area of knowledge in metals ought not to be taken lightly..
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Those who view activity by manipulation as the major objective of learning will find in
creasing criticism from the rest of the acadeMic world. The great strides made by th
philosophers of science have necessitated a re-orientation of viewing knowledge and th
application of scientific findings. The developments made by modern logicians, physics
scientists and social scientists have made readjustment necessary for those educator
in the fields of the applied sciences.

Evaluation in education will increasingly be related in terms of economic potential
The huge commitment of funds to the educative process is now being followed by the de
mand for accountability of our actions. The growth of knowledge in the past few yearE
coupled with the developments in hardware to account for particular objectiver., has in
directly forced the enterprise of industrial arts to move in the direction of developin
curricula based on cognitive knowledges. Thus, the recent curriculum projects emplo
terminology and techniques which are easily identified with the machine (computer) an
project the impression of being logical and relevant in terms of evaluation.

The evaluation of the student based on cognitive criteria has been facilitated by th
availability of carefully documented materials concerning (1) taxonomies of cognitiv
behavior and (2) techniques in the development of behavioral objectives. Both psycho
motor and affective objectives are not being stressed as much as the cognitive area a
the moment because the confirmation processes are noL, well developed for the two areas

At the operational level of the public schools the evaluation process of students wi !
not change drastically in industrial arts until further developments are made in the are
of curriculum. The various curriculum projects that are now being formulated and pro
posed may in the future result in a defensible approach of industrial arts as a study whic
American children ought to pursue. Psychomotor skills will in the future be less dorni
nant an objective of industrial arts; and finally, it is hypothesized that in the next fe'
decades efforts in evaluation will focus on the development of self-esteem in all students
It is in the area of the emotive domain where teachers have been least effective in th
education and evaluation of stuclerits.

Dr. Tsuji is Assistant Professor at Stout State University, Menomonie, Wisconsin.

UPLotk TIE OUR EVALUATION METHODS
Davrt Z. Matthew

have some suggestions that 1 hope will, at least, stimulate your thime....):47 about you
own methods of evaluation. The main obstacle to developing more sophisti:.: method
of grading is lack of time. None of us likes to develop evaluation tectr -3 that ar
going to rob us of time needed for instruction or shop maintenance. cit..L.; .crial art
teaching is time-consuming as we all know.

We do need something more than a letter grade to show student prczre in meta
working. We demand equal stature with our academic departments of ne F hool, an
therefore we must show good reason why we deserTe that stature. In tht St.ri, of Iowa
the Iowa Test of Fducational Development is used to measure learning anc morovement
but it does not include questions concerning industrial arts subjects. The its of thi
test are sent to teachers to use in counseling with students and parents. TLi. _s only on
of many examples showing the emphasis on the "acacklmic" courses:In .mir schools
Most schools today have very elaborate records showing academic ati.A-ztrnent, bt.
industrial art3 records are noted with a single letter grade. There sti i4eems to b
some stigma mtached to our area. We must take the initiative and develop r v and mor
meaningful methods of evaluat.ing our student progress in metal working.

Those who consider themselves academiciaas are re'uctant to recogt us as thei
equals. They know we're necessary to the school but we just aren't czp-Ite up to thei
level. We must up-grade our evaluation methods and prove that we do grate more tha
just projects.

First let's find out where we wars to go and what we wish to accorniiish with ou
evaluations. The objectives I have selected may not coincide with you/le-but they wi
do for an example. They are as follows:

(1) Student's grades. The student wants to know how he is to be gradt how well h
is doing, etc.-
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(2) School records. We would like to provide the school with more elaborate recor..1s.
(3) Instructor's records. The instructor would like to have a record of how he ar-

rived at the student's grade.
(4) Prospective or new employer. We would like to provide the employer with sepa-

rate grades to place the student better.
(5) Military placement. These same records could aid in better placement when

entering the service.
We now have some idea as to what we want to do. Let's select some methods that

'ill help us to fulfill these goals.
Student profiles are not new but little used in the industrial arts areas. A profile

ard could show all the things we wish to measure in our metal working classes. It should
e simple in design a-id simple to use. This is, I believe, absolutely necessary to make
his card practical. Remember, these ideas may be altered to meet your specific require-
(lents. The five areas to be graded are: Quality, quantity, tests, paperwork and attitude.
would place these across the top of the card and then I would allow percentages for each
rea so that they would total100%. For simplicity I have placed equal value on each area.
)n the left side of the card I would number from the bottom by five's to twenty percent at
he top. If the student has earned a perfect grade in quality of projects, place a mark at
0% under quality. If the student has earned a 15% under quantity then place a mark at
hat level under quantity. You plot the remaining areas in the same manner. When corn-
lete you have a profile of that student's performance in your class. Isn't this better
aan the same total grade but without any explanation of how the grade was designated?

Grading shop work can be rather haphazard. How do you evaluate your shop work?
)c, you watch each student every day and crrive at a grade for the day? Do you guess at
ome sort of a grade that seems to fit the quality ef work he usually turns ^ut? If you
rade according to this last method, then it's possible for a sharp student to do his work,
oof off and still earn an "A" grade!

I would suggest that one day each week be used for grading shop work, and every
.eek it should be changed so that the students don't get wise to your method. The day
elected should always be done in advance. Never select a day because students seem
e restless or unusually lazy. This method should not be used to "get even" with the

Judents. You are looking for a way to evaluate shop conduct, work procedureb and how
!tell students work with one another.

Self-evaluation helps the student to develop some honest appraisal cf himself. lf you
:se a grading sheet for each project, include a place for the student to put down his own
rade for that project. Most students are quite honest and, in fact, tend to underrate

:heir own projects. Self-evaluation trains the student to develop a critical eye and a sense
pride in quality work.

Evaluating each other is another method that can be utilized if it isn't used too much.
l'his should be controlled and be introduced as a form of constructive criticism. Another
'orm of this has been used in college, but a demonstration is performed by one student
'3r another. The student demonstrating provides a copy of the points he intends to cover
o his one-man audience. His evaluator alma grade his demonstration, and the instructor
mist grade both students.

The last suggestion I have for your consideration is the self-scoring test. How often
,oes a test lose its importance because the correcLed material was returned so late the
i.tudent forgot what the test was all about? A method that has been tried employed the
-se of chernically-treated answer sheets. If the correct answer was selected, the special
encil used created one particular color; if the wrong answer was marked, it turned
nother color. This method made it possible for the student to select until he had the

F:orrect answer. The instructor could also tell how many attempts were made.

AIAA
ipecial interest Session
.1E.W CONCEPTS IN THE EVALUATION OF STUDENT PROGRESS IN DESIGN AND DRAFTING
ihm., Albert G. Mudgett; Rec., Gordon Gavin; Speakers, Charles E. Keseman, Bill Burns, William D.
Eanthor; Host, Vernon .I. Bauer.
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DOES* THE EVALUATION APPROACH
AFFECT DRAFTING ACHIEVEMENT?

Charles E. Kesema
Should the proc:sss of student evaluation serve only to diagnose past student performance or can it concurrently increase student achievement? Most of us would prefer tuse evaluation approaches which simultaneously diagnose progress and increase achievement if we had these multi-purpose approaches identified.In an attempt to identify approaches to evaluation which both diagnose and teach,have recently completed a dissertation study at the University of Missouri, Columbiacomparing three approaches to the evaluation of college-level drafting assignments, anI would like to share some of the findings with you.The study, entitled "A Comparison of the Efiect of Three Evaluation ApproacheUpon Student Achievement in College Level Drafting," was conducted as a controlled experiment involving three groups of students enrolled in IA81.T 11-10 Fundamentals cDrafting at Central Missouri State College, Warrensburg.

The problem which led to this investigationwas that various approaches to the evaluation of laboratory assignments have been used by drafting instructors, but there walack of evidence indicating which approach was superior. Many instructors spend muctime evaluating nearly all laboratory assignments. Others contend that evaluation csample assignments is equally effective in securing an accurate appraisal as well as i.the motivation of student achievement. Another group states that if students evaluattheir own work, achievement will be improved. Research evidence was inadequate witregard to the optimum amount of time to be used by the instructor in evaluating drawiRassignments and to the effectiveness of student evaluation as compared to various amountof instructor evaluation in drawing.
The purpose of this study was to ascertain the relative effect of "student selfevaluation' , "instructor-selective evaluation", and "instructor total evaluation" ccollege-level drafting assignments upon student adiievement. More specifically, thstudy was designed to ascertain the extent to which the approaches used in evaluatin:drafting assignments affe, -gcl (1) informational achievement in college drafting; (2) drafting skill in college draftin6.,3) attitude toward the course in college drafting; (4) amounof time required by students to complete drafting assignments; (5) amount of time re,quired by the instructor for evaluating drafting assignments; (6) student ability to predicthe laboratory grade for the course; and (7) informational achievement, drafting skillattitude and time to complete assignments for high- and low-ability students.In this three-group controlled experiment, each group consisted of two sections cthe IA&T 11-10 Fundamentals of Drafting course, scheduled during the fall and winteterms 1966-67. A total of 149 students was included in the analysis of results. The proceiure followed during each of the two terms was to pretest the randomized groups, appl:the treatment, and post-test to ascertain the effect of the treatment. Since the initiagioups were found to be randomly assigned with respect to six control variables, analysi .of variance was utilized in testing the null hypotheses. The control variables wenscholastic aptitude, informational achievement, semesters of high schooldrafting, attitudttoward the drafting course, age and sex.

Each of the thirty-eight students in the "student self-evaluation" group evaluate;each drafting assignment by comparing his work with a projected transparency solutio)and recording his evaluation on a rating scale for that assignment. In the "instructo,selective evaluation" approach, twenty-five percent of the assignments in each of th,six major units of the course were selected for evaluation. The work of the forty-si:students on the selected assignments was evaluated by the instructor, and the completio!of the remaining assignments was recorded. All assignments completed by the fifty-fiv,students in the 'instructor total .:valuation" approach were evaluated by the instructorIn order to provide uniformity of instruction for the investigation, the following factors were held constant for all groups: instructor, laboratory room, textbook, writte:laboratory assignment instructions, daily topic and assignment schedule, course outline'length of class pcsriod, detailed lecture notes and correlated overhead pYojectuals, antimorning class period. In accordance with the open laboratory policy of the IndustriaArts and Technology Department at CMS, each student in all three groups daily set asidi
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iboratory time necessary to complete his assignments outside of the class period.
The principal conclusions of the investigation were that all three approaches to eval-

ation resulted in considerable gain in informational achievement; however, the study
tiled to produce a significantly superior approach for advancing informational achieve-
tent or for developing drafting skill. Students showed little change in attitude toward
rafting during the course regardless of the evaluative approanh used. Each approach
roduced a positive attitude toward drafting and none was clearly superior.

Students evaluating their own assignments completed their assignments significantly
tster than students with assignments evaluated by the instructor. The "student self-.valuation" approach takes considerably less instructor evaluation time per student than
le "instructor selective evaluation" approach, which takes less time per student thante "instructor total evaluation" approach.

Students with assignments evaluated by the "instructor selective evaluation" ap-
roach are more inconsistent in predicting final laboratory grades than students in the:her groups. Since data gathered from the high- and low-ability sub-groups were con-
istent with those from the total research population, it appears that none of the approaches

more effective for high- or low-ability students.
Since the informational achievement, the skill development and the attitude toward

le course were not significantly affected by the approach to evaluation; since the "student
alf-evaluation" approach required less time of both the student and the instructor to
roduce similar results, and since students were equally able to predict their final
tboratory grade, the "student self-evaluaAon" approach is judged to be superior to the
:her two approaches presented in this investigation.

r. Kesernan is Assistant Professcr at Central Missouri State College, Warrensburg, Missouri.

IS RETENTION aliFECTED
BY ABILITY LEVEL?

William Edward Burns

This study was undertaken to investigate the effectiveness of retention of meaningful
!lapping principles, facts and terminology in terms of initial learning and retention with
arying levels of achievers measured through test questions designed for the categories
E (a) knowledge, (b) translation and (c) interpretation as defined in Benjamin Bloom's
axonomy of Educational Objectives.

t' A "levels x time'T analysis of variance factorial design and Duncan's Multiple Range
=est were employed in this experiment. Subjects consisted of those students assigned by
chool counselors for instruction in industrial arts mechanical drawing classes at Mont-
'arnery Blair High School, Silver Spring, Maryland. The seventy-eight students included
:nowed a mean IQ of 113.6 and a standard deviation of 12.95.

Four advanced drawing classes were included in this study. Three of these were
iesignated as the experimental groups and were provided with one hour of instruction per
fay for twelve Pchool days and then administered a criterion test instrument at three
'alected intervals during a thirteen-week period. The fourth class was the control group
nd received no instruction, but was subjected to the same criterion test instrument that

fie experimental group completed.
Both experimental and control groups were further separated into three ability level

r;roups. IQ scores were used as a basis for selecting subjects for these subgroups. Each
if the three ability level groups consisted of twenty subjects in each experimental cell
,rid six subjects in each control cell. The expe.imental and control groups and each of the
telected ability level subgroups were further statistically equated in terms of chrono-
i)gical age, academic years and prior drawing experience.

The acquisition of selected principles and facts relating to mapping and the mapping
lidustry were chosen as the learning task. Instruction was presented orally, supplemented
ty training aids, sketching, discussion and reading assignments.

One criterion test was used throughout the experiment. Groups were tested at the
E ompletion of the unit of instruction, and fifteendays and thirteen weeks later. The three
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classes selected for the experimental population contained each of the three ability levtsubgroups in approximately equal numbers. The test was an objective, multiple-choictype with four possible responses for each item. This ninety-item test consistedthirty items designed to measure each of the Taxonomy categories of knowledge, translation and interpretation.
The findings of this study indicate that all instructed groups were superior to anon-instructed groups on e total test and each of the three subtests for initialand at the fifteen-day and thirtec.:n-week intervals. The higher the ability level of the experimental subjects, the higher were the test scores attained. There was no evidencof interaction between the mental ability groups and the criterion test clossificationsany of the three test intervals.
All three instructed ability groups attained the highest scores on Buhl-est translaticat each testing interval. These groups attained approximately equal scores for subtestknowledge and interpretation. Each of the three ability level groups exhibited the reminiscence effect at different times during the experiment.The following conclusions were drawn from this stt.dy: 1,a) the higher the ability levcof an instructed group, the greater is the retention level for selected facts and principlerelating to mapping; (b) the type of mental skin required to answer a test question and thtime since instruction may be factors in determining retention; (c) generally, there isprogressive decrease in retention as the time since instruction increases; (d) subjectare able to translate data relating to mapping better thali they can recall factual knowledge or interpret these prior learnings; and (e) subjects are able to retain a high percentage of their learnings for at least thirteen weeks.

Dr. Burns is Professor of Industrial Arts at State University Collage, Buffalo, New York.

IS THERE MERIT IN A
PASS-FAIL GRADING SYSTEM?

WiHiam D. Amtho
In this brief time period, 1 will attempt to relate to you one concept of an A-F (pasEfail) grading system which I am using in a descriptive geometry learning situation, son-of the rationale developed in selecting this system, student reactions Eo the system, arthe results of a classroom research study.When new issues of professional and trade journals appear on our desks we can Iquite certain that they will contain some mention of a grading system. Upon reading IAsoon become aware that there exists a chaotic diversity in standards of grading practice;and that there is evidence that many educators .,re becoming more concerned about digrading process and its effects on students.
Evidence gathered from reading and teaching has convinced me that students areduced to seek the wrong goals, to be satisfied when their performance reaches a givelevel rather than when they have done theirbest. If this is true, then the marking systelis damaging in its impact on the education of students and should possibly be abandonecAlmost daily cur mass communication media tell our youth to stay in school untthey graduate and suggest that diplomas are worth many thousands of dollars in lifetirrearning power. This, of course, once again places emphasis on grades for graduation'sake and not on developing a depth of understanding or the ability to perform favorably iour society. Rather than handing out diplomas and suggesting that these are the keyssuccess, it seems to me that a requirement of a satisfactory measure of skill and know)edge are more appropriate and realistic keys to future success.In recent studies, two trends are in fairly broad agreement. First, fewer grade diEtinctions are being recognized. This eliminates the high degree of accuracy not preselyet suggested by numerous grade distinctions, lt also minimizes some of the pressureion grades. Secondly, steps are being taken to reduce the great emphasis placed up&grades and grade-point averages. This helps to free both the student and the instruct&to concentrate on understanding the subject matter.At this time I wish to present a summary of an evaluation system which place
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3rnphasis where I believe it should be: on understanding subject matter.
During the first semester of 1966-67, sixty-eight undergraduate students elected to

3nroll in the descriptive geometry course at Stout State University and became a control
;roup for a two-semester classroom study. The class met in the conventional manner;
:hree one-hour lectures per week, open laboratory work periods with assistance for solv-
mg assigned problems, and appropriate performance testing. The conventional method
3f grading on an "A-B-C-D-F" basis was employed. At the close of the semester the
3ixty-e1,11t grades were distributed as follows: eleven A's, eighteen I3's, twenty-four C's,
line D's and two F's. Four students withdrew from the courEe without being assessed
:redits attempted.

The second-semester descriptive geometry class was considered the experimental
group for the study. It consisted of thirty-two members having the same schedule for
lectures, for individual assignment work and for unit testing as the control group.
The lecture presentations were equal to those in the control group, considering the same
Instructor covered the material using the same teaching methods,. visual aids, equipment
and ossrooms. The control group and experimental group were assumed to be equal in
ability and interest, since all members of each group met the prerequisite for the course
and chose descriptive geometry as an elective subject. Three unexcused absences were
allowed for the control group, while attendance requirements were not stressed for the

;.xperimental group. It was explained to the students of the experimental group that class
attendance was an individual responsibility and that individual needs should determine
:he class attendance.

A major concern in the "A-F" grading system was to reduce the pressure of grades
and to establish a higher level of understanding. The objective in the study was to motivate
-the student to work on an "A" level. The eleven students receiving a final grade of "A"
,n the control group were separated and ranked according to their achievement in each

,mnit. ln each set of eleven scores, the lowest score on the Kelly range was uced for the
ocut-off point between the "A" and "F"grades. This point was assumed to be a minimum
-iatisfactory level of understanding required for each unit.

A provision was made for retesting after consultation with the instructor and comple-
ion of additional study problems. Each student had the opportunity to be retested until he
'::ould show evidence of having reached a satisfactory level of understanding for each unit.
es.t the end of the course an "A" or "F" grade was awarded each student in the class.
The student receiving an "A" grade obtained an "A" for each unit in the course. If he
tlad not satisfactorily passed any one or more units, he received an "F" grade.

At the close of the semester, twenty-three students were awarded the grade of "A".
i3ix students received the grade of "F". Three students withdrew before completing the
.3ixth week of the semester.

Student reactions to the "A-F" system were very favorable, and the results of the
iclassroom research suggested that the "A-F" system should be continued. The descrip-
:ive geometry classes of the present, 1967-68, school year elected to be evaluated by
:-he "A-F" system. The responses of all students who have been evaluated by this system
.and who chose to respond to a questionnaire are summarized as follows: 80% thought the
course had more value, 92% believed that more emphasis was placed on understanding,
38% desired to take another course using this evaluation system, 68% indicated that their
progress was evaluated more fairly, and 96% felt the methods wexe more helpful in de-
veloping an understanding of the subject.

I am convinced that there is merit in an "A-F" (pass-fail) grading system which
tplaces emphasis on learning. It is our responsibility to improve instruction, and when
'Are can focus the attention of our students on learning, we will improve instruction.

Dr. Amthor is Graphics Chairman at Stout State University, Mencwnonie, Wisonsin.
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STUDENT EVALUATION IN ELECTRONICS
Dean Allan Teel

Who, what, when, where, how and why do we evaluate? What is the objective of evalu-ation in electronics? Micheel and Karnes indicate in their book that we are trying to de-termine and measure variations among students. If it has quantity, they indicate we canattempt to measure it and we hope to be as accurate Es possible.Evaluation is a real problem for everyone who teaches. In the area of electronics,let us look at what we want to evaluate and determine how we may go about it. Let us takea look at the overall when, where, why, what, who and how.Electronics is a very challenging area of study and teaching. It constantly posesvarious problems; evaluation of students is constantly in the forefront.In recent years I've found problem-solvine a very effective means of teaching in elec-tronics. It has taken me some time to implement problem-solving and appreciate it as ateaching tool. From 1965 to 1967, 1 conducted an experimental study at Indiana StateUniversity dealing with scientific preblem-solving versus traditional methods with groupsof students involved in a beginning college course in electronics. Along with lack of ex-perience in problem-solving as a teaching method, I also experienced the difficulties ofevaluation of students in the experimental groups involved in problem-solving.Since then I have continually tried new techniques of applying problem-solving tcmy class organization and continued to seek more realistic meanq of evaluation of studentsinvolved in my classes of electronics.
A person needs to understand the principles of problem-solving in order to use thistechnique effectively. What is problem-solving? The problem-solving process ideallycomprises these procedures: Fbct-finding, idea-finding and solution-finding.PI:let-finding calls for problem definition and preparation. Problem definition callsfor picking out and pointing up the problem. Preparation calls for gathering and analyzingthe pertinent data.
Idea-finding calls for idea production and idea development. 1de- Iroduction callsfor thinking up tentative ideas as possible leads. Idea-developmeri .1.1s for selectingthe most likely of the resultant ideas, adding others, and reprocessing 3f these by suchmeans as modification

,
adaptation and combination.

Solution-finding calls for evaluation and adoption. Evaluation caiie for verifying thetentative solutions by tests and otherwise. Adoption calls for deciding on, implementingthe final solution.
In the classroom setting each calls for effort and imagination, hut becomes a definitestep in student self-evaluation of knowledge and achievement.We for the most part as teachers will originate the problem, if understanding of elec-tronics is our goal.. At various times though, problems can be thrust upon us by force ofcircumstance. For clarification, let me indicate what might occur in your class if prob-lem-centered.
Specify the problem to the class. "The problem shall be to study the common emitteramplifier. This is actually too general, so point out the problem more definitely.''We are going to studyways of biasing and stabilizing the common emitter amplifien"Now you have thruet the problem out into the open to the class. You have started topull the problem apart into two concepts. A great many of the parts you will already havesome knowledge about. If we can do this, you can start to work on things you don't knowabout.
Questions and discussion can be keyed on what is known this is evaluation, a widefocus of knowledge related arid then a narrower focus to define the sub-problems clearly.Getting the students in electronics to know what they are looking for in lab woie: helpsthem to recognize it when they see it. This is self-evaluation.In other words you are pre-conditioning students' minds to a narrow range of accep-table answers, again a step toward self-realization and evaluation in problem-solving.They can then predict what will occur when making tests and measurements when latwork is being done evaluation again.
What I am saying is that thestudenm need to be aware of what they already know aboutthe problem and what they don't know about the problem.Then they can realize that we need new facts. These new facts can come from read-ing, lecture and more meaningful lab work_ They also help in forming a pattern of knowl-
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dge about the concept you wish to cover, in this case, biasing and stabilization of the
ommon emitter amplifier.

I believe that a certain emotional motivation state is also essential for the students
this evaluation technique I am exploring. Motivation can be catalogued in two ways:

lternal and external.
The external type includes all kinds of effort-spurring incentives such as rewards

f grades, prestige, publicity and other forms of recognition. Just plain encouragement
3 an applicable incentive. This kind of motivation can do much for the climate of the
lectronics class. It can help cultivate students to self-evaluation.

This reinforcement can do much to help students work harder and helps to remove
le blocks or stigmas associated sometimes with the study of electronics.

Curiosity and variety c3n be two facets of the internal motivation, which can deter-
lire the spurring power of the external incentives. Once these inner drives start to
ome into play, the job of teaching of evaluation now becomes less monumental because
elf-evaluation by students takes a major role. Your evaluation can then be truly one of
ssistance to students in order to provide educational benefits.

Of course, you still keep records. You should accumulate data on each student be-
ause administration still requires A, B and C. This data should be any kind of practical
nd logical data that you can record.

Your personal thoughts about students can be considered valid data. Quiz scores,
ab work, lab reports, personality traits and so forth should be recorded. It is much
asier, however, when students, through their motivation to achieve in the problem-
olving challenge, can evaluate and understand themselves and accept your evaluation
nuch morc easily.

)r. Teel is Associate Professor at Eastern Illinois University, Charleston, Illinois.

TRENDS IN EVALUATING
STUDENT PROGRESS

Larry Inaba

Evaluation of student progress should not be a system of "passing" or "failing" a
ourse, because a student's failure to learn is an indictment on our program. Somewhere,
le have failed to reach that youngster as an individual. Howeve.., there are exceptions

the case.
Evaluatbn of student progress covers a wide area. Evaluation for what aims? For

he future? For the course? What tools are being used to measure progress?
It is my contention that we cannot evaluate student progress without evaluating our

rogram first. Only after program evaluation can we really evaluate student progress.
ow can we be sure that what we offer is in the best interest of the students? Are we fail-
g the students because we are comfortable with what we teach and how we teach?

The term "new trends" is another hard term to pin down, for what is new to me may
old to you, and vice versa. Therefore, I will not even attempt to talk of new trends in

he evaluation process. However, I would like to talk about what we are trying to accom-
lish in Hawaii, and the direction we are taking as far as evaluation of student progress

is concerned.
At present, Hawaii is in a process of change in industrial arts education. Spear-

teaded by legislative action, new directions and challenges are constantly being hurled
kt us, and we must comply or perish.

Articulation between schools and programs is being conducted, curriculum planning
lind design are being emphasized, and the evaluation process of students and courses is
he key ingredient being brought to focus. Hence, the electronics teachers in the State
A Hawaii, in answer to the challenges, are meeting to articulate our programs withintti he state, and to try to standardize our courses from school to school. Our discussions

.ind planning have revolved around the evaluation process.
We realize that at the present, there are many ways in which electronics is taught

n schools within the state and throughout the nation. Tools for teaching electronics
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range from the various teaching systems to the simplest forms of obsolete methods ofpresenting electronics through out-dated projects. What should be taught at the differentgrade levels? How can we tell how much progress is being made from our teaching?Other disciplines have standardized measurements to give them an indication of what iEneeded or what progress is being made. Course offerings in areas such as math are wellarticulated throughout the nation. For example, a student taking algebra in New York maytake second-year algebra in Hawaii because a course in first-year algebra is pretty muchthe same in any state. Electronics is not the same because of the project method. Someteachers stress projects while others stress more theory. Through my experience, Ihave learned that many transfer students whom I receive from other schools come to mewith very little background in theory. Since my program is basically theory, the studentssuffer through no fault of their own. I submit that this should not be the case.Our avticulation committee has thought of this problem; hence, we are re-examiningour philosophy and studying new ideas and methods. One method which I would like tcdiscuss is the standardized packaged system. This system would take into account in-dividualized instruction, and it is my belief that individualized instruction is a necessitlin evaleating student progress. Our programs are ideally suited for individual instructiorwhen needed. We must take into consideration each student as an individual with his owrproblems and try to help him from that point.Let me take some time to explain the standardized packaged system that we are in-vestigating. But before I go into the system, let me backtrack a moment to explain hoewe propose to have a standardized evaluation form for each unit of instruction: (1) Repre-sentatives from industry, labor, colleges, junior colleges and secondary schools will forma standards committee. (2) The committee will make recommendations, suggestions andformulate some guidelines as to what should be covered in a specific unit by preparing Estandardized examination suitable td all, to be used in a packaged unit of study.In the packaged system, the students would first take a pre-examination of the unit tcbe covered, in the first phase. Some students may do well in the examination becauseof previous experiences, while the majority will not do well at all. Therefore, in phasetwo, the majority of the students will obtain background knowledge and skills throughlearning activities such as: lectures, books, laboratory experiences, programmed mate-rial, films, magazines, etc., or whichever method an instructor chooses to teach the unit.(Suggestions of content to be covered will be recommended by the standards committee.)The students who do well on the pre-examination will do individual research on the unit.These students may choose whatever method they want, to help them solve the assigneeproblems. In phase three, all the students will take the standardized post-evaluation.Students who pass the examination will go onto the next packaged system. Thot.e who failwill repeat the cycle through programmed material that will help them to pass the post-evaluation exam. Records of the units covered may be kept by the student for advancedplacement, in post-high-school education. The individual instruction provided way alschelp students who transfer from one school to another, through individual research. Here,we can see that individualized instruction is the key to the whole process.I have tried it on a limited scale, and thus far, the results have been quite gratifying.Before continuing, I would like to reflect a moment about the electronic teachins sys-tems. The electronic teaching systems are wonderful teaching devices, but mainly gearedfor the able students. What about the slow learners? Should we ignore them? They needlessons that are repetitious because their retention span is quite limited. Teaching sys-tems are convenient tools of teaching, but have very little meaning for the slow learnerunless programmed properly by the instructor, because they can hardly read or write, and,therefore, go through the experiments mechanically with little retention. roes this meanthat they should be excluded from the field of electronics? This was my first impressionuntil I found out differently. My first program in electronics was geared for the college-bound students as well as for the slow learner. However, in the college-bound class,since 95% of the students went on to college, basic theory of electronics was stressedheavily, while in the other class, where some students in their sentor year could hardlyadd, subtract or divide, the course was wate:ed-down somewhat, because I felt that theycould not learn much. Through individual ire truction, my concept changed tremendously.It is gratifying to see the progress being n ade by these slow learners through concen-trated effort in a specific unit.
Let me cite an example of a case study and the progrese made by the student. Thisboy has an IQ of about 80 and can hardly read or write. If he is given a written examina-tion in electronics, he would surely fail, but if he is given a practical problern-type
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mamination, he would pass it with flying colors. He may no, ,e able to read or write wellnit he knows how and why electronic components work, and tie effects they will have in aIircuit (such as resistors, transistors, capacitors, diodes, relays, etc.). He is a:so very:apable in the use of any electronic teEitIng instrument. This student can els .? design hiswin circuit with a full understanding of how and why it works. This boy 'All never betble to go to college to become an electrical engineer, but there is a plitc3 for him in!lectronics, at the service level. Look at the talent that would be wast,..d if we excludeddm from our program, or if we failed to give him the basics he :ieeded instead of avatered-down course. This boy would never have had the chance If he was ignored be-:ause of his poor background. Several more like him haw: succeeded previously.Thus, even the teaching system needs to be programmed rroperly by the instructoro fit the needs of each student, if it is to be effective.
Standardized evaluation forms could also be used as t..)ols in which we ean evaluatelot only student progress, but also our programs. Too many programs in electronicsliffer so greatly that an instructor never knows if hie, program is comparEble to other;lectronic programs in the state. An instructor in...,y feel that his students are making;Teat progress in his course, but if his course is a watered-down version or inferior;ompared to other similar programs, then the prrgress made by the students in his classs not that great. Here, a standardized evaluatien form for a course in electronics would

;lye the instructor a good idea of the type of program he offers.
In many cases we teach many isolate:1 facts which give students a very superficial

;overage of the material, and would not :.)e enough to help the student in pasuing a corn-)rehensive examination in electronics. Therefore, another problem arises. 'Vhat shouldwe teach? Should we teach broad categories where the students gain very little in depth,
)r. should we teach in more detail to give students a good base from which to work, in
heir post-high-schocl education? This is the dilemma with which we are faced in Hawaii.For example: In the high scheyils, we are directed to present a broad coverage in elec-:ronics to fit the pattern of seneral education. However, because of this fact, the post-
ligh-school educators say 'feat we don't teach enough in detail. Therefore, the students

± lave to re-learn what war, covered in high school. To solve this problem, the electronic
:eachers are meeting to articulate our programs to help the students. We are planning aI 3rogram of early admissions to the junior college system, and an advanced placement
,rogram through examinations and recommendations by the electronic instructors.

Thus, through the packaged system and individualized instruction, we hope that wet zan evaluate student progress for the student's benefit. This is the general direction in,
'1= which we are beaded. It is a new evaluation process in which we will be experimentingiind developirg. If some of you have tried or are acquainted with a similar process, weVwould weleeme your suggestions and recommendations.

In co-.,clusion, 1 would like to make a few suggestions to hWp each other in the fieldof elecnonics. Some day, 1 hope, we can visualize a Nadonal Association of Electronics
irsdnictors, whose purpose would be to:

;1) Be a center of information for the collection and dissemination of material and
information, such as research papers, pilot programs in electronics, etc.(2) Be a center of help to any new teacher who needs help.

(3) Center for the pooling of resources.
(4) Fellowship among electronics instructors.

1

Each state should have or form their own association with a center of information.
Membership should include any educator in electronics.

Through a national association of electronics teachers, we can really begin to evaluate'our programs properly and equate them nationally.
Another suggestion I would like to visualize is to see the packaged system that I havedescribed be used in other areas with the task of teaching electronics, hence, eliminatingt7' overlapping of instruction in specific units of study. Some students often take electronicsr and physics concurrently and, therefore, are forced to repeat the same unit in bothclasses. This is a waste of students' time and could create disinterest. A uniform pro-

gram that is recognized by both subject area teachers and through individual instructionwould help both students and program.
Finally, since electronics is a vital program that should be known by the masses, I

hope electronics will be made a vital part of education to give a student enough knowledgeto cope with our electronics-minded society.

Mr. Inaba is Electronics Instructor at Roosevelt High School, Honolulu, Hawaii.
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F-15.8 AIAA
Special Interest Session
NEW CONCEPTS IN THE EVALUATION OF STUDENT PROGRESS IN POWER AND MECHANICS
Chm., Harvey E. Morgan; Rec., Alva H. Jared; Speakers, Louis G. Ecker, Cedric M. Henley; Host, C
Darrell Brown.

STUDENT INDUSTRIAL COMPETITIONS
IN POWER TECHNOLOGY

Louis c. Ecks

The discussion which follows will endeavor to inform you concerning: (1) the his
torical development of student industrial competition: ; (2) the organizational structure
(3) program objectives; (4) basic evaluative criteria; and (5) an overview of the cornpe
titions in operation. The major objectives of this presentation are twofold: Pirst, th .

discussion which follows is designed to provide you with an insight into the organizatio;
and operation of student industrial competitions in Michigan. Second, it is the presentof,
desire to stimulate and promote the expansion of this concept into other states.

An Historical Perspective
The impetus for the conception and development of the Student Industrial Competition;

resulted from a discussion anc. perhaps dissatisfaction with the traditional project award:
programs which are presently being promoted through various state associations. Som.
of the obvious shortcomings of such programs are as follows:

(1) Project awards programs tend to discriminate against instructional program:
which are not project-oriented by the very nature of the student activity

(2) The project concept frequently becomes the end in and of itself rather than ;
means to an end or a vehicle around which learning activity may be organized

(3) The major focal point of some public school programs tends to be oriented towar
the development of a winning project to the exclusion of activity which would de
velop both depth and breadth of student understandings.

These shortcomings provide the stimulus for the development of a new program in the'
State of Michigan titled the "Student Industrial Competitions". The title connotes tha
the emphasis is placed on providing public school students with an opportunity to compete
in the solution of complex technical problems. The term industry was used for twc
reasons. First, it was necessary to solicit financial support and cooperation from variour
industries in the developmental stages. Second, the problems designd for use in the ccern.
pedtions are intended to represent realistically those encountered in either the produc-
don or servicing of consumer products.

A pilot program was conducted on the campus of Eastern Michigan University in the
spring of 1966 under the leadership of Arthur Francis. This program involved some 20(
public school students competing in four major divisions which included power technology
automotive servicing, electricity-electronics and drafting. The latter category include(
subdivisions of architectural drawing, mechanical drawing, pictorial illustration anc
product design.

The competitions were expanded during the 1966-67 school year to include regions':
contests held at Central, Eastern and Northern Michigan Universities. State finals were
held in conjunction with the MIES Annual Convention, with appropriate trophies being pre-
sented to the first place winners.

During the 1967-68 school year, Western Michigan University accepted an invitatior
to participate which expanded the number of regional contests to four, co7ering a ma-
jority of the state. Approximately 600 students participated in the regional contests.
Students represented in the regional contest were selected on the basis of either a loca
contest or outstanding achievement. Thus, the program participants represent only E
small proportion of the total student population directly affected by this program.

The Power Technology Division of the Student Industrial Competitions is co-spon-
sored by the Michigan Industrial Education Society and the Lauson-Power Producu
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ngine Division of Tecumseh Products Company in cooperation with selected state uni-ersities. This is an endeavor to stimulate the further growth and development of mean-.Igful instructional programs &riving content from a study of various energy sourcestilized as prime movers. The contest involves an inter-school competition utilizing airee-horsepower gasoline engine commonly found on lawn equipment. Regional compe-dons are held at each of four cooperating institutions which are centrally located. Therst place winners from regional contests are invited to participate in the state finals.lans are presently being initiated to promote similar activities in other states which
Idmately would culminate in a national contest.

Engines are placed in a non-operational condition through the installation of a stand-rd set of malfunctions. The malfunctions are generally restricted to the mechanical,lel and magneto systems. The students working in a team of two systematically locate
nd remove the malfunctions. Typical malfunctions may include a grounded set of contactpints, shorted coil., open condenser, blown head gasket, etc.
rogram Objectives

The major purposes or goals of the competitions may be simply stated as follows:(1) To foster a closer working relationship between the public school programs in
power technology and appropriate industries.

(2) To provide an opportunity for due recognition and publicity for outstanding stu-
dents enrolled in power technology programs.

(3) To focus public attention on the nature of the instructional programs providedfor the youth of our nation.
(4) To provide an opportunity for job entry for the student who desires to enter the

"world of work" upon graduation from high school.
There is a deep sense of excitement and personal satisfaction as public school

.?.achers observe their students utilizing the technical knowledge and skills acquired in
le classroom to solve complex problems. The personal pride and satisfaction derived byle participants certainty justify their involvement in this program. The contest hastreated an exciting and dramatic new kind of competitive spirit among students. It hasr

i ontributed prestige and dignity to the image of those mechanically-minded youth whoihoose to participate.
I,

;;asic Evaluative Criteria
i In the initial developmental stages of the competitions program, the only criteria foretermining the contest winners was the elapsed time. However, the evaluative criteria
ave since been revised to include three major factors which are taken into considerationa the final evaluation and placement of the teams participating in the contest. Thesectors include: (1) a written examination; (2) time required to locate and correct theaalfunctions; and (3) the quality of workmanship. The percentages allocated to each ofaese factors are as follows:

Percentage
Written Examination 20
Quality of Workmanship 20
Elapsed Time 60

Total 100

The written examination which consists of thirty multiple-choice questions is ad-inistered prior to the contest. The items included in this test are designed to measure
e student's understanding of major operational and scientific principles involved inarious heat engines. Test questions have been pilot-tested and subjected to an itemnalysis. Each test item is worth one point with the combined score for the participants

ttn each te.an being divided by two.
The most subjective part of the evaluation process involves judgment concerning the

s
1
uality of the students' workmanship. This evaluation is based on the team and final1oidges' direct observation of the students' performance during the contest. Rictors con-[ idered in this category include:

t - Proper use of tools
- Observed safe work habits
- Team effort and procedures
- Operational condition of engine
- Appearance of engine
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- Requested only malfunctioned parts
Each of the above-listed factors is evaluated on the basis of a five-point scale acranges from excellent to poor.

The score derived from the elapsed time is determined by the number of minuus :takes the contestants to locate and correct the malfunctions. The team which corr,ctall of the malfunctions in the shortest period of time is awarded a score of forty p(1,ntsOne point is subtracted from the perfect score of 40 points for each additional two minutethat is required for the remaining teams to repair their respective engines. For exar tialtlet us assume that the first team submitted their engine for final judging after 30 minutehad elapsed. The next team required an additional ten minutes. The latter team woulreceive a score of thirty-five points.
The scores for each evaluative criterion are added to determine the contestantsfinal score. Appropriate trophies are awarded to the first, second and third place teamsIndividual certificates are preFented to all participants, which relates to our objective cstudent recognition.

Contributions of Industry
The Lauson-Power Produrts Engine Division of Tecumseh Products Company hamade the following kinds of commitments to the Power Technology Division of the StuderIndustrial Competitions. They will provide:
(1) Adequate copies of an Operations Filet which includes information regardincompetition rules and regulations, official tool and equipment list, engine and partprocurement, basic judging criteria, mechanics manual, etc.(2) A sufficient quantity of 3-Horsepower Horizontal Shaft Competition ApproveEneines, number 754131, at a cost of $25.00 net. Each school orders the engin
directly from Tecumseh Prodrcts Company.
(3) A sufficient quantity of replacement parts at no charge to be used in the regionrcompetitions. These parts are requested by the state director who distributes therto the various institutional directors.
(4) Five free engines and five sets of replacement parts for use in the State FinahThe engines become the property of the host institution upon completion of the contes.(5) A factory representative to act as one of the three final judges at the state finals(6) A distinctive show-case type first place awards for both the regional competitions and the state finals.
(7) A certificate of participation for all students who compete.
(8) Continued support of the Student Industrial Competitions, which includes workinwith the other participating manufacturers to develop a unified spirit.In addition to the above-rated contributions, Tecumseh Products Company has prcduced a 16 mm film entitled "Student Industrial Competitions in Power Technology'which may be ordered for viewirg directly from the author of this manuscript. This fibdepicts the activity involved in the state finals.

Organizational Structure
The structure through which the operation of the Student Industrial Competitions program is carried out is perhaps best portrayed by an organization chart. (Opposite pageThe chairman of the Student Industrial Competitions Steering Committee reportregularly to the Michigan Industrial Education Society Board!of Directors. The steerin,committee is composed of the state directors and the university coordinators. The industrial representatives may participate in the deliberations of the steering committetHowever, it has been our experience that they prefer that educators deal with the problems of the organization and operation of the competitions.
The state director's responsibilities would involve: (1) the coordination of all requests and communication with the industrial representative; (2) the establishment coperational guidelines; (3) the ordering and disbursement of replacement parts; and (4the organization and operation of the state finals.
The university coordinator is responsoble for the orderly operation of the regionicompetitions. Major responsibilities are cizqegated to the regional directors in eachthe technical areas.
Other activities omitted in the organizational chart are the public relations functicand the development of pilot programs.
In conclusion, the development of the Student Industrial Competitions has providepublic school students with an excellent opportunity to display their technical knowledg
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and skills. The public relations aspect of this program as well as the personal pride
and satisfaction derived by student and instructor tend to justify the continued expansion
3f this program.

As an evaluative technique, the competitions tend to provide a basis for program in-
aovation and change. Observation of the student's performance does provide insight into

technical skills and knowledge, as we]l as his work habits.
As to the future, the writer would hope the participation and interest in this program

rill allow for the expansion of the Power Technology Division to include areas of compe-
ition in rocketry, jet engines, etc., with major emphasis being placed on the operational

-zharacteristics with the design and construction aspects remaining within the realm of-the project awards.

"Dr. Ecker is Assistant Professor, Department of Industrial Education, Eostern Michigan University, Ypsi !anti.

F-15.9 AIAA
pecial Interest Session

NEW CONCEPTS IN THE EVALUATION OF STUDENT PROGRESS IN WOODWORKING
Chm., R. 0. Johnston; Rec., Bill Cady; Speakers, David A. Rigsby, Willis Wagner; Host, William J.
LaCroix.

STUDENT EVALUATION IN WOODWORKING
David A. Rigsby

Gentlemen, I am to talk to you on "New Concepts in the Evaluation of Student Progress
in Woodworking." I think I would like to divide this time alloited to me into two parts.
First, I would like to tell you about my experience with Education Testing Service and
how a test was built.

I was asked to serve with the Committee for Industrial Arts Wood Tests. This com-
mittee met fn Princeton, New Jersey. The first night was for social activity. We then had
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two full days and one night of hard work. When I arrived, I found there were two teache.educators, one state supervisor, and five wood teachers. Three of these people I kneNquite well. The other four I soon got to know and found that they were people with a fin.background. We worked with six people from ETS who were experts on preparing testsThe eight of us were supposed to supply the wood part.The job laid out by ETS was to build a test for junior high school woodwork. It wadecided to test the results gained in an eighteen-week period of 250 minutes per week anto give the tests to eighth-grade students.The committee was informed that the test to be developed would contain fifty questionand would require 35 minutes of testing time. The test would cover knowledge, under.standing and skills; and the committee decided to cover hand and power tools, knowledgabout various kinds of wood, and an understanding of planning and designing projects, cutting to size and shaping, jointing, fastening and finishing. We also felt that safety an .some information related to the wood industry should be covered.We were then given a short course on test writing by ETS personnel. This was b.far the best instruction I have ever experienced in test preparation.The topics were broken down Into detail as to just what we thought ought to be coveredIt was then determined just how many questioPs there would be in each sub-topic and whatypes of questions they should be.
All eight members of the committee thee went home and wrote a complete test ovethe next several weeks. These were sent to ETS, edited and rewritten; the whole fouhundred questions were sent to the committee members to go over and be returned to ETSFrom these, ETS will prepare the final test.I have a completely different feeling toward standardized tests and what they will dior what can be done with them than I did before; and that is the reason I wanted to tell yoabout this.
However, I think we all should remember that in the industrial arts lab, we have a:opportunity to work with all the students on whatever level they happen to be. We shoutnot try to bring them all to the same finishing point but help each child develop as far a.possible.
I think all of us would agr e that there has been a drifting apart in educatior, of scienc.and humanism. This was noted over thirty years ago by George Sarton in his volume, "Th.History of Science and the New Humanism." Sarton said: "The main issue does nosimply concern humanism but the whole of education from the cradle to the grave. Anithe real question is: Will education include science, or will it exclude it? The intellectuaelite is at present divided into two hostile groups, which we might call for short the literarand scientific, who do not speak the same language nor think in the same way. If nothin:is done, the gap separating them must necessarily increase, together with the steady anirresistible progress of science. Shall we deliberately widen the gap as the old humanistwould have it, or shall we take specia pains to reduce it as much as we can?"I believe this gap has been widened over the years and that it is time for some of uin education to start thinking of the child whom we say we are preparing for the futureI would like to share with you a story that appeared in Loren Eiseley's "The Firmament of Time." It concerns a man who was one of the chief architects of the atomitbombs. The man, one of our foremost atomic physicists, was taking a walk in the woodone day with a friend when he came upon a small turtle. He picked it up and started homeintending to surprise the children with it. After a few steps, he paused and surveyed dr,animal doubtfully.

"What's the matter?" his friend asked.
Without responding, the scientist retraced his steps as precisely as possible and puthe turtle down in the exact spot where he'd found it.Then he turned to his friend. "It just struck me," he said, "that perhaps, for on(man, I've tampered enough with the universe."The man, Dr. Eiseley pointed out, did not deny science by his action. He simpl:recognized that science is not enough. Humanity also is necessary.The time has come for industrial arts teachers to put much emphasis on the humanit;part of education as well as the scientific facts. The industrial arts lab is an ideal piacito bring the two together and work with the whole child.
We must remember to evaluate a child so as to encourage him to future accomplish-ments.
It is our obligation in industrial arts to take a child where he is and take him as fa:as possible. It is not our job to sort out the good from the bad or the different levels o
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tchievernent.
Let's remember that we are the keepers of the public's children. And being entrustedWith this position, we should work to our utmost in helping each child to become betterKlapted to everyday living in our modern society.

Or. Rigsby is Associate Professor at Appalachian State University, Boone, North Carolina.

EVALUATION OF STUDENT PROGRESS
IN WOODWOPKING

Willis H. Wagner
Not so many years ago, informational content in woodworking courses was largely:overed in regular class sessions - in fact, many students elt..cted this area of the indus-

, rial arts curriculum because of the minimal an-tountof outside study normally required.3reat emphasis was placed on the construction of a "project" and, as a result, the "grad-ng of the project" constituted the major aspect of evaluating student progress.
Today, research and development in the wood and wood products industries providea vast amount of scientific and technical information concerning new methods, materialsmd procedures. To acquire even a limited understanding of the basic concepts and gen-ralizations in the field, students in modern woodworking courses will need to devote,nany hours each week to "out of class" study assignment.s.
The written examination, when properly prepared and administered, can provide an111Portant motivating force to "drive" students into a good, hard, concentrated study oft:nformadonal material. Another prime purpose of the examination, of course, is to re-Iffeal concrete evidence concerning the progress students are making in the acquisition oftnformation about woodworking tools, machines, equipment, materials and processes.1.terns used in the examination should be representative of the course content- the course!;ontent having been selected and established to fulfill the course objectives.
Modern woodworking test items should be up-to-date and, along with course content,3hould reflect recent developments in wood processing and wood-related materials. Foraxarnple, a completion question in the area of adhesives might read: Two chief disadvan-:ages of polyvinyl resin emulsion glue are: it softens when exposed to elevated tempera--.urea, and it is
Many instructors make an effort to design items that require more than a simple"feedback" of memorized information. Listed below are several examples of test itemshere the student, in order to arrive at a correct response, will need to know certaAn.acts and also how they are applied:

--What is the cutting speed (SFM) of a 20-in, band saw if the wheels turn at aspeed of 800 rpm? Use the space below for your calculations.
--If a wood sample that weighed 56 grams was completely over-dried, and then

found to weigh 50 grams, the initial MC would have been--List in the proper sequence the operations you would perform in bringing tofinish,Jci size: 6 pieces - 3/4 x 31/2x 34 inches which must be cut from a single
piece of rough stock 1 x 8 x 108 inches. The rough stock has some bow and oneend shows some cup - otherwise there are no defects. Identify the machines or
tools used in each operation.

In woodworking courses, student performance continues to be highly important andshould therefore be a major factor in the total program of evaluation. A high percentageD-f' this performance involves the development oi*: skills and is based on an understandingtyf Methods and procedures. For the most part, progress will be reflected in the qualityand quantity of work produced by the student. However, simply grading the work (product
, r experimental project) when completed will usL.ally not provide sufficient evidence of the13M:1ent's progress along this line. Since the developmental process in the student is con-(tinuous (we hope), then the evaluation process should also be continuous. As the instructorpbserves the student's performance from day to day, he certainly will be able to form
significant judgments concerning the progress the student has attained. Some type ofcheck sheet should be deve_oped for recording and summarizing these judgments. If an
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evaluation procedure, as described, is placed in operation, the student should be acquaintedwith the system and have some indication of his rated progress at various inter-,rals.In addition to the student's performance directly related to constructional activities,there exists a need for some method of evaluating other aspects of his shop work. Thiswould include such elements as: cooperation with other students; following establishedpolicies in organization and management; care in handling, storing and using materialsand supplies; and participation in the care and maintenance of tools and equipment. Per-formance in these areas is of tremendous importance because it is so closely coupledwith attitudes and personality traits.
Some systematic method of evaluation in this area should be considered. An appro-priate instrument might consist of a rating scale especially structured to match a par-ticular situation. One recommended form lists desirable descriptions of performance withcheck points under such headings as: outstanding, satisfactory, needs improvement andunsatisfactory. Another design lists desirable practices on the one side, undesirablepractices on the other, and rating check points between as illustrated below:

Cooperates well with others,
respects their rights and is
always courteous, tolerant
and helpful.

Follows recommended safety
practices. Uses tools and
machines correctly. Always
wears safety glasses and uses
push sticks and other safety
devices.

Takes good care of tools and
equipment. Follows correct
practice in their use. Re-
turns items promptly and
reportS loss or breakage.

5 4 3 2

5 4 3 2 1

5 4 3 2 1

Largely concerned with self.
Shows little respect for anyone,
especially those who can't do
him a favor.

Breaks safety rules and feels
guards and safety devices are
"for the birds". Uses them
only when instructor is watch-
ing. Seeks approval and
recognition from peers by
taking chances.

Has little or no respect for
equipment. Handles and uses
it carelessly. Seldom returns
equipment to its proper place.
Never reports breakage.

Rating scales might also be designed to amplify the check points by drawing lines.(forming a profile) between them. Some instructors prefer to vary the emphasis placed'on the various descriptions through the use of a point system.
Although rating checks are usually made by the instructor, there are sit.iations whereratings by other students might be appropriate. Also it may be helpful for the student torate himself at various intervals. Regardless of the rating system used, good educational,practice would demand that the student be fully informed of the system and his indicated,progress.

Mr. Wagner is Professor of Industrial Arts and Technology at the University of Northern Iowa, Cedar Falls'

F-15.10 AIAA
Special Interest Session
NEW CONCEPTS IN THE EVALUATION OF STUDENT PROGRESS IN PLASTICS
Chm., William B. Landon; Rec., Gregory Scherman; Speakers, Armand G. Hofer, Maurice Keroack,Lloyd Schrum; Host, Raymond DeKeyser.
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EVALUATION OF STUDENT
PROGRESS IN PLASTICS

Armand G. Hofer

Whether we are interested in evaluation to assign grades or evaluation to determine
the effectiveness of teaching, it should be aimed at determining the extent to which each
student has reached the objectives of the course or unit. This sounds simple enough,
out too often we don't do a very good job of evaluation because: (1) the objectives are not
well defined, (2) we don't keep the objectives of the course An mind when making out the
evaluation instruments or (3) we don't weigh the evaluation of different areas in relation
to their importance. These problems are, of course, not unique to the plastics area.

Since the evaluation in a course is so closely related to the objectives, it appears
that the objectives and evaluation devices or procedures should be worked out before the
exact course contert and teaching methods are selected. The aim of the course or unit is
to bring about a chai ge in the student, therefore, the objectives should be stated in terms
of student behavior that can be observed or measured in some reasonably accurate way.
An objective might be stated "to learn about the plastics molding processes' , or to "under-
stand" the plastics molding processes. When does a student "understand" a process? We
need to be more specific by listing the ways we can detect just what it is that we wish to
define as "understanding" a process. To some this might mean listing the steps of pro-
cedure; to others it might mean being able to describe the applications of the process or
che advantages and disadvantages of the process. After the objectives have been stated
in specific terms, they shouldn't be kept a secret from the students, The students will
Learn better if they have a clear idea of what is expected of them.

In making out the objectives and evaluation procedures, we should keep in mind the
overall objectives of the institution. If we profess, for example, to teach "creativity",
then perhaps each class should contribute toward it. There is always a question as to
what weight each part of a studenes performance should have (assuming that we mustassign a single "grade"). This will be a matter of individual choice, but it should at

!kleast be kept in mind in setting up the evaluation system.
The ultimate in instruction and evaluation would be individualized instruction, with

student working on a given area until he reaches at least a minimum levtil of achieve-
kment before advancing. Evaluation in such a system would demand that the student work
toward a certain standard rather than being graded on a curve against the rest of the mem-
oers of his class. Individualized instruction and criterion-testing may sound like an un-
realistic system for mass education, but it is being implemented in other areas and is
oerhaps the direction in which we should be going.

Hofer is Associate Professor at Stout State University, Menomonie, Wisconsin.

AN EVALUATION SYSTEM
AT S.U.N.Y., BUFFALO

Maurice Keroack

The two major purposes served by an effective evaluation system are: (1) to help
the teacher determine the degree to which his educational objectives have been reached,
and (2) to help the teacher know his pupils as individuals.(1) The first purpose is basic
co established educational norms, which indicate that evaluation is always in terms of
educational goals. The second purpose is related to the first insofar that if the teacher
becomes acutely familiar with his pupils, he will be In a better position to plan meaning-
ful experiences for them. He will also be in a better position to determine the degree to
which his educational objectives have been met.

In order to implement the two major purpoSes of evaluation in a plastics program,
several goals have to be established. If the objective of the course is to produce plastic
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pump lamps, then a criterion for evaluating the pump lamps must be established. Thi
could be accomplished by a long check-list of points to be considered when examinin
the lamp; or the lamps could be individually thrown and then the distance measured and
sliding scale used to determine grade. The only section of this procedure that has valo
is the part where you throw ale lamp away.

However, if the objectives of the course are to expose the student to significantl
important processes common to the plastics industry, then an evaluation technique ha
to be developed that is based on sound educational goals.

With a comprehensive plastics program, the diversity of processes encountered lend
itself well to the following weighted procedure for measuring the two major purposes o
evaluation. (See evaluation sheet.) If a group of pupils has difficulty completing a give:
area, it readily shows up on the critique sheet. The instructors can then take remedia
steps to clear up any misunderstanding or other problems in that area. This allows fo:
flexibility in the program and allows the teacher to work frequently with the students. Wit
constant contact between student and teacher, the second major purpose is served.

The weighted system is devised in such a manner as to provide for the maxirnun
fairness to the student. It allews for individual creativity on the pert of the student, ye
establishes a clear set of requirements to be relatively sure that major education goal:
have been met. A balance of practical manipulative skills and written work is achieves
by weighing the written work.

There are more suggested areas than would normally be expected from an averag,
student in orr: semester. In this way room for growth for the exceptional student it
allowed. The average student will probably cover 80% of the listed areas. This is a suf.
ficient base upon which to grade the individual. There is also room for a variance h
quality of the work performed. The ten points maximum allowed for the area are estab.
lished as the criteria for a satisfactory job. Therefore, an emphasis is not placed on els
quantity of machine operation as long as minimum standards are met. This type of ern
phasis is vital in a plastics program, because much of the problem-solving does not corm
from the manipulative skill of the machine operator. Most of the problem-solving it
achieved by balancing the variables inherent in the material and process.

This system also allows for extra credit for the student who wishes to excel.
The student's raw score at the end of the course is plotted on a curve based on al

previous classes, and a letter grade is established in relation to his performance to pas
students' performances.

When new areas or teaching techniques are employed in any given semester, th(
effect of the new material can quickly be compared with previous groups to see if the nev
techniques were useful in achieving educational goals.

FOOTNOTE

1. Ahmann, Stanley J., Glock, Marvin D. Evaluwth Principles of Test ane
Measurements, 1967, p. 4.

Mr. Keroack is Asthtant Professor at State University College, Buffalo, New York.
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EVALUATION SHEET

Student's Name

Vacuum forming
Vacuum forming mold
Low Pressure Laminating
Polyurethane foam application
Polyurethane foam mold

Final Grnde
Max. Yours

10
10
10
10
10

Polystyrene Expandable bead application
Polystyrene Expandable bead mold
Engraving
Hot dipping - vinyl dispersions
Hot dipping - fluidizing bed
Cold dipping
Heat sealing, Radio frequency
Heat sealing, Ultrasonic
Heat sealing, thermo-sealing
Welding

10
10
10
10
10

10
10
10
10
10

Rotational molding 10
Vacuum metalizing 10
Injection molding 3/4-oz. machine 10
Injection molding 3-oz. machine 10
Injection molding mold 10

Hand lay-up Polyester reinforced plastics 10
Hand lay-up Polyester mold 10
High pressure laminating 10
Tensi le Testing 10
Blow molding 10
Encapsuloting 10
Tool Holder 10_
Extra Credit 10
Extra Credit 10
Extra Credit 10
Quiz IF1 10

02 10f3 10
10

05 10
Midterm Notebook 20
Midterm Test 30
Final Notebook 50
Final Test 70

Raw score total 530

Final Grade
Class Ran e Raw Score

.`44D3

Your Raw
Score
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EVALUATION AND OBJECTIVES
Lloyd V. Schrum

When we started our teaching careers, we undoubtedly followed a course of studyvery closely. It may have been something we compiled or one that was handed to us.When the first year came to a close, we were to evaluate our students and the course aswe had taught it. This could well have shocked some of us when we tried to evaluate ac-cording to the objectives of the course.
Therefore, I believe that we should take another look at our objectives. Can they beevaluated? If not, we had better rewrite or otherwise change them to give something con-crete to use in evaluation. The students too should know what is expected of them, so thatwhen the final grades for the course are given out, they know that they have had a validappraisal of their capabilities.
The area of plastics is becoming broader every year and is being added to the cur-riculum in many of our industrial arts areas, It is time, then, to reassess our objectivesand consider them with respect to the area in which we are teaching. The objectives forour courses should be written so that students of all levels can attain goals within theircapabilities.
In the area of plastics, the student should gain knowledge of terminology, specificfacts, trends, basic principles of design, classification and categories. This objectivemay be evaluated by tests, written reports, oral reports and on the plans he presents tomake a project.
The student should also comprehend by means of explainthg why he has chosen a cer-tain type of plastic for a given project. He must interpret the knowledge he has gainedfrom reading, films or other educational media and come forth with uses as well aslimitations for his project. This can be evaluated by checking his complete plans anddiscussing it with him.
The student is then ready to identify and solve the problems that he will encounterin making his project. He must decideon the design, since this may limit functions of theproject, or be limited by types of plastic that may be used. He will need to determine theoperations necessary to complete his project and the best-suited materials. He will havean equipment list and a detailed drawing to follow. His design or plan can be evaluatedas to organization or lack of it, relationships of parts in the design as well as choics. ofmaterials. This includes colors, strength, resistance to weather, heat, cold, wear, con-stant flexing or many other characteristics found in plastics.It is also important that we consider the student as a person, and try to meet eachstudent at his own level. Benjamin S. Bloom has completed a study on course objectivesand student behavior traits and found that there are six major classes in the cognitivedomain. His study is entitled, "Ihxonomy of Educational Objectives: The Classificadonof Educational Goals", Handbook I, Cognitive Domain, published in 1956 by David McKayCo., Inc., of New York. The six major classes are: knowledge, comprehension applica-tion, analysis, synthesis and evaluation. Each of these classifications has subdivisionsthat may be set up as grading criteria for daily, weekly or final evaluation.When writing tests, or planning our course of study, let us try to determine which levelof the six classes we are trying to reich. Each level of the classification builds-on theprevious level or levels. In the field of plastics, design of molds is a very importantaspect of the completed project. This could well he an evaluated objective of the courserather than to have students completely plan the project they are to make. This would gothrough level four, or analysis, because the student would have to understand problemspeculiar to mold making, This would in turn require knowledge of materials used inalaking molds, as well as design limitations, and types of plastics that can be molded inthe manner in which he will mold them. He will need to know various molding procesbesso that he can determine which is best for his project. Hc must know relationships ofmaterials to molds so that he can accurateiy predict what repeated runs with his moldingwill do to tolerances. required on the finished project. If he were to attain level five orsynthesis, he would be faced with production problems, plans of operation for mass pro-ducing, cost of materials on a volume basis, and cost of equipment as well as maintenanceand many other areas that might seem abstract to the student. Level six would deal withevaluating the product. This would include judgments of internal evidence as well as ex-ternal criteria.
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When we evaluate the end product, we then have a set of objectives or criteria that
can be evaluated, including the capabilities of the student. We may still ask that he take
a final test, or write a report on total project that he has done, which will give us a furtherinsight into his capabilities or ability to use what he has learned. When writing tests, wemust be careful that we use test items that are valid and not trick questions, or quesdonsthat may be misconstrued due to poor wording. Some of the students tend to read intotest quesdons things that we did not intend to ask or expect. Item analysis of our testAes tions often gives us valuable information as to their validity and reliability. We often
do not take time or have time to do an analysis; however, if we wish to improve our coursesand teaching, it is important that we use every possible means to insure an accurate inter-pretation of test results.

In summary, then, evaluation depends on the use of objectives that are realistkc andattainable to students. They should provide for a broad background of knowl:Age ofplastics and the plastics industry through various educational media. The student mustbe given a problem that will allow him to comprehend, apply, interpret and analyze be-
fore he starts work. He may also be given the opportunity to evaluate his project. If the
student can be evaluated on this type of criterion, we will have taken him at the level he
was working and advanced him to a higher level. Some of us may have put these objec-
tives to use and have a first-hand knowledge of how students react to this type of evalua-don.

Mr. Schrum teaches industrial arts in Minneapolis, Minnesota.

F-15.11 AIAA
Special Interest Session
NEW CONCEPTS IN AEROSPACE EDUCATION
Chm., John Winterhalter; Rec., John Kerr; Speakers, Hal Mehrens, John Winterhalter, Charles Swinford;
Host, Donald P. Lauda.

INDUSTRIAL ARTS AND
SPACE TECHNOLOGY

Harold E. Mehrens

Industrial arts is a study of the tools, materials, processes, products, occupationsand related problems of our American industrial society.
Today, approximately 4,000,000 students are enrolled in industrial arts courses

throughout this nation and are taught by approximately 40,000 teachers. These studentsshould be aware of the implications of industrial arts for the aerospace industry and thespace program itself. The aerospace industry is the largest industry in our nation today.
It employs over 1.3 million persons. By comparison, approximately 780,000 individuals
are employed in the manufacturing of automobiles, trucks and motor vehicles. An in-
depth study of the aerospace industry will provide students with an opportunity to investi-
gate not only this important area of our American economy but also directly related indus-tries, such as electronics, chemicals, communications and transportation.

The industrial arts teacher should emphasize to the student that a solid, fundamental
course in industrial arts iE as basic to wor!. in the aerospace industry as it is in any ofthe other major industries. In the occupations related to the aerospace industry, it is
desirable for the student to have a good background in -,,hysics and math.

The student can be motivated to higher standards of craftsmanslAip and pride in work-manship by relating his educational experiences to the space age. It should be emphasized
that there are thousands of aerospace employees working in occupations that are exactly
the same as those required by many others of the major industries.

One does not need a college education to work in the aerospace industry. One must,
however, have a dedication to the vital nature of the job; a welder must understand that
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the success of a launch depends as much upon his skill in producing a welding job withzero defects as it depends upon the research physicist and the engineer in arriving at avehicle design which is without error. Skill and reliability are perhaps the two most vitalaspects of the individual's training and background.It has been a long-standing practice to assign problems to students. Usually this in-volved the construction of an object. Industrial arts teachers can stimulate creativethinking by giving students the opportunity to relate these problems to the aerospace in-dustry. This will permit the student to try out new ideas and materials and gain a betterunderstanding of our nation's largest employer.To aid the industrial arts teacher in posing problems, NASA issues tech briefs peri-odically. These publications are intended to summarize specific technical innovationsderived from the space program. These are free and may be obtained from John F. Ken-nedy Space Center Education Office. The manual "Model Spacecraft Construction" isalso available to help in formulating projects.There are some individuals in industria' arts who feel that simple Irmd and machinetool skillb have become obsolete. These are the individuals who say that mass productionand automation have eliminated the need for using simple hand tools and machines skill-fully. While this may be true to some degree, the aerospace industry requires a returnto the demand for individual craftsmanship and pride in workmanship. There is a greatneed in the aerospace industry for individuals who possess high standards, who may havedeveloped articulate hand tool skills, and who can work with high standards of qualitycontrol. One must remember that the success of a mission and the lives of the astronautsdepend on how efficiently each person performs his job.One of the most challenging aspects of the aerospace industry is the ever-changingAmerican industry. The workers must be able to adjust to this changing environment.Each generation of launch vehicles quickly goes through the cycle of design, development,operation and obsolescence.
The challenge of the aerospace industry is great, and the role of the industrial artsteacher is very important to interpret the industry to the students of our schools today.Since industrial arts courses in our schools today have the responsibility of definingthe role 0 industry in our society, let us look at industry for a few moments.Industry can be defined as the sum total of all the activities required to produce aproduct. Things such as the television set, car and rockets, as well as services. We cansee that industry is involved with the production of goods and services.Industrial arts is primarily concerned with industries which produce goods. In otherwords, it concentrates on the manufacturing industries and is concerned with the ways inwhich raw materials are transformed into usable products. Automation is usually thoughtof as being commensurate .vith products, because industry can produce more and there-fore can sell for less. However, in the aerospace industry, the scheme of producing rela-tively few models of the product with optimum quality must be considered. The conceptof zero defects is mandatory and not just a desirable factor.Tech briefs, NASA fact sheev.a and NASA films on satellites and space probes helpto emphasize the individual craftsmanship involved in the construction of aerospace de-vices.

The elements of industry are the same whether you are producing bicycles or rockets:only the matter of numbers of products and more rigid specifications is required.The aerospace industry is the industry that reflects all aspects of the American in-dustry. Space vehicles require products made of ceramics, plastics and metals as wellas power and electronic components. The products must be desig.ted, fabricated andtested. Invariably some products have their birth as mock models made of wood. Thisnot only saves money and time but permits the designer to experiment with various de-signs more readily.
It is evident that industrial arts can make a significant contribution to understundingthe aerospace industry, since it also is concerned with the same areas.Traditionally, industrial arts is divided into eight categories: design and drafting,metals, electricity-electronics, power, graphic arts, plastics, ceramics and wood. Eachcategory can be related to the aerospace industry.It is suggested that you provide the in-depth information in your classroom.(1) Design and Drafting: Design tools for repair or assembly operations on vehiclesduring space flight. When energy is applied to components of a weightless space vehicle,such as turning a bolt with a wrench, the vehicle itself will react by turning if sufficientpressure is required for the operation. This problem could be experimented with by302 (



trying to drill a hole in a tennis ball while it is floating in a pail of water. Also consider
the problem of collecting the chips. Even the slippage of a tool being used under excessive
pressure could result in a serious problem, especially if it is dropped from the user's
hand. Further, where a variety of tools is required for a single repair operf -ion, they
must be secured by some method whil.e not in immediate use. Consider magnetism andits effects, both positive and negative, aR possible way of retaining the tools.

(2) Metals: Under the beryllium shingles are thermoflex radio frequency blanketsheld in place by a titanium mesh attached to the metal stringers.
The adapter is a ring-stiffened skin-stringer structure consisting of circumferential

aluminum rings, extruded magnesium alloy stringers and a magnesium skin.
Eighty-five percent of the cabin section, which includes equipment bay doors and

hatches, is made of welded titanium assemblies.
Two hundred eighty-five inches of hand fusion welding are required to mate the

thirteen titanium pieces of each hatch.
Steel is used extensively in the ground support activities. In the Apollo project, for

example, there are the Vehicle Assembly Building, the mobile launcher, the mobile serv-
ice structure, the supporting structure for rhe flame diverter, portions of the liquid fuel
and the purging of gas storage tanks, the huge tracked crawler/transporter and manyothers.

The micrometeoroid satellites contain pressurized beryllium copper cylinders, copper
wire (2 or 3 thousandths of an inch thick) grids, aluminum sheet (.0015-, .008- and .017-
inch) panels to record the number encountered.

The major structural material for the Apollo service module and the Lunar Module
is aluminum.

. The NASA Lewis Research Center authorities suggest that the aerospace age is thei "age of tailored materials" since no single material can serve all of the many techno-
i logical applications required. In addition, metallurgists are designing improved fabricat-
ing characteristics into alloys.

i The shingles an the surface of the Gemini re-entry module are alloyed of several
;metals - 53 percent nickel, 1.9 percent chromium, 11 percent cobalt, 9.75 percent molyb-
denum, 3.15 percent titanium, 1.6 percent aluminum, .09 percent carbon, .005 percent
boron and less than2.75 percent iron - toprovide aerodynamic and heat protection in addi-

!tion to holding insulation in place.
i Work at Pratt and Whitney Aircraft emphasizes a materials spectrum which rangesI from stainless steel and iron-base superalloys, to magnesium, aluminum, titanium and
all varieties of advanced high temperature nickel- and cobalt-based super alloys.

1 The NASA contractors and NASA experimental and maintenance laboratories all
make extensive use of customary machine shop equipment. A part must often be made
that has never been made before. Various jigs and fixtures facilitate even limited quan-

k tity production and help maintain required tolerances for precise equipment.
(3) Electricity-Electronics: The area of electricity-electronics as applied to aero-

Ispace technology is almost limitless. It is said that electronics is the heart of the pro-
gram, and all phases of electricity provide the means to accomplish the many production
tasks required in the manufacturing and assembly processes.

At least 98 percent of all components used are of solid state type. There is a con-
certed effort being made toward miniaturization.

Chemical batteries are used for transportation vehicles and in the principles of the
fuel cells for powering spacecraft equipment. Silver, zinc and nickel cadmium cells are
also extensively used in spacecraft

Computers and associated controlling mechanisms or indicators are essential to the
E maneuverability of the spacecraft. Basic principles and application of circuits are used

extensively for telemetry, instrunmztation and communications.
High voltage power sources employ backup or dual circuitry to assure constant volt-age with little variation. Three-phase, four-wire power instrumentation circuits are

' being made to assure dependability and reliability.
The ground control system must have a reliable power source. Dual service feed

P- lines with automatic switching to alternate sources all performed by crossbar or solid
state components. Extensive use of relays and microswitching is evident in all parts of
booster vehicles and capsules.

Converters, invertera, transducers, sensors and many other controlling or regulat-
ing devices are employed on both electrical and mechanical components. Almost all oper-
ate from the standard 24-28v DC system supplied from solar or fuel cells.
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Demonstrate the use of rehtys and converters in supplying power to model trains,cars, airplanes. etc. Hook up a three-phase, four-wire low voltage circuit and demon-strate automatic switching.
Almost all switching is done by solenoids, fuel control systems, vibration readoutsand the majority of the other 3,000-plus measurements that are taken on Saturn flights.Large power step-up and step-down tranSformers are used in transmission of electricalenergy. Large electromagnets are used in metal forming. Transformers are used inall circuits and welders.
Sound, radio, light and almost any other type of wave form or motion are involvedin space travel. Radio and telemetry signals are used for communication and control.Vibration and shock waves must be overcome to maintain stability through thrusters.Crystals are used to stabilize transmitters.
Semiconductors, transistors and solid state components are used extensively incomputer equipment, telemetry circuits and space capsule equipment. Strain gauges,sensors and other delicate instruments requiring low current and small space also usethese items.
(4) Power: Small gasoline engines are used at the laench site on standby and emer-gency machines. The awesome sight of million-pound thrust engines contrasts drarnatical1 3with two- and four-cycle engines on waterpumps, air conditioners, coolers and emergencygenerators.
Cryogenic fuels are used in many rockets. These extremely cold liquids are usedto cool the nozzle of the thrust chamber. This nozzle is actually a honeycomb of tubes andfins much like a water-cooled radiator of an automobile.
In conventional engines the problem is to have a clean air-fuel mixture of the properproportion. The space industry is faced with this problem plus the additional problem;of providing a combustible agent outside the earth's atmosphere and of greatly increas-;ing the combustion rate.
Because rockets must have a self-contained fuel supply in order to function in space,1the fuel and oxidizing agents are stored in separate tanks and mixed under preqsure. How;does this differ with fuel intake and mixture of gasoline engines?Diesel engines are in evidence throughout the space launch facilities. They are usedon standby equipment and for emergency power generation.Perhaps the most vivid use of diesel power in aerospace activity is demonstrated inthe crawler/transporter which transports the Saturn V launch vehicles and their launchers(mobile) from the Vehicle Assembly Building to the launch pad.This vehicle weighs 6,000,000 lbs., is 131 feet long and 114 feet wide. It moves on,four double-track crawlers, each 10 feet high and40 feet long. Each pad weighs about one,ton.

This vehicle is powered by two, 5500-horsepower diesel engines. Two other diesels'generate 2,130 horsepower for leveling, jacking, steering, lighting, ventilating and elec-tronic controls.
Space industry application of the gas turbine engine can be found in the larger heli-copters used in search and recovery operations and in the experimental aircraft, such asthe Vertical Short Make Off and Landing (VSTOL).(5) Graphic Arts: Photography has become an essentialtool in the development, firingand testing of spacecraft. Markings and patterns are painted on the missile so that engi-neers studying the photographs of the missile during launch and flight can detect even themoat minute deviation from the predicted results. Motion pictures of the launch are takenat many different speeds, ranging from 4 frames per second to 2,000 frames per second.Cameras mountee on the space vehicle and on the launch gantry are used to recordevery phase of the launch operation. Some are trained on mechanical de izes, some oninstruments and gauges and some on the astronauts, ln many instances, the picture neededrequires that the camera be mounted in an area of intense heat. Cameras mounted inflame areas are shielded from the heat and force by being housed in steel boxes withquartz to protect the lens.

When cameras are mounted on those stages of the vehicle to be jettisoned, they areequipped with separation devices and flotation material. One such camera was recoveredafter twenty-six days in the water, and the pictures were excellent.
Camera equipment on unmanned capsules converts pictures into electrical signals tobe transmitted to earth, where they are reconstructed.
Cameras located in danger areas are remotely operated dur.._.g launch. There aresome permanent remote camera stations at launch sites, but many stations are mobile.
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The unusual demand on space photography necess'tates the use of every conceivable
type of lens. Research into lenses for space use should also result in improved commer-
cial and personal equipment.

Space industry photography demands results heretofore not possible. Research into
equipment and materials has resulted in many developments which are beneficial to com-
mercial photography. One of these is a low-light, high-speed color film.

Schematic layouts of circuitry used in electronic equipment are reduced in size
through the printing process. Theae circuits are then "screened", using metallic elec-
trical conductors in the form of paint. This eliminates wiring and allows miniaturization
of the circuit because soldered or mechanical connections are not needed.

Motion picture cameras with a wide variety of lenses and speeds have substantially
helped space engineers to locate malfunctions. These speeds range from 2 to 2,000 frames
per second.

(6) Plastics: The material used as a heat shield for the command module must
withstand temperatures in deep space colder than 200 degrees (Fahrenheit) below zero
and then survive the intense heat of re-entry, when the shock and friction caused by the
craft slamming into the earth's atmosphere will send temperatures across the surface
of the command module soaring as high as 5000 degrees Fahrenheit. !n addition, since
the weight of the command module must be kept to a minimum, this material must be of
the lowest possible density.

The material selected to do this job is a phenolic epoxy resin a plastic. In addition
to this plastic itself, the resth is held in place on the surface of the command module by
a honeycomb matrix of fiberglass a combination plastic ceramic material. Thus, it can
be seen how the plastics are u-ed in space technology in a highly important area. Without
the heat shield, it would not be possible to put a man on the moon in the near future.

(7) Ceramics: Ceramics has been of equal importance in arriving at the point where
the Apollo Command Module could be designed. From the time that astronauts Alan
Shepard and Gus Grissom performed their epoch-making "first" flights in 1961, ceramics
has had its impact on space vehicle design. Even before these important accomplish-
ments, without the ceramic potential of withstanding intense heat, early experiments with
rockets and rocket fuels probably would not have been successful.

With the development of the ablative heat shield, ceramics has reached its apex in
performance. The quartz ablation shield used on the nose cone of the Intercontinental
Ballistic Missile (ICBM) behaves in much the same manner as the epoxy-filled fiberglass
honeycomb ablation shield of the Apollo Command Module. In both instances the ceramic
materials (quartz on the ICBM fiberglass on the Apollo Command Module), because of
their ability to withstand intense heat, are contributing to space technology.

Ceramic materials are found wherever you travel around America's Space Port.
Massive use of concrete a ceramic material is involved in th construction of the
launch pads for the Saturn tests and ultimate Apollo flights. Huge channels below these
pads are lined with fire brick. These assist in carrying away the intense heat of combus-
tion during the first moments of takeoff when there is no motion to assist in heat dissipa-
tion.

Lees spectacular but of equal importance has been the development of ceramic ma-
terials capable of being bonded to thin metals to line the exhaust chambers of jet- and
rocket-powered engines. It is quite possible that without such materials, we might not
have been able to conduct the experiments preliminary to the space effort.

(C,) Wood: Since not one piece of wood equipment will go to the moon, with the possi-
ble exception of a wood handle onthe geological specimen pick or a balsa cover on instru-
ments, it would seem that woodworking was being phased out completely. Many industrial
arts instructors are in accord with this implication.

For better than half a century woodworking has been the backbone of industrial arts.
It has been exploited almost to the exclusion of other industrial processes. According to
the most reeent surveys, it is still being carried on in the majority of the nation's indus-
trial arts laboratories, but it is being de-emphasized wherever revision of the program
is underway.

This would seem to be in keeping with space technology, judging by the preponderance
of other materials being utilized. However, on close investigation it is discovered that
woodwciking is still the "backbone" of the space industry. The Kennedy Space Center
is the country's space port. It is here that space technology pays off. The space probes
and moon missions depart from here. Behind these final stages are literally thousands
of manhours of preparation. Still further, behind these takeoff preparations are millions
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of inanhours of exi-erimentation, research and development and fundamental materialmanipulation. Primary in all these experiences is the involvement of wood technology.
To prepare astronauts for the lunar journey, NASA has constructed a number of simu-lators. In the simulators are embodZed the ideas, skills and knowledge of an army ofengineers, scientists and other technologists.
ro simulate is "to assume the appearance of, without reality". This is exactly whatthe manned space flight simulators are designed to do. The pilots are made to feel thatthey are on an actual space mission. In this way also techniques and equipment n re de-veloped for reliable operation in space.
Without such models and simulators, the progress of research would be gre2 y ham-pered. The cost of such research and development would be prohibitive for evej, such anation as ours if simulated conditions and equipment were not employed, ln space tech-nology, wood technology has risen to a height never before experienc?d. The fines: woodcraftsmen and the most highly-developed skills in wood fabricatiou ar3 found in apacetechnology. Truly, wcod and all that the wood area implies is the "bac:cbone" of spacetechnology.
It should be pointed out that NASA is not advocating a space industrial arts course.It is suggested that the teachers teach the concept of American industry as it relates toour society today.
A study of the chemical, iron or aerospace industries, to name a few, is a fascinating

and rewarding experience for both students and teacher. A typical outline for such anactivity is as follows:
(1) Origin and background of the industry
(2) Organization
(3) Products
(4) Processes
(5) Materials
(6) Occupations
(7) Trends
NASA is happy to provide you with films, pamphlets, Tech briefs and other relatededucational material, all free of charge. To obtain these materials please direct your

request to Mr. Harold Mehrens, Chief, Educational Programs Branch, John F. Kennedy
Space Center, Florida.

Mr. Mehrens is Chief, Educational Programs Branch, John F. Kennedy Space Center, Florida.

DEVELOPING A GENERAL
AERONAUTICS PROGRAM

Charles W. 5winford

I would Iike to preface my remarks this afternoon by saying that although the title ofthis session is "New Concepts in Aerospace Education", my report will be singularlylacking in new concepts and may even prove to have slighted some of the old ones.
The most radical thing that I have done to date is to propose that we include a coursein "aviation" among our traditional industrial arts offerings, to write a formal courseproposal and to pursue the matter for two years through inter-departmentaI meetings,

curriculum committee meetings, administrative conferences and numerous private in-fighting sessions with the representatives of the status quo.
Early this fall, proposed curriculum changes were again presented to the curriculumcommittee and at this time our aeronautics course was accepted. The Board of Education

reviewed the committee's decision, OK'd the budget, and authorized the inclusion of this
course in the curriculum of the three Niles township schools, beginning with the North
building, in the 1968-69 school year. Aa the initiator of this program, the responsibilityfor its implementation now rests on my shoulders.

this will '3e my first attempt at such an undertalOng. I do not come here as a pur-
f aviation curriculum blueprints which are guarawrotedto fIy, nor do I coasider my-

le-1F tc: oe in a position to offer many blue-sky innovative ideas for doing something which
ksAile Net to do the old way.



My intent is to report what we have done, are doing and hope to do with our program
tt Niles North.

rile course proposal
There are probably as many formats for the presentation of proposed curriculum

:hanges as there are schools with curriculums to change. While we were allowed con-
dderable latitude, we did reply to nine basic questions. These questions, answers and,

, n some cases, the reasoning behind the answers, are as follows:
(1) What is the course title?
Aeronautics 1 & 11. This title was selected because, although it is synonymous with,

, 'aviation", it seems to have more "status" value. We are an elective course vying forhe students' time in a college preparatory-oriented school. We must sell our programo both students and parents.
(2) What is the length of the course?
Aeronautics I & II will last two semesters. Classes will meet three days per weekor a 40-minute period. Twice a week the class will have a laboratory or double period'A 80 minutes.
(3) What are the course prerequisites?
Enrollment is limited to the three upper classes, with seniors having first preference,luniors second and sophomores third. (As yet we have set no requirements which would:end to screen out the industrial arts majors. However, we have suggested to the guidance

lepartment that aviators must also be good with their heads.)
(4) What segment of the student body will this course serve?
By tradition, industrial arts students are mostly boys. We assume that this trendwill continue. However, we are encouraging all interested girls to enroll. As a result of

an interest survey taken earlier this year and next year's registration figures which are3eginning to be compiled, we find that we are attracting students who have never before
:aken industrial arts couzses and in numbers which we cannot yet handle.

(5) Are textbooks available fas. the course?
Yes. We are planning to adopt as our primary text An Introduction to General Aero-

lautics by C. N. Van Deventer; published by the American Technical Society. Several sup-)1ementary texts are under consideration, as are materials from both Sanderson Films,
Inc., and.Link Group, General Precision Systems, Inc.

(6) Are qualified instructors available for this course?
Yes.
(7) What preparations are necessary prior to offering the course?

A. We must prepare a tentative course of study.
B. We must prepare a comprehensive budget.
C. A suitable classroom must be found and equipped.
D. Training aids must be secured, examples of which are:

1. operable engines
2. "cut away" reciprocating and gas turbine engines
3. airframe structural components
4. assorted instruments and aircraft hardware
5. charts, drawings, projectuals, movies and other visual aids.

E. Preparations for the flight experience unit must be made with a local fixed-
base operator.

(8) What changes in the total school program will this course bring about?
I

We foresee no scheduling problems other than those which already exist with labclas ses in a nine-period day. The course will add to the selection of elective subjects
available to the student body.

(9) Why is this course necessary?
During the last 65 years we have seen the transition of powered flight by heavier-

chan-air vehicles start with the Wright Brothers' 120 ft., twelve-second effort and progress
through non-stop, 600 mph commercial flights of several thousand miles.

The airplane has evolved radically during this time. From approximately 600 lbs. of
,wood, wire, fabric and gasoline engine, the Wrights asc_lecnbled a powered box kite a far!cry from today's jet airliner. Still the airliner, jet fighter, helicopter and small private
plane can all trace their lineage back through Orville and Wilbur's bicycle shop.

,E The hostilities in Europe in 1914-1918 saw the role of the airplane change from that
rof reconnaissance and artillery spotting .0 use as a tactical weapon. Since that time we
have witnessed the gradual emerL-ace of air power as the measure of our armed might.z
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The airplane, which has proven so valuable in two world wars, Korea and now in VieNam, is, however, no longer our primary defensive weapon. Our national security noVrests on the ability of our aerospace industry to produce operable inter-continenta"ballistic missiles and anti-missile systems as well as the more conventional weapons;platforms.
Within the last 20 years rockets have assumed an important scientific role in additionto their military applications. Our efforts in the exploration of space have reached tilt;point where we no longer question the feasibility of sending men into orbit or off to thsmoon. The novelty of the "lift off", orbital flight, the walk in space, soft landings on thsmoon, etc., is virtually gone. These are now an accepted thing, "old hat" to a populatiosthat has seen more technological advances in the last 75 years than have taken place sincethe beginning of recorded history.
From the standpoint of economic importance to our country, the aerospace industryincluding civil and commercial aviation, represents a multi-billion dollar investmentThis industry is one of, if not the, largest employers in the country. We have hundredsof thousands of people engaged in a multitudinous array of technical occupations withithe aerospace labor force.
Quite understandably, with rapid advances in technology and expansion of the industrythere are many unfilled jobs. There is now an acute shortage of some of the technicaspecialties, susch as mechanics, pilots, technicians and engineers, and as "the state othe art" advances, new positions come into existence for which there are no trained per-'sonnel. In short, the demand for qualified people far exceeds the supply.What do we hope to accomplish with our aviation program? We believe that the stud3:of aviation has a place in the general educational program of our students at Niles. Welare not attempting to make anybody into anything. We are trying to provide those experi-,ences which will accomplish the following objectives:(1) Although there is no way to teach it or test for it, we hope that our students willdevelop a more mature attitude, a sense of responsibility id a seriousness of purposslwhich is necessary for the long-term survival of those who tty.(2) We hope to develop an appreciation for precision equipment and craftsmanship i(3) We want our students to be fully aware of their environment L-om sea leve !plus one.

(4) We hope to develop within the student an awareness of and appreciation for theprogress which has been made in fulfilling one of man's oldest dreams flight.
Mr. Swinford is Industrial Arts Instructor in Niles Township High School, North Division, Skokie, Illinois'

F-I5.12 AIAA
Special Interest Session
NEW CONCEPTS IN THE EVALUATION OF THE SLOW LEARNER IN INDUSTRIAL ARTSChm., Herbert Wilson; Rec., James Hastings; Speakers, Charles Kokaska, William Cochran, Thomas J.,Brennan; Host, Myron E. Lewis.

THE SLOW LEARNER IN INDUSTMAL ARTS
Thomas J. Brennan

A number of you have participated in several sessions on this topic during the 1a.31.two days. During this time our speakers have talked with you gbout methods, curricu-lums, and today, about evaluation in this newly emerging area. It is not my purpose teduplicate what has been said. It is also most difficult to be the last speaker in a series',such as this and not duplicate anything which has been said previously. However, I sha1 1do my best not to be too redundant in my summary and interpretation of what has goneon before.
This area is a fast growing one. This does not mean that it is a new one for industria:'
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rts teachers. Slow learners have been our lot from the time of Calvin Woodward but weave not always welcomed them. "Industrial Arts as a Dumping Ground" was the topic
f discussion at more than one American Industrial Arts Association Convention. Ericson
evoted a chapter to it. More journal articles have been written on it than on almost anyther topic. I am implying that it has beun just recently that we have finally come to the
eluctant realization that we probably will always have these students in our laboratoriesnd it is time for us to make a serious effort to provide special programs for them. Itfas just for this reason that West Virginia University last year applied for and was
warded an NDEA Institute in Industrial Arts for the Mentally Handicapped. You have heardrom several of the staff of that Institute as well as from a number of participants.

West Virginia University had felt that the problem of the slow learner or the mentally
andicapped student wae extremely important and had, for a number of years, offered
ourses in Industrial Arts in Special Education. We had had some success in this en-
eavor and had been asked to present a session on the topic at the convention in Washing-on, DC. We felt the presentation was politely received but it had made little impact.Ve did not realize how much interest had grown until we started to receive applications

the NDEA Institute. Our eligibility requirements were such as to keep us from having
ne wholesale app!" uion deluge which some institutes received. Nevertheless, we did
eceive so many thal. we were hard pressed to read and evaluate all of them. We inter-
reted this intere-st as an indication of the extensiveness of the problem and many instruc-
ors were interested in doing something about it.

This has not always been the situation. We have personally received numerous letters
rom honest, sincere industrial arts teachers who felt we were perpetuating the dumping
round appellation. They strongly urged us to forget it and turn our efforts to more pro-
uctive endeavors. On one occasion, one of our doctoral students, developing a research

a: esign on this subject for his dissertation, could find so few teachers willing to be iden-
tified with the problem and to assist him in his study was forced to abandon the idea. The

eception which this series of discussions has had is indicative of the change in profes-
, ional attitude we are experiencing. It would appear that more and more of our men are
.ealizing that industrial arts has a unique contribution to make and are attempting to do
omething about it.

From the vantage point of experience, I should like to spend my remaining time dis-
i:ussing some points which I consider important for anyone to have in mind who is planning
itn entering into this area. Some of them have already been mentioned and so this will;erve as a summary. They can also be used as evaluation criteria for programs cur-ently in operation.

I will begin with several items which have particular reference to the elementary
)rogram. At this level the activities are really not industrial arts but actually crafts

t,..ctivities. An attempt is made to introduce the child to the world of materials around
dm. Tl-,e activity should be part of the total learning experience and not an isolated one.
Ve do not appreciate the teacher who says "Now we will do crafts." This kind of activity
s usually an attempt to relieve tension or to provide recreation and relaxation. While
hese objectives are important of themselves we prefer to think of the crafts as an in-egral part of the learning experiences. In fact, we have seen it function as the core
iround which the entire educational program was built.

Criteria for selection or evaluation at this level should include:
The craft should be simple enough to be learned. This implies that it should be
within the ability of the learner.

1. The craft should be useful. It should produce a product which the student could use
or could give as a gift. Exercises may have some value to the learner but this value
is greatly enhanced when it culminates in something of value to the child.
It should be capable of being done out of school. This permits a longer exposure to
the learning situation, provides for home activities and helps to relate the home to
the school. Where retarded students are involved this is important to the total learn-
ing experience.
It should be a step toward learning a more involved activity. Often a child who is
slow, or retarded, also has a problem of physical coordination. A simple manual
manipulation learned well may become the foundation for better physical coordina-
tion required by a more involved craft.
It goes without mention that th ?. craft should be of interest to the child. This is not
at all difficult since at this mental and physical level exploration is the chief meanswhereby the c! !ld learns. His interests are so widespread that a creative teacher
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has little difficulty in discovering his chief interests, or in developing them.6. The craft should be challenging. Once a student has learned an activity and has experienced success in doing it, he very often wants to do it over and ovr again.
hesitates to explore new directions where he might fail. This should be avoided an .his interest developed toward the more challenging new activity.

7. It should involve as many concomitant Warnings as possible. Crafts done for craft'sake alone has limited value. When they are used as a method of ine.truction or aa means of integrating academic skills their value is unparalleled.
At the intermediate level
1. The industrial arts activities, and at this level they should be industrial arts activities

should provide for successful learning activities. If there was this value alone to th,activity. it would be justified. However, at this level, the student has very often has
few successful learning experiences. He is often dibenchanted with school. The industrial arts laboratory, the physical educationprogram andperhaps one or two othe.activities provide the only educational oases in the desert or he academic program2. They should introduce the student to the world of work, so that he might begin to thinlof a future occupation. This is often his only occupational orientation. For thesestudents vocational emphases are entirely proper. We must re-orient our thinkin;from the strict general education aspect and think in terms of what is best for th,student.

3. Individual instruction, as much as possible, is a must.
4. Adherence to a work schedule as a prelude to employment is enhanced through industrial arts activities. The shop organization plan, mass production activities an'similar endeavors aid in this objective. Very often the attention span is short an(interest is flighty. A teacher who is strict, but human, is the best help these studentican possibly have.
5. Home mechanics is an ex:ellent activity for this level.

a. It provides a possibie source of income for the "fix-it" student.
b. Students become involved in homemaking activities which is important for thei:ultimate roles as home makers.
c. It provides an excellent activity for group work for the development of inter.dependence.

At the advanced level
At this level the industrial arts - vocational program is often divided into the pre-vocational and the diversified occupationprograms. The former is properly the responsi-bility of the industrial arts teacher. The latter should be handled by a vocational teachetwho is specially trained. Here again the chief objectives are:

1. Frevocational in nature- occupati,,nal information on unskilled or serrti-skilledoccu-pationa.
2. Group activity centered for the development of this important attitude.
3. Emphasis should be placed on personal economics as opposed to industrial economics4. Mass production activities seem to provide the best approach to gain these objectives

In conclusion I should like to make one salient point. Although these stL.4ents, on thebasis of past performance, nave not come up to standard, please do not seri them shortNeither has our work with them come up to standard. When special programa are pro-vided, teachers are sympathetic (and not overworked), when they have some knowledgeof how to attack the instructional problems, these students have responded to an amazingdegree. I would like to illustrate this fact by telling a rather amusing story, which upotanalys:s, points this up quite vividly.
Some of you may be old enough to remember the time when the "moron" stork',

were all the rage. Well, this is a story about a moron carpenter. It seems that help waeextremely hard to come by un a certain large scale building project when thousands o:small homes were being built. This particular carpenter had been working for a longtime, was well liked by his fellow workers and in general, had beer. a satisfactory work-
man. Because of the shortage of superviaots, it was decided t.1 make him a foreman ancput him in charge of a crew which would work more or leba independently, with on4
occasional visits from the project supervisor.

The crew went to work and for several days there was considerable activity. The
supervisor was too busy to do much more than look over to the place where this house
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vas being erected, but everything seemed to be going smoothly. He was understandablyairprised one morning to find the moron carpenter and his crew waiting to see him at hisield office. After the usual amenities were paroed, the carpenter, obviously agitated,
Aurted out. "Say Boss, do we start these houses from the top-down or from the bottom-ip?" The boss replied in no uncertain terms that "any blankety-blank fool knew that they
iad to be started from ihe bottom-up." To this the carpenter replied, "Well boys, I guessve'll just have to tear it down. We did it wrong."
)r. Brennan is Coordioator of Industrial Education ut West Virginia University, Morgantown.

OUR EXPANDING RELATIONSHIP
TO SPECIAL EDUCATION

Charles J. Kokaska

In this presentation, special education will refer to those programs that have been
!stablished within secondary schools for the educable mentally retarded. The chief char-
icteristic of members of this heterogeneous group is that at some point in their secondary
;chool careers they recorded between a 50-85 intelligence quotient on an individual intel-igence test. Other than this factor, members of special classes demonstrate consid-:rable variance in social, psychological, academic and vocational ability.

,::urriculum Ob ective
,

' Since the late 1930s, the main goal of secondary classes for the retarded has been
r)ccupatiorial training, placement and success. Inderl, those of us who train prospective,eachers and assist in curriculum.design focus on the implementation of this goal from
he primary through secondary grades. The realistic planning that we envisage and en-lender for the retarded essentially rests upon whether the individual will be employed
wheu he completes his education.

However, it is not enough for us just to think about getting jobs for our students. We
"I'itis i. also consider the relationship of the individual's skilid to conditions within the corn-
r)etitive labor market. It has been our experience that members of this educational group
13ften occupy a marginal status within that market.
i "Marginal status" le defined as employability rather than racial, intellectual, emo-ilonal or economic indices. It is directly related to the maintained potential for being
r'nnployed and the level of occupational skills. Factors such as race, intellectual ability
ind emotional status do have a bearing upon the employability of an individual. For ex-
imple, one of the main points made by recent civil rights protests is that inadequate edu-
cation associated with urban ghetto schools is one of many factors contributing rn the
isproportionate percentage of unemployment among Negro males as compared to thatA white males. Marginality in the labor market is applicable not only to the mentally

retarded, but also to members of other subgroups within the socio-economic structure
who encounter conditions and factors which ultimately result in lower rates of employ-
ment and lower levels of occupational skill.

Occupations for the Retarded, In 1967, Kokaska completed a national survey of secondary urban progra.ns which
:included the occupations at which the retarded were being trained and placed.(1) Only
'the occupations in the craftsman and operative areas are included below.

An Abridged List of Occupations in Which the Educable
Retarded are Being Trained and Placed by Secondary School S stems

appliance repairman
t auto mechanic
baker's assistant

; bicycle repairman

Craftsmen

body-fender repairman
book binder
bricklayer's assistant
butcher

o

carpenter's assistant
carpet layer
carpet layer's assistant
cement finisher's helper
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dental assistant
electrician's assistant
furniture repairman
house painter
meat cutter
monument engraver
mortician'b assist-Ant
photographer's assistant
plumber's assistant

printer's assistant
radio-TV repairman'e

assistant
roofer
rAaddle-bootmaker
shoe repairman
sign painter
sign painter's assistant
tailor's assistant

Operatives
drill press operator
ff_irk lift truck operator
laundry-dry cleaning machine operatormilling machine operator
sewing machine operator
staple macidne cpezator
truck driver

TV cameraman
tool shop apprentice
house painter's assistant
lens grinder
machine serviceman
upholsterer's assistant
welder
woodcutter

Assembly worker in:
air conditioner factory
auto parts factory
candy factory
electronics factory
food plant
furniture factory
garment factory
greeting card factory
pen-pencil factory
sheet metal factory

ln glancing over the various job titlec, one may be surprised at wliat the retarded areable to f. J. i )1I: -.test recall that we are working with a group tnat demonstrates an arra;of diffeA-enct ..nd therefore we must be cautious in characterizing them according hstereotyper we may have acquired from newspaper articles fir television specials.Lawrence recently completed a survey of secondary programs in the five countietsurrounding Detroit in order to probe some of the results from Kokaska's nationastudy.(2) He chobe the Detroit area because of its concentration of industries and theopportunities this affords special class students to enter diverse occupations. The fol-lowing is an amplification of two job titles in the operatives area taken from the survey
Selected Operative Occupations

Title Duties Range in Hourly
Wage RcteAssembly worker in auto plant

Machine operaOr in smaller firms

spot weld
paint
grind metal
final assembly
finish and trim

repair and clean machine
operate drill press
gr in d gears
operate radial drill
buff metal
plate metal parts

$2.75 - $3.40

$1.70 - $2.50
One may ask the question: "Are these jobs consistent with what we know about retarded who have been in the community for several years?" My response would be"Yesi" Various follow-up studies of former special class students have indicated that athigh as 16.0% to 32.6% of the survey populations have entered skilled occupations aftei10-15 years in the community.(3) These various follow-up studies also denote that a greadeal of vertical andjor horizontal vocational mobility is possible when students have Lergiven the beneht of special education and training in addition to economic opportunitlwithin the community.

Conclusion
Based on this information of our students' abilities and achievements, you may under-stand the reasons for emphasizing the extension and expansion of cooperation between tin
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ndustrial arts and special education. We certainly have culamon goals, and there arexarnples throughout the nation's secondary school systems which indicate that theseoals can be achieved. For example, in the Phoenix (Arizona) Union High School System,tudents are placed on part-time work experience during their Ilth year. In his subse-uent employment evaluation, the work-strAiy coordinator has often received suggestionsrom employers relative to skills the student may learn that would help him advance onhe job. Buttressed with these suggestions, the coordinator is then able to approach mem-ers of the industrial arts department in order to gain specific training along the lines
f the employers' SUggestions. in this instance, each area contributes co the appropriateunction of the other and enhanck-s the student's eventual vocational success. This, in theinal analysis, is our common goal.

RE 171-,R ENCES

Kokaska, Charles J. The Vocational Preparation of the Educable Mentally Retarded,Ypsilanti, Mich.: University Printing, Eastern Michigan University, 1968.Lawrence, William. "Questionnaire on the Vocational Preparation of the EducableMentally Retarded in Southeast Michigan." Unpublished research paper, EasternMichigan University, 1968,
Kokaska, op. cit., pp. 20-32,

)r. Kokaska is Assistant Professor at Eastern Michigan University, Yps:lanti.

PROGRESS IN OCCUPATIONAL SKILLS
FOR THE MENTALLY RETARDED

William A. Cochran

Devising fair and useful means of evaluation gets steadily harder. School systems,;roup children by ability; classes no longer represent an average distribution of abilityi.nd yet each parent has a right to know where his child stands in each of the skill areasig the school program.
This is true for the parent of the mentally handicapped child as well as for the parentiId an average or above average child. The anxiety of the parents of a retarded child re-wires that they receive some specific information on the progress and growth of their;tudent even though the child's abilities ara limited.
Parents are usually familiar with thr: standard letter grades. They know that A, B,, D and E stand for objective standards. But what does a C really mean? In most school;ystems it means average progress in relation to standards or norms that have been!stablished in a school system or on a nation-wide basis.
It is unfair to compare the mentally retarded student with other students on a school13ystem or a national basis. It is already known where they stand at the bottom of theearning curve. Therefore, de-emphasize reliance on national or system averages asgrading criteria for the mentally retarded. Any system of evaluation for the mentally

r:etarded should reassure parents that their child is being evaluated as an individual and1

-iot on the basis of a comparison with the normal school population.i One of the characteristics of thc: mentally retarded is that they show steady growth
'Ind development but at a much slower rate than the normal person.

A possible solution to the problem of evaluation would be to lower the percentagea30 that 40% would be the mid-point for a C. But can this be a solution when we are still,ising the norms of the normal population as a criterion for evaluating the mentally re--:arded? What inatruments of measurement could be used to arrive at a percentageicore? The limited reading ability of the retarded eliminates written tests. Some thought-ould be given to oral tests, but many times a retarded student will not answer because,)ast experiences bave proven that he was wrong and he hesitcgs to answer verbally.; There is a method of evaluation developed bythe MacDonald Training Center Founda-:ion in Tampa, Florida, which has some merit and has been used in a school system with
,--;ome success.i
,
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The Work Habit Rating Sheet, developed by the MacDonald Trainia., Center, dividesstudent's propress into four skill areas:
(1) Learning and comprehension, encompassing response to instruction, concentra .tion and adjustability to new job tasks.
(2) Performance, encompassing frustration tolerance and consistency of effort.(3) Ati:itudes towards work, encompassing adaptcstion to work environment, motiva-tion work, reaction to pressure, punctuality and work interest.(4) Interpersonal relations, encompassing reaction to supervisor, cooperativenesswith supervisor and relationships with peers.Each skill area is subdivided into traits or skills which are given a weighted valuefrom 1 to 4. The teacher circles one trait under each 'skill and the total is recorded a.the end of the sheet. If a letter grade is desired, then it is a simple matter to convert theraw score into a letter grade.

The entire sheet can be sent home as a report card. The rating sheet hopefully ifa step in the right direction. It is subjective and teacher-opinionated but good until sbetter methocl of evaluation is devised.

Employer's eport to Coordinator
Me Arlington County Public Schools use an additional evaluation form titled, Em-ployer's Resort to Coordinator. The George Mason Occupational Training Center strivesto develop mildly retarded young adults into competitive employees, but also places ancfollows up the trainees for a period of three years after completion of their formal edu-zation. The 'rating factors used are enthusiasm and interest in job, attitude, cooperation,initiative, reliability in following instruction, dependability, production and quality dwork. These factors are evaluated under outstanding, excellent, very good, good, ade-,quate, fair, unsatisfactory, very poor and irremedial. The Job Coordinator, who spendEone-half of his time in the classroom and one-half in the field of job procurement, useEthis form for evaluation and follow-up.

Conclusion
The mentally handics..pped student does show steady growth and development, but homto evaluate him is just another of the many problems already encountered by his teacher.Yet people are evaluated every day on the job and in the community without the uscnf per :enrages or letter grades. Therefore, de-emphasize reliance on national or schoo:Eystem averages as grading criteria for the mentally retarded. Instead, use work habits,attitudes and other temperamental traits that are necessary for success outside of thEschool environment.
When elyi student leaves school he is judged and evaluated by his function and per-formance inhis daily living and not by the letter grades he ieceived in school.

Mr. Cochran :s Shop Supervisor at the Mason Occupational Training Center, Arlington, Virginia.

F-15.13 AIAA
Special interest Session
NEW CONCEPTS IN THE EVALUATION AND THE IMPROVEMENT OF INSIRUCTJONChm., Dan Householder; Rec., George W. Barnhardt; Speakers, Warren Olson, Paul T. Hiser, Bill WesleyBrown; Host, Perry G. Rowland.

IMPROVING PRACTICES IN
MARKING AND REPORTING

Paul 'T. Hiser
Does a report card with a mark of "B" in "shop" carry the message about the pupiland industrial arts that we desire? Fora number of years considerable concern has beenoccurring within the teaching profession regarding the need for educational institutions te
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nprove the evaluation of pupil progress and the reports to parents of students relativetheir achievement.
Most experimentation in marking and reporting has occurrci at the elementary level

.ainly because high schools endeavor to conform to a marking system that communicates
:ademic achievement to institutions of higher education. Wilber and Pendered (11,
254) advise that grades in industrial arts have been determined largely from appraisal
skill development from project making and written tests.

Three aspects of marking and reporting to be considered in this presentation are:) some essential criteria leacUng to possible improvements, (2) to suggest some newerrocedures for industrial arts and (3) possible resulting outcomes for students and in-istrial arts.
Measurement is 0-...,.. process of securing quantitative data, while evaluation is moreiclusive, obtaining a judgment qualitative in character and usually encompassing many

bads of evidence. Marks resulting from this process of evaluation promote optimum de-
4opment of the student in the broadest sense. Primary to this proposition is the studentither than teacher or parents. Research reveals the past forty-year trend has beenway from percentages to letter grades and more consideration of personal and social-aits of students.

Criteria for Marking and Reporting: For future efforts in marking and reporting
ractices, some basic questions, based upon similar elements and guidelines taken from
number of valuable studies (12)(3, pp. 15-24)(4, pp.306-443)(6, pp.372-381)(1, pp.521-

55)(10, pp. 236-267), should be answered:
(1) Educational Objectives: Have educational objectives been clearly identified and,cpressed as desired pupil behavior promising educational outcomes? Axe they under-

:ood and accepted by students, teachers and parents?(2) Niarlcitin S ste :m Has the plan been cooperatively developed with
:le Participation of teachers, administration, students and parents in keeping with the edu-
i ational philosophy of the school? Does it provide the information needed by the pupil,
iarents, counselor and others and assist the student in self-evaluation of his own progress
'iv.?ard worthwhile goals?

(3) Bases for Marking: Have the bases for marking been made clear and can ap-raisals be supported by adequate evidence? Are there provisions for recognizing and,

',larking separately factors other than academic performance, such as social responsi-
'Hides, work and study habits?

(4) Report Forms: Can the report forms be employed with a minimum amount of
i me and clerical work? Are the symbols used meaningful to all persons who have need

r them?
These criteria, by no means intended to be all-inclusive, can, if accepted, be useful

'a guides for marking and creating a report form.
Defining Objectives Clearly: Critical among the criteria for any marking and report-

ig system are those related to the choice of objectives and the manner and clarity in
4hich they are expressed for guiding the instructional program. Ebel (4, p.30) comments,

I

The failure to define objectives in terms of student behavior probably accounts for much
f the inadequacy in evaluation of student progress in schools and also for the very poor
uality of many classroom tests.'

Goals of education stated as desired behavior have been produced by Bloom, Krath-
[ohl, Masia (2)(7), French and associates (5) and Mager (8). These recent resources are
aluable for educators concerned with preparing more meaningful educational objectives.

fMproving marking and reporting practices depends significantly on what is being meas-
red or evaluated in an objective manner. Clear goals are essential to this process. With-

: ut them the teaching effort can be lacking in relevance. Marks that do not reflect how well
, oals have been achieved by students or reports to parents that fail to commstAicate either
le goals of the school or achievement raise serious questions about the appropriateness
f the entire process.

i. Editors Thornton and Wright (9,p.33) provide helpful suggestions about preparing
oals that include types that are both general and specific. As to writing goals tor a sub-

° 3Ct area, the authors advise that an objective, to be in proper form, "must contain two
-iajor parts: a kind of learning and a subject matter content.",-

Apply these criteria to a general purpose of industrial arts, widely-accepted, "has
n insight and understanding of industry and its place in our culture". The words "insight",
nd "understanding" identify the kind of learning, while "industry" and "its place in our
ulture" specify the content area.
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Obviously this is a comprehensive goal and can become operational in the classroo:only when more specific goals are carefully drawn that identify learning products expecteand the clues for what to evaluate. If helping students to understand industry is a genenpurpose, one related specific goal could be: "Possesses knowledge of the functions of dipersonnel division common to most manufacturing industries."Marks - Their Meaning: A single mark used as a composite of achievement (academic, personal, social) should be avoided. Most authorities would agree that a sing)mark should represent competence in subject matter only, not combined with effortpersonal or social traits. These traits should be reported separately as outcomes iadJition to academic skills. The reporting system should make interpretations clear tstudents and parents.
Improving Practices in Industrial Arts: Industrial arts offers many opportunities foevaluating pupil growth and development, including verbal-literary competencies, technical skill, problem-solving, pupil traits, etc. Yet procedures employed are often tclimited, or if evaluations synthesize several objectives they go unnoticed. More seriousb

they are not communicated to parents and others. Improvements can occur by (1) expressing goils of instruction found in many current programs in keeping with accepted prin
ciples and (2) developing report forms that communicate more meaningfully and cornpletely the instructional program and the progress of students in terms of these goahThe seven objectives listed on the following report form are believed commonmany programs of industrial arts. Each school, of course, must develop its own objectives and report forms consistent with its philosophy and local circumstances.

Outcomes: Effeccive report cards can convey thousands of messages each year tstudents, parents and others, thereby creating a positive impact upon the image of industrial arts and its contribution as a part of general education.
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budent:

samm
Report of Achievement and Progress in

Induetrial Arta

-"WTname First
Date of Reportss

voluations on this report are made in terms of the objectIven of the course of induetrial
rts as indicated below. The appraisals are based upon what might be expected of *students
f similar age and grade placement. Personal conferences* are encouraged if further
nformation ia desired.

ndustrisl arta, a part of the total school program, is coneerned with the etudy of induatry
te organliation, toole, processee, occupationa, problems of industry, and influences On
ally living. The purpopee are to assist students in better understanding technology and
o encourage the development of practical and technical talenta.

A -
B -
C -

Meaning of Symbols
outstanding progress
vary good progress
average progress

NE - not evaluated,
* * *

Used for Evaluation
D - minimum progress,

improvemente needed
E - uneatiafactory progress

insufficient evidence

OBJECTIVES

WMpreparee adequate drawings, computes coats of
, and outlines major stepa anticipated in carrying

out problem bo completion.

Technical Skill: uses tools, materials, and equiment in a
safe manner and demonstrates good workmanship.

CommuniJation Skillet employs in written work correct spelling, -
technical terms, and good :'Orm permitting communication to other-.

itl.--raosninderstandirAms from teat:* evidences knowledge offliottiliM4rinttiplefato tools, materials, processes, and
understandings abouo the ma4or aspects of the organisation,
operation and influence of Industry.

410

Composite Mark in Subject

Personal and Social Work Habits

Cooperation: displays a wdllingness to cooperate with people
and to share in aativitie; T mutual concern to others.

. Bee of Time: works to the peat of his ability employing his
ellealvexy with a minimum of supervision.

Dependability: can be depended upon to meet obligations and
to perefit in overcoming problems, in completing work assigned
or self-assu,ed.

magentas

Si Mb MS

1110 OM GB

I11

86

Lettere and Percent

A

121_1_1=1

irorm by P. Riser
114/68 - Ovwego
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CRITICAL CONCEPTS IN EVALUATION
Bill Wesley Brow

The title of this special interest session - "New Concepts in the Evaluation and Im
provement of Instruction" - implies three fundamental ideas. First, instruction is- gointo be evaluated, and, second, instruction is going to be improved. The third implicatiois that new concepts or truths have been discovered. At first glance, it seems we ougito be able to say: evaluate, apply, improve. To the professional, however, this simplifi,-3.tion is an insult.

At a time when the education dollar is being scrutinized more carefully than at another time in our history, people are looking more critically at the quality of instructioat ail levels. The question that persists in the minds of those who want to evaluate instruction carefully - whether they be laymen or professionals - is: since no two peoplare alike, how do we evaluate the job of teaching that they are doing?
Several assumptions will make our task easier. Let us assume that teaching is thprocess by which changes in behavior are effected in an individual.
Let us assume that teachers as well as students will also change.Let us assume that teaching can take place in a schcal- but that it is not limited tthe group of buildings known as a school.
Let us assume that a teacher has an inner drive or determination to excel.Can we now identify any new concepts in evaluation that will assist us in our deterrnination of quality instruction? Specialists in evaluation on our campus indicate thatchange in emphasis in evaluation in general has in fact taken place. A trend has developethat can be identified as evaluation Llore the fact, rather than after the fact. The needof the individual have become of primary importance. In terms of the student, this woulmean a pre-test to ascertain a level of skill, knowledge, reladonshipo and so on. We woulidentify and record his present behavior patterns. In terms of the teacher, and by extranolation, this could mean a test before being hired, followed by tests at certain predetermined places in the career of the teacher.
Is this not what we do already? We don't call them tests, but in reality the results arnrcicIsely the same. We examine the credentials and transcripts of an individual applyinfor a position with our institution. If we approve, he has passed the test; if he fails, whave not approved.
To the supervisor who is wise in the ways of the academic world, this pre-test wilaerve as warning. If the candidate, in spite of obvious weaknesses, is still the better cseveral alternatives, the weaknesses will become checkpoints for both teacher and supervisor to mutually try to strengthen. This then makes the trend reasonable. Far better tassist and help during the year thar to watch, record and murmur about the poor job thteacher is doing in one or two areab. Two things have resulted.; one, the students hav.struggled to learn under adverse circumstances, and two, your district has lost a teacheabout whom someone thought enough to hire.Just as a teacher must encourage a student to appraise h's own work independentlof other students, a supervisor must encourage a teacher to evaluate his work independently of other teachers.
The job of the evaluating supervisor is further confounded by minimal expectationsWhat is baruly tolerable for A may be outstanding for B. Yet the counterparts of tees,two can be found in the same district and building.
One trend that my colleagues did not report but which personal contacts have tendesubstantiate is the trend toward making the principal of a secondary school the chiesupervisory officer of his school in fact and reality and not Just in name and theory. Whe:the principal, by reason of his academic preparation and his years of experience, caevaluate instruction and take time to offer valuable recommendations to teachers especially first-year teachers we have indeed rediscovered an old concept. Some supervisors, department heads and senior classroom teachers have been doing this for yearsothers will need to discover this "new concept" all over again.
In conclusion, the following comments seem appropriate:
(1) If we want to evaluate instruction and bring about improvement of instruction, wmust inescapably evaluate teachers. Most supervisors and administrators agree that w,cannot 7.-ait until a tacher's students have graduated and are found to be successful ounsuccessful in their chosen endeavors. (Some people would say that a former studen
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ho worked all his life and then retired had led a successful life, while another would say
lac a former student who worked only part of his active life and then retired with an in-dequate income had led an unsuccessful life. In either event, it is a bit late to correct
le deficiencies of the teachers in either case.)

(2) Most professional industrial educators have long agreed on certain principles to
th evaluating students' achievement. Parallel principles call be used in evaluating the

nprovement of instruction: evaluation should be continuous, objective, fair, timely,
ysternadc, announced and unannounced and thorough. Psychologists indicate that our
re,tests need to be more sophisticated as we select our colleagues. Experience indi-
ates that professionals are now being given the time to carry out supervisory duties of
significant nature.

The result of such efforts will be effective instruction and the improvement of in-truction. Just as students acquire- under able teachers - new concepts, insights, skills
nd knowledge, so teachers can acquire greatei competencies which will benefit all con-
erned, Further, these behavioral changes have been realized through a team effort. The
alue, worth and dignity of the individuals involved have been enhanced rather than
iminished.

,r. Brawn is Industrial Technology Choirrnan at Chico State College, Chico, California.

-15.14 AIAA
peciol Interest Session
JEW CONCEPTS IN THE EVALUATION AS TOOLS FOR THE IMPROVEMENT OF INSTRUCTION
:hm,, Wolter C. Brown; Rec., Dennis Steckelberg; Speakers, Carl G. Bruner, Clois E. Kicklighter; Host,
Jan B. Eke.

EVALUATION
Carl G. Bruner

This paper is concerned with the values that accrue to the individual student through
L system c.: evaluation and/or grading. An attempt is made to answer the student's query,'What is thvre in evaluadon for me?"

All things that exist, exist in quantity. Anything that exists in quantity can be meas-
tred. If a purpose or objective is identified and the starting condition or position of the
ndividual student is determined, then the progress from where he is to where the teacher

Jvants hmi to be can be measured and the result used for a variety of purposes.
Grades have been used as rewards for performance, attitude, cooperation, regular

ittenclance, etc. Grades have been used for motivation. Grades have been used for,
)unishment. Grades have been used as in indication of readiness to enroll in advanced

`Nork. Grades nave been used as a basis for the awarding of diplomas, etc. Depencithg
ripon the student's expectations, any of these purposes might answer partially, "What is

,In the evaluation for me?" Unless these various reasons for raising or lowering the
;rade are "spelled out" in the objectives of the course, these uses for grades are queo,-

p, ionable, although it is not uncommon to find teachers using their grades for all of these
3urposes. The grade should show the progress toward the stated objective and should
lot be used for any other purpose.

Evaluation is an integral part of instruction. The teacher that wishes he could be
Tee to teach without bothering to measure pupil progress is not being realistic. The only
Nay tc judge the effectiveness of instruction is to measure the progress of pupils toward
;tated objectives. Such measurements should not be limited to cursory attempts to
"test" the memory of pupils for certain facts or information, nor should it be limited to
3. judgment of the quality of one job or cne project. Appropriate evaluation involves many
;ubjective as well as objective observations designed to judge pupil knowledge, effective-
-less and understanding.

P rogress toward an objective is continuous and cumulative. A mark denoting achieve-
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ment level should indicate the level attainednot merely averages of past performanceIf progress is measured toward a stated objective, the mark should reflect the student':proximity to that objective at the time of evaluation. This concept does not imply thathe course grade should be entirely determined by a final examination. If progresscontinuous and cumulative evaluation must be continuous and cumulative as well. Im .provement in the pupil's acceptance of a grading precedure can be achieved through fre.quent grading. Some teachers establish a daily rating card. At the end of each day eaclstudent knows the rating that he has received, and why.It was stated at the start of this discussion that the grade was a measure or indica.tion of the student's progress toward the goal set for the course usually by the teacher'We would suggest that the student should be involved in the selection of the goal, the meantused to assure progress toward thz. goal and in the evaluation of progress.A student will derive personal benefit from a system of evaluation only to the degree--That he understands and accepts the evaluation methods as fair, reasonable, vaihand reliable.
--That he is involved in the operation of the evaluation process.--That he accepts the goals or objectives as desirable and worthy of his efforts.More important than any material included in the course is the impact of the experi-ences in the class on the student's image of himself. All of us are salesmen. How welwe sell ourselves to our associates, or how effectively we promote an idea depends tolarge extent upon our own feelings of adequacy.

The importance of the "self image" can be illustrated by the use of a formula:
AP X (K + S)

P = Performance
A = Adequacy
I = Inadequacy
K = Knowledge
S = Skill

To illustrate the use of the formula, let's consider that a teacher wishes to "sell atidea" to the superintendent of schools. The teacher's knowledge and skill in the area arE,adequate. He is ushered into the superintendent's office. Perhaps he will feel nervousand a little afraid. He may feel quite certain that the superintendent will not like theidea, and that he will not "buy" the arguments that he plans to use. To use the formula
2

K (10 + 10) K = 4

-The same teacher with the same skill and knowledge is asked to present the sameidea to his department head who is a personal frier , they like and respect each other.,
10K = X (10 + 10) K = 2001

The only item changes in the two situations was the presenter's feeling of adequacy,His knowledge and skill did not change. His self-image was the variable. The result wasentirely different.
What is there in evaluation for the student?(I) An opportunity to analyze and accept the objectives, goals and purposes of thEcourse.
(2) An opportunity to understand what constitutes progress.(3) The frequent, perhaps daily, stimulation that comes from achievement.(4) The opportunity to build a "self image" a feeling of adequacy based upon a realknowledge of his own strengths and limitations, his own areas of effectiveness.

Mr. Bruner is Director of Industrial Arts in the Wichita Public Schools, Kansas.
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EXCELLENCE IN TEACHING
THROUGH TEST ANALYSIS

Clois E. Kicklighter

Ali teachers are or should be concerned with the problem of evaluating pupil progress
Lnd assessing teaching effectiveness. One of the most commonly used methods of evaluat-
ng pupil progress is pencil and paper tests. A teacher who plans to use a pencil and
)aper test is faced widi such questions as the following which he must answer: "How many
luesdons should I have on the iest?" "What types of questions should I include?" "How
lifficult should the questions be?" A teacher should also be concerned about a number
d other feettors which relate to good test construction. These factors include:

(1) Relevance - Do the questions chosen reflect the material studied? Do the ques-
tions test desired achievements?

(2) Balance - Does the proportion of items dealing with various aspects of the mate-
rial studied reflect thtended emphaoes and accomplishments?

(3) Objectivity - Are the questions clear and concise or do they have ambiguous
meaniiils7

(4) Difficulty - Is the level of difficulty of the questions appropriate for the group
intended? The questons should be neither too difficult nor too easy.

(5) Efficiency - Is the format and design of the test such that it requires an appro-
priate amount of the teacher's and pupil's time? The time factor should not
influence the pupil's score disproportionately to the objective involved.

(6) Discrimination - Do the Individual questions discriminate sharply between stu-
dents of higher and lower achievement, and does the test, as a whole, show over-
all differences in achievement which exist? This is a point of major importance.

(7) Validity - Does the test result in scores that agree with those obtained from
equally good independent measures of the same achievement?

(8) Fairness - Is the test designed in such a way that each student has an equal op-
portunity to demonstrate his real achievement in the area concerned?

(9) viili - Does the test produce results which are consistent every time underthe same conditions.
2' Unfortunately, it is rather difficult to analyze a teacher-made test without first ad-
1C,ninistering it and therefore indicating the questions that are to be asked. Standardized
:ests do not have this shortcoming because they are pre-tested on a large number of stu-

xlents like those for whom the test is intended. Statistics are gathered on the success of
the group with each item. Poor questions are then discarded in favor of the better ones.
rhe quality of the question is dependent upon its discriminating power.

Teachers should analyze each test after it is given and gradually build up a file of
:est items that have discriminated well in the past. This procedure will enable teachers

..-to design tests that qualify as "good" tests. The file of questions for a given area should
_be large, and records should be kept relating to frequency of use and discriminating power

the question. If this approach is followed, there is little chance of the test items' losing,7.'L:fieir effectiveness.

to Analyze a Test
The simplest method of item analysis (question analysis) that teache-...s may use is the-' e

. 'show of hands" technique. For routine tests, the teacher might want to use this method.; The procedure is as follows:
(1) Call out the items one at a time and ask who missed each item.
(2) Have each student who missed the item raise his hand.
(3) Court the number of students who missed the quesdon.
(4) Record the count for each question on your test copy and indicate questions for

discussion based on the count.
(5) Discard or rework questions which were missed or gotten correct by nearly

everyone.,
') This method of analysis does not, however, tell the teacher which items are the best dis-
,; criminators, but merely indicates the number of students who missed each item. Even so,

certain deductions may be made from the simple data. If everyone answered a given
question either correctly or incorrectly, it did not discriminate between those who knew
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the subject matter from those who did not.
More important tests are usually analyzed using the "high-low" type of item analysi;'Ibis method indicates the discriminating power of each item as shown by the fact th;high-scoring than low-scoring students got it correct. The procedure for using thimethod is as follows:
(1) Select the test questions that fall in the top 27 percent and bottom 27 percent (the total. Use these two groups for the aualysis.(2) Tabulate the number cf students who correctly answered each item in the "hie.group'',
(3) 'thbulate the number of students who correctly answered each item in the "lowgroup".
(A` Subtract the number in the low group who correcdy answered each question fro,the number in the high group who correctly answered the same question to obtaithe discriminating power of the question.It stik,ald be pointed out that an equal number of tests should be in the "high" an"low" ceroups. If one group should have more rests than the other group, then the analysiwill I rsely affected.

Example of a high-low anal,sis:

Situation: A total of 20 students took a 10-question multiple choice penci: and paper tes.The spread of scores on thc test was as follows:

Spread of Scores

Top 25%
Student #Correct Student tiCerrect

Lower 25%
atudent #Correct1 10 6 7 16 52 10 7 7 17 53 9 8 7 18 44 9 9 7 19 45 8 10 7 20 311 7

12 6
13 6
14 6
15 5

Question
Top Five Tests
Correct Answer

Bottom Five Tests
Correct Answer

High-Low
Difference Discriminatio1 4 1 3 +2 3 2 1 ?3 5 5 0 04 5 0 5 +5 2 4 -26 4 3 1 ?7 5 2 3 +8 3 3 0 09 5 1 4 +10 5 3 2 +

+ Acceptable discriminating power
Positive, but questionable discriminating power0 Did not discriminate at all.

In analyzing the results, you could use an approximate method of computing the ac-ceptance level for each question. ;, procedure Is to divide the nunlb( r of students MKtook the test by 10 atid round to the nearest whole number. Por example, if 20 student .took the test, the minitnum acceptable high-low difference would be 2. If an item exccedthis number, it may be considered an acceptable test item. If the high-low differenceless than the acceptable level, then the item must either be altered or discarded.In the example presented, questions t, 4, 7, 9 and 10 have a high-low difference o:
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qr above. Thuy are acceptable test items. Question 4 is the best questic because allf the students in the top group got it crrtect and all of the students in irle bottom groupiissed it. Questions 2 and 6 were positive discriminators but not very strong, Questionsand 8 did not discriminate at all, while question 5 was a negative discriminator. Ques-ton 5 did exactly the reverse of what it was designed to do. It discriminated against thetudents who really knew the material.
It should be pointed out that a further analysis should be made of the questions whichid not qualify as good, strong, positive discriminators to discover why this was the case.xamine the answers given to see if a pattern exists among the students in the top group.'his analysis should give direction in rewriting the question.
Test analysis will not solve all problems relating to testing, but it will provide infor-nation which is us zful in improving your tests. Give it a try and see if you don't agree.

)r. Kick lighter is Assistant Professor of Industrial Education at Eastern Michigan University, Ypsilanti.
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ANNUAL BUSINESS MEETING
President Ralph C. Bohn called the meeting to order at 2:45 p.m. He introduced thExecutive Secretary of the AIAA and called for the reading of the minutes of the previoumeeting. Kenneth Schank (Wisconsin) moved that the minutes be approved as read, WilliauWilkinson (Pennsylvania) seconded the motion, and it carried.The Executive Secretary then presented the financial report of the AssociatiohCopies of the report were made available to the Delegate Assembly. William Ka',' '(Pennsylvania) moved that the report be apnroved, Leslie Grigg (Iowa) seconded tidon, and it passed.
The Executive Secretary further reported on the membership in the AssociationA drawing was made to determine Sweepstakes winners for 1968. Ronald Thomas (WesVirginia) moved that the report be approved, James Music (California) seconded the modon, and the motion carried.
Dr. Ralph C. Bohn presented the President's Report. This report underlined the keaccomplishments of the Association during the past year.
Dr. Robert L. Woodward presented the report of the Resolutions Committee. Fiftee.resolutions were approved individually. Several delegates moved that all 15 of the resolutions be approved. Their motion was seconded by Louie Melo (California), and th .motion carried.
The Business Meeting of the Association was adjourned at 4:00 p.m.

Respectfully submitted,
Howard S. Decker
ExQcutive Secretary

TEACHER RECOGNITION AND
OUTSTMDING TEACHER AWARDS

To: Executive Committee
From: Sherwin D. Powell, Chairman, Teacher Recognition CommitteeDate. May 3, 1968

REPORT OF TEACHER RECOGNITION COMMITTEE
Members of Committee:

Jacqueline Killam - El Rodeo School
Beverly Hills, CaliforniaWilliam B. Landon - Department Chairman, lndusalal Arts
Englewood High School
Englewood, Colorado

William Wilkinson - Director of Industrial Arts
Nether Providence High School
V.'allingford, PeunsylvaniaSherwin D. Powell - Department Chairman, Industrial Arts
William J. Palmer High School
Colorado Springs, Colorado

AIAA State Peprc 'ntatives, State Association Officers an,Committees have coop( -ated with this committee to make parthto date.
Report:

The mn,
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)f rwards presented this year and the past five )-ears are:
1963 --- 21 awards
1964 --- 30 awards



1965 --- 30 awards
1966 --- 39 awards
1967 --- 44 awards
1968 --- 51 awards

All fifty states, Guam, Puerto Rico and the ten Provinces in Canada were contacted
hrough their AIAA representatives.

All states except Alaska, Hawaii and Washirgton are participating this year. Only
me Province of Canada (Ontario) is participating is year.

Plaques were sent for early presentations in the following states:

California Incliai1a Scr Ath Carolina OregonColorado Mississippi Texas

The Teacher Recognition Committee wishes to express our thanks to the members in
!ach state who have contributed so much time and effort in making this program a success.

The chairman wishes to thank the members of this committee for their suggestions
ld assistance. He especially wishes to commend William Wilkinson for his excellent

iaison with the jeweler in the preparation and delivery of the plaques.
The Teacher Recognition Committee wishes to thank the AIAA Executive Board and

he "SHIP" for their continued financial support and encouragement for the continuation
)f this important public relations project.

RECOMMENDATIONS

['his committee recommends:
(1) continued cooperation between the AIAA state representatives and the state asso-

.:iations to enable the teacher recognition prog,ram to continue.
(2) that certificates suitable for framing be prepared, printed and presented with the

)1aques starting with the 1969 convention,
(3) that these certificates be available t. state associations for presentation to previ-

t)us recipients 1963 through 1968, the state associations to purchase certificates from
the National Office,

(4) that this committee incorporate an awards program to honor an individual in each
3tate for outstanding service to his state association. The Teacher Recognition Committee
will make recommendations at this annual meeting (1968).

Outstanding Industrial Arts Teacher Awlrds were presented to: James E. Ryan,
!Ala')ama Industrial Arts Association; Jam, ,_ Perrill, Arizona Industrial Education
' Association; James Mansfield, Arkansas Irrii,trial Arts Association; Albert 13. Dyke,
iCalifornia Industrial Education Association; William Cloyd Johnston, Ontario Industrial
,Arts Association; Joel C. Davis, colorado Industrial Arts Association; Werner R. Friess,
!Connecticut Industrial Arts Association; Herbert H. Hurst, Delaware Industrial ArtsI
LAssociation; Augustine E. Winnemore, District of Columbia :noustrial Arts Teacher
k Association; Bruce M. Hamersley, Florida Industrial Arts Association; Lawrence M.
Burke, Georgia Industrial Arts Association; George Schumann, Guam Industrial Education
Association; Lee D. Carter, Idaho State Irlustrial Education Association; Robert E.

*Cochrane, Illinois Industrial Arts Round Trfoles; Dale PinnPv, Indiana Industrial Education
!, Association; Allen A. Suby, Iowa industrial Education As.ociation; 1.eith Kirby, Kanplo
i Industrial Education Association; Billie L. Evans, Kentucky Industria: Education Associa-
ttion; John E. Ball, Louisiana Industrial Arts Association; George S. Ange, Maine Indus-

trial Arts Association; Alan 3rown, Maryland Industrial Arts Association; John D. Loiko,
t!, Massachusetts Industrhil Arts Association; Joseph Atwell, Michigan Industrial Education

Society; John J. Jacobi, Minnesota Industrial Arts Association; Bobby S. Trussell, Missis-
, sippi Industrial Arts Association; Thomas A. Grim, Missouri InOustrial Arts Association;

John H. Giese, Mor ana Industrial Arts Association; Melvin D, Wattles, Nebraska Indus-
trial Arts Association; Oliver .1, Morgan, Nevada Industrial Arts Association; Carl M.
Contois, New Hampshire Industrial Education Association; Charles Rolnick, New Jersey
Industrial Arts Association; Horace W. Cornball, New Mexico Industrial Arts Association;
Weldon Shepard, New York State Industrial Arts Association; Garlon 0. Mann, North
Carolina Industrial Arts Association; Ernest l3reznay, North Dakota Industrial Arts
Association; E. Eugene Rosenberger, Ohio Industrial Arts Association; Willie Bowman,
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Oklahoma Industrial Arts Association; George R. I Iobhs, Oregon Industrial Arts Associa-tion; Charles R. Schlegel, Pennsylvania Industrial Arts Association; Juan Cardona, PuertcRico Industrial Arts Association; Stanley A. Ar.'ersen, Rhode Island Vocational and Indus-trial Arts Association (posthumously); Walter ri. Rice, Jr., South Carolina Industrial ArtFAssociation; David .1, Fitz, South Dakota Industrial Arts Association; William T. Haston,Tennessee Industrial Arts Association; Thomas L. Bay, Jr., Texas Industrial Arts Asso-
ciation; Garth A. Hill, Utah Industrial Arts Ascs.ociation; Roberi Harrington, VermontIndustrial Arts Association; Edward L. Daughtrey, Virginia Industrial Arts Associ lion;Garland T. I3rock, West Virginia Industrial Arts Association; Marshall T. Paulson, Wis-consin Industrial Arts Association; Jack W. Dinnel, Wyoming; industrial Arts Association.

RESOLUTIONS APPROVED BY
THE DELEGATE ASSEMBLY

1. Appreciation to the President
WHEREAS Dr. Ralph C. Bohn has given unstintingly of his time and has providedcapable and intelligent adership as president of the American Indusrrtel Arts Associa-tion, and
WHEREAS the American Industrial Arts Association has made nom' 7.- progress underhis direction,
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the officers, the Executive Board, and the mem-bers of the American Industrial Arts Association express -!incere appreciation for hisoutstanding service Ls president of the association during the year 1967-1968.

2. Appreciation to the Program Participants
WHEREAS many members of the American Industrial Arts Association have givenmany hours of faithful service in making the effective plans and excellent preparationsfor the thirtieth annual convention in the upper-Midwest region, and
WHEREAS innumerable responsibilities were willingly accepted and capably completedby many persons working in the upper-Midwest region, and
WHEREAS a cordial environment, cooperative spirit, and friendly atmosphere char-acterized the convention,
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED 'hat sincere appreciation be expressed to SterlingPeterson, general chairman; Dr. Robert S. Swanson, program chairman; Dr. Wes lc y Pace,program co-chairman; Dr. George Ditlow, convention director; end to all of the industrialarts students, teachers, supervisors, and teacher educators, as well as to industrial artsstudent club members, whose generous contribution of,ime and effort 'nsured the successof this convention.

3. Appreciation to the SHIP
WHEREAS the continued support and assistance of the SHIP is a significant factorin the conduct of the annual convention of the American Industrial Arts Association, andWHEREAS the commercial exhibits do contribute in large measure to the spirit andsubstance of the convention,
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the members of the American Industrial ArtsAssociation express their sincere appreciation to Eugene S. Bellezzo, president, andDaniel W. Irvin, vice-president, of the Educational Exhibitors Association, and to DeckOfficer Rntlert J. Quinn and his crew, and to all the commercial exhibitors for their par-ticipation the 19( convention.

4. Commendations for Teacher Recognition Program
Will <1 Ag the Americr.L. Industrial Arts A: Aociation is pledged to encourage andrecor oxcelience in teaching, and

,t.REAS the program for the recognition ,f outstanding teach(---3 has cnr-le to beone ut the highlicr.hIQ f the convention program,
TFIEREFOI\L. ,L. IT R ESOLVED that the officers and members of the American Indus-trial Arts Association em)ress their appreciation nnd commendation to Vice-president
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the rwin D. Powell and his cora mittee for the excellent conduct and contieled promotion)f this program.
13E IT FURTHER RESOLVEI) that expressions of appreciation and commci ';fn be)rwarcied to the officers and members of the state associations who have pari...eipatedn this program.
BE IT ruiRTLIER RESOLVED that the officers and members of thc American Indus-:dal. Arts Assoeition express sincere gratitude to the SHIP organization for its con-:inucd financial support of this program to recognize outstanding clansroom teachers,

3, Appreci '.on to Executive Secretary
WHERe..AS the effective functioning of the national office is a vital factor in the pro-motion and improvement of industrial arts education, and
WHEREAS the coordination and administrT Lion of all phases of the program andservices of the American Industrial Arts Association arc Lhe responsibility of the execu-tive secretary and his staff,
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the officers and members of the American Indus-;trial Arts Association express their sincere appreciation to Dr. Howard S. Decker for thevery capable and efficient manner in which he has performed the duties of executivesecretary-treasurer of the American Industrial Arts Association.

6. New Affiliates of the American Industrial Arts Association
WHEREAS Association affiliates aid significantly in furthering the program of theArneriean Industrial Arts Association and in car ying its program to the membership, andWHEREAS Association's petition fur membership on a voluntary basis is an affirma-tion of interest and support for the program of the American Industrial Arts Association,
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that affiliadon membership be approved for th'; fol-lowing associations, and their officers and members be com.ended for their actions inmaking this request:

Illinois Industrial Education Association
Louisiana Industrial Arts Association
Nebraska Industrial Education Association

e.7. WHEREAS the success of the convention was insured through the wholehearted co-t, o; eration of the Minneapolis Public Schools, and
WHEREAS the school system provided valuable support in personnel, equipment,and facilities,
TH2RET7ORE BE IT RESOLVED that the off:cers and members of the AmericanIndustrial Arts Association express sincere gratitude to the Board of Education and theAdministrative Staff of the Minneapolis Public Schools.

8. WHEREAS the Governor of the State of Minnesota has shown interest in and concernfor Industrial Arts Education by proclaiming the week of April 30-May 3, 1968, as Indus-
. trial Arts Week In Minnesota,

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the officers and members of the American In-
,

dustrial Arts Association express sincere gratitude to Governor Harold LeVander forthis proclamation,

9. WHEREAS the total program of the American Industrial Arts Association convention isenriched and strengthened by the activities designesi for the ladies in attendance, andWHEREAS this year's program for the ladies provided many interesting features,THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the officers and members of the American In-dustrial fleets Association express appreciation to Mrs. Fran PaDelford and her committeefor their p.,ogram of Ladies' Hospitality.
10. Appreciation to the Educational Press Association

WHEREAS the American Industrial Arts Association is justly proud of its profes-sional publication, The Journal of Industrial Arts Education and
WHEREAS the publication was given two awards for "` xcellence in EducationalJournalism" in i 967 by the Educational Press Association of America,
THEREFORE 13E IT RESOLVED that the American Industrial Arts AssociaUon acceptthese awards and express its appreciation L ) the Educational Press Association of Amer-lea fot this re-:ognition.
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11. Commendation to the American Association of School AdministratorsWHEREAS the American Assoolation of School Administrators in 1967 published theCurriculum Handbook for School Administrators al,d distributed copies to its member-ship, and
WHEREAS Chapter 7 of this publication is devoted to Industrial Arts Education,THE R E FOP E BE IT RESOLVED that the American Industrial Arts Association expressits appreciation and commendation to the American Association of School Administratorsand its editors Drs. Forrest E. Conner and William J. 711.-na.

12. State Supervision of Industrial Arts
WP7REAS, industry and technology have become the ,Luininant element in Americareconen.ik life; and
WiIrnEAS industrial arts is the area of education concerned with the interpretatiorand understanding of industry; and
WHEREAS many new educational techniques and media have become available,necessitating improved educational communications; andN% I IEREAS leadership at the state level is erisential to the growth and developmentot sound industrial arts programs in the public schools; and
WHEREAS state leadership is available in 33 of the 50 states, and there is a need forthe extension of this service; and
WHEREAS thosz states with professional leadership in industrial arts in the statedepartment of education tend to have better programs of industrial arts and serve moreyouth;
THEREL JRE BE IT RESOLVED that the American Industrial Arts Association re-quest Congress to support legislation that will provide the necessary leadership and an-cillary services in industrial arts in all states; and
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the American Industrial Arts Association seek thesupport of all interested groups and organizations in the enactment of this needed legis-lation.

13. WHEREAS Title III of the National Defense Education Act has provided funds tui thepurchase of equipment and instructional materials for the continued improvement of in-struction in Industrial Arts in our nation; and
WHEREAS the Administration in WaPhington has recommended a drastic cutback infunds for title III of NDEA;
BE I' RESOLVED that the Association recommend that the Congress of the UnitedStates appropriate the full authorization for this act.

14. WHEREAS it has been proposed in certain states that tiLe professional standards forteacher certification be lowered; coad
WHEREAS Industrial Arts has been one of the subject areas mentioned in these pro-posals;
BE IT RESOLVED that the Association re-affirm its position that one of the minimumrequirements of an Industrial Arts teaching credential is the Baccalaureate degree.

15. WHEREAS Title XI of the National Defense Education Act has provided valuable in-service training to thousands of Industrial Arts teachers, supervi6ors and teacher edu-cators; and
WHEP r" NS this act has. been ably administered by the US Office of Education;BE Ii itE SOLVED that "ie Association express its appreciation to the administratorsof this title, Drs. Donald Biplow .uid Paul R. Manchak.

PRESIDENT'S REPORT
Ralph C. Bohn

The American Industrial Arts Association enjoyed another year of 2;rowth, and con-tinued ) provide leadership for the impro-vement and development of industriil arts inthe nation. Our Association is held in high esteem by the US Office of Education, the
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Nati1/4al Education Association, and the numerous professional groups and individuah;
working w:th our national office

High priority has 1. 0.1 placed on the program of prompt and efficient service zo the
growing me.abership of the Association. Correspondrnce is answered pron--,tly and mem-
bership applications and renewals processed on the day they arrive. Efforts have been
made to improve communications between state representatives of the AIAA, state asso-
ciations and the oational office.

Last year, the state representatives and the membership committee, chaired by
Harry Gunderson, embarked on a "Double the AIAA by 1970" camprign. This campaign
has been met with enthusiastic response. By April 1, 1968, twenty states had already
met their July, 1968 goal and eleven more were very close, and have probably met their
goo' at this time. As a result, the campaign is progressing at a rate which, if continued,
will double our membership by 1970.

The full effect of the membership renewal system became apparent dtr..ing the past
year. In the :.ast, we have had an annual dip in membership each January. This wrs when
the members cf the previous year were dropped if they had not renewed their member-
ship. Since r::::_nbership is now on a rYlndnuous basis that is, a member is billed for
renewal one yeor after he joined- the January dip has disappeared.

The accompanying graph shows the life ;and regular membership of the Association
since July, 1962. As you can see, we passed our previous membership high at the 1967
convention in Philadelphia. Since that time membership h_ --mtinued to increase at a
fairly steady rate. Projected membership is shown through July, 1968. In addition to
the 7000-8000 regular and life members, there are approximately 3000 retired, college
student and sustaining members -providing a total membership ot over 10,000. This
figure doesn't include library, group or student club membership.

In August, 1967, our Association was awarded an NDEA Title XI Institute from surplus
funds from the 1967 Tnstitute program. This Institute was one of aye experimental pro-
grams designed to evaluate new avenues of in-service edncatioP. Appalachian State Uni-
versity was designated e: the fiscal agent and responsible university. Between August
and January, five one-week institutes were conducted one each in Salt Lake City, Atlanta,
New York, Tulsa and Chicago. The purpose of the Institutes was to acquaint officers of
state associations with responsibilities they have towards the in-service education of
teachers, and provide the necessary background to improve service to their members.
The Institute was directed by HowardS. Decker. The staff included Erwin P. Bettinghaus,
Associate Dean, College of Communication, Michigan State University, and Richard Miller,
Director of the Curriculum Institute, University of Kentucky. Industrial arts staff aaci
consultants included Earl M. Weber, Robert L. Woodward, Joseph A. Schad, Paul W. De-
Vore, Delmar W. Olson, Willis E. R: y, Eugene R. P. Fltig, Fred D. Kagy, Joseph J.
Carrel, and many additional leaders of the profession from all parts of the country. A
total of 168 state association officers representing 49 of the 50 states and the Common-
wealth of Puerto Rico attended.

Since the Institute v.as experimental, a thorough evaluation was conducted and included
with the final report. The success of this Institute may lead , similar programs for
other associations, as v,ell as a possible repeat for the AIAA.

Since last year's convention in Philadelphia, the AIAA has been actively involved in a
wide variety of professional activities. These include:

(1) Accreditation. The American AssociLtion of Colleges of Teacher Education
(AACTE) has eontinued with the revision of accreditation standards for teacher
education. They have requested guidelines for industrial arts to be usec! in their
pilot p-.ograms under their new guidelines. Howard F. Nelson, president of the
American Council on industrial Arts Teacher Education, is working with his
association and accreditation committee to provide the needed guidelines.

Requests for accreditation standards for secondary school industrial arts
have also been received, the most recent from North Central Accreditation
Association. Our committee on Testing and Evaluation, chaired by Leonaru
Glismann, is developing these standards.

(2) Research. The P.ese-arch Committee, chaired by William 1. Sargent, has been
working with the Education Reti le val Information Center (ERIC) of Ohio State
University to expand their cover,tgc of industrial arts. The Center has the re-
sponsibility of identifying industrib I arts re:= et .(211, speeches and publications.
This infor-lation is Oared in microfil and made available to it 'ivi,ivals and
groups on a cost basis.
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In October, 1968, the Gunter at Ohio State will conduct a resea eh conferencein industrial arts education. The coni,...rence will have a dual goal to identifyneeded research, and to obtain commitments for planning and conducting theneeded research.
(3) Safety. During October, 1967, Denis J. Kigin, chairman of the Safety Committee,was our Association's delegate at the National Safety Congress held in Chicago.The committee is continuing its preparation of manuscripts for an industrialarts safety publication.

Publications. The AIA A's supply of available publicatiJns is bcing sold at a rapidrate. The Publication Committee, under the chairmanship of Ronald L. Koble,is ('-veloping a long-range plan for the continued preparation and publication ofpr.a..2,,sional materials for the Asbociation.
(5) Student Clubs. This year the student club program of the AIAA was divided intotwo groups. The College Club Committee, chaired by Rex Miller, works withorganized groups of college students. All members of this group are studentmembers of the AIAA, since they are future industrial arts teachers.The high school group, chaired by W. A. /vlayfield, has been formed into aseparate Association, with its own newspaper and dues structure. Industrialarts teachers should avail themselves of this opportunity to organize local highschool industrial arts clubs, and have them join the national group.(6) Professional Relations. Professional relations is a responsibility of all mem-bers of the Association, as well as an orga zed responsibility of the Profes-sional Relations committee, chaired by All. A. Newton. During the year,numerous activities were conducted to mainmin an ' improve our relations withother groups and individuals. These include:(a) The orientation meetings and receptions planned and hosted by the AIAAInternational Relations Committee, chaired by L'onald E. Perry.(b) The Industrial Arts Teacher Education Award program, which recoviizesoutstanding classroom teachers from all parts of the U. ad States andCanada, Fifty- 'fie awards were presented this year. This progran- ischaired by the vice president for classroom teachers, Sherwin D. Powell.(c) Representation at the World Confederation of Organizations of the TeachingP -ofession in Vancouver; representation at the inauguration of five new presi-dents of colleges or universities; board membership on CONPASS (a Con-sortium of Learned Organizations); standardized test preparation throughAIAA members working with the Educational Testing Service (ETS,, Prince-ton, NJ; speeches by board members and the executive secretary at morethan 50 state association conferences, colleges and universities, and localindustrial arts groups, membership on the Education Product InformationExchange (EPIE) are other methods whereby our association has attemptedto develop and maintain public relations.

(7) The Sixteenth yearbook of the American Council on Industrial Arts Teacher Edu-cation (ACIATE), titled Evaluation Guidelines, was provided for all nv.:mbers ofthe AIAA. All production costs were paid for by the teacher educationas a professional contril,ition to the growth and development of the profession.The Journal of Industrial Arts Education has continued the high editorial leid presen-tation standards under the editorshipof Linda A. Taxis. Miss Taxis became acting manag-ing editor this fall and was appointed Journal managing editor at this convention boardmeeting. During the past year, The Journal received two Education Press Awards, oneof the few professional journals to be so bonored.
The AIAA packet service again included a special mailing of NDEA Title XI InstituteBrochures to all members in Janua:-, ce other packet mailings of icational mate-rials were sent to ail members. '' _isi packet service is financed by the companiesand groups providing information fo.L J packet. No AIAA funds are used for this service.The Read-Out, the AIAA newspaper, will be published twice during the current year.The first issue was sent all members in December and included a listing of IndustrialArts Institutes. It was placed in the mail the day after the 11,stitute list was released inWashington. The second issue of the Read-Out will be published after th? convention.The Association's legislative program, led by john 0. Conaway, chairman of rheLegislative Information Committee, has worked for increased appropriations for the billswhich have aided industrial arts. ThePassage of the Education Prcfession's DevelopmentAct, supported by our Association, has produced a major reorganization and expansion
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of the in-:-lervice education activities of the US Office of Education. The national officehas kept state, collegiate and local IA leaders appraised of the development of this billby providing them with pr())osal guidelines, as well as with the information on federallegis lation.
Under the able guidance of our convention director, George H. Ditlow, a program ofplanning and selecting convention sites five years in advance has been developed. Thislead time is needed to assure reserving the facilities needed to conduct the convention.Future convention sires include (a) 1969 - Las Vegas, April 7-11, (b) 1970 - Louisville,(c) 197l - Miami. Convention sites for 1972, '73, and '74 will be considered at the sum-mer board meeting, thereby placing us on the five-year-in-advance schedule.This summer, a special NDEA Title XI Institute for State Supervisors of IndustrialArts, will be conducted in Washington, DC. The Institute is being conducted by the Univer-sity of Miami. Our association is assisting through the coopezation ot the American Coun-cil of Industrial Arts Supervisors.
During the past year, it became apparent that the scope ane '.readth of industrial artshad to be defined in a clear and concise manner. In order to investigate this need, aspecial commission chaired by Theodore Guth was appoin,ed to meet at this convention.Their work willbe continued this August when the Association sponsors a curriculum sym-posium prior to the Supervisors' Institute. The symposium will involve both industrialarts personnel and representatives from government and other disci;:lines. The objectivesare: (1) to explore the lull potential of industrial arts education, and (2) to develop apolicy concerning the relationship of industrial arts to the growing occupational educationneeds of the public schools, the role of industrial arts in the inner-city schools, and thechanging structure of industzial arts in public education. Financial support for the con-ference is coming from both federal and industrial groups. It is hoped that this confer-ence will help plot the future direction of our profession.The officers of the association continue to look lor additional ways to ,..ssist the.growth m I improvement of industrial arts education. Short public relations films andlonger teacher recruitment and guidance films are needed by the profession. Ways tofinance these films are being actively sought. These include the development of a specialProfessional Projects fund and the presentation of proposals to public and private fundinggroups. The preparation ofhigh quality films is expensive but needed to present industrialarts to the public.

Consideration is being given to expanding The Journal of Industrial Arts Educationto a monthly publication, during the school year. This is a needed service and one whichwill provide improved communications to all meihbers. The added expense may require amodest dues increase, needed to pay for added issues of The Journal, plus the rising costsof maintaining a national office.
The increased membership of the past year has permitted the Association to replacemoney used from our Reserve Accounts, and develop a firm financial foundation for thefuture growth of the Association.
This report is already more lengthy than it should be. Y et, it has not given adequaterecognition to the hard-working committee chairmen, committee members, board mem-bers, national office staff and the members of the Association, who continue to supportindustrial arts by maintaining active membership and support of the Americ-1 IndustrialArts Association.
I have been especially pleased to be associAted with Howard Decker, our executivesecretary. He is providing the highesepossible level of professional leadership and isguiding our Association to a true position ot leadership in industrial arts education.In closing, I would like to mention that I have thoroughly enjoyed my year as Presidentof the Association. I have enjoyed the opportunity to meet and discuss industrial artswith teachers, supervisors and teacher educators from all parts of the country. Thesecentacts have increased my respect for the present and potential program of educationprovided by industrial arts for the youth of our nation. Our future is bright.

Dr. Bohn is President of the AIAA and chairman of the Industril Arts Department, San Jose State Col-lege, San Jose, California.
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